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Opening of tbe annual session
Agricultural prices (Doc. 1-132t/52) (contin-
aation):
Mr Collins; Mr G. Fuchs; Mr Ertl (Council);
Mr Tugendhat (Commission); Mr .lVettig;
Mr Clinton; Mr Hord; Mr Vitale; Mr B.
Nielsen; Mr Lalor; Mr Blaney; Mrs Castle;
Mr Bocklet; Mr Puntis; Mr Moller; Mr Ada-
mou; Mr Maber; Mr Flanagan; Mr Thareau;
Sir Fred lV'amer; Mr Mffie-Baug|; Mrs
Martin; Mr Ansquer; Mr Vgenopoulos; Mr
Diana; Mr Battersby; Mr Goerens; Mr Ver-
nimmen; Mr Konrad Schrin; Mr Damseaux;
Mr Kaloyannis; Mrs Gredal; Mr Barbagli;
Mr Gautier; Mr Papaefstratiou; Mr McCar-
tin; Mr Eyraud; Mr Ertl; Mr Dakager (Com-
mission); Mr Mouchel
Turhey 
- 
Oral questions witb debate, (Doc.
1-1274/82) by Mr Isradl and others, to tbe
Foreign Ministers; (Doc. 1-1275/52) by Mrs
De March and otbers, to the Cornmission and
(Doc. 1-1280/82) by Mr Glinne and others, to
the Foreign Ministers:
Mr kradl; Mr Frischmann; Mr Glinne; Mr
Genscher (Foreign Ministers); Mr Haferhamp
(Commission); Mr Hrinscb; Mr oon Hassel;
Mr Genscher; Mr Spicer; Mr Nikolaoa; Mr
Genscher; Mr Epbremidis; Mr Beyer de Ryhe;
Mr Vandemeulebrouche; Mr Romualdi; Mr
Pkskoaitis; Mr Boumias; Mr Pannella; Mr
Romualdi; Mr Pannella; Mr Pesmazoglou;
Mr Kyrhos; Mrs Euting; Mr Fich; Mr Van
Minnen; Mr Genscber; Mr Haferhamp .
Uniform electaral procedure 
- 
Oral question
(Doc. 1-1137/82) by Mr Seitlinger and others,
to the Council:
Mr Seitlinger; Mr Genscher (Council); Mr
Schieler; Mr Rumor; Lord Douro; Mr
DAngelosante; Mr Haagerup; Mrs Eaing;
Mr Vandemeulebroucke; Mr Romualdi; Mr
Bocklet; Mr Galland; Mr Ryan; Mr Harris;
Mr Danseaux; Mr Genscher; Mr Seitlinger;
Mr Rumor; Mr Genscher; Lord Harnar-
Nicbolk; Mr Genscher
SITTING OF TUESDAY, 8
. Contents
MARCH 1983
Yugoslaoia 
- 
Report (Doc. 1-1193/82) by
Mr Bettiza:
Mr Bettiza; Mr Seefeld; Mrs Gaiotti De
Biase; Mr Isradl; Mr Pannelk; Mr Almi-
rante; Mr Pesrnazoglou; Mr Eisrna; Mr
Genscher (Council); Mr Haferkamp (Com-
mission)
Topical and urgent debate (announcement):
Mr zton der Wing; Mr Akaanos; Mr Enright
Question Time (Doc. 1-1346/82):
Mr Sherloch
Questions to the Council:
o Question No 1, by Mr Deniau: Rela-
tions between the EEC and Vietnam: Mr
Genscher (Council); Mr Deniau; Mr
Genscber; Mr Lomas; Mr Genscher; Mr
Habsburg; Mr Genscher; Mr C. lackson;
Mr Genscher; Mr lilurtz; Mr Genscher
c Question No 2, by Mrs Boot: Duty-free
import offuel in normal fuel tanhs for all
commercial oebicles (including buses)
licensed in Community countries:
Mrs Bucban; Mr Genscher; Mrs Boot;
Mr Genscber; Mruon der Wing; Mr
Genscher; Mr Sberloch; Mr Genscher;
Mrs Maij-\Yteggen; Mr Genscber; Mr
Seeler; Mr Genscher; Mrs KelletrBou-
man; Mr Rogalla; Mr Genscher; Mrs
Kellett-Boutman
o Question No 3, by Mr Lomas: Collusion
- 
Conseroatioe party and the EEC
Cornrnission:
Mr Genscher; Mr Lomas; Mr Genscber;
Mr Vkkh; Mr Genscher; Mr Isradl; Mr
Genscher; Mr Enright; Mr Genscher; Mr
Hutton; Mr Genscber; Mr Prag; Mr
Megahy; Mr Genscber; Mr Alaoanos;
Lord Hannar-Nicholls; Mr Genscher
o Question No 5, by Mr Isradl: United
Kingdom membership of tbe European
Monetary System:
Mr Galhnd; Mr Genscher; Mr Isradl;
Mr Genscber; Mr .lY'elsb; Mr Genscber;
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Mr oon der Wing; Mr Genscher; Sir
Brandon Rhys \Yilliams; Mr Genscher;
Mr Herman; Mr Genscber; Mr Patter-
son; Mr Genscher; Mr Sieglerschmidt;
Mr Genscher
Questions to rhe Foreign Ministers:
o Question No 27, by Mr Flanagan: The
European Community and the suPpres-
sion of Solidarity:
Mr Enrigbt; Mr Genscher (Foreign Min-
isters); Mr Flanagan; Mr Genscher; Mr
Fich; Mr Genscher 72
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDEITIELE
Vice-President
The sining u)ds opened at 9 d.n.
l. Opening of annual session
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 9(2) of the Rules of
Procedure I declare opened the 1983/1984 session of
the European Parliament.t
2. Agicultural pice s (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the report by Mr Mouchel (Doc. l-1325/
82) on the fixing of prices for cenain agricultural
products and cenain related measures (1983-1984).
Mr Collins (S), drafisman of an opinion for the Com-
nittee on the Enoironment, Pablic Heabh and Con-
sumer Protection. 
- 
Mr President, this is one of the
times of year,. perhaps the only time of year,.when
every economic argument normally employed in this
House to extol the virtues of free trade and fair com-
petition in Europe and between Europe and the rest of
the world, is stood on its head. Ve are often told by
the Commission and others that competition and free
trade are good for the consumer because prices are
kept down and because productive efficienry ii the
I Approval of Minutes 
- 
Topical and urgent debate
(announcement) see Minutes.
Question No 28, by Mr Moreland:
Grenada:
Mr Genscber; Mr Moreland; Mr
Genscher; Mr Ficb; Mr Genscher; Mr
Seligman; Mr Genscher; Mr Alaoanos;
Mr Genscher; Mr Broh; Mr Genscher;
Mr Van Minnen; Mr Genscber
o Question No 29, by Mr Balfe: Plastic
bullets:
Mr Genscber; Mr Balfe; Mr Genscher;
Mr Blumenfeld; Mr Galland; Mr More-
land; Mr Genscher; Mr Enright; Mr
Genscher; Mrs Ewing; Mr Van Minnen
result of the philosophy of economic freedom. But
when it comes to agriculture, none of these arguments
is used. Free trade is replaced by protection, competi-
tion is replaced by guarantees and low prices are
replaced by unreasonable food costs.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection cannot. support this lunatic
state of affairs-, and indeed it would remind Parliament
that Anicle 39 of the Treaty specifically states that one
of the principal aims of the CAP is to ensure that sup-
plies reach consumers at reasonable prices. \7e do not
believe this happens now and we do not believe that in
the present circumstances increases in average prices
would allow this to happen in the future.
Consider the facts. The Community has serious sur-
plus production in, for example, milk products, sugar,
wheat, wine and beef. '!7orld prices are significantly
Iower than EEC prices, and indeed in the case of
sugar, I understand that the world price is only some-
thing like 300/o of the European price this year. At the
same time we are told that farm incomes have risen in
the last year and although there is some disagreement
about how much they have risen, we are told by some
people that this is close to 100/0.
In addition, Europe is in the grip of recession and
there are millions of workers unemployed having to
live on the meagre income provided by the State ben-
efit systems. So we have got surplus production at high
cost while consumption is either stagnant or falling
because unemployed workers cannot afford the prod-
ucts which in turn have to be subsidized yet again to
unload them on to the world market.
Mr President, even if Lewis Carol and George Orwell
had got together to write a joint novel, the plot could
not have been more srange than the one that we have
in this Parliamenr at this time. That is why the com-
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mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection has put down several amendments.
In the first place we find that the informarion ori
which the proposals of both the Commission and the
Committee on Agriculture are founded is inadequate
and quite out of date. For example, although we sup-
pon the Commission's artempts to improve informa-
tion abour the effect of farm prices on rhe cost of food
country by country, we do believe thar this has to be
extended so that the effect can be followed through
product by product. Information is power, and we
want that power to rest with the ordinary citizen and
not just with the vested interests of producers, whether
they be farmers or food processors.
Secondly, the information about the rise in farm
incomes last year is a litde patchy. Some people say
40/o or 5010, some people say as much as 100/o and one
estimate for one country in the Community goes as
high as 45010. So we believe that the method of meas-
uring income needs to be reviewed so that it can be
used with much more confidence than we have at the
moment.
Basically, however, the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection takes
the view that it is imponant to maintain a decent level
of living in rural farming areas. 'Ve do not want to
create rural unemployment, we do not want to destroy
the rural economy and we do not want to destroy the
rural landscape. Ar the same time we want to ensure
that the cost of food to the consumer is kept low
enough to allow people a reasonable, healthy diet.
The point is that we reject firmly the idea rhat the
present system of price guaranrces for farmers can
achieve both of these aims. In practice it leads to over-
production, and under-consumption, it diminishes the
quality of the environment, it offers a poor deal for
consumers and inadequate living standards for small
farmers, especially in less-favoured areas. The present
sysrcm, in other words, leads to the poor subsidizing
the poverty of others.
'S7'e should, therefore, like to see the Commission look
seriously at the s/ork being done by a number of uni-
versity departments in the Community on direct
income aids so that small farmers' incomes can be
maintained at a reasonable level. Of course, we cannot
see any reason why there should be an average
increase in farm prices this year.Try as we might, we
cannot accept the evidence for this.
The European Community needs to be projected for-
cibly along the road towards a radical overhaul of its
agricultural policy, and we believe that the impetus for
this could be given by a firm commitment now to a
price freeze on those products where there is a struc-
tural surplus. Anything else, an1'thing less, is simply
another sad postponement of the day when Europe
becomes the Europe of its people and nor rhe Europe
of its powerful lobby Broups.
Mr G. Fuchs (Sl, drafisman of an opinion for the Com-
mittee on Deoelopment and Cooperation. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I am speaking on
behalf of the Committee on Development and Coop-
eration in order to make certain observarions which
we feel are important concerning the effecm of the
Common Agricultural Policy on the developing coun-
tries in general and the associared countries in partic-
ular.
Certain new factors have arisen since last year's debare
on the fixing of agricultural prices. The principal one
is, or should have been, the publication by the Com-
mission at our request of a study on the effects of the
CAP on the developing countries. According to rhe
conclusions reached in this study, these effects are
relatively limired. The argument is based on two facts:
the existence of a large agricultural uade deficit in the
Community in respect to the developing countries,
which in 1979 amowted to around 17 thousand mil-
lion dollars and the fact that only 70/o of our agricul-
tural imports originating in the developing countries
are subject to duties.
Although these figures are indisputable, I would like
[o show you, by means of some examples, why the
conclusions of the study neverrheless appear ro us to
be invalid. My first example concerns iereals. How
can we fail to see that there is a contradiction berween
the Community expon policy in this area and the
simultaneous affirmation of our support for food stra-
tegies aimed at developing local and regional self-suf-
ficienry in the developing countries? I believe ir is now
acknowledged by nearly everyone that an increase in
cereal imports tends to discourage and disorganize
local food production in most of the developing coun-
ries. The only argument on the other side accepted by
our committee is that for obvious political reasons ir
does not 
^ppe^r to be desirable for the Community togive up all expons in this area and leave the United
States a near-monopoly of the market in cereals.
Although everyone condemns ir, we know rhar food
can actually be used as a weapon. The position of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation is there-
fore that the Community should maintain its currenr.
marker share in cereals, around 100/0, while joining
with the recipient countries in trying to limir the nega-
tive effects of certain of our expon policies.
The second example, much more significant, is that of
sugar. I will not hesirate ro say here thar rhe Com-
munity policy is little short of absurd. On the one hand
we provide the ACP countries with a guarantee for a
purchase of t IOO 000 tonnes of white sugar ar our
own domestic price. On rhe basis of current world
prices, this represents a transfer of more than 400 mil-
lion ECUs per year in their favour. Bur on the other
hand, by throwing on rhe world marker more [han
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5 million tonnes of our own surplus sugar, i.e. 200/o of
the world market, we provoke an appreciable fall in
market prices, which declined over the last few years
from 43 to 5.5 cents a pound, which deprives our
partners of even more revenue. This is such an intoler-
able situation that this year the Commission itself pro-
poses that the increase in the guaranteed price for
sugar should be 1.5% less than that of the other
Community prices, in order to discourage a produc-
tion which now amoun$ to nearly 150% of our needs.
I say, however, on behalf of the Committee on
Development, that even this proposal is insufficient,
and that a complementary measure on the level of the
A and B quotas has become indispensable. Even from
the most egotistical Community viewpoint, moreover,
the present level of these quotas is distoned. How
could we let the A quota equal the volume of our
internal consumption, and, I ask the Commission, next
year how much will the guarantee for a B quota cost
when it has become entirely in surplus, and at a price
nearly double the world level?
The last example 
- 
and I could abridge here, but this
rhe most intolerable of all 
- 
is that of dairy products.
Here our position as an exponer gives us, as far as the
number of these products is concerned, a position of
near-monopoly with 50 to 750/o share of the market.
Our expons, apart from the negative effects already
mentioned in regard to cereals, are also used to feed
infanm under economic or hygienic conditions which
unquestionably cause a considerable increase in the
infant mortality rate in comparison with that for breast
feeding. lfhat is the reason for this scandal? The
reason is that our production is continuously growing
because of the increased use of animal feedstuffs com-
posed of substitute products imponed at low prices,
and although we had the 'courage'- and I put this
word between inverted commas 
- 
to limit our impons
of these products f.o. the developing counuies, we
did not have the same resolve, [o say the least, in limit-
ing similar impons from the United States. How can
we fail to condemn this atdtude?
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have no time to
develop my case any funher. I hope that on Thursday
your votes on the amendments I have tabled will
reflect my own conviction that it is no longer possible
to discuss our internal agricultural prices without tak-
ing inro consideration their effecm on the developing
countries. If we will not provide the Third \florld with
the help it needs or the fair treatment it demands, at
least.let us take care not to crush it with uncontrolled
surpluses.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I welcome most
warmly the President-in-Office of the Council, Mr
Enl. Afrcr the Council has spoken the Commission
will address the House.
Mr Ertl, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen.
I am pleased to have another opportunity of meeting
you before the major discussions on the agricultural
measures and suppon measures for the year 1983/84,
on which the European Parliament has to take its deci-
sions. This is in fact a continuation of the exchange of
views I had with your Committee on Agriculture in
Brussels on 18 January in a friendly and invigorating
atmosphere. I have read the reports of the Committee
on Budgets and the Committee on Agriculture very
carefully, and I should like to congratulate the rappor-
teurs, Mr Mouchel and Mr Gouthier, and also Mr
Fuchs on the good work they have done. It is interest-
ing not only to hear but also to read the reports.
Allow me to make a brief comment on Mr Fuchs'
report. It concerns the development of world agricul-
ture in the context of development aid and hunger in
the world. The key factor in agriculture will always be
man, with the soil and climate also playing key roles.
Anyone who believes that the same conditions for
growing cereals exist in sub-ropical Central Africa or
sub-tropical East Asia as in a moderate climate should,
I think, go and see for himself. 'W'e must make a great-
er distinction in our thinking and our actions, and in
my opinion, this will automatically result in a desirable
world-wide division of labour in which both agricul-
tural trade and the exchange of goods have rheir place.
To be honest, I am beginning to find the call for
increased agricultural production in individual coun-
tries too simplisdc. The principle may be correct. But
where the soil, the climate and man do not allow an
increase, you will have to come up with other con-
cepts, unless you w'ant poverty to continue indefin-
ircly.
(Applause)
However, this is only of marginal relevance here. I
assume the House is familiar with the figures. If com-
parable communities 
- 
and I mean all communities,
in East and'S7'est, Nonh and South, so that there are
no ideological disputes 
- 
all opened their doors to
agricultural impons, the developing countries could
sell everything they have.
As regards the farm price review, opinions differ, as I
see it, between the Commirree on Agriculture and the
Committee on Budgem, and that will probably always
be the case: it is one of the political facts of life.
On one point, as I understand it, all the committees
are agreed: we must complete this process by I April.
Commissioner Dalsager and my colleagues in the
Council of Agricultural Ministers will do our best in
this respect. I appeal to the House to submit its deci-
sions to us now, and I shall appeal 
.iust as passionately
to my colleagues to stick ro our plan and try to agree
on a final package at two separate three-day meerinBs
within a week at the end of March. I consider ir essen-
tial to go about these things calmly.
There is another point in your report rhar I can fully
endorse, but I musr also say thar rhis comes under the
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heading of 'Europe's great unfulfilled dreams'. I am
referring to a full economic and monetary union.
Even if he takes Europe seriously, anyone who thinks
this can be achieved in the foreseeable future is deceiv-
ing himself. It is not really a matter for the Agricul-
tural Council, although the framework of the econo-
mic and monetary union is indispensable for the agri-
cultural policy. I cannot emphasize often enough that
an agricultural policy can only be efficient within the
desired system if exchange rates are fixed. Bur there
will be no fixed exchange rates unless inflation is con-
rolled more effectively. \7ith inflation in two figures
there will be no economic and monetary union: the
divergences will remain. In Strasbourg of all places I
do not want to tempt providence, bu[ there is some-
thing afoot in Europe. Let us see what the next elec-
tions bring. But. . . better I should have said nothing.
To repeat: get inflation down from two figures and
then you can start working on more stable exchange
rates. And they are urgently needed.
I say this not as President of the Council but as the
Minister of Agriculture of a country whose currency
has always been revalued in the past and which is the
object of so much enry. 'We have now sent a set of sta-
tistics to the members of the committee. But I do not
want to start quoting statistics, because we want to
have a political discussion. That is why we come here.
There is no political jusdfication for a two-figure price
lncrease rn some cases and no increase at all in others.
That is the weak point of the Commission's present
proposal. Or do you think a Minister can go back to
his own country and say: 'Everybody else is getting
more, bu[ we are getting less. That's Europe for you.'?
(Applause)
You have to sell this politically, my friends. The Com-
missioner is looking very angry, but that is the way it
is. I cannot help you there.
(Laughter)
I completely agree with you: the reports of this House
reflect the Council's opinion, and it could not be any
other way. \7'hile the monetary situation and basic
national positions differ so widely, interests will auto-
matically differ, and the imponant thing in the end is
that everyone should be able to save face in the com-
promise. These compromises will continue only as
long as this is possible. This is true of all sectors, and
panicularly of the monetary sector, which is obviously
a favourite subject in Europe. All I can say is that I
wish everyone positive monetary compensation. If the
whole of Europe establishes an economic policy under
which there is only positive monetary compensation,
there will be no further compensation.
I also want to take up the study by the Committee on
Budgets, but I will first comment on the opinion of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection in this connection.
I believe I can claim to be familiar with world agricul-
tural policy, or at least with im basic principles. There
is not a country in the world even New Zea-
land, although it is cenainly a country where milk and
honey flow 
- 
that does not have its own support sys-
tem. And there are many reasons for this, but time is
too short to go into this in greater depth.
There are three issues here, in my opinion. They are
connected with what the Committee on Budgets says.
On the whole, it must be possible to finance a system
of this kind. It must not cost the taxpayer more than a
basic attitude of solidarity on the whole justifies, and
we need this basic attitude of solidarity in view of the
varying interests in Europe. I endorse this view.
Secondly, it must be ensured that farmers are econom-
ically no worse off than other, comparable groups in
our society. Farmers have a right to equal treatment.
The distinction that is made between small, large and
medium-sized farms is more an economic than a polit-
ical question of principle.
Thirdly, the consumer must be provided with suffi-
cient produce of good qualiry at reasonable prices. If
every country in the world had the same opportunity
as the European Communiry of supplying itself with
foodstuffs at low prices, we would have far fewer wor-
ries and Mr Tugendhat would have to spend far less
money.
Unfonunately, there are still many countries that
make sure, not least with the extensive protectionist
measures they take, that a wide range of foodstuffs
does not even reach the consumer. I am very proud to
live in a Community and to have a position of respon-
sibiliry in a country in which anyone can buy any kind
of foodstuff produced anywhere in the world. There is
no foodstuff that you cannot buy in Germany. If we
achieve the goal of worldwide agricultural coopera-
[ion, we shall have fewer worries. But a great deal
more cooperation is needed and many people still
need to be convinced.
And now to the more basic question of 5-50/o or 70/o?
I will give you my opinion on this. The two Commis-
sioners will agree with me here. It may not look as if
they do, but inwardly they do. There has never yet
been a Commission proposal that was adopted in the
form in which the Commission submitted it. It would
be completely unnatural if that were so. It would mean
that Parliament and the Council were superfluous. All
we would need would be the Commission's command
centre, and I should not like to leave it to the Commis-
sion alone to decide how policy is made in Europe.
(Applause)
Ve must make sure that we have a tolerable situation,
in which, as I have said, the necessary funds can be
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provided. I know thy're has been a long debate on
co-responsibility.
I suppon the co-responsibility rteasures. I think they
are better than quotas and rhar lund of thing. I do not
intend to go into this at length. I will merely emphas-
ize that we have an opportunity here of making a few
distinctions. As my colleagues in the Council know, I
would be in favour of a lery which depended on out-
put, but those who hold this view have been in the
minority so far, and the different interests involved
will probably prevent this problem from ever being
completely solved. The same could be said of substi-
tutes or the imponant subject of cereals prices for
third countries.
To my great surprise, I have found that, if all the
United States' support measures and the prices other
countries charge for cereals are considered, rhe differ-
ence is not all that great. Unfortunately, I do nor have
the figures in my head at rhe moment. I took rhem
with me to the last OECD meering, but I did not
quote them there because the Americans did not raise
the question. If you like, I will send you rhese figures.
The statement my staff have drawn up is quire reveal-
rng.
I am in favour of an open, cooperative world policy,
panicularly among countries governed by the rules of
freedom and democracy, but rhis must apply to all
products.
I cannot see myself calling for freedom for raw mareri-
als and protecrionism for producrs. That is unaccepra-
ble. By this I mean that meat producrs and cheese can
also be made from substirutes. I have told rhe Ameri-
cans that I am prepared to alk about support systems,
refunds and so on, but only if we also mlk abour
export refunds, export credit and srorage loans as well.
'!7e must have all the figures out in rhe open, all ele-
ments of support, and then we can pick them off one
by one, as in a game of chess.
\7e shall be discussing the accession quesrion rhis
afternoon and tomorrow. 'We have a political man-
date. I should,like to repeat whar I said in the Com-
mittee on Agriculture: the financial consequences of
accession must not be ro the detriment of the agricul-
tural policy. '!(i'e must make thar absolutely clear from
the outset. \7e simply cannor push all rhe unpleasant
things off on to the Council of Agriculrural Ministers.
(Applause)
Those who are in favour of the accession of Spain and
Portugal 
- 
and I am one of rhem 
- 
musr realize that
it will cost an enormous amount. of money. \(e cannot
simply call for redistribution ro benefit the Medirerra-
nean areas and leave ir to the Agricultural Council to
decide where the money is to come from. \7e have
already overdone things once, wirh the accession of
three Member States ro rhe Community of the Six.
Much as I am in favour of enlargement for political
reasons, I simply cannot have it said that the agricul-
tural poliry is the key: hand it over ro the Agricultural
Ministers, and let them solve all the problems. Agricul-
tural Ministers are not magicians, either in Europe or
elsewhere. \(e have enough difficulty coping with the
agricultural market.
As I have already said, making up at this stage what is
being called the Medirerranean package will be
extremely difficult. I would even go so far as to say
that I am almost sure that all we can do rcday is put
forward alternatives and then wait and see what the
Heads of Government dare to decide. I hope they will
take a very courageous decision: it is urgently needed.
I shall follow your debate with great interest. I hope
your decisions will be good ones, so rha[ I can con-
vince my colleagues in the Council. The work musr be
completed by the end of April.
(Applause)
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, it is an honour to speak after Mr Ertl.
As I think the whole House will agree, Ministers from
the Council come in many shapes and many sizes.
(Laughter)
Some of them are disdnguished and some of them less
distinguished, some of them are senior, some of them
are more recently esablished. But in the field of agri-
culture there is no minisrer who is more senior or
more distinguished than Mr Enl.
(Applause)
As the response to whar I have said shows, Mr Presi-
dent, I am speaking for the whole House on [his
occasion when I welcome him to our debates.
The Commissioner for Agriculrure, my colleague Mr
Dalsager, spoke yesterday abour the Commission's
approach to agricultural questions. I am making a
briefer speech this morning about rhe budgeary
aspects of the problem.
Parliament has always, I know, seen the link between
the budget and agriculrure and Parliament iself has
always undersrood the need to ensure thar rhe two
approaches should be reconciled. One only has ro
think in fact of the first notable act of rhis directly
elected Parliament in 1980 when, faced wirh a drafr
budget established by the Council, ir rejecred that
draft, accusing the Council of nor accepting measures
to control agricultural expendirure. Parliament went
on to poinr out rhat repeared increases in agriculrural
expenditure would in the long run endanger the very
basis of their policy. Parliament then decided on the
total rejection of thar budget.
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On April 9 1981, in its resolution on the Community's
own resou,rces, this House reaffirmed its conviction
that it was urgently necessary to bring agricultural
expenditure under control, recognizing that such con-
trol was a condition for the alteration of the existing
ceiling on own resources. Last year, in connection
with its guidelines for the 1983 budget, Parliament
again called for control of agricultural expenditure.
Indeed only last December Parliament, when adopting
the 1983 budget, expressed particular concern over the
need to introduce legislative changes to control the
expected rise in EAGGF guarantee expenditure. Par-
liament went on to castigate the Council for failing to
come to terms with the issue and repeated im View that
the principal way of permanently controlling guaran-
tee expenditure lay in the termination of an open-
ended and unlimited price guarantee.
Now, as my colleague Mr Dalsager made clear yester-
day, Mr President, the Commission has listened care-
fully to what Parliament has said and has brought for-
ward proposals which, in our view, reflect many of the
exhonations which Parliament made in the various
motions to which I have just referred. It is against this
background, I think, that one needs to look at the
report from the Committee on Agriculture. If one
reads only as far as the second paragraph where the
committee calls for guarantee expenditure to increase
less rapidly than Community resources, the rePort
appears to be consistent with the views of Parliament
that I have just mentioned. Thereafter, however, the
commitrce's proposals amount, I am sorry to say, to
the rejection of all cost-restraining measures and the
advocacy of funher price increases on the grounds
that the Commission's proposals are inadequate.
I must, Mr President, draw attention to the sharp con-
trast between this recommendation and Parliament's
position of last December. It is, I believe, impossible to
,orc for the Committee on Agriculture's proposal and
to remain consistent with Parliambnt's position of
--3 months ago.
(Applause)
I was encouraged last night when Mr Notenboom in a
nonble speech, which unfonunately occurred just
before the end of the sitting, drew attention to this
very point himself.
Mr Mouchel has, I understand, been reluctant to cost
his suggestions. Admittedly it is difficult to do so in
certain areas, but the House must be aware of the
orders of magnitude involved. The Committee on
Agriculture's suggestions on such important elements
as price increases, MCA changes and production
thresholds would involve an additional cost amounting
to approximately three times that of the Commission's
proposals, that is to say, 900 million ECU rather than
350 million in 1983 and 2 2OO million ECU rather than
760 it 1984. As regards the committee's other sugges-
tions, a precise forecast is less easy to make because of
their imprecision. It is, however, fair rc say that wher-
eas some could reduce costs, many would increase
them. It is equally fair to add that were they to be pro-
posed, it is the cost-generating rather than the cost-
saving ideas which would be more likely to be adopted
by the Council.
To put the figure of z zoo million ECU into perspec-
tive, Parliament should be aware that this increase is
greeter than total Community supPort for either social
or regional policy. Moreover, it exceeds by some
threefold the increases Parliament voted for its priority
areas, employment and development, and again there
have been some notable speeches about the need for
more money to be spent on development in the 1983
budget. The Commission does not consider that the
Committee on Agriculture's proposals can therefore be
regarded as balanced. A balance must, however, be
struck between agricultural policy and budget consid-
erarions. To those who say that the Commission is
subordinating everything to the budget, I would point
oul that, even for such an important product as dairy-
ing, our proposals still leave the budget to finance at
least half the cost of disposal of surplus production
above the threshold level. It is important, Mr Presi-
dent, for farmers to realize that when production
outstrips consumption levels and supplies have to be
exported, they cannot rely on open-ended recourse to
the budget for suppon.
The Committee on Agriculture's repon refers to the
EAGGF underspend in the last two years. But that, I
am sorry to say, is hisrcry. It is what is happening this
year and what is likely to happen later that should be
considered. Agricultural expenditure in 1983 is run-
ning way ahead of the rate of recent years. For the
first three months of this year alone advances to Mem-
ber States totalled 4 053 million ECU, an increase of
270/o over the first three months of 1982. In terms of
this year's appropriations, current expenditure is some
120/o ahead of the budgeted rate. If this trend contin-
ues, it will be necessary in any event, as the Committee
on Agriculture points out, to reinforce EAGGF guar-
antee credits through a supplementary budget. Such
reinforcement could, contrary to the implication in the
report. now before the House, in no way jusdfy action
to increase spending by a further significant amount.
Indeed, it indicates the opposite. Incidentally, this
acceleration of expenditure takes no account of the
cost increases that would flow from a deterioration in
trade relations with the United States. The Commis-
sion will do whatever it can to avoid such a deteriora-
tion, but our scope is, of course, limited. As Mr Enl
pointed out in his speech, it takes two to reach agree-
ment. Thus, if world prices of, say, cereals and dairy
producm 
- 
to take just two products 
- 
were to fall
by only 10%0, budget cosm on export refunds would
increase by about 650 million ECU a year.
Mr President, in order to sustain a healthy agricultural
industry in the Community, which is what the Com-
mission, as well as Parliament and the Council want to
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see, adequate finance must6e available. However, the
healthy development of the remainder of the Com-
munity's acrivities likewise requires adequate finance.
The addidonal resources thar will be needed for agri-
culture depend to a large exrenr on the decisions the
Agriculture Ministers are soon ro rake. A large pan of
the appropriations to be entered in the 1984 budger
will be determined on rhar occasion. Vhen, therefore,
Parliament votes on the mosion for a resolution now
being debated, it will, I hope, bear in mind that preli-
minary estimates suggesr rhar even if the Council
adoprc the Commission's proposals, expenditure on
EAGGF guaranree in 1984 is likely ro increase over
the 1983 budget by a rate double that of rhe increase
in available own-resources.
Mr President, no-one in rhis House needs ro be
reminded that the Community's own resources are
already limited. This year the margin is 2 900 million
ECU which includes I 300 million ECU fonuitously
available from previous years due to conjunctural cir-
cumstances which are most unlikely to be repeated.
Ve, the Communiry, are thus at presen[ using some-
thing approaching 950/o of the toml potentially avail-
able resources. Parliament's Committee on Agriculture
is inviting us to drive full rilt towards the ceiling.
To those who wish to curb the increase in agricultural
expenditure, and therefore demonstrare that the Com-
munity has the will to control rhe cost of the Common
Agricultural Policy, I urge you ro rejecr the advice of
that committee. To those who wish to help fosrer the
healthy development of agriculture and those engaged
in it, I would give the same advice. It is simply not pos-
sible for the agricultural industry to be helped if due
care is not nken of the budget burden and of all the
other sectors and economic interests that have to be
considered. Parliament and the Commission van[ [o
see the Community endowed with addidonal own
resources. Both Parliament and the Commission agree
that such resources are needed if the Community
interest is to be safeguarded.
But with the best will in rhe world, the task of intro-
ducing these resources is going rc be difficult to
accomplish. Parliament, itself has already stipulated
that the alteration of the ceiling of own resources
should be accompanied by a more rarional and econ-
omical restructuring of the Communiry budger. Parlia-
ment has emphasized the need to bring agricultural
expenditure under control. !/irhout such control, the
difficult rask of extending the Community's own
resources could be made vinually impossible. The
Commission's proposals on agricultural prices and
related measures reflect what we believe rc be the right
balance between prudence and responsibility. In advo-
cating massively expensive changes ro our proposals,
Parliament would destroy that balance and would be
inconsistent with its own repeatedly-declared objec-
tives.
Mr Presidenr, the Commission has tried to follow the
injunctions and the exhonations made by Parliament
in previous debates. As my colleague Mr Dalsager said
in his speech yesterday, in many respecm the ideas in
our proposals are yours even if the words and the
names are ours.
I therefore beg of Parliamenr ro supporr rhe Commis-
sion in proposals which we believe are in the best
interests of the Community as a whole and in the best
interests of the Common Agricultural Poliry.
(Applause)
Mr Vettig (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Commissioner Tugendhat has spoken of
the deplorable gap to which repeated reference has
been made in Parliament's debates on rhe budget and
agriculture since 1979. This deplorable gap will, if the
House adopts the reporr of the Committee on Agricul-
ture, become far larger: the majority of the Commirtee
on Agriculrure has submitted a repon that is marked
by a great sense of irresponsibility, rhat combines
everything that anybody could expect of the agricul-
tural policy and makes ir the programme for the deci-
sions on farm prices rhis year.
The strategy adopred by rhe Committee on Agricul-
ture in facr makes sense only if the idea is that the
agr.icultural policy should be reformed a[ rhe expense
of financial collapse and the Community's solvenry.
(Applause)
Being a member of rhe Committee on Agriculture, I
think I know what most of its members feel, and this is
not their inrention. Their intention is undoubtedlv that
what Parliament decides in this *att., shollid be
something that the Council will certainly nor approve
but will look ar with a reasonable eye and adjusi. The
slogan 'The Council will put ir right' has been used to
put forward senseless proposals, the only purpose of
which is ro curry symparhy in rhe Member Statis.
I do not think this is a reasonable approach, because it
will only weaken the position the European parlia-
ment has undoubtedly gained in the deliberarions on
the budget. I can do no more than appeal to all Mem-
bers of rhe House to think about this very carefully,
because there is no denying rhat, while there is consij-
e.able sympathy for Europe in all the Community,s
Member Srates, sympathy for its institutions is on the
wanc. The common agricultural policy is withour a
doubt panly to blame for rhis, becausi unmistakable
;igy oj its.degeneration are meering wirh a growinglack of understanding. Every Memblr of the Housi
should bear this in mind when deciding his position on
the price decisions.
To my political friends I should like to say that it is
not the level of agricultural prices rhat is our problem.
Ve would have been prepared to discuss a figure other
than that proposed by the Commission. '!7e would also
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have been prepared to discuss compensation for cer-
tain Member States particularly hard hir by inflarion, a
specific example being Ireland.
The main problem 
- 
as rhe Commissioner has clearly
shown with the budget figures he has quoted 
- 
is how
to tackle the surpluses. The Committee on Agricul-
ture, or the majority of its members, does nor even
attemp[ an answer ro [his quesrion. It is surely quite
obvious that, even where it concerns the surpluses, the
present policy does very litrle to help solve the income
problems which the worse-off farmers face. It is quirc
obvious that the presenr policy on surpluses does
nothing to alleviare rhe differences between Nonh and
South. On the contrary, if we look at the figures more
closely, these problems are being aggravared, although
the Commission is trying ro help Mediterranean prod-
ucts wirh its price decisions.
As the draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation h1 already said,
economrc resources are being wasted under the pres-
ent policy on surpluses, as the example of sugar makes
abundantly clear.
Funhermore, what we permit in certain areas under
the policy on surpluses is, of course, environmenrally
questionable.
I was pleased to hear the President of the Council
refer to a number of trade problems. I rotally agree
with him when he says thar we are also inrerested in a
division of labour in agriculture. Bur the report
adopted by the majoriry of the Commirtee on Agricul-
ture serves precisely the opposite purpose, since ir calls
for the extension of the Community preference wher-
ever possible, which in practice will always mean a
decrease in the division of labour among the major
trading nations and rhe increasing danger of trade dis-
Putes.
To conclude, I would refer ro the problems that exist
between the European Community and the United
States. There is no denying that policy on trade
between the Community and the United Stares cannor
be one-sided. But it is undoubtedly also ffue ro say
that the Community would be well advised not ro
tighrcn up its policy towards the United States unila-
terally, and that is what would happen with substitutes
if we accepted the proposals contained in the Mouchel
report.: that would be tanramount to declaring an open
trade war on the USA.
All in all, this report signifies a malor change for the
worse in Parliament's views on.the agricultural poliry,
and some of the things Parliament has said on rhis
subject in the past have been quesrionable enough. It
would be an irresponsible act for this report to be
adopted. My polirical friends and I will nor rherefore
be voting for it.
(Applaasb)
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr PrEsident, I should like to
say that I am pleased ro see Mr Ertl back in his posi-
tion as President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers
afrcr a successful election campaign. He is the oldest
and the most experienced Minisrer in the Community,
and I wish to thank him for his funher words of wis-
dorn and support here rhis morning.
In relation to the sraremenr made by the Vice-Presi-
dent of the Commission, ler me say that I am not in
the least surprised. One thing about Mr Tugendhar is
that he has been perfecdy consisrenr over [he years. I
hal'e been close to rhis scene now for at leasr 10 years
and I do not remember a single occasion when he did
not say that the prices proposed were far too high, rhar
the Community was facing ruin and rhat rhere was no
way we could find the money: this was the theme, and
the theme-song still conrinues. The Community has
gone on, and last year, as we know, we had a huge
saving, regardless of Mr Tugendhat's esrimates.
The Mouchel repon is a good repon and it deserves
the support of Parliament. Of 40 Members present and
voting in the Committee on Agriculture, only 12 vored
against ir. The amitude of those 12 is totally predicta-
ble at all times on matters relating to agriculture: rhey
are on the committee for one purpose, and thar is to
kill the Coqrmon Agricultural Policy.
(Cries of 'Not true' and 'Rubbish'from the European
Dernocratic Group)
That is their sole purpose on rhar commitree.
Lastyear, this Parliamenr voted for 140/o; this year we
are asking for half that figure 
- 
70/o 
- 
which is
totally inadequate for ar leasr three of the Member
States. I shall come back to that later.
This repon urges rha[ the Council agree on the prices
and related measures before I April and that if rhis is
not achieved, prices be made retroactive to the start of
the marketing year as far as rhar is possible. This is
mainly because of rhe huge losses suffered last year by
farmers, especially livesrcck farmers, as a resulr of the
failure of the Council to reach agreement on rime.
This repon reminds us of rhe very serious decline in
income suffered by farmers in recenr years. In Ireland,
the national family-farm income dropped in real rerms
by 330/o in 1979 and by 350/o in 1980. By rhe end of
1980, therefore it had fallen in real rerms by 550/o
below the 1978 level: within 2 or 3 years, while the
Commission was opposing price increases and saying
they were too high, farmers' incomes dropped sub-
stantially. Lastyear, we in Ireland got an improvement
in income of O.S%. This is the Commission's own
figure. In other words, since we joined rhe EMS, with
no funher possibility for green pound changes; with
high inflation and high bank-interest rares, rhere is no
wav our farmers can start to recover unless we get
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special measures ofvery exceptional value over a num-
ber of years.
To me it does not make sense to be talking, on the one
hand, about enabling weak Member States heavily
dependent on agriculture to converge and, on the
other, to be demanding co-responsibility levies in sev-
erely handicapped areas where family incomes are as
low as 50 Irish pounds. This unreasonable application
of co-responsibility and of production thresholds in
regions like Ireland, which are sdll rcally under-
developed, badly needs to be seriously re-examined
and reassessed. One thing that is brought out very
strongly in the report on inflation are the enormous
disparities in incomes, not only as between different
Member States but also between regions in the same
country, depending mainly on the rype of products
being produced. It shows, too, very clearly the inade-
quacy and unsuinbility of the methods being used by
the Commission to assess the income situation and to
provide assurances of more or less equal treatment for
all producers when arranging a price package. I fully
appreciate the importance of holding on to the princi-
ple of common prices, but in the varying circumstances
I describe, and in the absence of economic and mone-
tary union, there must be a possibility to use some
form of equalizer so rhat the benefits of membership
of the Community can be fairly distributed.
The Commission should stop talking about averages,
because this only serves to hide the true picture and
avoid necessary action in regions where real difficul-
ties exist. \fle should also stop over-stating the difficul-
des with the United States. The United States has its
own difficulties with im own farmers, but this Com-
munity cannot allow them to solve these difficulties at
our expense. They are the offenders in this instance,
and we should not run away. In the case of the pipe-
line we stood our ground. No apology is called for,
either, in the way we have traded our agricultural
products outside the Community or in relation to the
level of suppon provided for our farmers. In circum-
stances where half the world is starving, I think the
areas that can efficiently produce food are the lucky
areas and nobody should have the right to tell them to
stoP.
Mr President, I have a good deal more to say, but
there is no way of saying it under the requirement of
having to do so in four minutes.
(Applause)
Mr Hord (ED).- Mr President, I think if Aesop was
alive today, he would be tempted to write a lable
about the EEC and the CAP. I was reminded of Mr
Arndt, back in January, then we were discussing the
Commission's report on policy proposals for 1983. He
likened the EEC to a snail. He was complaining about
rhe progress of the EEC snail. It seems to me that Mr
Arndt's snail has got itself up a very steep mountain 
-
possibly a food mountain 
- 
and it is on the point of
falling back to the bottom of the mountain, and does.
Perhaps somebody like Aesop may be tempted to put a
notice up at the bottom of the mountain: 'EEC
devoured by CAP, RIP'.
Mr President, we have a disastrous situation in the
Community in terms of im agriculrural poliry. The last
ten years have seen no movement towards a realistic or
relevant ser of proposals for agriculture. \7hen we first
came into Parliament, the pro-agriculture lobby was
complaining that those p.opl. who wanted reform in
agriculture were trying to undermine the EEC. Today
the ongoing cosm, building up and up remorselessly in
terms of agricultural expenditure, are in fact under-
mining the EEC itself. Ve see how structural surpluses
abound. Records are broken every year, and not just
when the sun shines. Every year we get records.
'When we look at milk which is mking close to 400/o of
the Community budget, the consumption is broadly 88
million tonnes. This year production has gone up to 99
million tonnes 
- 
yet another 3.50lo increase in prod-
ucrion. The Commission estimates that production of
milk will go up by 1989 to somerhing like 114 million
tonnes without consumption increasing. !7e are likely,
even on what I believe to be the Commission's conser-
vative estimates, to have a double amount of milk sur-
pluses in 1989. \7hen you look at the graph that rhe
Commission produces, Mr President, you see that
production is due to go off the sheet. There is not one
dent in the line. Inexorably and remorselessly produc-
tion goes up and up. It does not matter whether it is
co-responsibility levy, conversion premiums, suckler
premiums; none of those things have done any'thing to
stem the tide of milk production. 800 000 tonnes of
dairy produce are currendy in the stores, all at the
expense of the taxpayer.
Yesterday Mr Maher was complaining about the cost
to the farmer and suggesting that we should cut off the
cheap imports of cereal substitutes. Vell perhaps he
should make that same point to the pig producers and
the egg producers. They cannot produce eggs on
green Irish grass. They rely on cereal substitutes, so I
think he wan6 to be clear as to what some of his col-
leagues in the farming world believe. EEC cereals are
now so expensive that livestock producers would go
out of business completely if they had to pay the full
extonionate and ardficial intervention prices for those
products rather than to rely on cheaper cereal substi-
tute imports.
Mr President, what is clear is that the CAP is now
cursed from both without and within the Community.
'We have the Unircd States cursing the EEC agricul-
tural policy, and a potential trade war looms. '!7e see
our friends in Australia and New Zealand increasingly
cursing the effects of the common agricultural policy.
Ve even see our ACP friends concerned as to the way
in which the Community is huning them by prejudic-
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ing their traditional exports to the EEC, and we also
see how many developing countries outside the ACP
are very roubled at the way in which Communiry pol-
icies are moving, which will only serve to prejudice
their scope for developmenr.
From within, Mr Presidenr, we see the common agri-
cultural policy being cursed by the European taxpayer,
because the CAP takes an absurdly high and unfair
proportion of a growing EEC budget. \7e see how the
880/o non-agricultural electorate are increasingly curs-
ing the irrelevance of EEC expenditure on agriculrure,
when it is the non-agricultural sector which is having
to face up to the real ravages of the recession with
these unacceptable levels of unemployment. It is
cursed by the consumers and the food processors who
ask why they should have the most expensive food in
the world when we are supposed ro be rhe most effi-
cient. \7e have a situarion where rhe CAP is now being
cursed even by the farmers themselves, and we have
the makings of internecine battles wirhin the agricul-
ture industry with the pigmeat people asking why they
should not have the preferential treatmenr being given
to the sheepmeat producers, the beef producers, the
poultry sector and so on.
So, Mr Presidenr, I believe rhat the CAP has become a
disaster. Le Monde was saying the other day how
national aids have made a complete nonsense of the
CAP. The equivalent of 8 billion pounds is now being
spent every year by the French Government in sup-
poning agriculture.
I would suggest that the only worthwhile proposals for
reform were pur forward by Parliament in the Plumb
report. Neither the Council nor the Commission have
done anphing about this, and we have seen rhe com-
mon agricultural policy get more and more expensive.
Mr President, the Council and the Commission, in my
submission, have to be indicted for this mammorh act
of maladministration. The era of a blank cheque agri-
cultural policy should be terminated at once. 'S7'e must
insist on a crash programme of agricultural reforms
and ensure that this year's price review does not
exceed by one ECU the Commission's price proposals.
Mr Vitale (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the fact that this year, unlike previous
years, the difference between the price increases pro-
posed by the Commission and those requested by rhe
producers' organizations is only very small, is first and
foremost a political signal that shows how widely,
now, people are aware of the extent of rhe crisis
afflicdng Europe. The farmers 
- 
and for thar matrer
the manual workers and consumers too 
- 
are making
their share of sacrifices in order to get economic
development under way again. For this reason, rhere-
fore, the confrontation this year, in this Chamber, on
the question of agricultural prices is less dramatic; we
shall see later what happens in rhe Council, following
Mr Enl's [hreats.
There is, however, something else, that has raken on
an even more dramatic aspect than in previous years
- 
even though we don't talk about it very much here
- 
and appears in an even more unacceptable light
than in the past, and that is the imbalance, which has
become even worse, between territories, sectors of
production and segments of society, within the Com-
munity. This year, as never before, is the year of sac-
rifices. Incomes at rhe bottom of the scale are diverg-
ing widely from those at the top; incomes in Ireland
and Italy are very different from those in the Nether-
lands and Germany. Never before have incomes in
some areas of farming 
- 
Mediterranean products, for
example 
- 
differed so widely from those in other sec-
tors, such as cereal growing and srock-rearing:
increasingly marked'inflationary' differentials are rhe
underlying cause of a spiral that presents a polirical
problem, since it tends to divide Europe.
This is the main problem today, rhe most dramaric one
that we have to face: it is a problem, however, rhar
no-one wants to face, in hard fact, with anything more
than words. Not the Commission, which hides behind
the claim that the level of inflation is an internal mat-
ter in each different country (as though we did not
know that it is precisely some effecrs of the common
agricultural poliry on the balance of trade that help to
fuel the high rates of inflation in some countries!); not
Parliament, that even yesterday refused to link rhe
Maher report with the prices debate, thus separating
two subjects that are very closely connecred 
- 
as the
Commissioner himself pointed out 
- 
and leaving
today's discussion hanging in a vacuum; not rhe
Council, in which each Government tries ro put the
blame on the others 
- 
so it is said, and that astonishes
me 
- 
for the unpleasant effects of inflarion differen-
tials. The political crux is not rhe difference between
5r/z)/o and 70/0. The political crux is rhe fact that the
proposals of the Commission are totally unsarisfacrorv'.
And the Mouchel report appears even more unsaris-
Iaaory to our eyes, seeking as it does ro suppress cer-
tain aspects of the proposals of the Commission that
we consider important from rhe srandpoint of a new
general strategy and general re-equilibrium, such as
the progressive alignment of the prices of cereals wirh
world prices, the fixing of ceilings for the producrion
of cenain producrs, and the reducrion of guarantees
for some products that are in excess.
It is true that in the Mouchel reporr. 
- 
panly because
an amendment to this effect was accepred 
- 
special
measures are requested for countries with a high rate
of inflation, in order to restore equilibrium. But what
is the sense 
- 
I ask all my colleagues, nor only Mr
Mouchel 
- 
of this request, when it is then proposed
to renew those old mechanisms thar seemed to have
been superseded afrcr the mandate of 30 May and
which, down the geats, have produced the imbalance
affecting the Community today, and have contribured
to the divergence in the rates of inflation?
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Ve are told that the problems of restoring equilibrium
in regard to incomes can only. be solved be means of
structural policies.
This is an argument that we reject for two fundamen-
tal reasons. Firstly, because it is false. In fact, in a mar-
ket economy 
- 
and it is incredible that I should be
standing here defending the laws of the market econ-
omy! 
- 
a more selective prices policy, a better bal-
anced system of guarantee, together with special
measures in suppon of the market for cenain prod-
ucts, tend in themselves to restore the balance of
incomes, and to change the structure. Secondly, whilst
we reaffirm the imponance of structural policies, this
year's qqota for these policies in the Community
budget has fallen, and the discussion on what this
structural policy should be is constantly being put off,
so that this year, as always, we again have those who
are $etting fat on the genuine substance of agricultural
prices, on the one hand, and those who are left to
manage with the inconclusive mlk of structural policies
on the other!
This, Mr Commissioner Dalsager, is what makes the
presentation of the Mediterranean programmes, and
the debate on [his subject, so very urgent, and they
will only be of imponance if they cause the entire
structural policy of the Community to be reviewed 
-inflationary differentials and structural policies alike.
These are the two points on which the discussion is so
one-sided. They are two points that, today, constitute
the real problems against which we should measure
ourselves and they are the two subjects that are, in
effect, missing from this debate.
If rhe Commission had integrated these two problems
in its proposals, we should have been able to declare
our agreement with those proposals, since we are in
agreement both with the modest increase in prices and
with the reduction of guarantees 
- 
for some products
that have hitheno been over-protected 
- 
which we
consider to be the most useful measures, rather than
the co-responsibility le'ry, which has proved to be
totally ineffecdve.
Moderate, well-regulated increases and reduced guar-
antees are the main prongs rcday for a new policy,
both for internal and international reasons: internal, to
restore equilibrium, to which I referred earlier; inter-
national, bearing in mind that we have progressively rc
bring internal prices and world prices closer together if
we genuinely want to give support to competition with
the United States without setting off on a trade war
from which, when all is said and done, we should not
have very much to gain.
The amendments that we have put forward meet these
requiremenm: some, so as to suppon the principles
expressed by the Commission in the Mandate of
30 May 
-'ceilings' for some products; a reduction inguarantees; prices more in line with those of the world
market 
- 
principles that the Committee on Agricul-
ture, in the Mouchel report, again wishes to cancel:
and others, to emphasize the need to resolve the prob-
lems of specific regions, sectors and segmenm of
society that are less strong.
I am happy to see that numerous amendments from
the Socialist Group are along these same lines, which
means that, where agricultural policy is concerned,
there is one field in which 
- 
for a purely objective
convergence of views, and tomorrow, I hope, for more
logically argued reasons 
- 
almost the entire European
Left is mobilized.
I should like rc end by saying that the more the farm-
ers are asked for sacrifices and austerity 
- 
as they
have been asked this year 
- 
the more necessary is it to
be able to distinguish the positions of the weak from
rhose of the stiong, so as to disribute these sacrifices
in a way thar will not increase but instead reduce the
gap that exists today between the poor farmers and
those less poor, the weak and those less weak.
Unril these principles are translated into concrete
measures 
- 
and today there is sdll no sign of them in
the Commission's proposals 
- 
our reaction can only
be one of deep dissatisfaction, and our vote 
- 
I state
this now 
- 
can only be against the motion.
(Applausefrom the Cornmunist and Allies Group)
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen (L). 
- 
(DA) For the ten years
or so tha[ I have been in Parliament it has been the
practice in certain quaners to attack the common agri-
cultural policy by loading it with budget problems. I
would remind you however that, on the contrary, the
agricultural policy has for the past few years secured
savings of such a size that they have made money
available for considerable extraordinary payments to
Great Britain. I find it unreasonable that it should be
attacked in this way. I think that we have got things
completely out of proponion. Of course money has to
be spent if food supplies are to be maintained.
I would also mention something which may put this
into relief : last week saw the publication of the annual
report for 1982 of a major European multinational
food group. The repon showed a turnover which
matched the entire budget of the European Com-
munity. Yes, a single firm in the indusrial foodstuffs
sector has a turnover matching the enrire Communiry
budget, not just the Communiry budget for agricul-
ture! If there are people in Parliament who somerimes
vote for certain budget positions which attack rhe agri-
cultural policy, I do not think it is because these peo-
ple 
- 
at least many of them 
- 
have anphing against
the agricultural policy. It is because Parliament's influ-
ence on budget questions has unfonunately been
bound up with the agricultural policy, in the sense
that, since agricultural expenditure is compulsory
expenditure, the majoriry in Parliament can acquire
more influence on the non-compulsory expenditure by
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seeking to limit compulsory expenditure. I think thar
this is what is happening and for thar reason, in my
opinion, we should not take the views of that majority
equally seriously in all instances.
For that reason too I have put dosrn a morion to omit
point C. The way it is framed, in my opinion, is in
direct conflict with the Treaty itself. Of course rhere
are fluctuations in the expenditure on agricultural
policy and, hitherto, it has been possible to keep these
fluctuations well within the limits of resources. That
may perhaps no longer be possible, but it is not the
fault of the agricultural policy. For many years it has
been possible to absorb rhe fluctuations, and if the
Community's resources run out, it is because a large
number of other expenditures have gradually
increased to such proportions that they are undermin-
ing the Community's economic potential. I therefore
welcome the Commission's contribution to the debate
in regard to ways of creating new' sources of income.
Not all ideas are as good.
I feel it is right for the Commission ro suggest break-
ing through the 1% ceiling. But I do not think that it
is a good idea, for example, to adjust the financing of
resources to the agricultural production of the Mem-
ber States. Countries which do nor have such a high
agricultural production should instead try to exploit
the market in indusrial free rrade. I would ask my Bri-
tish friends here how it happened thar rheir political
ally, the Danish Trade and Industry Minister, the
other day was able to point out that, while the British
a decade ago were our biggest suppliers of cars, they
sold us lust 22 cars in 1982. Take advanrage of this
market and take advantage of your membership of the
EECI
Finally I should like rc say that I have mbled an
amendment making a small correcrion ro the point
which refers to the increase which has taken place in
Danish farm incomes. It is an increase which started
from a very low level; thus it is easy to arrive at a high
percentage. But the fact remains that Danish farmers
have an income which by no means matches thar
enjoyed by the rest of the nation, also that they have a
very long working day. I therefore consider rhar this
small correction, pointing out thar the increase was
from a very low starting level, should be included.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
make a few comments on Commissioner Dalsager's
speech to the House last evening. Maybe I should
refer to Commissioner Thatcher-Tugendhat's speech
this morning, but I think that he is so opposed to agri-
culture that ir mighr be just as well for me to avoid
getting angry and working myself up by dealing with
the contribution that he made this morning.
'\7e heard from Mr Dalsager yesterday evening the
usual litany of substantial increases in .incomes for
farmers, the problem of structural surpluses and the
need to limit spending on the common agricultural
policy.
On the first point, let me remind the Commission, as
other speakers before me have done, that if certain
Member States had price increases of over 200/o in
1982, others, like my country, found themselves at rhe
other end of the scale with an increase of less than
20/o.The years 1979,1980 and 1981 gave Ireland a net
decrease in farm incomes of more than 
- 
500/0. There-
fore, if I followed Commissioner Dalsager's reasoning
in this regard, the 'bonanza' amounted to *20/o-500/0.
I do not think that can be accepted.
This brings me to surplus producrion. From the outset
let me remind the House that one of the major factors
responsible for surpluses is cheap lery-free imports of
substitute feedstuffs. These imports are widely used by
certain Member States to the detriment of the Com-
munity-grown feed grain which is subsequently stored
at enormous cost. In the mean time, third country and
notably cheap American products are being used in the
milk sector giving much higher yields for a much
lower input. The result is blatantly obvious: we find
ourselves yet again with large surpluses of butter and
skimmed milk powder which we are incapable of sell-
ing. Here again the Commission must bear grave res-
ponsibility. SThy are we incapable 
- 
and by we I
mean the Commission 
- 
of selling on the world mar-
kets? Because the US and others are pricing us our of
the available markets.
Funhermore, as I see it, the Commission takes credit
for the so-called exceprional year of 1982. Need I
remind the Commission that its price proposal last
year was 9%? Need I remind Commissioner Dalsager
of the exacr terms of his jusdfication to this Parliament
of those price proposals? Need I remind the Commis-
sioner of his doomsday speech and the prediction of
catastrophe if the Commission's proposals were nor
implemented? It reminded me of what Commissioner
Dalsager said yesterday.
Unfonunately, I do not have the time to go into rhis in
the few minutes at my disposal. However, I do invite
all my colleagues to consult the Official Journal dared
24 March last, and 
.iudge for themselves. \fle all know
that the Council of Ministers adoprcd a price increase
of tz.s which, I might add, was far closer ro rhe opi-
nion of Parliament than the initial Commission
proposals. The good Lord gave us rhe necessary sun
and rain to produce a bumper harvest last year. But it
was just one year, contrary to what Mr Hord said a
few moments ago. But by what miracle do the Com-
mission's moneybags increase and multiply? Here
again, if I follow the Commission's reasoning, 9 :
100. Following the same reason, +9-12.5 : bank-
ruptcy. And if I base myself on reality the Commis-
sion's *9 and the Council's +12.5 equals the * 1.2
billion units of account.
This year again we are hearing the very same refrain
from the Commission. Could it be rhat the men of the
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thirteenth floor in the Berlaymont actually agree with
a 70/o price increase as requested by the Mouchel
report.? Could it be that they are awaiting certain
monetary adjustments, nombly because of the
Deutschmark, to anificially push up the prices, not to
mention the creation of additional positive MCAs 
-but that is another matter? Is the Commission's atti-
tude: 'Oh, Lord, I want to wash my hands', I wonder?
Mr Blaney (CDI). 
- 
Mr President, it is rather
depressing 
. 
that over the years I have listened to
debates similar to today's. Each year the refrain seems
to be the same. Vhether it is from the left or the right
of the House, or whether it is from left or right in the
ideological sense there seems to be a wide gap between
the two extremes, if one could call them that: those
who are pro-agriculture and those who seem to be
anti-agriculture or pro-consumer, pro-worker.'fhere
does not seem to be any real getting together, and yet
Iistening to the excellent speeches, depending on how
one views the content, of Mr Ertl, the lresident-in-
Office of the Council, of Mr Tugendhat, who has
been taken to task by many of my colleagues here
today, and of Commissioner Dalsager lasr night. one
wonders why the viewpoints of these three rypified by
their speeches, cannot be brought together with all the
resources that are available to them in their various
capacities, so as to try and close the gap.
I am not talking now about the gap in incomes or any
such thing, but of the gap between our outlook as to
what should be our aim in agricultural policy. How it
can serve the entire Community and how we can get
rid of rhis wrangling that goes on annually 
- 
in fact
almost right throughout [he year. Ve are no sooner
finished with one than we start on the next, and come
this time next year, if we are all stlll here, we shall
probably be no nearer a concensus on what it is all
about than we are today.
That there is a very important role to be played by
agriculture is my panicular view. It plays in my own
country more than just an imponant role. It plays an
absolutely vital role and one in five of our population
is directly engaged in the agricultural industry. Almost
400/o ol our total exports comes from the produce of
the farms of my country, Ireland. \7e cannot possibly
survive in a country such as mine which is so heavily
dependent on the agricultural industry and the farm-
ing industry: anything that does not help, or indeed
minimizes, the return from that indusry in the cir-
cumstances which obtain in my country, can only spell
disaster for the entire communiry of that country
which is, after all; a Member State of the EEC.
I believe and have believed that the whole concept of
the Economic Community 
- 
whether it be of 6,9, 70,
12 or 15 whatever number of Member States 
- 
is that
we come together in order that the entire population
of all our nations in the Community, and indeed many
oumide our Community, are the better for the exer-
cise. But that is not the way that I see it has worked
and cerrainly it is not the way it has worked in relation
to the economy of the small country to which I
belong. \fle have seen, as you have heard from other
of my Irish colleagues here today, that in recent years,
our agricultural industry has shown a loss of up to
500/o as against 4 or 5 years ago.
Then we hear the voices of those who talk of the huge
increases that there were in agricultural incomes last
year wirhout taking the slightest account of it being an
exceptional year and that the outturn during that year
will assuredly not 
- 
unless there are two moons in the
sky 
- 
be repeated again in,1983 and God knows
when it will be repeated in the years ahead. But what
we do know does exist is the continuing downward
trend, for regions of other Member States, in the liv-
ing standards of those who live off the land.
Are there those still here in this Parliament who
believe that world market prices are the only yards-
ticks by which the prices of our produce within the
Community should be measured? Are they prepared to
pay the price of shonage as it would arise from time to
dme? I heard talk here today about the price of sugar
on the world market now being only 30% of the price
within the Community. How shon are their memo-
ries? Only a couple of years ago the price within the
Community was less than the world price.
Can that happen again and will it happen again? I
believe assuredly thar it will not, not only in relation to
sugar but in relation ro every other item of food that
our agricultural industry produces within the Com-
munity. If we were not producing as we are, what
would we be asked to pay? \flhat would the worker be
asked to pay, the non-agricultural worker? '!7hat
would be the consumers' role in those circumstances
of scarcity if they were held to ransom by interests in
other parts of the world who would no doubt take
advantage of our shortages if we were foolish enough,
by mismanagement or by inadequate support, to aban-
don our farming and agricultural industry and go to
the world market 
- 
this world market which seems to
be of such value to some people in this Parliament,
people who do not see beyond the fac that a price can
be artificially brought down, that food is coming into
this Community at dumping prices, rhar there are fee-
dingstuffs and food being- broughr into rhe Com-
munity at questionable prices.
And yet we are asking, and being asked, to compel our
most important industry and the only real policy thar
we have developed since rhe inception of this Com-
munity, to be manipulated by the powers-rhat-be in
the international economic operations outside the
Community. Of course we have allies in the Com-
munity who take advantage of the dumped feed, the
feed that produces the surpluses rhat our agricultural
community is then blamed for. Ve bring in feed that is
feed to cows to produce more milk in countries in the
Community that never had a surplus before. '$7e rake
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it in to produce more beef and then produce a surplus
in the Communiry and blame the farmers 6f the Co--
munity for it. This is done in the interests of the manu-
facturing industry.
Let those who mlk about the non-agricultural worker
and the consumer being bled white by the prices we
must pay for our farm produce think a little and look
around them and ask themselves: If these things are
coming in duty-free, or at very low duties, and if they
are being used to produce surpluses of agricultural
produce in return for freer markets for our manufac-
tured goods, what would happen if the workers were
told that they could not export their manufactured
goods and there would not be a job for them in the
local factory? These are the realities we have got to
face up to. These are the realities we are not facing up
to. I would wish, as I said at the outset, with the
obvious brain power that is available to us and rhe
knowledge that our various people have at all levels 
-Council, Commission and so forth 
- 
that they could
come together and work out a Community policy in
regard to agriculture and all other matters for the ben-
efit of our Community. Let us get rid of the wrangling
that is going on all the time and try and close the gap
in the ideology of the EEC and do this, as we had
hoped it would be done under the Treaty of Rome all
those years ago, for the benefit not only of the Mem-
ber States but also for the good and benefit of all peo-
ples in all pans of the globe.
Mrs Castle (S). 
- 
Mr President, I have listened to
this debate with a growing sense of irony, not to say
cynicism, because my mind has gone back to last
December when this Parliament threw out the Coun-
cil's agreement on the UK contribution. In a burst of
self-righteousness it said it was not going to have any
more to do with ad hoc solurions. Indeed, in its resolu-
tion it trounced the Council for not showing the polit-
ical will to find definitive solutions to the financial
imbalances in the. Community.
Does this Parliament, however, want to find a long
term solution? It hasn't shown much signs of it in the
past two years, and I cannot say that I have seen much
signs of it in the debate we have had so far. It was
pathetic to listen to Mr Lalor attacking Mr Tugendhat
for rclling us the facts. Mr Lalor did not like the facts,
but facts are facts and they will not go away. As every-
one knows, a long-term solution [o the financial
imbalances in the Community must have two pans. On
the one hand we must have a better way of raising the
contributions and on rhe other we must have a fairer
way of distributing the revenue. Since the 1980 man-
date that was given to it, the Commission has made a
series of proposals to deal with this. I dont't think they
have gone anyvhere near far enough. But what has
Parliament done? Thrown them out as being far too
radical !
l,et us take the guidelines for European agriculture
which the Commission produced in October 1981. It
said we would only solve the problem of surpluses by
two steps 
- 
firstly, by narrowing the gap between
Community prices and those of our major competitors
and secondly, by setting production targets and strictly
enforcing financial penalties where those targets were
exceeded. !7ell, what happened? The prices settlement
last year wasn't a step towards that goal, it was a dra-
matic step back. The Commission proposed a 9%o
increase, which was far too large, as I and others said
ar rhe time. But what did Parliament do? Oh, Parlia-
ment was not going to be content with less than 140/o
and no producrion controls at all. The Council was
not much better when it gave us 11 and t/20/0. The
attempt to get production controls into operation was
postponed for another year. And what is the result?
\7e are all facing it at the present time. \7e have it
drummed into us by our Commissioners. I noticed Mr
Erd skated rather delicately over these facts, but we all
know that following that excessive price increase milk
production went through the roof. The increase wasn't
the estimated half per cent, but 3 and 1/zo/0. The stock-
piles of butter and skimmed milk powder are mount-
ing relentlessly again. \7e have already in 1982 nearly
hit rhe production target the Commission set for 1988.
As Mr Tugendhat has told us dramatically this morn-
ing, the 1983 budget is in ruins. Sfl'e are practically
back to the bad old days of 1978 to 1979.
So what is this Parliament going to do about it? This is
our test. It is no good passing any more resolutions
complaining.about other people unless in the vote on
Thursday we stand up and are counted for reform and
for the sort of reforms we have demanded. Surely we
must accept that the Mouchel report is a disgrace. Not
only does it propose a 70/o price increase, faced with
these mounting surpluses, but it utterly rejects produc-
tion controls. Only more and more! Give me more
money and damn the consequencesl Let the consumers
and taxpayers of Europe foot the bill.
However, I must say that the Commission's ov/n pro-
posals, though obviously an improvement on
Mouchel, are still far too inadequate. Indeed it was
interesting to hear Mr Tugendhat say this morning
that even if the Commission's proposals are adopted
by this Parliament, we shall sdll in 1984 have thrown
away one of our objectives and allowed agricultural
spending to go ahead at double the rate of Com-
munity's own resources. I hope I heard him correctly,
but that is what he seemed to say. So even the Com-
mission's proposals are only tinkering with the prob-
lem that faces us. I am glad the Commission is now
proposing to cut the price increase for milk still further
to 2 and 1/20/o.Yes, they creep slowly forward towards
the cures that they know we must accept. But I would
remind this Parliament that vre are dealing with a 3
and t/20/o increase in production and it takes a 30lo
price reduction to clear a I 0/o increase in production.
The Commission's proposals are just not facing up to
the problems with which we have got to deal. The
moral is clear. If we want to get rid of excess produc-
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tion, there should be no increase at all in the price of
milk, particularly as the Council of Ministers has still
not agreed on any specific production controls in the
milk sector. It has not been as specific, for instance, as
it has in cereals. It is tinkering with it, still running
away, still politically afraid to face up to the realities.
The same price freeze should apply to other products
which have exceeded their thresholds, notably cereals
and sugar.
That is what we are demanding in the amendment
tabled by Members from the British Labour Pany. \7e
sould offset this funher cut in the intervention price by
abolishing the co-responsibility levy altogether, which
is an irrelevant tax, and increasing the income pay-
ments to small farmers. British Conservatives have
wrung their hands during this debate and denounced
the failings of the common agricultural policy. I chal-
lenge them today to have the courage to take the first
step which must be taken if reform is ever to be
achieved and to vote for the price freeze that we are
advocating. Let us at last have some action by this Par-
liament.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to begin by thanking the
President-in-Office of the Council for speaking with
such refreshing sincerity and frankness. This has been
one of the few times that a Council President has nor
barricaded himself behind diplomatic phrases, but spo-
ken in terms that everyone can understand.
(Applause)
I cannot, however, agree with Mrs Barbara Castle,
because hers was the most unsocial proposal there can
be in politics, a policy of pressure on prices, of struc-
tural change through pressure on prices. That is why I
do not believe we can accept the kind of advice thar
Mrs Castle has given us.
I should like to mke this opponunity to discuss briefly
four guiding concepts that have repeatedly been
referred to during the debate. First, the trend in
incomes. One thing is certain: incomes in agriculrure
are still well below the incomes of orher, comparable
sections of the population. There is no denying this.
Vith 12 million unemployed in the Community, in
other words, more unemployed than rhere are farmers
in the Community, structural change is out of the
question. \flhat other possibilities are rhere? Produc-
tion could be increased in order ro raise incomes, but
we are agreed that that is unacceptable because we do
not want the surpluses [o increase. The only alterna-
tive, therefore, is to pursue an active price policy.
Consequently, I do not see why COPA's proposal
should not be acceptable to this House. COPA very
much deserves a little praise rhis year. It has adopted a
very responsible atdtude. It has not asked for more,
which it might well have done. !7e should nor rhere-
fore think that we must offer less simply because
COPA has called for 7o/0.
And now to the situation on [he world market. The
revival of the world economy, of which we see hopeful
signs in the various Member States of the Community
and which is also discernible in the USA, though with
something of a time lag, will help to solve pan of our
problem with surpluses. As regards the other aspect,
the question of our relationship with the USA, I
should like to quote the President of the Nadonal
Farmers Union of the United States, Mr Stone. He has
said that we will not get any further with additional
pregsure on prices. Export prices are already well
below production costs. \fle must come to some kind
of mutual agreement with other exporters and import-
ers on raising prices to a reasonable level. I can only
agree with that. If we ry to solve the problems
together in this way, we shall, in my opinion, make
some real progress.
And now a few words on the budget. Unfortunately,
the Commissioner responsible has just left the Cham-
ber. Anyone who has followed the debates in recent
years will have noticed that the figures the Commis-
sion proposed were no[ worth the paper they were
written on a few weeks later. The dreadful rhing is
that, where the compensatory payment to the United
Kingdom is concerned, Mr Tugendhat has always
erred in Britain's favour. . .
(Applause)
. . . and where agriculture is concerned, he has always
erred to the disadvantage of the farmers. I do nor
think this is a procedure that the House can approve.
It should also be noted that agriculture's share of the
total budget has become progressively smaller since
1979, and last year there was even a decrease in real
terms. That is somerhing else that should nor be for-
gotten during this debate on prices.
To the members of the Socialisr Group I must say that
the problem of the surpluses and panicularly the
growth of the surpluses prey on our minds too. But
what the Commission has proposed in recent years has
been a zig-zag course and a deparrment store cara-
logue. If I may remind you, the super-levy was pro-
posed for two consecutive years. The resulr was [har
the farmers produced more ro ensure rheir inirial
quora was higher by the time the super-levy was
introduced. In 1981 we had a proposal for an area-
limiting lery, but it was suddenly withdrawn again.
Then it was thoughr we should do something about
the co-responsibility lery: on one occasion an increase
was proposed, on another a reduction. This year we
have a proposal for a distinction berween the rarget
and intervention prices. These proposals bear witness
not to a unified concepr of how the problem of the
surpluses can be tackled but to a shot-in-the-dark
approach.
I therefore believe the attempt musr now be made to
stick to one line. Unlike whar others may think, I feel
that the co-responsibility levy, that is to say, a consisr-
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ent coresponsibility lery which is socially graduated in
accordance with certain criteria, would certainly be a
reasonable solution. Hence my group's proposal rhat
the standard-rare co-responsibiliry levy should be
raised from 2 to 2.50/o and to 30lo where production
exceeds 200 000 kg.
Ve are in favour of an acrive price policy, because ir is
the only way to help the farmers. \fle are also in
favour of curbing the growth of surpluses by imposing
a higher coresponsibiliry levy. I ask the House to sup-
pon this line. It is a concept which can really take the
strain and one tha[ will also have an effect in the
future.
(Applause)
Mr Purvis (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, I wonder if I could just, as a point of informa-
tion, put a very simple quesrion ro rhe Commission. I
just want to ask what would be the effect on world
grain prices if the Americans stopped subsidizing their
farmers.
President. 
- 
That is not a point of order; it is a ques-
tion to the Commission.
Mr Msller (ED). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I did not
quite understand what rhat had rc do with procedure,
but you evidently didn't either. I am glad that ir did'
not take a very long rime and thar it did not require an
answer from Commissioner Dalsager now, because
otherwise we might nor have got staned on what we
are actually here to discuss roday 
- 
agriculture in
Europe, not the USA.
This year is one which in Parliamenr we have named
the year of the small and medium-sized undertaking.
Ve might well say rhat, of all forms of business in
Europe, agriculture is the most typical area of activity
for the small and medium-sized underraking. Of all
proprietors of businesses in Europe the selfemployed
farmers are by far the most numerous. '!7'e should
therefore reflect that it would be a lirtle odd if we were
to start this year by cutting back on the Community's
assistance and support ro agriculture. Community
policy which is concerned with agriculrure of course
has many weaknesses. 'S7'e are all familiar with the
production of surpluses and many other rhings, bur we
must not forget that the prime intention of rhe policy
is to ensure stability in rhe production and sale of farm
produce, and that success has been achieved in secur-
ing snblity of production and sales for these many
small and medium-sized undertakings. In this way we
have also ensured that our farmers did not become a
lumpen proletariatbut, when I hear the themes intoned
by the Socialists here today, I ger rhe impression that
they would really like to see our farmers rurned inro
the new lurnpen proletariat of Europe. I do nor think
that the intention was only to secure smble sales but
also to secure for the people of Europe in both town
and country supplies of food sufficiently abundant to
meet the nutritional needs of rhe population, and this
has been achieved. \fle should be grateful for all that,
and we should remember that ir was itself a success
which formed the basis for the European Community
as a whole.
1982 was a good year for European agriculture. This
was due more to the weather gods than to the solution
of specific Community problems. Ve cannor be sure
that the weather gods will conrinue to be favourably
disposed towards us, and we must therefore frame our
policy in such a way that. agriculrure can also exist
under less favourable weather conditions. I must say
here that there is a lor of talk about prices and how
good they have been for rhe farmers and so forth, but
has any thought been given ro the high inrcresrc which
the farmers have ro pay and which have been a burden
on the European ahd world economies in recent years?
Agriculture musr be rhe mosr capital-intehsive occupa-
tion there is, for a modern farm cannot be operated by
the methods of the past, when all rhat was needed was
a cowshed and a barn, where no mechanical power or
[ractors, or this or that item of capital equipmenr were
required. High interest rates have thus done much to
weaken the farm economy. It is not only a quesrion of
prices but also a question of cosrs, and that is where
we come up againsr high inrerest rares. Thus it is clear ,
to me that we must aim ar an economic policy
designed to get us back to normal inrerest levels rarher
than one concerned specifically with prices.
I feel I must say to Mrs Hopper that borh rown and
country, producer and consumer, have a stake in
ensuring thar agriculture can do its job and has rea-
sonable and good conditions under which to do ir. For
a start, there are countless urban businesses 
- 
and
that is obviously being complerely ignored 
- 
which
live from supplying to the farming industry. Countless
engineering workshops and production planrs around
Europe depend on agriculrure, firms not jusr in indus-
try but also in shipping, so [he consumers should not
think that a good price for rhe farmers is something
which is forfeircd by them. On the contrary, it is
something which will create jobs in the firms and busi-
nesses of the towns themselves, in shipping and trade,
and in all branches of indusry.
I think therefore that the most. imporranr thing for us
is to encourage investmenr and hence stimulate dyna-
mism in our farming enrerprises, to enable them to
become net exporrers and exploir the markers of third
countries in a way they have never done before. I
should like for the sixth or sevenrh time to draw the
attention of the Commission, for example, ro rhe
Swedish ban on rhe impon of Danish meat on veteri-
nary grounds, as rhey put ir, bur which in reality is
nothing more than protecrionism. Obvously we cannor.
say to the farmers that they, have ro increase their
exports, if the countries which we wanr to buy their
products ban imports of those products.
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I will say that I can support this repon. If Mr Kirk had
been here today, he would have had something to say
on intervention prices. Unfonunately he cannot do so,
because he has to appear before an English court. As
you know, Mr President, he has become involved in
an affair which he hopes to bring before the Court of
Justice of the Community. That is why I have made
these remarks on agriculture and I hope that the year
of the small and medium-sized undenaking will,
amongst other things, witness that we give good con-
ditions to our farmers around Europe.
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Wce-President
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
effons of the monopolies, which shape and direct
Community policy, to extort BreaLer profim from the
workers by inrcnsification of the workload and the
freezing of incomes has led to the present crisis of
over-production and under-consumption. The conse-
quences are familiar. Unemployment has assumed ter-
rifying proportions, inflation is rampant, the cost of
living has reached unprecedented heights and workers'
incomes have plummeted. The crisis in the panicularly
sensitive sector of agriculture is taking the shape of a
true catastrophe, and it is natural that the consequ-
ences of this crisis should bear more heavily on small
and medium size farmers, especially on those of the
south. The Community's lienchmen do not miss a
chance to hymn the praises of the common agricul-
tural poliry, and to claim that this policy has allegedly
justified the creation of the EEC. Yet the CAP is fla-
grantly bankrupt. According to COPA data the real
incomes of, farmers in the Community have fallen by
190/o over the last ten years. Of course, this drop is
greatest, over 220/o that is, in Italy, Greece and Ireland
which have higher percentage inflation. Thus agricul-
ture in general, and specifically agriculture in the
countries of the south, is the sector most affected by
inflation. As a result of this drop in incomes the farm-
ing population is diminishing at an ever increasing
rate, and the Community's growing army of unem-
ployed is approaching 15 millions. In Italy, for exam-
ple, the farming population fell by 9. 90/o in 1982, and
in Greece whole mountain farming areas are being
desened. And it is cenain, with the 5.50lo increase in
farm prices being proposed by the Commission, or
even with the minimum increase of 7o/o proposed in
the repon by Mr Mouchel that we are currently debat-
ing, that poveny will uproot farming populations from
the lands they work.
Mr President, in the two years it has been a member,
Greece has become the most disadvantaged panner in
rhe Communiry. On the basis of the real figures the
incomes of Greek farmers have fallen by over 120/0,
and it is characteristic that for the first time Greece's
trading balance in agricultural products with the coun-
ries of the QEC has gone into deficit. In 1981 this def-
icit amounted rc l0 850 000 000 drachmas, and in
1982 ir was roughly of the same order. Yet in the three
years prior to accession Greece had an overall surplus
in trade in agricultural producr of more than 25 bil-
lion drachmas. The following figures illustrate very
clearly just how imponant the agricultural sector is to
Greece. Agriculture accounts for 200/o of the gross
national product, compared to 50/o in the Community
as a whole. It employs 290/o of the economically active
population, compared to 8.70/o in the Community as a
whole. High inflation, mounting production costs due
to the increased prices of production aids 
- 
feni-
lizers, farm chemicals, machinery, fuel, etc. 
- 
the
small size of holdings, deficiencies in infrastructure,
low productivity, ferocious exploitation by exporters
and the monopolies, ruinous competition from the
compulsory imponation of products that Greece itself
produces, obstacles to the export of Greek products to
third countries, compensation levies and fines for
over-production, the dumping of hundreds of thou-
sands of tonnes of fruit and vegetables 
- 
all of these
are leading to the ruination of the Greek farming
community and are preventing any possibility of
growth in the Greek agricultural economy.
Mr President, Greek farmers are up in arms about the
Commission's proposals and related measures, and it
seems, from yesterday's speech by Mr Dalsager, that
the Commission is obdurately sdcking to its proposals.
In a resolution passed by the General Assembly of the
General Confederation of Greek Agricultural Associa-
tions on 1 March Greek farmers demanded price
security for all agricultural products on the basis of
production costs 
- 
which in Greece are three times
those in the other Community countries 
- 
and a reas-
onable living income so [hat they can remain on their
land. They also demanded adequate low-interest
loans, subsidies and income support measures for small
farmers, preferential aid for cooperatives through
low-interest loans, higher expon subsidies and scien-
dfic and technical help with the production, muster-
ing, processing, movemenl and marketing of agricul-
tural products. Expansion of marketing arranBements
with the socialist and non-aligned countries through
long-term bilarcral agreements. Prohibition of impons
of agricultural products in which Greece is self-suffi-
cient. Adequate incentives for the extension, moderni-
zation and development of good, productive land, and
other similar measures. !7ill these things ever be writ-
ten into the EEC's treaties of accession? No. Ve know
that the supremacy of large-scale capitalist agriculture
in the nonhern counries, as well as in the south, is
increasing day by day, and that small, impoverished
and backward farm holdings, such as those in Greece,
are in decline and being destroyed through lack of
technological development. So the only salvation for
Greek farmers, as the N/o-year experience of Com-
munity membership shows, lies in the implementation
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of a national agriculrural policy. Because ir is danger-
ously naive of us to believe rhat the monopolies will
accept a reduction in their profits to help the back-
ward Greek economy.
Mr Maher (L).- Mr President, I think we ought ro
recognize rhat when we are discussing rhe question of
farm prices, we are nor talking about what the farmer
gets. It is important to recognize rhat, because the
farmer does not get rhis full increase. He is upstream
of m.any other people concerned in agriculture and
because we are not setting farmgate prices he probably
gets sometimes one-quarter, sometimes one-half of
what we are talking about, if he is lucky. I think it is
important to understand that.
My second point is that we do not have common
prices, because their effecr in different counrries is
quite different. \tre do not have common prices
because the Community has failed ro take the logical
srcp of unifying our monerary sysrem, and so we have
different inflation rates. Therefore we do nor have
common prices. I think it is very imponant ro remem-
ber rhar.
My third poinr is that if the prices set by the European
Community are far roo low, it is inevitable that
national aids will grow more rapidly 
- 
and we have
national aids as it is. That is why the proposal of the
Socialists is so totally ridiculous and illogical. Can you
imagine, if there was a zero-price increase, what
would happen in France for instance? !7ould the
French Governmenr tolerate that 
- 
and the French
Government is a Socialist governmenr 
- 
would they
be prepared to accept a zero-price increase? Vould
they not compensare rheir own farmers from the cof-
fers of the French Treasury? Of course they would!
They have been doing it up to now. This is one of the
problems of the CAP: that it is nor a common policy,
and national aids are being applied counrry by coun-
try. In fact, the Commission has nor succeeded in
producing a policy to solve that problem.
My founh point is rhat we should look at the question
of industrial farms. \fle never have done so, and I
would like to direct a quesrion to the Commission:
what is the conrribution being made to the production
and to the surpluses of industrial farms? I am not talk-
ing about family farms: I am mlking about farms rhat
are owned by corporations, by corporate bodies of
various kinds. Many of them exisr, some of them very
large. Some, I know have 3 000 cows producing grea[
quantities of milk, and ir seems to me illogical that the
large quantities of milk coming from rhese cows
should be supponed ar the same level as rhat coming
from a herd of 10 or 15cows. I should like to know
what contribution these industrial-type farms are mak-
ing to the surplus. Ir is the family-type farms in Europe
that need to be supponed, because they are pan of the
fabric of rural life and, indeed, suppon the towns and
villages existing in our rural areas. Could we direcr
aids from the raxpayers' money
farms and so ensure that we are
resources ?
towards the family
no[ wastrng scarce
Mr Presidenr, my final point is this. If in the last ana-
lysis the price-increase is set at 70/o that is not going to
meet the problems of Ireland. The inflation rate in Ire-
land is double the 70/o and more. So what do we do?
In my country now, rhe borders are completely open
to the importation of indusrial goods from strong
industrial countries such as Britain. Our industries are
being devasmted and our agriculture is going downhill
at the same time. !7e are heading for disaster unless
something special can be done about our country.
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, I think the
case has now been very well made on behalf of my
country, Ireland. In his speech just now, Mr Maher
asked a very importanr quesrion: whar, if any, exami-
nation has been made by the Commission of the oper-
ations of the industriai farm as againsr the family
farm?
I would like to bring the Commission back to a sub-
mission made by the Nonh Connaught farmers to the
present Commissioner's predecessor, Mr Finn Gunde-
lach, some three years ago. Mr Gundelach came ro
Ireland. He saw, and he was sarisfied that conditions
in the area about which rhe North Connaught farmers
made their submission justified rhe case they had put.
Now that, unfonunately, Mr Gundelach is no longer
with us, I wonder if I could invite Mr Dalsager, as his
successor, to make that journey too. I am sure he
knows already what the industrial producer of milk,
what those facrories can do. \7ould he come to the
Nonh-!/est of Ireland to look at the siruation on rhe
ground? I can assure him that he will then be sadsfied
that the case made to his predecessor is as justified
now as it was rhen.
I would remind rhis House that it is only 100 years
since the first sruttering beginnings of agrarian reform
staned in the Vest of Ireland, that only three genera-
tions ago those who had survived despoliadon, famine
and eviction were still mere renanr farmers on the
land, the pawns of mainly absentee British landlords.
May I remind Mr Tugendhat, who has great faciliry
with global figures relaring to agriculrure, of the dis-
tinction that exists today berween the small family
farmer of the !7'est of Ireland, still being squeezed off
the land, and his rich counterpan in Britain or else-
where? Perhaps Mr Tugendhat was born a few gener-
ations too late, because he would have made a verv
suitable absentee landlord. And perhaps Mr Hori
would have made an excellent Charles Strickland
around our area collecting on Mr Tugendhat's behalf.
Young people are still being forced off the land in my
poor part of the country, and the point has been made
and so often repeated that every single one of those
who leave the land goes ro join a dole queue, never
returns to farming and costs the State more on rhe
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dole queue than it would ever cost to keep him and his
family on their small farms.
It is a long time ago since Goldsmith said 'a bold peas-
attry, a country's pride, when once destroyed can
never be supplied'. Maybe, Mr Dalsager, you would
pay that visit to the 'V'est, Nonh-!flest and South-
'Vest of Ireland. Maybe you would follow in the foot-
steps of Mr Gundelach. I assure you that you will be
satisfied that the case made here on behalf of the small
family unit in Ireland is as valid today as it was two or
three years ago. You will also find that the submissions
made from all sides of this House from the Irish Mem-
bers of all parties will stand up to examination.
Mr Thareau (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the farmers
are the only people in the EEC whose incomes are
directly affected by European decisions. This is suffi-
cient to explain the imponance of the debates which
take place eachyear.
The year 1983 would appear to involve greater diffi-
culties, for conditions on the world market are in no
way determined by production costs in other coun-
tries, costs forced down by the United States, which
'wants to increase its hegemony in the markedng of
food products through the practice of dumping.
\flithin the Community, certain products are enjoying
considerable growth, it is true. All these factors call for
specific and and vigorous decisions. Problems do
indeed exist, but we cannot penalize the farmers as if
they were the cause of these problems still less can we
penalize them on a uniform basis. Let us bear in mind
that farm incomes have been falling in my country for
eight consecutive years, and for shorter periods of
time in other countries. Last year there was an
improvement in this rend throughout the Community.
Cenain of our colleagues became agitated over this, as
if the farmers had received too much, while the fact is
that farm incomes sdll lag behind.
The disparities betv/een countries are growing due to
monetary imbalances and to the distonions they prod-
uce on the market. The Commission, it its price pro-
posals, does not permit the restoration of the free cir-
culation of goods, since the positive MCAs can only
be abolished if German and Dutch farmers maintain
their incomes in stable francs. This presupposes an
increase of 80/o-or 70lo minimum-in ECUs in order to
be able to negotiate and eventually to dismantle the
system. In doing this, however, many fear to contri-
bute towards higher inflation. Let us remember that
the farm-gate product represents 100/o to 30% of the
product as it is purchased by the consumer. Mr Maher
has already mentioned that one maintenance price
point on the European level represents 0.050/o of the
price index.
It is true that the fixed prices contribute towards the
orienmtion and growth of production, but when prices
fall, farmers are forced to produce more in order to
maintain their incomes. How can we make all farmers
assume responsibility and pay the levies if we continue
to refuse to limit impons or to tax them at a tate at
least equal to that applied to Community products?
For these reasons, we will support the Committee on
Agriculture and its rapporteur and vote against an
across the board reduction of intervention prices for
all products. These reductions would already have ser-
ious consequences on incomes, and the new principles
they introduce into the CAP make them even more
unacceptable.
The Commission has indeed proposed a sum of
120 million ECUs to compensate for the losses of
small-scale producers, but let us look at the figures. In
the Community, 1 350 000 producers have fewer than
20 cows; if we take the example of a farmer who has
20 cows producing 4 500 kilos of milk, rhe 2Q0/o
reduction in the maintenance price leaves him with a
482.58 ECU loss. By doing a little simple arithmetic,
w'e can see that he would be endtled to receive the sum
of 88 ECUs. In other words the premium, which is
more like charity than remuneration for labour, would
compensate for only a third or a fifth 
- 
according to
the situation of the farmer concerned 
- 
of what was
not absorbed by the market.
Mr Dalsager was reminding us a moment ago of his
desire to move towards a healthy CAP. No member of
parliament would dispute this goal, but in that case we
must react with determination when the Americans
knock the bottom out of the markets; we must not
impon so much when we can produce domesdcally;
we must abolish the MCAs, which are very costly for
the EAGGF; we must stop encouraging cenain prod-
ucers, who could very well conven and diversify 
-the Nonhern areas where milk production was already
the most highly developed have been the ones to
experience the most growth, and it is they which are
the most cosdy. I am right next to one of these zones,
and I am therefore closely concerned.
Differendarcd measures applicable both to taxation
and to producer aid are a solution which would
encourage the largest producers to convert to products
in deficit. The application of these measures would
become quite possible once all the producers con-
cerned were subject to the VAT. Four or five speakers
from different groups have already stressed this point.
'S7e saw a ray of hope a moment ago when Mr Enl
indicated that the co-responsibiliry levy might become
graduated. But does the Commission really want to
study this measure, and, more important, does it really
s/ant to implement it? The EAGGF budget 
- 
qre are
convinced of this 
- 
would then be reduced.
\7e will fight against all unfair measures. All more
equitable measures will become applicable. This is why
we mean to encourage a better balance in domestic
production and reduce disparities in farm income.
'!7'ith this conviction, the French socialists will vote in
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favour of the Mouchel report, while presendng
amendments to it.
Sir Fred W'arner (ED).- Mr President, as one of the
few non-Irish to intervene in this debate, I would like
to congratulate Vice-President Tugendhat on his
excellent contribution. I think it is one of the best I
have ever hear{ from the Commission in an agricul-
ture debate. I just have one small request for him:
could he be so kind as to make a small fund available
to send Mrs Castle to agricultural college for some
badly needed training in this subject?
Mr President, this is a wide-ranging debate, but
someone has to speak about denils and there are two
very deailed matters on which I would like to com-
ment. The first of these congerns the sheepmeat
r6gime, which is dealt with in paragraphs 41-44 ol our
draft resolution. I have no doubt we are all in agree-
ment rhat this r6gime has proved to be a blessing to
sheep-farmers throughout the Community. It has also
been of advantage to the consumer. Indeed, one of its
unexpected side effects has been its occasional under-
cutting of the rade in pigmeat, leading to bitter, and
by no means unjustified, complaints from pig-farmers
that they are the victims of discrimination. The cost of
the scheme has also been higher than foreseen at the
time of its introduction, but the major criticism of the
r6gime has been levelled at the clawback system. I do
not know who first invented the term 'clawback' for
this panicular mechanism, but does it not have a sound
of rapaciry and ruthlessness about it? Certainly the
abattoir companies have found that it does have these
ch aracteristics.
The problem arises from the very different costs of
production of sheepmeat in different parts of the
Community. Just as with milk, we have high-input
areas of production and low-input. areas of produc-
tion. It is noticeable that while the draft resolution we
are discussing seeks to penalize high-input milk prod-
uction, it has nothing whatever to say about high-
input sheep production. \flhy is this, I wonder? Does
the Commirtee on Agriculrure really feel, to use an
English expression unrelated to farming, thar what is
sauce for the goose is zorsauce for the gander?
Furthermore, although the draft resolution in para-
graph 42 calls for a review of the clawback mechan-
isrn, there is nothing in the accompanying statement
by the rapporteur to show what the committee did
have in mind. If we are going to review this system, we
should really have clear ends in view. I suggest these
mrght be (1) to extend the popularity of sheepmeat
throughout the Community and at all levels of Com-
munity consumer purchasing power; (2) to do so on
the basis of free consumer choice and taste, rather
than by anificially undercutting other types of meat;
and (3) to relate the system o a fair return to both
farmer and processor so that it does not act as an
impediment to free and fair trade throughout the
Community.
It is this last aspect which is so important. The claw-
back at present acts to prevent the free movement of
sheepmeat from low-cost areas to high-cost areas,
which is surely a complete denial of the principles of
the CAP. \7e should free ourselves of this rigidity. The
clawback system, if it is to be maintained at all, should
be only a discretionary weapon to iron out irregular
Pressures on the market.
My second point concerns the co-responsibility levy
for milk. This has proved an even more inept tool for
the dairy industry than the clawback has for the sheep-
meat industry. The attempt to use it as a curb on prod-
uction has been a total failure.
Everyone knows that it has encouraged higher prod-
uction to make up the cost to the farmer. Indeed, our
Committee on Agriculture would appear long ago to
have abandoned any idea that it could be used as an
overall regulator of output. Instead, co-responsibility
for milk constantly crops up in resolutions and
speeches as a discrimina[ory measure to favour what-
ever section or region is represented by the person
who happens to be writing or speaking at the time. It is
invoked only to help cenain interests to escape the dis-
ciplines to which we all want to see attention given.
\flhy do u/e not face up to the fact that the measure
has proved to be a total failure and injurious to prod-
ucer and consumer alike? The President-in-Office said
in his distinguished speech earlier this morning that he
could not go into this matter in depth. That was
understandable in the dme available, but I hope that
Council and Commission will soon institure an
exhaustive re-examination with the aim of getting rid
of this cumbersome, expensive, ineffective and inequit-
ably applied tax and that they will replace it with a
small sales-promotion and product-research l.oy
which does exactly what it says ir is going ro do.
(Applause)
Mr Maffre-Baug6 (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
before going to the hean of the matter that I have just
four minutes to discuss, I should like to say rhar I
deplore Mrs Castle's remarks. They are more than a
misunderstanding of the problem. They reflect a con-
tempt for peasant labour and all it produces for
Europe. I cannot believe that she is expressing the
ideas of her pany, the Labour Pany, which is the party
of the workers. I suggest that she spend her next holi-
day on a peasant farm in our country. Perhaps
between [wo cups of tea she will find our the meaning
of a hard day's work. Then she really will be part of
the Labour Pany.
Having said that, Mr President, I should now like to
point out that the producers in our Mediterranean
regions are following the agricultural-price debate
with a great deal of interest. The experience oI 1982
proved that the decisions of this House weigh heavy in
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the balance and both the Commission and the Council
have to take them into accounr. The hierarchy of
prices obtained last year was more favourable for
Mediterranean produce. It has been taken over again
this year and I am very pleased about ir. Not that I am
against the producers of milk and cereals, but I think it
is high dme we rebalanced the EAGGF and ironed out
the worsening inequalities between the regions, the
products and the farms after 20 years of common mar-
ker
But is this first step adequate? It is still far too small a
step in our eyes, panicularly when it comes to the
Community regulations for wine, fruit and vegetables.
Taking 
.up .the. wine-growers' struggle in the Com-
munity institutions, we managed ro ger a certain 
-
,and I say cenain in invened commas here 
- 
improve-
ment to the regulation in 1982 with special distillations
at whar is, for the momenr, a theoretical minimum
price. I am also pleased [o see the wine-growing year
has been brought forward to 1 September, as we have
been asking for years. But these improvements have
not proved adequate and the wine-growers in south-
ern France are having very grea[ difficuldes at rhe
moment. They are not doing much business and prices
are very low. The impons of Italian wine are conrinu-
ing, but, unlike previous years, a high percenage of it
is low in alcohol conrent 
- 
and it is cenain people in
the impon-expon trade and not the Italian peasanrs
who are getting the benefit of this.
As I feared from the start, preventive distilladon has
proved ineffectual in.my country because the price is
not attractive enough. Ir has not rationalized the mar-
ket by removing the poorer quality wines. Once again,
the wine-growers in my region, who have restructured
their vineyards and improved their produce, have nor
been rewarded for their efforts. So it is understandable
that their disappointment sometimes rurns to anger.
The introduction of special disdllation that we have
just managed to obtain should breathe fresh life into
the sector, but it will be shon-lived because of big
business. The only thing to be done is to take anorher
look at the wine regulation and make further improve-
ments. Here 
"r. 
one or rwo priorities 
- 
increase the
price of preventive distillation to make it more attrac-
tive, raise the minimum guaranreed price from 820/o to
88% of the guidance price and the volume for special
distillation to beyond the 5 million hectolitre mark. I
am not contenting myself wirh a speech ro Parliament
to achieve all this. I am fighting in my region and I
shall soon be extending the campaign to the Com-
munity by heading a delegadon of elected reprisenta-
tives and leaders from the wine-growing industry to
the Commission and the Council.
The situation in the fruit and vegetable sector is even
worse. Since the House vored on my report in June
1982, discussion has been dragging on in rhe Council.
Some people want to see one or rwo improvements to
the regulations without spending any money and
others are refusing to do eirher. Poor old Europe,
where egoism is rife. The Commission is being unpar-
donably passive by restricting imelf to the initial pro-
posals that we on the Committee on Agriculture found
to be highly inadequate. The fruit and vegetable prod-
ucers expect more from Europe than polite chatter or
sordid horse-uading. They want a new regulation thar
guarantees them a better income and greater protec-
tion against excessive impons 
- 
and that takes
account. of a poliry of qualiry, of course.
The Commissioners and the ministers must dust off
their regulations and breathe some life into their dos-
srers.
Mrs S. Martin (L).- (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the agriculrural-price debate, it has ro be
admitted, is looking like ir does elery year 
- 
a ser-
tling of accounts berween the defenders and the
derractors of the CAP.
Mr Commissioner, how many more farmers do you
want [o see go out of business? Aren't [here enough
unemployed in Europe already? I am one of rhose who
will always ardently defend the CAP. Because if we
withdraw it, even if we do no more than attack it, we
shall be artacking rhe consrruction of Europe itself 
-and I am weak enough to believe in Europe. Because,
over the past few years, agriculrure has made a large
contribution to the balance of payments in our various
countries. Because a substantial part of our economies
that we are not entitled to overlook depends on agri-
culture.
But we are used to fighting the Commission's unrealis-
tic proposals. Just imagine for one momenr where we
would be if we had adopted Mr Mansholt's proposals.
Behind agriculture, there are people and there are
families and they depend on our decisions. Have we
the right to think or say, as I have heard some officials
do, that we could well lower prices rhis year as
incomes went up in 1982, forgetting 
- 
maybe deliber-
ately, maybe nor 
- 
that this was only because of the
climatic conditions and that in real terms agriculrural
incomes are, as things stand, 210/o lower on average
than they were in 1973-1975, while over the same
period, the purchasing power of those working in
other sectors v/enr up by 160/o? I dare not imagine
what rhese differences would be or how many farmers
would be bankrupt today if the Council had followed
the Commission all these years.
This is why we shall vote for the 7o/o agricuhural-price
increase. This increase is not in contradiction with the
interests of the consumers or with the anti-inflationist
policies in our counr,ries, because it will only lead to a
2.20/o averaee increase in retail prices, a 0.40lo
increase in the cost of living. This increase has ro go
with a complete dismantling of the negative compen-
satory amounts and a large reduction in the positive
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compensatory amounts. \7e shall reject the Commis-
sion's proposals aimed at extending coresponsibility to
other sectors of production. And above all, we shall
reject the reduction in the intervention prices of cer-
tain dairy products 
- 
that were said to be 2.20/o yes-
terday and are now announced as 30/o today 
- 
as this
would lead rc the milk producers being penalized
twice and the increase in their incomes being reduced
to nothing. This is particularly unacceptable as almost
860/o of them are small farmers who work hard to earn ,
what is often a poor living. Does the Commission feel
that the aim of the CAP is to lead them to ruin at a
time when there are no alternative possibilities of
employment?
But above all, the Commission has to stop its shon-
rcrm policy. It has to stop making believe 
- 
as my
colleague Mr Nielsen explained very clearly just now
- 
that savings in agriculture are the only things that
will enable us to implement other Community policies.
It has to provide for the future. It has to resist Ameri-
can pressure and it has to introduce a proper export
policy!
Neither agriculture nor Europe have anything to gain
from a recession and thousands of jobs are at stake.
Mr Ansquer (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Ladies
and Gentlemen, there can be no doubt that the fixing
of farm prices is a decisive element of the common
agricultural policy. It is even the central point of dis-
cussions between the Commission, the Council and
the European Parliament. And, I would add, between
the European institutions and the professional organi-
zations, which should not be overlooked in this discus-
sion, far from it.
The fixing of farm prices is also, in fact, thg determi-
nation of the income of millions of men and women
and this incomes poliry conditions the future of peas-
ant families, their education and the future of their
children. Agriculture is also the first acdvity of the
Community, the sector that should make Europe the
biggest agricultural power in the world. This situation
and the fixing of prices have direct and considerable
effects both on the dynamism of the farmers and on
the level of production and, therefore, on the GDP of
the Community and, lastly, on the exports of the agri-
cultural food products that are so imponant when it
comes to balancing our payments, as Mrs Manin has
so rightly pointed out.
So we will not have the defenders of the farmers on
one side and the defenders of the consumers on the
other in a sterile debate. Their interests are closely
connected. The farmers are not the cause of inflation.
They ofrcn suffer from it more than other categories,
particularly since agriculture is monolithic. It has a
thousand faces. Examine the trend in incomes for each
major product or size of undenaking and you will see
very different figures reflecdng what are often as
many inequalities. In France, for example, in 1982 the
results for 270/o of farmers were positive and f.or 730/o
negarive. So you can see the differences in situation.
And only 150/o of farmers.saw their incomes improve
over 1981. So there is a first conclusion to be drawn 
-correct inequality via the Community budget and sup-
port, as a matter of priority, the family smallholdings
that have the advantage of flexibility, responsibility
and productivity.
The common agricultural policy also has a direct
influence on the development poliry of the European
Economic Community and on food aid in particular.
As the needs expressed across the world are immense,
we have to boost our development policy by any suita-
ble means. And we also have to support and encourage
the research into food and agriculture that will bring
about considerable change over the coming decade.
But farm-price fixing is not the only element of the
common agricultural policy. \7e have to organize our
policies in our different countries and, in panicular,
we have to encourage farmers to modernize and make
sure the next, generation takes over, in particular by
encouraging young people to set up. It is perhaps rea-
sonable to ask whether we have played our part prop-
erly, panicularly when it comes to problems of land
ownership, issues that we are not managing to solve
properly. And similarly, we have to encourage training
and, therefore, to harmonize our policies.
Lastly, the structural policy has to be strenuously pur-
sued, panicularly with a view to radonalizing our land
where need be, irrigating where need be and, there-
fore, studying water development plans for our differ-
ent river basins.
The task before us is considerable. And I believe that
this agricultural price fixing debate is a good oppor-
tunity to tell all those around us, the farmers first and
foremost and the citizens of the Community as well,
that we are not ashamed of European agriculture and
that, on the contrary, it is a factor of dynamism and
hope for all Europeans.
Mr Vgenopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I will
begin my intervention by reminding Members of the
three basic principles of the common agricultural
policy, and on which I think we should lay emphasis in
every debate about agricultural products, namely 
-the unity of the market, Community preference and
financial solidarity. For Mediterranean products,
which are the most unfairly treated from the point of
view of support and safeguards in the framework of
the common agricultural policy, the principle of Com-
munity preference is of great imponance. I refer you
to the fact that for 1983 750/o of expenditure by the
EAGGF guarantee section is earmarked for nonhern
products and only 22.50/o for Mediterranean prod-
ucts. Every kind of tariff or other concession on the
import of agricultural products from third countries
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derogates the principle of Community preference on
the one hand, and on the orher makes expenditure on
the common agricultural policy appear inflated, while
at the same time the corresponding income is [ost.
Thus we Greeks understand how ir is that products of
ours such as oranges and raisins encounter placement
difficulties in the Community marker, even rhough rhe
Community has a shonfall in these products. I had
hoped, however, that the aggressive policy being pur-
sued by the United States in international markem ro
the detriment of the Community, and in particular in
Eg12t recently, would have taught us the appropriate
lesson. Unfortunarely, judging by the rejecrion at
yesterday's plenary sitting of the request for a debare
on this matter, it seems that we have not come to our
senses.
Mr President, the Commission has told us thar agri-
cultural incomes rose last year. \fe see, however, rhat
whereas in Denmark this increase was 240/0, in Ireland
it was only 0.50/o and in Greece 2.50/0. Ylhat sort of
justice can the present common agricultural policy
possibly render when there are such great disparities in
the benefits it confers? And here I must say that Greek
farming incomes are only 45 to 500/o of the Com-
munity average. Since among the Member Stares there
are great differences in the principal economic indica-
tors, since there are developed areas and undeveloped
areas, large holdings and small holdings, and rhat as a
consequence of these factors pioduction costs vary
from country to country, I believe that prices should
be differentiated and not uniform. Measures taken in
framing price increases should be more selective and
not structured horizontally as ar presenr. This selectiv-
ity should take the following forms:
The fixing of higher than average prices and supporr
levels for the producm of less-favoured areas where
farming incomes are low and the agricultural.structure
is weak, and likewise for countries with high inflation
rarcs.
Suppon for cenain categories of expenditure designed
to reduce production costs; support aimed ar improv-
ing the functioning of the marker so rhar agricultural
products can be made available ro the consumer a[ fair
and sensible prices; direct supporr for the incomes of
small producers and subsidization of short-rerm loans;
differentiation of the co-responsibility measures so
that small and large producers are nor indiscriminately
penalized rc the same exrent.
Such a framework of special measures would, in my
opinion, provide the mosr amenable solution because
chey would tackle the problem of low incomes on
small farm holdings without inrcrfering with the direc-
tion of production, farmers' organizations and compe-
tition. They would also be in roml conformity with the
Treaty of Rome which envisages a just level of income
for all producers.
It is a facr rhat the Mouchel report draws attenrion ro
the problems I have mentioned, and to a large exrent
embraces the views held by the Greek side, panicularly
on the dismantling and abolition of positive and nega-
tive MCAs, on support for oils and fats produced in
the Community against imported producrs, and on the
more efficient application of the principle of Com-
munity preference with regard to Mediterranean
products. It also seeks rhe inclusion in the common
market organization of products which are currenrly
unprotected, measures of a structural nature in sup-
pon of the agricultural economies of under-developed
areas, and measures of an extraordinary and transi-
tional character to help countries with high inflation.
The Greek Socialisrc will suppon the Mouchel reporr,
Mr President, if it remains intact on rhe poinrs I have
just mentioned.
Mr Diana (PPE). 
- 
(IT) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, ir seems to me rhar, at this point in rhe
debate, that which is essential has already been said,
and it is not vrorth the trouble of repeating it. Above
all, the time allocated for individual members'
speeches does not allow anyone ro touch on the whole
spectrum of the agricultural prices problem.
I should like therefore simply rc dwell on tsro parri-
cular, but not secondary, aspecrs of the repon pre-
sented by Mr Mouchel on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture. The first concerns the principles underly-
ing the fixing of agriculrural prices, as referred to in
paragraph 6. Various speakers have in fact referred to
the first pan of that paragraph, namely rhe average
level of increase in agricultural prices 
- 
saying that
they consider it too much, or sdll too lirtle. No one,
on the other hand, has referred to the second pan of
that paragraph regarding the principles that should
guide the Council, the Commission and also this Par-
liament, where the fixing of agricultural prices is con-
cerned. I refer in particular to the invitation to regu-
late the increase in prices according to whether the
production of certain products is excessive or insuffi-
cient 
- 
true, rhe Commission has made an effon
along these lines, but there still seems ro us too much
of a gap between the prices of products in surplus and
those that are under-produced 
- 
and to creare a sys-
rcm that will discourage consrant recourse [o narional
aid, to reduce the regional imbalance that exists and,
finally, to protecr rhe incomes of agricultural prod-
ucers, so as to ensure that rhere is greater equilibrium
between the income of the farmers and thar of the
other sectors of producrion.
This stricr link between agricultural prices and farm-
ers' income is rhe very foundation of the common
agricultural policy. Ignoring this close link means
ignoring rhe conrent of Anicle 39 of the Treaty of
Rome. Paragraph 11 in particular of the Mouchel
repon examines rhe impact of agricultural prices on
the income of farmers in the differenr member .orrn-
tries, taking also into accounr the effect of the differ-
ences in the rate of inflation that exisr berween rhem.
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It is a serious problem, and pretending not to know of
its existence, behaving like ostriches, will certainly not
heip to solve it. Commissioner Dalsager repeared yes-
terday what he has already stared on other occasions,
namely that the trend in regard to agricultural incomes
over the last year has been entirely favourable. That is
not so in reality. If we consider the figures supplied by
the Commission itself, we see that rhat average
increase of 9o/o represents in realiry the average
between an increase of 240/o in Denmark and 1.40/o in
Italy. Now, neither the Member States 
- 
Mr Com-
missioner 
- 
nor the farmers live on averages. \7e
must take this fact into consideration, because this
divergence, growing greater every year, is pushing us
funher and funher away from the goal of convergence
that is our final aim in the building of Europe. Nor is
the problem even a new one. In reality, if we take the
figures and data provided by the Commission and look
at [he [rend of agricultural incomes prior to 1979 
-prior, that is, to the stan of rhe European Monetary
System 
- 
and after that date, we can see a deep rever-
sal of the trend: before the EMS, countries were freer
to manoeuvre with their green currencies, indepen-
dently of the actual devaluation of their national cur-
rency, and were able, in fact, to maintain agricultural
incomes in countries with a high rate of inflation, as
your data shows. Since 1979 this has no longer been
possible, or it has only been possible to a very limited
degree so that, if we divide the countries up in relation
to how their rate of inflation compares with the aver-
age for the European Community, we see that five
Member States that belong to the EMS have a lower
inflation rate than that of the Community. In these
five countries agricultural incomes over the last three
years have increased in absolute terms. Three coun-
tries, however, have had a rate of inflation above the
European average: and in these three countries agri-
cultural incomes have fallen over the three years in
question. Finally, there are tlo countries that are out-
side the European Monetary System, and these coun-
tries, precisely because they have been able to man-
oeuvre with their green currencies more freely, have
been able to show an increase in agricultural incomes,
even though their rate of inflation is higher than the
Community average.
It is therefore obvious that there is a very close link
between the European Monetary System and the agri-
cultural incomes rend. Of course, the EMS is not res-
ponsible for this situation. It is the divergent economic
policies in the various Member States that are respon-
sible, and we shall probably reach a solution by taking
action at the second stage of the European Monetary
System, on the one hand and, on the other, by bring-
ing pressure to bear on the various Member States to
make them adopt macro-economic policies capable of
keeping inflation under control. These are obviously
not problems that can be solved in the immediate
future. They are structuial problems, that should be
dealt with in the medium term by structural measures.
The integrated plans for the Mediterranean certainly
fit into this framework, but they are still far from cap-
able of being implemented. The Commission has
approved them, today they must be sifted by Parlia-
ment, and tomorrow they have to go to the Council.
In the meantime, we cannot allow the agricultural
industry in those countries with a higher rate of infla-
tion to be obliged to bear a cost that, today, falls on
farmers in panicular simply because this is the only
sector in which prices are fixed in Brussels by refer-
ence to the average rate of inflation of the EEC, whilst
production cosrs are determined by the level of infla-
tion in the individual Member States.
That is why, as paragraph 11 of the Mouchel report
clearly states, we ask for special measures, which
might take the form of an interest rebate on agricul-
tural loans.
(The President asks the Speaker to conclude his
speech). I will conclude, Mr President, Mr Commis-
sioner, ladies and gentlemen, by emphasizing that this
seems to me the key problem underlying the matter
that we are discussing: if we do not come up with rea-
sonable solutions in the not too distant future then
probably the entire prices policy, and possibly the
European Monetary System itself, will suffer in conse-
quence.
Mr Battersby (ED).- Mr President, I would like ro
refer to the cost of animal feed to the beef, pig and
poultry producer which has been alluded to by many
Members.
It cannot be right that we impon large quantities of
manioc and other cereal substitutes from the ends of
the eanh while subsidizing at taxpayers' expense lhe
export of large surpluses in equivalent cereals, what-
ever the political reasons. The Commission must inten-
sify its examination of mechanisms for ensuring that
surplus cereals be offered initially to our own prod-
ucers in such a way that the inpur costs to the beef, pig
and poultry producers can be reduced by using Com-
munity-produced cereals to at least the same cost level
as that obtained under the presenr feed composition
practice.
Of course we have got ro exporr. 
- 
we are one of rhe
world's major world rraders 
- 
but not to the disad-
vantage of our own producers and consumers. A point
we tend to forget is rhar we are self-sufficient in most
areas and we owe our farming community a great debt
for this. It is the control and limitation of surpluses
and their disposal that we should be worrying about
and not the existence of surpluses. 'S7e must encourage
our farmers to continue to provide us with self-suffi-
ciency in as many secrors as possible. I personally
deplore the statement in the report under point 45 on
milk and dairy products where a supplementary lery is
demanded in order, and I quote here 'to penalize
production independent of land which is considered
partly responsible for over-production'. '$7hat is res-
ponsible for the recurring surplus problem is the
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open-ended guarantee system which benefits some
interests more than others. This should be put right
instead of tinkering with the problem and selecting a
small sector as the ritual scapegoat. Also, let us bring
some business sense and control into our surplus
export policies.
'!7'e must also take a much more responsible and vigi-
lant attitude in conrolling and preventing agricultural
fraud and irregularity and in recovering misappro-
priated funds. Every million ECU, every 10 million
ECU, every 100 million ECU of taxpayers' money
saved in this is a million more, 10 million more, 100
million more for the budget. Let us mend the holes in
our own pockets before we talk of increasing the ceil-
ing. If we increase the ceiling, which I consider would
be lunacy at this time, who will call the tune and who
will pay the piper?
Finally, Mr President, on the percentage increase. Our
resources are finite. 'S(i'e cannot take all the money we
want, all the money we think is necessary. \7e are
limited in the amount of money we have, and I believe
we must be moderate and reasonable in our demands
whilst supponing and encouraging a healthy, efficient,
progressive and profitable agricultural sector. I believe
that the level proposed by the Commission is wellcon-
sidered and will achieve the objectives we are all seek-
ing. I believe we should support the Commission in
this matter. \
Mr Goerens (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to stan by offering my very
warm congratulations to the rapponeur of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture for the first-class job he has
done over the past few months.
Vith due respect to their authors, the various stands
on the fixing of farm prices for 1983-84 often lead us
rc look at the accessories and lose sight of the essen-
tials. The technical language of the debates, both in
the Committee on Agriculture and in this House, is
full of expressions that tend to be meaningless to the
man in the street. This is why I feel it is important to
say just what I think about the proposals to raise farm
prices for the coming agricultural year.
Is there any need to tell this House that the objecrive
method of calculation used by the Committee on Agri-
culture can in no way lead to exaggerated or extreme
claims? To say it could would be tantamount to mis-
understanding the very definition of the objective
method, which consists in adapting farm prices to ena-
ble properly-run farms to have an income comparable
to the average income outside agriculture.
The Committee on Agriculture, by backing a general
price increase of 70/0, is proposing a policy that will
enable the farmers to keep up with the general rrend in
incomes. By adopting a proposal involving a 70lo
increase, as a result of an objective calculation, ir has
in any case adopted a .esponsible attitude, indeed an
attitude of compromise. If these proposals were
adopted by the Council and Parliament, they would
cenainly not privilege the farmers as against other
professions. On the contrary, they would at most
reduce the disparities between agricultural and non-
agricultural incomes. So at the end of this debate, Par-
liament will have to come out for or against equal
opportunity, for or against a Europe that is able to
create an environment favourable to an activity of the
Community which, if not the only, is at least one of
the few fields in which Europe can still claim a cenain
amount of independence ois-d-ois third countries.
So I feel it is wise to dwell on one or two realities that
are as obvious as they are unknown. Almost all the
countries of the world support their agriculture in one
way or another so as to ensure food supplies for their
populations. And the different countries give official
aid to their agriculture so as to improve the expon of
agricultural products. It goes without saying that a
country's success in agricultural exports today depends
to a very large extent on the official aid given to that
sector. It is worth noting here that the official aid
granted to agriculture in Europe is substantially less
than that given to its main competitors on the world
market.
Allow me to conclude by recommending that this
House adopm the proposals of the Commitree on
Agriculture. A realistic assessment. of the strengths and
weaknesses of the common agricultural policy leads to
the finding that, one, Europe is cornpetitive on rhe
world market as far as its principal competirors are
concerned, leaving aside the various official aids
accorded, and, rwo, if we want parity of incomes to
remain a dead letter, then we would do well to rub-
ber-stamp Mr Mouchel's prgposals. This is the price of
maintenance of the common agricultural policy, which
is better than some people would have us think.
Mr Vernimmen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Commis-
sioner, ladies and gentlemen, during debates on rhe
agricultural poliry in the various Member States sev-
eral years ago, the argument was usually advanced
that nothing could be done because this was a Euro-
pean affair. During today's debate on rhe Mouchel
report I have rhe feeling thar a similar impression is
created, that we in the European Community no loi-
ger control agricultural issues as a whole, but that
every year in discussions on agricultural incomes and
prices we produce standard arguments which are not
relevant to the actual situation in agriculture.
This, as far as I am concerned, means that we have just
about reached the end of the line with one specific sys-
tem and that therefore, withour unsettling the agricul-
tural policy, we must find the courage to make funda-
mental changes to the strucrures. Everyone must surely
realise that we in the Community keep on producing
more 
- 
we have done in the past, are doing so now,
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and will continue to do so in the future 
- 
and that
our point of departure must be our nqed to export. I
also think it poindess and even criminal to believe that
irrespective of production ure can continue to adhere
to the system of guarantee prices. That to my mind is
the first basic point.
\florld market prices are obviously the target for our
export products. But I must add immediately that con-
sequently we must, within the framework of the agri-
cultural policy, reorganise the social system for family
holdings, with direct income subsidies or other means
which guarantee the family farm a specific income.
As regards our exports, far-reaching credit systems
will obviously have to be introduced, with not only
Europe but also the Member States bearing their full
share of responsibility. The Americans are clearly
trying to conquer our traditional markets; some call it
agression, others a far-reaching liberal regulation, but
either way we have probably not seen the last of those
practices. I believe that the European Community
must develop its own strategy in the light of this situa-
tion, after prior consultation of course, where possible,
but if padence and consuhation get us nowhere then
impon duties must be levied.
In view of the present circumstances I think that the
kind of price formation that we have had for years is
of little use and that the price mechanism alone cannot.
raise farmers' incomes. Since the Commission's price
proposals, somewhat supplemented by the Committee
on Agriculture, will have to form the basis of discus-
sions, I consider the Mouchel repon totally unaccept-
able, unless amended, since the necessary finance is
not available.
Mr Konrad Schiin (PPE).- (DE) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, although I am not a member of the
Committee on Agriculture and can only speak to the
budget on behalf of my group, I should like to say
this: the budget problem does not consist solely of too
high a proportion of the Community's budget being
spent on the agricultural poliry, because the fact is
that, strictly speaking, there is little in the way of a
genuine common policy apart from the agricultural
poliry, which is why it absorbs so high a percentage of
the European Community's expenditure.
Those who are not prepared to accept the proposals
for thrift in the agricultural policy and the agricultural
budget are really playing into the hands of the oppo-
nents of the agricultural policy. Consequently, I am
personally in favour of our accepting the Commis-
sion's proposals, which will in fact result in savings
under the agricultural policy, not least because of the
pressure Parliament has exened.
Hence, in my opinion, the importance from the budg-
etary viewpoint of the fact that the European Com-
munity has, for example, succeeded in improving its
relationship with the world market and in making
world market pricing more flexible, as not only politi-
cians q/ith an interest in agriculture but also those who
focus their attention on budgetary matters have always
advocated. From the budgetary angle I therefore con-
sider it reasonable 
- 
and, thank God, most of the pol-
iticians here whose prime interest is agriculture aBree
with me 
- 
that those who unnecessarily increase the
produoion of surpluses without regard for the princi-
ples of the agricultural policy should be made to
accept some of the responsibiliry. I believe that the
family farms, the real farmers should be assisted under
the common agricultural policy, whereas farmers who
simply exploit and abuse the agricultural policy should
be put in their place.
I am not afraid to say in this connection that every
ECU 
- 
or every mark, if I may speak as a German 
-spent in accordance with the principles of the agricul-
tural policy is an ECU or mark well spent, even if we
have to contend with a surplus from time to time. It is
better that we should be having to cope with problems
relating to surpluses by reforming the agricultural
policy than that we in Europe should discover one
finde day that we are open rc blackmail because we
have shortages.
(Applause)
Mr Damseaux (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, while con-
gratulating the rapponeur, Mr Mouchel, on his excel-
lent work, I should like to clarify two aspects of his
report which, I think, call for more careful examina-
tion.
The first concerns paragraph 11. The rapporteur pro-
poses [hat special measures be provided for countries
with a high rate of infladon. Encouraging this propo-
sal would be tantamount to asking the Community ro
finance these measures and, therefore, the infladonist
policies of these countries. In spite of the Communiry's
effons to coordinate the policies of its different mem-
bers and to strengthen the process of economic con-
vergence, some starcs do not seem willing to cooperate
or follow the suggestions. These countries prefer to
put the accent on other priorities and their rate of
inflation is rising to as much as 150/o or 20010. So do
you really think it is up to the Community and, more
precisely, to other Member States to finance these
inflationist policies ?
Consequently, these extraordinary measures that the
rapporteur proposes do not sebm to me to be such that
we can support them. Only a structural poliry could, if
it involved suitable measures, play an effe'ctive and
lasting role in improving agricultural incomes and in
reducing the disparity of incomes within the sector
and between the sector and the economy in general, as
inflation can no longer be financed'from Community
monles.
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The second point I am concerned about is the small
amount of imponance that Mr Mouchel atraches to
the quality of products 
- 
although I do not wish to
plead for a reduction in the quanrity or rhe price of
products. All I want to do is to srress rhar, for top
quality products, many consumers are no doubr will-
ing to pay prices that are above average. And we can-
not ignore the fact that intervention could be limited if
we encouraged quality as opposed to quantity. I con-
sider that it is essential for the common agricultural
policy to promote this approach and so I propose that
we mendon it straight away in the Mouchel repon.
Mr Kaloyannis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, firsr of
all the increases in general and the other measures
proposed by the Commission for the marketing period
1983-84 are inadequate. I suppon the view that an
average increase in the order of 70lo would be realistic,
and feel that this must be accepted by Parliament.
However, the most urgent requirement is for the
increases, whatever they are, to be accompanied by
special measures applicable in countries affected by
high infladon, such as Greece, Italy and Ireland. I
consider that the following special measures, amongsr
others, are necessary for these countries: suppon for
the incomes of producers in those areas chiefly where
the structure of agriculture is weak, improvement of
agricultural struct'ures, selecrive product pror.ecrion,
higher prices for products in which the Community is
not self-sufficient, suppon to help in reducing produc-
tion costs, support to assist the marketing of agricul-
tural products, just application of rhe principle of
Community preference and the differentiation of
co-responsibility measures.
Concerning staple products the following measures
would, in my view, be of some importance. In rhe
dairy products sector 
- 
with specific regard ro Greece
- 
I consider the private storage of tradirional Greek
cheeses, feta, kaseri and kefalotiri, to be of impon-
ance, and to this end the basic regularions should be
modified to enable private individuals and coopera-
rives to store these products within rhe scope of the
legislation. Special aid should be given to small prod-
ucers of cow's milk on [he basis of yields, and up to a
maximum of 50 000 kilos. Anorher way of differentiar-
ing the allocation proposed by the Commission would
be for the average supporr per producer ro range,
according to Member State, between a minimum of,
say, 100 ECU, and a maximum of 500 ECU. On bov-
ine meat we propose that the premium for the binh of
calves be raised from 32 ECU ro 40 ECU, and that the
premium for suckler cows be extended to Greece at a
rate equivalent to that applying in Ireland and Nonh-
ern Ireland. On sheepmeat and goatmear we propose
that the first six monrhs of the year be defined as a
crucial period warranring protection against impons
from third countries, that goatmeat be given full inclu-
sion in the common organizarion of rhe marker in
sheepmeat and thar the marketing year be changed ro
run concurrently with the calendar year.
I want to end, Mr Presidenr, on the subjecr of tobacco
and the relation between the premium arrangement
and the norm price which is being reduced year by
year for the Greek varieties of tobacco for which
national support is incorporated in the norm price. On
the other hand, this relation is increasing for nearly all
of the other Communiry varieries. Greece is therefore
seeking that the relation between the premium
arrangement and the norm price in force in 1981 be
applied to the 1983 crop. Secondly, the reduction of
the intervention price to 850/o of rhe norm price is
unacceptable because the Greek varieties have
adjusted well to the Community system in the initial
stages of its implementation. \7e insist, rherefore, thar
the relation between the intervention price and rhe
norm price remain at900/0.
Mrs Gredal (S).- (DA) I wanr ro say rhar the Dan-
ish Social Democrats cannor in any way suppon rhe
Mouchel report. !7e rhink it is somewhat irresponsible
in regard rc borh the price increases soughr and the
lack of production limits. It is surprising that the Com-
mittee on Agriculture now comes out against guaran-
tee thresholds and co-responsibility levies, when it is
remembered that only a couple of years ago the same
committee in the so-called Plumb report supported
production targets in each secror. The Community
budget is burdened much more by that absence of
production limits than by rhe price increases proposed
by Mr Mouchel.
The Socialist Group has worked out a compromise
proposal which points in the direction of the Commis-
sion proposal, which we can go along with a large part
of the way. Indeed we think that the Commission's
proposal is a good and reasonable starting point for
the 1983-84 agricultural price sertlement. I will there-
fore restrict my comments on rhe Commission propo-
sal to a small number of products.
'!7ith regard ro grain, we feel thar a price increase of
3% is the maximum that can be contemplated, from
the point of view of borh animal products in rhe Com-
munity and the budget. Bur also for a third reason,
and that concerns our relarionship with the Unired
States. \(e know rhat the price of grain in rhe USA
will show a lower increase 
-i.e.2.50/o - and at thesame time the Americans will be abandoning produc-
tion over wide areas of grain counrry. I think we
should be exrremely careful over rhe level of grain
prices in the Communiry. !7e should nor ler the price
gap. be any wider than is absolutely n€cessary, because
- 
rn my oprnion 
- 
we should avoid escalating prob-
lems between the United States and Europe in the
grain sector.
Everybody knows thar we are faced with an unusually
difficult situarion in rhe area of agriculrure. Ve had
the opponunity in the delegation from Parliament ro
discuss the subject of agriculture with our colleagues
in the House of Representatives, and the chairman of
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the agriculture committee of the House of Represen-
tatives took a certain positive stance. I do not think
that we should escalate the problems on our side in
Europe.
Let me say on the subject of pigmeat that the pigmeat
producers are having a particularly bad time in the
Community at the moment. \tre must therefore, as a
minimum requirement, ask the Commission to declare
its intention to make the administration of the pigmeat
market more effective, in such a way that the basic
price is the market price.
On the subject of milk, we support the Commission's
proposal for a price increase, but I have a litde cry
from the hean in this connection where school milk is
concerhed. The Commission proposes that the support
to school milk be increased by the same percentage as
milk. But, as we know, this EEC aid requires a
national contribution amounting to one fifth of the
EEC support, which in my country at least has
prompted many complaints over administrative diffi-
culties arising from this rule, and I hope therefore that
we can get a more sensible arrangement.
Finally I would remind you that the Community's
agricultural policy continues to be undermined by the
proliferation of national subsidies. I therefore ask the
Commission once more 
- 
as I do every yea:. 
- 
to
concentrate more of an effort in this area.
Mr Barbagli (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the eleventh report of the EAGGF, which
dealt with 1981, provides farmers with precise details
regarding the expenditure of the Guarantee and Guid-
ance sections of the EAGGF.
These data show how much the agricultural industries
of the countries in the Mediterranean basin are penal-
ized. For example Italy, for the Guarantee sector,
obtained 720ECUs per person, and 28.9 for the
Guidance section. Greece comes after ltaly. In this
connection, Mr President, I must deplore 
- 
in com-
mon with Commissioner Dalsager 
- 
Parliament's
decision not to discuss the Mouchel report jointly with
the Maher repon regarding the influence on agricul-
tural incomes of the rates of infladon in the different
countries of the Community.
I am also amazed that the Socialist member Mr Gau-
tier should have put forward such a proposal together
with the Conservative member Mr Provan, giving as
his reason the fact that the Committee on Agriculture
had not examined the question. This is not rue! The
Committee on Agriculture arranged a hearing at
which economists and monetarists of various countries
in the Community were present. The same Committee
had also decided to ask the President of the Parlia-
ment to couple the discussion on prices with the
debate on the consequences of inflation rates.
I wonder how on earth behaviour of this kind can be
reconciled with the policies that people say they s/ant
to adopt in order to correct the present imbalances. In
point of fact, Mr President, a decision of this kind has
its repercussions also on possible decisions on struc-
tural policy and on the transfer of income that must be
brought about if we wish to give justice to the farmers
of those countries, and in particular those zones 
-inland mountain areas 
- 
that are even worse hit by
this type of policy, which people say they want to
change, though their words are belied by their actions
in support of such a policy, in the defence of who-
knows-what inrerests.
May I make one other point, Mr President. '!fl'e have
to overlook the fact that the financial allocations for
the structural policy 
- 
I refer to the socio-structural
Directives and, in particular, Regulation 355 regarding
the manufacture and marketing of agricultural prod-
ucts 
- 
must produce added value for the farmers.
For this reason we ask that, motivated by the spirit of
solidarity and, hence with a view to the redistribudon
of the effects of the CAP between the different prod-
ucers in the Community, incomes should be removed
from the sphere of pricps policy and transferred to
structural policy.
(Applause from the centre benches).
Mr Gautier (S).- (DE) I would ask Mr Barbagli to
listen if he is going to accuse us of not wanting this
report on inflation and incomes discussed here despite
the excellent hearing we have had. I attended the'hear-
ing from beginning to end, but as far as I know, you
were not there for one minute. If you had been, you
would have appreciated how difficult these problems
are and that we were not much the wiser after the
hearing than before. All ve were able to find out is
that we must reassess certain things. So it would be
better if you refrained from attacking others and
attended the meetings.
If you are going to attack the Socialism here, let me
ask you one question: which parry has been in govern-
menr in Italy for the last 30 years? It is surely the
Chrisdan Democrats who are incapable of implement-
ing the Community's agricultural structural policy and
instead use the money as a cheap cash loan to over-
come their own financial difficulties. That is what is
causing our problems with Italy!
Mr Mouchel's report really says everything that a
good farmers' lobby could hope for. There is only one
aspect that we unanimously endorse: Mr Mouchel's
demand that the farm prices be fixed by 1 April. There
is really nothing else in the report that we can accept.
The report also contradicts everything that Parliament
has previously decided. Mrs Gredal referred to the
Plumb repon. Only the Christian Democrats are cap^-
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ble of going against their own decisions. They decide
one thing one day and another the nexr, always in the
hope that others will straighten everything our in a
way that suits them. Ve Socialists ar least are nor so
opportuniscic: we are sticking to the line we have fol-
lowed for the last three years, and thas is that we musr
ackle the main problem connecred with rhe agricul-
tural policy and control rhe surpluses.
Surpluses are not a natural phenomenon, as Mr Bock-
let apparently wanted us to believe when he accused
the Commission of having no concept. Ler me ask the
Christian Democrars rhis: who was ir who rejected
everything? Did we rejecr the Commission's proposal
for super-levies or did you? And you are now again
rejecting the quantum model proposed in the Mouchel
report. You reject every proposal the Commission has
to make, and then you complain that no decisions are
taken. This is really absurd.
It is the same in the Council. Every year it says some-
thing will be done when milk production rises by 20lo
or l0/o or 50/0. Vhat happens? For three years milk
production has been rising, and all the Council does is
make declararions of intent. Mr Enl, I am willing to
bet that this year you will again fail to implement last
year's declaration of intent, in which you undenook to
reduce the intervention price of milk if production
rises by more [han 0.50/0. The real scandal of the
European Community is that we cannot manage to
limit the surpluses in some way but always resorr ro
what I would call dulling the minds of the people
when we face the rclevision cameras after meerings of
the Council of Agricultural Ministers and explain ro
people at home that something will be done wheh in
fact nothing is ever decided.
My group will by and large endorse the Commission's
proposals. \7e have tabled a number of amendmenrs,
but we support the general line rhe Commission has
adoprcd on prices and suppon measures.
This morning Mr Tugendhat desciibed the ourflow of
resources in the first three months of this year. It really
surprises me how some people can simply put up with
this and maintain it is not a problem. Spending is to
exceed the budget by 500m ECU. That is a real figure,
not a theoretical one, and we, one pan of the budget-
ary authority, are pretending rhar rhis is of no inreresr
to us. Ve Socialists cannor supporr this posirion. !7e
shall continue to adopt a responsible approach, an
approach in which we are aware of our responsibility,
as regards both budgetary questions and the aims of
the agricultural policy.
Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President and
fellow Members, I would like first of all to commend
the fullness and objectiviry of the reporr.by our col-
league, Mr Mouchel, which w'e supporr. because it
deals with the very serious issue of the fixing of farm
prices in a comprehensive manner.
Some basic points that we should keep in mind if we
are to come to a jusr. and reasonable decision are as
follows. Firstly, the need to safeguard the income of
producers, which has suffered a decline. Secondly, the
need to ensure a better balance berween the incomes
of farmers and those of other productive sectors.
Thirdly, the need ro reduce existing regional imbal-
ances, because all of the farmers are equal citizens of
the EEC. Fourthly, the need for the allocation of price
increases to take account of product surpluses or defi-
cits within the Communiry.
In addition special measures musr be instituted ro pro-
vide financial assistance for producers in those coun-
tries of the Community which are, unfortunarely,
plagued by high infladon rates in excess of the Com-
munity average. Therefore we regrer that the report by
our colleague, Mr Maher, is not being debated today.
Many of the problems of the common agricuhural
poliry could be solved if , and I draw the atrention of
Mr Dalsager to this 
- 
the principle of Community
preference were applied as ir ought to be in order to
give the agricultural producm of the Community rhe
greatest possible prospecr of sale in the Communiry's
own domestic markerc which are quite capable of
absorbing them.
Concerning Greek agriculrure which, because'of its
small and impoverished holdings and srrucrural prob-
lems, is undoubtedly backward, this can be supponed
to good effect if, firsdy, the Council of Ministers
decides to allow immediate parity with Communiry
prices for Greek agricultural products withdrawn from
the transitional arrangements. Secondly, if swifter pro-
gress is made rowards alignmenr of financial supporr
levels as, for example, with the olive oil production
subsidy, the penetration premium for cirrus fruits and
the premium for durum wheat, etc. Thirdly, if the
EEC provides low interest subsidizadon on loans ro
Greek farmers and to farmers with low incomes and
high production cosrs in other counrries. Fourthly, if
subsidizadon is also provided on producdon aids such
as fenilizers, machinery, herbicides, animal feed and
olive garhering collection ner.
Mr President, the decisions taken by Parliamenr and,
principally, by the Council of Ministers 
- 
and I am
glad Mr Enl is presenr 
- 
musr make a genuine contri-
bution to maintaining the cohesiveness of the Com-
munity by showing fairness and magnamity to all, and
panicularly ro rhe poorest of farmers in the countries
we represenr because they stand in greatest need.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I would like ro
thank Mr Mouchel for his report, ro congra[ulate him
and to say that I accept and appreciate mosr of what is
contained in it.
I have listened to most of the contributions already
made in the debate and I think that over four years in
this Assembly we have moved, in spite of some rather
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extreme points of view on either side of the House, a
little closer towards an understanding of what we are
trying to do. I think that many Members who came
here with the view that the common agricultural policy
was an obsmcle to the development of other policies
have moderated that view and now recognize tha[ we
can have a progressive common agricultural policy and
rhat the difficulties experienced and the solutions
applied will help to equip us better in our efforts to
develop similar policies in other areas.
I represent an area that is predominantly agricultural,
but I recognize that the common agricultural policy
can be an embarrassment to those people who repre-
sent areas that are entirely non-farming. But it is not
the absolute cost of the common agricultural policy
that is the problem. It is the spending on this policy as
a proportion of our total budget. I believe that the
solution to this problem is an expansion of our budget-
ary resources to provide funds for the financing of the
regional and social policies which all of us in this
House would dearly love to see developed. The prob-
lem of lowering occurs in the peripheral regions and in
the higher inflation countriesl it cannot be resolved by
increased prices alone. To compensate Irish farmers
for the effecm of inflation last year would require an
increase of l6o/a. But to compensate Irish farmers for
three years of higher than average inflation and stag-
nant production would, of course, be out of the ques-
tion and impossible to resolve by price increases alone.
And rc seek to solve that problem by a pricing policy
alone would, I believe 
- 
and I must freely admit this
as a farmer 
- 
create an unacceptable monetary
demand and unacceptable political tensions.
Ireland came into this Community handicapped by a
serious structural agricultural problem and a weak
food-processing indusry. And yet, in the years before
inflation and exorbitant interest rates eroded our mar-
gins, we had the second fastest expanding agricultural
industry in Europe.
So we know that Irish agriculture can modernize,
improve its productivity and compete, given a reasona-
ble economic environment.
It must be remembered that the various structural
directives were not, in the first place, designed rc mke
account of Irish needs since Ireland was not a member
at the time and their value, along with that of the
special measures, was rapidly eroded by inflation. If
we cannot be compensarcd by price increases 
- 
and
we cannot, I agree :- then a new and more aPPro-
priate set of measures are needed urgently. They must
be administradvely less expensive and they must have a
constant value in relation to the cost of the develop-
ment chat thry are intended to finance. Capital for
investment must be available to all farmers throughout
this Community at reasonable and competitive prices.
Over the past four years Irish farmers, along with
farmers in other peripheral regions, have been paying
rates double that of those available to farmers in coun-
tries like the Netherlands and Germany. I would sug-
gest that as an interim measure to restore some sort of
equality of opportunity, 'severely handicapped'
schemes should be extended to include all non-com-
mercial farmers.
The Treaty of Rome undenakes to provide farmers in
the Community with a comparable income. There is
no inflation clause which gives the Community an
escape from this obligation.
!7hen Ireland joined the EMS, it was assumed that the
pound sterling would lose value against other EMS
currencies. This did not happen and the financial
assisrance given to Ireland turned out to be totally
inadequate. Ireland has kept faith with irc EMS obliga-
tions and agreements and in the event of any realign-
ment of currencies within the system, which is proba-
bly overdue at the moment, I think that it would
involve a devaluation of the Irish pound, and some
assistance could possibly be considered by the Com-
munity. I think Mr Dalsager mentioned that in this
area lay the best possibilities for the high infladon rate
countries getting some benefit from changes in curren-
cies and achieving higher incomes. I think in this
event, perhaps, that a problem like that of the Irish
national debt, which is owed in foreign currency,
could be helped by some form of subsidization to
compensate us for realignment of our currencies and
make it possible for us to give farmers an increased
income by doing this.
I believe all those things, or a combination of them, is
possible. But one thing we cannot have in an economy
so dependent on agriculture as Ireland is, is the impos-
idon of quotas or quantities or limits on production.
That is something that an underdeveloped agricultural
industry just cannot have.
Some Members, particularly British Members from
both sides of the House, for example Miss Hooper
and Mr Collins, spoke on behalf of the consumer.
They decried the fact that the consumers' interests are
not taken into account. I would like rc quote to them
rhe British Minister of Agriculture, Mr Peter !7'alker,
who said that the evidence is that in real terms farm
gate prices were down by 170/o for milk, by 190/o for
cereals and by 140/o for sugar. He claims that the
problem for the British consumer is not, in fact, the
common agricultural policy, which has brought abour
a drop in farm price, the real problem for the con-
sumer is internal costs . . .
President. 
- 
Your speaking time is over, Mr McCar-
tin. Mr Eyraud, you have the floor.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, this debate is on agricultural price fixing.
The term is a very poor reflection of the problems of
farming and of the contradictions and divergences
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within it. Fixing prices is fixing the living conditions of
hundreds of thousands of families in Europe, many of
whom live in underprivileged areas like the one I
represent, the Auvergne. In fixing the prices on a
product-by-product basis, by curring up a complex
world in this way, we are forgetting the people in
farming and only seeing the monerary compensatory
amounts, the budgetary constrainrc, contributions, fair
re[urns, production targets, the trade war with the
USA and so on. So I should like to intervene here, nor
as a farmer, not as a representative of a food and agri-
culture lobby and not as a defender of a Member Srate
either, but as a simple observer. In my job as a ver and
in my work as a local representative, I live wirh people
from the rural world. It is a world rhat is close to
nature and linked to the quality of life, but its weighr
as compared to major financial interests is slight.
So the farmer's standard of living is going to be fixed
by the food and agriculture industry which exploits it
at all stages in, the process through compensatory
amounts, the workings of which are both difficult to
understand and litde understood, through countries
that demand fair returns, through the will of American
farmers and their represenratives on rhe Senare and
through businessmen who use agricultural products as
a means of exporting capital goods to third counrries
- 
in short, through a whole series of powers and ele-
ments outside it. Vell, I cannot accepr rhis sort of stra-
tegy. I cannot accept attacks on a consranrly regressing
social category. For hisrorical, psychological and cul-
tural reasons, we are trying ,to make rhe farmer a
scapegoat. In many people's eyes 
- 
and rhis has
already been said 
- 
it is the farmer's fault if rhe price
of food at the grocer's is too high. If anything is
wrong with the prices, it's the farmer's fault. If the
environment gets destroyed, rhen thar is the farmer's
fault too. But no-one ever questions the excessive mar-
gins, the specularion or rhe exaggerated prices. The
farmer is forced to go on producing more ro earn less
and, in the end, to have nor even the basic essenrials.
So I shall end, Mr President, with just one quesrion.
Vill the Commission and the Council display a litile
humanity and a lirtle social jusrice by agreeing ro pay
all the small and medium-sized farmers of the Com-
munity properly? A simple question, one of jusrice and
good sense.
Mr Ertl, President-in-Office of the Council.
(DE) Mr President, apan from a few interruprions,
during which I was talking to Mr Genscher and some
Bavarian journalists, I have been following this debate
very closely, and I feel the need ro make a few
remarks.
I agree with every speaker thar an anti-inflationary
policy must be the primary goal. But this is not a task
for the Communiry's agriculrural policy but for each
Member State's economic policy, with coordination ar
Community level. Everyone must have the courage to
admit his faults and, through the atritude he adopts in
his national parliament, help to fight inflation
throughout Europe.
The system that has been chosen 
- 
anorher sysrem
could have been chosen: I shall be mlking about a
special system, a third system, in a moment 
- 
is
bound in the long term ro result in stable, or fixed,
exchange rates. 'We have made an arrempr with the
EMS, and so far it has been successful. Ler us hope it
will be successful in the future. I am optimistic: after
all, the average rate of inflation in rhe Community has
for the first time fallen below 10% this year. But this
entails joint effons. The further we can reduce the rate
of inflation, the more likely it is we can solve all the
other problems, like those connected with the MCAs.
I should like to help to ensure rhar a true picture is
painted in this conrext. '$7hat increases in prices in
national currencies resulred from the flexible use of
monetary compensatory amounrs berween 1975 and
1982? I have already given the members of the com-
mittee these figures: Federal Republic of Germany
*27.8; France +95.1; Ialy *166.5; Netherlands
+43.1; Belgium i54.7; Luxembourg i-53.2;
United Kingdom t92.5; Ireland *111.4; Denmark
+94.5. I do not unfortunately have any figures for
Greece because its accession occurred during rhe
period 1975 ro 1982. You can see, rherefore, rhat not
everything was done absolurely fairly. But I am one of
those politicians who do not wanr ro do everything
fairly. All I try to do is act correcrly. If that results in
account being taken of interesm in such a way that
everyone finds the ourcome tolerable, that in irself is
not a bad policy by any means.
For a long time I was very critical of rhis agricultural
policy, which was nor invenred by me, bur I know how
politically necessary ir is when I consider the interesrs
of each individual counrry, and I am not so critical of
it now as I used ro be. Ir should nor be cohdemned in
the way it has been from time ro rime in rhis House or,
for that matter, by the farmers. I am convinced that
most farmers would have been worse off under
national agricultural policies rhan they have been
under the common agricultural policy. The same is
true of consumers.
I can only quote figures on my own counrry, because I
was unable to obtain confirmation of all the orhers in
time, but the differences are nor so pronounced. Just
take a look ar rhe trend in incomes, the gross or net
incomes of employees since rhis Community came into
existence. Ler me give you one example: when Italyjoined the Community, average consumprion of meat
was about 30 kg. Today it is 75 kg, which I think is a
move in the righr direcrion. It benefim the agricultural
industry, and it benefits rhe consumer.
I am very proud to live in a Communiry where people
are able to eat high-quality food, not jusr simple car-
bohydrates, where workers can afford oranges,
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lemons, wine and indeed champagne if they v/an[ ir.
And yet in my country average spending on food still
amounts to only 200/o of total income. Almosr as much
is spent on accommodation and more on leisure activi-
ties. This means a higher social living smndard. The
Community can consider itself to be a wealthy Com-
munity, even if the problems do vary. Not everything
should be condemned out of hand. Distinctions have
to be made: you cannot please all the people all the
time.
The Treaties of Rome require us to ensure thar farm-
ers are treated like other, comparable occuparional
groups in social and income terms. \7e also have an
obligation to provide the people with sufficient food-
stuffs. Somehow or other a reasonable compromise
between these conflicting objectives must be found.
For milk we at least have the co-responsibility levy. If I
wanted to be controversial, I would ask: in what orher
sector where there are surpluses, steel, for example, is
there co-responsibility?
(Interjection by Mr Gautier)
I am just as familiar with the severance arrangements
and social plans as Mr Gautier. I am in favour of them.
Ours is an industrial country, and we must pror.ect
jobs in indusry. But an industrial society that does not
have a viable agricultural sector is condemning itself to
death. That is the great challenge we face.
(Applause)
'We have, then, introduced co-responsibility in the case
of milk. It may be said that rhar is nor enough, but it is
a help. The production statistics will always reveal
fluctuations. 'We have had an excellent year for fod-
der. Ve must not start worrying whenever a problem
arises. '!(i'e have lost important markets in rhe Middle
East because of the senseless war between Iran and
Iraq. That is why they are buying less milk powder.
That is why less cheese is being produced.
A few distinctions have to be made. I cannor go into
all the details because time is short. But we have
relaxed intervention in the case of meat, we have
reduced intervention for cereals to rhree monrhs after
the harvest and ultimately cut cosrs. \fle should look
on the positive side from time to time, nor always
negative. It can, of course, be said that none of this is
enough.
The proposal that there should be a transfer of
incomes, which was the main reason for my speaking,
is fantastic and yet so wrong. Take a close look at
Eastern European agricultural policy. There you have
a transfer of incomes... and weeks without mear! I
would not want an agricultural policy like rhar. I
would prefer to have the responsibility for surpluses.
But, I ask, where do surpluses begin? There are, of
course, vital differences in this respecr. Ler no one
accuse me of not having European convictions. I do
not think anyone will. So I will take the risk.
Le me take the example of my friends from the Neth-
erlands. Self-sufficiency in butter : 5050/0. Or my
friends from Ireland: 3360/o.I must, of course, name
the principal producers. Ve can take Germany as well:
1270/0. I am not criticizing you. But anyone who
believes the Netherlands joined the Communiry with
the intention of reducing its butter production ro any
appreciable extent is, in my opinion, politically mis-
taken. And the Netherlands must admir this is so. \7e
must stick ro the truth in rhis.
The question must be: where do surpluses begin? At a
self-sufficiency of 100%, 1050/0, 1100/o? Does the
figure apply to the Community as a whole? Vho
should be required to reduce production? Vho should
be allowed to expand? Do you think you sdll have a
Community? You have a torso, chaos, you have less
stability in Europe, in the world, and in the end you
may also have a situation that is politically irresponsi-
ble. I have learnt a great deal during my visir to this
House.
I was in Saudi Arabia not so long ago. Let me tell you
what a litre of milk costs there: 4. 50 riyal, or
DM 3.10. I would not mind being the Saudi Agricul-
tural Minister: with the coffers full it is easy ro pursue
a successful agricultural policy. The same is true of the
Community. In the end everyone thinks about money.
But to reven to the transfer of incomes. There can be a
combination, of course. That is why we have a pro-
gramme for mountain farmers. If there is enough
money, this can be extended. But anyone who thinks
that the ransfer of incomes is the alternative to the
system of market, price and supporr. policies should
take the trouble to study the cost of an agricultural
policy where the level of self-sufficienry is so high. I
cannot. tell you any more in the time available. But I
did want to point this our to you. Ve have not fared
quite so badly as the criticism of the agricultural poliry
ofrcn leads us to believe. But nothing is perfect: there
is always room for improvement.
Finally, I should like to say somerhing about rhe solu-
tion of the problem of small farmers, because I know
that in many pans of the Communiry this is regarded
as a central problem, panicularly in view of the
enlargement of rhe Community. The problem of small
farmers will not be solved with a price policy. The
solution will be found in improved infrastrucrural,
economic and regional policies, by finding jobs for
small farmers to do in addidon to their agriculrural
activities. There is no orher alternative. Otherwise you
will find large areas of Europe being depopulated,
because you will force small farmers to emigrate to the
urban centres. That would be rhe worst kind of social
policy.
All areas of Europe must be populated. Europe will
need villages in the future too. This musr be the basis
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for the kind of stable society we want to maintain and
have maintained in recent years 
- 
in peace and free-
dom. I see this as the main task, and we must not
begrudge the money it will cost.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Enl. I am sure I speak
for all the Members of the House when I say that we
appreciate Mr Enl's presence here today, both to
launch the debarc and to reply to it. Knowing the type
of week it is, we particularly appreciate his presence
here.
(Applause)
Mr Dalsager, Member o7 th, Co**;ssion. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, we have had a long and wide-ranging
debate, which shows that what I said yesterday was
right, namely that one of the most imponant decisions
taken by Parliament concerns the proposal on prices
for the coming farming year. The great interest shown
by the Members of Parliament in.this debate shows
that it is a decision which Members of Parliament also
consider to be imponant. I should like therefore to
take this opponunity rc thank all those who have
aken rhe trouble to contriburc views to the discussion,
so that we have again had a good debate on agricul-
tural policy.
A little more polemically it was said yesterday that our
price proposal last year was a Thatcher proposal and
the proposal this year is a Reagan proposal. I must say
that nothing could be funher from the truth. Notwith-
standing the excellence of the persons referred to, it is
the Commission alone which, having regard to the
development of the common agricultural policy, has
worked out and presented under its own responsibility
proposals designed to protect, maintain and improve
the common agricultural policy. The Commission also
considers this to be necessary, if we want to keep the
agriculrural poliry in line with current trends affecting
us and which we know will create problems for the
agricultural policy if we do not put forward the neces-
sary proposals in good time. The present proposal
therefore is, in my opinion simple, cohesive and sensi-
ble in relation to the problems we have to tackle. It is a
proposal which takes into account all the relevant fac-
tors and not just one of them. The Commission's pro-
posal takes account, as it must, of farming incomes,
the market situation, the Communiry budget and the
general economic situation in the Community. If we
did not try to build all these elements into the Com-
mission's proposal, it would be irresponsible, and I
think that, if that were [he case, quite a few Members
of Parliament would criticize the Commission for tak-
ing such a course of action.
A.rery important element in the Commission's propo-
sal relates to the application of guarantee thresholds.
The question Parliament must consider here is
whether it is prepared to accept a limitation on price
guarantees. It is a difficult question, for so much
depends on the answer Parliament gives, in fact
nothing less than the future of the common agricul-
tural policy. I think that, having regard to what was-
said by my colleague Mr Tugendhat on the whole pro-
cess of the budget question and to much that has been
said by Members of Parliament, it is correct that, if we
do not tackle some of the problems we can see shaping
up ahead, the future of the agricultural policy is quite
simply in jeopardy. Let me give an example: in 1982
the Community produced 230/o more milk than in
1973,bw our consumption of dairy products was only
60/o greater than in 1973. Think about those figures. A
production increase of 230/o and an increase in con-
sumprion of 6o/0. Thar is the rrend. !7hat does it
mean? As far as I can see, it means that two things are
impossible. To begin with, it is not possible in the short
term to bring about the slightest.reduction in that milk
production. It cannot be done 
- 
rcchnically, politi-
cally or socially. Secondly it is not possible for us
merely to continue the way we are going. .\7e shall
have to develop long-term measures to secure a better
balance between supply and demand. And that will be
done, according to the Commission's proposal, on the
one hand, by conuolling the rate of increase in prod-
uction and, on the other hand, by increasing and
endeavouring to improve the limited scope for sales.
As I said yesterday, the Commission is prepared to
investigate other marketing possibilities within and
outside the Community. '!7e will cenainly give
encouraBement. to support for school milk, as Mrs
Gredal has asked. Unfortunately she is not here, but I
might have informed her that the Commission yester-
day agreed by the written procedure to propose ro the
Council and Parliament that the expenditure on school
milk be simply refunded by the Community.
Ve also intend to improve the expon system, so rhat
the refunds on sales of butter to the Soviet Union are
placed on the same footing as on sales to other coun-
tries. \7e will examine all possibilities. But Parliament
must not foster any illusions. These measures will not
solve the problems by themselves. Unless immediate
steps are taken to reduce production increases or to
ensure that the cost of the disposal of the extra prod-
uction are borne by the producers, rhe Community
budget will come under ever greater pressure.
In the course of the debate, Mr Pranchere said that
the Commission rejected the idea of a supplementary
budget for agriculrure. I should like to correcr rhar
impression. Both Mr Tugendhat and I have said thar
there is quite certain to be a supplemenrary budget for
agriculture this year. The question is not wherher
there will be one, but what will be its size. That is rhe
answer to the quesrion, and it depends to a large
extent on the Council and Parliament whether our
proposals on the application of guaranree thresholds
are adopted. It will also have a bearing on to whar
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extent ure have a supplementary budget for the
EAGGF guarantee section this year.
Many speakers, Mr Provan among them, drew atten-
tion to the situation on the world market and the tense
state of relations between the Community and the
United Sntes. I think that two very simple aspects are
involved here. First, when the Community adopts its
annual price settlement, it must look p the Com-
munity's own interests. The Commission has never
been in doubt that our settlement must be in line with
our own priorities and not those of our competitors.
Vhen we advocate a lower rate of increase in grain
prices, we do so because we are convinced that that
policy is to the Community's advantage. Ve will not,
either now or in thi future, allow the annual price set-
tlements to be dependent on any pressures from out-
side. Secondly we do not under any circumstances
want a trade war with the Unircd States, for the very
simple reason that both we and the Americans and all
others involved in trade in agricultural produce would
quite simply be the losers in any such trade war. At the
same time, y/e must stand firm vis-i-vis our American
friends. \7e will defend our share of the world market
wirh the resources at our disposal. I am convinced that
'we can do it. In this connection I am also entirely in
agreement with those who say that the Americans can-
not expect us to continue imponing their feed for our
animals if they refuse to impon the animal products
we produce by means of the feed we import from
them.
I must correct a statement by Mr Fuchs, which is con-
tained in his repon. The Community is not responsible
for the very bad situation on the world sugar market.
Last year we y/ere alone in increasing our stocks by
2 million tonnes and, last but not least, Mr Fuchs must
understand that the Community's sugar producers
now bear all the costs associated with their exports.
Mr Helms yesterday proposed another co-responsibil-
ity system for the milk sector. I have had some very
quick calculations done of the consequences of his
proposed amendment regarding the co-responsibility
levy, which indicate that the result of his proposal will
be an increase in Community expenditure of approxi-
mately 25 million ECU in 1983 and approx. 135 mil-
lion ECU in 1984. In the longer term the increased
cosrc arising from his proposal would be even greater,
since it does not provide for any effective limit to the
development of production.
Let me say that I am just as concerned as Mr Maher
and Mr Flanagan over industrial milk production. I am
also concerned over the situation of the small milk
producers in Ireland. I was in Ireland myself only six
weeks ago and I had a look ar the areas I was urged to
study more closely. I would remind my Irish col-
leagues that milk production in your country has actu-
ally risen over thA past five years by 240/o more than in
any other Member State. I would add that the Com-
mission has also put forward proposals in this area for
a special levy on indusrialized agriculture 
- 
a propo-
sal which has suffered rather the same fate as a num-
ber of other proposals from the Commission over the
years, when it was a question of introducing co-res-
ponsibility levies in the milk sector.
Many speakers also dr.* .r,.nrion to the problems
concerning those countries with high inflation. I regret
that the Maher report on this problem was not covered
by the discussions, since it is relevant to the price set-
tlement. A number of speakers deplored that insuffi-
cient suppon was given to the so-called Mediterranean
products in the context of the inflation which has
affected two Mediterranean states in particular. I
should like to correc! this view. ln 1974 the Com-
munity's expenditure on Mediterranean producis was
388 million ECU. The budget for 1983 provides for
expenditure on rhese products of 2768 million ECU.
If you study the figures, you will see that there has
also been a considerable increase in percentage terms
in the expenditure from the EAGGF on Mediterra-
nean products, so that the Commission and the Coun-
cil have to a large extent fulfilled their commitments
on improving the situation of these products. Mediter-
ranean products now absorb a very large proportion of
the resources in the EAGGF guarantee section and
there are in addition a number of special forms of sup-
port to these products. It cannot therefore be said that
nothing is being done or that not enough is being done
for these products.
As we said last year, rhe first objective is m bring
down inflation and to reduce the disparities in infla-
tion rates. As the President of the Council has just
pointed out, it is cenainly no easy task, but one which
the Member States and the Community must try ro
accomplish together. It is the only way in which we
can get a lasting improvement in economic conditions
- 
and that does not apply only to agriculture in the
countries concerned but to all other economic acti-
vities as well.
The agricultural policy can contribute to this in three
ways.
Firstly, we can gradate the annual price determinations
by applying the green exchange rates. I would say
again here that Italy and France still have a margin for
a Breen devaluation, and the same applies to Greece.
Secondly, we can apply special interim measures ro the
countries concerned, and I would remind you in rhis
connection that there are many special subsidies or
support measures for the Irish farmers, from sucking
cow and calf premiums, which are 7000/o financed by
the Community, to interest refunds, which are
financed joindy by the Community and the govern-
ment.
Thirdly 
- 
and most imponantly 
- 
we can extend our
structural measures with a view to aiding undenakings
in less favoured areas. In this connection I might men-
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tion the development programmes for the Mediterra-
nean area, which the Commission recenrly announced.
It is an ambitious project aimed at raising the entire
infrastructure of our Mediterranean areas to a better
level. I am certain that it is the best way of helping
agriculture in these areas in rhe long rerm.
Finally, let me say that we must expect Parliamenr ro
state views which are coherent and consistent. There
must be coherence between Parliamenr's pronounce-
ments on budgetary questions and pronouncements on
the concrete policy which is contained in this budget. I
realize that it is a difficult decision. Price proposals are
always difficult, and that applies to the Commission,
Council and Parliament alike. I hope and trust that
Parliament will overcome these difficuldes and will
arrive at a conclusion which is both sensible and justi-
fiable in the present situation.
(Applause)
Mr Mouchel (DEP). 
- 
(FR) As I lisrcned to rhis
debate, I ofren got the impression that it was a dia-
logue of the deaf. All of us always use the same argu-
ments.
The adversaries of the CAP totally ignore the con-
structive proposals of the Committee on Agriculture.
Every year, we are told that the cost of the CAP is
going rc be too great. This is giving weapons to the
Americans, pointing out our weaknesses and encour-
aging them to bring down world ra[es to cur us our.
But we made savings on the CAP budget in 1982.
Vhat needs to be said, in fact, is that, if there are peo-
ple in favour of the common agricultural policy, there
are people against it too 
- 
and that means they are
against the farmers.
Are there some people who are entirled ro a decent
income guaranteed by a minimum salary and others
who are prey to all sorts of external hazards and dan-
gers? I rhought that one of the aims of the Community
was to ensure that people in agriculrure got a decent
living. Vould we agree to index wage guaranrees [o
agricultural incomes, taking 1973-74 as a reference?
And what would agricultural incomes be if the Council
had always followed the Commission's proposals on
price fixing?
Mr'\Toltjer tells us that the 1982 prices led the farmers
to produce more. Mr Voltjer, I am sorry to say, can-
not know much about agriculture. In some years there
are a lot of cherries, say, and in others there are none,
so it has to be realized that the climatic condirions
have a lot to do with it. Improvemenr in agricultural
incomes in 1982 was due to favourable climatic condi-
tions.
A number of speakers have talked about tlre extra
expenditure that would have ro be made if the Com-
mittee on Agriculture's proposals were adopted. But
have they read rhe report? I should like to point out
that we too have made proposals for extra income and
I should like to insist that they be taken into consider-
ation.
There has also been a great deal of discussion about
the co-responsibiliry levy for milk, about its level and
the progressive nature of it. This is indeed a problem
which warrants discussion, and I personally am in
favour of any modulation that would exonerate rhe
small producers and make the big industrial undenak-
ings pay more. This was what I had in mind when I
proposed in my repon to tax industrial undertakings
producing more rhan 15 000 kg milk per ha. But if
there is a lot of production, outlem have to be sought
across the world and there must still be some for cer-
tain products. I consider rhat it is a bad thing to have
prevented exports to the Soviet Union. I have also not-
iced on this rcpic Mr Commissoner, rhar you have
failed to answer Mr Davern's question as to whether a
contrac[ exists or is being prepared between the Soviet
Union, New Zealand and Canada ro take over from
Europe the delivery of dairy products.
May I, in conclusion, appeal ro your wisdom, common
sense and good faith? Let us take a proper look at all
the aspects of the Committee on Agriculture's propo-
sals. \7e hear about fixing production targets. $7e
agree to talk about them, but we must also take inro
account the substitute products which are imponed.
The day will come, p..hrps, when European agricul-
ture is no more than a quesrion of adding value to
imported products, to the detriment of a large number
of small farmers. I personally refuse to counrenance
their being the only ones ro lose out and the American
and European farmers who use their products being
the only ones to gain.
\flhy 
- 
and this is a suggestion that I am making by
way of conclusion 
- 
should we nor institute an
annual agricultural conference with experts who could
look into the problems and give us their conclusions
later? This would mean that the European Parliament
could avoid repetition nexr year and for many years ro
come of the arguments we have all been hearing for so
long.
It would mean w'e could have more peaceful debates
and rediscover the common interest thar exists
between the farmers and the consumers 
- 
and let us
not forget this. And we could also do our utmosr ro
construct orher common policies instead of attacking
the only policy we currently have. In order that this
future task should nor be compromised, I call on all
those who are still hesitant ro vore for my report 
-and if they can do so wirh enrhusiasm, so much the
better.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
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The vote will be taken on Thursday at 10 a.m.
(The sixing was suspended at 1.20 p.m. and resumed at 3
P.tn.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
3.Turhey
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 1-1274/82),
by Mr Isra€l and others, to the Foreign Affairs
Ministers.
Subject: Violation of human righm in Turkey
It is understood that at a meering in Brussels on
23-24 September with Mr Davignon and Mr Ha-
ferkamp, the Minister for external economic
affairs for Turkey Mr Sermet Pasim reiterated his
governmenl's intention that Turkey should apply
for Community membership 'when circumsrances
permitted'.
Vill the Foreign Ministers give an indication that
no such application will be considered, and that
the 4th EEC-Turkey financial protocol will
remain frozen as long as basic human righm are
not respected in Turkey?
In judging Turkey's record of respecr for human
rights, will the Foreign Ministers take account of
the findings of the European Commission of
Human Rights in considering an application
against Turkey under article 24 of the European
Convention on Human fughts filed bn l July
1982 by Denmark, France, The Netherlands,
Norway and Sweden?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. 1-1275/82),t
by Mrs De March and others, to the Commission
Subject: Relations between the EEC and Turkey
Could the Commission reporr. to the European
Parliament on rhe mlks it held with Mr Pasin,
Minister of State of the military junta in power in
Turkey?
At these talks, did it make a point of emphasizing
the Community's refusal ro resume paymenrs of
financial aid rc Turkey, which were frozen when
the military came to power, until such time as
civil, political, and trade-union liberties have been
restored ?
Did it also reaffirm the EEC's refusal to sigh the
4th financial protocol?
- 
the oral question with debate (Doc. l-1280/82),
by Mr Glinne and others, on behalf of the Social-
ist Group, to the Foreign Affairs Ministers
Subject: Situadon in Turkey
During Question Time on 8th February, 1983, the
President in Office srated that. since the situation
in Turkey would be discussed by the Foreign
Ministers of the Ten Member States of the Euro-
pean Communities meeting in Political Coopera-
tion on lst March, 1983, he would be able to
answer questions on that subject more fully at the
next part-session, and undertook to do so.
\7hat is the Foreign Ministers' position wirh
regard to the exclusion of previously active demo-
cratic politicians from engaging in political activity
in future under the draft constitution adopted on
7 November 1982?
\7hat is the attitude of the Foreign Minisrers rowards
the action taken by France, the Netherlands, Den-
mark, Norway and Sweden ro bring Turkey before the
European Coun of Human Rights?
\7ould the Foreign Ministers state what information
they have with regard to allegations of tonure in
Turkish jails, how they regard such allegarions, and
whether they consider thar human righm are being
adequately protected and respeoed in Turkey?
\7ould the Foreign Ministers srare rheir views on the
new Turkish consritution, with panicular reference ro
the principle of the division of powers, to fundamental
and democraric rights, to the rights of political panies
and trade unions to engage freely in their respective
activities, and to constitutional guarantees to ensure
the complete freedom of the press 
- 
particularly afwr
the latest bans on newspapers and attempm to indmi-
date journalists?
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, honorable
Members, Turkey is obviously a counrry with a Euro-
pean vocation. It has a pafiLo play, and a considerable
one, in the balance of Europe and in its security. But
this is a country which has long suffered from rcrror-
ism, it has suffered internal aggression and for quite
some time this internal aggression has threatened its
democratic sructures and its exisrence.
Turkey has managed to curb its terrorism and
re-establish a cerluain measure of peace. But at what
cost? The suspension of democratic liberties, bans onI Formerly 'S/ritten Question No 1506/82
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tradidonal polidcal panies, 30 000-50 000 people in
prison, the abolition of union rights and, above all,
while teachers of law and men of good faith are draw-
ing up a constitution, in the cellars of the Ankara
regime people are tortured, given electric shocks and
beaten and men and women are kept in solitary con-
finement, blindfolded and handcuffed, for weeks. Pri-
soners are tonured in front of their close family. At
least 15 people have been tonured to death. This inhu-
man and degrading treatmen[ is a dishonour to the
Turkish regime and incompatible with normal rela-
tions between Turkey and Europe.
There is flagrant violation of the right to legal defence.
Lavyers who seek rc offer individual defence of zlo
prisoners at a collective trial are thrown out. Ve think
the Turkish Bovernment has no time to lose in den-
ouncing these practices, as it should renounce 
- 
and
here I am making a solemn reques[ as a humble MP 
-all application of the death penalty. A number of civil-
ized countries, Italy in panicular, are winning the fight
against terrorism without resorting to capital punish-
ment.
The price the Turkish people are paying for the
re-establishment of peace within its frontiers is too
high. How can one talk of peace while tonuring peo-
ple and putting them to death?
Then there are two delicate questions, the solution of
which perhaps interferes with the development of nor-
malization in Turkey. The wiping out of the Armeni-
ans is an hisrcrical 
- 
I repeat, an historical 
- 
issue.
Vhat danger would there be in the Turks setting up a
university commission to look into the historical
aspecrs of the drama of tgts? \Vhat are the problems
involved in apportioning responsibiliry 
- 
which may
well be shared 
- 
for a tragedy that is almost 70 years
old?
The second question is this. \Vhy cannot the Kurds,
who account for only 200/o of. the Turkish population,
enjoy a minimum of cultural rights and be allowed rc
speak their own language in the courts? The cultural
rights of minorities are never an attack on national
unity.
Mr President-in-Office of the Council, I ask you, in
the name of the signatories of oral quesrion No 1274,
if you expect, as you apparently stated during a recent
visit to Bonn by Mr Ttirkmen, the Community's finan-
cial aid to Turkey soon to be re-established. I should
also like to ask you whether you intend to wait for the
request introduced by five countries of the European
Human Rights Commission to be the subjecr of a spe-
cific repon to the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe before embarking on the process of
normalizing relations with Turkey. I should also like
to ask you what you think about the Turkish consriru-
tion as far as democratic principles are concerned. And
do you think it is legitimate to exclude all the radi-
tional political parties from the elections that are due
to take place on 16 October? But above all, Mr Presi-
dent, I should ask you whether you think it is right to
go on closing your eyes to the inhuman and degrading
practices that are the general rule in Turkish prisons
today, even if the Turkish alliance is vital to the def-
ence of the west. The west, you see, honorable Mem-
bers, does not just defend ircelf with ballisdc missiles
and nuclear rocker. It also defends itself with princi-
ples and they are those of a pluraist democracy, which
is itself based on the defence of human rights.
Mr Frischmann (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, today
no-one can doubt the seriousness and above all, the
worsening, of the situation in Turkey. The explana-
rory statement and the report which the Legal Affairs
Committee made to the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe last January are edifying. The three
expens consulted on this occasion say quite categori-
cally that the new constitution contains provisions that
flout freedom and elementary human rights and there-
fore fail to respect the European Human Rights Con-
vention. And during that same session, the Parliamen-
tary Assembly of the Council of Europe agreed to
envisage excluding Turkey from the Council of
Europe, in applicadon of Anicle 8 of its regulations, as
long as democracy and human rights are violated
there.
Information direct from Turkey confirms this judge-
ment. It shows that nothing has improved since the
vote on the constitution was obtained in conditions of
scandalous constraint. Certainly we know that legisla-
tive elections are scheduled for October this year, but
the military junm is acrively preparing a law on poliri-
cal panies and an electoral law, the contenrs of which
are easy to predict. And quite recently, the junta
informed people that it was in fact preparing 85 laws
on public life which are to be promulgated before the
elections 
- 
which means that every.thing will be cut
and dried in advance for the future parliamenr. '!7e
know 
- 
to take only a few examples 
- 
that the
under-2ls will not be allowed ro join a political party
and neither will civil servants, teachers or studenrs and
that union leaders will not be able to become MPs or
lead political parties. The bill on the trade unions, the
contents of which have been leaked ro rhe press,
apparently says that anyone wishing to be voted in as
union leader has to have 10 years' experience as a
worker and may not be re-elected more than three
times. A state commission will be ensuring financial
and administrative control of the unions and strikes
will be suictly regulated and in proper form.
In addition, at rhis very momenr, repression is contin-
uing. There is endless tonuring of prisoners, arrests on
a massive scale, legal proceedings againsr associations,
violation of the right to defence and press censorship.
In the case against the union DISK in which hundreds
of militants are involved, there are now 65 instead of
52 applications for the death penalty. The peace-
movement. case is conrinuing, in spirc of the fact that
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the leaders have had to be released due to interna-
tional pressure. Quite recently, there has been a great
purge in the university and top professors and well-
known specialists have been removed. And lastly, the
leaders of a number of political parties have been given
heavy prison sentences.
Many hours would be inadequate to list all the facts,
which should be condemned out of hand, particularly
in the case of a country that is associated with the
EEC and is also a member of the Council of Europe.
So we are in favour of making a firm stand, as the par-
liamentary affairs commission of the Council of
Europe has done. And if we are pleased at the suspen-
sion of the founh financial protocol of the EEC-Tur-
key cooperation agreement, we are also in favour of
maintenance of this suspension and we should like to
have some response on this today. France, Denmark,
the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden have made
identical requests to the European Human Rights
Commission. Answers and conclusions have to be
produced 
- 
and quickly. Here again, we should like
to be told what the intentions are in this field,,for the
honour of che homeland of Nazim Ikhmet, the whole
of the Turkish nation and its courageous workers
movement.
Mr Glinne (S).- (FR) Mr President, Mr President-
in-Office of the Council, honourable Members, last
February the President-in-Offibe said at Question
Time rhat in in view of the fact that the situation in
Turkey vras to be discussed by the Foreign Ministers
of the 10 Member States of the Community at their
meeting on polidcal cooperation on 1 March 1983, he
would be in a position to give a fuller ans$/er to this
question at the next part-session and he undertook to
do this. This is what we are asking him to do today.
Although vre note the result of the referendum of
7 November 1982 and the fact that the Turkish auth-
orities propose to hold elections next Octobgr, we still
think that only an overall assessment of the democratic
validiry of these elections and attendan[ progress
towards the re-establishment of freedom of the press
and total respect for human rights will enable us to
judge whether Turkey really is returning to democ-
racy. k is not enough merely to adhere to a timetable
and hold elections. Real democracy has to be injected
into the draft electoral legislation and the legislation
on political parties in total respecl for fundamental
human rights. There must also be no more imprison-
ment for political reasons, there must be a complete
end to all the political proceedings now in progress.
And newspaper bans, legal proceedings and intimida-
tion of journalisrc have to stop. Here I am thinking
particularly of a recent flagrant example, involving the
paper Cumhuriyet. And there is another example.
'!7hat are we to make of the sacking of several
hundred professors and lecturers from the Turkish
universiry?
My two colleagues before me rightly referred to the
complaint made by five members of the Council of
Europe, the bilateral agreement recently concluded
between German and Turkey and the reaction that
should follow the quite justified suspension of the
fourth financial protocol of the EEC-Turkey associa-
tion agreement.
An answer is needed to all these questions, Mr Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council. Ve, for our part, have
not tabled a motion for a resolution 
- 
but this was
precisely because we wanted to hear what you had to
say before reacting ourselves.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) Thank you very much, Mr President. I
am keeping the promise I made to Mr Arndt that I
would not leave the floor entirely to him after
6 March, but go on working with him.
I will begin with Question No 0-171, which raises a
number of specific questions on the situation in Tur-
key. As I announced during the last Question Time,
the Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Cooperation
had a provisional exchange of views on the situation in
Turkey ar rheir meering in Bonn on 1 March 1983,
without going into detail. The questions put by the
honourable Members were not discussed on this
occasion. The Ministers decided to hold in-depth con-
sultations at a later date, during the German Presi-
dency, with a view to adopting a joint position of the
Ten. The Presidency is willling to inform the House of
the outcome of these deliberations.
As regards Question No 0-90182, which concerns the
problim of a Turkish application for membership of
the Community and the question of the ratification of
the fourth EEC-Turkey financial protocol, I am able
to say the following on behalf of the Ten: there is no
reason to discuss an application from Turkey for
membership of the European Community undl such
an application is made, and it has not yet been made.
The underlying principles of the Treaties and the obli-
gations the Trearies impose on the Member States are
generally known. These principles were clearly
enounced in the Joint Declaration on basic rights by
the European Parliament, the Council and the Com-
mission of l5April 1977 and in the declararion on
democracy adopted by the European Council on
7 April 1978. ln the latter declaration the Heads of
State or Government reaffirmed their desire to ensure
that the principles of representative democracy and of
the law, social justice and human rights are respected.
As for the founh EEC-Turkey financial protocol, I
would refer you to the statement by the President of
the Council during the European Parliament's July
1982 part-session and to the decision taken by the
Council of Budget Ministers on 22 November 1982. In
their assessment of the human righm situation the
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Ministers will, of course, consider all the available
information.
The reason why the Ministers did not discuss the situ-
ation in Turkey in detail on I March was cenainly nor
that they did not regard this as an important item or
that time was shon: they hope that those in power in
Turkey will use the next few weeks to make some pro-
gress, particularly with regard to the legislation on the
holding of elections and so on. 'S7'e shall then have an
opponunity of considering developments in depth on
the basis of all the information available.and of making
an assessment of these developments. As I have said, I
shall then inform the House of this assessment if it so
wishes.
(Applause)
Mr Haferkamp, Wce-President of tbe Comrnission. 
-(DE) I should like to comment on Question No
0-99/82. It is true that Turkey's Economics Minister,
Mr Pasin, visited the Commission on 23 September
1982. Mr Pasin wanted to make contact with the
Commission to discuss topical questions of mutual
interest, with panicular reference to Turkish exporrs
of textiles to the Community and certain agriculrural
matters. On that occasion he also provided some
information on polidcal developments in Turkey at
that time. The Commission took this opponunity to
express its concern and its desire that Turkey should
waste no time in restoring parliamentary democracy
and that it should respect human rights, a point that
the Commission has made on every possible occasion.
The Commission's position on financial aid to Turkey
and specifically on the fourth financial protocol
remains that repeatedly described to the House in the
past. Mr Pasin was also told this during his visit.
Mr Hlnsch (S). 
- 
(DE) Parliament's position is
clear: despite a wide variety of views on individual
aspects of the case, we requested in July 1982 rhat
financial aid be resumed only after steps had been
taken to restore democrary in Turkey. The President
of the Council announced in a press conference that
the Council would review its position in May or June.
On what do you in facr base your oprimisric view thar
the situation in Turkey as regards the freedom of the
press, trade union rights, the freedom of political par-
ties and respect for human rights will change subsran-
tially by May or June of this year?
I believe you are evading a clear assessment of the
present situation in Turkey and a clear condemnation
of the violations of human rights thar are sdll occuring
there. \7e Socialists do not think it is enough ro keep
to a timenble and to pass laws. It must also be evidenr
how these laws are enforced in practice and whether
the timetable is actually used to ensure thar sreps are
taken to restore democracy in Turkey. In this lighr
alone can an assessment of what is happening in Tur-
key be made, and elections must also be held in the
autumn of this year.'Only then can it be decided
whether a resumption of financial aid should be con-
sidered. That was the decision we took, and we stick
by it.
\fle would have liked to see the Council generally
abiding by the tough and unequivocal line adopted by
the Danish Foreign Minister, Kjeld Olesen, in Parlia-
ment in the summer of last year.
Mr von Hassel (PPE).- (DE) !fle are again discuss-
ing Turkey, and the criticisms being voiced this after-
noon have not changed. Vhat Turkey's provisional
government has done since it came [o power is
brushed aside and is certainly not appreciated. No one
takes the slighrcst interest in the fact rhat the generals
have so far been mericulous in keeping [o rhe rimer.a-
ble. It is forgotten that it is generally held that 12 Sep-
tember was [he consequence of the toal failure of the
democratically elected polidcians who had previously
been in power. Not a word is said abour dearh sen-
tences being imposed only for murder or abour torrur-
ers being prosecuted for the first time in Turkey's his-
tory. It is not realized that rade unionisrs are on trial
not for their trade union activities but for orher, ter-
rorist acts.
All sides of the House agree rhar the goal musr be rhe
restoration of democracy, of human rights and trade
union righm, of the freedom of rhe press and of gen-
. 
uine, sound foundations for the political parties and
the politicians. But we differ over how this is to be
achieved.
ln 1960/61 and 1972 the Turkish military felt com-
pelled to take over the governmenr 
- 
nor to seize and
retain power, but to put an end to a siruarion similar to
a civil war, wirh extremisr parries fighdng each other
without quarter. As everyone knows, rhey handed over
the reins of governmenr ro rhe polidcal parries once
the chaos had ended. !fl'hen they had to intervene in
1980, because, as everyone admits, the parties and the
politicians had again failed, their previous experience
led them to order a new consr.ir.ution to be drawn up,
one which musr. prevenr democracy from failing a
fourth time.
The safeguards which have now been installed may go
too far in one way or anorher. After rhe politicians's
total failure, which no one denies, the provisional
government decided that democracy should be res-
tored withour rhese poliricians. Expens have now
established that both the constitution and the laws that
have been proposed meer rhe requirements of democ-
racy. They also lay the foundations for the new parlia-
ment ro fill existing gaps after the October elecrions
and for the removal of excessive safeguards.
If we compare constitutions, we musr admit that \7est-
ern European standards cannor be applied in Anatolia,
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that Turkey is the poorest of the 24 OECD counrries,
that it nonetheless has the only democratic consriru-
tion in the whole of the Islamic region and that aparr
from India no other OECD member country has
developed a democracy.
The mentality of the Turks must also be appreciated.
They are proud, and they do not want others telling
[hem constantly what they should do and whar they
should not do. Anyone who knows this and sdll tries
to tell them what to do is being counterproductive
and, in my view, utterly foolish. The \7est must take
Turkey seriously in this respect particularly. But Tur-
key must also consider the doubts expressed here more
carefully than it has in the past. \7e are all equally sen-
sitive to these questions of basic rights.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I should like to say a few
words in reply to Mr Hansch.
Mr Hansch, I am sure I am right in thinking that you
are not holding the Council responsible for the situa-
tion in Turkey, but that you are more concerned wirh
procedural matters. You asked, for example, what
reason I had for my optimism that the situation in
Turkey will be better in May. You also criticized us
for not discussing the matter ar this stage. Our consid-
eration of developments regardless of deadlines should
not, I feel, lead you to assume that we believe there
will be an improvement simply because we have agreed
to discuss the matter in May or June. All we are saying
is that we will discuss it.
I must reject your assumption that we have departed
from the position which the Danish Foreign Minister
adopted here on the Council's behalf. As we have not
changed our minds, the position announced here sdll
stands. That is surely quite normal in politics.
Mr Spicer (ED). 
- 
I come to this debate prepared
with only one fact and that is that I happen to have
known Turkey and to have been to Turkey before
12 September 1980 and rc have seen the mess that pol-
iticians on all sides in Turkey made not only of rheir
own affairs, but also of the lives of people in Turkey.
May I say to Mr Haferkamp 
- 
because he, I know,
knew Turkey well at that time 
- 
that we can sit here
until the cows come home mlking about a return to
democracy and a return to human rights. Anyone who
believes that what was going on in Turkey before
12 September 1980 gave any human righrc to any one
in Turkey other than to those people 
- 
the thugs of
the left and of the right 
- 
who were pouring in upon
the people of Turkey and destroying any hope of
democrary, is living in cloudcuckoo land. Sir, I know
you are a realist and I know you would not wish us to
live in cloudcuckoo [and.
I have listened to this debate this afternoon and I have
had heard all sorts of speeches and, if I may say so,
many of them, with the notable exception of Mr von
Hassel's, are based upon so-called information which
bears no relation to reality.
Could I just say a word to Mr Isradl? There he is talk-
ing about 1915 and asking why do we not go back to
and why do rhey nor admit the wrongs of tgtS.
Frankly, 1915 is a longway behind us and I am more
interested in 1983 and 1984 than I am in 1915. Mr
Israel talks about the rights of the Kurds. Mr Presi-
dent, in this Parliament we gave the gold medal of this
Parliament to Kamran Inan who was Turkish ambas-
sador to Switzerland, and who has now gone back to
lead a political pany in Turkey. A Kurd, he will prob-
ably be the next Prime Minister of Turkey, or very
senior in Turkish affairs. Vhy on eanh he is being
deprived of his rights. I do not really know. Of course,
Mr Frischmann speaks with the usual arrogance that
one expects from that side of the House in claiming ro
speak for the whole of the Turkish people. All I can
say is that he speaks for a miniscule pan of the Turk-
ish people because they, above all else, want peace and
security, and that is what they have got at this parti-
cular point in time.
Mr Glinne, I have already mentioned that I think you
spoke wisely because you have been around in this
game for quite a long time. But could I say once again
that there was no democracy before September 1980
and anyone who could wish a return to rhose days is
really pushing the Turkish people back into the pasr.
\7hat we have to do is to make a fresh start. I would
appeal to every one here who is of goodwill. But there
are those, of course, who do not want anything to suc-
ceed in Turkey. They are well known and we can
point them out quite easily by rhe way in which they
speak and the way in which they operate. But to those
of us of goodwill who want to see democracy
re-established, all I would say is that there has never
before been a military regime which forewarned rhe
politicians three rimes before it came inro pou/er rha[ ir
was taking power and is now moving back towards a
democratic institution and a democratic structure. All I
would say is that if we in this Parliament are nor pre-
pared to give the new Turkish democracy that will
emerge after the elections in November a fair chance,
then we deserve to be discarded and our views disre-
garded by the people of Turkey, and indeed by many
other people, Sir. One could talk about other places
like Zimbabwe, but,this is not the occasion.
I hope we have seen rhe end of all these consrant
debates which are directed towards destroying any
hope of Turkey seeing democracy again. I hope we
will give our full-hearted suppon, providing they stick
to rhe timetable. I hope, personally, they will go on
bringing to trial those people who were responsible,
on the right and on the left, for rhe terrorist acrions
before 12 September 1980.
Mr Nikaolaou (S). 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I was in the
Chair last month when Mr Genscher answered Mem-
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bers' questions. I should like to ask him a specific
question because he has not reacted to Mr von Has-
sel's speech. \7ould I be right in saying that the gist of
your statement was that the auocities of a dictatorship
could not be justified by the situation which had pre-
viously prevailed in the country concerned? Do you
stand by this statement?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) I am not quite sure if I put it that way,
but that is my opinion.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we
consider it a matter for regret that in this new debate
on the situation in Turkey some colleagues, fortun-
ately a few, have again seen fit to concoct a case for
the odious martial.law regime which has suspended all
individual and collective rights and has embarked on
an orgy of terror, executions and torture.
Mr President, I want to.remind the House that the day
before yesterday the Foreign Minister of this regime
announced that 18 individuals were recently hanged
and that another 87 under sentence of death are due
to be hanged. Of course, the pretext will always be
that these people were terrorists, indeed terrorists who
committed their acts before this regime came to
power. This retroactivity contravenes hallowed princi-
ples recognized by the whole civilized world. Mr
President, we also consider it a matter for regret that
Mr Genscher, at least in the replies he has given so far,
has avoided saying categorically that the freeze on all
payments of aid to this regime will remain in force. He
has spoken optimistically about some sort of time-
table for elections, about the adoption of some son of
constitution and about legislation paving the way for
elections. But which elections and which legislation,
Mr President, since 
- 
in the final analysis 
- 
theres
are implementations of the selfsame constitution
which, from beginning to end, does nothing other
than refute precisely what everyone understands and
deems to be democratic? Legislation based on such a
constitution will be that . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Ephremidis, your speaking time is
uP.
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, hon-
ourable Members, when we talk about Turkey, whe-
never this country is mentioned, we are faced with
truths 
- 
paradoxical truths. '!7hen I listen to some of
my fellow MPs, Mr Isra€l in particular, I agree that
there is a kind of state terrorism in Turkey. It's true.
But it is also true that this state terrorism has done
away with terrorism in the streets.
And it is also true that in Turkey justice is not done in
the fair and peaceful manner that it should be. I was
present. at the trial of Colonel Turkesch as well as at
the Devsol trial and it is true that if is not right, it is
not fair, it is not justice that those who have killed and
rhose who have merely disributed tracts should sit
together on the same bench and receive the same pri-
son sentences. The nature of their crimes is different
- 
if crime is the word for distributing tracts.
The third truth is that the constitution is manifestly
anti-democratic. But the constitution 
- 
and it is not
obvious enough to us because people have claimed the
opposite 
- 
was voted through democratically. I was
there, on the spot, with socialist representatives, in
panicular, Mr President, with a Dutch socialist MP,
and we noted that, technically speaking 
- 
I stress
technically speaking 
- 
there were no irregularities in
the voting procedure. But having said that, the Consti-
tution itself is completely anti-democratic.
Those, Mr President, honourable Members, are the
paradoxical truths that we are faced with when we talk
about Turkey.
Foreign Minister 
- 
for I believe, Sir, that you intend
to serve as Foreign Minisrcr in the next government
too 
- 
when you next meet with your colleagues you
must display both firmness and moderation. You must
bear in mind that Turkey is a country torn between
east and west, geographically, politrcally and from a
religious point of view. It is threatened both by Khom-
einism, the Islam of Khomeini, and Marxism. This
means that the Turkish authorities must be told firmly:
'You must return to the maximum democracy possible
in the circumstances'. But, Turkey must not be chased
out of Europe. To do this and to see thar tomorrow it
goes Marxist is no doubt what some in this Parliament
would like. Buc it is not what the majoriry of the
Members of this Parliament want and the electioirs in
your country, Mr Genscher, and in France, honoura-
bleMembers...
President. 
- 
Mr Beyer de Ryke, please finish wirh
Marxism.
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L).- (IR,) Finish with Marxism?
Oh Mr President, if only it were that easy, believe me
I would. But thank you anyrvayl
(Applause)
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). 
- 
(NL) I wish to
endorse what has been said by rhose who initiated this
debate who righdy argued that anyfinancial aid by the
European Communiry ro Turkey should be frozen
until such time as respecr for political and civil liberties
is re-established.
May I be permitted ro draw parricular artention to the
dramatic situation of the Kurds which was touched on
by Mr Israel but nor mentioned in eirher the Council's
or the Commission's reply? Since the 1923 Treary of
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Lausanne the Kurdish people have lived scattered over
four states; six million Kurds live spread over Iran,
Iraq and Syria; another six million live in Turkey
where they are called 'Hill Kurds'. The Turkish junta
vages the most relentless repression against them.
They are completely denied their right co their own
language and culture. The Kurdish script is banned,
books are destroyed and all Kurdish associations are
outlawed. The social situation of the Kurds is abso-
lutely unimaginable. The average expectation of life is
40 years; child mortality is 200/o; the average annual
income is under 100 dollars and most Kurdish villages
have neither running water nor electricity. Dozens of
members of the Kurdish !/orkers' Pany are under
arrest and two-thirds of the Turkish army are based in
Kurdistan.
The Turkish junta makes no secret of im intention
neyer to recognise the Kurdish people. Junta member
Turan Gijnes declared literally in a Council of Europe
meeting on 12 May 1981, 'you may defend the Kur-
dish people, but the Turkish army, the most powerful
army in rhe Middle East will continue to resist them'.
Away back in April 1981 I drew attention to this frigh-
rcning situation of the Kurdish people and on that
occasion some political groups felt that it was better to
condemn Turkey in general terms rather than speak
on so-called partial problems in Turkey. I believe that
we can no longer turn a blind eye to [he situation in
Turkish Kurdistan, and I refer to Mr Glinne's state-
ment on a global solution. In addition to this repres-
sion which is characteristic of any military dictator-
ship, deliberate genocide is being practised on this
people and that is why I took the libeny of nbling a
motion for a resolution in this debate urging that
special attention be paid to the repression of Turkish
Kurdistan.
Mr Romualdi (NI). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our Parliament has often taken an interest
in Turkish affairs, out of proper concern for what is
happening in that great country, that has so many ties
with the Community. Recently it approved a report
from Mr von Hassel, who has today again confirmed
his views, with ample supporting details of present
conditions in Turkey 
- 
namely the process by which
the present Turkish Government proposes to restore
democracy, and the ideal conditions that would allow
the EEC to renew its relations with Turkey, authorize
the founh financial protocol, re-open consideration of
Turkey's requesr for membership, and discuss together
the various joint problems that are awaiting discussion,
starting with Cyprus which, if I am not mistaken, was
not brought up by the present Government of the
'coup d'6tat' generals, for whom I have no liking
whatsoever, but by the democratic government that
preceded them.
For this reason I do not understand 
- 
or rather, I
understand only too well 
- 
the reasons behind these
questions that seem so concerned about things with
regard to which the Council and the Commission had
akeady expressed their opinion, and which they have
today re-confirmed through the statements of 'Mr
Genscher and Mr Haferkamp, precisely in the sense
hoped for by those putting their questions 
- 
and
obviously by all of us, including myself, jealous as we
are of all the liberties, and all human rights, in Turkey
as in any other part of the world. But it is precisely
because of this that, with a greater sense of responsi-
biliry, *e are prepared to wait for the process of
democratization in Turkey to run its course without
too much hysterical, propagandist speculation, espe-
cially on the part of those who are notoriously sym-
pathedc to regimes in which democracy and the res-
pect of libeny and human rights are mere hearsay, and
whose aim is not so much to restore libeny and
demoLracy in Turkey as to bring about a return to the
terrible, ruinous situation that existed previously, with
the parties running a so-called democracy that led to
nothing but civil war and the most savage massacres,
and the suppression of all righm except the right to be
slaughtered democratically, all of which is far worse
than anything happening today.
Mr Plaskoviti, (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we have
received no substantive reply, even today, to the oral
questions which I and other colleagues in the Socialist
Group have laid before the President of the Council of
Foreign Ministers concerning the internal situation in
Turkey and the need to continue with the freeze on all
financial aid to the military regime. \7e feel com-
pelled, therefore, to remind the House of several of
the basic provisions of the new Turkish constitution
on which it seenls some people are pinning their hopes
of a return to democracy in Turkey.
Firstly, the constitution forbids any assertion that laws
enacted by the Turkish junta are unconstitutional, just
as before the vote on the constitution any criticism of
its provisions was forbidden, and is still forbidden to
this day.
Secondly, political parties which recognize the exist-
ence of social classes are prohibited under articles 5, 6
and 13 of the constitution. All political parries are
obliged to subscribe rc the beliefs and tenets of Kemal
Ataturk as their only basis of principle.
Thirdly, the constitution prohibits more than 100 per-
sons, including all former political leaders except one,
from participating in political life and in the future
elections, and likewise prohibits all former political
parties.
Fourthly, under article 13 of the constitution basic
rights and freedoms may be curtailed to safeguard the
integrity of the state, democracy, public order, public
morals, public health, etc.
Fifthly, the constitution prohibits any politicization of
the trades unions and these are thus obliged to remain
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outside the political and ideological activity going on
in the country. Ardcle 54 of the constitution prohibits
strikes which threaten the national economy, and
secondary strikes, general strikes and the occuparion
of work places are likewise prohibired. The resources
and expenditure of trades unions are to be audited by
the state, and deposition of their subscription funds in
state-run banks will be obligatory.
Sixthly, under anicle 33 of the constitution any cate-
gory trade union may be dissolved in order [o prevenr
crimes against national tranquility or to safeguard
public order or morals. As confirmation of thesetdemocratic' provisions of rhe new constiturion two
leading newspapers were recently closed down for
24 days and two journalisrc sentenced to several
months imprisonment.
\7e restrict ourselves, Mr President of the Council of
Foreign Ministers, to listing just those few provisions
of the new Turkish constitution, and we are curious to
'learn how those who are committed to a favourable
re-examination of relations between the European
Community and Turkey after the forthcoming elec-
tions can reconcile their democratic consciences with
their hopes of a future return to democracy in Turkey.
'!7hat do they expect from these elections and from
the respective laws being prepared by the Turkish
junta? \7e are genuinely curious about this, Mr Presi-
dent of the Council of Foreign Ministers.
President. 
- 
Before calling Mr Bournias, I have a
statement to make.
I have received from Mr Vandemeulebroucke and
others a motion for a resolution with a request for an
early vote, to wind up the debate on Mr IsraEl's ques-
tion.
The motion for a resolution has been distributed as
Doc. l-1377/ 82. The vote on rhe request for an early
vote will be taken ar rhe end of rhis debate.
There are no further morions for resolutions as those
which were tabled have been wirhdrawn.
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, proresra-
tions in support of democracy and human rights such
as those voiced in our Chamber by the previous
speaker, my compatriot Mr Plaskovitis, by Mr Glinne
- 
we belong m different parries 
- 
and by Mr Isra€|,
are to be applauded. Unfonunately, however, there
has been criticism, and views have been expressed
which ought not ro have been heard at this dme. I will
not seek rc defend rhe questioners, Mr President.
They do not need me ro defend rhem, or my artu-
ments. The 20 signarories belong to various political
factions and have differing nationalities, bur they stand
in agreement in their loyaky to democratic principles.
My intervention is in protest at what was said a shorr
while ago by Mr Spicer and other colleagues aimed at
nullifying our resolution of 8 July 1982 on the grounds
that, in accordance with the plebiscite that has raken
place in the meanrime, elections are due to be held in
October. Those who hold m this line of argumenr
underestimate our understanding of the situation given
that, only the day before yesterday in Turke/, 4 more
lecturers at the School of Political Sciences in Ankara
were dismissed by order of the military authorides.
The number of dismissed lecturers has reached 220,
and a law has been passed hindering the involvemenr
in politics of judges, state prosecurors, public employ-
ees and of any citizen with a political history inimical
to the political line of the present government. '!7e
must say clearly and flatly that rhe democracy being
prepared by the Turkish military junta bears no rela-
tion to rhe democracy of rhe rcn EEC counrries and of
all the other countries in the free world.
(Applause)
This view is held by all of my colleagues in the New
Democracy Pany, and in whose name I speak. The
subject of Turkey has, in any case, become like a serial
which returns to prominence every so often to wear us
out and show us refuting our own principles. Unfor-
tunately, the President of the Council has said he will
return again to the marrer. The only comforting reply
was that of Commissioner Haferkamp who told us
that the Commission is sanding firm with regard to
the freezing of the financial protocol.
Mr Pannella (CDI). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presidenr, let us
have no illusions. The Ten 
- 
and I mean the Ten 
-and, with respect for our President-in-Office of the
Council who is here today, Germany and Italy above
all, have increased their dealings, their filthy dealings,
with Turkey since rhe.iunta imposed im barbaric meth-
ods. This we know. It is the result of relations between
foreign ministers in Germany and Italy. Arms supplies
and all the resr of it.
\7e'are alking about principles at the momenr. 'S7'ell,
the quesdon of principle is to know whether we, [he
European Community, should place ourselves ar rhe
same ignoble level as those who creared rhe apparenr
necessity for rhis junta, thar is to say the soldiers who,
under the democratic regime, refused to fight rerror-
ism and who, as in Iraly, displayed solidarity with the
terrorists. In Italy, they went as far as the assassination
of Aldo Moro. Ve now know that the Italian col-
leagues of the Turkish soldiers, in their criminal asso-
ciation, the heads of the forces and secret services,
made themselves allies of the terrorisrs so thar they
might carry our in Italy the same kind of coup rhar
succeeded in Greece a few years ago and which suc-
ceeded in Turkey. . .
Mr Romualdi (NI).- (17) That is just srupidityl
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Mr Pannella (CDI). 
- 
(FR) For you, Mr Romualdi,
it is no doubt stupidity. But it is the kind of stupidity
that you, as a fascist, were guilty of ihirty years ago.
(Applause)
Mr President, all I wanted to say was that we know
perfectly well where this founh protocol affair is lead-
ing. Under the third protocol, the Commission and the
Council spent quite long enough continuing their
economic cooperation with these generals, these assas-
sins and murderers, and helping them for us to know
what to expect.
So, Mr President, I should like to see Parliament
choose between the position of the EPP and Mr von
Hassel, Mr Rumor and the Italian christian democrats
obviously and the Nea Dimokratia which, for once,
has spoken in this House in the name of all those who
are ashamed that the Community has not behaved
towards Turkey as it behaved towards the Greek colo-
nels, for the simple reason that the Turkish military
are imponant in NATO and in our business circles. In
realiry, ure are curtailing libeny and democracy in
Turkey by proxy.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
holding of a plebiscite on a constitution, or even the
holding of elections, under conditions of duress does
nor constirute restoration of democracy or of respect
for human righm. This was the view held by the Greek
people during the dictatorship in Greece, and in their
struggle against the dictatorship the Greek people
placed a high value on the support given by the Euro-
pean Community and particularly by the European
Parliament. Is this principle being abandoned? I would
like a reply on this from the President of the Council
of Ministers.
My second point, Mr President, concerns those col-
leagues who. maintain that criteria applicalle in Euro-
pean countries cannot possibly be applied in Turkey.
Turkey is a member of the Council of Europe. Is it
conceivable, therefore, that these criteria should not
be applied in that country? If that is their position then
other conclusions need to be drawn about relations
between Turkey and the European Community.
My third point, Mr President, is that in 1974 Turkey
carried out a military invasion of the free state of
Cyprus, and continues to occupy a large portion of
Cypriot territory. About 40% of Greek Cypriots are
refugees. In proportional terms this corresponds to
1 10 million people out of the 270 million people in the
European Community. Is not this a contravention of
human rights?
Mr President, if these fundamental principles are dis-
regarded, if their importance is underrated or made
light of, then I am afraid that the international credi-
biliry of the European Community will be seriously
damaged, and our capacity to influence world affairs
will be weakened.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we must.
make it very plain in this House, and through Parlia-
ment. to the peoples of Europe, that the line being fol-
lowed by Genscher is causing all of us anxiety. It will
be the height of hypocrisy if the Community, which
has respect for human rights as its foundation stone,
restores its relations with Turkey and gives legal
approval to the military regime.
Mr von Hassel gave us a measure of this hypocrisy.
He told us: 'the Turkish constitution condemns tor-
ture'. However, not even Mr von Hassel can claim
that torture is not practised in Turkey today by the
regime itself 
- 
we all know it is. Fellow Members, in
the years since the war we Greeks alone have had the
dubious privilege of learning what 'martial law dicta-
torship' really means. And listen to us, the elections
were crooked, worse than the elections under Papado-
poulos, and the constitution you praise, Mr von Has-
sel, is a straight copy, a foolish copy, of the Papado-
poulos constitution, and for all that you sdll want to
persuade us that this Parliament 
- 
which is supposed
to be the representative body of Europe 
- 
should
support the wretchedness that goes on in that country.
Mr Genscher, following your speech, I very much fear
that it is no longer a question of whether the Com-
munity's relations with Turkey should be changed.
The question at stake is whether the European Com-
munity is really able to have the defence of democratic
freedoms as its foundation, or if we shall release the
Community from this obligation that binds us all in
order to turn it into a bastion for American military
interests. Some people have said: 'but this is what
Ercevit wants as well'. Forget about that. \7e must give
the greatest possible help ro the Turkish patriots and
democrats, and they know for themselves how to
behave and what to do.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, the Highlands
and Islands Association of Amnesty International have
decided, along with people in all pans of the world, to
take up the case of Mahmut Dikerdem, the President
of the Turkish Peace Association, and it is on his
behalf that I make a plea today. In making a plea for
him, I am also making a plea for the whole situation
that has been the subject of this debate.
Mr Dikerdem is 67 years of age. He was appointed
President of the Turkish Peace Association after serv-
ing his country, Turkey, for 40 years with rotal hon-
our and speaking for Turkey in all international asso-
ciations throughout those 40 years.
The Turkish Peace Association and all its members
now imprisoned have never been accused of a violent
act. They are a democratic movement and there is no
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suggestion, even by the present holders of the govern-
mental office in Turkey, that any of them have been
violent. Yet Mr Dikerdem was released after 10
months in such cirumstances that at any minute he can
be put back into prison again.
In his own words, which I have from him:
The Turkish Peace Associarion was formed in
accordance with the Helsinki Acr which termi-
nated the Cold \flar and ushered in a period of
internarional relaxation, international trust and
international cooperation.
As long as men of the calibre of Mr Mahmur Diker-
dem, who must be known around the world for his
diplomatic activities, is treated in this way, this Parlia-
ment must be critical of a regime that would mete our
such treatment to an individual or his movemenr. In
mentioning him, I am really, as I have said, supponing
all the voices which have spoken up in this debate.
There is mounting agitation, not only in this Parlia-
menl but also in the US Senate.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like to
begin by thanking Mr Genscher for giving answers
during the course of the debate, and I hope also rhat
Mr Genscher will give answers at the close, for I now
wish to put three questions:
Firstly, I should like to know why we should rake up
the situation in Turkey for examination again in
May-June instead of waiting till afrer the elections in
October. Does it have something to do with rhe end of
the German Presidency that we should take it up in
May-June instead of waiting dll rhe elections in Tur-
key have taken place 
- 
which would have been the
logical course to follow?
Secondly I should like rc ask Mr Genscher: is ir not
fairer to look at the practical conducr of polirical work
in Turkey rather rhan merely the question of electing a
parliament as such? Indeed it is imponanr ro me ro
know what rights that parliament has. Vhat is the
practice of the police, and what is the practice of the
couns? How is the law on political parties applied?
These things seem much more imponanr to me, and I
should like to have confirmarion from Mr Genscher
that it is not the formal process of elecdng a parlia-
men[ but the real circumstances that should be the
deciding factor.
Thirdly, I should like to ask Mr Genscher ro confirm
that there will not be a meeting ar minisrerial level in
the Council of Association between the Community
and Turkey. I do realize of course that,the need may
arise in specific areas, and that meetings may take
place at ambassador level on a concrere problem, for
example texriles. But I should like to get an assurance
that there will be no consultarion at ministerial level.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we are
debadng at length a very important quesrion and I
wish to ask a question on the Community's alleged
attitude, claimed again by the Presidenr-in-Office of
the Council, Mr Genscher, ro rhe presenr Turkish
regime. An aloofness in official conracrs, as ourlined
by Commissioner Haferkamp, a rericence which is
necessary but which must remain convincing. Now 
-and that is my question 
- 
whar real good is this pro-
claimed attitude when I look ar this visitor's pro-
gramme in my hand by the European Commission for
the Dean of the Universiry of Ankara, Mr Yahya
Tezel, a man who is reponed to have 'purged' the
university world in Ankara 'of all progressive ele-
men6'. \(/hat about rhis warm welcome, Mr Hafer-
kamp, at the Commission in Brussels, on rcday of all
days, what about the receprion of such a brainchild of
the junta 
- 
one is tempred to say of such a member of
the Chamber of Culture 
- 
how does the welcome
extended to such a person tally with your claimed
aversion rc the Turkish 
.junta?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, before I answer the ques-
tions which concern the Council, I should like to make
a general statemenr on rhe reasons for holding a meer-
ing of the Council in May and June. The Council feels
that it will then be time to consider developmenrs in
Turkey again, not formal but actual developments. I
do not think rhat the Council should be criticized for
considering the siruarion in Turkey so rhar it can voice
its opinions.
Another quesrion was whether the Associarion Coun-
cil would be meeting at ministerial level. As I said
during the last Question Time, this will not be the
case. Ir will meet at ambassadorial level. Do we con-
sider it decisive thar the parliamenr should formally
sit? It depends on rhe circumsrances in which rhe par-
liament was elected. If we believe ir is a real parliament
and not a sham one of the kind rhar exists all over the
world, if it is a real, democraticaly elected parliament,
we shall be able ro say rhar progress has been made. I
was also asked if we are discussing the practical situa-
tion in Turkey. Yes, we are. I mean rhis, for example,
when I say that not only the formal act of election but
also the actual circumsrances in which a parliamenr is
elected must. be considered.
I should like to say ro Members who have spoken
from various sides of the House that rhe Council has
observed developmentE in Turkey with very grear
interest and concern, both at the time immediarely
before democtacy came ro an end and 
- 
albeit for
different reasons 
- 
since the military has been in
power, and we have all endeavoured in our own way
to facilitate Turkey's return to democracy.
I do not think there can be any doubt among demo-
crats 
- 
not only because it says so in the Treaties of
the European Communiry and in our consrirutions bu[
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also because it is our conviction 
- 
that all peoples
have a right to live under democratic conditions, and
that is why we are interested in seeing Turkey return
to democracy. No one should be accused of having
other intentions. Everyone will have his own views on
how Turkey can be helped to develop in the desired
direction, but there can be no difference of opinion
among democrats that we are pursuing thii goal
together.
I would add that no mistake by a former government
can excuse violations of human rights by the present
government. And this goes for any country in the
world. Vhat do you mean, why did I not say that
straight away? I said so just now, and that was also the
gist of what I said recently. But I will willingly say it
again. No mistakes in Turkey and no violation of
human rights in Turkey can be excused by saying that
human rights are violated in another country. On this
too, we surely all agree.
Nor is there any excuse for condemning certain coun-
tries where human rights are being violated while
maintaining silence on others.
(Applause)
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) This is the first I have heard of a university dele-
gation from Turkey being in Brussels. I know nothing
about this.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
'!7e 
shall now consider the request for an early vote on
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1377/82) by Mr
Vandemeulebroucke.
(Parliament rejected the request for an early oote and
referred the notion for a resolution to the competent
cofitnittee)
4. Uniform electoral procedure
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question (Doc.
l-1137/82) by Mr Seitlinger and others, on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group) to the Council.
Subject: Uniform electoral procedure
Is the Councit willing to take the necessary steps
to reach a decision as soon as possible on a uni-
form electoral law based on the draft Act adopted
on 10 March 1982 so that it can enrer inro force
before the next elections to the European Parlia-
ment in May-June 1984?
Mr Seitlinger (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, Mr
President-in-Office of the Council, the treaties
empower the European Parliament to draft a uniform
electoral law. \7e have done this. On 10 March 1982,
we voted by a near two-thirds majority a text which
was forwarded to the Council.
I was also invired to tour the capitals of Europe by the
Bureau of Parliament and this was an opportunity to
meet the ministers concerned, the presidents of the
national parliaments and the chairmen of the parlia-
mentary groups. I found there was a broad consensus
on the majority of the provisions 
- 
with the excep-
tion, it is true, of the problem we all know about. \7e
are therefore surprised to see such a hiatus between
the near consensus in the Member States ahd the fail-
ure to act in the Council.
Need I remind you that the text covers three main
subjects, but that the focal one, the one on which the
two others hinge, is of course the electoral system pro-
per? The second question is Article 5 on the righr to
vote and the right to stand for election and the third is
the date of the 1984 elections.
On the first point, the electoral system, the Council
has done no more than record a failure to act. It vir-
tually ignored the question and then q/ent in for a tho-
rough ihvestigation of the second point, voting rights,
which is a kind of alibi for not being able to reach
agreement on the essential issue. And lastly, it pro-
poses a decision on the third point, the secondary issue
of dates.
Mr President-in-Office of the Council, the latest darc
is obviously 30June 1983 if we want a uniform elec-
toral law for the second direct elections to this Parlia-
ment. Consequenrly, the direct responsibility for this is
on your shoulders and you have to redouble your
efforts to try and get the Council to reach agreement,
because if you have to record failure to act or reach
agreement, then you will be mking considerable res-
ponsibility for an issue which in the light of history
will appear derisory.
I agree with the energetic protests of President
Rumor, who said in Brussels two weeks ago that it was
unbelievable and unacceptable for the Council to fail
to grasp the historic significance of the second direct
elections to our Parliament under a uniform electoral
law. I wonder how credible would be a more ambi-
tious project 
- 
and one which bears your name, Mr
Genscher 
- 
were you unable to agree on this poinr.
That is why you have to rediscover the enthusiasm of
the founding fathers of Europe and why, going
beyond the Council, we are appealing to our col-
leagues in this House to get their national parliaments
moving.
At the very least, the Member States (and there are six
out of the Ten which in any case have to legislate
before the next elections), must bring their netional
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laws into line with the text we voted on 10 March
1982.
So, in the name of the various groups, we have tabled
a motion for a resolution, which will be put to the vote
and in which we ask the Council to make a fresh effon
to start the conciliation expressly provided for in
Anicle 1 3 of the Acr of 20 September 197 6 and rhat it
is not solely concerned with secondary questions, but
with the vital issue of the electoral system proper.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Council
again considered the question of the establishment of a
uniform electoral procedure on 21 February 1983.
Activities in the Council as a whole have made it possi-
ble for a broad consensus to be achieved on a number
of the articles proposed. These articles were accepted
either as they stood or after some amendment. How-
ever, it proved impossible to agree on a number of
essential points, with which various Member States
have genuine problems.
I will mention just two of these points, which are very
important. First, there is the principle of proponional
representation and the methods used, on which several
of the anicles proposed in the European Parliament's
draft are based, and second, the right of all nadonals
of Community Member States to vote and to stand for
election. Consequently, the Council has asked itself
whether, in view of the different procedures which
must be applied at national level, an Act laying down a
uniform electoral procedure can be adopted in time
for the next elections in 1984. The introduction of a
uniform procedure, as specified in the Treaty, is natur-
ally still the goal. The Council intends to continue its
work in this area. Like the European Parliament, the
Council wants all narionals of the Member states resi-
dent in a Member State to be able to take pan in the
election of the Members of the European Parliament,
even if, as the outcome of the Council's deliberadons
has revealed, it is not certain that all nationals of the
Member States without exception can be given rhe
right to vote. The question of voting rights for narion-
als of Member States living in a Member State other
than their own was discussed at lengrh ar the Council's
meeting on 21 February 1983. Since then work has
continued within the Council. The Council will be
considering this matter again at its nexr meeting on
74/15 March. During the meeting with rhe Bureau of
the European Parliament on 24January 1983 ir was
agreed that, before the Council took its final decision,
the question raised by rhe honourable Members
should be discussed with rhe European Parliament.
Mr Schieler (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like ro associate myself wirh Mr
Seitlinger's critical appraisal. I am able to say on behalf
of the Socialist Group that we supporr this motion for
a resolution.
On 21 February 1983 the Council decided the second
direction elections to the European Parliament should
take place ftom 17 to 20 May 1984. This decision,
which only clarifies the question of the date, is to be
welcomed, even though it was the least we could
exPect.
The Council did not take a decision 
- 
as Mr
Genscher has just said 
- 
on whether the second direct
elections should be governed by the draft electoral law
adopted by the European Parliament on 10 March
1982. Ve find this regrettable and incomprehensible,
because with the signing of the Act on the first direct
elections the European Parliament was given the right
of legislative initiative in esablishing a uniform elec-
toral procedure for the second electoral period.
\7e believe the development of popular awareness of
Europe is in grave danger if the European Parliament's
powers, already far too limited, are ro be ignored by
the Council in this way. Funhermore, rhis question has
again revealed that the Council is unwilling and unable
to take decisions in many matters and is proving rc be
a brake on European unification.
If the Council wants to stop being criricized in this
way, it should seize the opportunity of taking an early,
positive decision on the introducttion of a uniform
electoral procedure. Ve are convinced that the text on
the electoral procedure Parliament has adoprcd is an
acceptable compromise, It is based 
- 
as has just been
said 
- 
on the system of proponional representation,
but it leaves enough scope for the individual Member
States to carry on with their political and parliamen-
tary traditions. In particular, rhe principle of propor-
tional represenrarion is linked to significant features of
the election of individual Members.
Ve find it complercly incomprehensible that rhe
Council should not even be able ro agree that every
Community citizen should be guaranteed the right rc
vote even if he is residenr in a Member Stare other
than his own. This is surely the absolute minimum that
can be expected of the Council.
If there are going to be further deliberarions in this
matter, as Mr Genscher has just said, the Council
should at least take a decision on rhis quesrion on 14
or 15 March. At all evenrc, I can say that that is what
the Socialist Group expects.
If the Council should still prove incapable of finding a
uniform solution rc all the electoral problems on
which decisions have to be raken, we would ask as
many Member States as possible to apply an electoral
procedure which complies with the principles adopted
by the European Parliamenr. European electors would
undoubtedly welcome ir if legisladon could be approx-
imated in at least rhis aspecr of European elecroral
procedure.
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Vice-President
Mr Rumor (PPE). 
- 
UD Mr President, Mr Presi-
dent of the Council, it is a matter for regret to note
once again the unacceptable disregard that the Coun-
cil shows for the rights of Parliament. The decision to
settle within very narrov limits the date of the second
elections to the European Parliament 
- 
without con-
sulting the Parliament in advance, as laid down by the
Treaty 
- 
could be challenged on the grounds of ille-
gality.
But what is really upsetting is the impudence with
which the Council has so far failed to take any deci-
sion whatever on rhe draft Acr thar it formally
requested from Parliament in September 1976. Parlia-
ment prepared this with commendable, exemplary
promptness, bearing in mind the lengthy, tedious pro-
cesses involved. A year has gone by since then, and still
it seems impossible to reach agreement for launching a
draft uniform electoral procedure Act.
I do not intend to blame you, Mr President, but this is
an example of incredible inenia, of scornful indiffer-
ence to Parliament, of genuine inability to appreciate
the evils of the fact that we are incapable of intro-
ducing a uniform electoral procedure. This time, a
non-decision by the Council would constitute not sim-
ply a gap but in fact a withdrawal, and this at one of
the viml points affecting the very essence of its demo-
cradc legality, thus proving to the European people
and revealing ro all and sundry its paralytic inabiliry to
take decisions.
Does the Council realize that the absence of a uniform
electoral law would, amongs other things, deprive mil-
lions of European citizens of the right, which the
Community has granted, to make its own electoral
choice? And yet the law was conceived in great wis-
dom, following the principle of uniformity rather than
rhat of identity. And, if you look at it closely, it makes
provision, in exceptional circumstances, for clearly
defined depanures from the rule, to be decided after
mature and realistic appraisal; it recognizes that some
delicate internal problems must be left to the national
Parliaments, without deracting from the principle of
uniformiry laid down.
Given a minimum of astuteness and readiness to colla-
borate, such a proposal could embody the general
points of agreement within the Council. '!7'e now for-
mally ask the Council to examine without delay 
-from the technical standpoint, the time involved is
minimal 
- 
the resolution and the electoral proposal
from Parliament. \tre ask for it to be adopted in subst-
ance as a Community law, so that no European citi-
zen, wherever he may reside, is defrauded of his right
- 
which is also his dury 
- 
to choose his own repre-
sentatives in the second European Parliament.
In short, I call for courage, Mr President of the Coun-
cil. Do not allow that courage to be fettered and sti-
fled by the bonds of closed, maximalisdc ourlooks
without perspective, or the inconsistent fears that do
so much harm! To overcome the obstacles that face us,
Mr President of the Council, we call for courage,
which is the vinue of the far-sighted, of those who are
the true creators of new destinies.
Lord Douro (ED). 
- 
Mr President, the Council of
Ministers has apparently decided that there are too
many difficulties about implementing a uniform elec-
toral procedure, as proposed by Parliament in its reso-
ludon of March of last year. Despite what Mr Seitlin-
ger said earlier, it is my information that several Mem-
ber states have serious reservations about Parliament's
proposal and that no one country has ried to block or
delay this matter. It has been considered extensively
within COREPER and has been on the Council
agenda on various occasions since last October. It was
always accepted by most governments, but unless an
agreement were reached by the end of 1982 ir would
not be possible for Member States to implement the
necessary legislation in time for the 1984 elections.
That date has now passed and no agreement has been
reached, so we must now accept that the 1984 elec-
tions will be held under the same systems as the elec-
tions in 1979.\lhat is important is that we now search
for an agreement in time for the 1989 elecdons. This is
a highly complicated question, and the system pro-
posed by Parliament last year was not truly uniform.
Therefore, I believe that the Council should now refer
the matter back to Parliament and I would ask the
President-in-Office to comment on this suggestion
when he winds up this shon debate.
The question of the franchise on rhe other hand, thar
is, the question of who shall have the right to vote, is
still under consideration in the Council. Indeed I
understand that COREPER is due to discuss this mat-
rcr tomorrow, and Mr Genscher has told us that it will
be on the Council's agenda next Monday. This is a
matter on which my group feels most strongly.
Parliament proposed in Article 5 of last year's draft
Act that Member States should grant their narionals
the right to vote irrespective of their place of resid-
ence, provided thar this place of residence is situated
in a Member State within the Community. I7e believe
it would be disgraceful if all Community citizens resi-
dent within the EEC were nor able to vote in the
second European elections. I think there is general
agreement in the House on this point. That \ras con-
firmed earlier both by Mr Schieler for the Socialist
Group and Mr Rumor for the EPP Group.
However, there is some argument about whether EEC
citizens should vote in their country of residence or
their country of nationality. As far as the Republic of
Ireland is concerned, I realize that there are so many
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Irish citizens living outside Ireland that the Irish may
feel that the votes of their resident citizens would be
swamped by the votes of non-residenrc if the national-
ity rule were applied. I also understand that there are
so many citizens of other countries living in Luxem-
bourg that it would be difficult for Luxembourg to
accept the resident rule. But these very understandable
fears must not be allowed to disenfranchise hundreds
of thousands of our citizens and deprive them of their
natural right to vote in elections for this Parliament.
Therefore we call upon the Council to enact whatever
regulation is necessary to ensure that a compromise
system guarantees each European Community citizen
the right to vote either in country of origin or country
of residence.
Thirdly, Mr President, there is the question of the
date of the next European election. Our group is dis-
turbed that the date proposed by the Council is three
weeks earlier than one would normally expect on the
basis of a five-year calculation. The Council act of
1976 requires Parliament to be consulted on this mat-
ter. !7e are concerned that some dates have been
widely publicized before Parliament has received a
proper explanation and had an opportunity to debate
the dates.
Vhat concerns the British members of this group is
thar 17 May 1984 is two weeks after local elections in
the United Kingdom. Political pany organizations will
thus be required to undenake two distinct campaigns
which will overlap. It is probable that the turnout for
the European elections will be lower because of this,
and I am sure we all want to encourage as high a tur-
nout. as possible in 1984. My group would therefore
prefer a date in June 1984, and we hope that this Par-
liament will hold a debate on the matter in the near
future.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would urge the Presi-
dent-in-Office to prevail upon his colleagues in the
Council next Monday to take a decision, which will
fulfil a commitment made by many political parties
represented in this House, to ensure the right of all
Community citizens to vote in the next European elec-
tions. That, we believe, is rhe most imponant point in
this afternoon's shon debate on the next European
elections.
(Applause)
Mr D'Aagelosante (COM l. 
- 
UI) Mr President,
ladies and genrlemen, almost a year later, the majority
of this Parliament return to the scene of the crime; but
whereas last year the decisions of this Assembly might
have seemed dramatic, this year they border, in my
opinion, on the grotesque. Ve are in fact discussing a
question that is withour sense, since the Council, in the
intervening period between the proposal and the dis-
cussion, has already decided that the next elections for
the European Parliament will not take place in accord-
ance with a uniform electoral system, whatever im type
may be.
The date of the next elections, if you please, has
already been fixed, and they will be governed by the
Act of December '76 artd the laws of the individual
countries concerned, exactly as happened with the first
elections. It is incomprehensible and somewhat dis-
turbing that Parliament should refuse to ake account
of this clear reality, either in fact in the question, or in
the motion for a resolution that will close this debate.
It is only hoped that the Council will decide something
or other, when the Council, as we know, has already
decided. \7e have got to the point, Mr President, of
complaining because the attempts of the Council's
experts to define a Bill have met with only 'relative
success'.
Some people may think this term is intended to be
ironical, but if that is the case, it is hard to see the
irony, and, anyway, it is out of place, rather like tell-
ing a joke at a funeral.
The truth is that, with all these useless words, the
majority in this Assembly is trying futilely 
- 
and this
time it does make you laugh 
- 
to hide its own respon-
sibilities. It persists, in fact, in asking that the citizens
of the Community may be free to vote, either in rhe
country in which they reside or in the country of
which they are citizens, as laid down in Article 5 of the
Draft Act. And this is rubbish.
The obligation on Member States to grant the fran-
chise to citizens of other Member State resident in
their country was instituted with para. 2 of Ardcle 5 of
our Draft Act. Paragraph2 read as follows: Member
States will guaranree the right to vore to citizens of
other Member States, provided they have been resi-
dent in the country for at least five years.
Vell now, Mr President, as we all remember t para-
graphs 2 and 3 of that [ext were deleted by an amend-
ment passed by the majoriry of rhis Parliament. The
text as it now stands does not allow anything of the
kind. Last year, even Mr Seitlinger 
- 
who has signed
the question today 
- 
voted in favour of the cancella-
tion of this right. And today he prerends to believe rhat
the right still exisrs.
I think we have to learn at leasr to read what we our-
selves have written.
Finally, Mr President, rhe motion insists that agree-
menr musr be reached on rhe basis of Anicle 13 of the
Act of 1976, disregarding the fact that the Council
does not intend to propose any modification of this
text.
In view of the refusal to consider the facts ,, ih.y
really are, we, who fought firmly for the vote without
frontiers within the Community, and for a truly uni-
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form electoral system, have no alternative but to
oppose this attempt to make things appear differenr
from what they really are 
- 
things, moreover, that are
extremely serious, and do not deserve to be made ridi-
culous.
Mr Haagerup (L). 
- 
(DA) I think rhar the interest
my group has in this matter is shown by the fact rhat
several speakers from my group want to take the floor.
I shall therefore limit myself rc saying something on a
single question, [ha[ of proponional representation,
and I shall do so in English:
And I speak in English because we all know that it is
the British Conservar.ive and Labour parties who have
held up progress on this matter. If I speak moderately,
Mr President, it should not be taken to mean thar I
and my group, and indeed the overwhelming majority
of Members of other groups, do not feel strongly
about the absurdity of imposing on our common Par-
liament the distonions of the British system.
Let me remind the House of the extenr of these distor-
tions. In the first European elections the parties repre-
sented in my group polled nearly 12 million votes in all
in the then nine Member States, including 1'6 million
British Liberal votes. '!7e elected 39 MEPs, none of
them from Britain. The Conservative Pany in Great
Britain polled less than 7 million votes and returned 50
Members. Mr Presiclent, the figures speak for them-
selves. And they are all the more unjustifiable, because
the arguments used to defend the non-proponional
system for the British House of Commons 
- 
and we
expect and respect these argumenm 
- 
do not apply to
Strasbourg. The Conservative and Labour parties say
that the British system enables the voter to choose a
government. But, Mr President, our Parliament does
not have any government to sustain or bring down !
This is not just a British problem. The disrcnions of
the British system distort the balance of forces in our
Parliament 
- 
the Parliament which belongs to the
people of all 10 Member Srates. Mr President, the
indifference which the British Government has shown
to the clearly expressed wishes of this Parliament on
the Seitlinger repon will not 
- 
we know that 
- 
be
altered by a vote of this House. However, every opi-
nion poll of the Bridsh electorate for the last ten years
has shown a substantial majority of the voters of all
the main parties in Britain in favour of proportional
representation. Indeed, I think that Conservative and
Labour Members in the European Parliament should
share this view, because the absurdity of the British
system may well work against them nexr year or at the
next election after that. In Bermondsey in East Lon-
don the week before last, in a seat held by the Labour
Pany for over half a century, the Liberal Alliance can-
didate polled 570/o of the votes. If the Liberal and
Social Democratic Alliance in Great Britain polled
4lo/o of the votes in the next European elections, 75 of
the 81 United Kingdom seats would be taken by them.
That is a fact.
Mr President, I have many personal friends in rhe
European Democratic Group. I do not want British
Conservative representation to be reduced ro rwo
Members!
(Applause)
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, ir is rather a
pleasure to be in my peculiar situation as the only Bri-
tish Member who escaped the system by not being a
member of the mammoth British Labour Party or the
mammoth Brirish Conservative Pany. Out of 81 Mem-
bers, I alone am the one who defied the system.
Unfortunately for me, I had to fight against my friend
Russell Johnston, who was a great Member of this
Parliament.
(Interruptions)
I do not think it is very pleasant to be interrupted in
the middle of voicing an appreciation of my political
opponent. Yes, I am used to it indeed, but only from
those benches. I want injury time if this goes on, Mr
President.
May I say in all sincerity that the situation is absurd. In
Britain we have 50.60/o of the vores for the Conserva-
tives giving them 770/o of the seats, 330/o for the
Labour Party giving them 210/o of the sears, 130/o for
the Liberals but no seats. My party got 290/o of the
Scottish vote and has only one sear out of the eighr
that Scotland is allowed. Being allowed 8 out of 81 is
not unfair within the UK terms, but it means that my
ancient nation of Scotland makes me wonh half a
Dane, a third of an Irishman and a ninety-second pan
of a Luxemburger. Thar does not mean rhar I have
anything against the representation of Ireland, Den-
mark or Luxembourg. I just point our ro you thar
when you have a counrry like mine that has great
problems, eight voices do not seem ro me to be
enough; and only one comes out of the 81 from the
UK belongs [o someone who escaped rhe net of this
system.
I quote from the findings of the House of Lords Select
Committee: 'Britain's refusal ro conform to the resr of
the European Community and introduce proportional
representation is distoning the representation of party
groups'. The same commirtee goes on to make the
point that Mr Haagerup has made, namely, rhat it is
distordng this Parliamenr.
I think the time has come for Britain which regards
itself in some closed-minded w'ay as knowing ir all,
since it has been at it a long rime, as 'the morher of
democracy', ro jusr open irs mind and ask: Is it not
odd that out of ten Member States of this Community
they are the only one that is out of step and that every
other one has a form of PR which must be fair?
May I add 
- 
I have the list with me of the members
and sponsors of the Electoral Reform Society of rhe
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United Kingdom and there are many distinguished
members of both the Conservative House of Com-
mons Group and House of Lords Group who are sig-
natories to tha[ 
- 
that this is not something all Con-
servatives are against. Is it not time that they looked at
the fact rhat they are so out of step on something that
is so fair because in Britain we are used to minority
governments? The Prime Minister has not got a
majority of the votes. In my time in politics which, I
am afraid, goes back quite a while 
- 
I was eight years
in the House of Commons 
- 
there was never a Prime
Minister whose party had a majority of votes. The
whole system is tottering on unfairness, built on
unfairness. It is there to try and stop third panies from
breaking the mammoth two-party system. 'S7e have
done it 
- 
my pany, rhe Scottish Nadonal Pany in
Scotland 
- 
and they do not like it. That is why you
will often hear such cat-calls when I am on my feet.
They do not like it that someone from a third pany
has broken their system against all the odds. The Lib-
erals have done the same thing elsewhere, though their
srenBth is mostly in England.
I say to you, you cannot go on having a Member State
so out of step. I would think that any PR system is ber-
ter than this and I am known as one who keeps in
touch with the constituency. I am a good consrituency
MP. Ask even my enemies. I like to have my feet on
the ground but we cannot go on like this. '!7e must
have some form of PR, be it the German system or [he
Irish system. I think myself that the French system is
too strict. It is just not possible for you to condone the
British being so out of step and I am not one wirh
them in this extraordinary stance.
(Apphuse)
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, as expected the Council declared on 21 February
that there was no agreement on a uniform electoral
procedure for 1984. The ministers limited themselves
to saying they were willing to examine a formula
which would guarantee EEC citizens a form of the
right to vote. This formula is up for discussion nexr
week and this too runs the risk of having a first-class
funeral.
'$7e have actually made no headway since 1979, which
means that there are still many differences'which
affect both the composition and the representivity of
the European Parliament. In view of the almost per-
manent indecisiveness of the Council, rhe Parliament
might have been better advised to submit a number of
practical methods for a more uniform procedure
rather than proposing a uniform procedure irelf. That
can be seen for example in the probability of a nofl
possumus panly due to Great Britain which insists on
exercising its right of veto against a sysrem, whether
the German or Irish system, of fair representation.
I think we could have made considerable progress if
we had had an electoral procedure for 1984 in which
parties would not be asked for any deposits, as in
France for example, where no threshold would be ser
anywhere, as in France and Germany, where minority
Broups would be guaranteed represenrarion in the
European Parliament, and where Member States
would introduce several constituencies, and where the
existence of minorities would be taken into considera-
tion in determining constituencies.
In conclusion I wish rc express my amazement at the
Council deciding on the date of the 1984 election
without any consultation whatsoever of the European
Parliament.
Mr Romualdi (NI). 
- 
(17) Mr President, although I
have not a great deal of hope for the outcome I wish
to associate myself with the move to tackle the Coun-
cil once again, when the Council has regrettably
akeady decided that the 1984 elections will be held in
the last week of May in that year, in accordance with
national laws, and without taking into accounr in any
way the modest draft electoral procedure Act that, sad
to say 
- 
and this is true 
- 
was nor uniform. I must
therefore deplore, as others have today, that by aking
that decision the Council acted withour any feelings
whatsoever, and has shown a total disregard for the
spirit and letter of the Treaty in relation to Parliament
and the electors who, very rightly, will accuse us of
not having been able even to make the law by which
we are to be elected. To say rhar it will be done in
1989 is something we cannot do 
- 
ir will have rc be
said by another Parliament whose work we have
neither the right nor rhe ability to prejudge or decide
in advance.
Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Bentlemen, I believe that the President of rhe Council
here present must accepr rhe criricism of the Council
as an institution, not as a criticism of his own person,
because he has not long had this whole problem round
his neck, and since Parliament adopted rhis proposal,
the Council has surely had enough time to come ro an
agreement. Unfonunately, it has nor done so. This is
yet another classic example of decision-making Coun-
cil-style.
But, to avoid any biased account of historical events in
this Chamber, I should also like ro say a few words to
our British friends. It is not r.rue [har there have been
insurmountable differences of opinion on many ques-
tions in the Council. There was only one decisive
question : first-past-the-posr or proporr.ional represen-
tation. Everything else was of secondary imponance
and, of course, some delegations to the Council made
a great issue out of this cenrral, Bridsh problem. I
really do not know which electoral system you wanr
for 1989 if you do nor accepr what Parliament decided
last spring.
I was present at the negotiations, as you were, Lord
Douro. lVhat Parliamenr decided lasr year w-as
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undoubtedly the furthest it could go to accommodate
the British first-past-the-post system while maintaining
proportional represenm[ion as a basis. There are there-
fore just the two alternatives: 'yes' or 'no'. The Coun-
cil should not dwell ,on this any longer.
I find it very regrettable that this whole matter should
be blocked by one country and that we should be dis-
cussing a problem of this kind for months on end
instead of passing on to questions which can be
resolved now. Hence my sincere appeal to the Presi-
dent of the Council: in the time the German Presi-
dency of the Council haq left you, Mr Genscher,
should make sure that a solution is at least found to
the problem of the right to vote, the right of every
Community citizen to take part in this election, and
that everything else is followed up in the ensuing
months and years on the basis of Parliament's deci-
ston.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, honourable
Members, on 10 March 1982 we voted a double-edged
resolution in this House. As a result, putting this reso-
lution on the agenda again for 8 March 1983 will
make for a day of pointless frustration for the Euro-
pean Parliament.
Today there are one or two of us who want. to go
beyond the obvious criticism due to the Council and
tell Parliament, to plrt its own house in order. Ve had
two choices in 198!.: \fle could take the hard line of
presenting a truly uniform electoral procedure 
- 
and
then shoulder our responsibilities, go to the logical
conclusion and vote a text that did not provide for
over-frequent exceptions to be made for individual
nations 
- 
or we crculd take the reasonable, realistic
and effective line and call for the installation of a pro-
ponional representation system, as an imperative, in
the 10 countries of the Community. So, on one essen-
tial point, there wor.rld have been nine countries lined
up against the Unitr:d Kingdom 
- 
which would have
been in a difficult situation.
But we did neither and now there is divergence on all
the points in the resolution.
On the regional voting system, four countries (France,
Greece, the Netherlands and Luxembourg) are against
cutting up their territories into regional constituencies.
Honourable Members, you would have done better to
accept our amendment, mbled a year ago, whereby
each list could have a maximum of 81 members. This
would have avoided the division in the Council.
There is no agreement on harmonizing polling days.
On the subject of votes for and eligibility of foreign-
ers, the Council is split down the middle.
So is it surprising that the Bridsh have capitalized on
the situation and refused to accept the basis, the main
thrust of our work, a system of proportional represen-
ration in the 10 countries of the Community? Our
resolution will not be taken into consideration by the
Council and there will be no proportional representa-
tion in the United Kingdom. That is what happens
when you vote an inadequarc text! Discussing this oral
question today when it can in no way affect the 1984
elections makes us fear that we will also uselessly
emphasize the fact, yet again, that this House is pow-
erless.
Honourable Conservative Members, you have capital-
ized on the situation that we created. In some sectors,
it has rc be said, fair play is no longer a British charac-
teristic. If in 14 months' time, the voters in your coun-
rry pur in the liberals and the social democrats with
400/o and you only get 300/0, you will regret having
become a skeleton group and you will have dug your
ow'n 8rave.
President. 
- 
I have received two motions for resolu-
tions with request for an early vote to wind up the
debate on this question. The first motion for a resolu-
tion is by Mr Seitlinger and others, on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group) and Mr Glinne and Mr Schieler,
on behalf of the Socialist Group (Doc. 1-2183). The
second motion for a resolution is by Lord O'Hagan,
on behalf of the European Democratic Group (Doc.
| -s / 83).
The vote on the request for an early vote will be held
as soon as the documents have been distributed.
Mr Ryan (PPE). 
- 
Mr President and Mr President-
in-Office of the Council, it seems to me thar the
Council must come in for criticism for their inexcusa-
ble delay to date in agreeing on a uniform electoral
system for the next European elections. Perhaps their
tardiness shows indifference and this indifference por-
trays their dislike of 
- 
indeed, their contempt for 
-parliamentary democrary when, as often happens in
the European Parliament, parliamentarians criticize
Ministers.
Unless the Council takes an immediate decision, there
will be insufficient time for the ten national parlia-
ments to adopt reforming legislation before the end of
this year. But if a decision is taken this month there
still is time for such legislation to go through. It is not
good enough to say that the electoral system is a mat-
ter for each Member State alone. Vhat happens elec-
torally in any country automatically reacts on the
workings and votes of this Parliament. The first-past-
the-post system in Britain, already deservedly criti-
cized by Mr Haagerup and Mrs Ewing, produces
unbalanced results which are not comparable with
election outcomes in States with proponional repre-
sentation or list systems. As a cdnsequence of the 1979
election in Britain, votes in this Parliament are fre-
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quently distorted. Vith only 50.60/o of the popular
vote, Conservatives took 770/o 
- 
that is to say, 50 
-of the British seats. The Labour Pany, with 330/o elec-
toral support, got only 17 seats, or 27.70/o of the Bri-
tish representadon. !7irh rhe notable and, indeed,
well-deserved exceprion of Mrs Ewing, from Scotland,
the remaining 16.40/o of the British elecrorare, includ-
ing the Liberals, are unrepresented in this European
Parliament. The effect of rhat is that, because Britain
did not operate proponional represenrarion in 7979,
this Parliament has 21 roo many Conservatives, 9 too
few Socialists and 12 excluded Liberals. There is a dis-
tortion there amounting to 42 sears 
- 
a distonion of
nearly 100/o of the voting parrerns in rhis Parliament.
Hundreds of resolutions, including crucially, legally-
binding financial ones, have been carried or lost here
by much smaller majorities rhan 42 votes. It would be
intolerable were any Member State to conduct the
1984 European elecrions by an undemocraric, unbal-
anced, direct-vote sys[em which again inflicred inac-
curate, disproponionare, distoning, unrepresenrarive
infl uences on the Parliament.
The distinguished Prime Minister of the United King-
dom says that Nonhern Ireland is as much a part of
the United Kingdom as her constituency of Barnet
Finchley Division. On that basis, I presume the British
Parliament ruled that the Nonhern Ireland European
elections operate a proporrional representarion system.
If the Right Honourable Member for Barnet Finchley
Division really believes that her consriruency is as
much a pan of the Unired Kingdom as Nonhern Ire-
land, she should in fairness exrcnd the proponional
representarion sysrcm ro Barner Finchley Division and
to all the United Kingdom; and this Parliament invires
her to do so.
To emphasize the European Community nature of
elections, it is vital that residence and nor nationaliry
be the qualificarion for votes. There is no good Com-
munity reason why any counrry should not adopt the
system we have in Ireland, where every EEC cirizen
residing in Ireland may vo[e in European elecrions,
wheresoever he or she lives. Opposition to the resid-
ence qualification seems ro come in rhe main from
Member States which benefir most in presrige and in
financial benefits by having EEC institutions and the
earning power of rhousands of EEC personnel under
their jurisdiction. Therefore, Mr Presidenr, the least
countries wirh EEC insritutions on their soil can do is
to give voting rights ro all Europeans, irrespective of
their country of origin.
Mr Harris (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. Can Mr Ryan explain how it is within rhe rules
that Ireland can return Members to rhis Parliament
who have never even srood for the election? Is that
very democratic?
President. 
- 
Mr Harris, you asked for a point of
order, and rhat was not a poinr of order.
Mr Harris (ED).- Sorry, Mr President.
President. 
- 
Yes, you should be sorry.
(Laughter)
Mr Damseaux (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I under-
stand perfectly well the difficuldes the Council of
Ministers is faced with in implementing the resolurion
of 10 March 1982 in which the European Parliament
aims to qsmblish, on rhe basis of Article 138 of the
EEC Treaty, a uniform voting procedure. Polling days
cannot be harmonized for national reasons. I under-
stand these. The splitting up of the territory of certain
Member States into consriruencies has come up against
sub-regional considerations [har are impossible to
explain to a foreigner. I understand rhese too,
although I do not agree wirh rhem. The plan for pro-
portional represenrarion is being vetoed by the Unired
Kingdom which, with im uninominal, singleround sys-
tem, holds the key to the majority in this House.
This country selfishly wants to keep its posirion of
strength and I disapprove of this nationalistic and
anti-Community attitude. However, I do realize that
if, for the elections of 17 and 20 May 1984, norhing is
changed, then the European idea irself will be srrongly
discredited and I wonder whether the Council cannor
reach agreemenr on one point at least 
- 
on the voring
rights of Community cirizens residing in counrries of
which they are nor narionals.
Opinions vary, obviously. Some people think the vote
should be casr in the country of residence and others
think it is nationaliry that counrs and nationals of one
Member State who live in anorher Member State
should be able ro vore in rheir counr.ry of origin. I
wonder whether we should go on with this complex
argument. \7ould it not be simpler, for want of any-
thing betrer, to take the minimum approach based on
nationaliry?
I know we would nor have taken any decisive sreps
towards a uniform electoral procedure in this way, but
the would at leasr have donssomething. .S7e can never
do any more rhan circumsrances will allow, but it
would be unpardonable to let pass an opponunity,
however small, to make progress.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and Benrlemen, I have fol-
lowed Parliament's debare very closely, and I should
like to say once again rhat we are in principle agreed
that a uniform European electoral procedure is indis-
pensable. 'We undoubtedly also agree in regrerring rhar
it is nor yet possible. It has nor been possible ro adopt
this procedure for 1984 because the Council was una-
ble to agree on the electoral system and electoral law.
Like you, I find this regretrable. In this case, the
required unanimity could not be achieved, and it is
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now too late to introduce tle necessary legislation in
the various Member States. But we intend to focus our
attention on at least ensuring that all nationals of the
Member States can vote in the elections. The vast
majority of the electorate already have this right, but a
very small number are not allowed [o vo[e in the pres-
ent circumstances, either in their own countries or in
their countries of residence.
The Council is continuing its effons to close this gap. I
hope it will succeed. The Presidency at least will spare
no effon in this respect. \tre must also go on trying to
reach agreement on the basic issues, and we should
make it our goal to ensure that the 1984 elections are
the last to be held without a uniform electoral proce-
dure.
I should also like to say a few words to my esteemed
colleague and friend Mr Rumor, who criticized the
Council's attitude towards Parliament with regard to
the fixing of the period in which the European elec-
tions will be held. On 2 March 1983 the Presidency
wrote a letter to the President of the European Parlia-
ment, which reads:
Dear Mr President,
At irs meeting of Zt/zz February 1983 the Coun-
cil considered the question of the period in which
the election of Members to the European Parlia-
ment should take place in 1984. Pursuant to the
first subparagraph of Article 10(2) of the Act of
20 September l976,rhe elections ought to be held
in the period fromT to 10June 1984. This period
cannot, however, be set aside for the elections to
the European Parliament since it coincides with
the'Whirun holiday. Pursuant to the second sub-
paragraph of Article 10(2), the Council therefore
endeavoured m find another period in which the
elections might be held and came to the conclu-
sion that the European Parliament should be con-
sulted on the possibility of their taking place in the
period from 17 ro 20 May 1984.
In other words, we await the European Parliament's
opinion. The President of the European Parliament
has acknowledged receipt of this letter and taken note
of ir. \7e now await the outcome of this consultation.
As the President of the Council it is my duty, of
course, to exercise a Breat deal of restraint. Nonethe-
less, I should like to thank one Member for defending
the President of the Council here. As President of the
Council I do not intend to take the liberty of passing
judgment on other organs of the European Com-
munity and their members. But as a European citizen I
might perhaps be permirted to remark that I was
extremely impressed by the spirited comments made
by Mrs Ewing, who will not be surprised to hear that
in principle I fully agree with her.
Perhaps I might be allowed to make a second remark
as a European citizen: if the Council is to be criticized
for its inability to come to an agreement, I wonder
how many European citizens regret, as I do, that more
Members are not present in the Chamber for the
debate on rhe election of the next Parliament. That
too needs rc be said.
(Applause)
Mr Seitlinger (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, honoura-
ble Members, I, as author of the question, should like
briefly to make one or two additional remarks.
It goes without saying, Mr President-in-Office of the
Council, that your answer is not a fully satisfactory
one, to say the least. It is more of a report than a polit-
ical response and, when you say there was a consensus
on certain articles, I shall not be so cruel as to ask you
which ones, as by a process of elimination 
- 
since you
then say that there is no agreement on the electoral
system or the right to vote left with only
Anicles 1, 8 and 9, the window dressing, that is to say.
So there was in fact disagreement on alsmost all the
content of the text.
I should then like to say, with our colleague Mr Dam-
seaux, tha[ my tour of capital cities, in particular, led
me ro the conclusion that, as far as the right to vote is
concerned, it is only the idea of nationality that has
any chance of winning agreement. The idea of the
migrant vote certainly has no chance because of the
very considerable opposition to it.
Lastly, I am in complete agreement with my friend and
colleague, Mr Galland, when he says that the basis of
the system is proponional representation. This is what
we wanred. I am less in agreement when he says that
he sees responsibilities as being shared between the
Council and Parliament. I shall not follow what Lord
Douro said about dates, which he thinks are unsuita-
ble. I thought that, on this point at least, he could well
be in agreement with the majority of the people in this
House and on the Council, but he also made himself
the spokesman for our Luxembourg colleagues, who
will not be in agreement with Anicle 5 of the section
on the right to vote.
There are enough Liberals in this House, represented
in three political Broups, to express their own point of
view, but I shall speak for those who are absent 
-those in the British Liberal group. There is no doubt
that what we all want is for all polidcal parties
involved in the political life of the nation in our var-
ious Member States and constituting a political group
in their national parliaments 
- 
it is not a question of
ensuring that all political forces are represenrcd, of
course, otherwise any political faction could set up
tomorrow and claim the right to be represented in this
House 
- 
to be represented here and to express their
points of view. This is what we were all aiming at.
All the rest is negotiable. It is only the supplementary
matters on which we have, generally speaking, left the
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choice to the Member States. '!7har counrs is the prin-
ciple of proponional represenration and I rarher regret
that the Council, which has asked the Member States
to present a starcment on voting righm at the next
meeting, did not use the same procedure for rhe key
question of the electoral system proper.
Mr Genscher, you are well placed to know the advan-
tages of proponional representation, so help us extend
it to Europe as a whole.
(Applause)
Mr Rumor (PPE), Chairman of tbe Political Affairs
Committee. 
- 
(17) I should like to make one poinr
clear, Mr President. The President of the Council has
told us, contradicting to some exrent what he had said
previously, that the Council of Ministers had decided
to consult Parliament regarding dates already laid
down by the Council itself.
In my opinion, the reaching of agreemenr is a process
requiring Parliament ro be consulred before any date is
fixed. My view, rherefore, remains unchanged, that
the Council has wronged Parliament, both on the basis
of the terms of rhe Treaty, and in relation ro rhe Acr
of September 1976.
I should like also to add thar, as far as the dates in
question are concerned, I do not know what Parlia-
ment's opinion will be. There are more Sundays avail-
able than simply Vhit Sunday, and when examining
the various possibilities accounr should be taken of the
problems existing in individual counrries.
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Council. 
-'(DE) Mr President, what we are discussing here is a
very basic quesrion of consultarion. The letter says rhar
the Council agreed to consult the European Farlia-
ment on the possibiliry of holding the elecrions in the
period from 17 to 20 May 1984. There can be no dis-
puting that the Council must begin by finding a dare
on which the elections can take place. It communicares
this to Parliamenr, Parliament expresses its opinion
and the Council then takes its decision. Bur ir cannor,
of course, consulr Parliament on somerhing which it
has not even considered as a possibiliry. In orher
words, we have merely suggested the possibiliry of the
elections being held from 17 to 20 May 1984. Parlia-
ment will state its views on rhis. After rhat we shall
ake a decision. But we cannor do less rhan find our
what is possible. Otherwise qre cannor find out any-
thing ar all. Parliamen[ cannor be consulted on
nothing.
President. 
- 
It is now clear, therefore, that all we
have from the Council is a proposal and not a deci-
sion.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls (ED).- Mr President, I think
it is a point of order in view of the statement of the
President-in-Office of rhe Council.
Is it correct for me ro ask him, if the election date is
less than the five years, whether rhar inrerferes with
the contract we all made with our constituents that we
would sray in office for five years? Does the altered
date reduce the length of the term that individual
Members would have and does it not interfere with
the five-year rerm we contracted with our consrituents
to hold as Members? Could I have an answer ro rhar
from the Presidenr-in-Office ?
President. 
- 
I do nor really see rhar that has anyrhing
to do with our Rules of Procedure. However, if rhe
President-in-Office of rhe Council wishes to answer
Lord Harmar-Nicholls's quesr.ion, he is welcome to do
so.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. 
-(DE) Mr Presidenr, rhe Council believes that this date
complies with the Treaties and rhe applicable rules.
President. 
- 
As I undersrand it, the Presidenr-in-Off-
ice of the Council feels thar the literal inrerpreration
would be thar ir must take place afrer the fifth anniver-
sary. Since it cannot be held on rhe fifth anniversary
itself, an earlier dare musr be found. This is whar it has
attempted to do and has proposed this date to Parlia-
ment. This is important for some Members sinca the
five-year rule applies to pension enritlements with the
result that an early election in May would mean thar
Members leaving Parliament would nor have complied
with the five-year rule. Perhaps the Presidenry could
find a later date.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, what I said was rhat pursuant to
the first subparagraph of Anicle 10(2) 'subsequent
elections shall take place in rhe corresponding period
in the last year of rhe five-year period referred to in
Anicle 3'. I then referred to the second subparagraph,
which reads: 'Should it prove impossible to hold the
elections in the Community during that period' 
- 
in
this instance, because of Vhitsun 
- 
'the Council act-
ing unanimously shall, after consulring the Assembly,
determine anorher period which shall be nor more
than one monrh before or one month afrer the period
fixed pursuant ro the preceding subparagraph;. The
new ser of dates we have proposed would fall within
the limits laid down by the Act. Parliament musr noy/
express its opinion, and then the final decision will be
taken in the Council.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
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5. Yugoslattia
President. 
- 
The next item is the reporr by Mr Bettiza
(Doc. 1-1193/82), on behalf of rhe Political Affairs
Committee, on the situation in Yugoslavia.
Mr Bettiza (L), rapporteur.- (lT) Mr President, lad-
ies and gentlemen, if the Political Commirree has
decided to deal quickly and firmly with rhe complex
problem of our relations with Yugoslavia, it is partly
because the smbiliry of the Yugoslav economy has
unfortunately deteriorated in the last uwo years to a
critical degree that gives cause for considerable con-
cern. The Yugoslavs talk about'difficulties'. Bur there
are so many of these difficulties, and rhey are often so
considerable as to make the overall picture one of
out-and-out crisis in the economy of rhat country.
The development of this crisis has fonunately coin-
cided with the conclusion of the important economic
and cooperation agreement between the Community
and Yugoslavia 
- 
an agreement which both we and
the Yugoslavs now see as one of the means by which it
will be possible to help the Republics and the State of
Yugoslavia to cure and overcome the situation.
Naturally, quite apan from the agreement with us, rhe
Yugoslav authorities have themselves put into effect a
number of strict anti-crisis measures, which have
already produced some results.
In fact the steps mken by Belgrade to pay back foreign
debts, slow down domestic consumption and stimulate
exports, have already reduced the serious trade deficit
from 4.3 thousand million dollars to 2.7 thousand
million.
Prospects for the future are therefore less dramatic
than they were only a year ago. But the difficulries
remain, even though the dinar, already devalued by
200/0, has held up sufficiently well on vestern financial
markets, despite the effects of inflation. The increase
of from 200/o to 30% in the price of essential foods,
the drastic restrictions on energy consumprion, rhe
progressive tax on foreign travel, still bear witness to
troubles that are far from having been overcome. Even
the present situation and furure prospecrs for trade
between Yugoslavia and the Community are oversha-
dowed by clouds that have not been dispersed, despite
the cooperation agreement and despite the temporary
shelving of the age-old dispute regarding Yugoslav
exports of baby-beef. The difficulties could in fact
drive the authorities in Belgrade either to restricr
Yugoslav impons from the Community, or to over-
pressurize Yugoslav exports to the Community, with
the attendant danger of provoking anti-dumping mea-
sures which could upset the equilibrium and very
structure of the cooperation agreement.
I have only mentioned, Mr President, a few of the pit-
falls that both sides 
- 
the Yugoslavs and 6g1ssly65 
-
must avoid if they wish this agreement, as quickly and
realistically as possible, to be of genuine operarional
value.
On this point the Community musr howbver rake a
very critical look at itself. The agreement was in fact
concluded and signed in April 1980 but, because ratifi-
cation was more than once inexplicably and not always
jusdfiably postponed, it will only come into effecr in
April 1983. 'S7'e must rherefore nore rhar it has taken
all of three years to progress from paper commitments
to concrete reality. In politics, three years is roo long,
and there is far less excuse when the international
background is overcast and uncenain, as it has been
for Europe and Yugoslavia alike.
This Parliament and its Political Committee and Com-
ittee on External Relations have all done their bit: no
small part of what has been achieved so far in Yugos-
lav-Communiry relations is due to our political com-
mitment 
- 
as sensitive parliamentarians and quite
apar[ from the specific technical questions 
- 
ro rhe
basic problems of a country rhat, by cultural rradition,
political talent and geographical position, has always
peen the pointer on the scales of European equili-
brium. The Commission has also played its part: the
commitment and abiliry with which Commissioner
Haferkamp and his closest collaborarors have handled
the Yugoslav question over all rhese years, deserve our
praise. The same cannot be said about the Council:
this, reducing itself as it so often does to a mere
sounding box for selfish or even anri-Community
national interests, has once again divisively applied the
brakes, in an operation on which both Parliament and
the Commission, on rhe orher hand, are in agreemenr.
I wish all Member States would clearly realize rhat
giving a hand to Yugoslavia means giving it to our-
selves. \7e parliamentarians have always rhought 
-and acted accordingly 
- 
that Yugoslavia, with its
plurinational complexiry, its mixed economy, and im
diplomatic responsibilities in Europe and elsewhere in
the world, must be understood and supported by us in
all its singular personality as a State in the balance
between East and Vest, Norrh and South. If, follow-
ing the economic crisis, instability should take root in
Yugoslavia, the whole of Europe would suffer. That is
why this agreemenr, which we consider to be of deci-
sive importance in solving the Yugoslav crisis, needs to
have added to it, whilst it is being implemented in full,
a political 'pigmenr' without which it would simply
remain a shon-lived commercial contrac[.
There are good omens already on rhe horizon. Only
yesterday Commissioner Haferkamp inaugurated the
Euro-Yugoslav Business !7eek in which 500 people
are taking part, including 400 \Testern businessmen;
on [he success of this initiarive will also depend future
agreements between Yugoslav and European firms.
On 24 May the first meeting will take place in Bel-
grade of the Council of Cooperation ser up by the
agreements which, in our view, should be the main
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instrument of control and stimulus to ensure that the
promises and assumptions made in the agreements
become concrete fact. Also in May, or at the end of
April, there is to be a planning meeting in Brussels.
At this point our Yugoslav friends, towards whom this
Parliament has always shown affection and loyalty,
give us food for serious thought. The Seventh Confer-
ence of Non-aligned Countries is now being held in
New Delhi, attended by some forty heads of Stare,
and Yugoslavia is naturally taking pan as the only
European founder country and promoter of the move-
ment.
'!7e always feel that Yugoslavia's constructive
omnipresence between Europe and the Third !7orld,
between Nonh and South, between Paris and Athens,
has made a generous contribution to understanding
between different peoples, and to the maintenance of
peace and detente. But we also feel that, with the
disappearance of a strong personality such as Presi-
dent Tito, Yugoslavia's function amongst the non-
aligned countries could and should undergo a change,
though not necessarily be diminished. If yesterday
Yugoslavia represented the non-aligned countries in
Europe, today, after the death of Tito, with the
changes that have raken place in the identity and in the
position of the Communiry 
- 
more autonomous,
more homogeneous 
- 
in the world, it could and per-
haps should have a European role to play ais-d-ois the
newly-developed and newly-independent countries.
Mr President, in submitting this motion for a resolu-
tion to Parliament for its approval, we can only hope
that the Community will solidly accept all the commit-
ments described in the documents, and that Yugoslavia
will see in us the most convinced supponer of its
-economic revival and the stabiliry of its system, and of
the independence and sovereignty of its people.
(Appkuse)
Mr Seefeld (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Socialist Group I should
like to say that we fully endorse Mr Bettiza's report
and that we are grateful for the work that he has put
into it. I do, however, have one comment to make, and
this concerns the title of the report. It says that we
express our views on the situation in Yugoslavia in the
rePort.
That might lead to some misunderstanding, because
we have not, of course, been able to consider the situ-
ation in this country in sufficient depth. ![e have not
been able to give a sufficiently detailed description of
the situation in Yugoslavia, and we did not intend to
claim that we had fully covered every aspect. I should
therefore like to say that it is Parliament's task to con-
sidbr ways of improving our relations with Yugoslavia
and of thus creating a suitable situation for people in
Yugoslavia and also for Yugoslavs living in our own
countries.
Some time ago I had the pleasure of heading a delega-
tion from my group to Yugoslavia, and from our
experience on that occasion I would say that what we
found very impressive was the way in which the
Yugoslavs we spoke to repeatedly emphasized the
social system, worker management as the basis of their
policy.
I was also impressed by the way in which difficult
problems that have occurred since the death of Presi-
dent Tito have been successfully overcome. The great
desire felt in this country and among its political lead-
ers. to safeguard Yugoslavia's independence and its
non-aligned status v/as also unmistakable.
More rhan bnce my colleagues and I were told that, in
view of the many crises and conflicts in the world,
Yugoslavia would like to see the role of the movement
of non-aligned States strengrhened.
'!7hat Yugoslavia wants is a new and fairer interna-
tional economic order, genuine global negotations to
reduce the arms race and further progress towards
d6rcnte.
These are all points which I believe we can fully
endorse. Ve should therefore acknowledge and res-
pect the efforrs Yugoslavia is making in these fields.
Mr Bettiza has told us enough about the difficulties
this country is facing. Of course, ir has considerable
economic problems, a high rate of infladon and a bal-
ance-of-payments deficit. There is no denying that it
has unemployment and a balance-of-trade deficit. Ir
was all the more surprising that all the Yugoslavs we
spoke to expressed the firm intention of extending and
improving relations with the European Community.
All the Yugoslav politicians said this, and I fully sup-
pon what you have to say on this aspect, Mr Bettiza.
My group and I consider it imponant for it to be
clearly stated that we of the European Parliament
want to see trade relations improved and extended.
\7e want the cooperation agreement to be applied in
full. \7hen we were in Yugoslavia, we vere given a
great deal of information, not all of which I can repeat
here, but which was also imponant because Greece,
one of our Member States, needs to be able to tise
Yugoslavia as a transit country.
To summarize on behalf of my group, I can therefore
say that we are pleased to find thar there was unani-
mous agreemenr in the Political Affairs Committee on
the following. The cooperation agreemenr musr enrer
into force as quickly as possible. '$7'e must see to it thar
the opportunities we have as a Community are seized
to help to put Yugoslavia's economy on a sound foot-
ing. \fle mus[ increase our trade relations with Yugos-
lavia. And we should also emphasize our desire, which
the Yugoslavs share, ro see good relations emerging
between our Parliament and the Yugoslav Parliamenr,
which is something we should set in motion in the
interests of all concerned.
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The Socialist Group therefore approves the report and
would like to thank you once again, Mr Bettiza, for
the workyou have done.
Mrs Gaiotti Dc Biase (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President,
the Group of the European People's Party supports
Mr Bettiza's excellent resolution, and congratulates
the Political Committee on its most welcome speed of
decision.
In the two minutes that I am allowed I can only make
a few essential points. Briefly, they are as follows: con-
cern for the Yugoslav economy, but also appreciation
for the austerity measures imposed by the Federal
Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia and the hope that
they may meet, [hrough the agreement and cohesion
of the Republics, with the maximum success; a firm
belief that, once again, the only way out of the crisis
will be through sffonger cooperation, not only finan-
cial and economic but also technological, commercial
and entrepreneurial 
- 
we have the question of trans-
pon in mind 
- 
such as is being developed at the pres-
ent time in Belgrade, through the welcome initiative of
the Business !fleek; and an aq/areness of the value,
more political even than economic, of the cooperation
agreement, which must be implemented by far-seeing
politicians and not accountants, as has partly been the
case so far, especially as regards baby-beef.
This is a matter for self-criticism on the pan of the
Community, in addition to the question of the delays
that Mr Bettiza mentioned: self-criticism, as has
already been said, in the name of a worldwide stra-
tegic view of the Community's friendships and Yugos-
lavia's key role in the 'Non-aligned' movement 
- 
an
awareness that, in order to suengthen this friendship,
there is no need whatever to give up any of the ideals
and political convictions of the 'Vest, but there is a
need for proper respect and prudence ois-ti-ois a polit-
ical class committed to [he struggle to preserve the
unity and independence of the country, in a difficult
and delicate geographical, political and economic situ-
ation.
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, honourable
Members, we are greatly indebted to Yugoslavia. It is
a country which has managed to break free from a
cenain amount of influence on the part of the USSR.
It is a country which has managed to keep a Socialist
regime without sacrificing itself to demands from the
East.
Yugoslavia has also managed to solve a cenain number
of internal problems that were extremely serious. It
practises self-management. You may not agree with it,
but it exists. And it also practises a form of direct
democracy, but, above all, it has managed to solve the
problem of minorities. The Balkans, Mr President, are
not 
.iust divided by frontiers and mountains. They are
also divided by the different people that make them
up. And Yugoslavia really has found a harmonious
solution to the coexistence of different peoples in a
country that is extremely complex from this point of
view. Linguistic freedoms and self-management are
undoubted achievements.
But these achievements naturally have their draw-
backs. The centrifugal and separatist tendencies are
real. And there is a cenain danger from the south,
from Albania, which has perfected Stalinism to the
point of making it a modern ideology at a time when
no one takes it seriously any more.
Yugoslavia is resisting these dangers. It is our duty to
assist it 
- 
without forgetting that the next stage for
the Belgrade government is that of the so-called for-
mal freedoms, the freedoms that the Marxists call for-
mal but which for us are essential freedoms.
Learning how to resist terrorist threats without endan-
gering fundamental human rights is what all the coun-
sries of the European Community and all the countries
that work with the Community and with Yugoslavia
have to learn.
\7e can, I think, Mr President, honourable Members,
hope that Yugoslavia is on the right track. The Betdza
report will be able to encouraBe it to persevere and
progress along these lines.
(Applause)
Mr Pannella (CDI). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the stan-
dard of this repon comes as no surprise to us. Ve
know the qualides of the rapponeur and we know his
profound and passionate knowledge of the subject.
Having said this, although we agree with the main
lines of the repon and with the acion of our Com-
munity 
- 
and when I say our Community, I mean an
active Comr4unity; I think the Council is becoming
more and more of a figurehead because it is not repre-
sented here 
- 
we think, Mr President, Mr President-
in-Office of the Council and, above all, my fellow
MPs, panicularly Mr Bettiza, that it is wrong to treat
Yugoslavia smugly.
'!7hy not ask of Yugoslavia what we ask for our own
countries? How can we fail to express the wish that
the Republic of Yugoslavia should adhere to the Euro-
pean Human Rights Convention? That frightens you.
You do not want to see that in the report. I personally
would like to see it there and I have tabled an amend-
ment to this effect.
Vhy not name the Kossovo? In Italy people have
stayed in prison for four years before being tried and
people are claiming that this is wrong, that it is unwor-
thy of European justice, of justice in a country that
respects rhe rule of law. \7hy should we not raise the
same question for the Kossovo and why should our
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friends and comrades in Yugoslavia have such an
inferiority complex as to object if we say of them what
we say of ourselves? I am by no means in agreement,
Mr Bettiza, as you know, with your caurion . . . which
seems to me to be incautious.
Furthermore, why not speak of national 
- 
nationalis-
tic and, culturally speaking, isolationisr 
- 
illusion in
Yugoslavia when we are here because we do not
believe in the national side of things, because we do
not believe that, independently of people on all sides,
the states can solve the problems in question. \Vhy nor
simply say that we wan[ Yugoslavia to be associated
with our Community? This 1814-style policy, this
policy of power, was only right in 1814! Did we need
to pay homage once more to the myth of national
revolution when we are here to revolt against the stu-
pidity of national and nationalist illusion?
It is in this spirit that I want us to go further. In the
Kossovo, as in South Tyrol, ther, is no problem with
the natives of the region. There r. .r problem with the
Serbo-Croats, for example, who also live in the region
and who are likely to see their rights complerely
denied by the local Albanian majority. In South Tyrol,
the German-speaking population has obained a num-
ber of rights and it was rhe duty of the Iralians ro granr
them. But now, we are having to defend rhe rights of
the Italian-speakers against the von Papanisr and von
Hasselist ideas of the Stiddroler Volkspanei.
No-one can complain about us discussing these sub-
jects. Let us discuss it with Yugoslavia, because it is by
getting rc this level in our relations that we will be able
to give genuine proof of our friendship for this coun-
try. Friendship means confidence firsr of all. The
Yugoslavs can teach us a lot, so why not discuss our
respective fundamental values with them?
Mr Almirante (NI). 
- 
(17) Mr Presidenr, with
regard to [he question of relations between the Euro-
pean Community and Yugoslavia, may I be permirted
to speak not only as an Italian member of this Parlia-
ment but also as an ex-Councillor of the Triesre City
Council, and this for two reasons: firsrly, because the
nation in Europe that is mosr interested in relations
with Yugoslavia is undoubtedly Iraly, and second,
because the best way of establishing proper relations
between the European Community and the counrries
of Europe that are not parr of the Community, and are
not destined to become pan of ir, is to keep the
national interests of borh sides firmly in mind.
Having said that, I think I can compress into a few
brief points what I approve of and what I disapprove
of in Mr Bettiza's reporr, and the morion for a resolu-
tion of the Political Committee.
First: I, too, deplore the slowness of European proce-
dures, especially as regards imports from Yugoslavia
of products rhat are essenrial ro rhe economy of thar
counry, such as baby-beef.
Second: I would point out that the cooperation agree-
ment betveen the EEC and Yugoslavia rhat was
signed on 2 April 1980 in Belgrade has not yer come
into force because Yugoslavia imelf has not ratified ir.
Third: with regard to relations between Yugoslavia
and Italy, I would point out that it is in no way rrue
that the Osimo Agreement deserves to be considered
with interest from the Community poinr of view, since
it is so wrong and so harmful to rhe Italian economy
and in particular, the economy of Trieste, that it has
remained for the most part on paper. The Osimo way
is cenainly not Europe's way, because it is not the way
to a serious agreement between Italy and Yugoslavia.
Fourth: the economic and commercial measures rhat
are bedevilling relations berween Yugoslavia and the
EEC are measures adopted by rhe Yugoslav Govern-
ment, and they have been specially harmful ro rela-
tions with Italy.
Fifth: Mr Bettiza's report, which is very much in
favour of any facilities to help Yugoslavia, none rhe
less recognizes that Belgrade has withdrawn !o some
extent from the internarional commitments ir had pre-
viously assumed, such as membership of GATT and
the cooperation agreement with rhe EEC already
referred to.
Sixth: what the rapponeur asks is rherefore right,
namely that the EEC should show its solidarity with
Yugoslavia in a tangible way; but it is essential that the
problem of relations berween the EEC and Yugoslavia
should be viewed afresh on the polidcal plane, and
that the European Communiry should use in a con-
crete manner all the economic and commercial means
available to it in order to help Yugoslavia nor ro
become increasingly dependent on COMECON, and
also in order to check that European aid and the sub-
stantial sacrifices of the Italians and rhe people of Tri-
este achieve their true purpose 
- 
to save Yugoslavia
from the terrible crisis that holds it in irs grip, and to
prevent rhe post-Tito governing class from becoming
increasingly ded to the tactical manoeuveres and sra-
tegic interests of Sovier Russia and the COMECON.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, dear
colleagues, I want ro congratulare Mr Bettiza on [he
quality of his repon and on the balanced argumenm he
has used. There is a need for our links with Yugoslavia
to be strengthened, and rhis means making the cooper-
ation agreemenr operarional. There is a need to work
out arrangements which can be of benefit to lhe
Yugoslav people and their economy, and I wanr ro
emphasize that cooperarion of the highest possible
degree with Yugoslavia will increase the stabiliry of
north-eastern Europe and, in addition to this, as Mr
Bettiza stressed, open up prospecrs for wider coopera-
tion with other countries in the world.
I believe that the Community ought to organize the
study of and take the initiative for funding infrastruc-
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ture projects of a more general imponance. Such pro-
jects as a major arterial road running via Austria and
through Yugoslavia to Greece, and the linking of the
Axios river 
- 
which in Yugoslavia is called the Vardar
- 
with the Danube, so as to open up a waterway from
vestern and central Europe to the Aegean and the
Mediterranean.
Mr Eisma (NI).- (NL) Mr President, the coopera-
tion agreement between Yugoslavia and the EEC is
expected to come into force on l April, 1983, three
years after its signature. The so-called Bwsiness tYeek
which was opened yesterday offers the opportunity of
realising almost 200 indusuial cooperarion projecrs.
These attempts to intensify economic relations
between the EEC and Yugoslavia are absolutely essen-
tial in view of its special situation in relation to the
EEC. Its geographical position alone, lying between
Greece and the rest of the EEC, make it essential to
intensify economic cooperation.
Vhen we talk about greater trade cooperation
between the EEC and Yugoslavia we cannot ignore
the political aspects of this cooperation. In other
words economic relations presume a certain consensus
between the EEC and Yugoslavia in other areas too. It
is therefore surprising that Mr Bettiza's report .on
behalf of the Committee on Political Affairs makes no
mention of the breach of human rights in that country.
I completely agree with Mr Pannella, that the report
glosses over this aspect, especially as this point was
debated during the interparliamentary meeting last
October.
Amnesty International demonstrates that the lot of pol-
itical prisoners in Yugoslavia leaves much to be
desired. The situation especially in the province of
Kosovo, where very harsh sentences u/ere passed on
so-called dissidents after 1981, gives rise for concern.
These sentences are not in line with the stipulations of
the United Nations. The EEC must not create the
impression of interfering too much in the internal
affairs of Yugoslavia, but an independent reliable body
such as Amnesty Intemational shows us that human
rights are being infringed. Therefore in addidon to
economic cooperation between Yugoslavia and the
EEC we musr have a political reaction from the Coun-
cil of Ministers meeting in polidcal cooperation on the
fate of political prisoners in that country.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and Bentlemen, the interna-
tional community is observing Yugoslavia's economic
problems very closely, because the economic develop-
ment of this important European country affects us all.
The Council has rherefore noted Mr Bettiza's report
with interest. Yugoslavia's geographical position
immediately adjacent to the European Community
and on the Mediterranean is an indication of the
importance of its political and economic stability for
Europe. \7ith its independent policy geared to genuine
non-aligned status, Yugoslavia occupies a special place
in Europe and the world as a whole.
As early as 1979 the Council drew practical conclu-
sions from this situation, when it instructed the Com-
mission to open negotiations with Yugoslavia on the
conclusion of a comprehensive and unilaterally prefer-
ential cooperation agreement. Greecds accession to
the Community has increased the geographical and
economic importance of Yugoslavia for the Com-
munity. The land route between Greece and other
Member States of the Community passes through
Yugoslavia. Because of its close links with Yugoslavia
the Community has been particularly affected by the
economic problems which have become apparent in
the country since 1982. The world economic crisis has
helped to make a substantial foreign debt, an alarming
rate of inflarion, unemployment and declining living
standards features of the present economic situation in
Yugoslavia. The Community respects the Yugoslav
Government for the major steps it has so far taken on
the difficult path to economic recovery.
The country's substantial foreign debt is causing parti-
cular concern. Yugoslavia's \Testern panners have
introduced a support operation to help it to overcome
the critical situation by flexible means. In line with
their present commitments in Yugoslavia, the partici-
pants in this support operation, who include most of
the Community's Member States, hope to ease the
burden on the Yugoslav current account this year.
The Berne Protocol is a decisive step. It now needs to
be backed by agreements between Yugoslavia and the
International Monetary Fund and the private banks.
The European Community is Yugoslavia's leading
supplier and its second largest customer. The volume
of trade amounted to 8 ' 5 m dollars in 1981. Under the
cooperation agreement that has been applied interna-
tionally since 1980 Yugoslavia enjoys extensive con-
cessions. Many Yugoslav manufactures are exempt
from customs tariffs. Provision has been made for spe-
cific concessions in the case of agricultural products.
The financial protocol permits the European Invest-
ment Bank to grant loans totalling 200 m ECU up ro
1985. In 1982 alone the cooperation agreement
resulted ih a 130/o increase in Yugoslav expons to the
Community.
The first meeting of the Cooperation Council planned
for April/May 1983 will provide major impulses for
the form our cooperation with Yugoslavia will take.
The Community is prepared to cooperare very closely
in the trade, economic, scientific and technical fields.
The business week in Belgrade organized by the Com-
munity and Yugoslavia seems to me to be a clear illus-
tration of the opportunities for practical cooperation.
Ve shall in future place great emphasis on improving
the general conditions for undenakings wanting to
cooPerate.
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I am confident that today's debate will show how
vitally interested we are in continuing our close ecoho-
mic and political cooperation with Yugoslavia.
Mr Haferkam p, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(DE) Mr President, I should like to begin by express-
ing the Commission's gratitude to the rapporteur for
his repon and for the proposals he has made. This
report has found general approval during today's
debate, and expression has generally been given to the
will of the Community and all its institutions to step
up the cooperation with Yugoslavia. This is the exten-
sion of the route that all three institutions of the Com-
munity have been following for years, a cornerstone of
which was and remains the political declaration signed
in Belgrade in December 1976.That was the basis for
our cooperation agreement. In response to the criti-
cism at the time it took for this agreement to be rati-
fied, I must point out that the signing rcok place in
April 1980 and by I July 1980 the Council had decided
to enforce the clauses concerning trade and the finan-
cial protocol mentioned by the President of the Coun-
cil.
\7e did this because we, of course, realized that the
ratification procedures would take some time. Bring-
ing forward the entry into force of important clauses
of the agreement is funher proof of the considerable
interest the Community as a whole has in cooperation
with Yugoslavia. I believe that in the difficult situation
which this country is at present facing and which has
been discussed here it is panicularly important for the
Community to show that this interest continues and
that it is strong.
Reference has repeatedly been made in recent years to
Yugoslavia's trade problems and the difficulties it
encounters when exponing to the Community, and I
would agree with the honourable Member who said
just now that these problems cannot be treated with
the mentality of a book-keeper. The problems can be
solved if the political will exists. In my opinion, the
Community could well be more generous in many res-
pects than it has been in the past without endangering
its own interests.
As the President of the Council has said, the agree-
ment resulted in a substantial increase in Yugoslavia's
exports to the Community last year compared with the
year before. Ve very much hope this trend will con-
tinue. But we must do more than just rrade 
- 
and that
is the purpose of the cooperation agreement. There is
a great deal of scope for cooperation. In Belgrade yes-
terday I joined with the relevant Yugoslav Minister in
opening the business week that has already been men-
tioned. Over 150 representatives of the economy in all
the Member States of the Community and well over
500 from the Yugoslav economy are artending rhis
business week to discuss and consider practical ways
of bringing about cooperation berween'undenakings.
They will be looking at joint economic acrivities in
Yugoslavia, licensing questions, the transfer of rcch-
nology, the supply of goods by Yugoslav undenakings
to undertakings in the Community, cooperation
between Community and Yugoslav undertakings in
third countries in sectors we specified with the Yugos-
lav authorities last year, the automotive industry, the
food industry, machine tools, agricultural machinery
and mining. All I can say after the first day, on which
these matters were discussed by businessmen in prac-
tical terms, that considerable interest was shown, and I
am sure that the result will be actual economic rela-
tions which will mke us past the discussion of various
trade problems.
Talks I had on this occasion with the President and
other members of the Federal Executive Council again
confirmed the deep interest the Yugoslav Government.
has in extending relarions with the Community.'!flhat
they still want to see is the implementation of the
provisions of the Belgrade declaration. Ve must
become more active in all the areas covered by the
cooperation agreement, in industry, in energy matters,
in scientific and technological cooperation. The agree-
ment refers to cooperation in agriculture, transport,
tourism and environmental questions. In all these areas
we shall be guided by the principle: what can rhe nexr
practical step be?
It is, of course, inconceivable rhar the whole of rhe
agreement should become fully effective ar a srroke.
Vhat is conceivable, however, is that we should put
into effect the provisions we have adopted in respect
of the various areas covered by this cooperarion agree-
ment and show the political will to take practical act-
ion rather than just concluding agreemenrs.
An important. step, an imponanr opponuniry for this
will be the first meering of the Cooperation Council,
which will probably be held at ministerial level in May.
It will be a funher milestone in rhe intensification of
our relations with Yugoslavia.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
'!7e 
shall now' vote on rhe requesr for a vote without
referral to committee on rhe motion for a resolution to
wind up the debate on rhe oral question by Mr Seidin-
ger and others. It has now been distributed. I propose
that as both requesrs deal with the same topic, they be
put to the vote together.
(Parliament approzted the requests for an early oote)
The votes will be taken ar rhe next votingiime.
(The sitting utas adjourned at 6.10p.m. and resumed at
6.30 p.n.)
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Vice-President
6. Topical and urgent debate (announcement)
President. 
- 
(GR) Pursuant to Rule 48,paragraph2,
of the Rules of Procedure the list has been drawn up
of subjecrs for the topical and urgent debate to be held
after the votes on Thursday.
(The President announced the list of subjects)
In accordance with Rule 48, paragraph 2, second sub-
paragraph, of the Rules of Procedure and objections
to this list, which should be tabled and justified in
writing by a political group or at least 21 Members,
must be submitted before 3 p.m. tomorrow. The vote
on these objections will take place wiihout debate'at
3 p.m. tomorrow, Vednesday.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, could
you repeat the first item on the list of urgent debares. I
,did not understand.
President. 
- 
The first point was, for me, the most
important, Mr von der Vring. I shall repeat it.
Motion for a resolution by the Liberal and Democratic
Group on the special pan-session on unemployment.
As you are aware, we have decided rc hold an extraor-
dinary pan-session in Brussels at the end of April.
That is what it was about.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, when
referring to the last motion for a resolution you said:
'motion on behalf of the Socialist Group on hail and
snow storms in Crete'. Could it be that the motion was
tabled on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group
and that there has been some mix-up? And if this is the
case I wish to inform you, on behalf of the authors,
that in order to ease the pressure of work on Thursday
we prefer that there should be no debate but simply a
vote on the motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
(GR) Mr Alavanos, the document in
front of me states: 'motion for a resolution on behalf
of the Socialist Group'. Ve must check to see if there
has been a printing error. If the Socialist Group has
not mbled such a motion then obviously this bears out
your question.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
Mr President, I am extremely
worried about this emergency motion from the Liber-
als, which we are mking first suggesting that we do
not have an extraordinary part-session, simply because
I cannot find in the Rules of Procedure any rule which
allows us to vote twice, or three times, or four times,
on specific decisions that we have raken. It seems [o
me that we will get ourselves into real difficulty 
- 
and
cenainly Mr Pannella, if you rule so, will be able rc
raise once more all sorts of points on which we have
taken decisions. I do think this is a very dangerous
precedent indeed, that we take a specific decision,
namely that we should have a special session on a
special date and then decide that we will debarc the
whole thing again. I think it is extraordinary, and cer-
tainly would not accord with any rules of procedure in
any of our national parliaments or, indeed, in any of
our regional bodies.
President. 
- 
(GR) Mr Enright, on this I want to say,
first of all, that the Rules of Procedure do not permit
me as sitting President to discuss the subsrance of the
matter you have raised. Despite this, I will digress
slightly and just say 
- 
while a[ the same time caregor-
ically refusing to discuss the substance of the matter 
-that the motion by the Liberals refers only to whether
or not certain technical conditions will pertain in Brus-
sels. It does not refer to whether or not the extraordi-
nary pan-session on unemployment will take place.
Parliament has already taken a decision on this.
7. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is the first part of Ques-
tion Time (Doc. l-1345/82).
'!7e 
shall begin with questions m the Council.
Mr Sheilock (ED).- On a point of order Mr Presi-
dent. I wish to speak on the beginning of Question
Time and ask if the question that I pur last time about
the numerical order of the questions on this paper has
in fact been considered. I notice, for example, thar the
first question by Mr Deniau is numbere d 787 of 1982.
The next question would seem ro have precedence,
being numbered 739 of tggZ. '!fle then go on in a rea-
sonably numerical order, 664, 694,703, etc. etc. Bur I
did ask that the numbering should relare ro the date
on which the questions were tabled and that they
should, unless there was anything in panicular to dis-
turb the arithmetical sequence, be submitted to rhis
body in that order.
I am particularly concerned at this poinr ro know why
787 of Mr Deniau, for example, should take preced-
ence over 739 of Mrs Boot, particularly when the EEC
and Vietnam is currently the subject of a repon by the
same person 
- 
the author of a repon and the inidator
of a question. $V'hy should it have rhis priority?
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Presidcnt. 
- 
(GR) Dear Colleague, if you read the
document, which all of you have before you, carefully,
you will see that it was formerly an oral question for
debate (0-107 /82) and that it has been converted into
a question for Question Time by decision of the
enlarged Bureau. For this reasons the Bureau has the
right to give precedence to this question.
Question No I by Mr Deniau (H-787 /82)1
Although food aid to Vietnam was suspended sev-
eral years ago, that country was granted emer-
gency aid last year.
It seems necessary to draw the Vietnamese
Government's attention to the European Com-
munity's desire to see an improvement in the
human rights situadon in its country as regards
the citizens, residents and governments of the ten
Member States.
Hundreds of humanitarian appeals to the Viet-
namese Government to permit the reunion of fam-
ilies one of whose members is domiciled in a
Member State of the Community have failed to
produce a reaction of even a reply despite
repeated well-founded requests by our govern-
ments.
Humanitarian concern cannot be a one-way busi-
ness: there must be a corresponding effort on the
part of a government which is a potential recipient
of our aid to respond to the concern for human
. 
rights felt by the Member States of the Com-
munlty.
'What are the Council's feelings about the means
to be adopted to achieve this aim?
Mr Genschet, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(DE) The Council recalls what it, like Parliament, has
repeatedly said about respect for human rights, which
represents one of the bases of its actions. !7here Viet-
nam is concerned, the Community felt compelled to
suspend its direct aid to this country, but in view of the
difficulties facing cenain sections of the Vietnamese
population, it has provided humanitarian emergency
aid through international non-Bovernmental organiza-
tions, which are responsible for distribution.
Mr Deniau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I do not feel rhat Mr
Genscher has given a reply.. !7hat I wanted to emphas-
ize in my question was that there are 100-200 000
Vietnamese in the Community at the moment and it is
our duty to protect them. It is a humanitarian duty
identical to that we have towards our own nationals.
And the Community does not seem to be interested . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Deniau, please put your supplemen-
tary question.
Mr Deniau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) My supplementary ques-
, tion is as follows. \7hy does the Community not, make
representations to the vietnamese government on
behalf of the Viernamese refugees in the countries of
the Community to improve their relations with their
families? Since we have relations with this country 
-even if it is only through assistance 
- 
it is our duty to
take a humanitarian attitude.
I should like to say, for my part, that it is not a case of
posing questions of domestic policy to the country, but
simply of the Commission and the Council including
the problem of relations between the refugees in our
countries and their families back home in their nego-
tiations. I ask Mr Genscher what he intends ro do
about this.
President. 
- 
Mry I first ask the President-in-Office of
the Council whether he wishes to answer this question
now or whether he prefers to wait undl the four Mem-
bers have put their supplementary questions? Perhaps
he wishes to answer at the end.
I note that certain Members are not in favour of this
procedure. I would therefore ask you to answer each
question in turn.
Mr Genscher.- (DE) Mr President, I am prepared
to go along with any suggestion you care to make.
There is indeed a need, and this irrespective of the aid
menrioned in the question, for representations to be
made to the Vietnamese Government and any other
government whose behaviour rowards rhe citizens of
its country does not comply, in our view, wirh the
rules governing human rights. And this will be done.
As regards the payment in aid which has been men-
tioned, the Commission of the European Communities
decided in December 1982 to give humanitarian emer-
gency aid in view of the considerable damage done by
a typhoon in various pans of Vietnam. The Ten were
informed of this by the Commission wirhin the frame-
work of Political Cooperation. The aid concerned
amounted to a one-time payment of 300 000 ECU in
Community budget resources which the Commission
is empowered to use as ir sees fit. The Commission's
intention with this measure vras ro help the many peo-
ple who suffered as a resulr of the typhoon and to
alleviate their misery. It is estimated thar I '9 m people,
including 640 000 children, were affected by this
natural disaster in Vietnam. The European Com-
munity resources approved for this purpose were paid
to international aid organizations in 1982. They
arranged for the purchase and transport of goods,
medicines, clothing and building materials. I will not
conceal from the House rhe reservarions felt by some
Member States of the European Community and by
our friends the ASEAN countries about the Commis-
sion's action.
1 Former oral question with debate (0-107/82),
rnto a question for Question Time.
convened
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They believed that humanitarian aid to Viernam
should not be misconstrued, coming as it did at the
'wrong time, wirh Vietnam conrinuing to ignore the
solution to the Kampuchean problem supponed by the
majority of the international community. But I should
also like to refer explicirly to the right of Vietnamese
refugees to be re-united with their families in the
Community countries. Ve shall also be continuing to
take action to this end in rhe future.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
I wonder whether the Council is
as/are that, contrary to the implications in Mr Den-
iau's question that the Vietnamese Government is
doing nothing about re-uniting families, there is in fact
an agreement between Vietnam and the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees and that there is a con-
stant flosr of Vietnamese leaving under that agree-
ment, flovn out by the UN High Commissioner. I can
only just quote one country. Last year, I 800 Viet-
namese citizens left the counrry just to go ro one
country, Canada, and many other thousands have
gone to other countries, so I do not think the picture is
so black as appears to be painted in the question. I
wonder whether the Council is aware of that agree-
ment, and one hopes agrees with it.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The Council is, of course,
aware that people do leave Vietnam, and we naturally
set great store by the re-unification of families that is
taking place particularly through the endeavours of
the United Nations High Commissioner. The govern-
ments maintain very close contact with the High Com-
missioner in this respect. Bur I must tell you quite
frankly that only a fraction of those wanting ro be
re-united with their families actually succeed. 'We
believe it to be one of the very elementary righm of all
people to go where they please to meet members of
their families and that no country has rhe right to hold
on to its nationals in this way. This must be said, and I
say it with regard not only to Vietnam but ro any
country that denies or restricts the right of its cidzens
to freedom of movemenr.
(Applause)
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) If I remember rightly,
aid to Vietnam was stopped when Viernamese troops
invaded Kampuchea. Is there therefore any justifica-
tion for including the question of human rights in
Vietnam when the basis of our attitude towards Vier-
nam is principally determined by the fact that Vietnam
is illegally occupying another country?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) As I pointed out in my second
answer, the EUropean Community adopted this atti-
tude for another reason, Vietnam's position on Kam-
puchea 
- 
or, to be more precise, continuing Viet-
namese aggression in Kampuchea. Funhermore, this
attitude is considered rc be the right one not only by
the European Community but also by our friends the
ASEAN countries, whose judgment particularly of
events in that part of the world we regard as extremely
important.
This does not prevent us 
- 
to revert to the first ques-
tion 
- 
from taking account of the human rights situa-
tion in Vietnam, and I mke this opponunity to reirer-
ate the view to the House that, regardless of a coun-
try's political system, the right to freedom of move-
ment is in the opinion of the European Communiry
one of the inalienable rights of every human being.
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
I would like to pursue a bir
further the second answer which the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council gave.
Does the President-in-Office agree with the principle
that the Community should not directly or indirectly
give any benefit or help ar all to the Vietnamese
Government, many of whose policies and actions are
repugnant to us; and does he agree that any funher
emergency aid to Vietnam 
- 
if it is considered 
-would, again, have to be conditional on the strictesr
controls ?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) I have already referred to the
political aspect. The European Communiry does
indeed disapprove of Vietnam's continuing aggression
in Kampuchea. This was why it stopped making pay-
ments. The Commission has now granted a very
limited amount of humanitarian emergenry aid for a
very specific and topical purpose, to help repair the
extensive damage done by a typhoon in various pans
of Vietnam. The emphasis in this humanitarian emer-
gency aid is that it should benefit the people directly
concerned, and this is to be ensured by the interna-
tional aid organizations. I think the special reason, rhe
limircd amount of aid involved and the form in which
it is being given should also be considered. However, I
say again that we fully agree with our friends the
ASEAN countries that humanitarian aid to Viernam
must not be taken as a sign at the wrong time:we do
not want. to crearc the impression tha[ it is business as
usual despite the continuing aggression in Kampuchea.
But I do not think that in this specific case the danger
of this happening should be overestimated.
President. 
- 
Two Membirs from rhe Communists
and Allies Group wish to put questions. The procedure
adopted hitherto was thar one representative of each
political group would put a supplementary quesrion.
However, Mr\fl'unz and Mr Alavanos have asked for
the floor. As a compromise I propose that they should
both put their questions and thar the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council should give a joint answer. How-
ever, I am not prepared to take any further supple-
mentary questions.
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Mr !flurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) In the last reply the
President gave us, we had the incredible impression
that he was apologizing almost for the limited emer-
gency aid that the Community gave to Vietnam, mak-
ing it clear that it was limited, emergency aid given on
an exceptional basis because of the hurricane and so
on. But that is not the question. Human rights do not
come into it. And many of you could start by remov-
ing the beam from your ow'n eyes. The question I shall
ask Mr Genscher is this: when will this discrimination
against Vietnam stop? !flhen will the aid withdrawn in
197 9 be re-established ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Decisions like that taken by
the European Community against Vietnam on account
of its aggression do not constitute discrimination
against this country, but demonstrate the unequivocal
stance adopted by a Communiry on respect for human
righm. If the European Communiry adopted any other
position, it would be making distinctions as regards im
intentio.ns to safeguard peace in the world against
aggresslon.
(Appkusefrom the Earopean Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
Question No 2 by Mrs Boot (H-739/
82):1
The restriction on fuel contained in the normal tanls
of goods vehicles and buses entering France and the
Federal Republic of Germany causes considerable
inconvenience at the Communiq/s internal frontiers.
The other eight Member States already permit the
import of fuel in the normal tanks of goods vehicles
and buses free of all dury.
Only France resricts the duty-free quantity to 200 l,
while the Federal Republic confines it to 50 I for
goods vehicles and 100 I for buses. In contrast to rhese
restrictions at the Community's internal frontiers the
Federal Republic of Germany permits the import of
full tanks from the GDR duty free.
The general exemption from dury of fuels in the nor-
mal tanks of goods vehicles and buses at the internal
frontiers of the Community would significantly reduce
traffic delays and result in subsnntial cost savings not
only to industry but also to the French and German
customs services.
Is the Council prepared to idopr the proposals for the
amendment of Directive 68/297 of 19July 19682 and
for a directive on VAT exemptions, amended to
ensure that, insrcad of being resrricted to 100 litres,
fuel contained in the normal tanks of commercial vehi-
cles will remain duty-free throughout the Com-
munity's road nerwork?
Mrs Buchan (S).- On a point of order Mr President.
May I ask how many supplementary questions you are
going to take on each question. This happens all the
time at Question Time, and frankly some of us had
hoped that when you were in the chair you might
smarten things up a bit? It really is very unfair. If there
are going to be four supplementaries to every question
we will be lucky if we get through three or four; and
then we wonder why so very few people turn up for
Question Time!
President. 
- 
You will have noted that I have permit-
ted only one supplementary question from each group.
However, you cannot insist when vre are debadng a
question of some imponance that all the political
Broups in the Chamber should not have an opponun-
iry m speak.
Mrs Buchan (S). 
- 
I am sorry, Mr President, but
there is a point. If you are going to take questions
from each group, then it is very unfair and restricts
even funher the rights of back-bench Members who
are very rarely their group spokesmen. This is not the
correct form of Question Time. It is the only chance
that back-bench Members get, and I really hope that
you, panicularly, will protect the rights of back-
benchers in this respect.
President. 
- 
Cenainly, but in that case, the back-
benchers must immediately ask for the floor. Of
course, I must defend the rights of the minorities, but
at the same time I cannot be unfair to the majoriry.
I would ask Mr Genscher to answer the question.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Ofi.ce of the Council. 
-(DE) The question raised by the honourable Member
is currently being considered in the Council. The
Council hopes to be able to express an opinion shonly,
and I hope in a way that satisfies the honourable
Member.
Mrs Boot (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I should like rc ask the
President-in-Office whar'currently' means. According
to my information the Council's agenda for 1 March
included simplification of customs formalities, but this
point was once again removed, as were some other
questions on rransporr policy harmonization. I should
dearly like m know whether this simplificarion can
come about during the German presidency. And if that
is the case, what are we to think of the measure taken
by the German government on diesel fuel restrictions
for cars from the German Democratic Republic? Up
until now this fuel was not subject to dury and could
1 Former oral qtrestion withour debate (0-137/82),
verted into a question for Question Time.2 OJ No. L 175, 23.7. 1968,p. 15.
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Boot
be imponed without any restrictions, but as of the
beginning of February a new German regulation has
come into force whereby only 600 litres of this fuel
and no more can be imponed duty-free, and that is a
serious aggravation. To give you an example involving
the Netherlands, goods transpon from the GDR via
Germany into the Netherlands. Vhen Mr Genscher
says that a favourable decision is 'currently' being
taken on this issue, then I should like to ask hom how
the new restrictive German regulation is to be recon-
ciled with the pending Community decision.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I shall try to find a satisfactory
solution rc this problem during the German Presi-
dency. I share the view expressed in the honourable
Member's initial question. Her supplementary ques-
tion, however, does not fall within the Communiry's
terms of reference.
Mr von dir Vring (S).- (DE) Canyou tell us where
the difficuldes in the harmonization of motor vehicle
taxes lie? Do you not agree with me that it would be
possible to make a distinction between motor vehicles,
lorries and buses, because there is really no question of
a distonion of competition in the case of buses.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I could make things easy for
myself by saying that the difficulties lie in the subst-
ance of the matter, but that is not, of course, what you
mean. You would like to know which country is caus-
ing the difficulties. The answer is at least one, but the
fairly positive statement I have already made in answer
to Mrs Boot's question may have shown that I am
quite hopeful in this respect. I do not know whether
the distinction you suBtested would help. \(ze may get
by without it.
Mr Sherlock (ED). 
- 
Those who have had the mis-
fortune to read the repons of past Question Times will
recall that this is the third dme that I am on my feet on
this particular topic. On one occasion, I enquired in all
sincerity if the Member States' budgets in any sense
depended entirely on this nonsensical abstraction of
ridiculously small amounts of money and on the
amount of frustration it caused at the borders. Ve
should have not a cost benefit analysis but a cost-irri-
tationquotient...
(Tbe President urged tbe speaker to put his question)
.. . In the President-in-Office's own Member State,
does his current budget depend upon the extraction of
these miniscule amounts of money?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I should like rc say to the hon-
ourable Member that he should have found some
encouragement in my first answer. It should have
shown him that considerable progress has been made
towards the achievement of a result that is really in the
Community's interests along the lines suggested in his
question.
Mrs Maij-Veggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) I should like to
put a supplementary question which is closely linked
to Mrs Boot's point. Germany does not merely levy a
tax on diesel oil in buses but also a tax on the passen-
gers in the bus. Is the President-in-Office of the
Council aware that Dutch tour operators driving a
tourist coach through the Federal Republic of Ger-
many have to pay DFL 0.07 per passenger on German
territory? And is the President of the Council prepared
to put a speedy end to this practice which the Durch
find extremely annoying and which also runs counrcr
to the pro-European character of his coalition?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) I shall look into this question
in a European spirit.
President. 
- 
Since this is more or less a technical
question and not one of great political significance and
since we have not had requests to speak from all the
political groups, I shall call two speakers from the
Socialist Group.
Mr Seeler (S). 
- 
(DE) The President of the Council
undoubtedly shares my view that the question of taxes
on diesel fuel seriously affects the competitiveness of
the ports of Hamburg and Bremen, for example.
\7ould you agree with me that, if these taxes are
waived at the frontiers, the taxes on mineral oil and
motor vehicles must be harmonized to maintain com-
petitiveness and equality of opponunity?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I share the view you have
expressed with regard to the positibn of the sea ports
of one Member State, and I agree that no decision
should in any way result in distortions of competition,
which we should in fact be trying to reduce. In this
specific instance qre must endeavour to find an
arrangement that is in the interests of the Communiry
as a whole, and we shall find a way which does not
raise the problems you have mentioned.
'l7hether the way you have described is the right one is
another question. Ve should as a rule avoid solving
one problern by creating another. In plain terms, in the
specific case referred to in the preceding questions we
vant to find an arrangement that is in the Com-
munity's interests. It should not cause disadvantages
elsewhere. \7e must see how we can achieve this in the
Member State concerned.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
On a point of order,
Mr President. I may have misunderstood what you
said, but I understood you to say that as other groups
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did not appear to wish to ask questions, you were
going to ask two consecutive Socialists. It may well be
that other Broups are refraining from asking quesrions
because they want ro ger on to subsequent questions,
in which case it would be quite inexcusable to call two
Socialists on their own. I may have been mistaken in
what you said, but that was my undersranding of it.
President. 
- 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, it is for rhe Presi-
dent to decide whether or not the House is interested
in funher supplementary questions.
I call Mr Rogalla.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED).- That is not fair!
(Loud cries)
Mr Rogalla (ED).- (DE) I would be grateful to the
President of the Council for an assurance that, when
seeking the solution he has referred to, he will also
give some thought m the problems connected with the
additional forms needed in particular for bus journeys.
I should like rc hear whether as a man you can kindly
give us an assurance that, in view of the importance
many years of European cooperation give this ques-
tion, you will personally discuss the solution of this
problem with the French Presidenr.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I shall do so nor as a man but
as President of the Council.
President. 
- 
I wanted to ask Mrs Kellett-Bowman
whether she wished to put a supplementary quesrion.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED).- No, Mr President, but
there are some very imponanr questions on the Social
Fund that we shall not reach if. . .
President. 
- 
It is a quesrion of principle. I wish to
point out again unequivocally that when the House is
interested in a subject, it is immaterial whether rhe
questions come from the right or from the left.
Question No 3 by Mr Lomas (H-664/82):
In December, the Bridsh Conservarive Pany had a
broadcast on TV in which they attacked the policy
of the Labour Pany for withdrawal from the EEC
and produced propaganda in favour of continued
membership. The following day the Commission
staned a series of press conferences in Britain on
the same theme. It is commonly believed in Britain
that this could not have been a coincidence and
that there was collusion berween the Commission
and the Conservarive Pany in order to denigrate
the policy of the Labour pafiy which is supponed
by a large majoriry of the British people.
Does the Council accept rhe right of the Commis-
sion ro inrerfere this way in the internal politics of
a country and does it accept the right of the Com-
mission to liaise with one political party against
another?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of the Council. 
-(DE) The Commission makes use of rhe various
media to inform the public in the Member Srates of
the activities of the European Communities.
The responsibility for the conrent of these information
campaigns, which 
- 
as is regularly the case in demo-
cratic countries 
- 
may give rise to proresrs, is borne
by the Commission. I cannot therefore in any way
accept the insinuation in the question rhar there has
been interference in the internal affairs of a Member
State.
Mr Lomas (S). 
- 
That view is widely held, Mr
Genscher. I do not object in rhe least to debate or
exchange of information between the two panies. . .
(Tbe president urged the speaher to put his question)
Yes, I am going to ask a quesrion. Surely I am allowed
to preface it with a couple of sentences. I know you do
not like this, Mr President, but I hope Mr President-
in-Office you will bear with me for a minute.
I do not want to appear to be objecting to honest
debate and differences berween the panies, or indeed
in my own pany for that matter. . .
(The President again urged the speaker to pat his ques-
tion)
. . . If you give me a chance ro ger ro it, I will. If the
Commission are going ro continue interfering on one
side in this internal political debate in Britain, will the
Council at leasr try to persuade them to tell rhe truth
and not indulge in wild speculation? I hardly expect
the British Governmenr to tell the trurh about hardly
anything, but perhaps rhe Commission could be per-
suaded to behave in a proper manner.
President. 
- 
Mr President-in-Office, may I firsr poinr
out [har the question is addressed nor ro you but to rhe
Commission. However, you are free to answer it if
you so wish.
Mr Genscher, 
- 
(DE) I can only say on rhe Council's
behalf that rhe Commission also has the right to free-
dom of expression,.one of rhe fundamental righrc in
our Community, and that it may exercise this right of
freedom of expression even when its views diffeifrom
those held by the opposition in a Member State.
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Mr Velsh (ED).- Mr President-in-Office, since we
are involved in the free exchange of information,
could I ask you if you have read the interesting docu-
ment by the Labour Party setting out their plan for
withdrawal, and if you have read it, would you agree
with me that it shows a very uncertain grasp of Com-
munity matters, suggesting as it does that the Federal
Republic is actually not a net contributor to the
budget? Vould you further agree, Mr President-in-
Office, having studied recent by-election results, that
if there is one thing that is cenain, it is,that the Labour
Parry does not command the support of the vast
majoriry of the British people?
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
Mr Velsh, we have no wish to carry out
a posthumous electoral campaign here. The die has
been cast both in your country and in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The honourable Member has
asked two questions. I am prepared to answer them
both. The first question was whether I had studied a
cenain document published by the Labour Party. No,
Sir, I have not studied ir Secondly, I was asked
whether I had noted the results of recent by-elections
in Britain. My answer is yes, with considerable
interest.
(Laugbter and applause )
Mr IsraEl (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President-in-Office of
the Council, if you do not mind a Frenchman joining
in the debate, I should like rc ask what the Council's
position would have been if the Commission had been
to the United Kingdom to announce that this country
had to leave the common market.
Mr Gensche r, 
- 
(DE) In that case, the Council
would have said that the Commission had exercised its
right to freedom of expression, even though its opi-
nlon was wrong.
President. 
- 
Although I have no wish to see this dege-
nerate into a British squabble, I shall nonetheless call
some Members from the right and from the left.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
Is the Council not aware that in
fact the Commission, in its cavortings on that
occasion, was backing up very strongly the way in
which Mrs Thatcher is trying to pull us out of the
Community? As a member of the Labour Pany who
wishes to stay in, I am perplexed by the way in which
vre are backing Thatcher-like policies, but the inept-
ness of the Commission, in its actual propaganda exer-
cise, was quite appalling. !7ould, therefore, the Coun-
cil of Minisrcrs rap the Commission over the knuckles
for failing entirely to achieve its objectives?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) The Commission would not be
doing its duty to tell she ruth if it did not express its
opinion because it was the same as Mrs Thatcher's.
(Laughter)
Mr Hutton (ED). 
- 
Does the President-in-Office
accept that in this panicular instance the timing of the
broadcast and of the stan of the Commission's press
conferences was, in fact, entirely fortuitous? And
while it so happens that with the performance of the
present Labour Pany in Britain, the Conservative
Party does not actually need any luck, any political
pany is entided to a little now and again.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I cannot presume to have an
opinion on right or wrong timing.
Mr Prag (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I really cannot
understand why a question should be put in Question
Time to the Council 
- 
which should be used for eli-
citing imponant information on the Council's policies,
and not for silly pany political points 
- 
when it
relates to the view of the Commission. Surely this
question should have been put to the Commission, if it
should have been put at all. And it should not have
been wasting our time in the Council's Question Time.
Mr Megahy (S).- Could I ask the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council if he is willing at all to distinguish
first of all between information and propaganda and
secondly if he is willing to recognize that the Commis-
sion is in a very privileged position inside each of the
Member States and that if it chooses to cooperate with
particular political parties in an internal struggle, then
this could not only be a point of concern, which it
quite righdy is, in the Unircd Kingdom, but it could
prove to be a point of concern throughout the Com-
munity if the Commission, using its moneybags and
using European taxpayers' money enters internal
debate? Does he not feel therefore that it is time the
Council of Ministers imposed some specific curbs and
laid down guidelines about this kind of political inter-
ference before it spreads to countries other than the
Unircd Kingdom?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) A distinction must, of course,
always be made 
- 
this in reply to the honourable
Member's first question 
- 
between information and
propaganda. There is nothing unusual about that. As
regards the second question, I should like to revert to
the question which gave rise m this discussion. It says
that in a rclevision broadcast in December the Bridsh
Conservative Pany atacked the Labour Pany's poliry
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for withdrawal from the EEC and produced propa-
ganda in favour of continued membership. It goes on
to say: 'The following day the Commission staned a
series of press conferences in Britain on the same
theme. It is commonly believed in Britain that this
could not have been a coincidence and that there was
collusion between the Commission and the Conserva-
dve Pany in order to denigrate the policy of the
Labour Parry which is supported by a large majority of
the British people. Does the Council accept the right
of the Commission to interfere in the internal policies
of a country and does it accept the right of the Com-
mission to liaise with one polidcal parry against
another?'
Mr Megahy, like all the other organs, the Commission
has a duty to adopt a pro-Community stance. This
extends to the Community's interest in seeing Member
States remaining in the Community. The organs of rhe
European Community musr be permitted ro express
this view even if there is an internal debate on the sub-
ject in individual Member Statei, since the question of
whether or not a counrry becomes a member, whether
or not it. remains a member concerns rhe whole Com-
munity. It is not an internal matter for that country.
Those who understand the spirit of the European
Treaties correctly will admit that rhe will to form a
Communiry is a common will. The decision to estab-
lish the Communiry formed this common will, and the
organs have an interest in expressing this common will
everywhere, and indeed it is their duty to do so. By so
doing, they are not making policy for or against any
parry but policy for Europe.
(Appkuse)
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) My question is a con-
tinuation of the question put by Mr Megahy and refers
specifically to Greece where the issue which will domi-
nate the elecrions to the European Parliament in 1984
will be that of Greek withdrawal from the EEC. I
would like, therefore, to ask the President of the
Council the following question.
Does the Council inrend ro take specific sreps ro prev-
ent Community institutions, such as the Commission
and the European Parliament, from meddling in the
political struggle that will develop in Greece in the
run-up to the 1984 elections, given that a substantial
portion of the body politic in Greece opposes Greek
membership of the EEC? I would like a specific and
responsible reply from the President-in-Office of the
Council.
President. 
- 
(GR) Mr Alavanos, your question has
absolutely no connection with the matter being dis-
cussed. I am very sorry but I cannot allow this ques-
tlon.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I do not think that the
question is unconnected, Mr President. It is connected
in every way, and it is notewonhy that the previous
speaker from the Socialist Group, rc which you your-
self belong, very rightly soughr ro ser the marrer in a
more general context, because it concerns not only
Britain but Greece as well.
President. 
- 
(GR) Vhen I am presiding I belong ro
no group. Secondly, I will not allow you ro conr.inue.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls. 
- 
(ED) Could I ask the
President-in-Office of the Council whether his contact
with the Conservative leaders of the British Govern-
ment. over the last three and a half years has given him
the impression that they need any help from any
quarter including the Commission, to disclose the dan-
ger and the ineptirude of the Labour Party opposition?
And would he satisfy his colleagues in the Commission
that they need not be disturbed ar this soft of ques-
tioning? \7e find at home that the Labour Pany make
it pan of their policy to undermine the authority of the
judges, the police and anybody who acts in an objec-
tive way, in order to funher their own ends in trying
to make people dissatisfied with everything thar hap-
Pens.
President. 
- 
Lord Harmar Nicholls, I allowed you ro
put a question but it y/as not very precise. However, I
shall ask Mr Genscher to reply before moving on ro
the next question.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) If rhe honourable Member is
asking whether I believe the British Government is in
need of political supporr, I would say rhar, like all the
other members of the Council and all the other Mem-
ber State governmenm, the British Government does
not need any political supporr, ar leasr not from the
Council or Commission.
President. 
- 
As the au[hor is not present, Question
No 4 will be answered in writing.r
Question No 5 by Mr Isra€l (H-703/82):
Has the Council recenrly had occasion to discuss
the objective reasons preventing the United King-
dom from joining the European monerary sys[em
and can it indicate these reasons to the European
Parliamenr?
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. This first part of Question Time is a little disap-
pointing. For a whole hour we have been here and we
have looked at only rhree questions and I think that
1 SeeAnnex of9.3.1983.
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now, Mr President, we should stick rc tradition and
move on to the questions put to the Foreign Ministers.
Ve have half an hour, honourable Members, and
tradition, whether you like it or not, demands that we
respect the regulation 
- 
one hour for questions to [he
Council and half-an-hour for questions to the Foreign
Ministers, Mr President, please would you move on to
Question No 27?
President. 
- 
Mr Galland, because of the announce-
ment of the subjects for topical and urgent debate, we
began late. I therefore propose that we take Mr
Isradl's question and then move on to Question
No 27.
Mr Genscher, Presidentin-Ofice of the Council' 
-(DE) The Council believes that it is not entitled to
comment on the reasons that have so far prevented the
United Kingdom from panicipating in the exchange
rate and intervention mechanisms of the European
monetary system.
Mr Isra€l (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President-in-Office of
the Council, the Council, the supreme body of the
Communiry, is responsible for implementing all our
common policies, including the EMS. Do you not
think it would be a good thing for the EMS if the
United Kingdom joined it, panicularly since sterling
does not seem to be srong enough at the moment?
Vould not sterling gain from joining the EMS and
would not Europe, whose interests it is your duty to
defend, also gain?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The Council has not yet
formed an opinion on this subject. If you ask the
Council President personally, all I can say is that the
more countries that belong to the EMS, the better we
would like it.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office of
the Council accept that in fact Britain is a member of
che European monetary system insofar as it contributes
its reserves to back the ECU, participates in setting the
value of the ECU, and because the Finance Ministers
regularly consult together, in an active way, on econo-
mic and financial management?
\7ould he funher accept that many of us on this side
of the House look forward eagerly to the day when
Britain does in fact participate in the exchange rate
mechanism as well?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The quesdon is how the
United Kingdom is to panicipate in the exchange rate
mechanism, and I would, of course, if you are asking
me personally, welcome it.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) I take it for granted
that you would personally favour Britain's joining the
EMS. But I wonder whether the Council, as the
Council, does not have an opinion on why a Member
Smte of the Community is not participating in this
imponant aspect of the Community and how long this
can go on. Are you saying that the Council is so indif-
ferent that it has not formed an opinion on this ques-
tion?
Mr Genscher,- (DE) The United Kingdom must, of
course, decide for itself whether and when it can pur-
sue an exchange rate policy that meets the require-
menm of the European monetary system. It is not sim-
ply a question of yes or no. Britain must actually be in
a position to pursue an exchange 'rate policy of this
kind. If you now ask me whether the Council can
express a uniform view on this matter, I would ask you
to imagine the situation in the practical terms of a
country 
- 
any country: let us not relate it specifically
to the United Kingdom 
- 
which evidently believes
that it does not yet meet these requirements.
Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams (ED). 
- 
!7'ould the Presi-
dent-in-Office not agree that it is almost impossible
for sterling to be pegged against the Deutschmark
until there is an absolutely free and united capital mar-
ket between London and Frankfurt thereby, in effect,
creating a Community market for capital instead of
individual financing centres'where market conditions
are not always the same? Vould he, therefore' accePt
that the way forward towards a European monetary
system is to work for a united European market for
capital, and that Frankfun and London might well be
the pioneers in implementing the Treaty in that res-
pect?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) I do not think we should over-
look the fact that other currencies panicipate even
though the capital market you are suggesting does not
exist. Nevenheless, I say again that it is for the United
Kingdom itself to decide whether it meets the require-
ments for full participation in the mechanism.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) I am somewhat disap-
pointed with your answer about your concern to see
the United Kingdom join the EMS. I think everyone
has an interest in this.
You yourself have just been brilliantly re-elected in
your country and I am very pleased about this.
Throughout his campaign, Mr Kohl made very pro-
European speeches 
- 
which means that your voters
have given you the job of defending the idea of
Europe and, therefore, European monetary integra-
don. This means that you have an additional duty . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Herman, you must put a question,
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not make a speech.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) If the honourable Member was
going to ask whether the Federal Chancellor, having
been pro-European before the elecdon campaign, wil
now continue to be pro-European, my answer is an
unconditional yes.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
Even if rhey have nor dis-
cussed it now, will rhe President-in-Office undenake,
rc hold a discussion on rhis marrer in the Council of
Ministers and to point our to the United Kingdom
Governmenr that now is a very opporrune time for the
United Kingdom and sterling ro enrer the exchange
rate mechanism of the EMS because it would result in
the abolition of MCAs, somerhing which is always a
drag on the Communiry budget, and would, inciden-
tally, probably srop smuggling on the Irish border?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) I have listened very closely to
the views which have been expressed in the ,a.ious
questions pur here, and I shall bring these views to rhe
attention of rhe Council without delay.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Am I to understand
from the answer the President of the Council gave Mr
von der Vring that rhe Council forms an opinion only
when it is clear from the ou6et rhar a unanimous view
will be adopted, even rhough the Treaties do nor pro-
vide for the unanimity rule in the formarion of opi-
nions?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) No, thar is not the inference to
be drawn from what I said.
President. 
- 
!fle rurn now ro rhe quesrions addressed
to the Foreign Minisrers.
Quesdon No 27 by Mr Flanagan (H-675/82):
\flill rhe Foreign Ministers inform the European
Parliamenr why at its recent meeting in Denmark
it failed ro srare unequivocally im disapproval of
the suppression of Solidarity in Poland and failed
to provide even moral support. to the polish people
in their hour of need?
Mr Enright (S).- On a point of order Mr presidenr.
'S7'e now appear rc have only twenty minutes left for
this pan of Question Time. \flill you in fact be extend-
ing the sitting?
President. 
- 
No, Mr Enright, we shall finish punc-
tlually at 8 o'clock, and I would ask you, in order not
to waste any more time, not to make any funher com_
ments.
Mr Genscher, President-in-Office of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) k irs meering in Copenhagen on 3 and
4 December 1982 the European Council discussed the
latest developmenrs in Poland and norcd with regrer
that the free Polish trade union Solidarity had bien
disbanded. Since 13 December 1981, the day on which
martial law was imposed in Poland, rhe Foreign Minis-
ters of the Ten have repeatedly assured the Polish peo-
gl.e of the sympathy of the European Community.
They will conr.inue ro do so and to act accordingly.
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
Firsr of all, was the atdtude
of the Council in December 1982 sent forward for
notation or was it not? Secondly, at that time was it
not quite clear to the Foreign Ministers that the mas-
ters of Poland were going to insist on escalating their
destrucrive racrics in regard to Solidarity, and was it
not highly predictable, therefore, that what is now
happening there and what is going ro happen in the
furure should ar leasr have been the subjeCrof a posi-
tive note of protest ro rhe relevant authorities?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) The European Council gave
expression in Copenhagen ro rhe moral suppon foi the
Polish people which it considered necessary and right.
It in fact acred as you would have expected.
Mr Fich (S). 
- 
(DA) Regarding the situation in
Poland, I should like ro ask Mr Genscher, as spokes-
man for the ten Foreign Ministers, wherher the sanc-
tions againsr the Soviet Union, discussed by the rcn
foreign ministers just before Christmas and since
adopted pursuanr to Article ll3 of the Treaty of
Rome, are also applicable in Denmark after 1 March,
or whether Denmark is exempt from the sanctions at
the present time.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) That is, of course, the case.
'!/hat is essenrial, however, is that appropriate action is
in fact raken.
President. 
- 
Question No 28 by Mr Moreland (H-
6e8/82):
\7ill the Foreign Ministers make representarion ro
the Government of Grenada as regards its policy
on human rights and its reladonship with th!
Soviet Bloc and, if necessary, freeze Communiry
aid to Grenada?
Mr Genscher, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) In rheir relarions with Grenada the Ten
will continue ro take account of all relevant polidcal
factors, including the question of human righm.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
I am grateful to the presi-
dent-in-Office for that co--..rt because of rhe ser-
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ious situation in Grenada in which people are being
locked up and so on.
Can the President-in-Office give us some assurance
that although it would be totally wrong to stop Com-
munity aid to Grenada which is being used to further
the genuine interesrs of the populadon of Grenada, rhe
President-in-Office would step in and try to stop aid
from the Community, such as the possible aid to an
airport in Grenada, which was clearly being used rc
support the Government of Grenada and its political
interests ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I believe that in cases like this
it is very imponant for the emphasis to be placed on
direct aid to the people.
Mr Fich (S).- (DE) Quite simply, I did not under-
stand the answer I got from Mr Genscher a moment
ago. Mr Genscher said:'It is clearly the case'. But I
did not undersmnd what was clearly the case. Is Den-
mark as of now committed ro the sanctions againsr thi
Soviet Union or not?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) I did nor use rhe expression
'clear case'. I said that it is essential for the same rhing
to be done in the various counrries. Naturally, there is
validity in principle.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Does the President-in-Office
consider that EEC Member States are prepared to
tolerate continued disregard for human rights by ACP
States and will he ensure rhar respecr for human rights
is incorporated in the next Lom6 Convention negoria-
tions ?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) There can be no question of
tolerating violations of human rights. Tolerating them
would mean putting up with them with approval. Ve
cannot approve of violadons of human rights. That
applies ro any country. Ir applies regardless of its polit-
ical system, and I believe we always and everywhere
insist on respecr for rhe principles of the UN Charter
on human rights.
As you know, the question of rhe inclusion of such
provisions in the Lom6 Convention is causing our
partners a great deal of difficulty because they are
concerned that such provisions might amount to inter-
ference in their internal affairs. This is certainly not
the case. Ve have no intention of doing that, but this
concern is nevenheless felt.
I believe the individual Member States of the Euro-
pean Communiry and the Community as a whole
would be well advised ro use the most promising
method in each case [o ensure respect for human
righm in the various countries. The situation varies
from one counrry to anorher. Success in this matter
will require extreme caution on many occasions.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) First of all I hope that
this time you will allow the President-in-Office of the
Council to reply since I do not intend to raise the mat-
ter of Greek withdrawal from rhe EEC, but to speak
about the Caribbean.
I would like to ask the President-in-Office of the
Council of Foreign Ministers meering in Political
Cooperation if he would be willing to put what he said
in reply to the questioner into practice in his own
country, given that rhe Federal Republic of Germany
is one of the main trading parrners of the Soviet Union
and a counry in which human rights are contravened
because of the Berufsverbor.
Mr Genscher.- (DE) The principles which I have
just said underly effons rc safeguard human rights in
any country of this world also apply, of course, ro our
relationship with the Sovier Union. I said that the same
goal may be achieved by quite different means in the
various cases. I do not know if that answers your ques-
tion. I must definitely reject any suggestion that refer-
ences I have made to my own country meant that
human rights were nor respected there. But I am sure
that is not what you meanr since you know that that is
not the case in the Federal Republic.
President. 
- 
Since I understand both languages, Mr
President, I can assure you that you correctly under-
stood the quesrion.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) Then I hope thar this time I
have succeeded in giving rhe honourable Member a
satisfactory answer.
Mr Brok (PPE). 
- 
(DE) As the President-in-Office
of rhe Council has said rhat aid to Grenada is rc
depend on respecr foi human rights and on the aid
being of direct benefit to the people, I should like to
ask once again whether rhe Council will be consider-
ing the Commission's proposal that aid should be
provided for the consrrucrion of an airport of a size
that is obviously not intended for tourists but as an air-
craft carrier on rhe route to sourhern Africa.
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) I can assure the honourable
Member that tue shall cenainly follow his suggestions
and consider whether these resources will be used for
other than the intended purpose.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) Can the Presidenr-in-
Office of the Council perhaps inform us which other
country in the region in which Grenada is situated has
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had more consultation of its citizens on the spending
of budget monies than is common in the democratic
government of Grenada.
Mr Genscher . 
- 
(DE)The President-in-Office of the
Council cenainly does not have any right to make
comparisons of various counries, even within a given
region. It is our task to consider the foreign relations
of the Member States of the Community, which enmils
our expressing our view on the situation in a given
country but not on the situation in one country as
compared with another. If I staned doing that, I
would think of countries whose names you might be
less willing to hear than the answer you were expect-
ing here.
President. 
- 
Question No 29 by Mr Balf.e (H'7ll/
82):
In response to my question (H-554/82)1 asking
whether the Foreign Ministers were aware of any
European countries other than the United King-
dom where plastic bullets are in use, the Foreign
Ministers stated that European political coopera-
tion 'does not cover the internal affairs of indivi-
dual member counries'.
Are the Foreign Ministers aware that there are
almost twice as many European countries outside
the Common Market as there are within it and
that in the past Foreign Ministers have frequently
passed comment on the internal affairs of indivi-
dual European countries, for example, Poland and
as it is understood that rubber bullets have been
used in Switzerland, will the Foreign Ministers
condemn this violation of human rights with the
same vigour that they have demonstrated with
regard to other countries?
Mr Genscher, President-in-Off.ce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(DE) The Foreign Ministers of the Ten have
not discussed this question. I cannot therefore express
an opinion on it.
Mr Balfe (S). 
- 
Do you not regard it as strange that
a Community which is able rc give opinions on every
other subject and every other country in the world
appears unable to turn its attention to what is going on
within Europe, both Community Europe and the other
parts of Europe? I am quite sure that if the rubber bul-
lets used in Switzerland were being used in the Soviet
IJnion or in Poland, we would have many comments
to make on them.
\7ill the Foreign Ministers meeting in polidcal cooper-
ation review their policies for deciding which ques-
I Verbatim Repon of Proceedings of
sional edition).
tions are and which are not admissible, and will they
condemn the use of plastic bullets as an inhumane
method of police control?
Mr Genscher.- (DE) I am not quite sure whether
this question really comes under the heading of EPC.
I do not want to evade the question as such, but I do
not think I can give an answer because the Foreign
Ministers have not discussed it.
Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). 
- 
(DE) As the President-in-
Office has said that the Council has not considered
this matter and consequently cannot give an answer,
may I request that we now go on to the next question.
If the President-in-Office of the Council says that he
cannot give an anss/er, that is an end to the matter.
That is the way it is in every parliament.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) I think we have to go on
discussing this matter, Sir, for we have two hypotheses
- 
either the Council is unable to reply and the ques-
tion has to be taken off the agenda in due course to
respect the digniry of the Assembly or it feels it is not
in a position to reply, but we go on discussing, because
the item is still on the agenda. Ve must be serious
about this!
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
\7ould the President-in-Off-
ice not agree with me that decisions as rc the use of
plastic bullets in Norhern Ireland and indeed any
other decision relating to the internal administration
of Norhern Ireland would be regarded by the Foreign
Ministers and the Council as a matter for the United
Kingdom Government?
Mr Genscher. 
- 
(DE) At all events, it does not come
under European Polidcal Cooperation.
Mr Enright (S).- \7ould the President-in-Office not
agree that, in fact, a far greater violation of human
rights is the failure of the North to stop the South
starving, Mr Moreland's attempt to import into Gren-
ada an East-\7est conflict and our failure to feed the
starving people of Vietnam? Is it not scandalous that
the President-in-Office of the Council has given us
totally unsatisfactory and completely ignorant answers
on all those questions?
President. 
- 
I have to point out that Mr Blumenfeld's
remark s/as not so irrelevant after all since the ques-
don which Mr Enright has just put had, God knows,
nothing direcdy to do with the topic under discussion.
Mr Genscher.- (DE) The House has the sovereign
right to put questions which im Members believe
15.12. 1982 (provi-
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should be put, and if your view 
- 
a view which I
would also share 
- 
is that need in the Third \7orld
should be one of the problems on which we should
focus our attention, it would undoubrcdly take up the
whole of Question Time. But other questions have to
be considered during Question Time. It is not for me
to criticize this.
You cenainly cannot claim, however, that answers
given correctly m questions pur correcrly bear witness
to ignorance because the questions concern matters
which may seem less imponant to you 
- 
and I say
again, rightly so 
- 
than others. You have to agree on
that among yourselves in Parliament. The President of
the Council would not like to interfere in such mar-
ters.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President it is not yet 8
o'clock. My point of order is to challenge your own
chairmanship of this Question Time. As one who
regularly panicipates you reached a pathetic number
of questions by not following precedents and, in the
case of the Foreign Ministers, you only reached three.
You have changed a rule of this House which is that
not more than one from each group shall speak into a
new rule, that at least one from every group musr
speak on all questions and, on some occasions, such as
Question 5, you took three from the Conservatives . . .
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, I am stopping you there.
You are not putting a point of order. You have asked
to speak to show how clever you are. I forbid you ro
speak. Moreover, Annex I of the Rules of Procedure
gives me the right to exercise the presidency as I see
fit. Please do not give the microphone ro Mrs Ewing.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) I hesitate to cut across
the bows of alady in rhemrical flight, but your word is
law, Mr President, and you have given me the floor,
and so I ask Mr Genscher in passing whether he could
not tell us for which unsatisfactory answers he consi-
ders himself responsible and for which not, and then
our next question time can run considerably more
smoothly.
President. 
- 
The first pan of Question Time is
concludedl.
(Tbe sitting was closed at I p.*.I
See Annex of 9. 3. 1983.
Agenda for next sitting: see Minures.
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(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)l
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, on the agenda I
was told by the chairman of my group last night that a
motion for urgency on [he dumping of alcohol was
considered by the Bureau and that it was decided rc
take it in joint debate with the Dalsass report. Now
there is nothing on the agenda to indicate that such a
joint debate is taking place. I wonder whether it is an
accidental omission or whether there is some misun-
derstanding on this matter?
President. 
- 
Mr Clinton, with regard to this matter I
have just been told that it was discussed at the meeting
of the political group chairmen, which I did not
attend, and that it was decided that it would not be
taken in a joint debate. You are no$/ asking that this
should be done. Is that what you want?
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, if I could further
clarify the position. Vhat I was told by the chairman
of our group was that it was discussed at the Bureau
meering and it was decided that it was not necessary to
have it as an urgent procedure item and that it could
be discussed in a joint debate with the Dalsass report.
Now there is no mention of it at all in relation to the
Dalsass report on the igenda. That is the point I am
raising and would like clarified.
Mrs Ewing; Mr Tugendbat; Mr Paisley; Mr
Muntingh; Mr Protopapadakis; Mr Hutton;
Mr Prooan 122
11. Indicator substance in milh 
- 
Report (Doc.
1-117t/52) by Mr Diana:
Mr Diana; Mr Burke (Commission); Mr
Wmimmen
12. Votes:
Mr Alaoanos; Mr Proaan; Mr Muntingb;
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Annexes:
Mr Cbambeiron; Mr Bournias; Mr Kyrhos; Mr
Albers; Mr Ziagas; Mr Gouthier; Mr Ephremi,dis;
Mr Saby; Mr Forth; Mr Balfour; Mr Kyrkos
President. 
- 
Mr Clinton, Mr Vinci, who attended the
Bureau meeting, has just informed me that the matter
was not discussed in these terms. You have been misin-
formed therefore. However, if you wish to follow up
your request, then I shall get in touch immediately
with the Bureau to see to it that the House can take a
decision on this matter when we discuss the motions
for urgent procedure at 3 p.m. this afternoon. The
plenary Assembly always has the final say in such mat-
rcrs and is perfecdy free therefore rc decide to have ajoint debate. I note your request therefore and shall
also discuss it with Mr Barbi, the chairman of your
group, who will be at the Bureau meeting that is to be
held shonly. Ve shall take your remarks into account
and shall do our utmost to come up with a solution to
this problem. The final decision, however, lies with the
House.
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, I would like to
support Mr Clinton, because I think that if there is an
urgent resolution that comes forward then it should be
possible for Parliament, when having a debate on a
certain sub.iect, to subsume along with that debate
anything else like this that comes along. I would
srongly support Mr Clinton in what he is trying to
aihieve, namely, to save Parliament a great deal of
time.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen,'as you can see,
we have a certain amount of confusion here, because
we have not been clearly enough informed with regard
to the decisions taken by the political group chairmen
when the agenda was being discussed. Obviously, I
could not atrend that meeting, so that I can not give a
decision here and now on this matter that we are dis-
cussing. I would ask those concerned with the Bureau
meeting rc bring up this matter with the President.
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President
You will then get a clear answer this afternoon. I shall
also take note of Mr Provan's remarks.
Mr Provan. 
- 
I agree with you entirely, Mr Presi-
dent. But does the point not arise that we may well
have debated the Dalsass repon before you ger a deci-
sion? That is surely the crux of the problem. Ve are
likely to debate the Dalsass report, I would have
thoughq at about 10.30 or 11 o'clock this morning.
President. 
- 
The President will shortly be opening the
Bureau meeting. I am also going there at 10 a.m. In
the meantime, we shall get in touch with rhe Presidenr
to acquaint him with the request just made by Mr
Clinton and Mr Provan, which is probably supponed
by other Members, and to try to work out a solution.
Do please give us a limle time to deliberate on rhe mat-
ter. S7e shall cenainly do so before the Dalsass repon
is called.l
l. Implementing Rale 8 of the Rales of Procedure
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the repon (Doc.
l-1097/82) by Mr Nord, on behalf of the Commitree
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, on rhe provi-
sions implementing. Rule 8 of the Rules of Procedure
(declaration of Members' financial interests).
Mr Nord (Ll, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
subject under discussion this morning has a long his-
tory, even in this House. Since 1974,when the British
Conservatives first raised this issue in this House, pro-
posals have been circulating and reports produced, bur
none have reached the floor of the House until our
Committee on [he Rules of Procedure and Pedtions
drafted this repon for submission.
\Vhy, Mr President, did it take nine years before we
could debate this on the floor of the House? The
reason is that ideas, cusroms and public opinion in this
sphere vary so much in our national parliaments, and
national traditions are yery different. Hence the task
of the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions was to see whether perhaps a little bit of Euro-
pean parliamentary tradition could be created which
might meet with a general coDsensus in this House.
This morning's debate and tomorrow's vote will show
whether our committee succeeded in this task.
If, Mr President, one wants [o creare a litde bit of
European parliamentary tradition, then one should
ideally take the best of whar has been achieved so far
in the Community as a basis. Vith regard m today's
issue, namely, rhe srance Members of Parliament
ought to adopt when wishing to speak in a debate on a
subject of direct financial interest ro rhem, the United
Kingdom in panicular has an excellent tradition here,
namely, that they dechre an interest before they speak
in the debate. !7e thoughr that an excellent cusrom,
and the first pan of our proposals is that this should be
inroduced in the European Parliament. This is taken
up in Anicle 1 of the provisions which we suggesr
should be annexed to our Rules of Procedure. Our
committee's view on that was unanimous. Ve were
not quite all of the same mind on rhe second pan of
our proposals, on the question of whether Members of
Parliament should be obliged to give a written list of
their financial interests. There are two opposing views
on that which can be summarized briefly as follows.
The first view is that Members of Parliament should
be obliged to submit a detailed list in writing of all
financial interests that they or any members of their
families may have. Some Member States have such a
system. This is opposed by others who argue rhat such
information should be private, that we are living in an
age where Members of Parliament are also covered by
legislation to prorecr privacy, that even Members of
Parliament are endrled to their privacy being res-
pected, that in any case this type of information could
be used for polidcal mud-slinging and that therefore
Members of Parliament should not be obliged to pro-
vide this information.
These two opposing views were represented in our
committee, as they have been in this House for the
past nine years. That is why we took rhe following as
our basis in this present proposal. Firstly, there is no
clear European consensus here which enables us to
propose a detailed rule. '$7e must limit ourselves [o a
simple rule which may constirure the beginning of a
European tradition. Secondly, if one insists on talking
about obligations in this area, then such obligations
can only be of a moral nature and therefore any sanc-
tion can only be of a moral or perhaps political narure,
but not of a legal nature. In the lasr analysis it is the
Member himself who must conscientiously .decide
what he has and whar he has nor to declare. If you
accept this, then you must accepr the proposal in our
report. !7e think it normal for a Member of Parlia-
ment to declare his professional interests when he has
professional interests other than those arising from his
being a Member of Parliament. \7e also think it nor-
mal that when he practises other remunerative activi-
ties which he considers relevant 
- 
and I stress which
he or she'considers relevant 
- 
then he should also
declare these. No Member of Parliament should feel
ashamed in any way, and we see no possible reason for
objection to this.
For these reasons, Mr Presidenq after very lengrhy
discussions our commirree has submitted proposals
which we feel should meet with the approval of all
Members of this House. They meet ihe wishes of
many people in a number of our Member States with-
out stripping Members of Parliament of that protec-
tion of their privary to which all citizens, includingI Documenrc received: See Minutes.
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parliamentarians, are entided. On the contrary we
believe that this proposal will have the advantage of
protecting Members from rumours against which they
would have no protection if such a rule did not exist.
Mr President, I shall conclude by expressing the hope
that after so many years of examination and discussion
in committee the House will endorse this proposal.
Then we would have made a stan on creating a gen-
uine little bit of European Parliamentary tradition, and
our committee considers this highly preferable to more
endless rounds of theoretical discussions. !7e think the
time has come to start action and begin with a rule
which will have to find its own way into European
parliamentary life.
(Applause)
Mr Rogers (S). 
- 
Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of the Socialist Group because, as a Vice-Presi-
dent of Parliament, I was responsible on the Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for
dealing with this issue for about 21/z years. Unfonun-
ately, when the proposals that I put forward came in
front of the enlarged Bureau, they were rejected,
although in the committee there was a pretty fair con-
sensus of agreement. I am very pleased that Mr Nord
has now brought this report back and I am quite sure
that the Socialist Group can support it.
The one vinue that Mr Nord's report has at lhe
moment is that ir establishes in princible the idea of a
register of Members' interests. Of course we have to
wait and see what recommendations the Bureau will
eventually come up with, as suggesrcd in Anicle 3.
This article refers to the register, the form of which
shall be determined by the Bureau and which shall be
open to the public for inspection. So what eventually
comes out of the Bureau will be of great interest to us,
and I am quite sure we would want to look at it at that
time. However, as I say, we can support the principle
that is being put forward in Mr Nord's repon, and I
cenainly would accept that one of the difficulties that
my report had in being adopted was that it was too
detailed. In fact, it laid down the rules or propositions
that the Bureau will probably come up with at the end
of the day.
It seems to me rather an arrotance on the pan of this
Parliament 
- 
and I would remind people, when they
go to vote on this issue, that it will be regarded as an
arrogance 
- 
that people belonging to this European
Parliament should be above the position of members
of national parliaments. In the Anglo-Saxon tradition,
in the British Parliament and in the German Bundestag
there is a radition of open declaration of inrcrests. It
is not compulsory, but there is a moral imperative that
lays itself upon Members to do so. However, Members
of these two parliamenm are free to make their regis-
tration in the light of their conscience and in the light
of what they think is relevant. It is not an imposition
on Members, and people register in the United King-
dom and in Germany and in other countries in order
to give themselves the freedom to speak on the issues
that come up in front of the public assembly. It frees
them, as Mr No,rd said, from innuendoes that they
have a vested interest in what they are speaking on.
The register will be quite open and people's positions
will be known. They are aheady known, but what
Members will be doing is declaring it openly so that it
will be available for Parliament.
This is not a restriction upon Members, and that is
why the Socialist Group cannot in any way support
Mr Kallias's amendment which would atrcmpt ib prev-
ent Members from taking pan in a vote if they have a
financial or vested interest in the subject under discus-
sion. This, of course, is an absolute nonsense, that
people should be elected by their electors and then
precluded from voting. It would then also be proper
for the public and the electorate m know exactly u/hat
a Member stands for and what his interests are. They
are known to his immediate electorate, but now they
would be known to the general public. The public
have a right to know. They have a right m know the
interests of their legislators. This afternoon, or when-
ever the vote takes place, I think that the Socialist
Group will be calling for a roll-call vote on this issue.
It will be very interesting to see whether individual
Members of this Parliament have the arrogance to
think that they should have more powers or more
rights or more privileges than the members of their
own national parliaments.
I am very pleased that within this Parliament there are
at least two groups who already operate a voluntary
register. The two groups that I know of are the British
groups 
- 
the British Conservative Group and the Bri-
tish Labour Group. They already operarc a voluntary
register of interests within their groups which is open
and available. In a.debate that took place some time
ago I was very pleased to hear a Member, for the very
first time in this Assembly, preface his remarks by say-
ing 'I have a vested interest in this matter under dis-
cussion'. This record belongs to Lord Douro, and I
would congratulate him on doing it.
So, Mr President, we will be supporting this repon.
Ve will not be supporting the amendm6nts, although I
think most of the Socialist Group may be supponing
Mr Sieglerschmidt's. I think this is a funher weaken-
ing of what is at this stage only a report in principle,
and perhaps it ought to wait until the recommenda-
tions come through from the Bureau. However, that is
my personal view. The Socialist Group will probably
vote for Mr Sieglerschmidt's amendment. I shall be
voting against it.
Mr Malangr6 (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, honour-
able Members, on behalf of the Group of the Euro-
pean People's Party I would like to thank Mr Nord
very much for his answer and for the results of his
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work. I endorse the report as a whole, both the
explanatory statement and the proposals.
The report is a well-balanced one. Its proposals do not
prejudice any national parliamentary customs. It pro-
vides the desired clariry and openness, while at the
same time not allowing for any nosy curiosity. The
report takes adequate account of the concerns of the
public, Parliament and the individual Members. It fol-
lows the right road and enables us jointly to gain
experience in this small area of European parliamen-
ary life. I realize from the discussions that at firsr
sight the proposed provisions of the report could give
rise to misunderstanding. Of course, a Member who
has already entered his profession in the register which
is to be provided need not indicate his professional
interest in the matter in question again before speak-
irg.
For surely we are not suspicious of professional know-
ledge and expenise, but welcome it. So may I direct
your atrention ro rhe final sentence of Anicle 1, which
contains a reference to Anicles 2 and 3, i.e. to declar-
ations already entered in the register.
I ask you to reject all rhe amendmenrs excepr for
Mr Sieglerschmidt's amendment ro Anicle 1, which is
purely an editorial improvement.
Mr Forth (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I am allegedly
speaking on behalf of rhe European Democratic
Group, which in itself is a rare evenr. But I must sdy
immediately that since my group has decided that it
shall have a free vote on this marter, wherher I can
speak on their behalf is an interesdng point. However,
I believe I can say a few words which will gain fairly
general agreement.
I must first pay tribute to Hans Nord for guiding us in
his expert way through this very difficult area. Ve are
very grateful in the Commitree on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions to have had his abilides at our dis-
posal in putting together a very difficult repon in the
light of the factors that he menrioned earlier and the
great diversity of custom and experience across rhe
Member States of the Community in what can be a
fairly delicate marrer. Some of the discussions thar we
had in the committee reflected the sensitivities and
feelings that many colleagues had about this area.
Indeed, since about 7974,when I think one of my col-
leagues, SirJames Scott-Hopkins, first raised this mat-
rcr in this House, we have been rying to find a broad
basis of agreemenr on which to establish some sort of
code of practice and rules in this House on the marrer
covered by the report.
I believe that ir is imponant in a democratic system
that elected Members' inreresrs, and the factors that
can influence rhem, are as clear as they possibly can
be, because rhe electorare, I believe, expect this and in
an era when what is known as open government and
availability of information is on the increase, ir is dou-
bly important that this applies equally to rhe elecred
Members of a House such as this as it does to anyone
else.
You will notice thar this repon was adopted by a very
large margin in the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions. Ve in the committee hoped that
this would reflect a broad basis of support in the
House. I hope that this will prove ro be the case. After
all, when people seek election to office in a democ-
racy, they must. expect that the public and the electo-
rate have a reasonable expectation to know what sort
of influences may be brought to bear on Members'
voting intentions at various times, and this is why I
believe 
- 
and I am sure most of my colleagues will
agree 
- 
that, cenainly as far as the proposed Anicle 1
is concerned, it is only reasonable ro expect people to
declare a direct financial interest when they make a
speech in the House, simply so rhat orher colleagues
and the electorate may know not only what expenise
they might have on the matter but also what influences
may be brought to bear on rheir voting intenrions.
This, I would have thought, should be fairly uncon-
tentious.
\7hat has caused some slight difficulty is whether or
not the register and the matters referred to in Anicle 2
should be compulsory or volunrary. All I would like to
say about that, Mr President, is that if they were left
on a voluntary basis, you would then get a very wide
interpretation of rhis right across the House. Some
people undoubtedly would comply, others would feel
that they did not have to. This, I believe, would sev-
erely undermine the purpose which underlies this
repon and this whole approach. Therefore I would
want to vote for the text as it stands in order to gain a
degree of uniformity of approach which I think is
what we are looking for and what is absolutely essen-
tial.
In conclusion, Mr President, I hope thar the House
will provide a sufficient basis of supporr in our voring
on this matter romorrow ro get this code of conduct
and these rules and these aniclei into our Rules of
Procedure, in order that the House may proceed on
this basis and that we can give the electorare, right
across the Community, a greater degree of confidence
in what we are doing and show that we all have
nothing to hide, as indeed we do nor.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, hon-
ourable Members, a Member of Parliament holds an
important public office. This office imposes obliga-
tions. 1
Nobody is forced ro accepr this office or ro rake on
the accompanying obligations. In the view of the
Socialist Group, one of these obligations is rhat the
Member must be prepared to live in a glass house as
regards his economic situation, or at least as regards
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his earnings. This does not impinge on his personal
life. At least, I do not feel it affects my private life.
As we all know, and as the rapporteur, whom I hear-
tily thank for his repon, has told us, rhis proposal is a
compromise between varioqs traditions and, if I may
keep to the same simile, what it proposes is not a glass
house. It is a house that has several windows, but it
also has quite a few curtains on the window. In this
respect, that is the funhest we are prep.ared to go and
it is what we are prepared to rclerate. But may I say at
once and clearly that if Mr Moreland's amendments
were adopted, we would no longer find the report
acceptable and would vote against it.
A final remark on the two amendments I have tabled,
which are backed by the Socialist Group. The first is
rather more technical. I feel that in this connection it is
better to speak of . . . than of bodies.
The second tries to structure the imponant provision
of Anicle 2(2) of these guidelines more clearly, in
order to establish a certain responsibility on the pan of
the Member, so that if his income from elsewhere, his
non-professional income, exceeds a cenain limit, he
can no longer choose whether to declare his income
but is bound to do so. If he does not fulfil this obliga-
tion, the public will be fully aware of it and take care-
ful note.
President. 
- 
Mr Nord, would you like to say some-
thing by way of reply at this stage?
I^adies and gentlemen, I feel that it is only fair to give
the floor once more to the rapporteur who, as a for-
mer Secretary-General of Parliament, has years of
experience in these matters.
Mr Nord (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, very briefly. I
should like to thank the spokesman of nearly all the
polidcal groups for their support of our proposals.
This debate has shown publicly once more, as we have
known for years in our committee, that attitudes and
traditions in our Communiry differ very much in this
area and that our committee could do little other than
proposing what it has done if it is to meet with a mini-
mum of consensus for the start of a European parlia-
mentary tradition. I have understood from the various
statements that alarge majority in nearly all the politi-
cal 'groups will be good enough to vote in favour of
this repon, and I think this is something to be warmly
welcomed.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken tomorrow morning at 10 a.m.
2. Budgetary poliq'for 1984
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1321/82) by Mrs Scrivener, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets, on the guidelines of the European
Parliament on the budgetary poliry of the European
Communities for 1984.
Mrs Scrivener (L), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
my dear colleagues, in each. of the past several years
the European Parliament has held a general debate on
the guidelines for the budgetary policy of the Commu-
nities for the following year.
This debate has been brought forward this year to rhe
March plenary pan-session to enable the Commission
to take account of Parliament's wishes when drawing
up its preliminary draft budget. These guidelines are
also to serve as pointers for the Council when prepar-
ing its draft. Here we have concrete evidence of Par-
liament's desire to ensure effective coordination
among the institutions throughout the budgetary pro-
cedure.
\7ith your permission, I shall begin with a few general
observations. Let us be realistic. The Communitv can-
not expect to tackle all the problems confroniing it
with a budget representing less than l0/o of its gross
domestic product. It follows that Community mea-
sures should be given prefqrence over national mea-
sures only where they offer the advantages of greater
effectiveness and lower cost. This approach should
help to ensure tha[ available funds are not spread too
thinly. It also follows that action by the Communiry
must be consistent with the policies of Member States,
whether it be taken through measures complementary
to national measures or in the form of Communiry ini-
tiatives as such.
Similarly, the concern for efficacy and consistency
calls for the continued pursuit of the objectives laid
down in the budgets of previous years. In the light of
these considerations the Committee on Budgem has
decided unanimously to propose that prioriry be given
to measures to combat unemployment and the cam-
paign against hunger in the world.
The situation on the labour market dereriorated rap-
idly during 1982 by January 1983 the unemployment
rate had risen above 10% of the workforce, with the
total number out of work standing at 12.4 million,
equivalent to the populations of Greece and Ireland
[ogether. This is an unacceptable situation, and we
must devote all our energies to remedying it.
The campaign against hunger in the world is also a
priority, not only in view of the clear humanitarian
imperatives but also because development in the poo-
rest countries is among the factors conditioning our
own ProsPerlty.
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How, then, are these priorities to be pursued?
In ir effons to combat unemployment, the most effec-
tive policy that the Community can apply at the pres-
ent time is a policy of support for prodr,rctive invest-
ment. It. has to be recognized that the decline in
investment is one of the essential causes of the current
crisis in the Community, since it has meant that part of
the fabric of the productive sysrem has been allowed to
age at a time when internaticinal competition has been
developing. Suppon for productive investment pro-
vides the means of achieving a twofold impact on the
economic crisis, by sustaining demand in the shon
term and by improving the competitiveness of manu-
facturing and service industries in the medium term.
The Community budget should therefore provide
finance for concrete action affording direct and indi-
rect support for investment in both human and econo-
mic resources, using all the budgetary and financial
instrumenm at the disposal of the Community. This
means the development of human resources through
the most strenuous efforts to raise standards of voca-
tional skills among the workforce, equipping workers
to adapt to the technological changes that are cur-
rently taking place. Special emphasis should be laid on
training for young people aged between 15 and 18, for
it is they who smnd in greatest need of vocational
skills.
Secondly, it means provid.ing investment aid to small
and medium-sized businesses, since they employ a
large proponion of the industrial workforce. They
also have considerable capacity for innovation, but it is
also true that many of them are financially vulnerable.
This suppon could be organized through the opera-
tions of the Regional Fund and the lending activities
of the Community and the European Investment
Bank.
Finally, it means support for selected activities which
will have a strong influence on Europe's economic
future: new technologies, innovation, growth indus-
tries, research, energy strategy. These guidelines are
compatible with the Parliament's position as set fonh
in the resolution on the annual economic report
adopted on 19 November 1982. They also coincide
with the views expressed by the Commission, notably
in its communications to the Council of 8 June and
14 October 7982, and by the European Councils, par-
ticularly the one held in Copenhagen last December.
This consistency in the views expressed by the Parlia-
ment, the Council and the Commission augurs well for
the fonhcoming budgeary procedure. Investment aid
to industry, improvement of transpon infrastructures
and development of vocational training are all essen-
tial aims. However, if each is pursued separately from
the others, no lasting solution to rhe employment
problem will be found. Simultaneous concened action
on all three fronts is necessary in order to achieve pos-
itive results. In particular, care must be taken to estab-
lish close coordination between aid to industry and
European Social Fund operations, which are the two
instruments of a single policy.
\flith regard to the developing countries, aid should
not be confined to emergency aid but should seek to
promote self-sufficienry in food, so that training
should be provided locally. This is not merely a
humanitarian aim but one which coincides with the
true interests of the Community.
My dear colleagues, it would be impossible, as you
will appreciate, for me to speak on this report without
referring to [he common agricultural poliry. It is an
essential contributory factor to European integration.
Like it or not, without the common agricultural policy
there would be no Communiry today. It is a wide-
spread misapprehension rc believe that the common
agricultural poliry is responsible for the lack of other
common policies, whereas in fact it is the collective
will to create new policies that is wanting.
This said, it is clear that the efforts made thus far to
achieve savings through tight management and
re-examination of the effectiveness and usefulness of
some of the arrangements must be continued. Mea-
sures to combat fraud and monitoring procedures
need to be strengthened. At the same time, we should
be looking into ways and means of conraining the
development of surplus production.
Before concluding I should like to stress the import-
ance of the December vote on the supplementary
budget for 1982 and the subsequent vote in February
on the supplementary budget for 1983. Parliament
affirmed that the real problems raised by circum-
stances in cenain Member States could not be solved
by ad boc measures adopted outside the framework
provided by Communiry policies. I therefore mke this
opponunity of reminding the Council and the Com-
mission now, at the beginning of rhe budgetary proce-
dure, of the need to adopt the measures required for
the development of clearly defined effective common
policies making for practical solutions to the problems
confronting the Community.
I do not propose to discuss the future financing of the
Community at this stage since, as you know, it is ro be
the subject of a special repon by the Committee on
Budgets.
Concerning the-amendments 
- 
which I have exam-
ined with c re 
- 
I should like to remind the House
that the motion for a resolution before it is concerned
with the general guidelines for rhe 1984 budger. Some
of the amendments are concerned with a later stage in
the procedure, and ir would be preferable in my view
to postpone consideration of them until the appro-
priate time.
Others deal yith subjects already covered in the
motion for a resolution, but in a slightly differenr way.
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Your rapporteur believes that this motion for a resolu-
tion depends for its impact on clarity and precision
and is therefore very concerned that it should not be
lengthened unduly. However, I believe, Mr President,
that I shall have an opportunity to give my opinion on
each of the amendments when the time comes for vot-
ing this evening.
I should like to conclude, Mr President, my dear col-
leagues, by expressing the hope that these guidelines
will enable the Commission to submit a preliminary
draft budget in keeping with the wishes of Parliament
and that this last budget before the next elections 
-and this is a matter of great imponance to us 
- 
will
provide the basis for concrete measures which will
demonstrate to the peoples of Europe that Parliament
is actively pursuing the objective of European integra-
tron.
Mr Herman (PEE). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, my dear
colleagues, on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, deputizing for Mr Giavazzi
who is indisposed, I should like to express supporc for
the general guidelines set out in the Scrivener repofi.
However, we hope that it will be possible for us, with-
out unduly lengthening the text or detracting from its
concision, to introduce a few amendments which, in
our view, reflect the real priorities shared 
- 
for once
- 
by the Parliament, the Council and the Commis-
sion. I refer to use of the economies of scale to be
derived from a true common market.
Ve are all aware of the enormous amount of work
which still needs to be done in order to achieve free-
dom of movement for goods, persons and capital.
Although this is essential to a recovery in economic
growth, and therefore to a reduction in unemploy-
ment, no reference is made to it. !7e nevenheless
believe that this aspect has budgetary implications. It
will be necessary to set aside, not large amounts, but
appropriate budgetary resources for certain measures.
This is the purpose of Mr Giavazzi's Amendment
No 8 to paragraph 2 of the motion for a resolution.
.S7e 
also find that the reference to the financial instru-
ments, calling for a qualitative improvement, is too
modest. It is always desirable to take action to achieve
higher standards of quality, but we believe that there is
also a need 
- 
dictated by the crisis 
- 
for a less mar-
ginal quantitative development, and for new financial
instruments. This view is shared by Mr Ortoli and the
Commission. It must be supported, and this is the pur-
pose of our Amendment No 9.
'$7e also believe that special atrcntion should be paid to
small and medium-sized businesses in investment aid
and support for activities of essential importance to
economic development; this has been the consistent
policy of this Parliament, with unanimous support
from all sides. Ve feel that this can be included in the
text without adding unduly to its length, and accord-
ingly propose Amendment No 7.
!fle also rhink that it would be wrong to depan from
the course set in the previous budget, in which there
was some emphasis on regional poliry and the
Regional Fund. I feel that we must keep to this course,
since regional policies are 
^ 
very useful medium for
tackling various problems of economic development.
This is the intention of our Amendment No 5.
On the problem of agriculture, it is desirable to reaf-
firm the broad principles of the CAP 
- 
of which I am
a strong supporter 
- 
but I believe that we must not
disregard the extremely disturbing problems of surplus
production and the trade war now developing with the
United States. Paragraph 8, which, if I may say so, is a
little bald, could be expanded and made more explicit,
particularly as regards ways of reducing surplus prod-
uction.
You have said that the problem of own resources is to
be the subject of a separate report, but I feel that it
would not be out of place in a document seeking to set
out the broad outlines of Parliament's priorities for the
benefit of the Council and the Commission to make
some mention of this matter, if only a reference to
another report.. The problem of own resources and
how they can be increased is of fundamental import-
ance and cannot be left out of the document that we
have before us today.
Regarding budgetary methods and procedures, our
committee would like to see an examination made of
the problem represented by the multiannual nature of
certain programmes and certain forms of budgetary
expenditure, followed by a proposal from Parliament.
\7e consider that although the principle of annual
budgeting is mandatory and should remain so, addi-
tional arrangements should be introduced to take
account of the many programmes which extend over
several years; there is a problem of continuity when
working with purely annual budgets, and it is impor-
tant ro find more efficient ways of nckling this prob-
lem.
Finally, I think that rhe point should be made that bor-
rowing poliry, which has now developed on a very
considerable scale, should be incorporarcd into the
budget. \fle have the Commission's support in calling
upon the Council to take this action and hope that the
Council will ar lasr agree to do so.
Mr Patterson (ED), drafisman of an opinion for the
Conmittee on Social Affairs and Employment. 
- 
Mr
President, the 1984 budget is bound to be, from the
point of view of the European Parliament, what we in
the United Kingdom would call an election budget, a
budget on which we shall be going to the polls. There-
fore, I think we should be particularly interested on
this occasion in what our voters are looking for. I
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think there can be very little doubt what the voters will
be looking for: they will be looking to the European
Community, in so far as it has an influence on the
matter through the budget, to do something about the
economic crisis and, in panicular, unemployment.
Mrs Scrivener mentioned the fact that there are 12.5
million unemployed in the Community at the moment
and the number is rising. That represents over 100/o of
the registered workforce. Vhat we in the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment would also like rc
point out again is that the rate among young people is
200/o and that this is a figure which has very grave
social consequences, quite apan from anything else.
Like rhe last two speakers, we do emphasize the fact
that the budget cannot be seen in isolation: it is one of
the resources 
- 
only one 
- 
available to the Com-
munity. !7e would make a particular point that on this
occasion a real effon mus[ be made to coordinate
what is done in the budget with what is done in other
spheres, for example, the borrowing and lending oper-
ations and the opening up of the internal market.
In addidon, we also feel that Mrs Scrivener is being
rather weak when she says merely that the budget
must fit in with what the Member States are doing.
The Treaties, after all, do provide for much closer
coordination of the Member States' common policies,
and we believe that the budget must be seen in this
context as well. It must be seen as a positive instrument
and not merely as a negative instrument filling in the
gaps which Member States have left.
Now what are the most useful roles for the budget?
Clearly, we agree with Mrs Scrivener that it must be
cost effective and must enter those areas where com-
mon expenditure would be better than isolated
national expenditures. Ve consider that pilot projects
in the social sphere provide a particularly good exam-
ple of where this expenditure can be more cost effec-
tive. It must reinforce current common policies, pani-
cularly in the labour market, such as the reorganiza-
tion of working time. But we would also emphasize
much more strongly that it must meer [he threat of the
disintegration of the Community by reason of dispari-
ties.
There is a lot of emphasis placed on geographical
regional disparities between poor and rich regions. Ve
would call attention to social disparities as well. I men-
tioned youth unemployment. If the whole youth
generation is turned off Europe and the economy
because it has done nothing to help them, that will
create social disparities of a very grave kind. I may
also mention that of the 12.5 million unemployed
4 million have been unemployed for over a year and so
have no prospect of getting a job largely because they
are untrained. These are rhe kind of disparities which
could cause the disintegration of the Community if
not met.
Mrs Scrivener said that if there were no CAP there
would be no Community. My committee is firmly of
the opinion that the CAP could also cause the disinte-
gration of the Community if it is allowed to swallow
up all the funds available, and that is why we have pro-
posed an amendment suggesting that the Commission
this year must make a special effort to see that the
CAP does not swallow up the funds which are neces-
sary in order to meet the economic crisis which we
face.
Indeed, it means 
- 
it happens to suit Parliament but it
is also economic sense 
- 
a much higher proportion of
the budget systematically being transferred to rhe
non-obligatory sector.
About investment. Capital investment, yes; but the
Community budget can only contribute very margin-
ally ro capial investment. That is a matter for rhe bor-
rowing and lending operations of which the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs spoke. But
in the case of manpower we can do something, and we
are talking about the Social Fund. 'S7e cannor. produce
jobs, but we can train the young people, lhe managers
and those who are long-term unemployed to take up
jobs when the investment in the capital sector becomes
available. That is why we agree very strongly with Mrs
Scrivener that the training of manpower should be a
major priority. But we would go funher; we can pre-
pare and train for the new technologies, but we must
also not forget those who are hardest hit: the handi-
capped, the migrant workers and women. This is an
area where the Social Fund, of course, is imponant.
The Social Fund, therefore, must be expanded ro meet,
the demands upon it. Last year in commitment appro-
priations it rose by 260/o and that means that in this
year, the current year, there will be a disparity
between resources and applications of l2O0/0. The
Commission, we understand, is planning in 1984 for a
30Yo increase in applications 
- 
which is, in my opi-
nion, an underestimate 
- 
which would mean that in
1984 the Social Fund will need 4.800 million ECU
merely to keep pace with rhe demands upon it. This
means, in effect, a doubling of the Social Fund.
'!7e have been asked by the Committee on Budgem to
esmblish our priorities. !7e shall establish our priori-
ties, but we have a difficulty because, of courie, rhe
Social Fund regularion is changing rhis year from the
basis of separate lines for parricular projects ro a com-
pletely new structure. Therefore we cannor at the
moment, until we know precisely what lines the
budget will have, indicarc our priorities in detail.
Of one thing we are cefl.ain, however: if the budget
does not carry our somerhing approaching a doubling
of the Social Fund this year, it will have failed to do
what the vorers are looking for, namely, to meet the
threat of unemployment and the disintegration of the
European Community. That is what I think we want
to impress on Commissioner Tugendhar, namely, that
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the voters are going to be looking in May or June
1984 for real proofs that the Community has done \
something to help them, and we believe the 1984
budget is one of the instrumenrc where we can make a
start.
IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
Mr Tugendhat, Wce President of tbe Commission. 
-Mr President, may I begin by welcoming Mrs Scrive-
ner to the rapponeurship and to say how very much
we in the Commission look forward to working
closely with her. I would also like to congratulate her
on ensuring that this debate on the guidelines for the
budget should be taking place as early in the year as it
is. As she says, it means that the Commission will have
an opportunity to take account of Parliament's views
in setting its own priorities and in drawing up its own
budgetary guidelines. She would, I am sure, agree that
the Commission must maintain its irldependence and
its right of initiative, and therefore when I say tha[ we
will follow closely what is being said here, I cannor
give a guarantee that we will necessarily adopt pre-
cisely what is said, though my experience of parlia-
mentary debates is that there is perhaps likely to be a
somewhat different emphasis emerging from different
speeches from different pans of the House. But at all
events I can assure the rapporteur and the House as a
whole that we will be following very closely what is
said and that we will bear in mind all the various views
that are expressed here when we come to draw up our
budget.
Cenainly, as far as the rapponeur's repon is con-
cerned, there can be very few doubts. It is an excep-
tionally clear, concise and timely document. If every-
thing proceeds with as much clarity from here on, [hen
I think we should have a very businesslike budgetary
procedure.
It will come as a surprise to no one that the report from
the Committee on Budgets suggests that the priorities
Parliament identified for the 1983 budget, the fight
against unemployment and the campaign against hun-
ger in the world, should remain the targets of Com-
munity poliry in connection with the 1984 budget.
Despite the effons that are being made, these prob-
lems remain acute. Thus the Commission wholeheart-
edly suppons the view that effons must be made to
find effective and durable ways of combating unem-
ployment and trying to alleviate the problems of hun-
ger in the world.
So far as unemployment is concerned, productive
investment must be at the heart of the Community
strarcgy. Mrs Scrivener has identified a number of
areas, notably various forms of training, assistance to
small and medium-sized enterprises and support for
certain vital activities such as energy research, rans-
pon infrastructure and various grov/th industries.
Concerning the fight against hunger in the world, the
Commission shares the view that Breat attention needs
to be given to helping the poorest countries to produce
the foods they need. The Commission also recognizes
the reality that lies behind the statement that aid to the
developing countries is not simply a humanitarian ges-
ture but is also essential for the economies of the
industrialized countries. The Commission shares too
the view that structural funds should be directed
towards measures more specifically geared [o the
Community. The Commission has, of course, made
clear its views on the way in which it thinks the
Regional and Social Fund should be developed and
urges the Council to take early decisions with respect
to the tvro proposals now before it. The Commission
hopes that work will soon get under way on a very
recent initiative concerning integrated programmes for
the Mediterranean regions, although the real budget
impact of these programmes would not be felt undl
after 1984.
It would also remind the House that the Commission
expects shonly to come forward with proposals con-
cerning the development of a number of important
directives which are cenral to the Community's cur-
rent actions concerned with agricultural structures.
The House is already aware of the Commission's
views on such important issues as the role a Com-
munity energy strateg'y should play in revitalizing
industry, the continuing need for the restructuring of
the iron and steel industry, the rapid progress to be
made in telecommunications, in research and develop-
ment and transport infrastructure. President Thorn, in
his address to Parliament just a month ago, outlined
the Commission's approach to these and other matters.
The Commission is now actively considering the
budget form it believes these various activities should
mke. This consideration will, of course, be stimulated
through the contributions made by honourable Mem-
bers to this debate.
The House has had an important debate on agricul-
ture earlier this week, and Mr Herman in his interven-
tion a moment ago recalled the relevance of agricul-
ture to the points under discussion here. I, for my pan,
would like to recall that, in conneition with the com-
mon agricultural policy, the report now before the
House insists that action be taken to correct the dis-
ronions arising from surplus production. Here the
House knows the Commission's views which are
clearly set out in legislative form in our proposals for
prices and related measures for the fonhcoming agri-
cultural year. \7e will know Parliament's view on the
need to correct distonions when it votes tomorrow on
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the 1983/84 prices and related-measures proposals. It
will be in rhar vore rhar Parliament acceprs or rejecrs
the opponunity to exercise real influence over the cosr
of the common agricultural policy. All I would add is
that if Parliament does nor support the Commission's
view on the need ro seek effective applicarion of prod-
uction thresholds as well as a sensible prices policy, it
will be too late for complaints to be made in the fonh-
coming budget'procedure that the level of EAGGF
tuarantee appropriations for 1984 is too high or rhar ir
takes too great a proportion of total resources. '$fle
therefore will be looking ar romorrow's vote in con-
junction with the vote in this reporr when it comes ro
getdng a clearer idea of what Parliament's budgetary
guidelines actually are.
On own resources I would like to tell the House rhat
the Commission intends to adopt, a proposal in May,
possibly early in the month. At about rhe same [ime,
according to the pragmatic timetable, the Commission
will have to adopt our preliminary draft budget. The
Commission has noted and agrees with the view of the
Committee on Budgets rhat the presenr imbalances in
the Community budget can only be eliminated by
strengthening and improving Communiry policies and
by the introduction of a more efficient system of
finance. The Commission, of course, looks forward
with considerable interest to hearing Parliament's con-
sidered view on our green paper entitled 'The Future
Financing of the Community'. I garher rhar the rap-
porteur in the Committee on Budgets has thdt work in
hand.
That, Mr President, is really all that I wish to say on
behalf of the Commission at this srage, excepr. to add
the Commission's best wishes to all those who will be
actively engaged in the budget procedure and in parti-
cular, of course, to Mrs Scrivener for the work ro be
done over the coming months. The 1984 budget, as
Mr Patterson'said, will be the lasr complere annual
budget procedure before the nex[ direcr elections. The
Commission looks forward to helping the budget
authorities with their task, so that the budget for 1984
may not only be adopted in time but may really mark a
positive advance for the Communiry as a whole.
Mrs Nicolaou (S).- (GR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Socialisr Group I would
like to make cenain comments concerning the report
by our colleague, Mrs Scrivener, on [he guidelines for
the 1984 general budget of the Communities.
To begin with, allow me ro srress that the debates on
the budgets 
- 
both general and amending 
- 
in the
last few years have raken as a point of depanure the
basic facr that the Communiry's presenr policies can-
not effectively face up to the major problems gener-
ated by the economic crisis, which, as has been
proved, is more an organizational one than the prod-
uct of random events.
Parliament, and in particular rhe Socialist Group, have
throughout these years been in the forefront of effons
and pressures ro develop new common policies.
Unfortunately, however, here we are debating rhe
1984 budget, and not only are we obliged yet again to
move within the restrictive frameworks of existing pol-
icies but we do not even have specific proposals that
outline the future insritutional framework of the Com-
munity with any clarity. However, it must be acknow-
ledged that cenain important steps have been taken,
and the importance of Parliament's self-imposed deci-
sion no longer ro accept ad Doc measures musr be
stressed. This will cerrainly be a serious morive for the
review of the policies, ro bring to an end the transi-
tional period that has lasted for so many years. 'S7e
hope that the 1984 budget will be the last of the rransi-
tional budgets. \7e know rhat the 1984 budget will
again not be reorganized to an exrenr rhar will be able
to cope with the great demands of oirr times. Never-
theless, the debates on rhe 1984 budget, and the spe-
cific choices that will follow them, are sure ro
approach more closely rhan was the case in previous
budgets to the permanent solutions thar will inevitably
have to be promoted during rhe course of this year.
As usual in the present phase, the Scrivener report is a
statement of general principles inrcnded ro serve as a
basis for subsequenr procedures. It should therefore be
judged with this in mind. As is known, the European
economy conrinues along a path of decline and the
problem of unemployment is gerring worse. Specifi-
cally, the forecasts concerning the development of
unemployment in the second half of 1983 are worse
than they have been for a decade. On the other hand,
the level of investment is not even high enough to
cover the necessary replacements, wirh the result that
we are in effect suffering from de-invesrment. Besides,
the Third \7orld debt has reached disturbing propor-
tions. And on top of all this, currenr economic opinion
is divided and nonplussed in the face of the problems
raised by the crisis.
As Socialists, it is natural rhar we are parriaularly sen-
sitive to the problem of unemployment. As a group, we
have in the past never ler slip an opponuniry to take
initiatives in the fighr against unemploymenr, though
unfonunately many of these were not accepted by a
majority of the European Parliamenr. For this reason
we welcome the fact that in 1984, as in 1983, the fight
against unemployment is a prime target. And of course
the fight against unemploymenr musr in the last ana-
lysis mean investment in human resources, material
resources and research. The problem, however, is with
what means these investments are to be promoted, in
which sectors they are to take place, who is to bear the
cost of the investment activiry and how this is to be
distributed in different areas. There is also the problem
of selecting the technologies in which rhe invistments
are to be realized. Even in the l9Z0s rcchnological
advances did away with jobs in some traditional acrivi-
ties but created more jobs in other fields with the
result that the number of jobs overall increased. In
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contrast, in the 1980s it seems likely that technological
advances will lead to a pronounced reduction in the
number of jobs available.
Turning novr to the role of the Community, the Scriv-
ener report correctly points out the need for an effec-
tive common investment policy. However, in outlining
the basic directions of this policy, it steers clear of the
vital issues and confines itself to general points. Ve
know that the Community's resources are limited.
However, we believe that if the Community can coor-
dinate its activities with national activities and extend
their scope with new ideas and programmes, it can
play an important part in the fight against unemploy-
ment. Apart from unemployment, another problem
that should occupy us is that of the regional inequali-
ties within the Community. \(le cannot ignore the fact
that 20 years of Community policies have led to a con-
tinual exacerbation of the inequalities between one
region and another.'S7e would have liked the Scrive-
ner report to be more clear and specific in its attitudes
to this point.
As for the fight against hunger, emphasis must be
placed on improving the conditions of life in the Third
!7orld and on broadening the producdve basis of
those countries. There is no doubt that if the Com-
munity is to contribute effectivily to overcoming the
crisis, but also if it is to ensure its own cohesion and
continued development, sufficient resources will have
to be committed. The Socialist Group is in favour of
increasing revenue by increasing VAT rc more than
1ol0, always providing that this is combined with a suf-
ficient degree of progressiveness in the basis of taxa-
tion and with a correladon of revenue and expenditure
that will ensure fiscal equilibrium, promote a more
balanced development of the various policies and rein-
force the redistributive role of the budget.
Norqrithstanding certain reservations, the Socialist
Group will vote in favour of the Scrivener report.
Please permit me now to make a comment, on my own
behalf. The Scrivener report does not lay sufficient
emphasis on the problem of regional inequalities
within the Community and makes no reference at all
to integrated Mediterranean problems. For this reason
I have submitted relevant amendments. The votes of
the PASOK Members will be guided by the fate of
those amendments.
Mr Adonnino (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, it is becoming the consolidated prac-
tice of this Parliament, at the beginning of the year, to
indicate the guidelines for the Community budget in a
resolution. Our particular budget procedure provides
for the power of decision to be shared between Coun-
cil and Parliament. It seems to me that this year it is
particularly desirable to emphasize this aspect, because
the decisions regarding the 1982 supplementary
budget, which then became l/1983, have clearly
shown Parliament's ability and power to influence,
significantly, Community policies and actions, and to
indicate the best course to pursue for the development
of the Community, even allowing for the difficulties
that the Council, as we know, encounters where tak-
ing decisions is concerned. I think that this should be
said, in recognition to the Commission of the correct-
ness of what Commissioner Tugendhat said a short
time ago: the Commission is undoubtedly autonomous
where its decisions are concerned; and keeps its right
of proposal intact. It is however as well that it should
know the view that Parliament takes, so that this can
be taken into account with a view to the hoped-for
convergence of posidons.
I heard a member emphasize, in my view a little too
emphatically, the fact that we are starting to discuss a
budget that will be an election year budget. From a
pragmatic point of view, the observation is undoubt-
edly relevant. On the political standpoint, however, it
is less relevant, because in my view the citizens who
will be voting in 1984 willjudge the Community and
the Parliament and its members by what they have
been able rc do in the five years of this Parliament's
Iifetime, and not simply by the contents of the 1984
budget, the new features of which, or the abeady
established policies, are in any event the result of the
way we acted over the previous years.
The reference in Mrs Scrivener's report to previous
decisions 
- 
a reference that recurs also in our discus-
sion today 
- 
shows in fact the continuity of this act-
ion and the consistency of approach, which I think can
be summed up as follows.
First: special attention to the most significant problems
of the moment. Hence the underlying theme of our
budget is the crushing, dramatic domestic problem of
gro*ing unemployment, together with the equally
dramatic external problem, the so-called 'world hun-
ger problem', to resolve which 
- 
since it is our duty
to attempt to deal with the former, and our resources
are limited 
- 
we shall cenainly be able to do far less
than we should like.
Second: support for the CAP. Naturally, we too are
convinced, as has already been recalled, that disrcr-
tion, such as is evident in panicular in regard to excess
production and problems related to uncertainties and
errors of management, must be stamped out. Commis-
sioner Tugendhat has said that he awaits tomorrow's
vore on the farm prices with interest, and I hope that
Parliament will make im views clear so that, by apply-
ing this important poliry correctly, it may be possible
to save financial resources that can then be allocated
ro other actions that we are interested in.
Third: the development of policies and actions that
have so far only been applied without much vigour, or
the launch of new policies and initiatives capable of
having some effect on the economic stagnation of the
Community, and of contribudng to the convergence
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of the economic policies of Member States, which is
necessary, and the elimination of the disparity in prod-
uctive capacity and income levels between the various
regions of the Communiry, which is still very great.
Founh: the correction of the financial imbalance 
-this follows on from the previous poinr 
- 
that is
clearly evident berween rhe different countries of the
Communiry, rhus providing considerable new impetus
towards the redistribution of Community resources, a
problem which can no longer be put off by our Com-
munity. All of this, naturally, with an eye ro rhe pros-
pects of enlargement, which will be claiming our
attention in the very near future.
Finally, of course, there is the problem of the proper
management of Community finances.
The Group of the European People's Parry, on whose
behalf I am speaking today, supporrs Mrs Scrivener's
report, and will vote for the resolution. I should like to
thank Mrs Scrivener for the diligence and promptness
with which she has tackled the problems and submit-
ted her proposals to this House today.
Just a few, very brief observations, however: we con-
sider that, for the fight againsr unemployment, the
Social Fund should unquesrionably be used. Since,
however, it is more specifically concerned with voca-
tional training and re-training, we cannor overlook the
need also, on [he same line, for an increase in the
Regional Fund, to stimulate economic revival through
productive investmenr and provide supporr. for the
labour market.
For this reason we also consider that in this connec-
tion the actions of the Social Fund thar should be
given prioriry are those envisaged in Article 5, rather
than those in Article 4. In the same connecrion 
- 
as
other Members have also pointed our 
- 
rhe resolution
must make provision for those inregrated Medircrra-
nean programmes abour which a great deal has been
said and which we hope may be a decisive force in
solving some of the problems of this Community. 'S/e
have in fact pur forward an amendment along rhese
lines so that some specific initiatives may emerge, with
provision for them in the 1984 budget.
\7ith regard to aid for the developing countries, I
should like to recall the difficulry experienced by the
beneficiary countries in absorbing rhe financial
resources allocared ro them, often because of their
structural deficiencies. Special arrention musr rherefore
be directed ro a betrer distribution of resources, to be
used above all for the serrint up of effective strucures.
Similarly, where food aid is concerned, the quesrion of
diversificarion of products that has already been
referred to on other occasions also needs tackling
vigorously.
Ladies and genrlemen, we agree on the imporrance of
aid rc small and medium-sized enrerprises, and the
broadening of the prices policy of the Communiry. I
should only like to recall that we have put forward
amendments to correct the way the emphasis 
- 
per-
haps unintentionally 
- 
is placed in Mrs Scrivener's
resolution, where the fight against fraud and wasre is
concerned. \7e should like this to be taken as a general
commitment of the Community encompassing all poli-
cies, all expenditure, and not only those connected
with agricultural policy.
These then are rhe lines along which, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the Group of the European People's Party will
vote to supporr rhe resolution put forward by Mrs
Scrivener, wirh the hope that those for whom these
guidelines are intended 
- 
the Commission in rhe first
place, and then the Council 
- 
may accepr it and may
thus, together with Parliament, provide a considerable
boost to the growth of rhe Communiry, rhrough the
Community's budger.
Mr Balfour (ED).- Mr President, Parliament is for-
tunate to.have found yet again a clear-headed budger
expert as its rapponeur. I7e in this group look forward
very much to working wirh her.
I happen to agree, and so does my group, with rhe
priorities she has pur before us. They are of a general
nature, but she has been extremely precise. She calls
for investment support ro suengthen the competiwe
position of enterprises. Surely this is right if we are
pushing for the long-term viabiliry of jobs and invest-
ment 
- 
investment in training, re-training, re-deploy-
ing manpower. Surely it is the right priority if we are
trying to move rowards a proper use of public funds.
She calls for a boost ro productive invesrmenr, particu-
larly that which is directed rowards rhe real job and
wealth crearors 
- 
the small companies. This is the
right prioriry. She calls for funher supporr of new
technologies and innovarion, and in the 1980s how can
we forget that? She has not forgorten aid to rhe devel-
oping world, but rightly emphasizes that the precondi-
don for all this is to make our economy srrong and our
jobs secure and productive.
Paragraphs 6 and 7 remain ro be seen in the light of
what this Parliament does this week on agricultural
prices. Commissioners 
- 
nor only Mr Tugendhat 
-find it increasingly difficult to be polite to ihis House
about the inconsistent arrirudes which we have
adopted when we speak wirh our budget hat and when
we speak on agricultural prices.
I am glad that our rapporreur, in her guidelines, has
called for berter controls and monitoring procedures.
Let us try and achieve that kind of objective when we
vote with our agricultural hat!
She calls for a correction of the disconions created by
surplus production. I happen ro represenr a predomi-
nantly agriculrural constituenry, and in their inte;ests
this House musr exercise responsibility and self-res-
traint.
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As regards paragraph 8, I hope Mrs Scrivener will
allow me to explain my reasons for seeking to make a
slight modification of her texr. My reasons are rhese;
quite rightly, she seeks to ourlaw juste retour; quite
rightly, she wants to insist that we strengthen Com-
munity policies and that this is the only road ahead. So
why do I seek to amend thar paragraph? It is not
because we like the concept of juste retour. Y,lhat we
want to do is to isolate the worst kind of juste retour.
'We want to define the worst abuse of that concept.
Ve do not believe rhat everyone in the Community
who pays his or her Community tax should take that
amount home. Indeed, I would like to feel that Com-
munity citizens resident in my country may one day
aspire to be so strong as to be the only contributors to
the Community budger
\7hat I think we would like is to see others prepared
to state publicly that they accepr and will push for pol-
icies from which they and their consriruenrs are nor
likely rc benefit. Unless we have that, then we have
not understood the worst excesses of juste retour. So
what we wairt is greater fairness. 'S7e know this will
come and we know it needs time. Ve may need to
consider interim arrangemenrs, and if we do, we know
exactly how to jusrify them. S7e know ex'actly how ro
force Member States and members of Council to do as
we please. Yes, this House will give its response ro Mr
Tugendhat on the new diversified own resources of
the Communiry when we consider his preliminary
draft budget, and my group will be putting forward its
own views on thar. Essentially, we are pleased ro nor.e
that the Commission accepm rhar there can be no
future in developing new policies, in expanding the
Communiry's own resources, unless, for the first time,
the Communiry begins to push for a greater degree of
fiscal equiry and more fairness in the system.
I therefore ask Mrs Scrivener and those members of
the Committee on Budgets who are here 
- 
and I see
their faces around me 
- 
m do everything possible
with us to help the Commission find a solution 
-short-, medium-, long-term 
- 
ro rhe budgetary imbal-
ance. As spokesman for my group, it is pointless for
me to make a speech in this House and fail ro poinr
out the absolute imponance to us of finding a solution
to this running sore in the relationship between those
who sent us here and the instirutions of the Com-
munity. \Vhy do we need this so badly? It is because
we are convinced of one thing 
- 
thar unless we share
the financing burdens more fairly, the willingness to
make progress and the willingness to believe in rhe
goodwill of the Community will be missing. If then I
come and ask for more balance, more fairness and
more equity. . .
(The President arged the speaker to conclude)
. . . If we push for more fairness, I hope Mrs Scrive-
ner's reply to us will nor be, 'yo:u want juste retour and
that is bad.' Because I fear that that may be the res-
ponse, I have taken the libeny of suggesting a small
amendment, which seeks to re-define juste retoar and
its worst excesses. Let us see if we can start with that
as progress for 1984.
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President there is
one thing that must be said clearly and said now,
regarding the budget guidelines for 1984: the decision
taken by our Committee on Budgets to maintain as its
primary objective for 1984 the fighr against unemploy-
ment, cannot and must not remain, as was the case last
year, a pure and simple declaration of intent.
I should like to recall, Mr President, thar, apart from
an increase of relatively small dimensions in the Social
Fund, very little was provided for in rhe 1983 budget
to give any real substance to the fight against unem-
ployment. The 'reflation' of the Social Fund is in fact
only a form of aid or, in other words, an attempr to
alleviate social stress, if ir is not accompanied by spe-
cific measures for rhe crearion of new jobs.
\fle consider that the general economic 
. 
situation
makes it essential 
- 
even more so than last year, if
that is possible 
- 
for rhe 1984 budget to show that
there is a genuine Community industrial srraregy ro
stimulate and suppon rhe measures rhat Member
States must take in order to absorb their unemployed.
President Thorn rcld us, during the last session of Par-
liament, that the Commission had decided 
- 
rhese are
his very words 
- 
to give 'absolure priority to making
the fight against unemployment and the decline of
industry more effective'. '!(i'e share rhis aim, and that is
the reason why we consider rhaq far from remaining
an expression of intent, it must instead find concrete
application in the 1984 budget.
Of course, Mr President, .we are aware of the obsra-
cles, and even the resisrance, rhat will lie in the way of
any strategy of support for producrive investment, and
we are also aware of how difficult the quest for agree-
ment betveen States may be, from the moment a con-
crete attempt is made to define specific measures in
this field.
Nor do we believe that the Commission can offer any
miraculous solutions, or carry out impossible and use-
less 'flights of fancy'. Ve think only rhat, in the preli-
minary budget for 1984, the Commission can and
must introduce precise measures that will start to make
'the fight against unemployment' a concrere reality,
instead of its remaining an empty politician's catch-
phrase.
Vhat is more, Mr President, rhe points that will come
out during the debate pn employmenr nexr sitting can
only be along these lines, that is to say, urging both
Commission and Council to implement a genuine
poliry for the revival of productive investmenr rhat will
result, amongst other things, in the creation of new
jobs.
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To put it briefly we believe that the 1984 budget
should implement new lines of intervention 
- 
and I
emphasize 'nsql' 
- 
to activate and support a policy
for the revival of the European economy 
- 
so far,
that is, as this can realistically be achieved at Com-
munity level. That is why we do not expect the indica-
tions given by President Thorn regarding the determi-
nation to revive the economy of the Communiry, and
regarding a new strategy for European indusry and
new ow'n resources, to remain mere statemenm of
principle and sops to troubled consciencesl we expect
them to become a decisive commitment in the 1984
budget.
Of the many indications given to us by the Commis-
sion recently I would like to take two in particular,
regarding the 1984 budget: on the one hand, the need
for that budget to make adequate provision (by ade-
quate, Mr President, I mean significant on the finan-
cial plane) for the provisions of loans by the Com-
munity, as an essential aid rc the promotion of prod-
ucrive investment both in those sectors that are in
difficulry, and in key sectors where development is
necessary; and on the other hand, the need for this
budget to make a smn with the implementation of the
integrated Mediterranean programmes, as a contribu-
tion to the maintenance and development of essential
productive activities in areas of the Community that
have not only recently got into difficulty.
In conclusion, Mr President, we should like the new
emphasis that this Chamber has noticed on the Com-
mission's part to find expression in a brave initiative,
that will make the 1984 budget the first testing bench
for a strategy for the revival of production that will
oblige the Council of Ministers to face up to its res-
ponsibilities, and so make possible those firm steps for-
ward that are more than ever necessary today, for the
revival of development throughout Europe.
Mr Louwes (L).- (NL) Mr President, on behalf of
my political group, but especially on my own personal
behalf, I should like to congratulate Mrs Scrivener on
her punctuality in submitting these guidelines to the
Committee on Budgets, on their hardly being
amended during discussions there and on their being
presenrcd to this plenary part-session in March for
debate. This gives the Commission ample time to take
Parliament's wishes into consideration when drawing
up the preliminary draft budget for 1984.
Vhile on the subject of the Commission, Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to express my appreciation of Mr
Tugendhat's warm welcome for the guidelines. But I
regret to have to say, and I think I do so on behalf of
my political group, that the last pan of his statement
did not meet our expectations and that he was riding
the two familiar English hobby-horses. The first one is
- 
this is gradually becoming somewhat monotonous,
but I shall mention it just the same 
- 
the so-called
imbalances in the budget. This is coming to be quoted
so often here that one is almost tempted rc believe it.
The second hobby-horse is, of course, the costliness of
the agricultural poliry. This is nothing new from the
lips of our Commissioners and. Members from the
United Kingdom, but I wish to distance myself specifi-
cally from this and state that I think that our rappor-
teur's approach to the agricultural poliry in para-
graphs 6 and 7 is much better balanced. This merely as
a comment on the Commissioner's statement.
'!/e 
also recognize the need for continuity from year
to year in Parliament's priorities. !7e in our group
fully endorse the frist priority, unemployment, and the
following almost equal one, hunger in the world. S/e
particularly welcome the breath of fresh air in this
report. Not only that, but it is also liberal. It stresses
qualiry above quantity. It emphasizes productive
investment, especially in people 
- 
and I think this is
very important 
- 
but also, of course, in material
goods, in innovation and in increasing the competi-
tiveness of our firms, and 
- 
.what we particularly
appreciate 
- 
it emphasizes the imponance of these
investments in helping the small and medium-sized
firnis which, as we all know, are the biggest creator of
employment in the Communiry's industrial life.
\fle totally support. paragraph 8 on Community financ-
ing and reject any infringment of the Community
nature of this financing. I can assure my colleague, Mr
Balfour, that I speak for my group when I say that I
listened to his call for greater fairness with great reser-
vation. I have just said in reply to the ,Commissioner
that one hears so often about imbalances that one runs
the risk of believing what one hears so repetitively but
unjustifiably. But otherwise I am happy to leave it to
the rapporteur to answer Mr Balfour's points.
I wish to urge Parliament not to overencumber with
specific wishes or demand too much demil of Mrs
Scrivener's report at this juncture. I felt that Mr Pat-
terson had akeady staned to do so on behalf of the
Commitree on Social Affairs and Employment. I think
the time is not yet ripe for that. Finally, Mr President,
I hope that this debate will be brief, unambiguous,
refreshing, to the point and significant for the parlia-
mentary discu'ssion of the 1984 budget, a long proce-
dure which we have only now staned.
Mr Ansquer (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Ladies and gentlemen, it
falls to us today to vo[e on Parliament's guidelines for
the 1984 budget as drawn up by the rapporteur, Mrs
Scrivener, and unanimously approved by the Com-
mittee on Budgets. '!7e wish to thank Mrs Scrivener
for the excellent job she has done in producing such a
closely-worded repon. It is not very long, but it con-
ains many ideas and we are entirely in agreement with
its proposals.
First, it is right that the 1984 budget should maintain
continuity with the 1983 budget, carrying over rhe
priority objectives of combadng unemploymenr, espe-
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cially among the young, and campaigning against hun-
ger in the world. The unemployment figures are, alas,
rising dramatically from year to year. The overall
figure for the Community reached 12 million at the
beginning of 1983, and it is rc be feared tharitwill rise
to 14 million by the end of the year.
In such a grave economic and social situation we can-
not content ourselves with declarations of intent. \7hat
the unemployed want from us is less alk and more
action. Our concern and our aim must therefore be to
define the measures which will be most effective in
combating and reducing unemployment.
The rapponeur is right to recommend a poliry attack-
ing the root causes of unemployment, chief among
which are the loss of competitiveness in many indus-
tries and the unsuitability of present youth [raining to
the needs of the economy. It is therefore essential to
assist workers in difficuldes. However, whatever the
volume of funds allocated for this purpose, assistance
is not enough. Selective measures are required to
promote economic development, productivity and job
creation. Hence the need to stimulate productive
investment, particularly by small and medium-sized
businesses, to support economic activitieb associated
with the development of new technologies, to develop
growth industries and to provide training enabling
workers to adjust their know-how to the economic
demands of today's world.
The guidelines drawn up by Mrs Scrivener are entirely
consistent with the commitment to support. for small
and medium-sized businesses expressed by this House
when it declared 1983 the year of small, medium-sized
and craft businesses, at the instigation of our group.
Finally, Mrs Scrivener is right to restate the need for
preserving what has been achieved up to this point by
the Community. This she does by affirming that the
common agricultural poliry is not to be called in ques-
tion but merely improved, discounting all theories
about ways to restructure the budger to the detriment
of existing policies, rejecting the 'fair rerurn' concepr
and calling for the creation, in the medium term, of
new own resources to be applied to the development
of Community policies.
'S7'e are convinced that, by adopting Mrs Scrivener's
motion for a resolution, the European Parliament,
together with the Council and the Commission, vrill be
advancing the European cause and the interests of the
Community as a whole.
Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I shall
speak in French so that I can address my remarks
directly to Mrs Scrivener and offer her my congratula-
tions on the lucidity, precision and coherence of her
rePort.
I have the impression that there is much common
ground in what has been said so far by our colleagues.
Most of their proposals and comments call for deci-
sions by this House which rcnd in the same direction. I
should therefore like to make three general observa-
tions.
The first is that, in these guidelines, we should tackle
the political aspects of the 1984 budget, the mosr
important of which is the size of the budget. I do not
believe that we can combat unemployment unless we
have a policy of growth within the Community. How-
ever, such a policy is inconceivable with a budget
representing less than l0lo of the gross domestic prod-
uct of the Community. A budget corresponding to
about 2.5% would be necessary. An increase in the
amount of the budget relative to the gross domesric
product is therefore absolutely essenrial, and this is, of
course, linked to the fundamental problem of an
increase in own resources. I should accordingly like to
suggest that this problem, and the imponance rhar we
attach to it, be made one of our main guidelines for
next year's budget.
I should also like to express my agreement wirh Mr
Herman, who made similar comments and suggested
that the budget should be viewed as a whole, raking
resources and Community borrowing inro accounr.
My second observation is that, bearing in mind the
limited budget resources at our disposal, we should
concentrate on a limited number of lines of action in
support of a policy to promore gros/th throughout the
Community.
I therefore believe that the guidelines presented this
morning, envisaging massive concenrration of the
resources and operations of the Social Fund on pro-
grammes to tackle the problem of youth unemploy-
ment, are absolutely essenrial. I believe that this should
be done through vocarional guidance and training
programmes geared to new technology, programmes
for the young, for women, for the handicapped, and
also 
- 
I refer here to a point made by, Mr Patterson
- 
training programmes for managers, specifically in
order to mke full advantage of the new technologies
which can raise the standards of management and
investment in business organization.
My third observation is that very special imponance
should be attached to [he programme for the Mediter-,
ranean region. Mrs Nikolaou has made some most
pertinent observations on this subjeo, bur I feel that I
must stress the imponance of the role that the Medi-
terranean programmes can play in activating the Com-
munity economy as a whole. Regional poliry pro-
grammes, particularly in the Medirerranean region,
provide an effective means of acrivating the entire
Community economy, thus enabling it to play a key
role in the world economy.
These were the very general observations which I
wished to make.
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I should like once again to congratulate Mrs Scrivener
on the quality of her repon.
Mr Protopepadakis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
since Mrs Scrivener's report is a praisewonhy effon to
tidy up the budget, I would like to stress that the sec-
tion dealing with energy and research is greatly in
need of tidying up, and now is the dme to set about
such a task. In that section reference is made to a large
number of small appropriations having no connection
with each other, and this produces a state of chaos.
The general lines of the policies of the Commission's
Directorates-General for energy and research should
be laid down more clearly, whereupon their respective
budgets would also become more general and more
comprehensive. Synoptic statements of this kind indi-
cate clarity of thoughl
I would also like to make a second comment concern-
ing the proposed restrictions in the CAP. Though the
Commission may have been guilry of cenain omissions
or errors that have resulted in wastage within the
CAP, there is no reason why the farmer should suffer
the penalty for this. Our effons should be directed at
the administration and not against the farmers.
3. Agenda
President. 
- 
I have an announcement to make to the
House with regard to the request made this morning
by Mr Clinton supponed by Mr Provan.
Pursuant to Rule 48 of the Rules of Procedure, the
chairmen of the political groups yesterday considered
the 15 motions for resolutions abled for topical and
urtent debate, amongst which was the motion by
Mr Clinton and others on ethyl alcohol.
The political group chairmen decided to propose to
the House that only 8 motions should be dealt with in
the topical and urgent debate. It was decided that the
motion by Mr Clinton and others would not be
included, since this subject was already on the agenda
in the form of a repon by Mr Dalsass.
It must be poinrcd out that if the political group chair-
men had proposed that Mr Clinton's motion be
included in the motions for urgent procedure, we
should have had two debates on ethyl alcohol 
- 
one
rcday when we debarcd the Dalsass report and the
other tomorrow when we came to the topical and
urgenr. debate.
Furthermore, it is not possible under the provisions of
the Rules of Procedure to have this motion for a reso-
lution considered in a joint debate with the Dalsass
report, because rhe motion has been tabled on the
basis of Rule 48 which does not provide for such a
possibiliry. This is why the political group chairmen
agreed not to include Mr Clinton's motion for a reso-
ludon in the topical and urgent debate.
I would only add that Rule 48 lays down that the deci-
sions of the political group chairmen may be con-
rcsted. An objection may therefore be lodged, and the
House would vote on this at 3 p.m. this afternoon.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I should like to
thank the presidency for the trouble it has taken to try
to find a solution to this problem.
However, there are two possible courses of action that
I would suggest. One would be to mke my motion for
a resolution on ethyl alcohol in place of the last
motion for a resolution to be dealt with by urgent pro-
cedure which, I understand, has now been withdrawn.
The second would be to debate it jointly with the Dal-
sass report. Yesterday the Bureau of my group agreed
that this could be done. However, I was given only
three minutes speaking time and told to discuss the
matter with Mr Dalsass. Might I suggesr that insrcad I
be given six minutes, which would enable me to out-
line the problem clearly enough.
I would be prepared to fall in with either of these two
solutions.
President. 
- 
Your first suggestion cenainly cannot be
entertained, since the political group chairmen did not
see fit to include your motion for a resolution on the
agenda. This is not for want of time but in order to
prevent us having two debates on the same subject, i.e.
ethyl alcohol, within twenty-four hours of each other.
That is the reason why.
As regards your second suggestion, namely you should
be given more speaking time, I cannot officially prom-
ise this, but I shall convey your request to the group
chairmen and possibly also to the Bureau, and I hope
that it can be met.
4. Budgetary poliqtfor 1 984 (continuation)
President. 
- 
\7e shall now resume the debate on rhe
budgetary policy of the Communiries for 1984.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in rhis
debate on the general guidelines for the 1984 budget
the MEPs of the Communist Pany of Greece cannor
but express the deep concern of Greek working peo-
ple. Concern not only regarding the hitheno negarive
consequences of Greece's accession to the EEC, but
also for the fact that these consequences are becoming
even more burdensome owing to rhe negative tenden-
cies that exist today within the Community's territo-
ries, and which are expressed by the orientations of
the budget for 1984.
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In this connection I have to make the following com-
ments: Firstly, there is no doubt that the problem of
unemployment is one of the most vital problems in the
Communiry. However, we fear that the fact that the
criterion of unemployment is being used as the prime
criterion in determining the disposition of the budget-
ary resources, is to a large extent a pretence when we
know that at the same time a general attack has been
launched against the rights of workers, from auto-
matic cost-of-living adjustments to unemployent ben-
efits and trade union rights, almost everywhere in the
Community. From this standpoint we fear that the
result of using the unemployment criterion will be, at
the national level, that the lion's share of the budget-
ary resources will be absorbed by the more powerful
industrial countries of the Community, and at the
social level, by the monopolies and the major indus-
trial concerns, in other words by the very people who
have created the unemployment in the first place. It
will also result in the neglect of problems concerning
countries like Greece, in which unemployment is to a
large extent latent and usually takes the form of
underemployment.
Secondly, we are deeply worried about the fact that
the matter of the budget is linked with changes in the
manner of reaching decisions, with the well-known
intentions of the Commission and the German Presi-
denry concerning the abolition of the veto.
Thirdly, a basic matter is the Community's monitoring
of the grants made, whose result is that a series of pay-
ments made to countries in the Community are not in
fact transferred to the sectors that have absolute need
of them, but often to luxury sectors, so contributing to
the further distonion of the economies of Member
States.
A fourth point is the continued emasculation of
national criteria for the distribution of the grants, the
result of which, panicularly for Greece, is that pay-
men$ from the CAP end up in the hands of large
wholesalers or major indusuialists, or paymenr
intended for the small to medium firms are swallowed
up by large industrial units, or even by foreign multi-
nationals; I can quote the example of the firm Fulgor,
which received payments intended for small to
medium Greek firms.
A fifth point is the matter of the transfer of resourcesl
here too, we see the development of dangerous trends
with the plans for modifying the Common budget as
expressed in Mr Thorn's speech, and it was with great
disquiet that we heard the sratement by Mr Tugendhat
today, that the application of the Mediterranean pro-
grammes will not begin undl after 1984. Vhat is to
happen until then, and what are the Mediterranean
programmes likely to achieve afrcr 1984, when they
will be applied in parallel with the accession of Spain
and Ponugal to the EEC, which is bound to give rise
to a series of negative consequences for the economy
of our country?
A final point that I would like to stress is the attack
against the CAP, an attack carried out even today by
Mr Tugendhat, and that envisages a poliry of strict
frugality in agricultural expenditure.
For all these reasons, the European Members of the
Communist Pany of Greece will not vote in favour of
the Scrivener report.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President
Mr Adam (S), drafisnan of an opinion for the Com-
mittee on Energy and Research. 
- 
Madam President, I
am very grateful for this opportunity of saying a word
or two on behalf of the Committee on Energy and
Research. !(/e broadly welcome the report prepared by
Mrs Scrivener and I congratulate her on it.
The committee, in fact, did not feel it at all necessary
to table any amendments to the resolution.
The 1983 supplementary budget made a big difference
in Community involvement in energy after years of
talk. The Commission has, therefore, a major duty this
year Lo strengthen the energy sector and also to take
into account the Energy Council in Copenhagen
which paved the way for a solid fuel strategy.
For ten years or more we have been alking about the
effect of the rise in oil prices. Given the current stare
of the oil market, some may feel that the efforcs to
secure oil independence can be relaxed. This would be
an extremely foolish view. The \7orld Energy Agency
has recently warned against such an atritude and it is
interesting to note that the Japanese have no intention
of relaxing their investment in the energy sector.
Investment and expenditure in the energy sector can
make a rhajor contribution towards reducing unem-
ployment. This is panicularly true in the field of
energy efficienry.
I would just add that we shall watch very carefully the
progress that is made in the Council in the discussions
on demonstration projects and the encouragement of
investment. Ve have no[ been doing as well as we
should have been in this panicular field.
The second strand is that of research, and the second
strand in the budget strategy is hunger in the world.
'!fle would urge the Commission to strengrhen the
research activities of the Community because we can
make a very major conribution here, not only to
improve our own indusrial activiry but to improve the
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industrial activity in the Third !7orld and to deal with
their hunger problems.
Mr Lange (Sl, Chalman of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(DE) Mrs President, honourable Members, I
would like to add a few remarks.
Mrs Scrivener's report on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets basically speaks for itself. As far as formulat-
ing the needs of the European Community is con-
cerned, the sky is the limit. That applies to both the
Commission and the Council.
But I think special attention must be drawn to a few
specific points. If we want to achieve a measure of suc-
cess in combating unemployment, the Council and the
Member States must finally agree on the pursuit of a
coordinated economic policy and a correspondingly
adjusted economic and social policy. For on the ques-
tion of measures to combat unemploymenr, the Com-
munity and the Member States must work together.
No one should imagine that this problem can be
resolved by the Community alone as such. The Mem-
ber States as a body also represent the Community,
but they must be persuaded to adopt a uniform poliry
as individuals within this Community. If that does not
work, our endeavours will not be crowned with suc-
cess.
The same applies to surplus agricultural production in
the Community. Again, more effons must be made,
without imperilling the agriculrural policy provisions
of Anicle 39 of the Treaty.
(Interraption by Mr Friih)
Quite right, Mr Fruh, you have heard me make these
remarks again and again. I do not know how often I
have had to repeat them, but the Member States and
the farm ministers must finally do something about
this.
Apart from this, the Member States 
- 
even if they
should reach agreement in the Council on a uniform
economic and social policy, monetary policy, erc., and
if, as Parliament wants, they establish a common
objective 
- 
should differ only in the way they apply
the instruments within their individual counrries, in
line with their level of development. Their aim must be
the same. At the same time they musr also bear our
external relations in mind: for we have an economy
which is heavily dependent on exporrs. Ve must also
give a number of undenakings a chance to make use
of external markerc than in the past. Here roo, rhe sky
is the limit.
These are guidelines, no more and no less. It is still not
a budget. \7e should try not to overload these guide-
lines with details, such as those underlying the amend-
ments. I personally consider the amendments quite
superfluous. Ve could do without them. Vell, we will
see how the voting goes.
There is a danger of ataching too much weight to cer-
tain aspects. This should not be so. For afterwards,
when we draw up the budget, we shall have enough
opponuniry to consider alI the individual aspecrs
raised by various sides.
As I was saying, the sky is the limit for the Commis-
sion and the Council, and for us. But the Member
States must work together more closely and more sen-
sibly in economc policy, for these to some extent
accompanying measures are essential for the budger
In fact they are not only accompanying but necessary
measures if the budget is to become effective, as
explained by Mrs Scrivener, the rapponeur, speaking
on behalf of the Committee on Budgem.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
5. Ethyl alcohol
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-1192/82) by Mr Dalsass, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, on
I. the amended proposal from the Commission
of the European Communiries to the Council
for a regulation on the common organization
of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural
origin and laying down additional provisions
for certain products containing ethyl alcohol
(D oc. 50 4 / 7 6-COM(7 6)27 4 final)
and
II. the corresponding amendments submitted by
the Commission to the Council pursuan[ ro
Anicle A9(2) of the EEC Treaty (Doc.209/
79-COM(79)237 firral).
Mr Dalsass (EPP), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presi-
dent, honourable Members, may I point out thar this is
not a new subject and thar we have considered it in
Parliament once before. The firsr proposal on rhe
organization of the marker in ethyl alcohol dates back
to 1972. The proposal was pur before Parliamenr in
January 1978, for irs consideration. But at the time rhe
question of powers was raised and Parliament decided
to refer the proposal back to the Committee on Agri-
culture.
Meanwhile the Commission presenred a few more
amendments which complied with the wishes of the
Committee on Agriculrure; but by and large the struc-
ture of this market organization remained the same.
Provision was made for a genuine organization of the
market, of the kind that already exists for other agri-
cultural producrs.
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This included a price guarantee, a production guaran-
tee and a marketing guarantee, and in order effectively
to achieve this market guarantee, various areas were
reserved, such as oral comsumption, vinegar-making,
the pharmaceudcal industry, the perfumery and cos-
metics sector. The traditional mechanisms were prov-
ided for external trade: impon levies, export refunds
and a safeguard clause. The original proposal, which is
still before us for our consideration, also included spir-
ituous beverages, whose designations and definitions
were to be harmonized.
A management committee was to administer this
organization of the market. All very well. But from the
opinions of the committees also asked for their opi-
nion, it emerged that once again the Legal Affairs
Committee announced that it had reservations and
questioned the powers of the European Parliaiaent in
this matter. I therefore considered it necessary to clar-
ify this aspect and asked for a hearing to be held. It
was held in 1981. I hoped that the question of powers
would be resolved there. Unfonunately that was not
the case. the Legal Affairs Committee maintained its
reservations, so I was somewhat concerned about the
future of the market organization. I decided therefore
to propose another report, to avoid a repetition of the
same difficulties as in 1978. So I looked at
Anicle 40(2)(b) of the Treaty, which provides for
compulsory coordination of the various national mar-
ket organizations. \7hen I put this to the Committee
on Agriculture for its consideration, I met little res-
ponse and assumed that this procedure would lead to a
dead end. Thac is how we arrived at the present pro-
posal.
This proposal is completely new. It is very easy to
implement and less expensive too. Ve began by
excluding spirituous beverages, which are now the
subject of a separate regulation which is already before
the House and for which a rapporteur has already
been appointed. Ve have moved away from a market
organization in the usual sense of the word. 'S7e have
not provided for any more target prices, levies or
refunds in external trade.'!7e have also reduced the
number of sectors involved, of which there were five,
to a minimum, i.e. to vinegar-making and to oral con-
sumption. The price of alcohol has been reduced to its
lowest level, to the level of molasses alcohol, which
more or less corresponds to that on the world market.
On this basis, we have provided a subsidy for the other
kinds of alcohol, excepting molasses alcohol. Here too
it is, of course, my committee which administers this
extremely simple market organization. So the costs are
Iower and the regulation much simpler, and I have
found that the Commission seems to agree too. In my
view, the political resolve to continue along this road
does exist.
Ve need such a regulation, even if it is very simple. I
do not want to have to point out yet again why it is
necessary.'!fle have done so again and again. All those
of good faith are, I think, convinced such a regulation
had to come. I know there are difficulties and that
some people are not at all enthusiastic about regulat-
ing this area. I am thinking here of my colleagues in
the Conservative Group, of the Members from the
Unircd Kingdom, and can say only this to them: it is
most regrettable that they have once again abled a
whole series of amendments which in the end would
destroy our proposed solution if we accepted them.
But I hope Parliament will make the right decision and
not accepr them.
The effect of these amendments would be that the
regulation would once again be dropped, so to speak.
Such an attitude to this imponant area, an absolutely
neBative attitude towards the Community, is most
regrettable.
If I think back a year Lo the time when Protocol 19
had to be implemented for rhe manufacture of whisky,
i.e. subsidies were to be granted for the grain for mak-
ing the whisky too, it was these same people who went
on about observance of the Treaties and nearly took
us to court for violation of the Treaty.
At the time your interests were involved. Now that it is
bascially a question of a generally valid reguladon, and
other countries might also have a vested interest in
their implementation, you come out with these nega-
tive amendments.
I too have tabled a few amendments. May I point out
at once that one amendment, No 58, is not quite right.
An error has crept in, i.e. a word is missing. In it I
refer to the markets for wine alcohol, but the word
surplus was left out. I am mentioning this now and will
come back to it when we vote on the amendmen$, for
without this word the amendmen[ does not say what I
meant.
I would welcome it if this regulation, which is very
sensibly defined and must be taken as a whole, were
adopted. Of course I also propose to state my views
during the vote on the individual amendments, but
above all I would ask Parliament to please say some-
thing definite at last, after more than ten years, and ro
adopt a regulation on agricultural alcohol too.
Mr Hord (EDl, drafisman of an opinion for the Com-
mittee on Budgets. 
- 
Madam President, I am speaking
now' as draftsman of an opinion for the Committee on
Budgets. My group have asked me to speak later on
their behalf.
At this stage I want to draw the attention of Members
to the views of the Commitee on Budgets. I imagine
that unfortunately few people in this House know very
much abour rhis subject. Ir is a pity therefore that the
Commission has felt obliged to complicate the issue
even more by having an amended draft regulation and
then bringing forward amendments to that amended
draft regulation! A complex subject is being made even
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more complicated, and if that was not a bad enough
situation, Madam President, Parliament's rapporteur
has decided on his own initiative to introduce 70
amendments to those amended regulations! I imagine
that precious few people in this House know what we
are actually discussing. I believe that the situation is so
bad that it should go back to the Commission, bearing
in mind that their original proposals appeared back in
1969 long before we had anything like an energy cri-
sis. The whole thing is totally unreal.
Speaking on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
Madam President, that committee is very concerned
that Mr Dalsass did not seek a revised opinion from
the Committee on Budgets on his 70 amendments to
the regulation. I imagine similar views have been
expressed by the other relevant committees of Parlia-
ment. '!7e do not know whether wine alcohol is to be
included in this regulation. !7e do not know whether
molasses alcohol is in or out. !7e do not know
whether spirituous beverages are to be covered. It
depends whether Mr Dalsass's view is appreciated, but
then we found in the Committee on Agriculture a few
weeks back that Mr Dalsass's intention to have wine
alcohol excluded was changed by the Committee on
Agriculture. So we have now got wine alcohol back in
the proposal, so far as Mr Dalsass is concerned,
although he himself originally did not suppon it. So
the whole thing is a total mess.
The Committee on Budge$ was very concerned about
the cost of the proposal, at that time 132 million ECU.
However, since the matter was raised in the Com-
mittee on Budgets, many more things have happened
and we believe that the cost will be substantially higher
than what is felt to be a conservative estimate on the
part of the Commission. The Committee on Budgem is
very concerned about the energy considerations of
alcohol. Vhere are we leading to in the matter of the
use of expensively produced alcohol? Is that going to
be for energy purposes? Is the energy crisis going to
lead to more alcohol being distilled from agricultural
products?'!7'hat about enlargement? Is not the acces-
sion of Spain and Portugal going to affect substantially
the amount of surplus wine and with it surplus wine
alcohol? None of that is mendoned. Then take the
question of sugar. The Community and rhe world
abounds in sugar. There are proposals for sugar to be
included in Mr Dalsass's proposals. '!7hat are you
going to do with all this surplus sugar? Sfhen we have
got an alcohol regulation we can pump it into alcohol!
\7hat about the cost? S I 500 for each tonne of
alcohol is the subsidy. Mr Dalsass alks about the price
of molasses. Molasses alcohol currenrly rerails ar ! 500
a tonne. The cost of producting agriculture-based
alcohol, Madam Presidenr, is f 2 000 a tonne! So in
no vray should the Community be involving itself in an
alcohol regime.
As I say, Madam President, the Committee on Budg-
ets considers that the proposals do, in facr, exacerbare
the overwhelming and unacceptable proponion of rhe
budget being devoted to agriculture. The Committee
on Budgem believes that the proposals by the Commis-
sion for an ethyl alcohol regime should not only be
rejected but also that this intention should be aban-
doned completely, having regard to the large number
of objections that come forward.
Mr Dalsass (EPP), rapportenr. 
- 
(DE) Madam Presi-
dent, may I briefly speak on a point of order and not
on the remarks by Mr Hord who said no one knows
what is going on. If he does not understand, he has
not read the repon properly. That is what I wanted to
say first.
But he must answer the following question clearly
now. Mr F,Iord spoke on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets and said the whole thing should go back rc
the Commission.
Is that the opinion of the Committee on Budgets or his
own? \7here is the Committee on Budger's decision? I
have not found it.
Mr Hord (ED), drafisman of an opinion for tbe Com-
mittee on Budgets. 
- 
Madam President, the situation is
very clear, as I have said just now. The Commirtee on
Budgets feels not only that the currenr proposals
should be rejected but that any idea of having an
alcohol regulation should be abandoned.'Vhen it con-
sidered this matter, the commitrce was very concerned
about the complicarcd nature of the proposals, as I
described them earlier. It is also concerned that it was
not consulted on Mr Dalsass's large number of separ-
ate amendments to the regulation 
- 
numbering, in
Iact,70 in all 
- 
and feels that it would be sensible for
the Commission to produce a new document. That
was referred to in the Committee on Budgem' opinion,
and I am sorry that Mr Dalsass was nor aware of it.
Mr Gautier (S). 
- 
(DE) In this decisive debare the
Socialist Group do not alI take the same view. Thar is
why I am speaking not for the whole group but for a
large pan of the Socialist Group. I think the matrer in
hand justifies this, for we have been discussing the
question of the alcohol market organization for more
than ten years 
- 
although in my case only for three
years 
- 
and it is a complex subject.
Ve have serious reservations about a large number of
points in the Commission's earlier proposals, which
officially are still before us. They concern the inclusion
of spirituous beverages in the intervenrion system pro-
posed by the Commission at the rime, the quesrion
mentioned by Mr Dalsass of reserving the pharma-
ceutical and cosmetic industry, the ratio of agricultural
alcohol to industrial alcohol and rhe question to what
extent the European Community can restrict industrial
activity in this area by means of agricultural market
organizations. These difficulties, which we have often
set out in the Committee on Agriculture, led rhe Legal
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Affairs Committee, the Committee on Budgem and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to
reject the original Commission proposal in their opi-
nlons.
Meanwhile a few changes have occurred, namely the
amendment of the organization of the cereals market
with the inclusion of whisky and gin, the amendment
of the wine market organization, which impinges on
this area, and the Commission proposal on the defini-
don of spirituous beverages 
- 
not on the question of
prices 
- 
which is now being considered in committee.
So we can deal with these matters in committee and
we can accept Mr Dalsass's proposal in principle for
the following reasons: I think the European Parlia-
ment cannot disregard the judgments of the European
Court of Justice and the judgment of that Coun is
clear: something must be done about the organization
of the market in alcohol, irrespective of the manner in
which a European market organization is put in the
place of the national market regimes we have in nine
of the ten Member States. For the existing national
market regimes are really not the last word in wisdom
and lead to major distonions of competition on the
European market. Free trade in agricultural alcohol
and in alcohol as such should be our criterion, so the
national market organization measures must be
replaced by other regimes.
'We also to some exten[ support Mr Dalsass's proposal
because it no longer contains the points we criticized
but now proposes flat-rate subsidies based on a cenain
number of reference years, a procedure we consider
feasible. Yet this system is still a bit of a headache for
us, to be quite honest; for it is not the best possible
one.
Every Commission proposal for a regulation stipulates
that a structural repon shall be submitted three years
after the entry into force of a market organization. Ve
have been discussing this matter for ten years now and
cannot understand why the Commission has not sub-
mimed a sructural report during this period, for it
does not need a market organization in order to do so.
Ve would feel much better if the Commission did its
job and submitted a sensible structural report on the
basis of which we could decide on the future design of
the market organization. On principle we regard this
as a scandal and hope the Commission will finally do
its homework here.
A large pan of our group will probably vote in favour
of the amended Dalsass report, provided the Commis-
sion accepts the amendments. Otherwise we do not
think the repon should be adopted in Parliament
today.
Mr Friih (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, may I begin by thanking the rappor-
teur for pursuing with amazing tenacity a matter
which Parliament has now been concerned with for
ten years. It was one of my first concerns when I was
elected rc rhis Parliament. I did not know exactly how
complex the matter was: since then it has been with us
constantly. That is why this business about the propo-
sal and the amended proposal and the amendment of
the amended proposal 
- 
which Mr Hord finds so dif-
ficult to understand 
- 
is in fact the quirc logical result
of an ideal cooperation between Parliament and the
Commission. I must thank the Commission for being
flexible enough to adjust to each new version pro-
posed by the Committee on Agriculture. That is how
we have arrived at the proposal, the amended proposal
and the amendment of the amended proposal. Mr
Hord, anyone who has attentively followed this matter
over the past ten years and who is not half blind must
admit that a great step forward has been taken here.
So once again, my thanks to our tenacious rapporteur
and to the Commission who have both assisted us
greatly here. This is a good example of the way in
which Parliamenr can go on giving a political impetus,
without giving up, so that in the end we find a solu-
tion.
It is undeniable that we need a solution in the agricul-
tural alcohol sector, and rhis is clear from the Treaty
too. The reason why some people keep philosophizing
around this Treaty is that they do not want to be both-
ered with agricultural alcohol and are concerned only
with synthetic alcohol. No one has anything against
synthedc alcohol, but agricultural alcohol is also a
component of the European agricultural policy, and
anyone who tries to argue to the contrary should be
referred to the Treaties and, as Mr Gautier says, to the
decisions and findings of the European Coun of Jus-
tice. Surely they can readl
Besides, Mr Hord, I do not like the way you are
quietly donning the hat of the Committee on Budgets
and delivering on its behalf an opinion which is not
before us at all, although perhaps it relates to earlier
proposals.
Now for costs. If you are speaking for the Committee
on Budgets you know that it will not do to go on and
on nagging away at a matter while quickly covering up
one's own interests. Ve have aheady simplified an
amazirg number of things in this area. \7e have
excluded your whisky, which presumably was your
main concern. Every year millions and millions of
ECU go rc large whisky firms; whether they need it or
not is disputable, but the matter is settled now. Sud-
denly, that question is dropped. Then, with great
effon and at great cost, as Mr Gautier said, we created
a regime for wine. That is now done with. Thirdly, we
excluded spirituous beverages, carefully specifying
them. So that is done with. lfhat is left, assuming you
have any desire to find a European solution?
I will tell you. \fhat is left is alarge number of agricul-
tural distilleries in the ten EEC countries, with differ-
ent structures, and great anxiety reigns there. People
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do not know what to do. Each Member State has its
own arrangements. In Germany we reduce the quotas
when money is shon. Promises are broken, the mono-
polies are broken up more and more. Then legal pro-
ceedings are instituted. There is great anxiety among
these people, and this proposal could help crearc the
conditions for alleviadng it!
So I urgently ask you to simplify the alcohol market
organization and to make it clear that we are also con-
cerned with the security of many small and medium-
sized undenakings in the Community. !7e are always
going on about the European year of small and
medium-sized undenakings. Ve can do something for
them too! Mr Clinton has abled a motion for a reso-
lution on the subject and will introduce it later.
\7e must put an end to the uncertainry here. \7ith a
great deal of goodwill, everFthing thar caused serious
concern has been excluded: whisky, wine and spiri-
tuous beverages. If we do not manage to find a Euro-
pean solution in this, I admiq complicated area, we
will be doing a disservice to Europe. If we cannot
reach agreement in an area which is now so clear-cut
after ten years of deliberations, it is inconceivable that
we will ever harmonize taxes in Europe or creare a
monetary union, and that would be a pity. '$7'e must
prove here that we can successfully tackle difficult
problems.
I ask you to vote for this excellenr proposal and I am
grateful in panicular for the supporr of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Madam President, I am sorry to
inflict myself on rhe plenary session again, but I speak
on behalf of the European Democratic Group this
time.
I have already said, Madam President, that this regula-
tion is extremely complicated 
- 
an amended regula-
tion, plus 70 amendments by Parliament's rapporreur.
I have read it many times, unfonunately, and I rhink it
has to be the worst example of Euro-gobbledygook
that I have ever seen. But what we do know is that we
have a very large wine lake. It is so large that rhere is
no more capacity left. And so what is needed is to dis-
til much of that surplus wine into wine-alcohol. At the
moment we have a surplus of wine of approximarcly
7 000 million litre-bottles. This year's surplus of wine
will amount to 3 000 million bottles, so rhe Com-
munity citizens will be able to enjoy 10 000 million
Iitre-bottles of wine if they so wish. Bur, of course, we
have not'got the capacity so we musr do something
else. 'S7e must distil ir. Already, however, there is an
alcohol lake of 500 million lirres of neat wine-alcohol.
So when we add the surplus wine for distilladon 
-something in the region of about 300 million litre-bot-
tles of neat wine-alcohol 
- 
I think you will under-
stand that we have a very real crisis.
But, of course, distillation is a good thing because you
only need 100/o of the storage space. So, jolly good
idea rc disdl it. But it is the cost. The cost is horren-
dous. Ve are talking about f 1 600 equivalent for each
tonne of distilled alcohol. And when we have the exist-
ing alcohol lake plus this year's likely addition of more
wine-alcohol, we will have a total of wine-alcohol,
when distilled, which will cost the Community budget
a total of around 91 000 million. More than the whole
of the sums of money devored to the Regional Fund. It
is all very well for Mr Dalsass to smile, but Mr Frtih
was saying that the wine-alcohol was nor included.
lfell, wine-alcohol was included and is included in the
Commission's proposals. Mr Dalsass, amongst his 70
amendments, seemed to think that wine-alcohol ought
to be excluded. The Commirtee on Agriculture did not
agree with him and have now put wine-alcohol back
so [ha[ the Commission's proposal says include wine-
alcohol, the Agriculture Committee's repon says
include wine-alcohol, so I believe I am right in draw-
ing the attention of rhis House, and the taxpayers of
Europe, to the irrelevance and the disastrous cost of
such proposals.
Madam President, unfonunately I do not have suffi-
cient time to develop more argumenrs on rhe shon-
comings of these proposals, but I can tell you rhat in
the opinion of my group the proposed ethyl alcohol
regime is contrary to rhe provisions of the Treaty; we
consider it to be illegal, it discriminates against non-
agricultural alcohols, including whisky, it would pro-
vide a haven for numerous agricultural products in
surplus, it is unnecessary and the cost is totally prohi-
bitive.
For those reasons, Madam President, my group will
vote against the proposal and the motion for a resolu-
tion.
Mr Maffre-Baug6 (COM). 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
dent, I speak not on behalf of my group, bur in my
own name and on behalf of the French Communists
and Allies.
.lThereas there is a common organization of the mar-
kets in the vast majority of agricultural producrs in the
Community, this is not rhe case of alcohol of agricul-
tural origin. It is nevenheless essenrial to regulate the
market in alcohol in order to recdfy rhe present disor-
ganized situation. The Commission submitred propo-
sals which on the whole adhered to Community prin-
ciples. In panicular, they made provision for a market-
ing guarantee through the operations of intervention
agencies and for Communiry preferences. However,
their complexity was such that they did more ro exac-
erbate than ro serrle the contradictions between alcoh-
ols of different origins which are a source of conflicts
of interest between countries or regions.
The difficulties of organizing the market in alcohol
are increased by the fact thar borh agriculture and
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industry are concerned. Outlets vary widely, as do
sources of supply. Because of its failure to settle these
contradictions, the Council has never been able to
reach agreement, although some improvemenrc have
been made to the Commission's proposals.
In the debate on the Dalsass report we are witnessing a
funher attemp[ to reopen the debate and, in a way, to
force the Council's hand. Vhile ostensibly suggesting
simplifications and ways of eliminating anomalies, this
report is in fact proposing a false organization of the
market which flour all Community principles. This is
not only bad for the sector concerned, it sets a danger-
ous precedent for other products.
The fundamental principles of common market organ-
ization 
- 
marketing guarantees, price guarantees,
Community preferences 
- 
are all discarded and
replaced by alignment with world prices for molasses
alcohol, coupled with a flat-rate aid system of doubt-
ful durability. This is the institutionalization of lais-
sez-faire and laissez-passerfor the benefit of the few in
the alcohol producers' lobby dominating the world
market, whose role was recently the subject of adverse
criticism in the UNCTAD repon.
In an attempt to make itself more palatable, this report
excludes cenain alcohols over which there are prob-
lems, but with the intention of bringing them into the
system at a l^ter stage. This is a dangerous proposal
which could have very serious repercussions in many
reSlons.
How many of us in this House are really fully conver-
sant with the issues involved here? Relatively few.
Along with the French Communists, I have mbled a
series of amendments untangling the complexities of
the Commission's proposals while at the same time
taking account of the Council's contributions. I should
like rc explain our thinking and our aims. First of all,
we believe that it is necessary to safeguard Community
production of agricultural alcohol in the face of com-
petition from synthetic alcohol, production of which is
controlled by the multinationals. The organization of
the market in alcohol of agricultural origin should be
based on the fundamental principles of the CAP.
However, in order to take account of the specific
characteristics of this sector, it could take the form of
compulsory coordination of the various national mar-
ket organizations, which is indeed one of the forms
sanctioned by rhe Treaty, in Article +0 (2) (b). The
advantages of this original form would be threefold: it
would bring agricultural alcohol under a common
regime, it would retain the essential provisions of
national market organizations, and it would safeguard
the inrcrests of regions to which alcohol production is
vital. This form of organization would afford market-
ing guarantees, at a given price, for the volumes of
alcohol corresponding to the reserved sectors, namely
not only oral consumption and vinegar making, but
also the pharmaceutical indusry and the cosmetics
indusry. It would also provide a secure basis for price
maintenance through machinery for equalizing the
prices of alcohols of different origins and shielding
agricultural prices from the impact of price fluctua-
tions on the world market. Finally, this organization
would be accompanied by the introduction of a mini-
mum price for intra-Community trade.
In conclusion, I should like to draw attention to what
I consider to be a vitally imponant point: it is neces-
sary to establish true equality of competition between
the various agricultural alcohols and between alcoholic
beverages on the basis of clearer definition of the var-
ious categories of alcohol and harmonization of taxes
and duties charged on [hem, with variations in rates
according rc the quality of products and production
costs. I would remind the British that the ball is in
their court; it is for them to begin by harmonizing
duties on wines and beer. This is how they can demon-
strate the Community spirit in which they are often
lacking.
Finally, I wish to request a referral back rc committee
under Rule 85 (1), and ask that the vote be taken now,
in accordance with the Rules of Procedure. I should
like to make the final point that the Dalsass report is
based on proposals which have not been updated in
the light of the Council's opinion.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam
President. May I ask Mr Maffre-Baug1 a question in
relation to his speech? Is he satisfied that the French
taxation on cognac and whisky is also equal and fair?
President. 
- 
Mr Purvis,.that is not a point of order.
Mr Cottrell (ED).- Madam President, far be it from
me to question the wisdom of the Chair, but there is a
provision in the Rules of Procedure for another Mem-
ber to ask a question either during or afrcr a speech. It
is Rule 64 (4),1am advised by my colleague Mr Forth.
Surely on this occasion you should put to Mr Maffre-
Baug6 the point as to whether he is prepared to answer
the question.
Mr Galland (L).- (FR) Madam President, I cannot
urge you too strongly not to go along with our Con-
servative colleagues' request under Rule 5a (4) of the
Rules of Procedure since, on the matter of obsruction
of the free movement of goods and failure to comply
with the rules of the Treaty of Rome, we would find
ourselves invoking this rule every time they speak in
this House.
President. 
- 
Mr Purvis may put his question.
Mr Purvis (ED).- Madam President, may I ask a
question then of Mr Maffre-Baug6 in relation to what
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he said in his speech? Is he satisfied that rhe raxar.ion
levels between French-produced spirituous beverages,
such as cognac and so on, and imponed spirituous
beverages, such as whisky, are fair and equitable?
Mr Maffre-Baug6 (COM). 
- 
(FR) I would merely
ask the amount of the sum that you received. Unless I
am mistaken, it was 60 million ECU. Do you consider
that you were poorly treated?
Mr Galland (L).- (FR) Excellent, well said!
Mr Louwes (L). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, first of
all I should like to explain my position in line with the
Nord report. Mr Nord's repon this morning called for
this procedure. Admimedly the repon has not yer been
adopted but nonetheless I should like ro make a stan
on meeting this procedural requirement. I have no
direct financial interesm in the alcohol industry, but as
a farmer and representative of the sugar industry in
the Netherlands and of the alcohol industry and as
chairman.of the working party on alcohol in COPA I
am involved in this product.
I should like to start by congrarulating Mr Dalsass. He
has drafted a courageous reporr wirh very definite lib-
eral characteristics. I shall not go into that funher; I
shall briefly describe the situation on rhe alcohol mar-
ket. There is no alcohol market in the Communiry. In
the nonh-west of the Community this market is free
and based on suitabiliry; elsewhere it is based on
archaic productions and monopolies from the last cen-
tury. Market regulation and harmonization are there-
fore required. '!7e also approve the Dalsass repon with
its liberal tendencies, as I said. It is based on the chea-
pest agriculrural alcohol, molasses alcohol. It rather
puts wine alcohol, as a result of surpluses, to one side,
without affecting the wine growers' incomes and ir
brings the reserved sectors more into line with present
regulations in legislation on goods so rhar there are
few or no legal objections.
Unfortunarcly in the Committee on Agriculrure which
sticks closely to the onhodory of the common agricul-
tural policy a number of elements to which we had
objected have found their way in again; including the
inclusion of alcohol from surplus wine. The result is
that my group is very hesitant.
The fact of rhe matter is that this wine alcohol exisrs.
It cannot be ignored, no marrer whar regulation it is
included in. A second consideration in my group is
that we must solve this problem. It has been before this
House for more than rcn years, since 1976, on the
basis of an amended proposal, and it is high time for
us to hit the ball back into rhe Council of Ministers'
court 
- 
a Council of Minisrcrs which at rhe momenr
is well pleased rhat ir does not need to bother about
this thorny problem sinqe Parliamenr has nor yer
delivered an opinion.
Ve shall make our final assessment of rhe whole
report dependent on amendments passed this after-
noon or tomorrow, and I wish to say that our attitude
will be influenced by the European Commission's
reaction to the amendments tabled rhis afternoon or
this evening.
Mr Eyraud (S). 
- 
(FR) The Commission's proposal
for the establishment of a common organization of the
market in alcohol seems exffemely complex to me and[o many other colleagues, and this was only to be
expected, since the proposal is a fair reflection of the
difficulties that the Commission has encountered in its
attempt to regulate a sector which straddles farming
and industry.
There is an extremely wide variety both of source of
supply and of outlets and it should be poinrcd out in
this connection that the complexity is bound up wirh
the underlying conflicr of interest. It is because of
these conflicm that work on rhis marrer has been
shelved since rhe end of 1980.
In view of the number of amendments, both on rhe
Commission's proposal for a regulation and on rhe
rapporteur's motion for a resolution, I for my pan
have the impression that we are embarking 
- 
hasdly
- 
on a fairly fruitless exercise.
However, this does not mean rhat various Socialist
delegadons have not been paying very close atrenrion
to this exercise, and they are opposed to this further
attempt by the free-traders to use rhe prerexr of simpli-
fication 
- 
the expression 'simple organization' was
used a momenr ago by the rapponeur, and on other
occaslons 
- 
as a means of gaining Parliament's assent
for a system of market organization which would
merely institutionalize laissez-faire and laissez-passer.
Ve hold that such an approach would mark a further
depanure from the fundamental principles of the com-
mon agricultural policy. The danger is rhat we shall
see the replacement of volumes covered by marketing
Buarantees by volumes qualifying for 'efficiency pay-
ments' to be shared ou[ among the distillers.
'!7e should have preferred effective proricrion of con-
sumers and producers, based on control of the prod-
uction, movemenr and use of alcohol and spirituous
beverages, with regulations governing rhe definitions
of uses of these products. This would not be a marrer
of imposing burdens on dealers and consumers, but
simply of bringing a sound manatemenr approach to
the problem of serring up genuine organization of rhe
market.
Nor can there be any question of accepting such pro-
posals as that made in one of the Committee on Agri-
culture's amendments 
- 
No 32 
- 
according to which
prices would be varied not only on rhe basis of the
quality of the alcohol obained 
- 
we can let thar pass
- 
but actually according ro rhe size of the distillery.
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In our view, it is the size of the producer which is
important.
I shall end by noting that nowhere in this report is
there to be found any reaffirmarion of the principles of
Community preference and harmonization of taxes
and duties on the full range of alcoholic beverages,
including wine and beer.
For these various reasons we shall probably vote
against the Dalsass repon and im amendments, since in
the present circumstances the Commission's proposal
seems closer to what we wish to see, although we are
nbt satisfied by it. \fle regar{ this proposal as no better
than a pis-aller.
IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOTAOU
Vice-President
Mr Ligios (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, unlike what
the Socialist members stated in their own case, I speak
on behalf of the Group of rhe European People's
Pany, as did Mr Frtih, who in this instance is their
official spokesman, and that means rhar our group
totally suppiorts the reporr of Mr Dalsass.
The rapporteur has to his credit the great achievement
of having succeeded, in the face of great difficulties, in
arousing the interest of the trade sectors involved and,
through patient, dedicated work, has brought before
Parliament a report that, in my view, is acceptable. It
may not be perfect; it cannot hope to meet with agree-
ment from all sides, but ir is the besr that could be
done at this time. The original proposal qras morivared
by monopolistic principles that were to my mind ques-
tionable. All the ethyl alcohol of agricultural or syn-
thetic origin had of necessity to pass through rhe inter-
vention system. As rhey are worded now, on the other
hand, and as the rapporteur has shown us, the regula-
tions only concern the production of agricultural
alcohol including, obviously, wine alcohol 
- 
and I am
one of those in the Committee on Agriculture who
voted for ethyl alcohol from wine to be included in the
regulations 
- 
leaving regulations for the more com-
plex sector of non-agricultural alcohol to be consid-
ered at another rime.
Here is something which in my view is of fundamental
importance. The Dalsass proposals for rhe alcohol sec-
tor now give a guaranrced price, guaranteed produc-
tion and a guaranteed market, as well as a cenain
reserve in the sector of usage. These are the funda-
mental principles that lead us ro supporr and recom-
mend approval of this report.
I should like to remind Mr Hord thar when, a year or
two ago 
- 
two years ago, precisely 
- 
we were dis-
cussing in Parliament whether the whisky sector
should be removed from the more general question of
alcohol, his group, in the person of Mr Provan, very
specifically and publically from the floor of this cham-
ber urged Parliament to decide on whisky, and under-
took to give his support. when the question of alcohol
of wine origin was discussed. Today Mr Hord has
completely renounced this statemenr, this assurance,
which has led to certain consequences, and has shown
himself 
-to 
be a bitrer enemy of rhis motion for a reso-
ludon.
He now says: 'The wine sector is a surplus producer'.
However 
- 
and I am sorry about this direct argument
- 
he forgets to say that one of rhe counrries rhat most
contribute to the creation of the surpluses is his own,
by applying an absolutely injustifiable level of excise
duty. He tells me that on this poinr'we are oumide the
Treaty, but the same rule did not apply then with
regard to whisky!
Mr President, since I only had a few minures available
I cannot say more on that quesrion, but I confirm my
complete support for the morion for a resolution by
Mr Dalsass.
Mr Richard, Member of the Conmission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to do rwo things right at the outser.
One is to explain why I am inrervening now in rhe
course of this debate. The second is to explain or at
least apologise for the absence of Mr Dalsager. As I
think parliamentarians will know, Mr Dalsager is in
Brussels today at a meeting of the Council. I can only
say that, in relation ro rhis exrremely complicated sub-
ject, their regrel at his absence is as nothing compared
to mine!
As far as the first of those poinrs is concerned, i.e. the
reason why I am intervening now, I w'ant to say this.
In view of the requesr rhar has been made that this
matter should go back to commirr.ee, it did seem to me
that it might be helpful ro rhe House, in deciding
whether it should or it shouldn't, if it were now to
hear, before voting on that, the Commission's posirion
on the report and indeed on some of the amendments.
First of all I thank the rapponeur, Mr Dalsass, for the
initiative that he has taken in this extremely difficulr
sector. The Commission has three times attempted to
resolve this question, but agreement on the Commis-
sion's proposals has never been reached at Council
level. I must also compliment him, if I may, on his put-
ting the sress on the necessary simplification of the
Commission's proposals. \7hile it is true that there are
links berween alcohol and other sectors, the reason
why the Commission's proposals have failed is cer-
tainly because they set out to regulare all aspects of an
extremely complex and complicated situation. The
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solution recommended by Mr Dalsass is therefore
righdy restricted to the essential provisions, that is to
say, it is concerned only with ethyl alcohol of agricul-
tural origin.
Now the significant feature of the repon is the grant-
ing of Community aid for the production of agricul-
tural alcohol that is sdll regulated by national provi-
sions designed to ensure that the necessary production
is, in fact, carried out. The introduction of a common
oig.nirrtion of production ol agriculrural alcohol
completes the process of integration of European agri-
culture in a sector that has been neglected so far, and
indeed in a sector where difficulties are now arising
that threaten serious damage rc the effectiveness of
other Community policies, in panicular the effecdve-
ness of cenain intervention measures in the wine sec-
tor. The introduction of a common organization of
the market in agricultural alcohol will therefore com-
plete the common agricultural policy and above all,
the Commission believes make it more effective.
The Commission can therefore heanily welcome the
broad lines of the committee's approach, all the more
so since a number of indispensable precautions have
been taken. In the first place, the production volume
aided will be limited and this should prevent the sur-
pluses that some Members of Parliament seem to fear
so much. It should therefore protect the budget from
what, as we know from experience, would otherwise
become an extremely expensive operation. In the
second place, the measures will apply only to agricul-
tural alcohol in respect of which it is necessary to take
action. Last but not least, they have been designed so
that there should be no unfair competition with non-
agricultural alcohol, in panicular synthedc alcohol in
its own special outlets. This, in the Commission's view,
is an essential point and I know that many Members
are very attentive to this aspect of the position with
regard ro competition. In the view of the Commission,
Mr Dalsass was also, if I may say so, very wise to limit
the proposals to the beverage and vinegar sectors.
These are no longer at issue, nor could they again
become so. No one, I think, in the Community would
dare to manufacture a spirituous beverage with syn-
thetic alcohol and refrain from mentioning that fact on
the label.
In short then, the Commission approves the policy on
the integration of agricultural alcohol into the com-
mon agricultural poliry worked out in the Committee
on Agriculture on Mr Dalsass' initiative and will draw
the necessary conclusions from rhat.
May I conclude, Mr President, by making two further
points. One is on the suggestion from the Socialist
Group that there should be a repon by the Commis-
sion in three years on the structural aspects. The Com-
mission could accept that idea in principle. Until the
organization is set up, it is clearly not possible for us
to make a report on it. Once it is, however, then I am
rcld, by those who know far more about it than I do,
thar it would be a srcp that the Commission could
accePt.
Concerning the amendments, the Commission is in
favour of those proposed by Mr Dalsass. On the other
hand, we could not follow Mr Manin and Mr
Maffre-Baug6 who wish to maintain the national mar-
ket organizations in a coordinated manner. In fact, up
to now the Commission has never proposed that it
should be applied in this manner. In our view, that
would be a dangerous precedent. Ve can, Mr Presi-
dent, accept all the amendments tabled by Mr Collins.
I think we can accept some of the amendments sug-
gested by Mr Hord, but only those which aim not to
create distonion of competition between, on the one
hand, agricultural alcohols among themselves and, on
the other hand, between agricultural alcohol and other
types of alcohol. Mr Hord wishes to exclude totally
wine alcohol. Here the Commission is in favour of the
reasonable solution, as we see it, which has been adv-
anced by Mr Dalsass concerning supplementary mea-
sures both for wine alcohol, especially for irs disposal,
and also for alcohol based on molasses, which we
think ought not to be disturbed by the other alcohols.
President. 
- 
This proposal by our colleague, Mr
Maffre-Baug6, means that I am obliged to put rc the
vote the question of whether the Dalsass report. is to
be referred to che committee responsible, which is the
Committee on Agriculture. First, however, I shall call
on one Member to speak in favour and one rc speak
against.
Mr Dalsass (EPP), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
I regret that this request had to be made and that after
ten years it is proposed once again to refer back to
committee, i.e. rc the Commission, a proposal which
could easily have been accepted.
As regards agricultural alcohol, this would cenainly
not prove beneficial to us.'We would be putting every-
thing off again and accepting this uncenainty 
- 
we
still remember the judgmenr of the Coun of Justice
- 
and there would never be any clarity in this area.
This request is made up of two components. The
Socialists would like to refer the proposal back
because they think I am proposing too little, while the
Conservatives want [o do so because they think I am
proposing too much. I would find it regrettable if
these two components combined to sabotage the
organization of the market in alcohol. That is why I
urgently ask you to vote against this postponement
and referral back to committee. l, at tny rate, am
absolutely against it.
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Mr Bocklet (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Pursuant to Rule 7l(2) I
would request that it be established whether we have a
quorum in Parliament.
(More than ten Members rose)
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, some-
times appearances speak for themselves. There is no
quorum. You do not even need to count.
President. 
- 
Nevenheless we must take a count. I
would ask Members not to leave the Chamber while
the count is in progress.
(A count anas tahen)
I see that we do not have a quorum. The matter of
referral will not therefore be put to the vote and the
debate will continue.
Mr Forth (ED).- Mr President, could I just ask if,
subject to Rule 7l(4), you counted as present those
who had asked for the quorum, as required by the
rule? Could you just confirm that, please?
President. 
- 
Yes, I can indeed confirm that we
counted all those present, even two or three colleagues
who declined to stand up.
Mr Patterson (ED).- Let us be absolutely clear on
this. Vhat you said was you counted those present.
The rule says you can count them, even if they have
left the Chamber. Could I ask you how many you
counted who had left the Chamber and, therefore,
were not. Present?
President. 
- 
Mr Patterson, we are not obliged to
make such distinctions. It was perfectly clear that we
did not have a quorum.
Mr Dalsass (EPP), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
you just ascenained that there was no quorum. You
have proposed resuming the debarc. For my part, I
agree, but I would not vant someone else to get up
and make the same request again in five or ten minutes
time. Am I right in my fears?
President. 
- 
Mr Dalsass, I think that is always a pos-
sibility. However, we should not simply assume tha[ it
will happen.
Ve shall now resume the debate.
Mr Prout (ED). 
- 
The Legal Affairs Committee
decided that the Commission proposal is defective on
two grounds. Firstly, Article 3 contravenes the funda-
mental principle of proportionality laid down by the
European Coun of Justice. It does so by guaranteeing
agricultural alcohol producers subsidized prices in
non-reserve sectors. These subsidized sales, Mr Presi-
dent, would undermine the market for synthetic
alcohol with which they are in direct competition.
Vhile it may be necessary to give short-term support
to the agricultural sector in times of difficulties, it is
not possible to do so on a permanent basis within the
Treaty system. The permanent advantage given to
agricultural alcohol is out of all proponion to the
problem the measure seeks to solve.
Secondly, ethyl alcohol used in the reserve sectors,
under Arcicle 9 of the Commission proposal, must be
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin. Chemically,
Mr President, there is no difference between synthetic
and agricultural alcohol. The Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, therefore, takes the view that this anicle is a
clear breach of the principle of non-discrimination laid
down by the European Court, and probably of
Anicle 3(f of the Treaty as well.
'!7e deeply regret that the Committee on Agriculture
has failed to take the views of the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee fully into account and call upon it to reconsider
its decision.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President if it is
ascenained that there is no quorum, then the President
must immediately announce when the vote will actu-
ally take place before a quorum in the Chamber, and
under Rule 71(3) 
- 
and this is of course the curious
and rather senseless part 
- 
it must take place at 'the
next sitting'. That would be in April. \7e would then
be voting on whether to refer back the report. long
after adopting it.
It is quite unacceptable if this motion, which cannot be
considered because of the absence of a quorum, is
repeated every five minutes. You must make it clear at
once whether the request for referral back can be put
to the vote today at 5 p.m.
Mr Bocklet (EPP). 
- 
(DE) I agree with Mr von der
Vring that there are situations which are not fully
regulated by the Rules of Procedure. In such cases the
acting President can to some extent use his discretion.
My request is as follows: to put an end to this farcical
situation, as described by Mr von der Vring, and to
propose that this matter be put to the vote first, at
5 p.m. tonight, at rhe beginning of the voting, so that
the repon can then either be referred back to com-
mirtee or pur to the vote. I think that would be the
most sensible procedure and Anicle 71(3) should basi-
cally be interpreted in that sense, for its wording is
rather ambiguous.
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Mr Grifliths (S).- Mr President, on rhar same Rule
71(3), by asking for a guorum I think a real can of
worms has been opened here. Rule71(3) says quite
clearly:
If the vote shows that the quorum is nor presenr,
the vote shall be placed on rhe agenda of the next
sitting.
I think that by establishing that we do not have a quo-
rum, we have deferred the whole of this matter to the
next sitting. The rule is quite clear.
Mr Van Minnen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, that was
exacdy my point. You must rule that at 6 p.m. the next
sitting cannot take place because this sitting will still be
underway at that time, and that any referral back to
committee can only be decided on in the next sitting.
That would of course put us in an absurd situarion,
but procedurally there can be no doubt about the mat-
ter. You as President ought to rule now that in this sit-
ting there can be absolutely no new decision on any
referral.
Mr Patterson (ED).- I do not know where rhis talk
of April came in. I ask you to look at Rule 9(l), which
states very clearly that a sitting is a single day. I am,
sorry to have to say this, because I would prefer it to
be put off until April, but the correcr thing is for it to
be put off until tomorrow 
- 
both the vote on referral '
to committee and the vore on the substance.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, this debate cannor
continue. As Mr Bocklet has poinrcd out, the Presi-
dent cenainly has the right, under Rule 83(3), to
reserve his ruling on the correct. interpretation and
application of a rule when that rule is not clear, as is
the case with Rule 71(3).
I wish to announce ro the House therefore rhat ar
3 p.m. this afternoon there will be a statement from rhe
Chair as to whether ve are to vote on the matrcr at
5 p.m. this evening and how this might be done.
I would now suggesr that we resume the debate.
Mr Vernimmen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, some
Members who have just sauntered inrc the Chamber
for a point of order ought to show more respect for
the actual debate we are having and for the time some
Members wish to devore to ir.
I can agree in principle with the proposal for a simpli-
fied alcohol regulation as described in rhe Dalsass
report. This report, in my opinion, can be taken as a
basis on condition that some significant amendments
are made to the rcxt. I believe that the staning point
for determining the alcohol price should be the
molasses price. This molasses price should be fixed
once or twice yearly depending on rhe real price for
molasses, which should be based on the cosr price,
profit margins, commercial costs and transport costs.
So the alcohol price should be based as much as possi-
ble on simple calculable objective parameters which
can be revised periodically and not on a fictitious basis.
This presupposes of course that molasses is also regu-
lated somehow or other at Community level and this
regulation should be based on the price of alcohol,
quantities, sales and outlet sectors.
I think. it would be wrong to think solely in terms of
subpidised rypes of agricultural alcohol. And here I
qhould like to say, panicularly ro rhe Commission, that
the evolution of wine alcohol musr be followed with
the greatest attention, for here the Commission bears
great financial responsibility. A considerable quantiry
of wine alcohol reaches the marker for which the
Commission, in implementing the wine regulation, is
financially responsible.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I do not believe it
is Mr Dalsass's intention to ousr molasses alcohol from
the market. That would not be feasible anyway. The
fact of the matter is that in some Member Smrcs 980/o
of alcohol production is based on molasses. So we can-
not afford to ignore this fact, but I would add,
Mr Dalsass, that after ren years I think we must finally
have the courage to approve an amended Dalsass
repon and pu[ a stop to [hese endless discussions.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I fail to under-
stand how there can still be objections, when the Chair
has promised that, under the terms of Rule 83(3), an
announcement will be made to the House when the
sitting is resumed, i.e. at 3 p.m. today, abour what is ro
happen.
Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
On a point of
order, Mr President. \7hen giving your original ruling
before the last speaker, you based your observarions
on the fact rhar if there was a lack of clariry in the
rule, then the discrerion lay wirh the Presidenl I
would submit that there is no lack of clarity whar-
soever. In Rule 7l(3) it says quite clearly
If the vote shows that the quorum is not present,
the vote shall be placed on the agenda of the next
sitting.
That allows absolutely no discretion whatever to the
President.
President. 
- 
I take note of your remarks. You will get
an answer at 3 p.m. this afternoon. I cannot take any
funher questions on the Rules of Procedure.
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Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I would first like
to thank the Bureau and the Presidency for providing
an opponunity for me to raise an imponant urgent
and related matter which I submitted as an urgent
motion, but which the Bureau, in their wisdom,
decided should not be discussed with the Dalsass
report. I am referring to the dumping of alcohol.
(Cry of 'Shame')
Representatives of the disdlling industry in Ireland
have brought to my attention the severe consequences
for their industry resulting from the disposal of French
alcohol on Community markets at prices which are
much lower than can be justified on the basis of fair
competition. It is the common understanding in the
cbuntries concerned that the price at which French
agricultural alcohol is exported is based on manipulat-
ing French domestic arrangements for the disposal of
agricultural alcohol and, in addition, may well reflect
an abuse of the Community's sugar regulation.
Vhile in terms of volume the effects have been sever-
est in countries such as Germany, Britain and Holland
and the amounts of alcohol imported into Ireland have
been comparatively small to date, it will be realized
that the scale of operations in these other countries is
very much greater than in Ireland. Ireland accounts
for less than 10lo of Community purchases of agricul-
tural alcohol, and it would require only a tiny part of
the French excess production to slump the Irish mar-
ket.
It therefore surely gives Brave cause for alarm that
French suppliers are now pushing very hard for a con-
tract with the largest Irish purchaser of this material
for an amount in excess of 2 million litres, accounting
for approximately 300/o of the Irish market. If they
should succeed in capturing such a large share of the
market on the basis of unfair competition, the whole
basis of viability of the industry in Ireland must be
called in question.
I understand that the Agriculture Ministers in a num-
ber of Member States have already asked the Commis-
sion to take action to remedy this by introducing
countervailing duties under Anicle 45 of the Treaty or
otherwise, and thus the Commission has written to the
French Government urging it to take action. Since,
however, there is no evidence that the French Govern-
ment is prepared to take action and it is clear that the
Commission has been dragging its feet in this matter,
it would appear that the only way of remedying the
situation is for the Member States concerned to act
[ogether in resolute and concerted fashion.
Vhereas countries such as Germany and Holland have
been discussing this question with the Commission for
some considerable time now, while the industry in
rhese countries continues to suffer damage, it is pani-
cularly worrying in the case of Ireland that it would
only take one or two contracts on the lines indicarcd
to close our industry completely. These circumstances,
and other considerations, really put us in the position
that weeks or even days may be vital: if we do not take
immediate action, we may find ourselves in a hopeless
situation.
I wanr ro warn the Commission that if Ireland is not
given permission to introduce immediately a counter-
vailing duty against this dumping, we shall be reluc-
tantly forced to take the law into our own hands. 'S7e
have 17.10lo of our people unemployed, and we can-
not allow any more of our people to become unem-
ployed while the Commission looks on at this form of
illegal dumping.
I think I have explained this case quite clearly. The
Commission is simply doing nothing about it and we
simply will not have our small industry closed down in
Ireland because of the unforgiveable inaction of the
Commission in this matter over a long period.
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I think that in view of what Mr Clinton said, I
should answer straight away.
As far as his motion is concerned, the Commission's
position is broadly this. The application by the Com-
mission of a countervailing duty on the export of
alcohol to other Member States, based on Anicle 45 of
the Treary, at the moment 
- 
and I stress those words
- 
is still an open quesdon. May I tell Mr Clinton
why. The possibility of applying Article 46 after the
expiry of the transitional period, and in the present
circumstances, is not only sdll a matter of very consi-
derable legal controversy, on which we have not yet
taken a final position, but it is also one which the
Coun of Justice is examining at the moment. I hope 
-and\his perhaps may be the real point of my interven-
tion to Mr Clinton 
- 
the Commission may be able to
reach a decision on this in the next few days.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, I would like to ask
you again, under Rule 85(1), to refer the Dalsass
report and the Commission proposal back rc the com-
mittee.
President. 
- 
You have a right to do so. If you want us
to waste our time . . .
(Mr Chambeiron asked that a qaorum be establisbed)
Are there ten Members who wish to have a quorum
esublished?
(More tban ten Members rose 
- 
a count was taken)
I see that we do not have a quonrm. In accordance
with Rule 85(2) which states:
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The matter shall be referred back to the com-
mittee responsible where, pursuanr to Rule 71(3),
rwo votes have been taken with a requesr that the
number of those present be ascertained, withour
the required number being reached,
the report will be referred back to the committee.
Mr von der Vring (S).- (DE) Mr President, do you
know what we are referring back now? 'We are not
referring back the report bur the request for referral,
since that was rejected.
President. 
- 
No, Mr von der Vring, that is not the
case.
Mr Dalsass (EPP), rapporte,tr. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
I would not have minded if you had taken a decision
earlier, when I made my request to you, so rhat we did
no[ have to keep returning to the same old argument.
Now we have reached the stage of a deferral being
requested twice.
The Rules of Procedure provide that if referral back is
requested twice and there is no quorum then 
- 
but
earlier this was done pursuant to anorher rule 
- 
the
repon shall be referred back to committee. But we
cannot proceed in this manner because otherwise a
matter could be referred back every rime someone
asked for it m be ascertained whether there was a quo-
rum and, if not, put the same request a second time.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Dalsass, you asked whether it was
permissible for a further request to be made that a
quorum be established. I replied that that was possible
but that I hoped thar it would nor happen. Now since
Rule 71, as you yourself have admitted, does nor lay
down precisely how we should proceed, I have
invoked Rule 83(3) and announced to the House that
we shall decide on this matter at 3 p.m. rhis afternoon.
In the meantime, however, any Member has the right,
under the terms of Rule 85(2), to ask again that a quo-
rum be established. If this happens, rhen that same rule
obliges us to refer rhe repon back to the committee.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I musr
ask you in all seriousness ro note this point yery care-
fully. It creates a precedent which could completely
destroy our future activiries..
(Appkuse)
If your interpretation is correcr, rhe following could
happen: If five Members happen to be present at a
debate one evening, anyone of tl.rem can request refer-
ral back to committee. He will not find a quorum. So
two minutes later he tries again. Once he has mbled
this motion twice, the item must auromarically be
referred back. That totally destroys the point of the
quorum. Surely you cannot give such an absurd inter-
pretation of a paragraph of the Rules of Procedure
just like thaq off the cuff!
You said you would consult the Bureau and inform us
at 3 p.m. of the outcome. You cannot do anything else
now, Mr President, otherwise we will paralyse this
part-session until the weekend. For we would then do
the same for every single motion for a resolution, and
do it every five minutes !
President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, to take the second
pan of your remarks first, you should nor accuse rhe
Bureau of wanting to put a spanner in the workings of
the House. Vhat you have said is, however, logical
and fair. This danger does exist, of course, but we are
ded to these Rules of Procedure, which after all were
adopted a[ rhe time by this House, and they are abso-
lutely clear on this point.
Mr Dalsass (EPP), reeportear. 
- 
(DE) Under Rule
85(a) of the Rules of Procedure, Parliament may ser
the committee a time limit. Now, in my view the com-
mittee should be set an early time limit so rhar we can
consider this matter again at the nexr pan-session in
April.
President. 
- 
\flho wishes to speak in favour of Mr
Dalsass' proposal?
Mr Louwes (L).- (NL) Mr President, I should like
to speak in suppon of Mr Dalsass's proposal. The situ-
ation in the Community alcohol market is chaotic and
desparately in need of harmonisation and market
regulation, and any delay in Parliament's delivering an
opinion means that rhe present chaos will conrinue. So
I shall vote in favour of Mr Dalsass's proposal.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
speak against Mr Dalsass' proposal.
I am for the general proposal that ir should go back to
the committee. The reason I oppose Mr Dalsass' spe-
cific suggestion of rerurning ir by April is that I do not
think there will be sufficient time for all Parliament's
other commirrees ro consider rhe subsrantial number
of Mr Dalsass' amendments. It is nor funny, it is ser-
ious. And it is on that basis rhat I think the Committee
on Agriculture needs more rime to consider it and to
secure revised opinions of rhe other relevant commir-
tees of Parliament.
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Mr Pranchire (COM). * (FR) Under Rule 71, I
request that it be ascertained whether or not a quorum
is present.
President. 
- 
Are there ten Members who wish to have
a quorum established?
(More than ten Members rose)
I note that we do not have a quorum.
This matter will be put to the vote at 10 a.m. tomor-
row.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, may I
request that the sitting be adjourned now and resumed
at 3 p.m. Clearly, chaos is reigning and I ask you to
convene the Bureau at once to consider this incident.
6. Agricahure in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-1177/82) by Mr Provan, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, on the state of agriculture in the
Highlands and Islands of Scotland and other severely
disadvantaged regions of the Community.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Before you give the
floor to Mr Provan, I move that this repofl. be referred
back to committee.
President. 
- 
I am really getting the feeling that some
colleagues are now trying to disrupt the sitting. One
Member may nov/ speak for this proposal and one
Member against.
Mr von der Vring, you have just requested that the
Provan repon be referred back to committee.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) That was my first
request. I now move that it be ascenained whether a
quorum is present. Then the report would automati-
cally be referred back.
President. Ladies and gentlemen it is now
12.54 p.m. and I shall bring the proceedings to a close.
Ve shall resume at 3 p.m.
(Tlte sitting was adjoamed at 12.54 p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
7. Statement by the Bureau on the interpretation of
Rule 85 of the Rules of Procedure
President. 
- 
Before we begin our proceedings, I
should perhaps make some comment on the exchanges
that took place this morning and say something about
[he correct interpretation of Rule 85 of our Rules of
Procedure. First of all I should like to express my
wholehearted solidarity with Mr Nikolaou, who
chaired this morning's sitting. I fully support his deci-
sion to refer the Dalsass report back to committee and
to take the vote tomorrow at 10 a.m. on Mr Dalsass'
proposal that the Committee on Agriculture be set a
time limit, in fact, until the April pan-session.
Having said that, I should like to make a few funher
comments in order to foresall funher difficuldes aris-
ing this afternoon. I am basing my remarks on the
Dutch version of Rule 85. The interpretation of this
anicle is far from clear, and the second paragraph, if
one reads it carefully in the entire context, cannot
actually be taken to refer to proposals on the agenda
but only to the content of documents. This would be
my own tentative interpretation, and it is the one that I
shall ry to apply in future until such time as the Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, which
I have asked to consider this endre question, comes up
with a more authoritative interpretation of the entire
matter. As I have already said, the Dutch text is quite
clear on this matter. However, it is possible that it may
give rise to cenain misunderstandings in the other lan-
guaSes.
I call Mr Nord to speak on this point, but I do not
want this to give rise to a full-scale debate on the ques-
tion, because we must leave it to the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
Mr Nord (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I was delighrcd
to hear your statement. The only reason I asked for
the floorwas to say that I do not think the meaning of
the rule in question is ambiguous. I think it is perfecdy
clear. The French text I have in front of me is even
clearer than the Dutch rcxt. lf you look at paragraph 2
and its place in between paragraph 1, which states that
referral back to committee may be requested by any
Member 
^t any time, and paragraph 3, which sayswhat the consequences of such a request are, then it is
perfectly obvious that it deals with the time at which
the substance of the report in question is being
debated, and that therefore two votes must be taken if
the quorum is not attained, after which the matter is
automatically referred back. In my opinion there is
absolutely no ambiguity. Your interpretation is the
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only correct one and I am sure that your opinion will
be confirmed by the Committee on Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions.
President. 
- 
I hope that, as a member of the Com-
mittee on Rules of Procedure and Petitions, you will
be able to push this inrerpretation through.
Mr Dalsass (EPP). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I cenainly
did not expect you ro do othep than declare your soli-
darity with the chairman. In your position I would
probably have done the same. But I thank you for
interpreting the rule in rhe same way as I did, to rhe
effect that in fact our procedure uras wrong. May I
now make a request. The fifth paragraph reads that if
a motion requesting referral back to committee is
rejected, it shall not be tabled again during that
debate.
That was not the present case. But may I urge you to
check whether the second paragraph could nor be
interpreted in the same way, i.e. if there is no quorum,
the motion may not be tabled again during the same
debate. I do not think one can keep repearing the same
motion during a debate. That would lead ro an absurd
situation and we, any one of us, could paralyse the
proceedings of -the European Parliament. Anyone
could prevent any proposal at all by Parliament from
being adopted. For we are always in the same situadon
of far too few Members being presenr at a debate 
-and if it suddenly occurs ro ten Members ro requesr
that the presence of a quorum be ascenained, that will
always be possible. So I ask you ro enquire into this
aspecl too.
Presideqt. 
- 
I think that we are agreed that this aspect
of the problem is more easily dealt with in the light of
the interpretation that I have already given but that we
also believe that the whole matter should be referred
to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, may I
thank you for your interpretarion and point our ro rhe
chairman of the Commitree on the Rules of Procedure
that he still has his work cur our. The French text is
clearer than the Dutch one. For the Dutch text reads
somewhat differendy. That will produce difficulties. I
said this morning that, according to rhe interpretation
which the President found himself, against his will,
forced to give, I together with 21 Members would be
able, once the Chamber was emptier again, to post-
pone all the items of the agenda undl 4 p.m. That can-
not be the original inrention. I understood your srarc-
ment to mean thar this would not be allowed in future,
undl the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure had
made a definitive pronouncement on the matrer.
I tabled this motion on Mr Provan's report not
because I want my esteemed colleague's repon to be
referred back but, ro quote Bismarck, because in the
hour of danger one simply turns to the weapon nearesr
at hand.
At the dme Bismarck turned ro rhe weapon of univer-
sal suffrage. Later he regretted rhis because it had
some effects he had not inrended.
I found myself forced rc rhis conduct because the
President told me that logically I had acted correcrly,
but that he had been forced ro acr as he did. The pur-
pose cannot be for 21 Members to be able to paralyse
a Parliament for a whole week. That should not be our
future interprerarion. That is why I will of course
withdraw my motion for referral back of rhe Provan
report. That repon should be discussed today. I wish ir
every success. But may I make one observation to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure. If, as provided
in the Dutch text, an artempr is made ro vote on a mar-
rcr but there is no quonrm, and if this occurs twice,
then that matter shall be referred back rc rhe Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure. But if the matrer
was a point of procedure, how can one then refer back
the point of procedure for funher consideration by
that committee? That is a contradiction in rerms, a
nonsense, and there must not be any nonsense in a
Parliament, at least as regards the Rules of Procedure.
Nonsense may be spoken, but must not be written into
the Rules of Procedure.
Please accept this as a statement. I did not intent ro
sabotage Parliament, but to prevent a precedent from
being established which would have allowed any sabo-
teur to destroy our work.
President. 
- 
\7e have referred the matter to the Com-
mittee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions. In the
meantime we shall simply have to be going on with my
interpretation of the rule, and I feel rhat we can carry
on with it for quite some rime.
Mr Pranch0re (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I have
listened respectfully ro your interpretation, and you
were referring to the Dutch text. To my understand-
ing, however, the dibate this morning was conducted
in complete conformity with the Rules of Procedure.
Rule 85(2) could not be clearer. Referral back to rhe
committee was automaric, and this opens up the var-
ious possibilities ser fonh in the following paragraphs.
The Rules of Procedure were adopted by this House.
If we now find that these Rules have cenain consequ-
ences, we cannor call them into question, or whire
would we end up?
President. 
- 
No, Mr Pranchere, rhere is no question
of contesting the Rules of Procedure. All we are doing
is asking the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure
and Petitions if it is possible to refer back to com-
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mittee procedural questions which are the province of
the plenary Assembly. This provisional inrcrpretation
of Rule 85 has been accepted until such time as the
Committee on [he Rules of Procedure and Petitions
can give its ruling on the matter.
8. Topical and argent debate (objections)
President. Pursuant to Rule 48(2), second
sub-paragraph, I have received the following objec-
tions, tabled and jusdfied in writing, to the list of sub-
jects to be debated at tomorrow's topical and urgent
debate.
(Tbe President read tbe objections)1
I would remind the House that the vote on these
objections will be taken without debate.
I have also received from Mr Enright a request to be
allowed to submit a procedural motion at the begin-
ning of the vote on the requests for urgent procedure.
Mr Enright (S).- I refer to the motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Bord and also by the Liberal and
Democratic Group and I would wish in no vray to . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Enright, the Bord motion for a reso-
lution has been withdrawn.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
In that case I refer merely to the
Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr'President, and I
would wish in no way to comment on the contenm of
those motions for resolutions. But I would wish you to
commen[ upon whether or not, under the rules that we
have, it is possible to overturn specific decisions that
have been made by the plenary session. I was very sur-
prised to receive a note from Mr Pannella suggesting
that we should overturn a decision of the plenary. I
can find no way in any of the rules 
- 
and I refer rc
the Rules of Procedure, Second Edition, February
1983. I have read them very carefully and very closely
again and again, and there is no sray in which it is pos-
sible for a decision aken by the plenary to be referred
again to the plenary the following month. I think that
is quite wrong and would be a mockery. Cenainly, as
far as Mr Pannella is concerned, it would open up a
whole can of worms.
I therefore appeal to you, Mr President, to rule out of
order this motion by the Liberals.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Enright, I would make three com-
ments on your intervention.
The first concerns the rules, namely, that all that is not
forbidden in principle is allowed.
(Applause)
The second is that when we took the decision on a
meeting in Brussels, it was clearly stated that there
should be an enquiry into the feasibility of such a
meeting. A repon has been drawn up by the quaestors
which has been communicated to the groups. It is
natural that each individual Member should be able to
judge, in view of the circumstances of a meetinB in
Brussels, whether or not he thinks, after that commun-
ication, it is feasible or not. It is a question of indivi-
dual judgment.
Thirdly, I think that the proposal by the Liberal Group
indicates also that there might be a problem with
regard to the agenda. Ve decided, in principle, to
have the meeting at the end of April/beginning of
May. But we are now approaching that date, so from
that point of view I think that the resolution is com-
pletely within the possibility and the rights of this Par-
Iiament to judge.
(Applause)
'!7e 
shall now proceed to the vote.l
9. Question Time
IN THE CFIAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-President
President. 
- 
The next item is the second pan of
Question Time: questions to the Commission (Doc.
1-1346/82).
As the author is absent, Question No 38 will be
answered in writing.2
At the request of its author Question No 39 is being
held over to a later pan-session.
Question No 40 by Mr Galland (H-399/82):
Following the meeting of the IMF General Assembly,
it appears that no agreement could be reached by the
wealthy nations and the underprivileged countries on a
I See Minutes.2 See Annex III See Minutes.
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strategy to overcome the current international econo-
mic and financial crisis. Nevenheless, the scale of
indebtedness of the developing countries is a cause for
great concern on the part of the industrialized nations
and is itself sufficient to justify a resumption of the
North-South Dialogue. Has the Commission, there-
fore, any plans to submit proposals with this in mind,
and if so, what are they?
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) The Commission attaches the same imponance
as Mr Galland to continuation of the North-South
dialogue. However, I am able ro say rha[ the most
recent results at the International Monetary Fund
demonstrate that talk of a breakdown is unwarranrcd.
The Toronto meeting confirmed rhe awareness of the
need to increase the Fund's financial resources and to
secure international financial sability. The last meet-
irg of the International Monetary Fund in
\Tashington saw the adoption of a series of very
imponant measures, comprising an increase of almost
50% in the quotas, and the action by the Group of
Ten in extending access to the general borrowing
arrangemenm to all member countries and trebling the
resources available under these agreements.
This said, the Commission is actively engaged in seek-
ing the best possible co-ordination of the posirions
taken up by the Member States in the International
Monetary Fund and the other multilateral financial
institutions. 'S7'e are not a member of the International
Monetary Fund, as you are aware, but we made it
absolutely clear how much imponance we attached to
the reconstitution of the Fund's resources and I believe
that the Community's position was a decisive factor in
the success of these recent meetings.
On a more general plane, we are doing all that we can
to promote a resumption of the global dialogue: hav-
ing secured the adoption by the European Council of
the broad guidelines which are to serve as the basis forjoint action by the Community, we have recently sub-
mitted to the Council 
- 
and forwarded to the Parlia-
ment 
- 
a communication on the sixth, UNCTAD
which is due to be held in Belgrade later this year.
I would add that the Nonh-South dialogue is not con-
fined to discussions at global or multilateral level. For
the Communiry the regional level is also very impor-
tant. I am thinking here of our action through the
Lom6 Convention, and of the bilateral acdon taken by
our Member States.
Mr Galland (L).- (FR,) I thank Mr Onoli for his
clear and positive explanarions. I should still like to ask
him the following supplementary quesrion: does rhe
Commissioner think that the idea launched recently by
a number of politicians according to which the equiva-
lent of the 1945 Marshall Plan could be set up berween
the North and the South with the rwofold aim of help-
ing the developing countries to eliminate their debr
burdens and recdfy their appalling lack of capital
investment, while at the same time bringing them into
a process of recovery by the European economies, is a
realistic idea or not?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR)'$7hen we begin to say in rhe
Group of Ten that we are prepared to deploy very
substantial resources 
- 
we are talking of 20 billion
dollars 
- 
to make the financial sysrem as secure as
possible, we are aheady aking a first srep. Vhen, by
organizing a series of discussions, we help to find
solutions to the most acute ,indebtedness problems by
mobilizing international public resources through the
International Monetary Fund or by securing the
banks' co-operation, we are also making a conribu-
tion to this global effort 
- 
and this entails mobiliza-
tion of funds which are nor channelled through some
Marshall Plan but which are real. Thus, behind all this
effon, there is a series of financial measures which is
not being called a Marshall Plan, bur which represents
the development of a package of very real resources.
In this connection, I believe that the best solution 
-and I imagine that Mr Galland will not disagree 
-bearing in mind the balance-of-payments currently
experienced by some of our Member States 
- 
is to
take more positive steps towards a recovery, and we
have a pan to play in that respect.
Bringing down interest rates is in itself one way to help
the developing countries, since their debt burden is so
great. Economic recovery, with the possibility of
improving the terms of trade through some increase in
the price of raw materials which are their main source
of revenue, is another way of giving them real help
through rade. The same would be true of an increase
in the volume of imports in the evenr that we did
indeed achieve an economic recovery.
I therefore consider rhat it may be convenient to talk
of a Marshall Plan, but that the spirit is the same,
although the means may perhaps be different, when
you have countries which are themselves sorely tried
examining a comprehensive range of measures'whose
combined effect will help to suppon the developing
countries.
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) If it is unable to become
'a member as a body, could not the Community 
- 
per-
haps on a proposal from the Commission 
- 
take the
initiative of co-ordinating more fully the posirions of
its Member States within the International Monetary
Fund?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(.FR) Ir is already doing so. Positircns
are co-ordinated before all meerings, in principle we
adopt a joint position, and rhe President of Council
speaks on behalf of the Community. Not only is rhis
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so, but in fact at the last meeting held in \Tashington
the President spoke only on behalf of the Community
and not at all in his capacity as a German minister.
Mr Denis (COM). 
- 
(FR) The Commissioner has
referred m the fonhcoming UNCTAD. Could he give
us a clearer indication of the attitude that the EEC
intends to take on the proposals concerning the debt
burden of the developing countries and, more specifi-
cally, examination of debt rescheduling or a morato-
rium?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR)\fe have not yet reached that
stage. I have given demils of the various measures con-
cerned with indebtedness that are currenrly in hand.
The first steps have been taken with the reconsritution
of the Fund's liquid assets, and more progress is being
made through the discussions that are held periodi-
cally. That is the present position.
Mr G. Fuchs (S).- (FR) I was pleased to hear Com-
missioner Onoli rcll us that an increase in raw materi-
als prices would have an imponant part to play in the
resumption of the Nonh-South dialogue. Could I ask
him what action the Commission has taken to facilitate
use of the common Fund and to persuade certain
Member States to adopt a more positive atdtude in this
resPect?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) Our attitude to this matter, as you
are aware, is entirely positive, though we have to work
within the limits set for the current financial year. You
will also be aware that the discussions are still in pro-
gress, so that we shall have ro persevere in our effons
to find solutions along these lines.
President. 
- 
Question No 41 by Mr Maher (H-423/
82):
It is the intention of the President of the Commis-
sion to reorganize that body so as to ensure a
more equitable sharing of responsibilities between
Commissioners?
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Cornmission.
(NL) The question was put to the President of the
Commission himself, and I should like to start by apol-
ogising for the President who is unable to answer it
himself due to most urgent and unexpected business
and he has asked me to reply on his behalf.
The subject was also raised in this House last October
as a result of a question put by Mr Moreland. May I
refresh your memories in general terms, Mr President?
On 7 January 1981 the ponfolios of the Members of
the Commission were shared according to the Rules of
Procedure of the Commission and this destribution
has remained unchanged despite some changes since
then in the composition of the Commission. There is
no obvious reason in itself to change the portfolios
after they have been shared out whenever a Member
of the Commission is replaced.
May I draw your attention to another point, and the
fact that I am speaking here just now is proof of this,
which is that the Commission acts as a collegiate body,
which can allocate specific areas of its activitis to spe-
cific Members who then bear particular responsibiliry
for poliry formation on the one hand and implementa-
tion of decisions on the other hand. But that does not
detract from the fact, and I wish rc underline this, that
responsibility for Commission decisions as such is
borne by all Members, as the Commission is a colle-
giate body.
In answer to the specific question asked I should like
to reply that the President of the Commission does not
intend at the present time to redistribute portfolios
among the various Members of the Commission
although he regularly examines the suitability of this
distribudon. I can therefore state on behalf of the
President that he will not fail to submit proposals to
the college on redistributing responsibilities whenever
and whereever it is deemed necessary in view of the
current political priorities.
Mr Maher (L).- I wish to thank Mr Andriessen, but
in doing so I too want [o express regret that it has not
been possible for the President of the Commission to
be here to answer a question of that kind, and that is
not casring any aspersions whatever on the capacity of
Mr Andriessen ro deal with the question. Bur, never-
theless, it is really a question for the President of the
Commission. I must confess that I am disappointed
with the anss/er, to say the least, because essentially
what has been said is that nothing can be done. I have
to ask the Commission why it is that cenain nationali-
ties seem to have owned certain important portfolios
in the Commission on a continuous basis, almost from
the beginning. \flhy is that the case? \7hy is it that
some others, in fact, are given very minor tasks which
could only be described as a ragbag of ponfolios,
some of the Mickey Mouse tasks 
- 
rhar is the only
way one could describe it in fact 
- 
and this does not
cast any lustre whatever on the Commission or,
indeed, on the countries where that particular Com-
missioner happens to come from? I would like rc ask
why it is that some countries seem to have a complete
ownership of some ponfolios, as the records show.
President. 
- 
Mr Maher, I have the impression that
your question was more of a rhetorical nature and did
not actually require an answer from the Commis-
sioner. Nevenheless, I would like to give Mr Andries-
sen an opportunity to reply.
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Mr Andriesse* 
- 
(NL) I do not intend to give a rhe-
torical answer to your question which itself could be
qualified as rhetorical. I shall be very specific. I equally
regret, as does the Commission, that due to circum-
stances beyond his control the President of the Com-
mission is unable to be present here to give a personal
reply to a question which was directed to him person-
ally. I am very grateful to what the Honourable Mem-
ber said on my qualities on the issue.
Now to the subject itself. If you look at the history of
the Commission and see how responsibilities were dis-
tributed in the past to the various members of the col-
lege, then it is clear that what the Honourable Mem-
ber has suggested, namely that representatives of small
countries have always received so-called small ponfo-
lios, is simply not true. I think that statement is not
borne out by historical facts, and if you look at the
present, Commission the fact that the President of the
Commission comes from a country which is cenainly
not the biggest of all Member States bears me out on
this. So what the Honourable Member said is just not
true. That is the first point; and it is also untrue that
cenain portfolios always remain with cenain coun-
tries. Of course sometimes ponfolios are carried over,
and that is a historical fact. It is equally rrue thar in rhe
course of time portfolios, and imponant ponfolios,
have been changed.
I therefore believe that having put the facts straight I
have no further need to answer the question.
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
I want to correct the Commis-
sioner. I never mentioned small countries. I said 'some
countries'. I made no reference whatsoever to small
countries.
Mr Albers (S).- (NL) On the subject of a fair distri-
bution of responsibilides, surely it is more imponant
for the dialogue between Parliament and rhe Commis-
sion that the Commissioners should speak on subjects
with which they are familiar, that they can talk sensi-
bly on questions put to them? I consider that most
important in the dialogue between Parliament and the
Commission.
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I believe that is rrue, rha[
Commissioners take upon themselves specific respon-
sibilides within the Commission, that they acquire
knowledge and expenise in their specific areas which
the Honourable Member considers so important in the
dialogue with the Commission. I do not think it can be
claimed that the Commission in general has failed in
the requirement to be knowledgo able in the dialogue
with the Parliament.
Mr Moreland (ED). 
- 
As I understand it, the deci-
sion on ponofolios is a collegiate decision. Vould the
Commission not agree with me that if any governmenr
within the Community decided its portfolios on a col-
legiate basis, we would have very few changes of pon-
folios within that government. I would suspect that
that is true of my own governmen[ and of others.
Surely the Commission must take note of Parliament's
view, which I think many Members express, that the
time has come for a reshuffle of some ponfolios and
that it is absolutely untrue to say that cenain portfolios
do not seem to have a national tinge to them, such as
development.
Mr Andriessen, 
- 
(NL) I can be very brief on this
point. I think that Parliament and the Council or gov-
ernments must understand clearly that responsibility
for distributing ponfolios is and should be a matter for
the Commission and no one else. That is the formal
legal and formal polidcal situation and I wish to reiter-
ate that on behalf of the Commission. The fact that
attempts are sometimes made to influence this distri-
bution does not detract from the correctness of the
position as such.
Mr Davern (DEP). 
- 
Vish regard to the Commis-
sioner's last statement when he said this was the legal,
official way, I wonder whether ir is the pracrical way
in which the Commission is appointed. !7e have had
evidence before of national interference. Firstly, does
the Commissioner accept thar some Commissioners
are over-worked while others, although available,
seem to be underworked? Secondly, does he accept
that there is an element of selfishness 
- 
so it would
seem to many Members and observers of this Parlia-
ment 
- 
in keeping too many portfolios in one cabinet?
Mr Andriessen, 
- 
(NL) I think that the burden of
responsibilities of the various members of the college
cannot be measured solely in terms of the number of
responsibilities they are assigned. It must be seen in
rwo ways. Firstly, in what I said on the collective res-
ponsibiliry for Commission policy and secondly 
- 
and
I believe this to be equally imponant 
- 
that the con-
tent of the one portfolio may be different and more
burdensome than rhat of another portfolio. One can-
not therefore draw conclusions on appearances as the
Honourable Member may appear ro be doing.
There are of course differences. There are also differ-
ences in responsibility because the political imponance
of cenain activities can change in time. It was with that
in mind that I said thar the Presidenr of the Commis-
sion examines these marrers regularly and will not fail
to act whenever he considers it necessary.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Could I ask Mr Andriessen if
he accepts that we are talking about quire a senior and
quite an experienced Commissioner? Is he nor pre-
pared to admit that he has been given the responsibili-
ties of quite a junior Commissioner srarring our for rhe
first time? If the explanation is rhat everybody should
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be sadsfiedl once they get their toe in the Commission
and become pan of this select collegiate, why are cer-
tain portfolios in the Commission held on to so jeal-
ously and .uhy do certain Member States insist on get-
ting these panicular posts in the Commission?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) Firstly I think there could
well be subjective differences in assessing the interest
or importance of specific ponfolios. The fact that
some pres$ for some portfolios and others press for
other pordolios can be a reflection of the subjective
assessment. of such a portfolio, or greater interest that
the specific member of the college has. I do not believe
that there is reason for the conclusion suggested by the
Honourable Member.
I just want to add this; if, without it actually being said
in so many words, a specific Member of the Commis-
sion is apprrrently being referred to, then I want to say
that surely Parliament cannot accept that coordinated
responsibility for the mandate, coordinated responsi-
biliry for the Greek momorandum or coordinated res-
ponsibiliry for Greenland, which is very important, is
assessed in the way some Members of Parliament have
done.
President. 
- 
I would like to ask the Commissioner to
inform the President of the Commission that when
there is a quesrion specifically for him, Parliament
regards it as very important that he should be present
on'$Tednesday when the question is to be answered. It
is clear that this was a question which could have been
answered authoritatively only by the President of the
Commission. Mr Andriessen did his best to clarify the
marter and I thank him for doing so.
Mr Andriesse* 
- 
(NL) Vith your permission, I have
already said twice in this sitting that because of very
unexpected special business the President unfonun-
ately and to his great regret cannot be present here. In
general I must say that the President cenainly respects
these important activities in Parliament. In the present
circumstances he was unable to do so. If your request
contains an implicit criticism of the President's
absence, then I wish you to release me from that obli-
gation. It was genuinely impossible for him to be pres-
ent here and I am perfectly willing to explain to you
personally the reasons for his absence.
President. 
- 
I am not trying to make a complaint, but
I would put it to you that you might tell the President
of the Commission that the House would have liked
very much to have had him here today to answer this
question. I understand that it was not possible for him
to be here right now, but we could have been
informed of this in good time so that Question Time
could have been made the first item of the agenda of
some sitting which the President of the Commission
could have attended.
Question No 42 by Mr Davern (H-556/82):
Is the Commission aware that more than 55% of
Irish impons and especially agricultural input is
imponed from the Unircd Kingdom for reasons of
tradition and proximity, furthermore is the Com-
mission aware that because of Ireland's Member-
ship of the EMS and Britain's continued absence,
there exists a totally distorted situation to the det-
riment of the Irish economy and finally do the
Commission agree that a substantial part of Irish
inflation (90/o over two years according to gertain
eminent economists) is 'imported' as a direct con-
sequence of Britain's refusal to-date to join the
EMS? \flhat measures do the Commission intend
to take to counteract this totally unacceptable and
totally anti-Community situation?
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) The Commission is aware that a large 
- 
albeit
declining 
- 
proportion of Ireland's trade, particularly
in agricultural and related products, is with the United
Kingdom. It is also aware that the inflation rate in Ire-
Iand, which has a small and exposed economy, is influ-
enced by trends in impon prices. In addition, substan-
tial flucruations in the exchange rate of sterling, have
certain effects on the Irish economy. A decision by the
United Kingdom to join the European Monetary Sys-
tem would help the Irish authorities in their effons to
bring their domestic inflation rate under control,
which is still the most important task.
However, I should like first of all to make the point
that these fluctuations had been tending to even out
until recently, when the United Kingdom's exchange
problems have gradually re-emerged. My second point
is that, since Ireland's accession to the European
Economic Community, the Irish economy has received
increasing amounts from the Community in transfers
and loans to help finance the necessary structural
adjusrments, and that these funds have assisted Ireland
in its efforts to curb inflation.
Mr Davern (DEP). 
- 
In view of the acceptance of
the principle of granting money to the Irish Govern-
ment to cover the need for adjustment during the first
period of the EMS, notwithstanding the fact that it
was not then known that the British pound would rise
so high, does the Commissioner consider that the
f 89 million, mentioned as compensation, should be
paid to the Irish Government, in view of im being vic-
dmized by the fact that the nearest rading neighbour
was not a member of the EMS, a fact which is outside
the control of our country?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) If I understand the question cor-
rectly, it is concerned with the interest subsidies allo-
cated to Ireland for a period of five years from the
time of its joining the European Monetary System.
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I would point out that these interest subsidies were
granted not because the United Kingdom was not in
the European Monetary System but in order to take
account of the special problems facing Ireland at the
time of joining our common monetary venrure.
I should make it clear that, as I was saying a momenr
ago, this is only one of a series of economic effects
that membership of the Community has brought for
Ireland through the financial machinery since, to rake
the example of 1981, the inrerest subsidies of 51 mil-
lion have to be seen in the conrext of a funher amounr
of some 500 million provided in the form of subsidies
from the EAGGF, the Social Fund, the Regional Fund
etc. It is therefore necessary to sake a wider view. I
note Mr Davern's question, however, and take ir that
he is asking us whether we should not be considering a
renewal of the action taken in 1977, irrespective of the
relationship between the United Kingdom and the
EMS. \7e have this matter under consideration and I
think that the Commission will be dealing with it in
the reladvely near future.
Mr J.D. Taylor (ED). 
- 
Since the inflation rate in
the Republic of Ireland is at least rhree times greater
than that in the United Kingdom, if countries were ro
start complaining about imponarion of inflation,
should it not be the Unircd Kingdom that is complain-
ing about the continuing high levels of infladon in the
Republic of Ireland? If the honourable Member, Mr
Davern, is correct in his allegation rhar the Republic of
Ireland has been harmed by membership of the Euro-
pean Monetary System, would it not be wiser for the
Republic of Ireland to once again exercise its own
right to return to the sterling currency, where I know
many of his constituents would like to be?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) I wonder whether that was a ques-
tion or a statement. If it was a statement, then it is not
for me to comment. If it was a question, then I have
already given you a clear enough answer. There may
have been price effects associared with the monetary
fluctuations between Ireland and the Unired Kingdom.
I have also rcld you in the clearesr [erms rhat I did not
consider that this was [he only factor involved. How-
ever, I cannot accepr Mr Taylor's analysis. On the
contary,I would inform him that I consider it unde-
sirable for us in this House collectively to underesti-
marc the imponance of the European Monetary Sys-
tem as such.
\7e complain bitterly of the fluctuations around the
world; if we wish ro develop Europe's influence we
should seek to do so by reaching agreemenr among
ourselves, by'working togerher, by bringing our poli-
cies into line wirh one another and by speaking wirh a
single voice to the resr of rhe world, the effect of
which would be better than any other change which
could be suggested.
Mr Enright (S).- !7ould the Commission enrer into
negotiations wirh !7esr Yorkshire County Council if it
were to join the European Monetary System? Cur-
rently, as with Southern Ireland, ir is being harmed
very much indeed by Mrs Thatcher's monetary and
monetaristic policies and, therefore, just as Sourhern
Ireland quite rightly needs protection, so does the
\fest Yorkshire area. ,Therefore, if !7est Yorkshire
County Council applied to join rhe European Mone-
tary System, would the Commission give me a guaran-
tee that they would conduct serious negoriarions wirh
them, parlicularly over rhar period where a Conserva-
tive governmenr was still in control?
(Interruptions)
Yorkshire County Council is the most imponant enrity
within the United Kingdom.
President. 
- 
Mr Enrighr, while your remarks were
put in the form of a quesrion, they were in realiry a
personal statemenr. I rule rherefore rhar Mr Onoli
does not have to answer your question.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
\flhy not?
President. 
- 
\7hy nor? Because we know that ir is
impossible for Vest Yorkshire . . .
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
Yorkshire has a larger popula-
tion. . .
(Cries of 'no','no')
. . . than some member counrries, and it. is perfecdy
valid to ask for an answer.
(Interruptions)
President. 
- 
Order! Order!
'lfest Yorkshire has a big population, bur it is nor an
independent State and ir cannor be a member of . . .
Mr Enright (S).- The way Mrs Tharcher is going on
it will be, Mr Presidenr!
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, you have answered
for me.
Mr Maher (L).- Mr President, if you would permit
me briefly, since you made a certain comment a few
minutes ago, to say in relation to the previous quesrion
that I was informed by Mr Thorn's office yesterday
that he could not be present today. So I did know. I
wanr to clear that.
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My supplementary. Could I ask the Commission, in
view of the fact that the basic problem is that we all
have different currencies 
- 
and this is one of the basic
reasons why we all have different inflation rates 
-whether it has any new proposals to put forward to
ensure that we achieve monetary union in the shortest
possible time, as this would get rid of this problem of
differing rates of inflation?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) That would be a very wide debate
and I would remind you that a monetary union would
nor be enough in itself to solve the problems. At pres-
ent much of the instability that we are experiencing is
attributable to a lack of convergence between policies.
That we need to achieve such convergence seems to
me self-evident. That we need to set up the means of
doing this seems equally clear. The need to find ways
of achieving greater compadbility of policies, on budg-
etary and monetary malters for instance, within the
Community is a topic frequently debated in this
Chamber. I can therefore only hope that we shall suc-
ceed in attaining this convergence, by bringing infla-
tion rates into line and by avoiding fluctuations which
often owe more to divergent national policies than to
the existence of the European Monetary System.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
I cannot agree with the insin-
uarion that it is entirely a negative thing for us that the
British pound improved its value over the years,
because, as well as buying things from Britain, we sell
things to Britain. But while, of course, the balance of
trade was slightty in their favour they had a slight
advantage, so there is some merit in the allegation.
Mr Taylor says we should have the same currenry. I
would dearly love to have the same currency as the
people of Britain, provided it is not the pound sterling
but a European currency unit which would be com-
mon to all the countries of this European Community.
(Cries of 'question, question'!)
My question is: we have divergent rates of inflation
and, of course, the value of the Irish pound, in spite of
its divergent rate of inflation, has not changed. Vill
the Commission tell us if it proposes to give any advice
to the member countries of the European Economic
Community and if it proposes to assist them with
bringing about a realistic realignment of the currencies
in the EMS that will reflect the divergent perform-
ances of the different economies in the Community
since the EMS was founded, and will they seek to cor-
rect the situation?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) I consider it impossible during
Question Time 
- 
and I say this very frankly 
- 
to rei-
terate points which can be said to be well known to all
of us, namely that we have set up a system comprising
a whole series of mechanisms 
- 
an exchange-rate
mechanism, a mechanism for convergence of policies,
indicators of divergence, procedures for readjustment
- 
which have not worked too badly so far. These
mechanisms, as the Honourable Member is aware,
form the basis of the European Monetary System.
Nevertheless, we cannot do without action by the
national aurhorities, which means that they must be
able to deal with various more specific problems
.rhrough the use of national instruments, namely their
budgets, exchange-rate management and money sup-
plv.
President. 
- 
Question No 43 by Mr Deniau (H-660/
82):
In view of the increase in trade between '$7'est
Germany and Eastern Germany, which is subject
to an exemption system intended to favour exclu-
sively inter-German trade, can the Commission
indicate whether there exist at present cases of
fraud with regard to the origin of goods and
'deflected trade'1 are not cenain products in fact
from other Comecon countries and is there not a
tendency to re-export in the Community products
from Eastern Germany?
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) The
Commission has no evidence at present. of cases of
irregular'deflected trade' at Community level in con-
nection with the system of inter-German trade. The
Protocol on German Internal Trade and connected
problems of the EEC Treary regulates the Community
aspects of inter-German rrade. Paragraph 3 of that
protocol provides that each Member State may take
appropriate measures to prevent any difficulties arising
for it from trade between another Member State and
the German territories in which the Basic Law for the
Federal Republic of Germany does not apply.
To date the Commission has not been notified of mea-
sures taken by any Member State to apply this safe-
guard clause. No doubt this is to be explained partly
by the fact that inter-German trade is subject to unu-
sually stringent controls, based on German and Allied
law. The Commission has already set out the detailed
control rules at length in its answer to'l7ritten Ques-
tion 283/79. As a result of the special rules to which
inter-German trade is subject, there are very few
re-exports of GDR goods rc other Member States.
Because of the substantial tax, customs and payment
concessions, the German authorities check the final
destination of GDR goods with particular care. Trad-
ers must repay the tax benefits granted if they
re-export. The border controls are therefore supple-
mented effectively by domestic tax controls of the
accounrs of firms which ake pan in inter-German
trade.
Besides, potential re-export deals are complicated by a
system of permits and price controls. In addition, there
are directions as to the use of some goods. As you
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know, inter-German trade is restricted exclusively to
goods from the two German states.
As regards possible imports from other Comecon
countries via the GDR, it should be noted that the
regulation of 9 June 1951 on rhe control of inter-zonal
trade formally obliges [he cusroms authorities ro check
compliance with the formal and material rules of
inter-German trade in the case of supplies from the
GDR. De facto rhe Federal authorities apply Com-
munity legislation on the origin of goods, and in pani-
cular Regulation 802/68 by analogy. The production
of cenificates of origin may also be required. As for
the numerical effects of inrer-German uade on trade
within the Community, may I point our rha[ in recent
years about l0/o of goods imported into the Federal
Republic was re-exported from rhere to other Member
States, e.g. in 1981 that accounted for 0.04% of the
value of the Federal Republic's total expons to the
other Member States.
(Mr Megahy ashedfor thefloor)
Mr Deniau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) I have the impression thar
I am in the same siruation as rhar in which our Durch
colleague, Mr Vredeling, found himself during the
1970s when he pur questions on inter-German trade to
the Commission. On each occasion he was told first
that they had no knowledge of any deflecdons of
trade and secondly that they had no knowledge of
measures adopted by Member Stares in this field under
the protocol of 25 March 1957. By this I mean thar I
rather have the impression thar when Mr Joben, the
French Minister for External Trade, told the French
Parliament's commitree on foreign affairs last year rhar
this was a taboo subject which should never be
brought up before either the Council or the Commis-
sion, he was not entirely wrong. In fact, what has jusr
been described by the Commissioner is a theoretical
situation. In practice we do nor know exactly whar is
going on and, whereas we concern ourselves year after
year with lamb and butter from New Zealand, we do
not discuss agricultural produce coming from the Ger-
man Democratic Republic.
I therefore ask the Commissioner the following ques-
tion: does not the Commission consider it necessary to
clarify the legal siruation, since it would seem 
- 
and I
have the document to hand 
- 
that the Government of
the Federal Republic of Germany is at odds with the
other Member States of the Community in its under-
standing of the implications of the protocol of
25 March 7957, the principle of which is not ar issue (I
do not propose ro discuss the principle of inter-Ger-
man free trade, bur only its impact on [he other Mem-
ber States), if we are ro judge from the inrerpreration
given by Mr Rush, the represenrarive of the German
Minisry of Economic Affairs who said in his opinion
goods purchased from the GDR enjoyed the benefit of
free movement within the European Economic Com-
munity?
(The President urged the speaher to put his question)
I am calling for an examinarion [o be made of the var-
ious Member States' interprerarions of rhe legal posi-
tion. I should also like an examination to be made of
the manner in which re-expofted products, agricul-
tural products in parricular, are monirored in practice.
I have to hand a French document which states that it
is absolutely impossible to obtain information on '!7'esr
German re-exporrs of producm imponed from East
Germany, completely free from cusroms duries, taxes,
agricultural levies, refunds and VAT. I rherefore ask
the Commissioner to reply on this point and ro make
arrangements for an examination of the conditions
under which agricultural products from East Germany
are re-exported to other Member States. Mr Presi-
dent, these are tw'o very clear-cut and interrelated
points.
Mr Megahy (S).- Vhen I first put my hand up, I
intended to raise one point of order, but after having
heard the previous speaker I want rc raise two.
The point of order I was going ro raise concerns
Rule 44(7) which says that the procedure for the con-
duct of Question Time should be governed by guide-
lines and I read, in No 7 of the Guidelines, thar the
institution concerned shall ensure thal answers are
concise and relevant to the subject of the quesrion. I
must apologize for not being here all the rime, but ir
seemed a very lengrhy answer indeed from the repre-
sentative of the Commission.
\(e are given other opportuniries here to have debates
and I wonder if you would look into this. This was
compounded, in my view, by the minispeech made in
reply by the Member, so I am not putring all the blame
on the Commission. But it is extraordinary rhar in
Question Time to the Council rhe orher day, I think
we only managed ro cover some[hing like four or five
questions in an hour. It is getting like this with the
Commission, so I wish you would look at both ques-
tions 
- 
thar is, the length of the answers from the
institutions, which should be shon and sharp, and the
speeches that are made by Members when they ought
to be asking quesrions. Then perhaps we could get
through the business more quickly. As it is, Membersjust are not turning up because of whar is going on.
President. 
- 
I hope rhar all those who are going to
answer the quesrions and all who put supplementary
questions will heed your remarks, Mr Megahy.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) First I will reply rc the procedural
point thar rhe Commission's answer must needs be rel-
evant to rhe question. The author of the quesrion
made the remark that in spite of my lengthy srarement
I had nor given a full answer. I am not aware, how-
ever, of having violared rhe principle of short and
sharp answers, which I too believe in.
One of the supplementary questions was whether
there exist a[ presenr cases of fraud, and I denied rhis.
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I am not quite clear to what lack of clarity in the legal
situation the author of the question is referring. The
figures, at least, which are our primary concern here,
cannot be disputed. The Federal German Statistical
Office publishes monthly and yearly detailed figures
on the scale and value of inter-German trade. They
come to some forty pages a month. Twice a year regu-
larly these publications are forwarded to the Statistical
Office of the European Communities and to the
Council of Ministers, who also publish them.
As for controls, may I say that under inter-German
law all supply and procurement transactions between
the two German states are subject to authorization.
Any violation of the prohibitions is liable to a penalty
of five years in prison. General authorizations cover
certain goods. In such c4ses, all transactions must be
notified to the responsible offices no later than sixteen
days after the contract has been signed. All other
transactions require a specific authorization. I do not
want to go into detail here, but in the industrial sector,
360/o of effective purchases are subject to quotas. In
agriculture the figure is 88'6%; that means virtually
the entire sector is subject to quotas.
Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). 
- 
(DE) Is the Commission
aware that this Parliament lias repeatedly considered
the question of inter-German rade and, as I recall,
last did so some four years ago in a detailed report
which was unanimously approved and adopted by Par-
liament whether at the time? May I also ask the Com-
mission by any chance 
- 
I am being very careful here
- 
anything has changed in this respect since that
detailed repon and whether it would not have been
better if the author of the question had begun by
perusing this repon carefully, before putting further
questions ?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) In referring to 'lTritten Ques-
tion283/79 I was drawing attention specifically to
that last detailed repon by this House. The Commis-
sion is not aware that any major changes have
occurred since then which would require a new edi-
tion of this repon or a renewed debate.
Sir Fred'V'arner (ED). 
-'!7ould the Commissionerwelcome evidence of fraud? If so, I will endeavour to
supply it because I get many complaints.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I would be very grateful for such
evidence.
$r llntoniozzi (PPE). 
- 
(17) Can the Commission
guarantee that there is a mechanism to prevent prod-
ucts coming from other countries in the Comecon
from being anificially re-exponed? I have also heard it
said that there is a great deal of fraud on these lines.
'!flhat is this autonomous control mechanism?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) The control mechanisms to which
I referred are designed to ensure this. A few criminal
actions have been brought in recent years, which
showed that if duly applied, these control mechanisms
cenainly work and that infringements are possible
only in the case of criminal fraudulent acts and cir-
cumstances 
- 
but such cases have remained rare.
President. 
- 
As the authors are absent, Questions
Nos 44 and 45 will be answered in writingl.
Quesdon No 45 by Mr Israel, which is being aken
over by Mr Paulhan (H-702/82):
Can the Commission explain what, in its opinion,
are the objective reasons preventing the United
Kingdom from joining the European Monetary
System?
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Cornmission. 
-(FR) The United Kingdom takes part in the Com-
munity's general procedures for economic and mone-
tary co-operation, so that in this sense it is wrong to
say that it is outside the European Monetary System.
Moreover, it has deposited 200/o of its gold and dollar
reserves with the European Monetary Co-operation
Fund. Nevenheless, it is not party to our exchange-
rate mechanism. Among this Member State's reasons
for delaying its decision to join the exchange-rate
mechanism, there is the idea that sterling's status as an
oil currenry makes it ill-suited to a system of semi-
fixed exchange rates, since oil price variations have
different effects on the exchange rate of the pound
and those of the other currencies.
From the Commission's standpoint this argument has
some merit but is not entirely convincing. \7e also
regard the need to strengthen the European Monetary
System as an essential requirement. \tre therefore
believe that sterling's full and unqualified participation
in the EMS would be beneficial to the Community and
to the Unded Kingdom. This has been our consistent
position, which was reaffirmed very recently by Presi-
dent Thorn in his speech outlining our programme.
Mr Paulhan (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Does the Commissioner
consider that the relative weakness of sterling at its
present level might be conducive to its joining the
EMS exchange-rate mechanism, this for the greater
good of Her Majesty's Government?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) The real question is whether ster-
Iing is going to join the European Monetary System
and whether we believe that it is in the interests of the
Unircd Kingdom and the Community for it to do so. I
have given my answer on this point. 'S7'hen the auspi-
cious day comes, we shall have to fix a rate compatible
1 See Annex II
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with the economic position ar the rime of both the
pound and rhe orher currenciesl I hope that we shall
settle on an appropriare rate.
Mr Albers (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, perhaps you
were right in not giving me rhe floor jusr there because
someone from my group had already spoken. Bur did
you have it in writing beforehand that Mr Isra€l's
question has been raken over by his colleague? If not,
chen this question should nor have been nken in this
sitting.
President. 
- 
The quesrion has been taken over by Mr
Paulhan. The aurhor of a question can ask somebody
else to take over his quesrion.
Vith regard to Mr Albers' remarks on rhe Rules of
Procedure, I should like to draw the arrenrion of rhe
House to Annex I, paragraph 9, of the Rules of Proce-
dure which lays down thar a ques[ion may be
answered only if rhe questioner is present or has nori-
fied the President in writing, before Question Time
begins, of the name of his substitute. The President
was so informed that Mr Paulhan was taking over Mr
IsraEl's quesrion.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
I was very interested in rhe
Commissioner's answer about Britain's being an oil
currency and rhat a collapse, therefore, in oil prices
would make the pound unacceptably weak and hinderjoining the EMS.
Does the Commission propose to recommend anyjoint action [o prevenr an oil price collapse which
would orherwise delay Britain's ability to join the
EMS?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) Mr Davignon is smilingly advising
me to answer yes. '!7e are doing everything possible on
the oil side rc prevenr any undue delay in sterling'sjoining the sysrem! Unfonunately, we do nor have full
control of developmenrs in rhe oil market.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
At the time we joined the EMS
in 1979, the hope and expectation was that the UK
would join the EMS within one year. '!flhat I would
like to ask Commissioner Onoli is whether rhere is
any hope or expecrarion of an early decision on rhe
pan of Britain to join the EMS ar presenr. Also, is
there dny ongoing pressure or influence being used on
the United Kingdom ro rry ro persuade them to join
the EMS and become Europeans the same as the resr
of us?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(FR) Mr Clinton's words did nor con-
tain a question. As for us, our position is clear and we
have stated it here in this House and in the other insti-
tutions of rhe Community whenever the occasion has
demanded.
President. 
- 
As the aurhor is absenr, Quesdon No 47
will be answered in writing.l
Question No 48 by Mrs Dury (H-716/82):
In view of the publication of conradictory reporrs
in the Belgian press, could the Commission state
whether, following its veto delivered to the Bel-
gian Minister for External Relations regarding the
creation of 'employment zones' in Brussels (with
tax concessions for a ren-year period for a certain
rype of undenaking), it has in fact forwarded an
opinion to rhe Belgian governmenr srar.ing rhar ir
would accept the creation of employmenr zones
and would give case-by-case considerarion [o
undenakings wishing to establish their acdvities in
such areas?
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Cornrnission.(NL) The Commission informed rhe Belgian govern-
ment in a lerter of 3 January 1983 that is has no major
objections to rhe creation of 'employmenr zones' in
Belgium to which rhe Honourable Member refers in
her question. But rhe Belgian governmenr is bound, by
this Commission decision, ro ask the Commission for
prior agreement ro rhe definitive designation of these
zones. The Commission made it clear ro the Belgian
governmenr rhar such zones could only be designated
in areas with serious regional problems and that there-
fore the designation of such zones musr comply with
the Commission's recenr decision on zones in Belgium
eligible for regional aid. The Commission thus indi-
cated clearly that Brussels in its opinion does not fulfil
this requirement.
The Commission does nor have to be asked for prior
authorisation by firms wishing ro serrle in these zones.
These zones musr meer the conditions laid down in the
Commission's decision on settlement in rhese zones,
including firms of less rhan 200 employees and in sec-
tors wirh advanced rcchnological production pro-
cesses.
Finally the Commission will supervise adherence ro
this decision by means of an annual detailed reporr
which rhe Belgian governmenr is obliged to make and
which it has agreed ro do.
Mrs Dury (S). 
- 
(FR) You say in your reply that
anywhere abeady defined as a region entitled to Com-
muniry aid would be accepted by you as an employ-
ment zone. Some regions in Belgium are facing very
serious employmenr problems; the Brussels region, for
instance, has lost as many jobs as a Belgian sriel-mak-
I See Annex II
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ing region. In fact 50 000 manufacturing jobs have
been lost.
I should like to ask whether the criteria you apply in
accepting employment zones take account of develop-
ments in the employment situation over the past fifteen
years, since if this were the case Brussels, which is out-
side the development zones, could dlso be regarded as
a zone where such enterprises could be set up. I would
nevertheless add that the definition of employment
zones sounds rather as though companies are being
given a free hand [o create a cenain type of job. Apart
from the criteria that you have quoted, do you not
apply any others which are more concerned with
social aspects rather than the mere fact of being a
small business using advanced technology?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) I do not deny that even in
Brussels the employment situation over [he Past few
years has not developed satisfactorily. But that situa-
tion is not peculiar to Brussels. The whole of the Com-
munity has experienced a rise in unemployment in the
past few years. The question is when, and in what cir-
cumstances can certain areas be designated as areas
with specific problems such as jusdfy specific mea-
sures, in accordance with the Treaty. In fact the Bel-
gian government has never proposed Brussels as such
to the Commission. I also know that the Commission
would never have agreed to such a proposal on the
basis of criteria arising from a Community assessment
of the EEC regional policy. Therefore the Commis-
sion considers that the specific measures proposed by
the Belgian government could not apply to Brussels.
May I point out, Mr President, that one thing must be
clearly understood in the conditions laid down by the
Commission on these 'employment zones'. They must
be situated in areas approved by the regional policy 
-point one 
- 
and there can be no accumulation with
'other 
aids 
- 
point two. That means that if 'employ-
ment zones' are designated in regional development
areas, then these zones may only receive the specific
aid for employment zones, in other words exemption
from corporation tax for ten years and, I hope I have
it right, exemption from the advance levy on real pro-
peny, but that no other subsidy can be granted to
these firms. Furthermore emphasis is put on the small
and medium-sized firms, with no more than 200
employees. The moment a firm oversteps the 200 limit
it drops the special status of employment zone.
This experiment is to last for three years and we must
wait and see whether it achieves the anticipated results
and whar effect it has on competition in the Com-
munity. It is clear that designating these zones in the
centre of the Community is something quite exceP-
tional, which is why the Commission has laid down
clear-cut conditions and will follow developments very
closely.
Mr Patterson (ED). 
- 
I hope the Commission is
aware that its action in the case of Brussels has been
received with a certain amount of alarm in other coun-
tries, notably the United Kingdom where similar zones
employment zones, but enterprise zones 
- 
are
being set up I had one in my own constituency of
Medway in Kent which I suppose is also a central area
of the Community. Can the Commissioner assure us
that the enterprise zones, which are proposed, and
indeed in some cases are in actiort in the United King-
dom, are in no way in conflict with the Treaty and
that there will be no attempt by the Commission to put
a stoP to them?
Mr Andriessen. 
- 
(NL) The Commission's approval
of similar zones in the United Kingdom preceded its
decision on Belgium. The conditions applicable to Bel-
gium differ from those for the United Kingdom. The
systems cannot easily be compared since, insofar as I
am informed, the United Kingdom although concen-
rraring on aid through certain tax exemPtions,
nonetheless operates mainly through non-enforcement
or at least more flexible enforcement of certain provi-
sions which must otherwise be respected. The Com-
mission felt that the British zones were not incomPati-
ble with the Treaty and therefore approved them.
Incidentally we are watching developments in these
zones just as closely as in Belgium.
Do not ask me whether I am madly keen on these
deyelopments, that is beside the point. The point is
whether the Commission under the Treaty has the
authority to reject such proposals from the Member
States. The Commission felt that that was not the case
in either the British or the Belgian situation after
important changes were made there at the former's
request.
Mrs Lizin (S). 
- 
(FR) First of all I should like to
draw attention [o an imponant point established by
Mr Andriessen when he said that he would be ensur-
ing that the arrangements for employment zones
would not be allowed to affect the decision taken on
development zones and that the balance obmined in
favour of the Valloon region as a development zone
would not be changed by this decision or this pro-
posed employment zone with the result that the bal-
ance would be tipped back in favour of Flanders. You
have said that you will be ensuring that this decision is
complied with. Ve shall be holding you to that.
My question is as follows: in connection with the
development zones, a number of arrondissements and
parts of arrondissements included in the proposals
submitted by the Belgian Government and regional
authorities which were not accepted for inclusion,
namely Tournai and Huy-\Taremr-ne. \7ould it be pos-
sible to consider an exceptional system under which
rhe Commission could take action once and for all on
behalf of these regions or are we going to have to con-
tinue applying the general aid schemes and notifying
significant cases?
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Mr Andriessen, 
- 
(NL) Vhen the Belgian govern-
ment submitted im proposal to the Commission it imelf
had introduced the necessary balance into the system,
viz. that 150 ha for these zones would be considered in
both Flanders and Vallonie. Brussels was also
included but I have already answered rhar one. The
system is now properly balanced and rhe Commission
has laid down exactly the same conditions whether the
zones are in Flanders or \Tallonie. But it is up ro rhe
Belgian government and the rwo regions to decide
whether they want to apply. That is nor for the Com-
mission. A[[ rhe Commission can do is make a critical
assessment of the proposals submitred by the Belgian
government and check whether these designarions
comply with Commission policy. So much for rhe first
point.
The second point goes much further, beyond even rhe
scope of this question, it seems to me. \flith your per-
mission I shall commenr briefly. The Commission eval-
uated the Belgian proposal for regional policy and
found a number of elements which ir considered
incompatible with the Commission poliry. Thar is whv
the Commission could not approve a number of zones
proposed by the Belgian government as regional aid
zones. That plan has now been accepred for a specific
period. Thar remains as it is unless the Commission
has itself taken up specific time limits in its approval.
For some areas a cenain ransitional period has been
included in the plan. A general exceprion ro rhe gen-
eral rule, as requested by the Honourable Member, is
incompatible wirh the Commission policy and rhere-
fore cannot be admitted.
Mr Antoniozzi (PPE). 
- 
(17) The idea of setting up
'employment zones' enjoying special facilities is cer-
tainly very interesting. Does not the Commission con-
sider that this initiative could constirute a valid, useful
precedent, ro be harmonized with the philosophy and
regulations of the Regional Fund and Social Fund,
with reference ro Southern Italy, the Unircd Kingdom,
Ireland, and so on?
Mr Andriess (NL) The Commission cenainly
does not consider ar rhe moment that esmblishing such
zones should be an interesting precedent rc be fol-
lowed throughout rhe Community. And why nor? For
the very simple reason rhat it is extremely difficult to
decide how much aid such a zone should receive. One
main problem the Commission had to solve in evaluat-
ing this application was rhe fact that it was extremely
difficult to decide how the aid on rax exemption over
ten years was to be calculated in the future. That is no
simple matter.
I am nor madly enrhusiastic about this sysrem in itself.I like cenain elements in it. I think it would help
industry in the Communiry if exemprions, i.e. non-
enforcemenr or enforcement in a differenr way of
government rules, could be made in other secrors or
areas of the Community, without of course harming
other vital interests. But that is a matter of direct res-
ponsibiliry of rhe Member States.
Compatibility with the Regional Fund is guaranreed,
in my opinion, in that aid zones are siruared only in
areas covered by a regional developmenr policy and in
that the Commission closely coordinates the designa-
tion of these areas wirh the regional policy in line with
the Regional Fund of the Cornmunity.
President. 
- 
As irs aurhor is absenr, Question No 49
will be answered in writing.r
Quesdon No 50 by Sir Fred'$7'arner (H-796/82):
'!7ould the Commission say whar action it is mk-
ing to reverse rhe illegal decision of the French
Government to permit rhe shooting of thrushes
during their breeding season up to 21 March, con-
tr^ry to the EEC Directive on rhe Conservarion of
\7ild Birds?
Mr Naries, Member of the Cornmission.(DE) According ro a recenl press reporr, the French
Ministry of the Environmenr has decided nor ro
extend the thrush shooting season. The Commission
therefore believes that there are no problems as
regards this species of bird in France ar this time.
For pursuant to Article 7(3) of Directive 409/79 on
the Conservadon of Vild Birds, certain thrushes may
in fact be shot in France.
However, under Article 7(4), the Member States must
prohibit the shoodng of bird species during the nesring
season and the specific hatching and breeding seasons.
If a Member State decrees legal rules which do nor
comply with this directive, the Commission will mke
all the necessary sreps, including measures prescribed
by the Coun of Justice pursuanr to Anicle 186 of the
EEC Treary, ro ensure compliance with Communiry
law. Of course rhe supervision of rhe implementarion
of this directive suffers from the lack of snff familiar
also to this House, for otherwise it could be done even
more efficiently.
Sir Fred 'V'arner (ED). 
- 
Has the Commissioner
been receiving the requisite annual reporr from all
those who have adhered ro rhese rules, and is he satis-
fied wirh these annual repons?
Mr l-.,laries, 
- 
(DE) The Commission is only pardy
satisfied with reports. On their basis it has instituted
formal proceedings in four cases and in a funher case
informed ircelf on the spot of the progress made in the
1 See Annex II.
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implementation of rhis directive by approaching the
government which did nor forward such a report.
Mr Gontikas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) I would like to ask the
Commissioner whether, in addidon to rhe measures
referred to in rhe directive, the Commission has taken
any specific measures for the economic supporr of bird
sanctuaries, and which of these measures relates spe-
cifically to Greece?
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I have not quite understood the
question; we are alking here abour bird conservarion
and not about rhe economic development of Greece. I
do not know whether this misunderstanding was due
merely to an inadequate translation.
Mr Gontikas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) My quesrion was
whether, aparr from rhe measures referred to by the
Commissioner, the Commission envisages any econo-
mic support of rhe Member Srates for the crearion of
bird sancruaries? And if so, rhen what has the Com-
mission done for Greece in this connection?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) $7'hen I said in my reply rc Sir
Fred 'lTarner's supplementary quesrion thar we were
not satisfied and had sought information on rhe spor,
this did indeed relate to the Greek situation. The
Commission is still considering how ro ensure that rhis
bird conservation directive is implemented efficiently
in Greece.
Mrs Poirier (COM). 
- 
(FR) Does not the Commis-
sioner think that it should be explained to Sir Fred
'S7'arner that he is confusing rhe reproducion season
and the migration season, which are two quire differ-
ent things? I wonder whether this ignorance is entirely
innocent. Should he not be informed that shooting has
been regulated in France for very many years anJthat
neither the Government nor the shooting fraternity
has ever made any move to allow shooting during rhe
mating, nesting and reproduction season.
Are you also aware that the French Minister for the
Environment. has recently released funds to finance a
count of the bird population, with particular reference
to thrushes, but rhat at present rhere is no evidence to
suggest that the numbers are declining? A final ques-
tion: would you permir me, Commissioner, to point
out that Mr Gundelach in his day confirmed to me in
his reply to a written quesrion that the conditions
under which shooting was allowed were, and I quote:
'strictly the province of the Member States and their
regional insritutions'. This is also what the treaties say.
Is this still the Commission's interprerarion?
Mr Naries. 
- 
(DE) I think my answer ro the honour-
able Member's firsr question was that the French Min-
istry of the Environmenr has published the decision
not to extend the shooting season for thrushes,
thereby responding ro rhese concerns.
As regards the earlier answer by my lare colleague Mr
Gundelach, I do not know precisely when it was given.
If it dates from before 1979, a different legal siruation
prevailed then.
In fact, following the 1979 directive which entered
into force in April 1981, a new legal situation has ari-
sen in which, pursuanr to Directive 409/79, Member
States must bring their narional measures into line wirh
the Communiry direcrive.
Mr Muntingh (S).- (NZ) Is the Commission aware
that in certain pans of France, especially Southern
France, the police are ignoranr of the existence of a
bird directive, and can rhe Commissioner tell me
whether it is rue thar cbnain prefects refuse ro pass on
information to the police which must enforce rhe law?
This means in fact that it is practically impossible ro
implement the bird directive in certain parts of France
simply because the information is nor transmitted ro
the relevant officials.
Mr Narjes. 
- 
(DE) I would be very grateful to Mr
Muntingh if he could quore me specific cases. I would
then be prepared immediately to speak with rhe
French Minister of the Environment abour rhese cases.
President. 
- 
Quesrion No 51 by Mr Rogalla, which
has been taken over by Mr Rieger (H-509/82):
\Vhat data does rhe Commission have on coal
producrion in rhe Member Srares in 1982, and
how does it assess the rrend by comparison with
production in rhe pasr ten years?
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) The Commission has very sarisfacrory faciliries
for statistical documentation of coal output in the
Community. For 1982 we already have full informa-
tion on the volume of outpur, esrimares of stocks held
by producers, personnel and productivity levels of the
various producers; rhese data come ro hand month by
month, so that it is possible ro moniror the rrend,
which can also be calculated on an area basis.
Ve do of course know the amounrs of aid granrcd. If I
may take this quesrion as an opporrunity to give a
rapid outline of the trend over, let us say, the past ren
years, we find rhat there was at first a substanrial
reduction berween 1972 and 1975, followed by stabili-
zation in 7976, and that the mines are still experienc-
ing difficulties in adjusdng their productive capacity in
line with market developments. This explains why out-
put was only very slightly lower 
- 
by roughly 0.2%
- 
in 1982 than in 1981, while there was a very sub-
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stantial increase in stocks despite a small increase, of
about l o/0, in consumption.
Mr President, that is all that I can say in response to a
rather general question.
Mr Rieger (S).- (DE) Thank you for the answer to
the question, Mr Commissioner. You also referred
briefly to Community aid. \7ould you please indicate
whether the Commission is aware of the scale of such
aid for coal production in the Community, either
overall in absolute figures or per tonne of coal prod-
uced, and whether the share of Community financial
aid involved has risen or fallen in the last ten years.
Mr Davignon.- (FR) On the final pan of the que.s-
tion, it is quite clear that the amounts of aid went up
over the period from 1976 to 1982. Secondly, it is pos-
sible to calculate the total amount of aid granted rc
coal in each Member State. It is more difficult to give
accurate averages because, as the Honourable Mem-
ber will be aware, the situation varies from one pit to
another, even within a single country or a single area.
It would therefore be wrong to quote an average sub-
sidy per tonne since, in the communication on coal
that we prepared last year, we classified collieries
according to whether they were fully comperitive
internationally 
- 
not merely within the Community
- 
or in difficulties. However, all these data are avail-
able and I should be pleased to forward them to the
Honourable Member if he wishes. They are to be
found in various publications, but it would be simpler
to bring them together in a single document. I shall
make them available to him, and to the Committee on
Energy, so that it will have a reference document.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
May I ask the Commissioner
whether the Commission is considering revising its
estimates of coal requirements for the years 1990 and
2000 and dividing them between indigenous and
imported sources? \7hat investment requirements are
likely to be needed in order to meet the infrastructural
base for this supply?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(FR) It is only to be expected that
the Commission should now be engaged in preparing
estimates of energy requirements not only to 1990 but
up ro the year 2000. It is in the nature of things, bear-
ing in mind the lean times associated with capital
expenditure projects.
Secondly, our analysis is not confined to coal, but is
concerned with overall energy requirements in the
Community. In the case of coal, the questions to be
resolved are the extent to which we will manage to
encourage its use and the policy to be pursued in this
resPect.
It is absolutely clear that the current conditions on the
oil market are having the effect of depressing rather
than encouraging consumption of coal. I accordingly
believe that we must begin by making a study of the
use of coal, that is a study of the coal market in the
Community. It will not be until the second phase that
we shall be in a position to assess the balance between
Community production and imports, in the light of the
various criteria, which take more than absolute com-
petitiveness into account. This is a matter in which
psychological or subjective assessment counts for as
much as objective factors.
Mr Gontikas (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I do not
have a specific question to put to the Commissioner. I
just wanted to ask that.Question No 54 be held over
until the next pan-session.
President. 
- 
Mr Gondkas, your wishes will be met.
Question Time is closed.l
70. Agriculture in the Higblands and Islands of Scotland
(continued)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
Provan report (Doc. 1-1177 /82).
Mr Provan (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, it gives
me great pleasure to come forward this afternoon with
a report on the development of agriculture in the
Highlands and Islands of Scotland and the current
siruation there which received unanimous support. in
rhe Committee on Agriculture. Not only that, but I am
glad to say that the repon has been well received
within the area concerned, namely in the Highlands
and Islands themselves. It is interesting that the Scot-
tish Nadonal Farmers Union and the Highland
Regional Council and the Islands Councils concerned
are yery supportive of the measures before Parliament
this afternoon.
Not only that, but the Highlands and Islands Develop-
ment Board and the Scottish Consumers Council have
expressed their support for the measures proposed. I
think it bodes wel[, therefore, for the future of the
Highlands and Islands that there is such a measure of
agreement by the people concerned who are support-
ing what Parliament is trying to do to assist them.
If we look back at the guidelines for the common agri-
cultural policy, we discover that they, in fact, men-
tioned a specific part of structural policy. They said
thar the Council had paid particular attention to
socio-structural policy and had agreed to pursue and
intensify the drive to improve structures, but concen-
I See Annex II.
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trating the available resources where the need is grea-
test: deficient farms and the less-favoured areas.
I hope to show this afternoon, Mr President, that the
Highlands and Islands of Scotland, whilst being some
of the most lovely areas within rhe Community, also
have some of the greatest disadvantages.
Other people have looked at the problem, and the
House of Lords in a very interesting report is very sup-
portive of the general idea of special assistance being
given to this area, as is also a Select Committee on
Agriculture of the House of Commons in Great Brit-
ain. I think it is also imponant for Parliament to real-
ize, Mr President, that in a study on rhe regional
impact of the common agricultural policy the Com-
mission itself realizes that the impact of this policy,
rather than helping the peripheral areas of the Com-
munity, has, in fact, almost been working to their dis-
advantage.
I hope today that the European Parliament can and
will suppon the measures I have suggested in this
repon which, as I say, have received the unanimous
support. of the Committee on Agriculture.
The problem with Scotland is that, whilst it is probably
the most beautiful pan of the European Community,
with its imposing and majestic hills, its beautiful and
lovely lochs, people in that area have to face reality,
and the grave reality is that gross annual value of
production is one of the lowest per hectare in the
Community. This region also has the lowest ourput
per labour unit in the Community. So the regional
impact of the common agricultural policy has not
assisted this poor region. In fact, we are a region with
relatively declining growth at [his stage, and that can-
not be of any assistance in looking at the common
agricultural policy.
Earning a living, therefore, and maintaining the local
economy is difficult. More difficult than elsewhere in
the Community because of a combination of facrors,
and one of those, of course, is the extremely harsh cli-
mate.
But there is also, as a consequence of that, a limited
range of products that can be produced in that area
and a strict limit on the production of food that can be
provided within that area for the animals that can be
supponed in the summertime. So the climate and alri-
tude of the area, and panicularly the extremely high
rainfall, are some of the most limiting factors. I do not
know whether it is generally realized that in this area
one can get as much as 200 cms of rain, and that is not
an uncommon occurrence. That, of course, results in
very poor acid soils and there is a constant leeching by
the rain of the lime, thereby adding to the poorness of
the soil. This means a lack of nutrients for the animals,
and one has to have a very special rype of animal 
- 
a
hardy type of livestock 
- 
that takrs a much longer
time to fatten and, therefore, is not so profitable. It is a
very extensive rype of farming system therefore.
A development programme need not mean an increase
in input. \7hat we seek to do is to stabilize a difficult
situation so thal we can maintain a rural population, a
rural infrastructure and indeed, Mr Presidenr, a rural
economy at all.
The promotion of agricultural efficiency through the
common agricultural policy has contributed ro the
rundown of agriculture in this area. The price
mechanism has forced production up whilst, at the
same time, causing employment to decline. Increasing
efficiency means less employment in agriculture.
The structural measures of the CAP 
- 
the farm and
horticultural development scheme 
- 
have offered
opportunities for modernization of farms, but again by
increasing efficiency it has created less employment.
All these objectives are, of course, laudable, but they
have meant a reduced number of people to use and
create demand within the rural region. This has meant
a loss of local services. \Thilst gaining efficiency, ladies
and gentlemen, we have lost people. \Thilst gaining
efficiency we have lost the heart and soul of the
reSlon.
There is no doubt that agriculrure is and musr remain
the main economic power and earning industry in the
region. There is no doubt also thar we have depended
for too long on agriculture alone to provide and
generate for the whole rural economy. The Highlands
and Islands are a severely disadvantaged area. To sta-
bilize the agricultural sector we have ro offset the dis-
advantages to some extent. This repon suggests what
the Committee on Agriculture 
- 
and I hope Parlia-
ment can agree 
- 
regards as necessary to rectify rhe
situation.
If I tell you that the index of agricultural income in the
area in 1970 was 100, it rose slightly after that to
about 132, but the present level is down to 29.50/o of
whar it was in 1975. There are nor many other areas of
the Community that have to suffer that son of prob-
lem. I suggest that what is needed is an immediate
answer to [he income problem of these farmers and a
longer-term package. Now these are ser our, Mr Presi-
dent, in the repon itself, and paragraphs 8, 9 and 10
really sum up what I am ralking about here. To have
an immediate impact we have gor to increase the
income of farmers by helping them rhrough the less
favoured area directives and by increasing the amounr
of cash that they can get for suckler cows and hill ewes
and that rype of thing.
Now one of the other major problems, of course, is
ffansport, because we are talking about a very scat-
tered area with a very low population indeed. In fact,
the population is 9 people per square kilometre, as
against, for instance, the least densely populated area
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of Italy, which has 62 people per square kilometre. I
think rhat is a staggering figure. 'We have got to real-
ize that these people have a problem, which is caused
to a great extent by the extensiveness of the area and
by rhe transport costs thaf they have to face today.
In facing up to transpon problems. I believe that we
have got to try to improve the transport infrastructure.
The Community's transpon policy appears to attach
no special importance to the transpon needs uf rural
areas. Therefore I request in the report that there be a
Community-financed road equivalent tariff to try to
assist the islanders. There are about 500 islands off the
coast of Scotland, not all of them populated, of
course. For these 500 islands the added cost of having
to put services onto a ship and take those services off
at the other end again is quite steep, as far as the island
communities are concerned. Therefore I believe that it
is right and just for the farmers in those areas that the)/
have some form of road equivalent tariff. This would
have a spin-off effect for tourism and rhe rural econ-
omy as a whole.
The people in the area themselves have got to do
something to assist, and I believe that they can do so if
they are given encouragement in marketing skills and
the attraction of marketing skills to the area and in the
developmenr of a proper management team to assist in
marketing the livestock that rhey have for sale. But it
need not necessarily always be done by grants from
the Community. The Commission ought to look prop-
erly at the development of the rural areas and espe-
. cially the severely disadvantaged ones. Some form of
tax incentives might well be just as acceptable and suc-
cessful in providing help as anphing else.
Before I finish, Mr President, I must say something
about the environment. I believe that integration of
agricultural development with conservation is not and
need not be an insoluble problem. I believe the two
can live together very happily. Farming and the needs
of conservation are not mutually exclusive. They can
live together and they must live together. The problem
at [he present time is that under the EAGGF there is
no special allocation to take care of the environmental
provisions t(rat should perhaps be available. I would
therefore advocate that a special report be drawn up
by Parliament to look into these problems, and I think
a debate is needed on it.
This afternoon, Mr President, I urge Parliament to
adopt this report that will, I hope, put new hean into
the Highland area and give the Community a human
face in those difficult, albeit beautiful, areas.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Mr President, as Mr Provan knows, I am speaking in
place of Mr Dalsager, but I would like to say to him
that I and my cabinet have studied the report's obser-
vations and suggestions with a keen interest because,
clearly, it is of imponance to the region from which he
comes.
The repon is also panicularly relevant, coming at a
time when the Commission is working on adjustments
m the policy on the structure of agriculture which it
hopes to lay before Parliament and Council by the end
of the year. I note that the repon deals not only with
the Scottish Highlands and Islands but also with the
Community's other problem regions. Things are
undoubrcdly extremely tough for them, not just for
the Highlands and Islands but for the others as well. I
feel that the repon will be of assistance to us in work-
ing out ways and means of tackling their problems.
Ve have some experience in this connection, thanks to
the hard work pur in around-1974 when rhe Commis-
sion submitted the proposal for the directive on hill
farming and agriculture in cenain less favoured areas
and to the specific programmes since then for the
worst-off regions in Ireland, Italy and Greece.
Given that the repon's approach and the Commis-
sion's are the same in this respect, probably the best
course is not to aim at special arrangements for the
Highlands and Islands but to tackle the problems of
the poorer farming regions on a comprehensive basis
in the context of the inrcnded recasting of the policy
on agricultural structures. There is, however, one
other consideration [hat must not be overlooked. This
concerns the degree of interest in the United Kingdom
for a programme of the type suggested by Mr Provan.
'S7e have not found that there has been a great inrerest
in such a programme in the Unircd Kingdom, and I
think it is imponant to bear that in mind. On the basis
of the information available to the Commission, such a
programme would not be considered as warranting
priority, and a proposal launched under these condi-
tions would probably lead to much wasted time rather
than to policy improvemenrs.
I hope, Mr President, that I have made clear the Com-
mission's views on this matrer. I think the evidence of
a lack of interest is something which needs to be borne
in mind, but no doubt Mr Provan, representing as he
does a constituency in the United Kingdom, will be
able to take up those matters with the appropriate
authorities.
Miss Quin (S).- Mr Presidenr, I have been asked to
say just a few words on behalf of the Socialisr Group
in suppon of the report by Mr Provan.
\7e welcome it as showing a very useful way in which
the European agricultural structural funds can be
employed. All too often in the past these funds seem ro
have been used indiscriminately without paying atten-
tion to the needs of particular regions. We feel thar
there is avery great need to identify areas such as this
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with real agricultural problems, define the narure of
those problems and then seek to provide effective help
for them. It is important to inject such money as we
have where it is needed.
I am glad that the report, alrhough it refers to an agri-
cultural development programme, also lays great stress
on the links with other aspecrs of the economy,
whether it is tourism, forestry or fishing. I hope that
the Britisch Government, for its part, will back up the
scheme with some enthusiasm and that rhe money
made available will be of clear and extra benefit to the
area concerned.
I am glad, too, that the environment aspects have nor
been overlooked and I welcome the opinion given by
the Committie on the Environment, Public Healtir
and Consumer Protection. \7e are talking about areas
of great natural beauty, and they do need to be kept in
such a way that they are attractive both for the inhabi-
tants and for those who will go there as tourists. In the
report there is some talk of forestry schemes, but for-
tunately there seems to be an emphasis on smaller
schemes and schemes that will fit in with rhe exisring
landscape, rather than the huge monolithic and unat-
tractive plantations which have sometimes disfigured
the landscape rather than improved ir.
May I conclude by saying thar we in the Socialisr
Group wish this project well and will watch with con-
siderable interest the progress of its implementation.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
This, Mr President, is an excel-
lent report, and let me say that a better case could not
have been made for an EEC assisted agricultural
development programme. Ve could not have been
given a more vivid description of the type of terrain we
are talking about, the extent of the disadvantages
being suffered in this very substantial area and the
ways and means to provide the necessary assistance.
Having said this, may I also say that the Members of
this House did not need a repor[ at all to enlighten
them on the conditions in the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland. Some considerable time ago we had ir all
delivered to us in the form of an open letter, and if
some of us did not read this very interesring documen-
tation, our colleagues Mrs Ewing and Mr Provan
made sure that we would meet ar leasr some of the
great people who have survived the hardships of these
severely handicapped areas.
I have had the pleasure of visiting the Highlands on a
number of occasions 
- 
not the Islands, I am sorry ro
say 
- 
but I saw these things at their best because I was
fortunate enough to arrive there in fine summer
weather. At the same time, even viewing the scene in
the best conditions, one needs very liwle imagination
to understand what it could be like at other times of
the year.
The going is undoubtedly hard, but this area has many
asse6 that it can call upon in an effoft to bring abour
the improvemen$ that are urgently needed. I am refer-
ring mainly to the vitality and enthusiasm of the var-
ious organizations and agencies akeady providing ser-
vices in the area. Scotland, in my humble opinion, has
easily the best agricultural education, research and
advisory service that I have ever seen in action, and
this, coupled with dedicacion and commitment that is
quite impressive, provides the basis for literally moving
mountains.
The people working in these agencies, together v/irh
the National Farmers Union of Scotland, have long
since made in-depth studies as to the most effective
ways of tackling the many difficult problems of these
areas, and Members of the House can be assured that
no further surveys are needed and no berter
approaches are likely to be arrived at. So do not let us
waste further time or money. A reliable blue-prinr
already exists. All that is needed is money, and we
have not enough money.
The sort of money required to carry out the recom-
mendations before us in this report is simply enor-
mous, but that should not discourage us from going as
fir as we can within present constraints. Once again
w'e are faced with the impossibility of making any ser-
ious impact on the problems of the Community while
the budget is pegged at its present level.
I regret that this report, like every other report with a
British input, contains criricism of the common agri-
cultural policy, even in a report. seeking support from
the agricultural budget. I would like ro ask if this
development is acceptable to rhe British Governmenr
or if the British Governmenr is anxious to press rhis
development with the Commission. I would ask them
to put forward proposals. If not, we are all wasting our
time. \7e have at least some evidence thar it is not
regarded as a priority by the British Governmenr. I
would like to see somebody declaring themselves on
this.
There is, of course, no prospecr of making this an
economic development, but there are many other jusri-
fiable reasons why it should be gone ahead with as
soon as possible and ro the exrenr [ha[ ir is possible to
find the necessary money to fund it.
'!7ould Mr Provan explain to us whar the road equiva-
lent tariff means? This, to many people, conveys thar
they will have to pay a rariff . A tariff is a rhing that
you pay, you do not get a benefit. I think I know what
he means, but many people do not.
The way to develop this area and the way rhar mosr
return will be got is by developing forestry, fisheries
and tourism. It is a grand thing ro develop agriculture
to the extent that that is possible, but it will never be
made competitive, or anything like competirive. That
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is what I have seen with agricultural production in
most other areas in the UK.
Mr Bangemann (L). 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my
group I want first of all to congratulate the rapporteur
on his excellent report. !7e believe that it is a valuable
contribution to a ptactical Europe, a living Europe,
not concerned only with abstract things, and we sup-
port it for seven main reasons.
(1) One of the greatest dangers to the Community is
the increasing gap between the poorer and richer
regions, and here the Commissioner is quite right in
saying that this is a general problem, but it is also a
special problem for Scotland, especially for the High-
lands and Islands.
(2) The common agricultural policy, for all its mer-
its, has not overcome the disadvantages of farmers in
remote regions. 'S7'e must realize that the common
agricultural policy is contributing to the increasing dif-
ference between richer and poorer farmers as well, not
only in richer and poorer regions as such.
(3) The report recognizes the need to change the
attitude that rural depopulation is inevitable and
young workers are expected to leave the land for
indusry. Vith the decline of job opponunities in
industry and the need, for ecological and environmen-
tal reasons, to avoid the over-mechanization of agri-
culture, it is imperative that young people be encour-
aged to stay on the land.
(4) The repon recognizes the imponance of one of
the Highlands and Islands' greatest assets 
- 
its beautl,
and its scientific interest which must be protected by
budgeary provision.
(5) The report calls for the development of forestry'
- 
which has long been a priority also for our col-
league Mr Maher 
- 
and this shows, indeed, that some
of these problems are also met with in other regions of
the Community.
(5) The repon mentions the imponance of tourism,
and here the value of helping local inhabimnts, espe-
cially farmers, to provide holidays in their own homes
should be stressed.
(7) There is perhaps one error of omission in the
report, and that is, to my mind, too little emphasis on
the importance of fishing and, in particular, no men-
tion of the desirability to promote fish farming.
To end this speech on behalf of my group, and being a
non-Irish, non-British and non-Scottish Member, I
want to address myself to the Commissioner and also
to the rapponeur who both happen to belong ro the
same party, and that party happens to be in power in
Britain. \7e would like the British Governmenr to sup-
pon this report, not because of a peculiar siruarion
which is perhaps unique in the Community 
- 
we
know that there are other regions in the same position
that also need help. But if the Highlands and Islands
are to be helped, the Community's aid must supple-
ment and not replace the UK Government's own
regional programmes.
The present Bridsh Government, whose enthusiasm
for taking Community cash 
- 
our money, to use a
phrase which Mrs Thatcher will understand 
- 
is not
matched by any eagerness to develop the Community's
role, is panicularly at fault in this. The rapponeur
should influence his Prime Minister, and the Commis-
sioner should do the same, in order to help these
regions.
(Applause)
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, may I congratu-
late my colleague, Mr Provan, who sometimes has dif-
ferences with me? I say quite sincerely that I could not
have done better myself in all he said about the area I
have the honour to represent..
I have a really beaudful tide: Member of the European
Parliament for the Highlands and Islands of Scorland.
It is almost like a piece of poetry. It is a poetic place
but, as has been said, you cannot really have poetry
without people. At 8 or 9 people per square kilometre,
we are in a situation where the human species is
endangered. Agriculture is the necessary stabilizing
industry. Tourism 
- 
and I agree with what Mr Ban-
gemann said 
- 
is very important, but it is mere froth
on the top, because the people have to be there to start
with.'!7e welcome tourism in the Highlands 
- 
I speak
to every tourist I meet and try even to speak their lan-
guages; they are delighted with the welcome they get
- 
but it is mere froth on top to the people who have
to have a reason for being there.
Agriculture is the indigenous occupation, and the
plans of various governments in Brimin for planting
great industries have recently been collapsing 
- 
ar
Invergordon, a smelterl at Corpach, a pulpmill 
- 
with
hundreds and hundreds of disasrrous social problems.
I say to you that while we welcome anything else 
-small businesses, small enterprises 
- 
one must under-
stand that without agriculture there would be no peo-
Ple.
May I suggest that whqn you go on your summer holi-
days, you Bo to the Highlands and Islands, because it
is the most beautiful place. lTherever you go, it is
unlikely to be a desen island; you would prefer to go
to an island with people on it, would you not? Some of
my islands 
- 
and I have 80, nor as many as rhe
Greeks 
- 
are under rhreat of losing their people. Thar
is a European tragedy, nor jusr a Scottish tragedy. It is
something we cannor sit here and permir to happen. I
was in the Greek islands recently, and our problem is
similar to theirs 
- 
arid soil; they have roo much sun
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and we have too little; they have too little water and
we have too much 
- 
but added to our inclement
weather is this depopulation. \Tithin 50 years the
populadon of nonhern Scotland has halved. That is a
human tragedy. The population of northern Norway,
with various things like road equivalent tariff and
equalized freight charges and a universiry in the Arctic
Circle, has doubled. So if you get the policies right
you can keep the people, or even increase their desire
to go to these beautiful and so-called romantic places.
I have just come from the Shedands 
- 
one of the fur-
thest away places. They were here lobbying all the
groups in February, you many remember, along with a
big delegation. The wind was blowing at 125 miles an
hour, which is hurricane force. In the midst of all this
animals have to be kept inside, and the cost of feed,
the cost of transport, everything is at a disadvantage.
They are not complaining about that; it is we, the poli-
ticians, who are complaining; we say, unless you are
prepared to sit and wait for the death of my area, you
will have to pass this excellent programme, for which
there are precedents. There is a precedent in .Western
Ireland and there is a precedent now in the Mediterra-
nean. Anyway, I suggest it is a good experiment, per-
haps for Greece and similar places.
Secondly, I would like, m say this to Mr Muntingh,
whose amendment I agree with, except that I think the
word 'equally' must be scored from the first part and
that I cannot agree with recital B. I agree with Mr
Muntingh, and all the bodies who have supported this
programme 
- 
the quango of the Highlands and
Islands Development Board and all the elected coun-
cils of the Orkneys, the Shetlands, the Highland and
Strathclyde regions 
- 
have all agreed to accept Mr
Muntingh's point of view.
In all Europe there is no place with a record like ours
for wildlife; that is why we have so much of it. !7e do
not shoot our birds; we keep them and watch them to
make sure they are always going to be there for
tomorrow 
- 
the fish in the river and so on. \7e do,
however, suffer from coastal erosion.
Lastly, I must say this. (My group will give me extra
speaking-time if I need it.) Mr Tugendhat's words
absolutely shocked me. He said an extraordinary thing
today 
- 
the opposite of what Mr Dalsager said to my
delegation here in February. Mr Dalsager said to my
delegation: 'Ve have done the homework. Ve can put
forward proposals within a few weeks. \7e are in
favour of it.' So someone in the Commission has either
changed his mind or is not talking to his fellow 
-Commissioner 
- 
and it just will not do.
The Conservatives voted against a line in the budget,
and so did other groups. That was a pity, because we
need this programme now, and the failure to vote for
that budgetary line meant that my second attempt was
foiled.
I cannot understand the position of the British
Government. Is it just that the Commission is defer-
ring now to the British Government? Is it acting as
though it were a British Commission? I have a briefing
here from the British Government which says: 'In the
absence of a proposal from the Commission, the
government cannot comment on what the UK's posi-
tion on an ADP will be.' So who is blaming who? The
British Government blames the Commission and the
Commission blames the British Government. I think at
some point this question has to be answered.
Could my colleagues from other countries please come
and see this land 
- 
and not necessarily in the summer
weather, like Mr Clinton. If they do, they will see a
proud people who deserve the right to continue living
where they want to live, in the Highlands and Islands
of Scotland.
Mr Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Cornmission. 
-Mrs Ewing, could you perhaps listen to what I have to
say? You did not hear what I said. It really would be
advisable for you to listen, as you quite clearly failed
to do so the first time. I made it absolutely clear that
the Commission is in favour of this. I am operating off
Mr Dalsager's brief. You really must not make accusa-
tions of that son. I drew attention to the fact that
there are difficulties in the United Kingdom, bur let
me restate, so tha[ you cannot possibly misunderstand
me, rhat the Commission is in favour 
- 
very simple
English words.
Mr Paisley (NI).- Mr President, I congratulate Mrs
Ewing on her motion for a resolution and Mr Provan
on his report.
It is all very wetrl to have excellent reports, and this ls
an excellent report. However, if it is not going to be
implemented, and implemented with the help of Her
Majesty's Government, then all our deliberations and
all our investigations will be in vain. I stand here today
with some bitterness, because a Member of this
House, Mrs Martin, prepared an excellent report on
Nonhern Ireland, which was accepted by the Com-
mission and adoprcd unanimously in this House. Yet
for two years nothing has been done about it. I trust
that this excellent report will have instant action taken
on it and I do welcome the statement by Vice-Presi-
dent Tugendhat ro the House just now thar the Com-
mission accepts this repon.
One matter I want to stress is this. It is essential that
the coordination of the various Community funds, in
regard to these matters, be taken into account, but
they should clearly be seen rc be additional. If this is
not going to be additional funding, then this report is
not going to achieve anything whatsoever.
'!7e have heard a very eloquent speech from the hon-
ourable lady. Northern Ireland, of course, has a very
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close association with the Highlands and Islands. I
represent an area that has one offshore island. At the
turn of the century Rathlin Island had 1 0OO of a
population, today it has only 100 of a popularion. Thar
illustrates the drift that has taken place from these
islands.
I support this repon, bur I look forward to seeing acr-
ion taken on it, especially by Her Majesry's Govern-
ment.
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I may
speak for longer than four minutes, but rhat is allowed
because my Socialist colleague did nor use all her
speaking time.
First of all, Mr President, I want ro say rhar the elo-
quent way in which Mr Provan and Mrs Ewing have
outlined the situatioh in the Highlands and Islands of
Scotland goes to my heart too. I have been in rhat area
and I can agree completely with what they both said.
Funhermore, I want to congratulate Mr Provan on his
excellent report. I think it is a very well-documented
repon and I can torally suppon ir.
Both speakers have described the natural landscape in
Scotland as fanmstic. That is why the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Pro-
tection of this Parliament has debated very inrensively
this motion for a resolution and Mr Provan's repon.
Ve are of the opinion rhat somerhing should certainly
be done for the poveny of the people in the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland, but we are yery much aware
that one of the main threars to rhe natural environ-
ment in Europe is agriculture.
\7e can see it everywhere. In Greece there are large
areas reclaimed and the most beaudful werlands are
gone. \7ith Community aid large areas in Ireland have
been drained, very much ro rhe detriment of the
natural environment. In my country, in Holland, for
example, the main threat for the environmenr is agri-
culture. Being aware of this fact, we in the Committee
on the Environment, Public Healrh and Consumer
Protection have asked that future regional develop-
ment programmes designed to improve agriculture
should be carried out in such a way rhar at least a min-
imum of responsibility will be taken for the environ-
ment. That is the reason why my committee has rabled
some amendments.
\7e do have one remark ro make on Mr Provan's
report. If you read the resolurion, which is a very long
one, you find only rwo very meagre paragraphs on the
natural environmenr. I do nor think rhat is enough.
After all, he told us himself here thar the narural envi-
ronment in Scotland is of paramount imponance. That
is the reason why we tabled some amendmenrc.
Another point I wanr ro stress is this. Mr Provan has
said that if measures are taken to preserve the environ-
ment in Scotland, that should be done out of the
Community's environmental fund. May I rcll you rhar
at this moment vinually no environmenul fund exisrs.
There is a very small amount of money which we can
use for environmental purposes in the European Com-
munity. My committee feels rhat if rhere is a major
threat to the environmenr 
- 
in this case it could be
agriculture, I do not say it is so 
- 
rhen agriculture too
should pay to prevent agriculrure doing any harm ro
certaln areas.
Ve are of the opinion rhar we should take care of the
environment and that the money to do so should come
out of the EAGGF fund. Thar was, by rhe way,
approved by rhis Parliament when we had rhe budget
procedure. Parliament voted for a resolution saying
that under the drainage scheme in Ireland money
should be taken out of agricultural funds for the pur-
pose of preserving the environmenr.
The Committee on the Environment, Public Healrh
and Consumer Protection is very much aware of the
problems of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland
and we are certainly willing ro supporr completely
both Mrs Ewing and Mr Provan. But we ask, and we
ask very strongly, that rhere should be safeguards for
the environmen[ in Scorland, for the benefit of the
people there and of the European environmenr.
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE) 
- 
(GR) I have asked to
speak, so rhat I may raise a voice of solidarity with the
disadvantaged areas in Scotland and in particular rhe
islands. A voice that comes from the opposite end of
the Community, from the Greek islands of the
Aegean. It is in the Community's interests ro support
the courage of the inhabitants of those islands, who
are keeping those beautiful parrs of our Eanh alive.
Let us not be put off by the facr that the proposed pro-
grammes are costly. Any and all activity on small
islands is costly, and even the cost of living is higher
there rhan elsewhere.
Just as viluable, however, is the political and culrural
gain that the Community will derive from rhese pro-
grammes, such as the one proposed in rhis instance for
Scotland and rhe Mediterranean programmes pro-
posed for our own islands. The life, civilization and
environment that we find on these islands are rhings
that all Europeans have come ro know and love. Let us
keep all this alive. However, the environment will only
be preserved if the inhabiranrc are preserved first, and
if we maintain the economic acrivities needed ro sup-
poft the livelihoods of rhe inhabitanrs in these faraway
places.
Mr Hutton (ED).- Mr President, I suppose I musr
be one of the few people in this House who has actu-
ally lived and worked in the Scorrish islands. I have
lived and worked rhrough one of those wild wind-
blasted Shetland winrers, and it is not pleasant. I do
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not have any doubts at all about the difficuldes faced
by people trying to farm in those conditions. Indeed,
Mr President, I shall go further and tell you rhar for
the seventh year running I shall be taking my summer
holidays in one of the Scotdsh islands where, inciden-
tally, for those British Members presenr, petrol last
year cost I 2 l7p a gallon. It has not yet reached 3 2
on the mainland, though people in Britain seem to be
living in fear of the prospect of it.
This is a thorough and inrclligent reporr, Mr Presi-
dent, from a Scotsman who clearly loves the soil that
he has farmed all his life, and I would pay tribute to
Mr Provan's very thoughtful work, not only in prepar-
ing the report. but also in rhe pressure that he has put on
- 
in Scotland and in Europe ro press rhis programme
forward. I hope very much, Mr President, that much
of what Mr Provan is proposing for the Highlands and
Islands can eventually be shared by people in other
less-favoured areas of Scotland, like Galloway and
Roxbroughshire, who also farm high and difficult land
and face many similar problems which need similar
solutions and attention.
I have a particular interest in Mr Provan's proposals
for forestry acrion, and I would like to appeal to the
Commissioners who are here to bring the proposals
which are waiting for them for a forestry action pro-
gramme on to their agenda at an early date. These
proposals will allow the Commission to take specific
action on forestqy in panicular areas, such as Scotland,
without it becoming a huge open-ended commitmenr
like the agricultural poliry.
To the Commissioners 
- 
or perhaps I should say
Commissioner, since I notice that Mr Burke is alone
among us 
- 
I say please look at rhese proposals with
some speed, and then perhaps we can make progress
on pressing forward with Community encouragement
for the forest and wood industries in just the sort of
areas where they can play a large part in the local
economy.
I hope, like other speakers, that Members will give Mr
Provan's report a fair wind from this House. Mr Pro-
van has clearly persuaded the Commission, and I think
in fairness I should say that 
- 
perhaps it is because I
am looking for it 
- 
I think I detect the beginnings of
a stirring of interest in the British Governmenr, under
Mr Provan's persistent nagging, in the review of the
less-favoured areas directive. If my discernment is
right, Mr President, it should give not only the High-
lands and Islands but all the less-favoured areas of
Scodand considerable heart rc know that far off and
difficult areas are taken notice of in the corridors of
power, both in Brussels and in Edinburgh.
Mr Provan (EDI, rapporteur. 
- 
Yery briefly, Mr
President, could I thank most sincerely Mr Bange-
mann and Mr Muntingh for speaking in English
during this debate; it was very good of them and I
appreciate it very much indeed.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The vote will be taken at the next voting time.
)l. Indicator substance in milh
President. 
- 
The next irem is the report (Doc.
l-1175/82) by Mr Diana, on behalf of rhe Committee
on Agriculture, on an indicator subsrance in milk
intended for use as animal feed and the use of milk
powder in cheese producrion.
Mr Diana (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr President,
about 200/o of the milk produced in the European
Community, corresponding to about 20 million ronnes
of liquid milk, is converted every year into milk pow-
der. The majority of this product is used as animal
feed: in 1981 1 300 000 tonnes of skimmed milk pow-
der was used for this purpose, corresponding to
14 500 000 tonnes of liquid milk.
Skimmed milk powder for animal feed benefits, as we
know, from a price subsidy in the form of a contribu-
tion from the EAGGF. The charge to the Community
budget for this single item was 730 million ECUs in
1981, but it is anticipated that this may increase, bear-
ing in mind the considerable srocks of powdered milk,
and the programmes prepared by the Commission to
promote the use of this milk for anim4l feed.
The Executive Commission has however recognized
that there are doubr as ro rhe effective final destina-
tion of powdered milk for animal feed rhat benefits
from the EAGGF subsidy. Fraud is made easy by the
fact that the laws of many Member States allow the
use of skimmed milk powder in cheese manufacture.
If we remember rhar in some Member States the addi-
tion of 15 grams of powdered milk is permitted per
litre of liquid milk and that the milk powder is dis-
solved in water in the proponion of one [o ren, we can
see from this that over fifteen per cenr of the milk for
use by the cheese factories may be produced wirh
reconstituted powdered milk. Hence the necessity for
the Commission to ake sreps rhat will make'a cenain
degree of legislative harmonization possible since,
obviously, the rules of comperition are distoned.
In other words, Community rules are needed sanc-
tioning the prohibition of cenain substances such as
casein and caseinates for the production of cheese
other than processed cheese. These rules should spe-
cify which techniques and products may be used, and
the maximum permissible percenrages for such prod-
ucts. For the manufacture of cheeses of designated ori-
gin stricter standards should naturally be applied.
Rules of this kind will not be very effective, however,
unless provision is also made for control procedures
such as, for example,' the compulsory listing on the
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packaging of dairy products of the presence of any
ingredients other than liquid milk, and the quantities
of each ingredient.
At present the Directive governing labelling exempts
cheese from the obligation to list ingredients 
- 
to
which other food products are subject 
- 
'provided
that no ingredient has been added other than lactic
products . . .'..
Now casein, caseinates and whey are by-products of
milk. Although their presence in cheese is harmless to
the consumer from the health point of view, it is not
without significance from the economic standpoint,
since it reduces production costs by using the by-prod-
ucts of other industrial processes. In order to provide
customers with the correct information, rc which they
have a right, it will therefore be necessary to indicate
on the. labels the presence of substances other than
liquid milk, making it compulsory, that is, to show on
the packaging if milk powder, as well as other prod-
ucts, has been used.
But what is more serious and more disturbing, ladies
and gentlemen, is the question of skimmed-milk pow-
der which receives EAGGF subsidies and is intended
for use as animal feed. Here the possibility of fraud is
two-fold: on the one hand the consumer suffers,
because he is offered a product that in reality is
intended for use in animal feed; and on the other, the
Community budget suffers, because the product is
subsidized by the EAGGF. It is true that Community
legislation provides for a series of checks on firms
using liquid milk; but it is also true that fraud is still
possible because there is no specific standard that ena-
bles skimmed-milk powder to be distinguished from
the various mixtures containing powdered whey and
other producr. It has been said rhat this is an Italian
problem: I should like to make ir quite clear that this is
not the case 
- 
it is not only an Italian problem. On
the contrary, I would say that control is perhaps easier
in Italy than elsewhere, precisely because in Italy 
-Mr. Vernimmen 
- 
the use of milk powder in cheese
manufacture is prohibited, whereas in his country it is
allowed. Therefore, if milk powder is found in any
cheese factory in Italy, the fraud is obvious. That is
why, in our country, the problem is perhaps easier ro
solve. Obviously it is a question that is of great interesr
to Italy, since we import 700 million ECU's worth of
milk products from the EEC, so that I think we have
the right to ask for stringent controls on all this milk
that is exported to our country. That there is legiti-
mate ground for suspicion is shown, in my view, by
rhe fact that powdered milk is still liquid milk that
costs more 
- 
liquid milk with an added value on
account of the processing cost to convert it into pow-
der which, at current energy prices, is not insignifi-
cant.
These doubts must be dispersed. Ve must have a
Community control system that works fast and effi-
ciently. The proposal to incorporate an indicator or
racer substance in milk powder which has benefited
from EAGGF aid comes under this heading. It is not
even a new proposal: this Parliament made a proposal
of this kind at the discussion on farm prices in 1980,
when the rapporteur was Mr Delatte. It was repeated
in March 1981, on a similar occasion, when the rap-
porteur was Mr Ligios; and it was repeated yet again
last year, again when farm prices were being discussed,
and the rapporteur was Mr Curry.
So Parliament has put forward this request a number
of times, and the reporc that I have the honour to pres-
ent today on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
simply renews that request, expressed in clearer and,
above all, more concrete terms. Those who will feel
the effecm of this proposal 
- 
and there has been a
great deal of lobbying of members by food manufac-
turers and the trade generally 
- 
point out that this
control system would cost money and involve proce-
dures: they point out that it is difficult, at the begin-
ning of the year, to know how much milk will be used
for feeding calves. I think that these milk quantities
can be determined at the beginning of the year, if not
accl,trately then at least very broadly, and that any sur-
pluses can in any event easily be stored. As far as the
cost is concerned, it does not appear to me to be
excessive; in any event,it is less than the cost to the
European budget of the frauds that are possible with
the wrongful use of this milk powder that has bene-
fited from EEC aid.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, every system of
control costs money; it also involves control proce-
dures. But to forget the controls would probably not
bring about any saving; the budget of the European
Economic Community would feel the effects of the
frauds that unfortunately exist, not only in the case of
certain Mediterranean products, as has been said and
repeated on many occasions, but also, sad to say, in
the case of other products. I think it is our duty not to
close our eyes to these things but, insrcad, to exercise
our right of control rc the full.
For this reason, Mr President, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture, I ask members to suppon this
proposal.
(Applause)
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the Commission has noted with great interest the
repon by Mr Diana, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, and also the motion that was moved. It
shares the rapponeur's view as to the value of common
rules on cheesemaking which would, in panicular,
ensure better protection of milk products and fuller
consumer information. This matter will be gone into in
the process of considering a broader proposal on rhe
quality of milk products and the ways in which they
are made and marketed. On the other hand, it does
not feel that the monitoring of rhe distribution of sub-
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sidy-aided skimmed-milk powder for animal feed
could be improved by the addition of a tracer elemenr,
since by means of the existing measures in respect of
denaturing 
- 
monitoring of which has in recent years
become appreciably more efficient, thanks in parti-
cular to new methods of analysis 
- ^ny 
fraud can be
detected.
The Commission nevenheless ukes nore of the rap-
porteur's remarks on the importance of stringent mon-
itoring of products containing subsidy-aided
skimmed-milk powder and will conrinue its efforts to
secure further improvemenr of methods of analysing
these.
Mr Vernimmen (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I
first say to Mr Diana that I have no financial inreresr
in any industrial group and that my opinion is based
on information available to me and facts I can confirm.
I shall restrict myself now to a few facts.
The production of skimmed-milk powder in the Com-
munity is around 2 300 000 tons, of which more than
half, I 300 000 tons goes ro the cattle feed industry,
panicularly for the feeding of calves. The producers of
milk substitutes for calves buy skimmed milk powder
at the gross or market price. In the last few years this
price has remained relatively stable round about the
intervention price. Subsidies are paid for processing
into calf feed but only when proof is given that this
skimmed milk powder is actually used for producing
cattle feed for fattening calves, in accordance with rhe
provisions of the regulation, ar!. 17 para.25, and most
Member States, Mr Diana, even have a physical check
on this.
Secondly: skimmed milk powder is also used for pro-
cessing into pig feed. This skimmed milk powder is
bought from intervenrion, usually at a considerably
reduced price bur after payment of a surety which
forms the difference between the intervention price
and the reduced price.
Fufl.hermore, Mr Diana, various Member States,
including Belgium which you quoted, require the
addition of a colouring agenr as a indicator substance
in the processing.Thirdly, your point on cheesemaking
has been answered, I rhink, in the Commissioner's
statement. There are also Member States who have
abeady introduced carefully reasoned legislarion on
that point. This raises several quesrions.
1. There are enormous stocks in intervention. Must
an indicator substance be used when they are being
processed?
2. Rather than stating that 50/o of the powder is
skimmed off for human consumprion, would it not be
better to prove first of all that there has actually been a
case of fraud? One could then investigate how and at
what level this happens and rhen it will have to be
stopped.
Is thie not an arrempt ro presenr a typically Italian
problem as a Community one under regulation 1624?
The measures proposed in the repon do not achieve
the intended purpose, whereas the consequences for
producers, processors and consumers are often
unclear. The Socialist group will only approve this
repon if Mr Bockler's amendmenr is carried.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now suspend the debate and
begin with the votes.
72. Votesr
Afier the adoption of the Scriztener rEort (Doc. 1-1321/
82)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alavanos to speak on a point of
order.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
like to apologise to yoi.r and to the Assembly for the
delay that I am about to cause by bringing up a proce-
dural matter, but an extremely serious problem has
arisen in the Press room. A little while ago, a verbal
question to the Council of Ministers of the European
Community was distributed, and this consr.irur.es . . .
President. 
- 
That has nothing m do with the Rules of
Procedure.
If you wish to make a personal sraremenr, then you
must do so ar the end of the sitring. Ve sdll have ro
vote on the Provan reporr. So far you have said
nothing whatever abour the Rules of Procedure.
PROVAN REPORT (Doc. 1-1 177 /82 
- 
Highlands)
Afier paragraph 29 
- 
Amendment No 5
Mr Provan (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
would ask Parliament to vore these separately, or at
least in two groups of three. I find it rather difficult to
accept paragraphs a, b and c because there is a funding
problem. At the presenr time there is no possibility
under the EAGGF of using funds for environmerial
impact assessment. Therefore I cannot accept a, b
and c.
However, I will be accepring, and suggest thir Parlia-
ment adopts, paragraphs d, e and f.
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, rhere is a
translation error in para. (a). After the last comma in
1 See Annex I.
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the Dutch text, it says 'aid must also be granted to
protect and conserve the environment'. The English
text says 'equally', and that is a mistranslation; the
English text should read 'as well', which makes a con-
siderable difference. I should like to ask you to take
that into consideration.
A.fter the adoption ofthe Prooan report
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alavanos to make a personal
starcment.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I shall
be very brief, please do not cut me shon. This is a very
imponant matter that is of panicular concern to my
country. A little while ago a verbal question by Mr.
Rumor was disributed 
- 
I shall not refer to its con-
tent 
- 
which in my opinion constitutes an undisguised
interference in the internal affairs of my country. This
question was presented as a question by Mr. Rumor,
rhe chairman of the Political Affairs Committee . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I am sorry to have to inter-
rupr you. It is obvious that we are talking here about a
sratement that was not made in the House.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I would
like an assurance from you, both to us and to the
Press, that this was a personal question put by Mr
Rumor, because the Political Affairs Committee is one
thing and Mr Rumor a different thing, which both the
Italian and the Greek . . .
President. 
- 
\fle shall look inm the matter.l
(Tlte sitting ans closed at 7.05 p.m.
I Agenda for next sitting: See Minutes.
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Votes
The Report of Proceedings records in an a.rex the rapporteuls position on the
various amendments as well as explanations of vote. For details of the voting the
reader is referred to the Minutes of the sitting.
SEITLINGER MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc t-2/82-uniorm electoral
procedure): ADOPTED
Explanation ofoote
Mr Chambeiron (COM). 
- 
(FR) I should like to remind the House that in March last
year rhe French Communists and Allies Group abstained in the vorc on the draft Act and
the motion for a resolution on a uniform electoral procedure, although at the same time
taking the view that it was a positive development that Parliament should have decided to
adopt the principle of proponional representation for European elections because we saw
this as the only vray to make this House genuinely representative of the various political
strands in our respective countries. $7e understood that agreement on this point among
the Ten appeared difficult in view of the well-known position of the United Kingdom,
and believed that a more general agreement taking account of all the proposals contained
in Mr Seitlinger's reporr made it an impossible task in view of the refusal to accept that
democratic principles required deference to the diversiry of national characteristics.
The most recenr arrempr made last month in Brussels merely served to underline that the
Ten had only very limited room for manoeuvre and that any attempt to go beyond it
would be bound to fail.
I wish to say very frankly that we regret that it has not been possible to reach at least a
minimum agreement on the principle of proponional representation and that the choice of
other procedures has not been left to the Member States, since this would have been wise
in the present circumstances. But will what some people here seem to regard as a defeat
for Europe 
- 
there has even been talk of an historic defeat- be seen in the same light by
public opinion in the counries which we represent? There is reason to doubt it. lVhat
public opinion seems ro expect of us is the formulation of practical solutions to the prob-
lems which affect the daily lives of our peoples and influence their future. Public opinion
wants this Parliament to come to grips with the substantive problems rather than matters
of form.
Ve abstained in March 1982,we shall abstain in March 1983.
*
lc*
O'HAGAN MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-s/8, 
- 
Uniform electoral
procedure): REJECTED
lr
'l' lt
BETTIZA REPORT (Doc. 1-11e3lE2 
-Yugoslavia): ADOPTED
Mr Haagerup, depury rapporteur, \ras:
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IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos l, 6, 7 , 11 and 12
AGAINST Amendments Nos 2, 5, 8, 1O/corr., 13 and 14.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) In the Political Affairs Committee I supported and voted in
favour of theBettiza resolution concerning the situation in Yugoslavia, and this for politi-
cal and economic reasons but also because Yugoslavia connects Greece to the Com-
munity. Yugoslavia, with which my country has a common frontier and has long main-
tained very close links, panicularly in the sector of tourism, conrinues to follow the lines
laid down by her great leader Tito, even after his loss; lines that have spared the Balkan
countries many 
^ 
headache. Moreover, as in the past, that counr,ry still plays a leading role
among the non-aligned counries, motivated by the criteria of peace, security, and colla-
boration with Europe. My country has many reasons to supporr. Yugoslavia and help her
to ove-rcome her present economic crisis, and it is therefore self-evident that not only I
myself but also all the European Members of the New Democracy will vorc in favour of
the Bettiza reporr we have debated.
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) !7e shall vote in favour of the resolurion. Yugoslavia is a
relatively small country that plays a very imponant part in international relations and is a
leading 
-power among the non-aligned countries, a socialist counrry that champions the
cause of a new order of things in the world, based on equality and cooperarion.
The amendments I put forward, and of which some were accepted, were intended to show
the need to omit from the resolution cenain starcments that might be interpreted as inter-
ference in the internal affairs of Yugoslavia, or that could be consrrued as derogatory. Ve
esrcem that country and we wish to stress that an extension of our collaboration wiih her
is to our mutual benefit 
- 
the example of 'baby beef' that concerns Greece was typical 
-and can in no case be interpreted as an attempr to influence her poliry.
\7e shall therefore vote in favour of the resolution submitted to us by Mr Betriza, in rhe
hope that this will encourage the immediate and full implemenarion of the agreemenrs
with Yugoslavia, and their extension.
Mr Albers (s). 
- 
(NL) My group has asked me to give an explanation of vore, which I
willingly do as I am a member of the delegation and know from experience that it is possi-
ble to have good relations with the delegation from Yugoslavia;ihey are excellenipan-
ners in discussion. That was quite clear during the official visit we had in Octob er l9B2 to
that country.
It is possible to discuss matters concerning trade relarions, improvements in infrastruc-
tures, relationships with. Greece, migrant workers. My group believes we musr try [o con-
tinue these discussions but it must not lead to inrerference in the internal affaiis of rhat
country.,'S7'e also regret that the report is on the situarion in Yugoslavia. 'S7e would have
preferred to see it called: a reporr on relations with Yugoslavia.
\7e are cenain that all funher issues, such as human rights, and events inside Yugoslavia,
can be discustqd-1r19p.t[-rggether in the delegatio.,s. Ve are also in favour of irn-proving
relations with SKoUPSTINA. Even after the vote on rhe amendmenr, howev.r, *. ."i
suPPort the resolution, panicularly because it says that we musr help Yugoslavia in the
role that country pl11s in the me-eting of the non-aligned countries; in the Securiry Con-ference and in the Madrid Conference on Security in Europe. My group will thlrefore
vote in favour of this resolution.
Mr zirgas (s). 
- 
(GR) ve, the Greek European members of pASoK consider that the
entire rationale of the Bettiza repon views the need [o activate the agreement for colla-
boration with Yugoslavia, of 2April 1980, in the correct dimension. 
*Most 
cenairrly, the
promotion of political, economic and technological collaboration will contribute to' j.rl-
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ing more effectively with rhe internal economic problems that Yugoslavia is facing, and
will ar the same rime help that country to pursue its non-aligned policy on the interna-
tional scene. \7'e Greek Socialists believe that the positive role of Yugoslavia within the
framework of the non-aligned group, liaison concerning security and collaboration in
Europe, and the relarions berween East-Vest and North-South should be reinforced. For
the reasons we shall vote in favour of the Bettiza report.
Mr Gouthier (COM). 
- 
UT) On behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, I wish to
srare rhar the Group supports this resolution. The political sense of this resolution is clear:
it is a proposal to develop positive relations between the Community and Yugoslavia, on a
basis of autonomy, independence, and Yugoslavia's status as a non-aligned country, and
to intensify and speed up the full implementation of the agreemenm recently coniluded.
In our dealings with Yugoslavia, which is a sovereign state, we must be careful to avoid
giving any impression, however unintentionally, of wanting to interfere in her internal
affairs. !7e are convinced that the full respect of the principles of pariry and full equality
between rhe EEC and Yugoslavia is the best and most effective way of ensuring the full
development of relations on the economic and political plane.
Mr Ephremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) \7e shall not oppose the resolution under discussion,
but we sffess that we have serious reseryations because it is contradictory, it attempts to
interfere in the internal affairs of the Yugoslavian Republic, and it introduces no substan-
tial and specific measures to assist that country in overcoming its crisis. The report con-
fines itself to vague exhortations to maintain frequent contact.
I also wish to say that the resolution cannot disguise a certain political opportunism when
it attempts to express mistrust and anxiety concerning lhe increase in commercial
exchanges between Yugoslavia and the Member States of COMECON, when this pre-
cisely is one of the ways in which that country can overcome its economic crisis.
+rl
SCRMNER REPORT (Doc. t-1321/ 82 
- 
Budgetary policy): ADOPTED
Tte rapporteur was:
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos l/rev. and 70;
AGAINST Amendments Nos 3, 4,6,7,8,9/rev., 11,72, 13, 14,15,76, 17,18, 19,
20, 27, 22, 23, 24, 25 / corr., 26, 27, 28 ar.d 29.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Saby (S).- (FR) The Socialist Group will be voting for Mrs Scrivener's repon. This
said, Parliament should be alive to the fact that, for many years now, we have made the
drive for jobs, especially for young people, our first priority, and that these pre-budget
declarations must not be allowed to degenerate into annual incantations.
'We must make sure that we secure what we ask for in the various committees of Parlia-
ment when examining the budget, namely job creation, new investment, and measures in
other sectors.
Too often we have found that the dossiers presented by the Commission have not
'reflected 
exactly the aims that we had set ourselves. Ve believe that, with the acute situa-
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tion caused by unemployment that we have today and in view of the inrernational mone-
tary difficulties, it is more than ever necessary for this Parliamenr to work with the Com-
mission to ensure that the guidelines laid down in the repon can be followed and the
objectives attained.
This is all that we hope to see in the drafting of this budget. \7e shall therefore be voting
for Mrs Scrivener's report.
Ve call upon all Members to exercise the greatest vigilance during committee work to
ensure that every ECU is indeed allocated in accordance with the guidelines thar we have
laid down in this repon. '
Mr Forth (ED).- I shall vote against this repon. It is not often that one gets the chance
to vote against a report. because of one word, but that is precisely what I shall be doing
rcday. I refer of course, to a word in paragraph 6, in which the original text said:
'. . . affirms that the common agricultural poliry is an essential element in European inte-
gration'. I do not believe that, Mr President, and the House has turned'dow'n my amend-
ment, which said: 'Affirms rhat a common agricultural poliry. . .' I accepr rhar a common
agricultural poliry is essential to European integration, but to use the word 'the' precludes
any reasonable reform of the policy, I believe. If we are to ake our ov/n words as being of
imponance, if we are to read and understand them and expect others to do so too, then I
think we should give thought to this. I have cenainly given thought to ir, and I am not
going to support this repon as a result, because it would haunt me for the rest of my days
if I were to be told from now on . . .
(Laughter)
. . . that I had voted in support of 'the' unreformed common agricultural poliry as it now
exists.
There is one other reason why I shall vote against, and that is the regrettable decision of
the House to vote against Amendment No 8, which very sensibly asked for projects ro
improve the operation of rhe internal market 
- 
something which my group is very keen
on normally 
- 
and projects to extend the openness of public purchasing conrracrs.
Because we have aken leave of our senses and not supponed that, I am therefore totally
unable to support this repon in its present form.
Mr Balfour (ED).- Mr President, the only reason I put my name down for an explana-
tion of vote y/as thar I knew that Mr Fonh had put his name down for one . I noimally
like to do this in order to correct any false impressions that he m^y create, and he has
done precisely that.
I therefore take great pleasure in announcing to this House that my group is fully commit-
rcd o the CAP, to the common agricultural poliry. This is not to siylhrt-we shail not seek
throughout rhe whole of our renure of office ro reform it as besr qre can.
,t+
PROVAN REPORT (Doc. t-1177/82)- Highlands and Islands): ADOPTED
The rapponeur was:
- 
IN FAVOUR OF AmendmentsNos 1,3and4;
- 
AGAINST Amendmenr No 2.
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Explanation of oote
Mr Kyrkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Ve shall vote in favour of Mr Provan's splendid report,
which concentrates Parliament's attention on the Scottish islands and Highlands and gave
us the opponunity to speak more generally about other insular and disadvantaged areas in
the Community. The rapporteur's comments also reflect the problems of the Greek
islands, particularly those in the Aegean, some of which are linked m the history of our
civilization, or are indeed im very cradle. Many of those islands are nowadays abandoned,
while their populations, which were still able to survive under the conditions of a closed
economy, now depart to seek employment elsewhere and under more acceptable condi-
tions. It is by no means rare for people rc die of reladvely trivial but acute disorders
because they cannot be conveyed to some centre.
Mr Provan's report demonstrates ro us the Community's obligation to turn its attention
not only towards large centres of population, but also towards island regions that, in many
countries such as Greece and the rapporteur's own homeland, can not only be developed,
but can also provide an outlet for modern man's yearning to escape from the concrete
jungels of the cities and come closer rc the inexhaustible richness of nature, the sea and
the light.
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ANNEX II
Qaestions uthicb could, not be ansuered during Question Time, anith utritten dnsa)ers
I. Questions to the Council
Question No 4, by Mrs De March (H-694/82)
Subject: Improvement of Community regularions concerning fruit and vegeables
Is the Council determined to act quickly to conclude an agreement making it possible to
improve Community regulations concerning fruit and vegetables, taking into account the
resolution adopted by the European Parliament on l6June 1982 on the basis of rhe
Maffre-Bauge report (D oc. 1 - 27 9 / 82)?
Ansuer
My colleague Mr Enl informed you this morning that the Council is intensifying its work
on improvement of the Community rules applicable to the fruit and vegerables sector by
making an examination of the Commission's proposals on this subjecr, taking account of
the Parliament's opinion of l6June 1982. This examination is taking place in connecrion
with adjustment of the Community rules on Medirerranean products.
The Council will endeavour to comply with the wish expressed by the European Council
of 3/4 December 1982 by completing its work in time for the European Council's meering
in March 1983, to which end it has been agreed to devore a complete meerint early in
march to the subject of adjustment of the Community rules applicable to fruit and vegeta-
bles and olive oil.
Question No 10, by Mr Collins (H-579/82)
Subject: Asbescos
It is now eight months since the European Parliament delivered im opinion on the Propo-
sal for a second Council Directive on the protection of workers from rhe risks related rc
exposure to agents at work: asbestos (Doc. 1-488/80) and during these months it has
become clearer than ever that such a Directive is necessary and rhis is accepted by both
workers and employers. \7ill the Council agree that eight months is rco long to wait for a
decision and will they say how much longer it will be before a final decision is reached?
Answer
The Council confirms the imponance it attaches to the Proposal for a Directive on the
protection of workers exposed to asbestos.
llowever, this proposal poses a number of technical problems, in particular the problem of
fixing limit values as it relates to that of ensuring the proper monitoring of the toncentra-
tion of asbestos fibres in the air: these problems require detailed examlnation if solutions
which can be effectively applied in the 10 Member Stares are to be found.
Moreover, the European Parliamenr itself, which was consulted on this proposal on
l0October 1980, did not deliver im opinion until 23April 1982. However,ihe-Council
hopes to be able to conclude irs discussions on the subject by the middle of this year.
{.
++
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Question No 15, by Mr Radoax (H-7t6/82)
Subject: Employment policy
The President-in-Office of the Council has stated that employment poliry is first and
foremost the responsibility of the Member States, but that the Communiry must demon-
strate its ability to make an essential contribution on this vital issue.
Does the President not agree that, cenain provisions of the Treaties, although couched in
very general terms, oblige the Community to address these problems?
Answer
The terms to which the honourable Member refers, used by the President of the Council
before the European Parliament on ll January 1983 when presenting the programme of
the German Presidency, in no ways call in question the powers that the Treaties confer on
the Communiry in the area of helping to combat unemployment. These powers are exer-
cised inter alia through the operations of the European Social Fund and through imple-
mentation of the poliry on vocational training.
It is in this spirit that the Council will be devoting most of its next meeting on employment
and social affairs to an examination of this problem 
- 
to which it has always attached the
highest imponance 
- 
on the basis of the Commission's proposals and in the light of the
opinions of Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee.
In addition, the Commission has submitted a memorandum on working time.
tr
Question No 17, by Mrs lVeber (H-763/82)
Subject: 'S7asrc from Seveso
The President of the Council promised in the debate on Question H-621/821 that he
would endeavour in the Council to clarify the question of the disposal of waste from Sev-
eso.
!7hat effons have so far been made to obtain information on the route taken by and final
storage place of this highly toxic waste, so as to dispel the concern felt by the populations
of several Member States?
Answer
Vith reference to my stalement of 8 February 1983 may I first confirm quite generally
that this waste was transponed and stored pursuanr ro Directive 78/319/EEC of
20 March 1978 on toxic and dangerous waste, and especially Ardcles 5 and 14 rhereof.
Pursuant to Anicle 5 of that directive, toxic and dangerous waste musr be disposed of in
such a way as not to endanger human health nor harm the environment. Anicle 14 sets
out a number of rules on the disposal and transportation of toxic and dangerous waste.
May I specifically inform the honourable Member that according to information obtained
from the Italian authorities
- 
the contaminated matrcr consists of a mass of about 2 200 kg of sodium chloride,
which contains about 300 g of dioxin,
1 Debates 11 January 1983.
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this waste is transported in steel containers with double walls separated by a layer of
insulating material, like the containers used for the transpon of nuclear fuels,
and the final storage place was a former clay pit, which is constantly inspected.
Supplementary dnsa)er
On the matter of exchanging information it must be pointed out that the abovementioned
directive does not impose any general obligation on Member States to provide the Com-
munity institutions with detailed and specific information on the disposal and storage of
toxic and dangerous wastes. Anicle 16 of the directive provides that the Member States
shall make a report to the Commission on the removal of toxic and dangerous wastes.
Funhermore, the Commission must report. every three years to the Council and the Euro-
pean Parliament on the implementation of the directive.
The President-in-Office of the Council is not empowered rc make any further disclosures
about the place where these wastes are stored or about the contract entered into by the
Italian authorities in connection with this matter.
It is not for the Council to give the Commission any instructions or make any recommen-
dations to it as to how it shall draw up the repon provided for in Anicle 16 of the direc-
tive, i.e. the repon to the Council and the European Parliament on the implementation of
the directive.
In an effon to solve the numerous problems arising from the cross-border transpon of
dangerous wastes, the Commission submitred ro the Council on 17 January 1983 a propo-
sal for a directive on more efficient monitoring of these transport arrangements. The
Council Presidenry intends to get started on consideration of this proposal for a directive
before the middle of this year. The Council would be glad if the European Parliament
could deliver its opinion on this matter as soon as possible.
Question No 18, by Mrs le Roux (H-753/82)
Subject: Pilomge off the English coast
A recent proposal by the British authorities to remove 160 coastal pilor from the South
coast of England has provoked srong feelings among the inhabitants of rhe North Sea
coastlines, in view of the serious risks which such a decision would involve.
Is the Council aware of this proposal and does it inrcnd to raise this issue at a time when
various coastal states are striving to prevent accidents caused by possible polludon?
Answer
The Council has not been informed of the proposals to which the honourable Member
refers.
I would remind you that, according to Article 1 of Directive 79/llS/EEC on the piloage
of ships by deep-sea pilorc operating in the Nonh Sea and the Channel, 'The Member
States which have coasts bordering on the Nonh Sea or English Channel shall take all
necessary and appropriate measures to ensure that vessels arrailing themselves of the ser-
vices of a deep-sea pilot for pilotage in the Nonh Sea or the English Channel be provided
with adequately qualified deep-sea pilots in possession of a certificate delivered by a com-
petent authoriry of one of those Member States cenifying that such pilom are qualified to
pilot vessels in the Nonh Sea and the English Channel'.
It is the responsibility of the Commission to ensure rhat this directive is applied.,
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The Council continues to take a keen interest in all measures likely to prevent accidents
causing marine pollution. In this context I can draw your attension to the memorandum
which the German Government has recently sent to the Council on the subject of the
organization of an international conference on protection of the North Sea.
*
!. !.
Question No 21, by Mr Key (H-806/82)
Subject: lfine frauds
In the light of the reports on current investigations into wine sector frauds in the Rhein-
land Palatinate, is the Council satisfied that existing Communiry legislation is adequate to
ensure rhar the flat-rate refunds to Member States of costs incurred in collecting own
resources are in fact fully used for that prupose and that proper attention is paid in the
Member States to the training of investigating officers so that they may makp use of cur-
rent technological innovations in the fight against fraud to the detriment of Communiry
funds?
Answer
The flat-rate repayment to the Member States of costs incurred in collecting resources is
entered in Anicle 800 of the Community budget. This repayment is provided for in
Anicle3of theDecisionof 21 April lgTOonownresources,whichlaysdownthat'the
Communities shall refund to each Member State 100/o of the amounts paid in order to
cover expense incurred in collection'.
The repayment is limited to 100/o of the own resources paid, other than those originating
from value added tax.
The Member Srares are free to choose the purposes for which repayments are used. Train-
ing national investigating officers is obviously a rfl tter for Member States. However, it is
well known that the Commission is devoting considerable efforts to the organization of
training courses and seminars to assist in the fight against fraud.
Furrhermore, the Council's subordinate bodies are currently examining a proposal for a
Regulation on the strengthening of controls that concern the application of Community
rules on agriculrural products. As the honourable Member already knows, the Parlia-
menr, ar iti sitting on 14October 1982, delivered a positive opinion on thii proposal in
which provision is made for inspections by Community officials.
,roo
Question No 22, by Mr Del Duca (H-509/52)
Subject: Application of Directive 77/486/EEC1 on the education of the children of
migrant workers
A decision has recently been taken in a district of Brussels to close ten out of eighteen
primary schools from Seprcmber this year. Implementation of this decision would particu-
Iarly affect rhe children of immigrant workers, who constitute 930/o of the pupils of the
schools concerned. Does the Council not consider that this decision is contrary to the
provisions of Direoive 77 /486/EEC on the education of the children of migrant workers?
'|r
' 
OJ L 199,6.8.1977,p.12.
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auestion No 26, by Mr Ripa di Meana (H-Sl8/82)
Subject: Instances of xenophobia in Belgium
Can the Council indicate what steps it intends to take to deal with the situation in the
Commune of Schaerbeek 
- 
one of the nineteen communes which comprise the extremely
civilised ciry of Brussels 
- 
whose mayor, Mr Roger Nols, has decided to close ten pri-
mary schools attended by the children.of immigranm and, moreover, to levy an additional
education tax on immigrants?
Instances of this kind undermine the fundamental rights of children of immigrants, pani-
cularly their right rc study, and constitute a serious manifestation of racial inrolerance.
This situation is likely to be aggravated by the worsening of the economic crisis which in
Belgium is himing the families of immigrant workers hardest and fuelling the upsurge of
racist feeling among Belgians, in panicular the view that foreigners are responsible for the
counrry's presenr difficulties.
toint answer
\7ith the author's permission, I should like to answer rhe questions from Mr Del Duca
and Mr Ripa di Meana together.
The Council, whilst not forgetting the declaration it made with the European Parliament
and the Commission, and by which these Institutions emphasized the importance they
attach to the respect of fundamental rights, as laid down in panicular by the Constirurions
of the Member States and by the European'Convention on the Protection of Human
Rights, is of the opinion that, in the panicular case in point, it is not its duty to inrervene.
In so far as the questions asked by the honourable members raise the quesrion of the con-
formity to Community l"* 
- 
and in panicular, Council Directive 77 / 486/EEC of 2S July
1977 concerning_the education of children of migrant workers 
- 
of measures taken by a
Member State, the Council wishes to remind them that in accordance with Anicle 1'55,
item 1 of the Treaty instituting the EEC it is in fact the responsibiliry of the Commission
to ensure the application of the dispositions of rhe Treary, and the measures adoprcd by
the Institutions of the Community pursuanr to the Treary.
The Council moreover points out that the facts quoted by the honourable gentlemen are
matters for the Belgian authorities. I have every reason to believe thar Belgium, like all our
Member States, faithfully respects the fundamental rights and ensures that its own laws
are respected, especially where education is concerned.
.+
**
Question No 23, by Mr Alaoanos (H-Bl l/82)
Subject: The Greek Presidency
In the second half of 1983 the Greek Government is due to assume the Presidency of the
EEC Council of Ministers; however, the issues raised in rhe memorandum on relations
between Greece and the EEC have not yet been resolved and the Greek Governmenr is
known to disagree with the EEC on a series of fundamenral questions concerning the
compercnce of rhe Council of Ministers and political cooperation on foreign policy. "
Since Community circles have begun a campaign to influence and modify the policy of the
Greek Government before it assumes the Presidency, can rhe Council itate what'are the
Powers, the dudes and the rights of a Member State and which of rhese are based on the
legal provisions of the Treaties?
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Answer
In Article 2 of the Treaty for the founding of a single Council and a single Commission of
the European Communities, the sequence in which each Member State shall take over the
Presidency of the Council of the European Communities is specified.
On the basis of Anicle 3 of the same Treaty, it is the President of the Council who is
responsible for convening meetings of the Council.
There are no other anicles in the Treaty that confer competences on the President of the
Council of the European Communities.
The internal regulations of the Council specify certain responsibilides of the President of
the Council. In addition to convening the sessions, the President:
- 
must prepare the agenda for Council meetings seven months in advance (Anicle 1,
paragraph 2).
- 
must organize Council's day-to-day arrangements (Anicle 2, paragraph 1).
- 
must sign the minutes issued by Council (Anicle 9),
- 
must communicate the directives, decisions and recommendations (Article 10),
- 
represenrs Council in the European Parliament and im committees (Article 19),
- 
receives any correspondence addressed to Council (Article 20).
Besides,-during its session of 1st and 2nd December 1980 the European Council adopted
the conclusions of the repon submitted to it by the Committee of Three concerning the
European institutions. So far as the Presidency of the Council was concerned, the Euro-
pean Council issued the following statement:
'The Presidency, assisted at all levels by the general secretariat, plays a key role particu-
larly in the organization of the work and in drawing up the daily arrangements of the
Council, in supervising the progress of the work done by the working parties, and in coor-
dinating the work of the various bodies so as to ensure the cohesion of the Council's deci-
sions.'
The honourable Member is asked to put his question directly rc the EPC because of the
aspects that fall within their terms of reference.
The Council will shortly be consulted on a memorandum from the Commission which the
latter is drawing up following its talks with the Greek Government on their memorandum.
+
*t
Question No 24, by MrAdamou (H-813/82)
Subject: Increase in the price of fenilizers in Greece
Following the drastic reduction in national subsidies for agricultural fertilizers in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Treaty of accession, the Greek Government has now
decided to increase prices by 400/o.k is evident that this decision will lead to still higher
production costs for Greek agricultural produces.
'V'hat measures does the Council intend taking to protect the incomes of Greek farmers
from the painful consequences of this increase?
Ansuter
Council has taken note of the problems faced by the Greek farmers, particularly as
regards the evolution of the overall cost of production, which is in any case affected by
the consequences of the recent devaluation of the Drachma.
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Besides, the Honourable Member should be reminded that by vinue of the Act of Acces-
sion, the Greek government is indeed required, before the end of 1985, to abolish the
national subsidies granted to fenilizers and crop-protection products up to 1981, and that
the subsidies in question should already have been reduced by 500/o relative to the percen'
mge of the original sum. Nevertheless, Greece derives advantages from the CAP as a
whole, and in particular from measures of an organizational character, especially from
Directive 75/268 which allows the payment of counterbalancing compensar.ion ro farmers
in disadvantaged areas.
Moreover, Council has recognized the special difficulties of Greek agriculture that derive
from the existing structures and the high level of inflation, and in this spirit, during the
course of 1982 it approved a series of measures of an organizational nature designed to
help the development of agricultural incomes in Greece, and if necessary to submit special
proposals for solving any problem that might be shown to exisr.
Finally, on 26 January 1983, Council established a new representative conversion facor
for the Greek Drachma within the framework of the CAP, so as ro approximare more
closely to the economic realities in that country, thereby permitting some degree of com-
pensation to Greek farmers for the results of the recent devaluation.
+
Question No 25, by Mr Ephremidis (H-S1t/82)
Subject: The problem of Greek lemons
The existing measures referred rc by the Council in its answer to Oral Question No
H-609/821 on finding outlem for Greek lemons are inadequate to provide a solution to
the problem of lemons, at least for this year; this is particularly serious since total exporrs
up to 31. 12. 1982 amounted to 1468 ronnes compared with 29 575 ronnes in 1981 
- 
a
fall of 950/o 
- 
and the EEC accounted for only 355 tonnes compared with t Szg ronnes
last year.
Can the Council give a clear ansv/er proposing specific measures for dealing with the
problem of lemons, an are^ to which 
- 
as suggesr.ed by the figures quoted 
- 
the princi-
ple of Community preference does not apply?
Ansaner
\(ithin the framework of the authority and powers invested in it by the Treaty, Council
cannot on its own initiative take cenain administrative measures that would influence the
functioning of the agricultural markets. The administration of agricultural markets is rhe
work of the Commission of the EEC within the framework of the market organizations.
Consequently, if exports of Greek lemons to the communiry have been reduced, as rhe
above statistics show, the only body that is competent to take the appropriate measures or,
if needs be, to submit proposals to Council, is the Commission of the EEC.
So far as the substance of the matter is concerned, Council limits itself to the thoughts it
expressed on ll January 1983. In fact, Council enacted a common legislative framework
which will make it possible for firms to develop their economic and commercial activities
by vinue of various measures of market support, promotion of uade and internal prorec-
tion. Moreover, to the measures enumerated in the reply of January 1983 should be added
the suppon for the transformation of lemons envisaged by Regulation (EEC) No 1035/
77.
*lr
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lI. Questions to theforeign ministers
Question No 31, by Mr Scbnid (H-751/82)
Subject: Initiatives to be taken by the Ministers for Foreign Affairs (Political Coopera-
tion) on rhe Middle East
Do the Ministers not feel that they must define their official position following the adop-
tion by Parliament of the Penders report during the January pan-session?
Answer
The Ten took note of the resolution on the situation in the Middle East adopted by the
European Parliament on 11January 1983.They regard it as a welcome endorsement of
the position of the Ten, since a number of the points touched on in this resolution were
dealt with in detail in earlier srarements by the Ten.
rt
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Question No 34, by Mr Kyrkos (H-77t/52)
Subject: Crimes commited by Israel in Sabra and Chatila
The repon by the government committee of investigation on the massacres at Sabra and
Chatila has confirmed the criminal responsibility of the Israeli Defence Minister in the
genocide and the indirect responsibility of Prime Minister Begin.
In the light of these dramatic revelations, will the Ministers recognize the PLO and seek a
solution which will guarantee the right of the Palestinians to establish their own srare, now
that it has been confirmed that the 'terrorists' are not in their ranls and that the Zionist
leadership of Israel and its international protectors are doing everphing they can ro prev-
ent a democratic solution being found to the problems of the Middle East?
Answer
The Ten expressed their deep shock and revulsion at the massacre of Palestinian civilians
in Beirut. They formally condemned this criminal act and called for the necessary mea-
sures to be taken ro guarantee the safery of the civilian population. Some of the EEC
Member States are taking an active pan in the measures introduced for this purpose,
through the multinational peace-keeping force.
The Presidenry approached the Israeli and Lebanese Governments on behalf of the Ten
on 17 February 1983. Both governments were aware of the problem of rhe safety of the
Palestinian civilian population. The Israeli Government assured rhe Presidency thar secur-
ity measures round Palestinian camps were being reinforced. The [rbanese Governmenr
promised to raise the marter during its talks with Israel.
The Ten have not discussed the report of the Israeli committee of investigation into the
massacres in the Sabra and Chatila camps. The Presidenry cannor therefore go into this
aspect of the honourable Member's question.
As regards the conclusions to be drawn in respect of their attirude towards the PLO, the
Ten have urged the inclusion of all parties concerned in a comprehensive peace settlemenr
in accordance with the principles defined in the Venice declaration and the subsequent
declarations, especially that of 20 September 1982. They have pointed our rhar the PLO
must be a p^ry to the negotiations. Furthermore, they pointed out that such a sertlement
must be based on the following principles:
- 
security for all the states in the region 
- 
including Israel's right of existencel
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justice for all peoples 
- 
including recognition of the legitimate rights of the Palesti-
nian people, with all that implies;
mutual recognition by all panies concerned.
Question No 35, by Mr Seligman (H 790/82)
Subject: Civil defence
\7ill the Ministers discuss improving the effectiveness of civil defense measures by
exchanging between member nations and by considering the possibiliry of murual aid in
the event of one member suffering a nuclear attack?
Answer
Matters of civil defence are not discussed in the framework of European Political Cooper-
ation.
ooo
Question No 36, by MrAntoniozzi (H-801/82)
Subject: Middle East
'!7hat is the Ministers' position on the conclusions of the Committee of inquiry into the
massacres in Sabra and Chadla and the murder of Bechir Gemayel in Lebanon, and what
political initiatives do they intend to take not only to express their views on these dramatic
events but also to ensure that there will be no recurrence of such grave violations of
human rights?
Ansaner
The Ten are a:ware of the possible danger to Palestinian civilians in the Lebanon. The
Presidency therefore approached the Governments.of Israel and the Lebanon, on behalf
of the Member States, on 17 February 1983, to indicate the European concern and request
stronger protective measures for the Palestinian civilian populadon. Both governments
were aware of the problem and promised to attend to this matter in response ro inrcrna-
tional requests.
Question No 37, by MrAkoanos (H-816/82)
Subject: The visit of Vice-President Bush of the United States to the Federal Republic of
Germany
Vhile popular peace movements and political leaders in '$7'esrcrn Europe and also in the
USA are reacting increasingly sharply to plans to deploy American missiles in Europe, the
Government of the Federal Republic of Germany, the present incumbenr of the Presi-
denry of the Council of Ministers, announced during the visit of Vice-President Bush its
suppoft for the NATO dual decision and President Reagan's 'zero option' which is lead-
ing to a deadlock in negotiations on Euromissiles and poses a grave threar to Europe.
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Can the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation state whether the alignment of
the government of rhe Federal Republic of Germany with that of the USA on the foremost
problem facing the peoples of Europe today involves the EEC as a whole since other gov-
ernmenff of the Ten hold totally different positions from that of the government of the
Federal Republic of Germany?
Ansuter
The honourable Member is surely aware that defence questions are not discussed within
the framework of European Political Cooperation. Therefore I cannot answer this ques-
tion.
*
*+
III. Questions to the Commission
Question No 38, by Mr Moreau (H-788/821
Subject: Relations between the EEC and Vietnam
Although food aid to Vietnam was suspended several years ago, that country was granted
emerBency aid last year.
It seems necessary to draw the Vietnamese Government's attention to the European Com-
muniry's desire to see an imporovement in the human righr siruation in its counry as
regards the citiziens, residents and governments of the rcn Member States.
Hundreds of humanitarian appeals to the Vietnamese Government to permit the reunion
of families one of whose members is domiciled in a Member State of the Community have
failed to produce a reaction or even a reply y'espite repeated well-founded requests by our
governments.
Humanitarian concern cannot be a one-way business: there must be a corresponding
effon on the part of a government which is a potendal recipient of our aid to respond to
the concern for human righrc felt by the Member States of the Communiry.
\7hat are the Commission's feelings about the means to be adopted to achieve this aim?
Answer
Clearly, as the honourable Member points out, humanitarian concern cannot be a one-
way affair and it goes without saying that the Commission is firmly committed to the prin-
ciple of respect for human rights. Vith regard to the emergency aid granted by the
Community under item 950 of the budget, to which the honourable Member refers, the
Commission musr sress the strictly humanitarian nature of such aid. By definition, it is
granted nor to governments but to populations affected by natural disasters. This was the
case with the emergency aid granted in December 1982 to the victims of a typhoon in
northern Vietnam. To be more specific, this aid was channelled through an international
organization (UNDRO) which had assumed responsibility for its distribution.
lr tl
,\ Fo.... oral question with debate (O-108/82), convened into a question for Question Time.
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Question No 44, by Mr Flanagan (H-674/82)
Subject: EEC aid for Nonhern Ireland
In answer to Question No H-107l821 which deals with Communiry action in favour of
Nonhern Ireland's unemployment problem, the Corhmission stared rhar "in the applica-
tion of the so-called 'supplemenrary measuresi in favour of the Unircd Kingdom, adopted
on 27 October 1980, a pan of the financial contribution was earmarked for the funding of
Protrammes in Northern Ireland". Vill the Commission state exacrly which programmes
have been funded in Nonhern Ireland?
Answer
In application of the supplemenrary measures in favour of the Unircd Kingdom, the Com-
munity has provided the following conributions for invesrments envisaged in sub-pro-
grammes constituting an inregral pan of the special programme for Northern Ireland:
Roads
Railways
Mains water supplies and drains
Prefabricated factories
Land reclamation
Telecommunications
Housing
73'0 million ECUs
5.7 million ECUs
42.6 million ECUs
4.7 million ECUs
0.8 million ECUs
115.4 million ECUs
132.7 million ECUs
The total financial contribution for Nonhern Ireland, based on Council Regulation
(EEC) No 1744/80 of 27 October 19802 concerning supplementary measures in favour of
the Unircd Kingdom amounts to 375.9 million ECUs. Of this total, 165.95 million ECUs
was granted in 1981, and 209.94 million ECUs in 1982.
oo*
Question No 45, by Mr Lalor (H-590/82)
Subject: EEC aid for Communiry programmes
Does not the Commission agree that an ever-closer union among the peoples of Europe
could be achieved if EEC aid were to be granrcd to organizations such as the Irish Coun-
cilof the Community Games and the Danish Youth Organizationwho organize exchange
visits for young people involving educational, social, culrural and sponing activities, b-ur
who are faced with considerable difficulties resulting from increased tra.,el costs and that
such exchange schemes, if promoted by the EEC between all the Member States, would
benefit the entire European Communiry?
Ansaner
The Commission shares the view that the exchange of young people berween counrries
results in an increased understanding between the young people concerned, and is thus a
direct contribution to an evercloser union among the peoples of Europe. It is clear rhat
cost factors play an impofiant part in determining the number of exchanges berween dif-
ferent countries and that countries geographically widely separated will bi disadvantaged
in consequence.
I OJ t-286/82,p.95.2 OJ L 284 o129. 10.1980, p. 4.
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The Commission does not at present have any funds out of which exchanges of the rype
mentioned by the Hon. Member could be supported; and indeed, in view of the enormous
number of such exchanges and visirs that happen eachyear, it is unlikely that the Commis-
sion could ever make a direct contribution to exchange protrammes generally. However,
the Commission's services are at presen[ examining the possibility of Community support
for youth exchanges, in the context of the Resolution on Youth Acdvities approved by the
European Parliament on 5April 1981 and hope to make proposals in the sector in due
course.
The sole activity which the Commission has at present in the exchange sector is the 2nd
Joint Programme for the exchange of young workers. This programme is aimed at
increasing young workers' awareness of working and social conditions in other Member
States, and at completing their vocational training, not only with a view rc impioving their
employabiliry, but also to facilitate the free circulation of workers within the Communiry.
It is the Commission's present view that, in order to extend the programme to an appro-
priate level, Member State governments (and employers) should take a more active pafl in
its development, not least in terms of sffengthening the existing financial strucutre. !7hile
the progress to-date of the 2nd Joint Programme, in comparison with the 1st Programme
introduced in 1964, is significant, the limited budget available, from which existing
exchanges are funded almost 100% by the Commission, clearly points to the need for new
initiarives. The Commission for its own pan will, of course, continue its efforts to develop
and improve the programme as far as possible, within the budget available to it.
On the specific point raised by the Hon. Member concerning the Danish Youth Council, a
meering has been arranged to discuss the possibiliry of this organization becoming an
approved 'promoting body' for the carrying out of exchanges under An. 3 of the Council
Decision of t6th July 1979 esrablishing the 2nd Joint Programme.
o 
oo
Qaestion No 47, by Mr Pedini (H-704/82)
Subject: Steel indusry
On 8 January 1983, the Italian Minister of Industry attended a meeting in Milan, Lom-
bardy, at which he complained that the cuts in production imposed by the ECSC fall
mainly on the private sector and that the Imlian public sector srcel industry is in a privi-
leged position in that 
- 
according to the Minister 
- 
it is the main beneficiary of the state
contributions specified in Anicle 20 of Law No 45.
Is this an accurate description of the facts and, if so, does the Commission not intend to
take this into account when calculadng the production cuts imposed on the Italian market
and does the Commission see this situation as a distonion'of competition on the Italian
domesric market which would have a detrimental effect on technological innovation in
which both private and public'steel industries are involved and to which both lre equally
committed in an effon to restore competitiveness and protect jobs?
Answer
1. The production cuts imposed by the Commission on Community enterprises pursuant
to Article 58 of the ECSC Treary are determined on an equitable basis and do not discri-
minate between the private sector and the public sector.
The levels of the individual quoas allocated m each enterprise are in fact based exclu-
sively on the reference output levels of the enterprise in question and the general rates of
reduction.
These two factors are determined according to objective, uniform methods applied to all
enterprises.
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Nevenheless, the elements of flexibility that have been built into the sysrem 
- 
largely to
allow for the circumstance of any small enterprises placed in serious difficulties by the
limitations imposed 
- 
represent a relaxation whose benefits are readily available to the
private s.ctor, to which most such enterprises belong.
2. Article 20 of Law 46/82 to which the honourable Member refers makes provision for
priority rc be given in the granting of subsidies for dismantling to enterprises having a
solid-charge productive cycle (electrical furnaces and open-heanh furnaces). Since rhis
type of installation is much less widespread in the public or quasi-public secror thar among
private producers, the latter should be the main beneficiaries of the advantages associated
with implementation of this Law.
In connection with the proceedings brought against the Italian Government's planned aid
schemes for both public and private steel producers, the Commission is determined to
secure a substantial contribution from the Italian steel industry as a whole to the rationali-
zation measures undenaken on the Community market; at the same time it is concerned
to ensure that the restructuring which each producer is being required to undenake is able
to bring an early return to viability without need for external aid, so rhat rhe reductions in
productive capacity should be made primarily by those enterprises which have the most
obsolete installations and are recording the heaviest losses or receiving the largest amounrs
of aid. There is no discrimination in this respect between public enterprises and private
producers.
lr*
Qaestion No 49, by Mrs Pruoot (H-745/82)
Subject: Violation of Council Regulation 1612/68 relating to rhe free movemenr of
workers within the Communiry
'!7hat can the Commission do, apart from invoking the legal status of workers, ro ensure
that the principle of non-discrimination is respected, in view of the fact that it is being
blatantly violated at present by the Belgian authorities who impose exhorbitant arrnual
enrolment fees on persons from other Community counries studying in Belgium? Furth-
ermore, how can it allow nationals of developing countries, in whose favour it is pursuing
an active poliry of support, to be'compelled to obtain scholarships from their courrt.y of
origin instead of being treated with a cenain benevolence by the Belgian authorities?
Answer
The honourable Member's question 
€oncerns a very difficult area of policy which spans
matters both within and outside the Communiry's compercnce. '$Thatever view we in the
Commission hold of measures in the educational field which discriminate against non-
nationals, we have a locus standi only on a limited number of aspects and ourlegal capa-
city to act is accordingly limited.
The situation of foreign studenm in Belgium can be examined having in mind three differ-
ent categories:
- 
children (pupils and studenm) of parents, or guardians, working in Belgium;
- 
students, resident in a Member State, but enrolling in Belgian establishments for study
purPoses;
- 
studenm from third countries whose parents or guardians are nor resident in Belgium.
For the_ first category, equality of treatment with Belgian nationals is in principle granred
to all. Nevenheless, in the framework of Regulation No 1612/69, the Commission has
alre3dy opened one infringement procedure and other possible infringements are still
under scrutiny.
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For the second category, the Commission cannot say that any Community law is being
infringed. Nevertheless, the Commission considers that in the wider perspective of the
Treaties, EC studients who wish to pursue part or the whole of a course in another Mem-
ber Stare, should nor be prevented from doing so by the application of various techniques,
such as high enrolment and tuition fees in Belgium, or numeras chusus procedures and
intensive language examinations as in other countries.
These are a serious obstacle to the implementation of a poliry of enlarged mobility of stu-
dents in the EC, the principles of *hich were adoprcd by the Ministers of Educadon of
27 June 1980.
For the third category, the new negotiations for the renewal of Lom6 II tend to highlight
culrural cooperation, and the question of studenm is at present being carefully examined
by various joinr ACP/EEC working bodies. The Commission will determine its position in
due course.
As regards the interests of developing countries oustide the scope of existing EEC/third
.ou.rtlry agreemenrs, the Commission will cenainly favour the same 
.aPProach aimed at
facilitaiing-the educarion of a cenain numberof those studenm, according to the needs of
sending countries.
*o*
Question No 52, by MrAdan (H-553/82)
Subject: Specific element of tobacco taxation
Vill the Commission give an esrimarc of the date at which the minimum figure of 50lo laid
down in Directive 777805/EEC will be achieved and are the Commission satisfied with
rheir progress bearing in mind that the operative date was laid down as 1 July 1978?
Answer
Since I Jdy 1978, the Member States have, with the exception of Italy, lpplied the provi-
sion of 
-Diiecdve 
77/805 which stipulates that the amount of the specific excise duty on
cigarettes musr represenr at least 5o/o and not more than 55% of the rctal tax burden cons-
isting of VAT and the fixed and variable excise duty components.
Because Italy applies a specific component below 5Vo the Commission was obliged to start
infringement proceedings against that Member State. In its judgement of 7 December
1982 in Case 4l/82 the Court of Justice found Italy in breach of this requirement.
.!a
**
Question No 53, by Mr Moorhouse (H-759/82)1
Subject: Sate aids for air transport
1. Vhat action does the Commission proPose to adopt or execute in order to apply the
rules on Stare aids (Ardcles 77 and92 to 94) to air transport? If so, when does it expect to
nke such action?
2. How does the Commission envisage the application of the State aid rules to air trans-
port, and will the exception in Anicle 77 apply?
1 Former oral question wirhout debate (0-133/82), converted into a question for Question Time.
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3. Vill the Commission give details of all national aids given to airlines operating in rhe
communiry, and the number of those that have been notified to the commiision? -
4. Vill the Commission give figures of the number of State aids that ir found m be in
accordance with, and conrrary ro, the rules as laid down in Anicles 77 and 92 rc 94?
Ansaner
The Commission believes that the actual supervision of State aids to air transport forms an
imponant part of the general air ranspon poliry of the Community. It cannor of course
replace such a poliry as it cannot create all the market conditions necessary to check Smte
aids as such. It is clear, however, that if the rules on Stare aids are not consciendously
adhered to, then increasing competition among airlines can lead to State financing, in
other words a subsidies war.
As regards the specific questions pur by rhe honourable Member:
l. May I remind the honourable gentleman that the Treaty articles on Stare aids (Arti-
cles 92-94) are applicable to air transpon in the same way as ro orher secr.ors of the econ-
omy without implementing regulations being called for. On rhe orher hand Article 7Z is
not applicable to air transport because o{ the provisions of Anicle 84 para.l. Although
Anicle.77, orprovisions based on it, could be applied ro airtransportbymeans of a Cou-n-
cil decision pursuant to Anicle 84, para.2, the Commission believes that in the present
circumstance Anicles 92-94 form a suitable framwork for examining aid ro air rransporr..
The Commission, however, will keep a close eye on this affair.
Since the regulations on aid are applicable, the Commission has already retained them.
l{oygver, it is only if.the Member Stares fulfil their duty to report aid pursuanr rcArticle 93,para'.3 thatthe Commission can ensure complete application of rhe aid regula-
tlons.
2. The Commission will continue to apply the aid regulations rc individual cases
reponed to it or which otherwise come to its notice.
If, however, the Commission learns of cases of failure ro reporr aids, then it will use all irs
authoriry to put an-end to that failure. Since very few cases of aid were reported in the
Past, the services of the Commission held a number of meetings with expens from the
Member States in 1981 and 1982 in order to investigate jointly Slate aids in the air trans-
pon sector.. This provided the Commission with a general view of aid granted in this sec-
tor. Iollowing these meetings the Commission wjll soon instigate 
" 
rtuidy with the Mem-
ber States on all aid to airlines.
Furthermore, the Commission will in the near future consider drawing up some general
guidelines on assessing specific State aid.
3. Since few aids to airlines have been reported, rhe Commission does nor have rhe
information sought by the honourable Member. In addidon, the Commission is bound to
respect the confidentialiry of information received from the Member states.
I can, however, inform you that in 1982 one Member State notified the Commission of
aid granted, and that a complainr was also received about Stare aid to an airline.
The Commission made no objection to the granting of State aid in three other cases. It has
at no time decided to refuse approval of aid rc an airline.
The Commission reminded the Member States in July 1980 of their obligations in this
field.
++
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Question No 5 5, by Mr de Fenanti (H-562/82)
Subject: Nail plates used in house construction
'\7hat progress is being made towards removing technical barriers rc trade by the estab-
lishment of common standards and mutual recognition of testing procedures for nail
plates used in house construction?
Answer
On 30 November 1978 the Commission submitted to the Council an outline directive on
building materials. As is well-known, this directive has not yer been adoprcd, chiefly
because hitheno several Members States have not found it possible to agree to delegate
the issuing of the specific directives to the CommisSion, pursuant to Article 155 (tV) of the
EEC Treaty. Specifically because of this polidcally important aspect, in its communication
to the European Council the Commission declared this outline directive on building
materials a priority of the Council's internal market activities.
The implementation by the Council of Ministers of Anicle 155 (n) will serve as a crucial
test of the Community's decision-making powers in internal market questions. If in spite
of repeated requests by the Heads of State and Government, the Council still cannot bring
itself to delegate to a large extent the technical denils of a marter such as the harmoniza-
tion of building materials, it would be proving that the Community is unable to make any
real and prompt contribution to the solution of economic problems. A Community in
which ten foreign ministers demanded the right to adopt specific directives on nail plates
personally would reap public ridicule and deprive the Commission of a pan of its execu-
tive function and, moreover, be announcing the bankruptry of the necessary rcchnical
harmonization measures.
The Commission will therefore make every effort to ensure [hat, pursuanr to rhe instruc-
tions given it by the European Council in Copenhagen in December 1982, the Council
takes a decision on this marter too in rhe course of the first six months of tggl.
Indeed, the nail plates referred to here for joining wood should be the subject of an indivi-
dual Commission directive. That is why the Commission has meanwhile drafted the tech-
nical documenm for all the individual directives, which the industry also considers essen-
tial in order to reduce the technical barriers to trade. In 1979, for instance, it drew up a
technical document on nail plates as a meanE of joining wood together with the European
Union for the Agr6ment in the building industry.
Question No 55, by Mr Seligman (H-58t/52)
Subject: Labelling of energy consuming machinery
Vhat are the results to date in each Member State for the more efficient use of energy of
the directive on labelling of energy consuming appliances?
Answer
1 . On 1 4 May 1979 the Council adopted Directive EEC/ 530 /79 concerning information
on energy consumption by way of labelling of the following domestic appliances:
- 
water-heating appliances,
- 
ovens,
- 
refrigerators and freezers,
- 
washing machines,
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- 
television sem,
- 
dishwashers,
- 
tumble dryers,
- 
irons.
On the same occasion the Council adopted Directive
framework Directive to electric ovens.
EEC/531/79 applying the above
2. These Directives have thus far been incorporated into the laws of Denmark, France
and Italy.
Belgium has issued a framework directive on labelling, although without specifying its
applicabiliry.
In France labelling is compulsory not only for ovens but also for refrigerators, freezers,
washing machines, dishwashers, television sets, vacuum cleaners, immersion heaters and
Eeysers.
3. It will be recalled that on 21 May 1980 the Commission submitted to the Council
three draft directives concerned with the energy-consumption labelling of refrigerator-
freezers, washing machines and dishwashers. These are under discussion in the Council.
Question No 57, by Mr Newton Dunn (H-687/82)
Subject: Cheap butter at Christmas
Vhat proponion of the EEC subsidized butter bought by Communiry citizens around
Christmas 1982 went for an increased consumption of butter?
Ansaner
The 1982 'Christmas butter' scheme has not yet been completed in all Member States; it is
therefore not yet possible to know the results.
As for previous sales of 'Christmas butter', the additional consumption would have been
roughly 300/o ol the quantities sold under these schemes.
,r* *
Question No 58 by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-589/52)
Subject: 8 March, Vomen's Day
The practice of marking 8 March as \7omen's Day is becoming more and more wide-
spread in the Community countries. Has the Commission any plans in future to organize
special events to focus the attention of public opinion and the institutions on the presenr
situation of European women (who form the greater part of the Community's popula-
tion), preferably by taking specific initiatives such as reducing working hours, which could
contribute to improving the situation of women, especially at a time of crisis ?
Ansaner
The Commission understands the imponance of demonstrations such as those mentioned
by the honourable Member.
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The Commission has abeady focused attention on this matter in its New Community Act-
ion Programme on rhe promotion of equal opponunities for women 1982-19851 where it
aims to increase the awareness of the general public and those most directly concerned
with regard to positive aspects of a change in attitudes towards women. Measures are also
taken to ensure compliance with the Community directives on equal opponunity 75/117,
76/207 and79/7 /EEC.
For the most part special programmes or'days' following a cenain theme are instigated by
national movements or pressure from organizations in the Member States. This will not,
however, prevent an examination by the Commission of the possibility of encouraging and
initiating information activires within the scope of Community acrions and policies on
equal opponuniry for women.
*
!t+
Question No )9, by Mrs Poirier (H-595/82)
Subject: Improvement of Communiry rules on fruit and vegetables
Does the Commission intend to mke account of the resolution adopted on 15 June 1982
on the basis of rhe Maffre-Baug6 Repon (Doc. l-279/ 82) when finalizing its 1983-1984
farm price proposals in the fruit and vegetables sector?
Ansaner
In the proposals that it has submitted for fruit and vegetable prices, the Commission has
not overlooked the resolution adopted on 15 June 1982 by the European Parliament on
rhe basis of the repon by Mr Maffre-Baug6, but it does not believe that it will be possible
at this smte to comply fully with this resolution.
In the opinion of the Commission there is no justification for increasing the intervention
prices of fruit and vegetables by more than the amount adopted as a guideline in the pro-
posals for agricultural prices.
Moreover, inclusion of new products in the intervention system 
- 
to which, it will be
remembered, apricots and aubergines were added for the last marketing year 
- 
would
inevimbly lead rc an increase in expenditure, which is to be avoided in the general econo-
mic circumstances.
!.
*.*
Question No 60, by Mr Prancbere (H-595/52)
Subject: Restrictions on dmber impons into France after the storm in November 1982
The violent storm which hit many areas in the South of France on 6 and 7 November 1982
caused considerable damage to forests. The volume of trees felled exceeds rcn million
cubic meters.
To prevent a collapse of price levels on the market and enable the ruined timber to be sold
off on satisfactory terms, does the Commission not intend, in agreement with the French
Government, to propose restrictions on timber impons into France?
1 COM(81) 758 final.
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Ansuer
The Commission is aware of the problem raised by the honourable Member. That is why
immediately after learning about the considerable damage caused to French forests by the
hurricane of 6/7 November 1982, it submitted to the Council a proposal for rcmporary
quantitative resrictions on impons of cenain tlpes of timber to France. The Council
approved this proposal on 24 January. Its purpose is to promote the sales of the additional
timber quantities resuldng from the storm, in view of the rather inflexible market situa-
tion.
The impon restriction applies for the year 1983 and ro a quantiry of I 750 000 m3.
!.
**
' Question No 53, by Mr Shoanand (H-728/82)
Subject: Subsidies on olive oil
To judge from information that has emerged in connection with the Italian olive scandal,
it appears that larger subsidies are being paid on olive oil than has hitheno been allowed
for. Against this background, will the Commission make a fresh calculation of how many
thousand million kroner Spain's accession to the Community will cost farmers in rhe other
Communiry countries?
Ansuer
The Commission wishes to stress that the recent information on possible frauds in the
olive oil sector is based on the large quantity of olive oil in respect of which production
aid has been applied for, not on the amounts of aid actually paid. At the Commission's
request, the national authorities concerned have tightened their conrols in order to avoid
unwarranted paymenff of production aid.
The estimates of expenditure in the olive oil sector resulting from the accession of Spain
and Portugal are based on the production and marketing sraristics. Since rhe Commission
considers that these States are in a position to apply the Communiry rules in the manner
intended, there is no call to revise these estimates to take accounr of the possibility that
frauds might occur.
*
**
Qaestion No 65, by Mr lVedekind (H-276/82)1
Subject: Differing technical and postal regulations for radio equipment and similar prod-
ucts within rhe Community
Is the Commission aware that, owing to differing technical and postal regulations for
radio equipment and similar products within the Communiry, free movement of goods is
not possible and what measures has the Commission hitherto taken to achieve sandardi-
zation of these regulations, rhereby allowing a common market to be created?
Ansuter
I welcome the honourable Member's question since it gives me an opportuniry to discuss
an area which is always giving rise to complaints.
1 Former oral question without debate (O-155/82), convened into a question for Question Time.
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Differing technical and postal regulations for radio equipment occur, among orhers, in the
field of CB radio. It has been pointed out repeatedly m the Commission that the ov/ners
of CB radio encounter difficulties when they cross frontiers.
The Commission has examined these complaints from the point of view of whether the
rules on CB radio in force in the Member States comply with Articles 30 ro 36 of the EEC
Treaty, since the effect of some of these rules is that radio equipment may cross border
only under customs seal. fu far as we can rcll at presen[ 
- 
no final decision has been
taken yet on the complaints 
- 
it will probably be difficult borh legally and pracrically to
accept arguments based on Article 30.
One way out of the dilemma is to attempt to smndardize the existing rules.
In fact, the border difficuldes are due to the fact that in the past the 27 MHz range fre-
quencies set aside for CB radio were put to differenr uses in the different Member States.
On a proposal from the Commission, the European Conference of Posr and Telecom-
munications Administrations (CEPT) drew up a draft recommendation T/R 20-02 in Jan-
uary 1983 which is likely to facilitate the standardization of equipment and the freedom of
movement of owners of CB radios from one Member State to another. Formal approval of
the draft recommendation by the CEPT's Committee T is expected in September 1983.
A similar problem arises for mobile telephones (but only in that a car telephbne raken over
a border simply may not be used any more once on the other side).
The CEPT has found in fact that because of the existing differences in equipment and in
the use made of frequencies, it is impossible to set up a common European network for
mobile radio telephones in the 150 MHz frequency range; the CEPT decided rherefore to
consider the feasibiliry of such a nerwork in the 900 MHz range.
To this end the CEPT formed a special group to consider mobile telephone services
(GSM). The initial results of the activities of this group are expected early in 1985. The
telecommunications administrations have stated that they intend to introduce mobile sys-
tems in the 900 MHz range in 1985 or 1986. The inroduction of the European system is
not expected until the 1990s, however. So the GSM must determine the framework data
of the eventual European system as soon as possible, so that the national administrations
can study this data as soon as the inrermediary system is introduced.
Leaving aside these two specially characteristic cases, the equipment referred to by the
honourable Member falls within the scope of rwo proposals for directives which the Com-
mission submitted to the Council under the General Programme of 28 May 1959 on abol-
ishing technical barriers to trade.
The first proposal, on securiry rules, was adopted by the Council on 19 February l973.It
is Directive No 73/23/EECr on electrical equipment for use within cenain voltage limits,
referred to in shon as the low-voltage direcrive.
Furthermore, on 24 April 1973 rhe Commission forwarded to the Council a proposal for a
Council directive2 on the harmonization of the technical rules on radio interference by
sound and television broadcasting receivers.
Although this proposal has now been before the Council for nearly ten years, no agree-
ment has yet been reached on it.
+
+*
1 oJ L 77 of 26.3.1973, p.29.2 COM(73) 559 and OJ C 90 of 26. 10. 1971, p.2.
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Qaestion No 68, by Mr \Yelsh (H-752/82)
Subject: Diary of the Commissioner responsible for Regional Poliry
Does the Commissioner for Regional Poliry plan to visit the Country of Lancashire in the
United Kingdom during 1983?
Ansuter
In my capacity as Commissioner responsible for Regional Poliry, I have already had
occasion in the past to visit Lancashire, and I continue to keep in constant touch with the
authorities of that region.
No visit is at present planned, but this does not exclude that such a visit may be arranged,
when other commitrirents permit.
**
Question No 59, by Mr Lomas (H-761/82)
Subjcet: Bias in favour of American multinational
Vill the Commission rcll why it accepted a tender for the protection of glass surfacing of
the Berlaymont building from an American multinational corporation, whose product had
been tested by the US Government's Natibnal Bomb Data Centre and found inadequate,
when there was a tender for a superior product from a European company?
Ansanr
The Commission would first of all point out that the test referred to in the question was
carried out in 1973 on a former version of the glass which has now been withdrawn. The
product tendered for and acceprcd by the Commission in this particular case fully con-
forms to the Commission's requirements from the securiry point of view.
The Commission followed all required procedures in this matter and chose the tender
offering the lowest price for the quality required. This tender v/as presenred by a firm
called 3M Belgium and there was a clear price difference between its offer and those of
the other firms which tendered.
,*
**
Qaestion No 71, by Mr Key (H-755/82)
Subject: Olive oil
Does the Commission consider that its information offices (in Brussels and elsewhere) are
providing an adequate service in informing the general public of rhe policies and responsi-
bilities of the Community?
Answer
The Commission ensures through its cenral services in Brussels and rhrough its press and
information offices elsewhere that the public is informed as much as possible about the
activities of the Communiry.
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In view of the limited staff and finance available, however, information to the general
public is necessarily restricted.
Question No 73, by Mr Rieger (H-773/82)
Subject: Community authority to take action in the area of foreign policy
In the External Relations section of the Commission's Programme of !7ork for 1983 it is
proposed that a Community legal instrument should be created to enable an action to be
brought when international law is violated by third countries. Can the Commission say
why it is making chis proposal and in what cases it envisages application of the instrument?
Ansuer
In accordance with the commitment that it gave in the outline programme for 1983, the
Commission has recently proposed to the Council a new instrument for the protection of
rade designed to respond more promptly, more effectively and with a wider range of
measures than in the past to any unfair trade practice by a non-member country which is
prejudicial to Communiry indusry, whether pursued on the Community market or on
other markets. In the Commission's view, the instruments available to the Community for
the protection of trade 
- 
anti-dumping procedures, anti-subsidy procedures, monitoring
and protective measures 
- 
needed to be supplemented in this manner.
The proposal submitted by the Commission on 1 March 1983 has been forwarded to the
European Parliament, which will thus have an opportunity to state its position on the mar-
ter.
+
ttl
Question No 74, by Miss Quin (H-779/82)
Subject: Visit of Commissioner Haferkamp and Commissioner Davignon ro Japan
During their visit to Japan in February, did the Commissioners discuss the subject of ship-
building and if so, what was the outcome of their discussions?
Answer
1. During the visit of Vice-Presidents Haferkamp and Davignon to Tokyo in February
1983, the bilateral discussions with Japan touched on the three principal aspects of the
EC/Japan relations:
i) opening the Japanese marketl
ii) moderation of Japanese exports of certain products to the Community;
iii) EClJapan cooperation in industry, science and technology.
2. Shipbuilding is an important problem concerning the balance between production
capacity and demand worldwide. This problem fearures regularly on rhe agenda of
EC/Japan high level consultations which are held twice per year. However, our experi-
ence shows that it is best treated on a multilateral basis, and therefore the subject vas not
discussed in detail in February.
3. In the OECD there is a working group on shipbuilding (working group No 6). Sev-
eral agreements have been reached through this group including a general agreement of
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progressive reduction of barriers to normal conditions of competition; and general guide-
lines for government. policies in the shipbuilding industry. There is also an agreemenr on
export world market. The next meeting of the OECD group is due to be held on 9 and
l0 March.
4. During the same visit to Tokyo, the Quadrilateral Meeting took place on 11 February
between the Communiry, Japan, USA and Canada. This meeting included a discussion on
the trade situation in general but did not examine the problems in particular sectors.
**
Question No 75, by Mr Clinton (H-791/82)
Subject: UK variable premium scheme
Since the fall in the value of sterling and the drop in cattle prices in the United Kingdom,
the operation of the variable premium scheme in the UK for cattle exports is effectively
resulting in the subsidizationof exports. This is creating a serious distonion of trade and
competition.
The present situation allows catde to be dumped on the Irish market by Nonhern Irish
exporters who are subsidized by the variable premium scheme. This has grave implications
for an industry which has already been badly hit by the effects of the economic recession.
\7ill the Commission please state whether it has considered emergency measures to
remedy this situation, and what action it proposes to ake over the long term to ensure
that anificial distonions to the livestock trade are eliminated?
Answer
About 630lo of Ireland's beef exports go to Community desdnations and over 600/o of
these go to the UK. They are consequently eligible, if the qualiry is appropriate, to benefit
from any varaible premium payable. Therefore the Irish exporter derives substantial ben-
efit from this premium.
The premium is not paid on live animals in Nonhern Ireland and therefore the allegadon
that Nonhern Irish cattle exporters are dumping cattle on the markets in Ireland is incor-
rect.
The Commission is concerned that at all times fair competition should exist. It is reasona-
bly satisfied that, taking into account the 52 weeks of the year and the effect of rhe varia-
ble premium on all 10 Member States in the Community, there is no need for emergency
measures at the moment.
As regards the long term the Commission is continuing its study with a view to intro-
ducing a single premium sysrem throughout the Community.
' 
* 
**
Qaestion No 75, by Mr Curry @-792/82)
Subject: Use of canthaxanrhin as an additive in feeds for salmon and trout
!7hen does the Commission propose to authorize the use of canthaxanthin as an additive
in feeds for salmon and trout, under Annex I to EEC Direcrive 79/5241 , in line with the
, oJ L 270,4.12. 1970, p. t.
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favourable opinion expressed by the Sciendfic Committee for Animal Nutrition on
l4 December 1982?
Ansarcr
The Commission's services have prepared a draft directive aimed at authorizing, subject to
cenain conditions, the use of canthaxanthin as an additive in feeds for trout and salmon
with a view to heighrcning the flesh colour of these fish.
In accordance with the procedure governing the authorization of additives, these pro-
posed measures will be submitted to the Standing Committee on Animal Feedingstuffs for
its opinion. The next meeting of this committee will be held on 16 March 1983.
The Commission will then decide, on the basis of the opinion delivered by the Standing
Committee, what measures are to be taken with regard to the conditions under which this
additive may be used.
Question No 77, by Mr Voltjer (H-798/52)
Subject: Herring fishing
Is the Commission prepared to do im utmost to ensure that a decision on herring fishing in
the central area of the North Sea is taken by 1 May 1983 so that, in the event of an affirm-
ative decision, fishermen are able to meet the great demand for'maatjes' herring?
Ansuer
The Commission is prepared to do everything in im power [o ensure that a decision on
herring fishing in the central area of the Nonh Sea is taken at the earliest opponunity.
The honourable Member's attenrion is drawn to the fact that the Commission has ro base
its decision on the available scientific opinions. Moreover, since the herring stock in the
Nonh Sea is a mixed stock, its management requires an agreement with Norway which
takes account of the relevant scientific opinions.
The working pany of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea responsible
for examining the herring stock in the Nonh Sea is meeting from 9 to 18 March 1983.
However, the official sciendfic opinion of the ICES will not become available until after
the meeting of the committee for opinions on fisheries managemenr scheduled for 10 ro
19 May 1983.
*
*!.
Question No 78, by Mr Hume (H-799/82)
Subject: Commission's response to Parliament's Resolution on Community Regional
Poliry and Northern Ireland
\7ill the Commission state what has been its response to the proposals contained in the
Manin report,l adopted by Parliament in June 1981,2 on Community Regional Poliry and
Nonhern Ireland?
I Doc. l-177/81.
, oJ c u2 of 13.7 . 1981.
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Answer
Following the Manin reporrl and Parliament's Resolution of t3/l / 19812 the Commission
sent a draft regulation to the Council 
- 
as a first step 
- 
concerning a specific action to
aid housing in Nonhern Ireland, as part of an integrated operation in Belfast.3
Because of the opposition of cenain Member States, it was not possible to reach agree-
menr within the Council on tha[ proposal, and the Commission therefore sought an alter-
native solution to the above proposal, which would have similar results for the population
of Belfast.
This alternative solution has just been adoprcd by the Commission in the form of a draft
regulation that will be communicated immediately to the Council.
In addition the Commission, as already announced, is examining the possibility of a new
specific action under the 'out of quota section' of the European Regional Development
Fund. It also expects to prepare a budget for Communiry intervention ,in favour of the
region in question, and, on this basis, to prepare an overall, more complete response to [he
above-mentioned resolution.
*lt
Qaestion No 79, by Mr Antoniozzi (H-800/82)
Subject: lTithdrawal of Commission proposals
Can the Commission indicate how many proposals it has withdrawn as being no longer
topical (see PE 82.919, point 3), which proposals are involved and the real reasons for the
withdrawal? Since one is to assume that the proposals put forward were relevant, who was
responsible for the delay or failure to consider the proposals on time?
Ansuer
The honourable Member refers to a number of proposals which were withdrawn by the
Commission last December. Detailed information on these proposals (document numbers,
titles etc.) was forwarded rc the President of Parliament at the time.
Each year the Cbmmission examines all proposals which are pending to check whether or
not they are still topical, since various events or circumstances can cause a proposal to lose
its topicality. In many cases a fresh proposal on the same subject is submitted.
There are many reasons why it takes time (with the attendant risk of loss of topicality) for
some proposals to be examined 
- 
not only by the Council, but also by the European Par-
liament 
- 
and if I were to enumerate them in full I would exceed the time allorted to me.
I would merely confirm that in many cases the delay is atributable so the technical com-
plexity of the matters under consideration and the fact that the institutions' time is some-
times taken up by priority business, and not only to failure to agree on rhatters of subsr-
ance.
+
lr*
t Doc. l-177/1981.
, oJC t72oftt.7.t98t.r oJC 346of31.12.1981.
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Question No 80, by Mr Treaq (H-803/82)
Subject: Outcome of London Convention on the dumping of nuclear waste
'!7as the Commission represented at the present London Dumping Convention, and, if so,
in whar capaciry? !7ill it report on the outcome of this meeting, panicularly in relation to
rhe discontinuing of the dumping of nuclear waste off the Irish coast?
Ansuer
Mr Treacy's quesrion gives the Commission a welcome opponuniry to draw special atten-
tion to the general significane of the 1972 Convention on the prevention of marine pollu-
tion caused by the dumping of waste, the so-called London Convention.
This Convention applies to all the maritime waters 
- 
excluding internal waterways 
- 
of
the states. In this context the rcrm 'dumping' refers to:
- 
all forms of deliberate disposal at sea of waste or other matter from ships, aircraft,
platforms or other structures erected at sea;
- 
all forms of deliberate sinking at sea of ships, aircrafm, platforms or other structures
erected at sea.
For the purposes of implementing this Convention, waste was divided into three catego-
ries:
- 
the waste or other matter listed in Annex I which may not be dumped;
- 
the waste or other matter listed in Annex II which may be dumped only subject to
special prior authorization;
- 
all orher wasre or marter the dumping of which is subject to'prior authorization.
Highly radioactive wasrc comes under the waste listed in Annex I. All other radioactive
material comes under Annex II.
The London Convention was submitted for signature from 29.12. 1972 until 31. 12. 1973
and entered into force in August 1975. All Community Member States signed the Conven-
tion: however, Belgium, Luxembourg and Ialy have not yet ratified it.
The Commission has observer status under the Convention. It took part in this capacity in
the seventh meering of the contracting panies held in London from 14 to l8 February
1983.
Specifically as regards the dumping of radioactive waste, the seventh meedng considered a
proposal ro amend Annexes I and II of the Convention. This proposal was tabled by the
gore.rr-ents of Kiribati and Nauru (Micronesia) and was aimed at banning all forms of
dumping radioactive waste. But several states regarded the scientific basis of this proposal
as questionable and as not justifying any change in the existing situation.
After a fairly lengrhy discussion a resolution tabled by Spain was therefore adopted; it
called on the contracting parties to refrain from dumping radioactive waste for a period of
rwo years and to carry out during this period an in-depth scientific investigation into the
effects of dumping this waste on man and the environment.
The adopdon of this resolution did not modify the Convention as such. Nor does the
resolution impose any legal obligation on the contracting panies, although it does exert a
fairly considerable pressure on them to refrain in future from dumping radioactive waste.
The Commission is prepared, where appropriate, to provide further information as soon
as the official reporr on the sevenrh meeting of the contracting parties to the London Con-
vention is available.
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May I also point out that the sinking of waste of low radioactivity in the Atlantic.is carried
out on a site 700 km away from both the Irish and the Spanish coast.
- 
*-
Question No 81, by Mr Pauison (H-804/82)
Subject: Promotion of development of native energ'y resources
Vhat measures and policies exist at Community level for the promotion of the develop-
ment of native energy resources 
- 
such as coal 
- 
and to what extent have the Iriih
authorities availed themselves of any existing measures?
*
*+
Answer
1. Even before the first oil crisis, the Communitywas seeking ro ser up instruments for
the promotion of the development of indigenous energy resources.
The first measure proposed by the Commission was that introduced under Council Regu-
lation (EEC) No 3055/73 of 9 Novemb er 1973 ro encourage acriviries in the field of teih-
nological development directly connected with oil and gas exploration, exploitarion, stor-
age and ransPort. ln 1974 the Commission submitted a second draft containing proposals
for aid to be granted for exploration with a view to reducing the dependen". of ih.'Co--
muniry on imponed oil. It was not until 1979 that the Council accepted the Commission's
proposal for support for a joint project to explore for oil and gas in Greenland, whereas
Parliament had secured appropriations for this purpose in the budget for 1977.
Since the 1976 financial year, at the Commission's request, the budget has included
appropriations opened by the Parliament to finance prospecting for uranium resources on
Community territory. There have been no commitmenr appropriations for this activitiy
since 1981.
In a funher move to promote development of indigenous energy resources and ro encour-
age industrial and private consumers to conserve en€rg/r in 1979 the Council, acting on a
propo-sal from the Commission, launched two aid programmes for demonstration pr6jects.
The first of these is concerned with the provision of finance for projecrs to demonstrate
new technhues, processe-s, materials or products whose use makes-for energy savings. The
se-cond makes provision for financial contribudons from the Community towards tlie cosrs
of demonstration projects or pilot installations using new techniques'or technologies in
the.exploitadon of 
-three alternative sources of energy; geothermai energ.y, solar e-nergy,
and solid fuel liquefaction and gasification.
In the coal secror, since 1967 the ECSC has been supponing the extraction of coking coal
so as to maintain a minimum level of production and to secure Community suppli-es of
coke for steelmaking. Vith the outlook for stabilization in coal ourput, rhl E,C^SC ca.,
grant loans at subsidized interest rates, but only for investments conneired with shafts and
works underground.
2 Since it joined the Community, Ireland has had access [o the suppon available under
these measures. Ireland has received aid for demonstration projecrs, notably in rhe solar
gnelTY field and also in those of energ'y conservation, technological development in the
hydrocarbons secror and prospecting for uranium.
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Question No 82 by Mr Denis (H-807/82)
Subject: Preparation for the next UNCTAD conference (Belgrade, June 1983)
Can the Commission specify the proposals it will put forward in prepararion for this con-
ference, given what is for the developing countries the catastrophic state of the raw marer-
ials market, and particularly in rhe light of the programmes on rhis subject devised by the
UNCTAD secretariat, which cover the conclusion of commodity agreements, provisions
for storage and mechanisms to regulate supply?
Answer
In January the Commission forwarded to the Parliament a communicarion, references
COM (82) 803 final, on preparations for the next United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development, which is to be held in Belgrade in June and July 1983. This document,
which the parliamentary committee will have had an opportunity to examine in the mean-
time, deals specifically with raw materials; it is currently under discussion wirh the Mem-
ber States and in the various gatherings making preparations for the conference. The
Committee on Development has made plans for an own-initiarive reporr on rhe subject,
which will provide the basis for a more thorough debate in Parliament.
The Commission will take account of the views expressed at shese various gatherings,
including the meeting of the Group of 77 in Buenos Aires, when, before the end of April,
it draws up a detailed proposal for the position to be taken by rhe Community at the
Belgrade conference.
Subjec,: App,ica,ion .::,::: :,?,:;::::':: 
"':::.,or,he chi,dren ormigrant workers
In one of the municipal districts of Brussels, it was recently decided to close ten out of the
eighteen primary schools from next September onwards. This decision, if implemented,
would princip ally affect the children of immigrants, who make tp 930/o of the pupils in the
schools concerned by the measure. Does the Commission not believe that such a decision
is in breach of Directive 77/486/EEC on the education of the children of migrant
workers?
Ansuter
The possible closing'of a cenain number of schools in the commune of Schaerbeek will
not in any way remove the obligation to provide tuition for children whose parents or
guardians are legally resident in Belgium.
In addition, Directive 77/486/EEC on [he education of the children of migrant workers
requires the education authorities to provide free tuition to facilitate initial reception and
to promote, in coordination with normal education, teaching of the mother tongue and
culture of the country of origin.
The Commission will follow developments closely.
*
*>?
' 
OJ L 199 of 6.8. 1977, p. t2.
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Question No 84 by Mr Alaoanos (H-8 10/82)
Subject: Applicationof Article 130of theTreaty of Accessionof GreecerctheEEC
Following a requesr. by the Greek Government for protective measures to be applied to 22
imponed producm primarily in the agricultural sector which has been panicularly affected
by imports following accession, the EEC Commission agreed to prorcctive measures only
in respect of ll products (representing less than 10lo of the total volume of impons) for a
limited period of time and the method of calculation used was based not on impon figures
for 1980 (the last year prior to accession) 
- 
as the Greek Government had requested 
-but on 1982 figures.
Can the Commission state why it has seriously weakened the impact of the measures of
Anicle 130 of the Treaty of Accession for all the categories of products requested by the
Greek Government at a time when a huge volume of impons of goods from the EEC or
third countries with, preferential agreements has had a very adverse effect on the Greek
economy?
Ansuter
The Commission gave its final verdict on the requesm of the Greek Gover.r..l, of 13 and
18 Japuary 1983 for the application of the safeguard clause of Anicle 130 of the Treaty of
Accession in a procedural decision of 19. 1. 1983 and in rwo related decisions on facts of
2 February and 28 February 1983.
By the decision of lgJanuary 1983 the Commission authorized Greece to issue a regula-
tion which made it possible to supervise all the products listed in the Greek requesm for a
period until I March 1983. This decision was necessary in order to collect the necessary
data, failing which it would have been impossible to reach a decision on the matter. On
the basis of the statistical data gradually provided by the Greek authorities and after care-
ful examination of all factors relevant to the decision, on 2 February the Commission
authorized import restrictions for 1 I products and on 28 February for a further 4 products
contained in the 22 categopies of products listed by the Greek aurhorities. These products
are sports shoes, furniture, tiles, tighm, pullovers, men's suits, cast iron baths, basins and
other sanitary equipment of porcelain, cigarettes, flour with added milk powder, spirits,
sprayers, mountings, nappies and umbrellas. Vith the exception of two products, the vast
majority of impons come frorn the other Member States. Only in the case of sports shoes
and umbrellas have impon restrictions been introduced ois-d-ais Taiwan. To avoid any
risk of deflected trade, it was also decided to introduce a monitoring system for imports
from third countries of all 15 products. This system also applies to a funher small group of
products, in order rc give a clearer overall view of the development of some impons from
third countries. All impon restrictions apply until the end of 1983. The Commission
supervises the implementation of the detailed provisions of these decisions. The Commis-
sion reserves ircelf the right, where necessary, to change or suspend the decisions. The
Commission keeps in close contact with all the Member States in order, where appro-
priate, to examine and deal with any difficulties that might arise in the implementation of
these decisions.
The safeguard clause of Anicle 130 permits exceptions from the principle of the free
movement of goods during the transitional period until 3l December 1985, provided the
stringent condidons set out in this provision are met. As regards the l5 products referred
to above, the Commission has become convinced that economic difficulties within the
meaning of Article 130 do exist and that the authorized measures are such as to adjust the
relevant economic sectors to the Common Market economy. In the case of the other
requests by the Greek Government, the Commission reached the conclusion that these
conditions are not met. A careful and detailed justificadon on a product by product basis
can be found in the rcxts of the decisions, which have since been published in the Official
Journal.
:i.
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Question No 85 by MrAdanou (H-812/82)
Subject: The grubbing up of vineyards in Greece
Under EEC Regulation No 456180 wine-growers in the Nomi of Ilia, Achaia and Messi-
nia are required to abandon the cultivation of cenain traditional varieties of vine, to com-
plete grubbing up by 31.3.84 and to undertake not to replant vines for a period of
approximately eight years.
Since the application of this Regulation direcdy harms farmers in these regions and their
families who live exclusively from the cultivation of vines, can the Commission state what
measures ir inrcnds taking to aveft these adverse consequences and to protect raditional
wine-growing in the regions of Ilia, Achaia, Messinia?
Answer
Under no circumstances does application of Regulation (EEC) No 456/80(1) impose an
obligation on producers to give up wine-growing. Moreover, it is restricted to vineyards
siruated in areas where the soil is least naturally suited to wine-growing. It is at the request
of rhe producers rhar subsidies for temporary and permanent discontinuance are granted
under rhe conditions specified in the Regulation. Consequen[ly, there is no call for special
provisions [o prevenr the discontinuance of wine-growing, since this is entirely a matter
for growers to decide, while the subsidy is no more than an incentive and, moreover, is
restricted to areas in respect of which it can be granted legitimately.
+
**
Question No 86 by Mr Ephremidis (H-814/82)
Subject: The destruction of fruit and vegetables
Since Greek accession to the EEC in 1981 until now approximarcly 500 000 tonnes of
fruit and vegetables have been desroyed; this undoubtedly has a damaging effect on the
agricultural economy and the national economy in general and has a devastating impact
on the farming population. Moreover, the compensation provided is very much lower than
production costs and the level of inflation.
\Vhar sreps does the Commission intend to take to deal with the consequences of the des-
rrucrion of Greek fruit and vegetables on the agricultural economy and farmers' incomes
especially in view of the fact that this year more than 100 000 tonnes of oranges have
already been destroyed ?
. 
Ansuter
The Commission reminds the Honourable Member that there have always been problems
with fruit and vegeable surpluses since, eve4 if the productive potential remains
unchanged, climatic conditions can be such that crops are panicularly abundant or [heir
availability is concentrared over a short period, with the result that supply outstrips
demand and it becomes impossible to sell some proportion of available produce.
The Communiry rules have the merit, in the case of a number of products, of affording
producers financial compensation for that proportion of their crops which they are unable
to market at prices above a cenain level.
Moreover, it has never been the intention that this financial compensation should cover
production costs complerely, since this would undoubtedly lead rc production for the sake
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of receiving intervention payments, thereby resulting in an unjustifiable increase in
EAGGF expenditure.
**
Question No 88 by Mr Cousft (H-820/82)
Subject: Impons of low-carbon ferrochrome inr.o rhe Communiry
In view of Europe's heavy dependence on outside sources of energy and raw materials and
the fact that Turkey has always been a regular supplier of ferrochrome rc rhe Communiry
via its Antalya plant (ferrochrome is an essential raw marerial in the production of srain-
less steel), can the commission explain why it has agreed, in response ro a requesr from a
single German producer and against the advice of other counrries, which are concerned rc
protect the general interesr, to conduct an anti-dumping inquiry with respecr rc Turkey,
at the risk of penalizing European consumers?
In these circumstances, and when the Community has agreed ro many investments in
Turkish industry, what led rhe comperenr Member of the commission to take such a
decision?
Ansaner
The anti-dumping proceeding concerning impons of low carbon ferro-chromium from
'Turkey and Zimbabwe was initiated following a complaint made on behalf of a Com-
muniry producer whose output constitutes a major proportion of Communiry production.
The proceeding was initiated in accordance with the provisions of Anicle 7 of Reguladon(EEC) No 3017/79 when it was apparent, following consultaiions within the iduisory
committee provided for in that regulation, that there was sufficient evidence of dumping
and injury to justify such action. At the same time notice was published of rhe review of .
price undertakings previously given by exporters of low carbon ferro-chromium in
Sweden and South Africa.
lc
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ary sitting has nothing to do with me, is no part of a
discussion of the Minutes and is the individual respon-
sibiliry of the man concerned.
1. Motionfor a resolution (Rule 49 of the
Rules of Procedure)
President. 
- 
In accordance with Rule 49 (5) of the
Rules of Procedure, the motion for a resolution with-
out a number on the consequences to be drawn from
the European Parliament's adoption on TJuly 1981 of
the Zagari report has been signed by more than half
the Members of Parliamenr.
Since this motion for a resolution has been tabled with
all the signatures, ir has not been possible to apply the
procedure laid down in paragraphs 2 and 3 of Rule 49,
particularly as regards Members' rights ro table alter-
native motions or amendments. In the circumstances I
feel that rhe motion for a resolution should be posted
on the notice boards for at least thirty days.
The motion will be forwarded to rhe relevant parlia-
men[ary bodies who will consider the action to be
taken on this text with specific reference to the judg-
ment of the Coun of Justice of the European Commu-
nities in Case 230/81 between the Governmenr of the
14.
15.
224
Report (Doc. 1-1179/82) by Mr
Mr Hopper; Mrs Desouches; Mr'lVedekind;
Mrs Le Roux; Mr Hopper; Mr Deleau; Mr
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President
(Tbe sitting oas opened at 10 a.m.)t
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I rise
on a point of order pending since yesterday and shall
be very brief. !7e put a problem to Mr Klepsch, who
was in the Chair yesrcrday evening, and he told us that
we would receive an answer rcday from the Bureau. It
concerns a question from Mr Rumor, which appears
on the agenda as a question from the Chairman of the
Political Affairs Committee, and which constitutes a
grave interference in Greece's internal affairs. Yesrer-
day we asked Mr Klepsch for an assurance rhar this
was a personal question from Mr Rumor. $7e are
waiting for a reply, because this is an imponant matter
for Greece, is in the headlines in the papers, and will
be discussed this evening in the Greek Parliament. I
hope that I will be able to have your reply now during
this morning's sitting.
President. 
- 
Mr Alavanos, I regret very much but a
statement by a committee chairman oumide the p[en-
238
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President
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the European Par-
liament and to the provisions of the staff regulations.
Mr Estgen (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Concerning the Rules of
Procedure, Mr President. Rule 49 states:
The written procedure shall not apply where Par-
liament has been consulted under the provisions of
the Treaties or where Parliament exercises a spe-
cific prerogative under the Treaties.
I wonder if this decision by the European Parliament
does not affect the exercise of a specific prerogative,
because the judgment of the Court which you have
just mentioned, in the case between the Luxembourg
Government and the European Parliament, voiced
very specific reservations on this matter. I wonder if
rhe written procedure is applicable in this instance.
President. 
- 
Mr Estgen, i[ was my duty to inform the
Hbuse of this modon for a resolution and of the num-
ber of Members who had signed it. I have already said
that it should be displayed for a cenain time so that an
alternative motion may be tabled. Thereafter, the re-
levant parliamentary bodies, in particular the Bureau,
will consider the motion.
2. Etbyl alcohol (continuation)
President. 
- 
As was announced yesterday,l we are
going to consider the request by Mr Dalsass, pursuant
to Rule 85 (a) of the Rules of Procedure, asking the
Committee on Agriculture to submit before the next
part-session its conclusions on the regulation on ethyl
alcohol contained in the Dalsass repon which has been
referred back to committee.
Mr Dalsass (PPE), reqPorteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
I put forward a proposal yesterday for a deadline to be
set so that we could have this rePort on the agenda
again as quickly as possible. The chairman of the
Committee on Budgets, Mr Lange, has complained
bitterly that he has been given no opportunity to deal
wirh this completely different proposal in committee.
It would seem that the committees asked for an opi-
nion have not had such an opponunity either. But Mr
Hord voiced the view of the Committee on Budgets
yesterday. This means that there is something which
does not quite follow: either the text was considered
or it was not.
I should not like people to start complaining again
next time. I therefore propose that the committee res-
ponsible be given two months and the other commit-
tees one month so that we can deal with this report in
the House again in May. The other committees, which
are being asked for an opinion, ought to have an
opportunity to express their views,
President. 
- 
No deadline will be set for the other
committees, Mr Dalsass, but only for the committee
responsible. May can be set as the deadline for the
Committee on Agriculture and then the other commit-
tees will have enough time. Are you proposing two
monrhs?
Mr Dalsass (PPE), rdpportear. 
- 
That is alright by
me, Mr President, even though my proposal in its
completely amended form has been before the House
since March 1982. The committees have had a whole
year in which to voice their opinions but they have not
done so. In order to give them another opportunity to
do so, I propose a deadline of two months.
Mr Hord (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I rise to speak
against the proposal by Mr Dalsass. As was said yes-
terday, this is a very complicated subject. The Com-
mission, so far as I know, has put no pressure on the
Committee on Agriculture to get this thing through.
Mr Dalsass himself has made or intends to make very
substantial changes to the Commission proposals.
Over 70 amendments to the regulations have been
brought forward by the rapporteur, and none of the
parliamentary committees that should be consulted has
been given an opportunity to give a revised opinion on
that substantial block of amendments. Therefore, I
think it is rctally unreasonable in all the circumstances
that a very severe limit be put on the amount of time to
be given to those committees to enable them to deal
wirh the marter. It is unrealistic to put a deadline on it,
be it April or May.
I would therefore ask this House not to support Mr
Dalsass' proposal, because I think it is unrealisdc and
impractical.
Mr Lange (S). chairman of the Committee on Budgets.
- 
(DE) I should like rc get this matter sraight. The
Committee on Budgerc expressed an opinion on the
Commission proposal but it was given no opportunity
to state an opinion on this report even though, as Mr
Dalsass says, it has been ready for ayear. The fact is
that it should have been up to the committee responsi-
ble to inform the other committees that it intended to
amend the Commission proposal subsantially and that
it has done so. The committees which are being asked
for an opinion must then as you know be asked to
state their views on the new position of the committee
responsible. This has not happened in the period that
has gone by.
This is what we are talking about and Mr Dalsass as
well must see that this is a basic question which arises
not only in this instance but which is also a general1 See debates of previous day.
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question affecting committees which are r
for repons and others which are asked
oplnlons.
(Parliament accepted Mr Dakass\ request)l
esponsible
I for their
3. Votes2
MOUCHEL REPORT (DOC. t-132s/82.AGRI-
CULTURAL PRICES')
President. 
- 
Before we consider the motion for a
resolution, I have ro pur ro rhe vore rhe proposals for
regulations on the fixing of prices for certain agricul-
tural products.
I must also inform you thar during rhe meeting held
on 24 and 25 February 1983 the Committee on Agri-
culture decided [o recommend the rejection of these
proposals, to which in facr no amendments had been
tabled.
Mr Mouchel (DEP), rapporter.tr. 
- 
(FR)You havejust said that the Commitree on Agriculture clearly
rejected the Commission's proposals for regulations in
adopting my report. I would therefore ask the honour-
able Members to reject the Commission's proposals.
( Parliament rej ected the Commis sion's proposals )
MOUCHEL MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
Preamble
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr Presidenr, before we vore on
the recitals I wonder if you can help. There is an
impression outside this Parliament that if we accept
the recitals, then Parliament is accepting anything rhat
is contained in the recials. I therefore ask you, is that
a fact or is it just a legal basis for the modon we shall
then vote on? As I say, there is a body of opinion out-
side that to take recital 4 as an example, if we vore in
favour of thar, rhen we are adopting that resolution. I
would like your opinion on rhar, please.
President. 
- 
I do not think that by adopting recital 4
of the preamble we adopt the repon it refers to.
Before the oote on recital A
Lady Elles (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent, I think Mr Provan did raise a marrer of impon-
I Documents received 
- 
Referral to commirtee: see Min-
utes.2 See Annex.
ance and I wonder whether it could be referred ro the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions. It
should not be possible to refer in a repon to a resolu-
tion which has not yet been adopted, because if the
resolution is not passed it will not be valid. So the fact
that a motion has been tabled has no legal validity. I
think the Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and
Petitions should consider whether such a motion for a
resolution can be referred m in a reporr which is being
adopted by this Parliament.
President. 
-'I think there is no objection to referringthe matter ro [he Commitree on che Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions, but without the texr of your inter-
vention.
Paragraph 15 
- 
Amendments Nos I 18, 36, 71 and 40
Amendment No 35
Mr Provan (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, can I ask the
author of Amendment No 35 whether this amendment
was submitted before the Commission revised their
proposal? If rhat is the case, was it amended to iVo as
against 2.20/o?
Mrs Barbarella (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the
amendment was tabled earlier and the figure in it has
to be brought up ro date.
Mr Provan (ED).- So it is now 3010, Mr President?
President. 
- 
It is in conformiry with rhe proposals as
amended by the Commission itself : 30l0.
Mr Dalsass (PPE). 
- 
(DE) It is true rhat the amend-
ment s/as tabled earlier, bur it menrions 2.20/o.If the
Commission has passed 3olo in the meantime, this does
no[ mean rhat the amendmenr has to be changed jusr
like thar Parliament can opr for l0/o or 4o/0, so there is
no question of a correction. Ve must vote on the
amendmenr as it is.
President. 
- 
Mr Dalsass, in general I am very much
against oral amendments, as there are timetables for
such things. 'lfhat we have here is an amendment
which mllies with what the Commission has proposed.
In the meantime the proposal has been altered. I granr
there is no real provision for such a case but I rhink it
would be a good idea in exceprional cases such as this
if we took the pragmatic view, and I therefore propose
with regard to Amendment No 35 that Z.Zo/i be
replaced by 3o/0.
lfier the aote on Anendment No 71
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Mr Gautier (S).- (DE) Mr President, the procedure
on Amendment No 71, which has just been voted on
in three pans, is not fair to the authors. I should like
my name to be removed from the minutes because
otherwise it is going to seem as though I was the per-
son who tabled the amendment which is left.
President. 
- 
That is impossible !
Mr Gautier (Sl. 
- 
(DE) I jusr wanted to point it out.
President. 
- 
Your name will remain in the Minutes.
Mr PranchCre (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it
seems [hat the amendment we have just voted on,
Amendment No71, has been adopted as a whole,
because what would the point be otherwise? As I see
it, unless Amendment No 40 is adopted, the vote now
should be on paragraph 1s of rhe Mouchel reporr.
President. 
- 
The amendment seeks to replace para-
graph 15, and this was done. The text is on the short
side, but that is your fault.
Mr Mouchel, is Amendment No 40 compadble with
the Voltjer text as it was voted?
Mr Mouchel (DEP), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) No, I get the
impression that it is not compatible.
President. 
- 
In that case it falls.
Mr PranchCre (COM). 
- 
(FR) I am sorry, Mr Presi-
dent, there was a misunderstanding on my part and it
is in fact compatible.
President. 
- 
That is what I asked you.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) You cannot just do
what you like, Mr President. \7e duly voted on
Amendment No 71. You yourself know that this was a
ploy by those who wanted a separate votei para-
graph I S by thefolloaing.Everyone voted on this para-
graph. That is the matter dealt with and anything ro
do with paragraph l5 now falls. I would ask you to do
things properly and not in the way the Committee of
Agricultural Organizations picks things up.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
First of all we have to decide whether
Amendment No 40 can replace the text which has just
been adopted. I do not think so. It can be regarded
simply as an addition. This procedure has been used
many times. I shall have to consult you ro find out if
you are willing to consider it an addition, before we
vote on the content.
Mr Ifloltjer (S). 
- 
(NL) The rwo rexrs are incompa-
dble and this is where the problem is. On the one hand
it clearly says that the coresponsibility levy 
- 
this is
the text which has been adopted 
- 
is not the way to
curb over-production, but then the second text states
that if we reduce intervention prices producers would
be doubly penalized. This idea of being doubly penal-
ized refers to the coresponsibility levy which we have
aheady said is unfair. You cannot bring the two
together. Parliament has decided that paragraph 15 be
replaced by the text which I abled, at least as far as
the subparagraph is concerned. The rest has been
rejected by Parliament.
President. 
- 
Fine, but as President I am nor com-
menting on the content of the amendmenrs, as that is
the rapponeur's job. I asked the rapporteur if rhe
amendments could be merged. He said yes, and that is
my problem at the moment.
Mr Cottrell (ED).- Mr President, the English text
of the amendments makes the whole thing perfecdy
clear. Amendment. No 7l says quite clearly: 'Replace
paragraph 15 by the following'. Amendment No 40
says: 'paragraph 15 to read as follows:'. That is merely
a different way of saying 'replace the text'. You cannot
replace the text twice.
President. 
- 
I said, Mr Cortrell, rhat the N7oltjer
amendment replaced the text of paragraph 15. I now
ask the House whether it does or does nor wan[ [o
consider Amendment No 40 as an addidon ro rhe texr
already voted.
It is a very regular practice in this House to accept rhis
kind of addition. I put the question to rhe House.
Mr Mouchel (DEP), rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, the text we have just adopted 
- 
the firsr pan of
Amendment No 71 
- 
deals wirh the coresponsibiliry
levy whereas Amendment No 40 is about the interven-
tion price level. These are rwo different concepts and I
do not think it is quite feasible to accepr this as an
addidon.
Mr Pranchdre (COM). 
- 
(FR) I second what Mr
Mouchel has just said, Mr President, because the fact
is that paragraph 15 in the form it was adopted after
the Voltjer amendment is rounded off by Amendment
No 40. I feel that this is a perfectly sensible step inas-
much as the rapponeur is in favour. I approve of your
proposal to ask the House for its opinion.
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Mr Davern (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, as the author of
Amendment No 40, I wish to make it clear that it was
intended in the first place to be addidonal.
President. 
- 
Mr Davern, that is not quite correct,
because the amendment reads: 'to modify the para-
graph as follows:', which is not quite additional. But it
was intended rc modify a different text from the text
which is now in existence. That is the problem.
Mr Provan (ED).- Mr President, I hope I can help
you by referring to a vote that we took earlier this
morning on Amendment No 100 when we adopted a
recital referring to the Plumb report of 17 June 1981.
Parliament has already taken a decision on limitadon
of production. I would suggest to you therefore that,
to be consistent with the votes we have already taken,
Mr Davern's Amendment No 40 should not be taken
by the House.
President. 
- 
In view of precedents in the House, I
will ask the House to vote on the proposal that in the
circumstances we accept Amendment No 40 as an
addition to the text already voted.
(Parliament agleed to the proposal)
Afier the note on all the amendments
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I have been notified of 15 explanations
of vote. These can be made in writing and should be
submitted by 3 p.m., although of course I cannot stop
anyone from giving an oral explanation of vote.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED).- On a point of order,
Mr President. It is a very sensible suggestion of yours,
which you have made on numerous previous occa-
sions, that Members could accommodate the Assembly
by putdng their explanations of vote in writing. But
then it appears in the record as being in writing, as
though that Member ha{ not been sufficiently zealous
to be here. It would be a great advantage and induce-
ment to Members to put it in writing if those words
did not appear in the record.
President. 
- 
Everyone is entided to give an explana-
tion of vote in writing.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I em
afraid you have not understood what I am saying.
\7hat I am saying is that you made the very sensible
suggestion that those present who wish rc put their
explanations of vote in writing, thus accommodating
the Assembly and the interpreters and reducing
expense, may do so. But, if they accepl your sugges-
tion, the words iz toriting will appear in the Report of
Proceedings and thus will make it look as though
Members were nor sufficiently zealous to attend. If the
words iz ariting were omitted from the record, a lot
more Members would put their explanations of vote in
writing, since they would be helping other people by
doing so.
President. 
- 
Your comment is noted.
Mr Forth (ED). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. In the light of the Nord report having been
adopted this morning and of the provisions contained
in it, could I ask you to invite colleagues who are
going to make an explanation of vote on this matter to
have due regard to the need to declare any financial
interest they may have in the matter of farm prices?
President. 
- 
That uras not really a point of order, Mr
Forth.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, in normal circum-
stances this would be the moment when Parliament
turns to the Commission and asks, under our new con-
sultation rules, whether or not it accepts Parliament's
amendments to its proposals. However, by rejecting
the Commission's proposal outright, rather than
amending it, we have deprived ourselves of the benefit
of these rules and therefore of all political leverage
over the Commission. Our opinion, Mr President,
relates to no text and is therefore constitutionally
meaningless. I implore the Committee on Agriculture
to conform with existing parliamentary procedure in
future years, to amend first of all rhe Commission's
text and then go on to express its opinion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Does the Commission wanr ro speak
again before the vote? Mr Prout was referring ro Rule
35. The first thing the House decided this morning
was to reject the Commission proposals. After this
decision the Chair asked the Commission whether it
withdrew its proposals or whether it was standing by
them. Ve were informed by the Commission rhat it
was standing by them.
Mr Prout would have had an opponunity this morning
to move that no vote be taken on the motion for a
resolution. In the meantime we have reached the final
vote. I can therefore no longer apply this procedure,
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which could only have been applied this morning.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, there is some mis-
understanding. I am not asking you to follow the pro-
cedure, because we have constitutionally excluded
ourselves from doing so. All I am asking Parliament to
do is to take note of the fact that we have excluded
ourselves from doing so, so lhat next year rather than
rejecting the proposals outright we can have the good
sense to amend them. Then we shall have the authority
to ask the Commission whether or not it agrees with
our opinion. As it is, we cannot do that anymore.
President. 
- 
V..y well, but let us lose no more time.
There are still two Members who want to raise points
of order.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) On a point of order,
Mr President. I just want to point out that the explan-
ation that has just been given is based on a misconcep-
tion. Parliament voted correctly. There was absolutely
no intention to influence the Council's decision on
farm prices today. The idea was simply to let the vot-
ers know 
- 
and by the voters I mean the farmers 
-the way Parliament would have liked rc see things turn
out.
President. 
- 
That v/as not a point of order.
Mr Paisley (NI). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. I gave notice to the Chair yesterday that I would
be giving an explanation of vote. You asked me from
the Chair whether I wanted to give it orally or in writ-
ing. I said I wanted to give it orally and yet you did
not call me to give the explanation of vote. May I now
give this explanation of vote?
President. 
- 
I called you earlier but you did not seem
to be in the Chamber. Please submit your explanation
in writing.
(The sitting ans suspended at 1.10 pi.m. and resumed at 3
p.tn.)
IN THE CHAIR: IADY ELLES
(Vice-President)
Mr Paisley (NI). 
- 
On a point of order, Madam
President. At the vote this morning a number of Mem-
bers of this House had given due notice under Rule 80
that they wished to give an explanation of vote. The
President, Mr Klepsch, then asked the various people
who had given due notice whether they wanted to give
their explanations orally. ![hen my name was called I
made it clear that I wanted to give it orally. Then
when the names were all called, I was omitted; I raised
the matter with the Chair and was rcld that I could not
be called.
In fairness to Mr Klepsch, I must say that I met him
afterwards and pointed out that the omission in calling
me was his mistake entirely, he admitted that that was
so and he said that when he next was in the Chair he
would make an explanation to that effect. But I would
like you, Madam President, to rule thad the Chair has
no power to omit the calling of a person who has
under Rule 80 given due notice to the Chair that he
wants to make an oral explanation of vote.
President. -; Mr Paisley, I have no authority to make
any such ruling, because I think it is already in the
Rules of Procedure. In view of the fact that the Presi-
dent who was in the Chair at the time has admitted rc
you his mistake, I will be very willing, if you so wish,
to give you your one-and-a-half minutes to make your
oral explanation now.
Mr Paisley (NI).- I would like to accept that offer.
Could I just say to the House that agriculture is one of
the most imponant industries in Nonhern Ireland. In
fact, it provides 200/o of Nonhern Ireland's total
employment while in the Community as a whole agri-
culture only provides 8'2%. So it is a vital pan of Uls-
ter's economy. Therefore, I wanted to say to the
House that, whatever reservations I might have on the
agricultural repon by Mr Mouchel, I would find it
incumbent upon me, because of the state of affairs in
the Nonhern Ireland agricultural economy, to vote for
the resolution before the House, I might inform the
House that the intensive sector of agriculture in
Nonhern Ireland has been reduced by over 400/o and
both poultry and pig men, as well as the seed-potato
men, are in a very sad state. For those reasons I vorcd
for the repon today, as I felt that the farmers in
Nonhern Ireland cenainly needed a rise of 70/o and
even more.
Thank you, Madam President, for giving me this
opponunity.
Mr Maher (L).- On a point of order, Madam Presi-
dent. I do not disagree at all with what Mr Paisley has
said, but I want to ask you whether a precedent has
now been created in relation to explanations of vote
whereby, if you are not there when the President calls
you, you may then make an explanation of vote some
time afterwards in the plenary sitting.
President. 
- 
Mr Maher, I do not know whether you
were in the Chamber when Mr Paisley explained what
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took place. I happened to be in the Chamber this
morning; I happened to hear his name being called out
and I happened to be there when his name was nor
called out to make an oral explanation although he
had said he wished to do so. The Presidenr ar rhe rime
has explained to Mr Paisley rhat he made a mistake,
and he apologized to Mr Paisley for that mistake. I
think it is only right, in these special circumstances,
that Mr Paisley should have had the opportunity to
make his explanarion orally, since that was what had
been agreed beforehand.l
4. Topical and urgent debate
Maltese Nationalist Party
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-1380/82) by Mr Croux and orhers, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democrar.ic Group), on rhe ostracism to
which members of the Malrese nationalist pany are
subjected.
Mr Barbi (pirfl. 
- 
U7) Madam President, my col-
leagues and I have tabled this morion for a resolution
with emergency procedure because of what has been
happening in Malta larely. I am sure you are all aware
of what has been going on and, given the little time at
our disposal, I will nor go over it again.
I will merely summarize events by saying that a popu-
lar majority has turned into a Parliamentary minority.
This in itself does not marrer. It does, after all, occur
frequently 
- 
unfonun ately 
- 
in countries with
absurd political sysrems. But something more serious
has happened: rhe popular minority which is nov/ rhe
Parliamentary majority has dismissed from office var-
ious minoriry members who, as a gesrure of proresr,
had abstained from panicipadng in Parliamenrary
meetings. For me, as an Italian, this was like harking
back to the fascist period, but a subsequent evenr
caused an even greater ourcry, and was finally the
reason for our decision to table this motion for a reso-
lution. I refer to the call by the Maltese Governmen[
on 10 January to the foreign missions not rc maintain
relations with the minoriry. In doing this, the govern-
ment violated all the norms governing international
relations and provoked an indignant reacrion through-
out the free world. It appears that this reacrion has not
been withour effect 
- 
if the information I have
received just recently is correct 
- 
as the situation
seems finally to be changing for the betrer in Malta,
partly thanks ro rhe mediatory role so wisely played by
the Italian President.
The change for the better is that the governmenr has
been persuaded that it would be a good idea to rein-
state lhe elected members of the Maltese Nationalist
Party in their Parliamentary role and has announced a
change to electoral law which respecm rhe constitu-
don. These two provisions are said to have been put
rapidly before Parliamenr by the government and to
have been accepted by rhe opposition. I am happy to
be able to reporr, this favourable ourcome and hope
that it will be rranslated into facts as soon as possible.
That is why, I hope that Parliament will still vote for
this motion for a resoludon of ours, bearing in mind
that the Community is preparing to giant exceprional
aid 
- 
not refundable 
- 
worth 10 million ECU to
Malta, and is also preparing to negotiare a second
financial protocol with Malta. \7e call on the Commis-
sion to postpone these measures unril respec[ for
democracy and political libenies has been restored in
Mala and to make its aid conditional on rhe resrora-
tion of these essenrial values in that country.
(Applause)
Mr Schmid (S).- (DE) Madam President, in irs cir-
cular of l0January the Malrese Governmenr rried to
exert influence on any conracr which foreign embas-
sies may have had with the counrry's Nationalist Pany.
Vhat Mr Barbi says is not rrue, namely that someone
in Malta has been preventing the nationalists from
exercising their full parliamentary rights. I asked Mr
Adami here in rhis House last December whether
anyone was prevenring him from taking his official
oath. He said, No, but for our own political reasons
we are boycotring the Parliamenr there'. Thar is only
by the by.
On behalf of my group, however, I should like to state
that the attemprs to restrict contact between for-eign
embassies and rhe Nationalist Parry, even if its mem-
bers did act as a militant extra-parliamenrary opposi-
tion, are not covered at all by the Vienna Diplomatic
Rights Convention. If anyone wishes ro protest about
this panicular incident he can count on our supporr.
At the same time I would like to srate on behalf of my
group, Mr Barbi, that bringing up the subject for dis-
cussion in the emergenry debate is totally unnecessary
for several reasons. I very much regret that you were
not reasonable enough ro agree ro our proposal to
drop this point. It is necessary because the political
Affairs Commirtee will, I am told, be dealing with
Malta nexr week when Mrs van den Heuvel, who was
recently in the counrry, will be presenring her repon,
and I fail ro see rhe poinr of having a Political Aifairs
Commirtee if reports which are being drawn up by it
are undermined by emergency debates in rhis House.
That is the first reason.
The second reason is rhat the problem has in fact long
been solved. The European Community has dealr witf,
the incident as pan of political cooperation. Represen-t Meinbership of Parliamenr: see Minutes.
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tations have been made by the ambassadors of the
EEC countries, the'United States and Arab countries.
The Community took action long ago, and that action
long ago produced resulrc. You are obviously not
aware of the correspondence between the Maltese
Government and the American Embassy in which the
Maltese Government, albeit in a fashion with which
not everyone might agree, made a clear and unambi-
guous statement on the issue, namely, that of course it
is the right of every embassy in the country to inform
itself of the situation there, including having contact
with members of any pafly they choose.
I simply don't understand why you are making such a
big issue in this House out of an incident which was
dealt with long ago where it mattered. Your informa-
tion is weeks old. Don't bother us in future with such
out-of-date facts. And one thing more: I have heard
that the Nationalist Party will take irc seats in the
Maltese Parliament and will be sworn in on Monday.
\7e will be making ourselves ridiculous in the eyes of
the rest of the world if we adopt this motion today. Mr
Barbi 
- 
and I would ask you to listen to what I am
saying to you 
- 
the most sensible thing would be for
you to withdraw the motion and discuss the subject in
the Political Affairs Committee. If this is not possible,
however, I would ask you at least. to accept our
amendments which concentrate on this circular and
not to extend your criticism in unacceptable fashion to
anything and everything.
Le me make two remarks to end with in my capacity as
Chairman of Parliament's Malta Delegation. Firstly,
delegations are not groups of tourists but an integral
pan of the Community's external relations. It is bad
form, Mr Barbi, to table such motions in the House
without having consulted members of this delegation,
not to speak of im chairman. This will not do in the
future. There must be at least a minimum of consula-
tion.
Secondly, the situation in Malta is, as you know,
extremely polarised and difficult. There was agree-
ment in the Malta Delegation 
- 
right across the
groups, including our Christian-Democratic col-
leagues 
- 
that it cannot be our task to contribute fur-
ther to the polarization which exists on the island. It
must be our task 
- 
and this is what I understand for-
eign poliry to be 
- 
to represent our interesss there. By
tabling motions in this House which are intended to
funher pany political interests in Malm you are hin-
dering progress, and I would u/arn you not to do so.
(Applause)
Mr Fergusson (ED).- Madam President, may I say
that if Mr Schmid believes everything he has said, he
might now spend a little time working on members of
his own group in the Political Affairs Committee to try
ro stop the obstruction of the Malta report which we
have been trying to get through to this Parliament for
the last three or four months.
(Applause)
I think we should repeat that it is very necessary that
we have this debate now because it enables us, short of
that repon, ro recall what is happening in Malta at the
moment, which worries us all.
The fact is that the Nationalists in the elections of
December 1981 got more than 50% of the vote and
yet failed to become the government. It is the only
main case, I think, in the !7est of an opposition parry
obtaining an absolute majority of the votes in an elec-
tion and still not forming the government.
I remind the House again that since December 1981
there has also been scandalous harassment of the
opposition.
In addition to their exclusion from the Parliament,
there have been attacks on the parry paper; there have
been attacks in the House, and Dr Elami and the pol-
ice have not even bothered to move in to protect them.
After that, if you remember, came the misnamed 'For-
eign Interference Act', which, in fact, amounted to
government inrerference in the rights of democratic
opposition by refusing to allow Maltese politicians to
discuss their politics with outsiders. This is as bad as in
Albania!
After that, there was the incident only last January
when diplomatic missions were requested not to speak
to the Nationalist Party members. That is as bad as the
Soviet Union.
Though there have been repons of some signs of ame-
lioration in the situation, these are only promises at
the moment. Ve simply cannot. leave the matter there.
Until we know that democratic freedoms are going to
be restored rc a place like Malta, with whom we have
such close connections, s/e cannot. leave it alone. I per-
sonally will do all I can to hurry the report from the
Political Affairs Commirtee through to this Parlia-
ment, and I hope the people opposirc will help me in
that.
(Applause)
Mr Beyer de Ryke (L). 
- 
(FR) Madam President,
ladies and Bentlemen, I have listened to Mr Barbi, I
have listened to Mr Fergusson, I have listened to our
other colleagues and I am astonished. I am astonished
and I tell myself that the criticisms levelled at Dom
Mintoff are not valid. I know him, I met him a few
years ago and he is a character, yes, without doubt an
exaggerated and extreme character, quite probably
even a demogogue, but nevertheless a statesman whom
I, for my part, considered to be responsible.
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And I would like to make the following remark; it is
not at Dom Mintoff that all your criticisms should be
directed but at someone who is passing himself off as
him. And I think that rhe one who is passing himself
off as Dom Mintoff must be King Ubu, that grating,
sarcastic caricature created by Alfred Jarry. Vho
would expect a responsible statesmen to take a mea-
sure which, although not irrational, was as absurd as
to forbid a party's representatives to meet foreign
diplomats? For just imagine if tomorrow the members
of the minority British Labour Party, sole holders of
power, were to forbid the German, Italian and French
ambassadors from going to tea with Mrs Thatcher?
That would really be an (fbuesque situation. lt is for
this reason that I say: 'It is not Dom Mintoff. It is
someone who is passing himself off as him.' It is for
this reason, Mr Barbi, that I think your criticisms
should not be directed at him, but to someone else, to
an imposter.
Ve will support. the amendments of the Socialist
Group, and I say this on behalf of my group. \7e will
suppon them because we do not believe in the merit of
economic sanctions wharcver the case my be. But 
-they will excuse me if I say this 
- 
we are, perhaps, a
little more consistent than our colleagues in the Social-
ist Group as we no longer believe in the merit of
economic sanctions be it in the case of Malta, Turkey
or South Africa. !7'e would say just as firmly and as
pointedly to Mr Botha, General Evren or Dom Min-
toff that their democracy is not ours, that it is a
democracy with many shortcomings, that they have a
democracy in nothing but name. '!7e therefore invite
the Council to make representations to Malta so that
Dom Mintoff sees the error of his ways and goes back
to being Dom Mintoff.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission.- (17) Before
discussing the actual content of this motion for a reso-
lution, Mr Presidenq I think it would be useful to tell
Parliament about the present sate of relations between
the EEC and Malta, especially the premises for the
proposals formulated by the Commission last October
and quoted in the motion for a resolution itself.
It is common knowledge that relations between Malta
and the Community are going through a difficult
period. The Maltese government has said that it is
disappointed with the way the association agreemenr
has operated. As a result, some independent measures
have, since 1 January 1981, replaced our trade agree-
menm. There have also been problems with the grant-
ing of financial aid from the Community to Malta.
Following the request in 1981 by the Prime Minister,
Mr Mintoff, to the effecr that a special relationship
with the Community should be established, the Com-
mission formulated a series of proposals aimed at solv-
ing the present crisis which characterizes the relations
between the panies concerned.
The Commission's communication considered all
aspecr of EEC-Malta relations and, in panicular, pro-
posed a special package of aids to promote the
Maltese economy and to open negotiations for a
second financial protocol. The latter will expire on
31 October 1983. These proposals are currently being
examined by the Council.
To turn to the content of the motion for a resolution,
despite the Commission's special concern at the deter-
ioration of the polidcal climate in Malta, there are
many aspects to the situation which require funher
clarificarion.
Ve note that the European Parliament's Polidcal
Affairs Committee has asked Mrs van den Heuvel to
draw up a report on the situation in Malta. \7e have
been informed of her recent visit to Malta and trust
that her report will be available shortly.
I nevertheless feel bound to point out that the motion
for a resolution seeks to examine problems which are
not within the Commission's competence.
\7hile the Commission in no way seeks to justify
recent. events in Malta, it does not feel thar withdraw-
ing its proposals for financial aid rc Malta is valid,
given the lack of more detailed and balanced informa-
tion on the situation in Malta.
The Commission applauds the decision of the Political
Affairs Committee to draw up a repon on Malra and is
obviously ready rc assist rhe committee in any form it
can.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Votel
Baha'is in lran
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-1372/82) by Mr von Hassel and others,
on behalf of the Group of the European People's
Pany, Mr Nielsen, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, and Mr Glinne and others, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, on death senrences
passed on Baha'is in Iran.
Mr von Hassel (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, the
indignation felr by the '$7'estern world towards rhe
violation of human rights in Iran and the dearh sen-
tences passed rhere is shared by all parties. The sen-
tencing to death of members of the Baha'i religious
community, however, belongs rc a special category. In
1980 and 1981 we appealed to the authori'ties in Teh-
I See Annex
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eran to stop these inhuman death sentences; but still
the series of murders continues.
After our protests a funher five Baha'is were sent-
enced to death on 23 September 1982. In the mean-
time another three have been shot or hanged. Mean-
while 22 of the 90 Baha'is imprisoned in Shiraz have
been sentenced rc death. The charge is always mem-
bership of the Baha'i religious sect.
The European Parliament is rightly very sensitive to
the violation of human rights, and freedom of religion
is undeniably a very basic right. It makes litde differ-
ence whether we deplore conditions in Iran, Turkey,
Eastern Europe or anywhere else in the world. Ve
demand the right to religious freedom everywhere.
The Baha'is are moreover a large religious community,
the largest in Iran wirh 300 000 followers. Throughout
the world there are a funher 2.5 million, represented
in 700 languages and dialects and in 1 900 ethnic
groups. In the ten countries of the Community there
are ten national Baha'i religious councils, and these
councils are accredited to the Unircd Nations.
It was reponed in the press today that the Commission
on Human Rights in Geneva had condemned yester-
day the violation of human rights in Iran, including
the sentences against the Baha'is. A motion was tabled
that the Secretary General of the United Nations send
a representative to Iran.
Our motion is urgent. 'We must speak before another
sentence is carried out, and if we take a unanimous
decision today that will also act as an encouragement
for the United Nations observer on his way to Teh-
eran. Today's protests against the death sentences are
with panicular reference to the Baha'i religious com-
munity. They are also, however, directed against all
death sentences imposed in Iran.
On behalf of the signatories I ask for your support.
(Applause)
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President, the
latest news from Iran indicates clearly that as a result
of the OPEC crisis the regime of the Ayatollah Kho-
meni is beginning to listen to world opinion for the
first time. It is, therefore, urgently called for that we
register here and now a clear and unambiguous protest
against the scandalous religious persecution in Iran,
even if it has been voiced often enough before.
I believe that it would really serve a practical pulpose
since at a time of crisis in OPEC we could definitely
exert. moral influence. The persecution of the Baha'is
is completely unjustified as they have never interfered
in politics but have lived peacefully and in no way
offered resistance to the present regime. '!fl'e, as the
European Parliament, are therefore called upon, on
account of our excellent contacts with Iran, to tell the
Iranian regime that we regard this religious persecu-
tion as intolerable, quite apan from what Mr von Has-
sel said, namely, that we are totally opposed to the
atrocities of the Ayatollah's regime. There is, however,
one point which I would like to clarify: we will not
mistake the Ayatollah Khomeni for Islam. There are
also thoroughly irreproachable elements with whom
we seek friendly relations, but we must condemn the
excesses of the Shiites just as much as we condemn
excesses in all other areas.
(Applause)
Mr Beazley (ED).- Madam President, I am speak-
ing on behalf of the European Democratic Group,
which has voted to support this resolution in its
entirery. I withdrew a similar resolution in my own
name in order to support this joint resolution; so I
would ask that the name of our group be recorded as a
joint signatory with other sponsoring groups.
Madam President, the relationship of the Iranian
Government with the peace-loving followers of the
Baha'i faith illustrates all too clearly man's inhumanity
to man. The purpose of my group, however, is not to
aggravate an already disastrous situation full of suffer-
ing both for the prisoners and their families in Iran
and for many of their families living in our constituen-
cies. Our desire is to banish fear and suspicion and to
replace them with understanding and tolerance. $(i e do
not underestimate the difficulry of those who speak on
behalf of the European Community to the representa-
tives of the Iranian Government, bearing in mind the
failure of our previous atrcmpt in this European Par-
liament and in the United Nations; but we must strive
to help the Iranian Government to understand the
tenets and the nature of the Baha'i faith, which is no
way inimical to the Iranian Government but which
specifically requires its followers to submit themselves
to the laws of the land in which they live and to show
devotion to the cause of peace and to the belief in
equality between sexes and peoples, according to the
international covenants of civil and political rights to
which Iran is pany.
Ve earnestly request the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation to use their utmost efforts to
obtain the release of those at present imprisoned in
Iran and of those under threat of execution, and to
build up a new relationship between the Iranian
Government and the Baha'i, so that they may live
together in peace and understanding.
Mr Efremidis (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I do
not think anyone in this House is a Baha'i 
- 
not even
the author of the motion which we are discussing.
Nevenheless, it is obvious that there will be an over-
whelming majority in favour, and we too shall vote in
favour of this motion for obvious humanitarian rea-
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sons, since it calls for the Baha'i to be freed from
oppression and, even more imponant, from the danger
that they may lose their lives because of rheir religious
belief.
However, Mr President, in exactly the same spirit and
for the same humanitarian reasons we wish to appeal
to all members to react positively by voting for the
amendment and addition which we have tabled, call-
ing upon Parliamer,t to requesr the Iranian Govern-
ment to save the life of Mr Kianuri, secretary of the
Iranian Tudeh partl', and of other pany officials who
were arrested in F,ebruary and who are threarened
with immediate execution.
Mr President, I appeal in panicular rc the rapporreur
to show understanding by accepting the amendmenr,
thus strengthening the humanitarian basis of this
motion and repon, and would ask all of you ro vote in
favour. Otherwise, there is a danger that a vote againsr
the motion may be misinterpreted and that Parliament
may be thought to be indifferent to, or even worse, ro
support the execut.ion of political figures merely
because of their politicial beliefs.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
-- 
Madam President, I simply want
to associate the group of European Progressive Demo-
crats with this resolution as a whole.
Ve must condemn the systematic oppression of the
long-suffering Irani,rn Baha'i communiry, which has
now reached a new .level of intensity in recent months.
The dwindling sources of livelihood of the Baha'is
have been severely curtailed by the dismissal'of Baha'is
from employmenr, rhrough the cancellation of trading
licences and the confiscation of private properries and
assets. Thousands of Baha'is are homeless and are
thrown at the mercy of friends or relatives. School
doors are closed, and an increasing number of Baha'i
children and hundreds of Baha'is throughout rhe
country of Iran are imprisoned.
The resolution draws specific artention to the fact rhar
120 Baha'is have been executed because they are nor
prepared to renounce their faith. This rings a resound-
ing bell of sympathy in my counry.
As the resolution points out, 22 Baha'is in Chiraz are
now under sentence of death; this sentence has been
approved by the supreme court in Teheran and the
trials, if any, were secret. The details of rhe pending
execution and their approval by the supreme courr. in
Iran were published in a local paper. That is the only
information that is :rvailable. So I go along wirh the
other spokesmen here in asking this House to express
its unanimous condemnation.
Mr Kirkos (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, we shall
suppon both the joint modon and the amendment
tabled by Mr Efremidis. '!7'e welcomed rhe overchrow
of the Shah and welcome any progress in the Republic
of Iran. However, we cannot close our eyes to the cur-
rent bloodbath under the present theocratic regime.
\7e also wish to mention the thousands of Moujahed-
din who are being lircrally slaughtered every day
under completely abnormal conditions. \7e shall take
advantage of the opponunity provided by this morion
which seems likely to be passed unanimously by Par-
liament, to speak up loud and clear in defence of
human rights in Iran.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Conmission(DE) Madam President, the Commission has repear-
edly condemned the violadon of human rights in Iran
before this House, and in panicular the persecurion ro
which the Baha'i sect is conrinuously subjected,
despite countless proresrs by the international com-
munity.
Alarmed and concerned by the increase in persecution
of the Baha'is she Commission gives its suppon to this
srcp taken by the European Parliamenr, in rhe renewed
hope that this inidarive may also contribute to ending
a funher violadon of human rights. The Commission
has likewise supponed various initiadves which have
been lodged directly by Member Srates with the Iran-
ian Government in Teheran, rhe last rime being on
3l January 1983.
Mr Barbi (PPE). 
- 
(17) Just half a minure, Madam
President, for me ro say rhat we basically approve of
the amendment submirted by Messrs Ephremidis, Ada-
mou and others, even though we do not quite see how
it relates to the quesrion of death senrences passed on
Baha'is in Iran.
However, since we wanr ro safeguard life for everyone
and since we support political freedom in Iran as much
as in the Soviet Union, we will be voting in favour of
this amendment.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
Voter
Progress in the deoelopment of the cotnmon rnarhet
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-1340/82), by Mr Rogalla and others, on
progress in attainment of the Customs Union, the
European inrernal market and the free movement of
persons, pursuanr to the relevant provisions of the
EEC Treaty.
I See Annex
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Mr von Vogau (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, in December of last year the
European Council issued the Council of Ministers
with instructions that they should have completed cer-
tain outstanding business by 30 March, i.e. to take out
cenain files which have been gathering dust for years
with the Council and to finally reach agreement on
them. At issue are a number of things which are of
great importance for the citizens of the European
Community.
\7e welcome this inidative of the European Council
and welcome the fact also that the Council of Minis-
ters has for the first time held meetings devoted to the
internal market at the suggestion of the European Par-
liament, i.e. meetings which deal exclusively with the
opening of the Communities' internal frontiers. '$fle
are of the opinion that it is a practice which promises a
Breat deal of success and which should also be kept
alive after this presidency is over.
'!7e are indeed concerned and 
- 
I must frankly say 
-also disappointed that up till now only panial suc-
cesses could be achieved. A package of measures in the
form of a proposal for a directive on the exchange of
information on technical standards was adopted. This
is very useful; a step in the right direction. However,
the most difficult problem, namely how to deal with
products from non-member countries has not yet been
solved. Ve regard this as one of the key issues, for
there have been countless proposals, at least a yery
great number of Communiry proposals, which have
been blocked for the very reason that agreement could
not be reached on a common approach towards such
countries.
I believe that the proposal put before us is realistic, as
well as being acceptable to both sides. It is my opinion
thar these countries which are still hesirating to com-
mit themselves should mke the final step to making the
necessary decision; for we cannot keep posponing
indefinitely the opening up of the intra-Community
frontiers only because we cannot. agree on how, for
example, Japanese products should be dealt with. It is
really necessary that we as Europeans keep to a com-
mon suateg'y.
In 1984 the voters will ask us where in the Community
we have actually made practical progress. It is, there-
fore, imponant that we have formulated our ideas as
regards the future. That is one of the tasks of this Par-
liament. But it is just as importanr [ha[ this Parliament
can show that it is in a position to change Community
reality and to tackle issues which make for incon-
veniences in everyday life. And these questions regard-
ing the opening of the Community's internal frontiers
are a prime example.
The Commission and the Parliament have submitted
the necessary proposals to enable this to be done. It is
of vital imponance that the Sleeping Beaury, i.e. that
Council of Ministers, now wakes up from its long
slumber and finally takes this outstanding decision
before 30 March and 30 June respecrively, and also
that it does not slip back into a gentle snooze after-
wards but really does implement the imponant points
of the plan now before us in time for the European
elections in 1984.
Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) Madam President, the mere
fact of asking whether the internal market is a priority
area implies an affirmative answer. Nevenheless, the
number of emergency debates on the subject is far too
low.
'We must bear in mind that the internal market is more
than just a customs union which, of course, is limited
to the movement of goods. An internal market means
freedom of movement, pure and simple, between
Member States, as is provided for in the EEC Treaty.
Parry political colourings and ideologies do not deter-
mine the nature of the internal market, and freedom
of movement, the gradual removal of internal frontiers
and customs checks 
- 
in short the abolition of petty
national differences 
- 
requires the firm support of all
groups in the House. At the centre of the issue are the
people who are meant to benefit from our coopera-
tion, and whom we are meant to serve.
Today's motion for a resolution is also the result of
joint efforts. \7e seldom have the opportunity to apply
our supervisory powers over the Council and Commis-
sion, and all those speaking on the subject today are
dedicated and passionate supporters of the action.
Achievement of the internal market will come about
slowly, step by step, only under the supervision and
with the assistance of Parliament as a whole. Each of
us involved in this inter-group collaboration is in
charge of panicular areas and categories, and of
course there are difficulties. Nevenheless v/e are nor
showing any sign of discouragement; on the contrary,
our collaboration is only in its infancy. Today we call
upon the European public from this very platform to
work with us. Ve need their support. An effort is
being made here to expand the economic relations
between Member States and contribute towards the
fight against unemployment; this is a difficult task
which, without help from oumide, appears almost
hopeless.
It is of course with satisfaction that we are able to
refer to the decision taken by the Heads of Govern-
ment in 1974 concerning the introducsion of the Euro-
pean passport, as well as ro the decision of December
1982 to which Mr von Vogau referred. But when one
hears in reports about the state of negotiations that
there is no chance of simplifying customs formalities,
and that passive but fierce resistance is being put up by
interest groups, forwarding agents etc, then it is a
sorry state of affairs. How long will the citizens of
Member States allow the wool to be pulled over their
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eyes and deceived into believing that the incredibly
high costs of checking goods and persons at our inrer-
nal frontiers is for their own benefit? \fhen will our
security experts giue up the pretence that internal
frontiers assist in the fight against terrorism and drug
trafficking? InternaL frontiers are no different from all
other frontiers: they'are the marks of discord and con-
flict, i.e. the opposite of what European uniry stands
for.
Vhen will our ministers with responsibilities in this
area finally take a lead, in the interests of all citizens,
in the fight against. internal frontiers and what they
stand for? Hard-heaned expefis, ministers with rco
much else on their minds, and pretended conflicts of
interesm 
- 
could the staning point for our relations
with one another be any less favourable? Despite
everything we will continue with the good work!
Mr de Ferranti (ED). 
- 
Madam President, this is an
urgent and a topica.l debate. It will be difficult to see
from the commana,,.ttaire and dry language in which
our very correct resolution is couched why it is urgent.
I doubt if all those lisrcning in the gallery this after-
noon would hones,cly understand. May I, rherefore,
just briefly say what it means, especially paragraph 2?
It means that the present, wholly narional procedures
for checking goods which come into the Community
should meet the laws that arc pan of the Community's
system and ensure that the goods comply with the laws
of the Community. It is only by having a Communiry
procedure instead of merely national procedures, to
ensure tha[ those gc,ods comply, that we can be cenain
that the goods then have free circulation. It is abso-
lutely essential to r:he very concept of the common
market. It therefore has much more to do with the
internal market, Miadam President, than with third
countries, as the res,olution would appear to indicate.
No agreement, despite the fact that the Prime Minis-
ters meeting in Copenhagen demanded it, is a very
serious matter. It means we do not have free circula-
tion of goods. It means that companies cannot special-
ize. It means [hat c,lnsumers cannot benefit from bet-
ter products and frc,m the lower prices rhar specializa-
tion means. The cost is far, far grearer than the two
billions that frontier delays entail. Tens of rhousands
of people who have' ro deal in this less-rhan-common
market are beginning ro lose faith in the institutions 
-not just the institur.ions, but the governmenrc which
form these institutions as well. But, Madam President,
many many millions more who are out of work have
no hope of finding rvork as a result of the regenerarion
of the Community economy unless this decision is
taken and taken soon.
Mr Bonaccini (COM). 
- 
(17)'!?'e also, Madam
President, wish to express our interest in and support
for the motion for a resolution and the ideas it con-
tains. Ve have, moreover, subscribed to the request
for topical and urgent debate.
'!7e are not dealing here with the pet project of a
group of Members with a special interest in this prob-
lem, but with a decision affecting the unity of Europe
and its development. \7hile it is true that progress is
being made towards unity in the Community through
our social and economic relationships, there are still
some powerful superstructures of interests which are
resisting this unity and are opposed to it. !7e are ask-
ing for the defeat of their purposes since we are con-
vinced 
- 
especially in my political party 
- 
that a vital
and indispensable effon of this kind will by no means
be sufficient to fulfil the Community's commitments,
which not only demand a common market but also
more general common policies and attitudes from all
the Member States and all the polirical forces con-
cerned.
Mr J. Moreau (S), Cbairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. 
- 
(FR) Madam Presi-
dent, I am pleased that we have had the chance to dis-
cuss this question; however, I would nor like it to be
regarded by the majoriry of Members as a leitmotiv
which recurs at regular intervals in our debates.
Indeed, for some Members of Parliament and of our
own committee the internal market is not simply a fad.
It is a fundamental issue. I would go as far as saying
that it is a necessary condition for the proper establish-
ing of a true economic Community and of a rrue com-
munity in the etymological sense of the word.
In fact, it seems to me rhat the majority of our col-
leagues 
- 
including those in our Commitree on
Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
have realized how
important the marter is since a group from that com-
mittee is making a tour of the different capirals in the
attempt to put across our case ro the differenr insrisu-
tions, be they parliamentary, governmental or special-
ized in the problems involved in setting up a genuine
internal market.
However 
- 
and I feel it is imponant to poinr this out
today 
- 
the demand for a genuinely free internal
market, where goods as well as persons have unres-
tricted freedom of movement, should nor be a screen
hiding other problems.
I think I should be very clear on this point: to defend
the idea of an internal market is one rhing, to defend
at the same time the idea of backing policies which
would benefit largely from the creation of such a mar-
ket is another, and ir is imponant to tackle both ques-
tions simultaneously. I personally would not like m see
the persisrence of some obscure idea hide the facr that,
when the quesrion of the internal market is being dealt
within the Council, decisions must be taken at the
same time on monerary, indusrial and research policy
and a lot more besides.
I believe that the time is now ripe to make real pro-
gress, which can be achieved by the Council adopring
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a number of the Commission's directives and propos-
als.
However, I feel it is just as imponant that the high-
level group sees the work through to the end, espe-
cially now that protectionism has become a main issue
again. How can one not be in favour of its aim at a
time when attitudes become more selfish, Member
States divide into distinct camps and each believes that
by drawing behind its own defences it can resist the
chailenge from oumide. The time is now ripe for us to
advance, and even if public opinion sometimes lags
behind the ideas of some Members, from whatever
side of the House, I believe it to be necessary that the
Council deals with this question without delay. In fact,
after it has been dealt with it will be possible to tackle
such important questions as a proPer industrial stra-
tegy or the intro{uction of a proPer monetary system.
Mr Naries, Member of the Comnission. 
- 
(DE) First
of alt I would like to thank those who tabled this
motion for a resolution, which the Commission sup-
pons in its efforts to achieve progress on the internal
market in im dialogue with the European Council and
to make up on the considerable ground lost in the past
few years. I am pleased to say that I can suppon each
one of the ideas and wishes expressed by the different
speakers. Even down to the minor details, there are no
basic differences of opinion.
Leaving this consensus aside, however, I would like to
point out that the European Council, wlich meets in
B.ussels in ten days' time, will see itself faced with the
problem that only about one-third of its instructions
have been carried out. The European Council, there-
fore, will have to deal with the question of how it can
contribute to procedural improvements with the aim of
achieving a more respecable number of decisions in
the next quarter. The European Council will have to
recognize the fact that the Commission proposals
could not be implemented, despite having been given
the suppon of a large majority of this House, of nearly
all members of the Economic and Social Committee
and of almost the whole of the business sector.
I have the impression that the customs authorities in
particular have difficulty accePting a depanure from a
system of internal frontiers. Perhaps in this case one or
two words of persuasion from this House in the direc-
tion of the customs authorities of each Member State
would have the required effect, and would serve as an
especialy useful contribution to the future work of the
Community. More specifically, I should like to point
out that the principal of free movement of goods from
non-member counries which are bound by technical
standards and certificates has not yet been accepted by
two Member States because they wish to reserve the
right to make the final decision and up until now have
refused Community supervision in this area.
May I also point out that, with regard to the transfer
from the customs to the tax authorities of responsibil-
iry for the collection of VAT, one Member State in
particular has reservations about regarding the
revenue shortfall, which is non-recurrent and only
lasts for approximately three months, as negligible
when seen in relation to the final goal. In other words,
frontiers are more imponant for this Member State
than a temporary loss of revenue whose actual value in
terms of assets is small
I could just as easily continue with a list of other such
examples, but I only wish to mention these two to
point out for everybody's benefit that the vital interests
of Member States are in no way at stake, but that they
aie second and third degree interests to which a suita-
ble solution could be found if only one was willing to
take the decision.
As regards future development, the Commission
depends on Member States to show themselves more
willing to take decisions on reforms, in panicular with
regard to the removal of frontier restrictions; and a
move in that direction would certainly mean reform,
and therefore change. One cannot on the one hand be
in favour of a removal of frontier restrictions and on
the other hand refuse to accePt any change in the
(smallest) administrative procedure. These are two
mutually exclusive modes of behaviour and it is up to
the Member States to decide if they really w'ant a
removal of frontier restrictions or if they intend to re-
sist the smallest proposed change. In that case they
must also accept the responsibiliry for their attitude'
The Commission and the Council are at the moment
working on a nev/ and, I must admit, ambitious Pro-
gramme for the next three months. Ve hope, how-
ever, that by the end of June we will be able to rePort
that greater progress has been made than was regretta-
bly the case for the programme in the last quaner.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Votel
Pollution
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1367/82)
by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling and others, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, on emergency
action on oil pollution in the Nonh Sea, and
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1381/82)
by Mrs Schleicher and others on the increas-
ingly serious problem of oil pollution of the
North Sea.
I See Annex.
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Mr Seeler (S).- (DE) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
Bentlemen, this is nor rhe firsr and cenainly will not be
the lasr time that rhis Parliamenr has ro debate the ser-
ious problem of pollution in rhe Nonh Sea. This time
the occasion was a resolution passed by the Hetigo-
land Local Council. Those who know the people of
Heligoland will know whar is required ro drive them
to take such acrion.
I would like to menlion here that. rhe Commission has
been trying for years, as far as its powers extend, the
ensure [har the Norr:h Sea is kept clean, that rhe water
qualiry of rivers is irnproved, that rhe regulations gov-
erning shipping are tightered up, erc. An example of
this is the Directive adopted by the Commission at the
end of 1980 on rhe prevention of sea pollution by ship-
ping in EEC ports. l\t the beginning of 198 1 I i.e. more
than rwo years later, rhis Parliamenr gave its suppon
to the Directive. Lilie so much other unfinished busi-
ness, it has been vaiting since then for ministerial
approval. And to think that such a measure is urgently
required in the fight againsr pollution in the North
Sea.
If this Parliamenr had more powers, if our decisions
immediately became law and only needed ro be imple-
mented by the adnrinistration, then we would long
since have had the regulations necessary for the prev-
ention of pollution in the Nonh Sea. This I am con-
vinced of. As it Srancls, however, we can only call upon
the Member States bordering the Nonh Sea ro rake
the necessary acrion 
- 
and this as soon as possible.
Similarly, we musr never grow tired of repeatedly
emphasizing the responsibility of the Council of Min-
isters and therefore also rhe responsibility of their res-
pective national go!ernmenrs. The public musr know
whose dury it is to ar:t.
It has been general knowledge for_ a long rime how
dangerous oil pollurion is in panicular for maintaining
the ecological balance of underwater flora and fauna-.
It is a known facr that the natural abiliry of the sea to
break down this kind of pollution is constantly
decreasing, especially in the colder regions of the
world, and that pollution of rhis kind has become
almost a permanenl problem. Perhaps, however, we
have already become roo accusromed to our oil-pol-
luted beaches. Perhaps the repons of birds dying on
our coasts have become a normal occurrence for us. It
is a scandal that there are still ship's captains who are
.irresponsible enough to clean their tanks out ar sea
without the slightest consideration, thereby contribut-
ing considerably to the high level of pollution. Like-
wise, inthe exploration industry and in rhe daily oper-
ating of drilling rigs precautions are ofren nor ;de-
quate. The all too noticeable consequences are large
oil slicks which drift for months across rhe sea, pollut-
ing the coasrline and causing the death of a large num-
ber of birds.
It is no longer. enough just to run checks and making
those responsible for the damage liable. Perhaps we
really do need stricter measures, for example giving
powers to a Nonh Sea police force to confiscate tem-
porarily vessels which have released oil inrc rhe sea so
that the necessary measures can be implemented in the
nearesr port, or the power to confiscate the licence of
an irresponsible ship's captain either for a limircd
period or for life. Thar is, after all, what happens ro
every driver who commits a raffic offence. !flhy
shouldn't it also apply to a ship's captain?
(Applause)
The reguladons governing rhe construction and opera-
don of oil rigs musr definircly be tightened up in order
to prevent a funher increase in polludon in the Nonh
Sea. For some time now there has been a call from var-
ious quarters for a conference of those States border-
ing the Nonh Sea. This proposal has the full suppon
of my group. The call for a convention on the preven-
tion of pollution in rhe North Sea, i.e. a convenrion to
be concluded between all countries which border the
North Sea, is contained in a motion under Rule 47 of
the Rules of Procedure which I have tabled on behalf
of my group.
Under this kind of convenrion, for example, which
would have direcr application in all signarory Stares,
the discharge of all kinds of toxic substances into rhe
sea would be forbidden, a joint control and supervi-
sory body, a kind of Norrh Sea police force with exec-
utive powers, would be sel up, and joint regularions
governing liability and penalties would be creared ro
help back up rhe proposed measures. In addidon,
however, facilities musr be set up both to deal with
ecological accidents and to promore research into the
disturbance of the biological balance in rhe North Sea.
At the same [ime, for example, they would facilitate
the exchange of research findings. These and other
measures are absolutely necessary.
I hope it is still possible ro say rhar the eleventh hour
has not yer pasr. The Nonh Sea is pan of the environ-
ment in which we all live. .We have a Breal responsibil-
ity towards the- preservarion of our world, not only for
our own benefit bur also for rhe next generation. Let
us act accordingly!
(Applause)
Mrs Schleicher (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Madam president,
ladies and genrlemen, we have just heard from our
colleague Mr Seeler how events have taken an alarm-
ing course. Despite a series of basic and more detailed
measures to 
,help in rhe fight againsr oil pollution in
the Nonh SCa, there are nov/ indications of a dramadc
worsening of the situation. Even more dead sea birds
are being washed up on our beaches. The ornithologi-
cal.station in Heligoland has highlighted the problJm
with its 'oil repon'. This report and a flood oi l.tt..,
to us Members drawing arrcnrion to rhis alarming
development have lead us in the Commitree on thl
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Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
to request this urgent debate, despite orher issues
being dealt with in our everyday work in Parliament.
As you see, not only one group but two stand firmly
behind this motion.
At the end of February this problem was dealr with at
the meeting of Community Environment Ministers,
without any of the proposals being finalized. The only
measure which was decided upon was for Germany to
present a memorandum in rhe form of a statement of
their position in preparation for the International
Conference on the Protection of the North Sea.
It is our opinion, however, that we still have a great
deal rc do. S7e believe, therefore, that we should make
greater use of the Parliament's influence if we wanr to
see more progress being made ar the nexr Conference
on the Environment in June. For this purpose we
would like to launch initiatives which should lead ro
measures being taken more quickly. Ve believe rhar
the legislation already in existence should be more
thoroughly scrutinized and that for this reason Parlia-
ment and the Commission must do everything wirhin
their powers to expose any weaknesses in existing sta-
tutes and take appropriate action as quickly as possi-
ble.
Our motion has therefore two intentions: firstly rhat
the Commission, together with Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament, look into the marter carefully on the
spot, i.e. on Heligoland, and listen to the locals
involved. Secondly, we would like ro see the counries
concerned introduce a number of immediate measures
aimed at controlling and supervising acrivities in rhe
Nonh Sea in the way which Mr Seeler highlighred.
It goes without saying that we fully supporr our
motion. As to the Seibel-Emmerling motion I would
like to point out that we fully support paragraph 1 but
that we wish to abstain on paragraphs 2 and 3 because
we feel that the possibilities musr srill be investigated
as to whether the European Community is itself in a
position to set up a superuisory body of-rhis kind. \7e
would be grateful if the Commission could give us an
answer rc this question, likewise as to how quickly it
can help us put our emergency morions into action.
(Applause)
Mrs Maij-!(i'eggen (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Madam President,
this is cenainly not the first rime this House has dis-
cussed the repercussions of oil pollution in the Nonh
Sea. A large number of written and oral questions have
been tabled on this very subject, and only two years
ago 
- 
in January 1981 
- 
we had a major debate on
the same subject on the basis of the repons produced
by Mr Carossino, Mrs Spaak and myself. The fact rhat
we are now once again discussing rhe question of oil
pollution 
- 
and in an urgent debate at thar 
- 
is
bound to give food for thought. Clearly, the Commis-
sion has not managed to rranslate.the recommenda-
tions we set out in our three reporrs into policy, not to
mention the Council, which has still to deal with some
of the proposals which haoebeen made.
The tens of thousands of oiled, sick and dead birds 
-including such rare species as guillemors, razorbills
and puffins 
- 
which have recently been washed up on
Dutch, German and Danish shores are depressing tes-
timony of the lack of acrion in rhis respecr. But even
these large numbers of birds are only a fraction of the
hundreds of thousands which die every year in the
same area as a result of human negligence. I live only
300 metres from the North Sea coasr, and I see these
grisly sights every weekend.
Research has shown that the deliberate discharging of
ballast water conraining residual oil from tankers is the
main cause of the oil slicks which have such a disas-
trous effect on seabirds. Of course, this kind of dis-
charging operation has been more or less banned since
1978 as a result of the convenrion on oil pollution and
the Convention of Bonn, but the ban has never had
any real effect because of the lack of moniroring and
the lack of effective sancrions.
That is why the suggestions set our in the motions for
resolutions tabled by Mrs Schleicher and Mrs Seibel-
Emmerling to call a conference ro discuss this whole
problem are so much to be welcomed. And since the
Commission will have to do the prepararory work on
any such conference, I should like to commend two
particular considerarions ro irs arrenrion. Given that it
would probably be much [oo cosrly ro arrange inten-
sive monitoring flights over rhe Nonh Sea, ir would
probably be wonh considering involving milirary air-
craft in any such operarions. After all, military aircraft
aheady fly patrols over rhe Nonh Sea for NATO, and
anti-pollution monitoring flights would make rhem
especially useful. Perhaps I may add rhat, as far as the
Dutch sector is concerned, Durch naval aircraft
already perform these duries.
Another point I should like to commend to the Com-
mission's attention relates to the imposition of sanc-
tions on the ships that are responsible for pollution. In
this respect, I go along entirely with what Mr Seeler
suggested earlier. Sfas is rhere to stop us carching the
culprits, forcing the said ships to make for the closest
European pon and holding them there until the dam-
age has been paid for? And rhey could have a nice lit-
tle fine slapped on rhem to boot. My own view is that
there is no point at all in having convenrions and legis-
lation unless we also have effective monitoring and
sanctions. I think it a matter of urgency that the pro-
posed conference be convened as soon as possible, and
on behalf of my Group, I would ask the House to give
im full suppon to rhese [wo morions for resolutions.
Mrs Pauwelyn (L). 
- 
(NL) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, only a few weeks ago I organized a
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hearing in Ostend on the pollution of the North Sea
and its effects on fish stocks. It was evident from all
the expert views put forward at the hearing that too
much waste is being dumped into the Nonh Sea, thus
jeopardizing whole ecological systems and threatening
not only the livelihoods of our fishermen but also the
health of consumers. Ships passing through the Eng-
lish Channel are transporting more than I million
tonnes of oil a day, which means that there is a sub-
stantial risk of an accident occurring. In fact, 40 000
tonnes of oil are dischared into the sea eyery year as a
result of accidenm, quite apan from radioactive waste.
In 1982, no less than 330 000 tonnes of iron found its
way into the Nonh Sea, not to mention the masses of
waste water, chlorine compounds, phosphates, nitrates
and other organic substances which pollurc the water.
In some cases, the effects of dumping so much waste
are appalling. Over recent weeks, thousands of dead
seabirds have been washed up on the coast of Brittany
clogged with oil and tar, and for most of them, there
was no hope of survival. And what makes the whole
thing worse is that the special monitoring points along
the French coas[ found no vessel contravening the
rules on the discharge of oil. Nor did the aircraft and
helicopters come across any large-scale oil slicks. In
other words, it is becoming more and more difficult to
detect illegal dumping practices, which means that we
absolutely must set up a reliable system for monitoring
marine pollution.
I shall refrain here from going into detail as to what
steps should be taken to combat and prevent marine
polludon. I should just like to draw your attention to
two cases which could enable us to improve the effec-
tiveness of the measures designed to combat hydrocar-
bon pollution. Firstly, a number of ports already have
facilities to enable ships to get rid of their waste oil.
This is something which should be extended to all
pons in the European Community.
Secondly, we must adopt a much more rigorous atti-
tude with regard to oil polludon. In the Netherlands,
we already have a system whereby it is possible to
detect oil slicks from aircrak equipped with radar and
infrared facilities 24 hours a day and in any kind of
weather. Should this method prove to be effective, it is
wonh recominending im adoption throughout Europe.
It can only be in the interests of our fishermen, our
consumers and our flora and fauna for the European
Cornmunity to get movinB at last on a more active
anti-pollution policy.
Mr Nyborg (DEP). 
- 
(DA) I can perfecdy well
understand that the people living in Heligoland and on
the Nonh-German coast should have felt a need for
new initiatives this winter. However, I think it would
also be in place to raise the question of whether or not
the Nonh Sea is already adequately catered for as
regards environmental monitoring, i.e. whether we
should really use our resources in an area where an
efficient system is already in operation. There is
scarcely a maritime area in the entire world which is
monitored as sysrcmatically as the North Sea. Ever
since the conclusion of the Bonn Agreement in 1969,
the countries bordering on the North Sea have been
stepping up their cooperation with a view to protect-
ing the marine environment. One of the most recent
developments is an inspection system which permits
the authorities in all the North Sea pons to inspect
ships in dock. In this way, they can check the stan-
dards maintained and the equipment with their own
eyes. \fle cannot prohibit substandard ships from sail-
ing, but this inspection means that the environmental
authorities of the various countries can warn each
other when a risky ship is sailing in the Nonh Sea.
In principle I can go along with a German initiative for
a conference but, as I said before, I would strongly
advise against allowing our enthusiam to run away
with us and ending up with a duplication of effort in
this vital area. Finally, I would question whether the
Commission is the right body to take the initiative for
a conference of this kind since we abeady have excel-
lent cooperation with third countries on matters con-
cerning the North Sea. I should like to conclude by
saying that I support these initiadves, but would at the
same time sound a warning against duplicacion of
effon. Let us make the best possible use of our
resources.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, both the
European Parliament and the Commission have taken
the initiative on a number of occasions since 1979 with
a view to tackling the problem of oil pollution in the
Nonh Sea. And yet, despite these efforts, a large num-
ber of seabirds have died over the last few months as a
result of just that kind of pollution. Alarming reports
are reaching us not only from Heligoland but also
from the Dutch coast.
The Members who have tabled this motion for a reso-
lution ought to be aware that the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
is currently studying this question. Ve shall in the near
future be discussing the second and 
- 
I hope 
- 
final
version of the 'North Sea repon' with a section
devoted to oil pollution. However, that does not alter
the fact that we shall be voting for the two motions for
resolutions. The question we are bound to ask our-
selves is how it is possible that something nobody
wants is in fact happening, thanks to the activities of
just a handful of people who are causing the pollution.
How is it possible that a number of ships are allowed
for financial reasons, to cause many times that amount
of damage to our flora and fauna.
Madam President, I do not believe that it would be of
any real assistance rc hold a hearing on Heligoland, as
the Schleicher resolution proposes, or to call an urgent
conference, as Mrs Seibel-Emmerling would like rc
see happen. The causes are all too well known to us.
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The important thing now is to keep a sharper watch
and impose more rigorous fines on those who are
actually responsible for these outrages. I can also go
along entirely with the suggestions made just now by
Mr Seeler. Accidents on oil rigs can usually be local-
ized and dealt with, which means that a sharper watch
should be kept on shipping. \flhile this is technically
possible, the Member States are not prepared to make
available all the requisite financial resources. It is
therefore up to the Commission to come up with pro-
posals as spelt out in Mrs Schleicher's motion for a
resolution, with panicular reference to paragraph 2.
Any such proposals should be made in good time to
enable the fonhcoming Council of Environment Min-
isters to take the necessary decisions. Can the Com-
mission give us an assurance in this respect? I would
appreciate it if Mr Narjes could give us a clear answer
on this point.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vice-President
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, as in the past, the Commission feels it can
fully identify with the political objectives contained in
the Schleicher and Seibel-Emmerling motions for
resolutions.
May I point out on behalf of the Commission that an
initiative was put forward by the German representa-
tive only a few days ago during the last European
Council meeting, which proposes the convening of an
International Conference on the Protection of the
Nonh Sea. The Commission welcomed this initiative
and intends presenting the Council with a draft direc-
tive before the middle of 1983. It charges each of the
Member States 
- 
and this is also intended as ah
answer to Mr Eisma's question 
- 
with inroducing
joint measures, intended both to impose stricter con-
trols in the Nonh Sea and to combat more effecdvely
the problem of oil pollution. This inidative will be
acted upon, at the same time keeping in mind that the
Marpol Agreement will finally mke effect as from
2 October, and that we can expect a noticeable
improvement in the level of pollution in the Nonh Sea
as long as this agreement is implemented strictly; per-
haps even by tighrcning the penalties for offences,
which a few years ago v/ere thought to be adequate.
The Commission is in a position to give its full support
to the Heligoland resolution. It would serve as a suita-
ble starting point for the International Conference on
rhe Protection of the North Sea. The results of the
Heligoland hearing could then be evaluated at this
conference.
As for the other question as to whether it is within the
Commission's competence to set up a supervisory net-
work, may I firsdy point out that it would require a
decision under Anicle 235 of. the Treaty of Rome,
which in all probabiliry would not be given since up till
now with only one exception, no such immediate
administrative responsibility has been conferred upon
the Commission. \7e are constitutionally dependent
on these measures being carried out by the Member
States, coordinated at Community level and systemati-
cally monircred by the Commission.
However, that would only be a question of the admin-
istrative and hierarchical structure of a network of this
kind. A much more serious problem for us is that the
Commission's areas of activity,just as in other areas of
environment policy, and I would like to
emphasize the word strongly 
- 
extremely restricted
by a shonage of staff, which can only be solved by the
political allocation of a far greater number of officials
in the next few years. The Commission has exhausted
all internal resources to try to overcome its current
staff shonage. It can only be solved by political deci-
sions taken by the institutions which have a say in the
budget, i.e. including the European Parliament, other-
wise all our initiatives in this area, not to speak of
other related matters, for example the problem of
transfrontier air pollution, will be starved of resources.
I would like to conclude by giving the assurance that
we shall continue to do everything in our power. Ve
expec[ that air pollution and the question of the Nonh
Sea will be the main subjects of debate at the next
meeting of the Environment Ministers in June, along-
side the pollution problem caused by motor vehicles,
and we would hope that the European Council will
tackle the question of environmental protection in the
not too distant future and take decisions accordingly.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Voter
Ame rican agricu ltura I p ro duc ts
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
rion (Doc.l-1384/82/rev.), tabled by Mr Fanti and
others on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group
and Mr Glinne and others, on sales of American agri-
cultural products to Egypt.
Mr Vurtz (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, it would
be a good idea to remind ourselves first of all of the
basic facts of this wheat flour case. Egypt is one of
Europe's tradidonal markem for this commodity. Up
1 See Annex
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till now France has sent half her flour exports there.
The rules of international trade have been observed by
the European side; moreover, GATT has just given
recognition to the fact by dismissing the American
case.
It is, therefore, in a totally arbitrary fashion, in fla-
grant violation of the GATT agreements, that the
United States has captured the Egyptian market by
offering prices of 25 dollars a tonne less than rhe
world market price. \7ith all the finesse of a bronco-
buster they chose to act at the very time when discus-
sions were being held on rade in agricultural pro-
ducts. In case American intentions were not clear to
everyone, the Secretary of Agriculture, Mr Block,
made the point of repeating his government's decision
'to pursue an aggressive agricultural export policy.'
The Commission's Director-General for Agriculture,
who is not renowned as a champion of resistance to
American pressure, has himself admitted to us that his
partners in discussion on the other side of the Atlandc
stated plainly that they were aiming deliberarcly at
those sectors where they knew they would embarrass
the Europeans most.
Besides that, it is a matter of common knowledge that
other such contracts are planned, involving specifically
24 000 ronnes of burter and 12 000 tonnes of cheese,
and that at a price of up to 40% below the world mar-
ket price. This threat will become even more serious
since the agriculture committee of the American Sen-
ate has just recommended that financial credits be
made available in order to facilitate low-price exporrs
of tSO 0OO tonnes of milk products to all markets. So
it is definitely a large-scale offehsive, which in our
view calls for a large-scale counteroffensive. Is the
Commission willing to lift restrictions imposed on rhe
sale of butter to the Soviet Union? Is it willing to take
the necessary countermeasures in the wheat flour sec-
tor? It is of course true that some positive initiatives
have already been taken. The French Governmenr has
adoprcd a clear position. The Commission has finally
lodged a complaint with GATT, but we still have a
long way to go.
Ve ourselves have either carried our or supported a
number of measures in everi possible direction, our
only concern being thar they should be effective. It is
up to the Commission to take a number of urgent
decisions. It is our responsibility to creare the right
conditions. Today's iniriarive is in line with this firm
determination to find a consr.ructive solurion.
\7hile we are on this subject, may I welcome ro rhe
House a delegarion from the national leadership of the
French trade union CGT, representing the agricultural
and food industries, and also union officials from all
the major flour-mills in France. They have come from
Paris, Corbeil, Pantin, Lille, Lyon, Bordeaux, Mar-
seille and, last but nor leasr, from Srrasbourg. Their
presence here will help to illustrate the human and
social i.e. political in the true sense of the word 
-
dimension of the issue we are now debating. You must
realize that the American action 
- 
which, according
to official Community estimates, represents a loss of
30 million dollars to Europe 
- 
will deprive these men
of twelve days work per month. This simple sraremenr
of fact brings home to each and every one of us where
our responsibilities lie.
Our motion contains in particular rhe wish of each one
of us here who, like ourselves, spoke our (last month)
in favour of holding a special session on unemploy-
ment and have expressed their wish today to push
ahead on this issue by defending the right to work
both of the flour 
- 
mill workers and of the farmers
involved. If this is in fact the case, our resolution will
receive a comfonable majority when voting takes
place in a short time. This would be a great boosr to
these men and women; they would thus have consider-
able suppon in rheir jusr struggle.
I would add that a clear vote for the morion by this
House in this exemplary issue would also bring ir
home to public opinion that rhe norion of a Europe
which knows how to defend the interests of its peoples
by not letting anyone lord it.over rhem is no longer
Utopia. Let us show that we do not belong ro rhose
who turn the other cheek or, if you prefer a less bibli-
cal image, let us draw a lesson from the old Arab prov-
erb: 'If you are ourwitred once, [hat is a point for your
opponent, bur if he does it ro you a second rime, you
may as well admit that you only have yourself to
blame.'
(Applause)
Mr Thareau (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, American
attacks on the common agriculrural policy, which have
never let up since it was created, have now reached
unprecedented proportions. The consequences are not
only hard for agriculrure but also for the workers in
the flour industry since the most, imporrant mills in
and around Strasbourg alone will lose one half of their
production with the disappearance of the Egypdan
market; this is only one example and unforrunately
only the beginning. Far from being a simple change of
fortune, sales of American wheat flour to Egypt, at a
price far below the world market price, raises a truly
fundamental problem, a political problem. \Vhat kind
of pressure does rhe Community have to exert in com-
petition with the main world exporrers and with the
United States in panicular?
The Americans have criticized us for excluding their
products from our own markers. Ve have also been
criticized for overdeveloping our agriculture and com-
peting with them on the markets of non-member
countries. Theses accusarions do not hold up to a close
examination of the figures. During the last five years
the Communiry deficit in agricultural and food prod-
uction has risen to reach a presenr figure of 30 OOO
million dollars. During rhe same period the US
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showed a surplus in agricultural and food producrion,
representing a 1000/o increase to more than 25 000
million dollars. In the trade in agricultural products
between the EEC and the USA, the latter sells five
times more to the European Communiry 
- 
10 000
million dollars s/orth 
- 
than it buys from it 
- 
2 000
million dollars worth 
- 
and this in spite of the reval-
uation of the dollar. The increase in Community agri-
cultural exports, despite its overall deficit, is an actual
facl It is largely due to the fact that to balance its mar-
ket the Community has to re-export what it imports in
excess of its actual requirements. These impon sur-
pluses are often the result of concessions to which the
Community consented under GATT, after having
bowed to American pressure in return for an American
commitment not to jeopardize the workings of the
CAP. But how can we always agree to give in to
American pressure? Mr Block's recent statement, of
which we -were reminded only a moment ago, is evi-
dence enough of their intention to adopt'an aggres-
sive expon policy' by selecting'targe6 and products'.
After flour, why not butter and cheese, which are cur-
rently under neBotiation ?
But shere is more to the problem than just agriculture,
which is regarded all too often as industry's poor
cousin. This problem is bound up with the economic
and political relations besween the two giants. Europe
must react by taking a firm stance and must refuse to
dance to the tune of any so-called 'protector'. She
must refuse to give in to the interests of the great
economic powers. She must also refuse to agree to a
situation where the United States would become the
sole exponer of food to the Jhird \(/orld, thereby
undermining any chance of its remaining non-aligned,
which is so absolutely necessary for its development. It
is then with these far-reaching implications in mind
that we ask for your support for this motion for a
resolution.
Mr Friih (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we look upon this motion for a resolution
with mixed feelings. Firstly, because it is our opinion
that we akeady have a common agricultural policy. I
hope that the House in general shares this opinion. I
would, therefore, have very much welcomed the
chance to take a wider approach in tackling this ser-
ious issue.
I hope that the authors of this motion do not intend to
use it for election purposes, the next round being on
Sunday in France. It is not just French agricultural
interests which are at stake. It would probably have
been better, and we would have been able to come to
agreement more easily, if the motion had taken a
wider approach.
In any case we agree with the general approach, and
we should state very plainly that the European Com-
muniry and the United States of America must finally
sit down at the discussion table as equal partners in
this marter, otherwise the whole business will and must
go wrong. I hope that everyone is aware of this, and in
panicular the Secretary for Agriculture, Mr Block.
Some of his words in Brussels have already had an
unpleasant ring to them 
- 
the Commissioner will
remember this 
- 
and as far as I know it was the
American Secretary of State who was in close proxim-
iry at the time, who probably advised him to tone it
down somewhat. That in fact was the case, and I hope
it remains so. It is not quite right to believe that the
gestures of good will by the Commission have not
been sufficiently appreciated. The Commissioner can
perhaps confirm this: the Commission is in a difficult
position; it is dealing with a government which knows
exactly what it wants which stands up resolutely for its
farmers. The Commission, on the other hand, is not
the European Government. Perhaps one is also aware
that the Commission is made up of ten different coun-
tries, each representing different interests and opi-
nions. The Commission as well as the Council should
make it clear that they are defending the European
agricultural policy, which is of course consolidated in
GATT, and I would like to thank Mr Genscher for
doing just that. \7e must be straight with one anorher.
In spite of all our reservations I may say that we are
behind this motion as long as you delete paragraph 5.
Ve are not in agreement with what it says: .... 'and
to disconrinue negotiations with the United States
over trade in agricultural products.' There must be a
serious dialogue between us. The United States must
be made aware that we mean business; then, I am sure,
we will come to a suitable agreement, for we are part-
ners together in this world. 'We cannot act jointly in
the cause of freedom and at the same time be at each
other's throats as we are at present.
(Applause)
Mr Velsh (ED).- Mr President, there is a rich irony
in the fact that on the day when Parliamenr voted in
the morning to remove practically all restraints from
the CAP, in the afrcrnoon we should be debating the
consequences and find we do not like them very much.
'What we are actually saying is that whereas it is per-
fectly all righr for us to dispose of our surpluses where
and how we like and with what restitution we wish, if
the Americans do the same [hinB with their surpluses,
it is somehow unfair and not done. Ve have a word
for that in English: myopia. It means being able to see
only your own point of view. It is very impressively
illustrated in this resolution. 'We see, for instance, that
the US Secretary for Agriculture is criticized for want-
ing an aggressive expon poliry, but then we see that
we want, if we look at paragraph 6, a dynamic exporr
policy. lVhat is the difference? Aggressive 
- 
dynamic:
their aggression, but our dynamism. The one is a retal-
iation for the other. Then we see a lot about the
pledges of good faith given by the Commission. \7hat
about the Parliament in all this?
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I remember when the Commission said that its policy
over the next five years was to bring Community cer-
eal prices a little closer to world levels. !7hat did the
Parliament do about that? It let the Commission
down. It repudiated them. It actually demanded that
prices be increased well above world levels. And now,
my friends, we are complaining about the consequ-
ences !
Mr'!V'unz, no doubt anxious to impress the people in
the gallery as usual, was very free with his courage to
fight rhe Americans with other people's money. As
long as there is a budget, do not worry about the tax-
payer; let us go on spending and'spending and spend-
ing in pursuit of an ideological absurdiry!
Vell, we represent the consumers of Europe as well,
and the taxpayers, and we are not prepared to see their
money wasted on the idle dreams of such as Mr
'S7'urtz. 'When we see, in a resolution like this, the
words 'suspend negotiations', we wonder: have we all
gone mad? Do we really want rc fight a trade war with
the United States, whose resources are infinitely grea-
ter than those of the Community, when the Com-
munity itself is approaching the ceiling of its own
resources? Is this what we really want? Certainly not,
Mr President!
I appeal to all colleagues who have any sense of bal-
ance and reason to vote this terrible resolution down.
Mr Denis (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, within the
context of this important debate and after the meeting
of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee which took place
not long ago in Kingston, I would like to point out
how the sale of American wheat flour to Egypt justi-
fies once again the necessity for the European Com-
munity to sign a long-term contract with the develop-
ing countries, and specially with the ACP States.
These multiannual contracts for the supply of agricul-
tural products were contained in a formal proposal by
the Commission. They have the support of several
Member States, including France. They are also
wanred 
- 
and I can testify to this since being in
Kingston 
- 
by our ACP panners. Is the Commission
going to press the Council to agree to the proposal [o
draw up long-term contracts, or are we going to let
the United States take control of the Community's
traditional markets? I would like, Mr President, to
hear an answer to this question here, and a positive
answer at that.
(Applause from the lefi)
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Mr President, I think all of us are
deeply concerned about the situation that has devel-
oped between the European Community and the
United States of America in relation to the export of
various agricultural products. I am one who very
definitely believes that we should not have a confron-
tarion or a trade war between the USA and the Euro-
pean Community, because I am not convinced that
either of us could win, or that either the farmers of the
USA or the farmers of the European Community are
ultimately going to benefit if there is an ouright rade
confrontation. In fact, the only people who would
probably benefit in the longrun are the Russians, who
would, of course, get cheaper products. . .
(The President urged the speaher to conclude)
I just want to make a final point, Mr President. I
believe that we ought to try at the highest level,
between the President of the USA and his cabinet and
the Presidency of the European Community, to meet
and resolve this problem. I do not think it can be
resolved at official level, and I think that is the only
way we can find a solution.
Mr Mouchel (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, the fact
that the Americans have taken conrrol of the Egyptian
wheat flour market and, as from a few days ago, the
market in milk products, is obviously very regrettable,
all the more so since this was done in contravention of
the GATT agreements. That really takes the biscuit
when you realize that'the Americans moved in on this
market just after the Commission representatives had
visited Vashington.
One may well wonder whether the Americans did it
without giving any warning 
- 
which would be very
unfonunate since the meeting would have been a
waste of time 
- 
or whether the Commission lacked
determination. It is perhaps both 
- 
I do not know. In
any case, it is our mistake to point out our weak points
to our rivals. To say that the common agricultural
policy costs too much and that we cannot keep it up is
to encourage ofr rivals to attack us and bring market
rates tumbling down. It is obvious 
- 
since we said it
ourselves 
- 
that they know in advance that we cannot
keep up. Ve are forging the weapons which our ene-
mies then turn against us. I feel that it i5 about time we
reacted and showed our firm determination to win
over markets and not to lose the ones which we
already have.
Besides the damage caused to farmers it is very much
evident 
- 
and this has been mentioned by several of
our colleagues 
- 
that this bodes ill for the job sirua-
tion in French mills. There we have a very good exam-
ple of the link berween the agricultrual secor and the
employment market.
Mr President, it is for these reasons that our group
will vote in favour of the resolution before us.
Mrs Gredal (S). 
- 
(DA) Mr President, I should like
to stress that I am speaking on behalf of the majority
of my group and as chairman of the Parliamentary
delegation to the Unite.d States Congress, since there
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should be no doubt about the fact that I am deeply
concerned about the behaviour of the United States as
regards sales of wheat flour to Egypt. There can be no
doubt that this is a flagrant and unacceptable infringe-
ment of the GATT rules and an act which aggravates
the already serious conflict between the United States
and the Community in the agricultural field, which
was one of the main points we discussed at our Janu-
ary meeting in Athens with a delegation from the
United States Congress. However, I should like to
sress that in our experience in this delegation political
resolutions do not contribute towards solving the
problems when trade conflicts are involved as, for
example, in the steel sector. Indeed, the opposite
would tend to be the case.
Political resolutions full of accusations as contained in
the motion for a resolution can be counterproductive.
I would prefer a more positive approach involving
keeping a lower profile, establishing contacts with our
colleagues in the United States Congress and in this
way bringing our influence to bear. !7e should not
address resolutions to third countries which are really
more or less a type of propaganda aimed at our own
electorate, although I might add that the United States
would appear to be doing the same sort of thing in
some of the statements it makes.
The authors of this resolutiol call on the Commission
to adopt a more resolute stance and to institute imme-
diate proceedings under GATT. The Commission has
in fact already done this, i.e. it has lodged a complaint
with GATT regarding the American sales of wheat
flour.
Thus, this motion for a resolution is not up to date. As
I see it, it militates against our objective which is to
find a solution to the trade conflict between America
and Europe, and the majority of my group intend to
vote against it.
Finally, I should like to say that this Parliamentary
delegation is very much preoccupied with this matter,
as I hope you gathered from what I said at the begin-
ning. However, I should like m inform you that I have
sent numerous letters to our Parliamentary counter-
pans in the United'states Congress on this matter and
referred to our discussions in Athens and the state-
ments they themselves made when we discussed the
matrer at our meeting in that city, which lasted several
hours. This approach, whereby we attemPt to bring
influence to bear and provide our American colleagues
with information, is, I think, much more important
and better than broadcasting resolutions.
Mr Dalsager, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, on 12 January the American Minister of
Agriculture, Mr Block, announced that the United
States intended to sell the much discussed 1 million t
wheat flour to Egypt at an agreed price. He said that
this sale would be made on special credit terms and
that flour from Credit Commodity Cooperation stores
would be used. The Commission immediately asked
rhe United States for precise details regarding this sale,
which should be considered in the context of Egypt's
significance as a traditional market for Community
wheat-flour producers. The Commission promptly
informed the Member States of this action on the pan
of the United States and the implications of an agree-
ment of this kind both for Community exporters and
for the talks initiated with the American authorities in
Brussels and lTashington with a view to settling the
disagreements between the Community and the
Unired States on agricultural matters.
In the light of new information on [he contents of the
agreement between the Egyptian and American auth-
orities, the Commission takes the view that the sale of
wheat flour would only be possible with the aid of
export subsidies which are incompatibie with the
United States' obligations under GATT. For this
reason, the Commission issued, on 4 February, an offi-
cial invitation to the United States to hold talks in con-
nection with the GATT provisions which had emerged
from the last Tokyo round concerning a code of prac-
tice for subsidies and countervailing duties. The aim of
these talks was to obtain a picture of the facm of the
siruation with a view to finding a mutually acceptable
solution. The mlks were held in Geneva on 2 March
and, after informing the Article 113 Committee, the
Commission decided to proceed to the next phase in
the GATT procedure, i.e. the multilateral conciliation
phase in the GATT committee on subsidies and coun-
tervailing duties.
I think, therefore, that the Commission has taken all
the measures which are compatible with its obligations
and rights within GATT with a view to protecting
Community interests. I should like to say that the
Commission takes the view that we should make the
maximum possible use of the scope available for nego-
tiation with a view to solving these problems and I
should also like to add that even if we fail to solve
them in spirc of our willingness to negotiate, the Com-
mission feels that it is its duty to defend the Com-
munity's interests.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Electric cable link
President. 
- 
The next ircm is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-1371/82), tabled by Mr Sassano and
others on behalf of the Group of the European Peo-
I See Annex.
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ple's Party (CD Group), on rhe laying of an elecrric
cable between Greece and Italv.
Mr Sassano (PPE). 
- 
(17) One of the basic aims of
the Community, Mr President, ladies and genrlemen,
is the socio-economic development of the Member
States, and the availability of electrical energy is an
essential precondition for guaranteeing this develop-
ment.
There is no doub[ that strengthening infrastrucrures
between the Member Srates is not merely technically
worthwhile, but is also a psychological aid, reinforcing
the feeling of being.parr of a community.
Energy supply, and particularly electrical grids, are
already inrerconnecred in vinually all rhe Community
Member States, so that large amounrs of energy are
already being exchanged.
The only counrry which is nor yer linked up wirh the
rest of the Community in im electrical grid is Greece,
and it therefore appears essenrial rc establish a proper
connection with that counrry.
Since there is no overland connection wirh the other
Community Member States, it is necessary ro connecr
Greece with rhe rest of the Community by means of
undersea cables.
Greece is trying to implement a parricularly inreresting
energy plan which provides for a conspicuous increase
in energy producrion by 1990, using borh hydroelec-
tric and lignite power starions. The result should be a
notable drop in oil consumption, in accordance with
guidelines laid down by the Community.
It would be highly misraken not ro provide Greece
with a suitable interconnecrion with the Communiry's
electrical grid 
- 
as has been done for orher counrries,
which can count on an inevitable amounr of give and
take as regards electrical energy exchange. An under-
sea cable link does nor presenr any special difficuldes
given the presenr level of rechnology, but the cosr-rhar
will have to be borne cannor. be ignored.
The Community does indeed recognize the impon-
ance of building infrasrructures in the Member States
and that is why it set up the Regional Development
Fund to finance projects of rhis kind, but it is also true
that the project we are now discussing is of absolutely
exceptional political value.
On the one hand, ir involves Greek 
- 
ro whose cul-
ture we all owe so much 
- 
and on rhe other, rhe
Communiry, whose duty it is to offer something tangi-
ble to the most recenr member of the Communiry by
constructing a solid and functional link with it.
For these reasons, the Community's conrribution can-
not be confined to rhe limir laid down by the
Regional Fund, but must take on rhe necessary finan-
cial burden in order to give a clear demonstrarion of
the Community's will ro assume responsibility for a
project whose political value 
- 
for the firsr time 
-could appear ro surmounr selfish national interests.
(Applause)
Mr Markopoulos (S). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, the
electicity consumed today in Greece originares both
from domestic sources 
- 
hydroelectric schemes and
coal 
- 
and from imponed, exchange-consuming oil.
Furthermore, it is a well-known fact thai rhe level of
indusrialization in Greece.is not satisfactory, and that
an attempr is being made to bring Greece up ro rhe
level of the other developed counrries, which would be
to the advantage of both Greece and the Community.
For these two basic reasons Greece is facing rhe prob-
lem of under-utilizarion of irs energy resources,
which could be solved by exploidng all its domestic
sources, which is the aim of rhe long-rerm energy pro-
gramme being prepared by the presenr Greece
Government in its two five-year plans. Until this is
achieved, of course, Greece is obllged to impon
energy. However, ir inrends to act within the frame-
work of its presenr overall foreign policy with rhe aim
of freeing itself from its one-sided dependence on oil,
which is indeed rhe aim of the whole Community.
Imponing natural gas from the nonh and linking
Greece and Italy by means of an electric power line
are tangible manifesrarions of this policy.
This electrical link will be a new deparrure, because of
the great depth at which the power line will be laid,
and will confirm the strength of Community technol-
ogy at. international level.
Funhermore, the link will have rhe following advan-
tages:
The national grid of Greece will be linked wirh the
national grids of the Community, and once rhe South
Italy-Greece-Yugoslavia-Norhern Italy circuir is
closed, the Community grid will be complete.
Secondly, production costs will be reduced in both
countries and the risk of a pover failure will be
reduced.
Thirdly, there will be benefits from the difference
berween rhe hours of peak demand, the fact rhar
breakdowns will nor occur simulraneoulsy, and the
merger of power reserves, thus avoiding more costly
rnvestments.
Founhly, the Community's supply of electricity will be
improved, since Greece, as we are all aware, is already
connected with the Eastern grids of Albania, Yugosla-
via and Bulgaria, and will thereby acr as a bridge
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between east and west, with a mutual exchange of
elecricity.
Fifthly, a boost will be given to regional development
in western Greece and southern Italy, since ir will be
possible to build complementary electriciry schemes-
hydroelectric ones in w'esrern Greece and thermal ones
in southern Italy. Any funher dependence on dollar-
consuming oil will therefore be reduced, in accordance
with the basic energy objectives of the Community.
Sixthly, there will be wider scope for the activiries of
Greek and Italian industrial complexes, with all the
ensuing beneficial resulrc, especially in employment.
Seventhly, valuable experience will be obtained and
useful conclusions drawn from the construcrion of the
line for any future linking of Greece and Italy by
means of a natural gas pipeline.
For all these reasons, and especially in view of the high
cost of construction 
- 
400 million dollars
therefore call for a vote in favour of the Sassano
repon and for addidonal funds for the work from the
Regional Fund.
(Applause)
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I should
like to thank the rwo previous speakers for all they
have said, which I therefore need not repeat. I shall go
back in time and claim to be the originator of this
report, which dates back ro when Greece entered the
Common Market, when we realized rhat our country
should be linked with the Community counrries,
which were already interlinked.
'!fl'e therefore drew up and submitted this repon with
Mr Sassano and other Italian colleagues in July of
1981 
- 
I would stress this 
- 
which i. 
".. 
now'dis-
cussing almost tv/o years later. However, I am cenain
that this is the end of the affair, since rhe imponance
of this project both for the two countries involved and
for the Community has now become accepted. The
southern part of Italy will be linked with the island of
Corfu and then to mainland Greece. Major effects are
anticipated, Mr President, since not only farmers and
industrialists but everybody, especially ar peak times,
will be able to receive adequate electical power.
I therefore hope that no one will oppose rhis ouday
from the Regional Fund, since rhe Study is already
completed and both countries are proceeding to spend
money on the sub-stations, of which there will be
many. In this way we will finally be able to provide
electricity for the remotest Greek village.
(Applause)
Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, I would like rc
congratulate Mr Sassano and his colleagues on bring-
ing forward this proposal. It could be a major contri-
bution to substituting coal and nuclear energy for oil
in electricity generation, thereby reducing oil impons
into Greece. Greece will also profit from the surplus
production of nuclear power from France and the sur-
plus stocks of coal in Britain. So it has a real Com-
munity basis.
I also agree that it will make it possible ro integrate
peak demand for elecricity in Greece and the rest of
the Community. This is another plus factor.
But I do query preamble G, which says rhar there are
no technical problems involved in such a link. I bow to
Mr Sassano's superior rechnical knowledge, but I
think there must be many technical problems srill rc be
solved.
Firstly, the electricity has to be convened into direct
current to go such a long way, and there will be a
major loss of power. That is a problem that has got to
be solved. 'We have this problem in the British rans-
Channel link, alrhough we are solving that, of course.
\(e have also solved the problem of laying the cable.
So there is a lot of consultation to be done.
I do query recommendation 1, which says [hat. an
electrical link undersea should be consrrucred between
Italy and Greece. I think that is going much roo fast,
and I would much prefer rhe resolution ro say rhar we
take the actual decision ro go ahead.
Mr Ippolito (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we are clearly opposed ro the motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Sassano and others on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party, nor
because we are opposed so much to the idea of a direcr
electrical link via undersea cable between Italy and
Greece 
- 
which is both politically and technically
wonhwhile as an idea 
- 
but because of the timing of
such a project.
First of all, there is the critical situation with regard to
the Ialian electrical sysrem, which imported about
8 % of its elecricity requirements in 1981 from neigh-
bouring countries 
- 
principally France 
- 
at a much
lower price than the kilowart-hour cost produced in
Italy. Secondly, Greece is now able to produce all the
electricity it needs and is building hydroelectric and
geothermic power srarions at a fast rate, parr.ly due to
Italian technical assistance in the field of geothermal
energy. All these factors mean rhar the urgency of such
a link cannot be.iustified.
Therefore, this project has no righr 
- 
in our opinion
- 
to be given top priority, especially as highly
detailed studies still need ro be carried our on rhe geol-
ogy and oceanography of the area, to ascenain what
the sea bottom conditions are like, the movement and
size of currenrs on rhe sea bottom and in order to spe-
clfy 
- 
given the characteristics of the rwo nerworks ro
link up 
- 
the technical features of the undersea cable.
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I do not have the time to contest some of the serious
technical inaccuracies that have been voiced by pre-
vious speakers, but I agree that the problem must be
studied and will probably have a place in the future. It
is just that, to us, it seems pure propaganda to approve
as topical and urgent Mr Sassano's motion fo. a .eso-
lution, when there are so many other urgent and
priority projects in the social and economic fields
which also need to be financed by the Regional
Development Fund.
Mr Giolitti, Mernber of tbe Commission. 
- 
(17) Mr
President, the Commission is considering with due
attention the content of the motion for a resolution
under discussion, together with what has been said in
today's debate. However, I have to inform Parliament
that so far no request has been made for a contribution
from the European Regional Development Fund,
which really is the only financial instrument capable of
giving Community aid in order Lo c^rry out this infra-
structure Prorect.
I must also draw Parliament's attention to the fact that
any contribution from the Regional Fund would be
governed by the regulation and that, therefore, the
point in the motion for a resolution stating that Parlia-
ment would like the aid provided for under the
Regional Development Fund rc be increased cannot be
put into effect. Aid provided for under the Regional
Development Fund can only be granted in the way laid
down by the regulation and cannot be increased 
- 
if
we can put it like this 
- 
just to take account of the
particular features of an individual project. However,
as I was saying before, up to now no project has been
submitted for examination. If one is submitted, the
Commission will examine it with due attention, as I
have already promised.
Mr Purvis (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. It seems from the debate which has taken place
on this item that there are a lot of technical details that
need to be investigated. I wonder if I could ask Mr
Sassano whether he might withdraw this motion, sub-
mit it under Rule 47 to committee so that it can be
investigated in depth in committee, with the Commis-
sion, and come back with a proper feasible proposal.
Otherwise I am afraid it will just be a son of resolu-
tion in the sky which will have very little effect.
President. 
- 
Mr Sassano, what do you think of the
request by Mr Purvis?
Mr Sassano (PPE). 
- 
(IT) It really would be a mis-
take to withdraw the motion at this point, Mr Presi-
dent, as it would mean we should not be making any
progress in establishing a link between Italy and
Greece.
'!7e listened to Mr Ippolito who got up and said the
exact opposite. But what is he against?'We need links,
with Britain as well, and we need these links in
Europe. It really would be bad if Britain stayed as it is
now because Greece is in the process of creating an
energy grid and it really would be a misuke to call a
halt.
The Commissioner told us that no request had been
lodged. This is. understandable because the unfortun-
ate fact is that southern Europe has not yet a chance to
assess its impact on the rest of Europe. Ifryou ask rne,
Mr Purvis, this really is the moment when we have to
insist that at least. a start is made on considering the
feasibility of the proposal, as this would already be a
big srcp forward. I hope the House will go along with
my point of view.
President. 
- 
It is obvious that you are not withdraw-
ing your motion, Mr Sassano.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Mr President, Mr Sassano did
say at the end that we should examine the feasibility. If
he would change that paragraph 1 to examine thefeasi-
bilitywe would vote in favour of the resolution.
President. 
- 
There is no definite proposal along those
lines. The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Snoan storms in Crete
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-1382/82), nbled by Mr Ephremidis and
others on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group,
on the snow storms in Crete.
Mr Adamou (COM). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I do not
intend to keep the House long. I merely wish to point
out that on 5 January a major disasrcr struck Crete, a
region which is facing more general economic
development problems and is therefore, for this
reason, included amongst the regions aided by the
European Regional Development Fund.
The snowstorms and frost have ruined orange and
olive oil production and severely damaged its livestock
farming. This means that three of Crete's basic econo-
mic sectors have been hit. Thousands of farmers are
therefore facing a severe problem of survival. In the
motion we have tabled we call upon the Commission
to provide direct suppon for farmers whose crops have
been destroyed and to contribute to the implementa-
tion of programmes for the development of the
1 See Annex
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regions in Crete which were damaged, especially the
mountainous areas.
Mr Bournias (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, I should
like to thank the Group of the European People's
Pany, which has entrusted me to speak on its behalf,
and to inform you that our group supports the Com-
munist motion. I need not remind Mr Efremidis that
recently, in the Political Affairs Committee, he said for
the first time: 'I agree with Mr Bournias'. I always
agree with you on apolitical subjects, such as the one
that we now discussing.
Mr President, the damage which has been done to the
heroic island of Crete by the snowstorms and frost is
unprecedented. Moreover, such occurrences have been
common this winter throughout the whole world.
Many farmers and livestock owners are in a wretched
situation. It is therefore absolutely essential that this
morion be approved.
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Comrnission. 
- 
(DA) Mr
President, I should like to point our that the Commis-
sion receives a number of requests from Parliament on
issues like this one. In fact, though, the procedure is
more or less the opposite. The Commission has
received no official request for emergency aid for the
people of Crete as a result of the snowstorms referred
to in the motion for a resolution before us now.
As the Members will know, the Commission makes
emergency aid available only at the request of the
Member State involved, and the Commission is pre-
pared to examine each and every request it may
receive from the Greek Government regarding the dis-
aster which I understand has occurred on Crete. As
soon as we receive a request to this effect, the Com-
mission will give its attention, and if the extent of the
damage is found to be on the scale described in the
motion for a resolution I am sure we shall b'e prepared
rc help.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Vote 1
Afier tbe adoption of the resolution
Mr Nikolaou (S). 
- 
(FR) Everyone agrees when it
comqs to disasters, Mr President!
President. 
- 
Fortunately that is so. \(ith the vote on
this item we have come to the end of the topical and
urgent debate.
5. Containers of liquidsfor human consurnption
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-,1187/82), drawn up by Miss Hooper on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-223/81 
- 
COM(81) 1S7 final) for a
directive on containers of liquids for human con-
sumPrion.
Miss Hooper (ED). 
- 
rdpporter.tr. Mr President,
many proposals that come before this Parliament are
considered controversial. Few can have excited as
much consistent opposition as this particular proposal
on containers of liquid for human consumption.
The Commission document before this House is in its
tenth draft and represents over five years'work, con-
sultation and compromise by a Commission which is
short-staffed and over-worked, certainly as far as
environmental matters are concerned. The time,
energy and expense which this process has entailed for
the outside parties interested I leave to your imagina-
tion. This is why our committee felt very srongly that
on future occasions, when considering proposals on
what is clearly going to be a controversial topic, a
Green Paper procedure should be used whereby a dis-
cussion document is made available to the public at
large, rhus giving anybody and any organization inter-
ested the opportunity to make representations which
can be taken into account when drawing up proposals
or, indeed, can help the Commission to decide
wherher legislation on the subject is needed at all.
I fully appreciate that the objects behind this proposal
- 
to conserve raw materials and energy and dimfnish
the quantity of household waste which has to be dis-
posed of, often at considerable cost 
- 
are higly desir-
able. If I had felt that the Commission proposals
would achieve these objects, I would have endeav-
oured to persuade the committee to support them. As
it is, the majority of the committee came to the con-
clusion that a directive was not a proper vehicle for
this purpose 
- 
certainly not a directive in the form of
these present proposals.
Our reasons were as follows. '!7e felt it unnecessary to
legislate where enormous strides have already been
taken to encourage recycling on a voluntary basis.
Rather than quoting endless statistics, I would refer
Members to the explanatory statement in my report,
which goes into some detail on this subject. .!7e also
felt 
- 
and the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs endorsed this feeling 
- 
that the proposals
would do nothing to prevent the creation of non-mriff
barriers and might even encourage their creation, and
would certainly give the Commission no Breater poy/-
ers in this respect than they akeady have under the
Treaty. \7e felt that the proposals fail to take intoI See Annex.
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account technical innovation. Ve felt that their imple-
mentation would jeopardize the consumer's choice,
diston retail disribution systems and, in parricular,
raise storage and public-health problems for small bus-
inesses. !7e felt, too, thar the scientific basis and sta-
tistical information which had given rise to so much
criticism were reprehensible and that the drafting of
the document w'as unnecessarily sloppy.
I appreciate that the Commission have endeavoured to
meet many of the points made to them in rhe course of
the five years of consultation and that they have
changed very much in the original drafr, warered
down the proposals and made them more flexible. Ve
welcome this readiness to change, but rhe facr of the
matrcr is, Mr President, that what we are left with
now is a proposal which, in my view, amounts ro legis-
lation simply for the sake of legisladon. So, if we were
disinclined to approve a proposal for a directive, why
did we feel that it should be replaced by a recommen-
dadon? Some people consider that a recommendation
is not wonh the paper it is writren on and that it will
not in any way be effective. This may be so. Neverthe-
less, a recommendation remains a valid legal instru-
ment under the Treaty, available for use. In any event,
some members of the commirtee felt that member
countries should be encouraged to take action in rhe
way most appropriate to them and that a recommen-
dation could therefore be helpful in pointing them in
the right direction.
I would like to poinr out, Mr President, rhat our com-
mittee has taken these proposals very seriously, parrly
because they impinge on every facet of our work: we
have had to consider environment, public health and
consumer interesm. Panly, too, because of the Com-
mission's failure to consult adequately at an early
stage, we felt it essential rhat we should be seen to be
well informed and up-to-date with our information. I
would therefore again draw the House's atrenrion rp
Annex I of the explanatory sraremenr, where some 50
organizations are listed, many of them representative
organizations on a European scale, whose views have
contributed to the committee's final decision. Indeed, I
can say that in all rhose organizarions there was criti-
cism in varying degrees of the Commission proposals,
even though those proposals had already been
amended to take into account some of the views that
had been expressed by those organizations.
Ve have also had the benefit of the \(aste Mangement
National Advisory Council's repon prepared in the
Unircd Kingdom on this very topic and the House of
Lords report, both of which were well researched and
concluded that the proposal for a directive in its pres-
ent form was entirely unacceptable. Perhaps I should
say, Mr President, that this explains to some exrenr
why the.committee has taken a fairly long time to
come to im final conclusion.
Because the committee decided to reject the proposal
for a directive, I will therefore srare now that I inrcnd
rc follow up this decision consistently by advising the
House to vote against all amendments to the directive
a.nd indeed against the proposal as a whole when the
tlme comes.
There is a further constitutional point to be made in
respect of this proposal, Mr President, but I now hap-
pily see that the committee chairman is here. He
intends to make this point, but I would like to say rhat
I fully suppon it.
I apologize for overrunning my time. I understood I
had 10 minutes. I will therefore finish by saying that I
hope very much that the House will suppon the con-
clusion and decision of the Commitree on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection in
this matter.
(Applause)
Mr Ingo Friedrich (PPE), drafisman of an opinion for
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affiirs. 
-(DE) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, there can
be no possible objecdon to the aims of this directive,
which are to ease the strain on the environment and
save raw materials. However, having said this, we do
see three panicular dangers which could ensue if the
directive were ro be adopted. For one rhing, there is a
danger, especially if the Member States were ro enacr.
their own legislation, that different incompatible prov-
isions might be in force in the various Member States,
thus aggravating the situarion on the market and mak-
ing internal borders more of a barrier. Secondly, we
think there is a danger of technical developments
being hampered and restricted by regulations of rhis
kind at a time when we do not really know what rhe
nex[ few years has in store for waste recyling and
recovered raw materials.
The third danger we see 
- 
and there are already inst-
ances of this happening 
- 
is that environmental regu-
lations could be used deliberately ro prorecr narional
markem. Let me give you jusr one example of what I
mean. It might be assumed from the directive that dis-
posable containers are in principle more delererious to
the environment and more wasteful in terms of energy.
In reality, though, rhere are plenry of insrances in
which disposable containers my indeed be more econ-
omical and more acceptable in rerms of energy and the
environment. Housewives who nowadays get their
milk in plastic containers know how practical they are.
The reintroducrion of glass milk bottles as reusable
containers would make life fantastically more difficult
for both retailers and the business community, and
would constiture a reffograde step par excellence, espe-
cially as analysis has shown that a refillable container
is only viable if it is used ar leasr twelve times over.
(Interruption by Mrs Schleicher)
Thank you, Mrs Schleicher. You are evidently better
informed rhan I am. In fact, rhen, a reusable botrle
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becomes more efficient than a disposable container
only if it is used twenty-five times over.
\7hat we really need is, on the one hand, to educate
consumers to be selective in what household rubbish
they throw away, and to first of all extract glass and
other reusable raw materials; and, secondly, we need
to make more technical progress in the utilization of
waste. There arp plenty of highly encouraging inst-
ances nowadayslof how waste can be efficiently util-
ized.
This directive shlould be in the nature of a recommen-
dation. It shoulJ become an instrument of harmoniza-
tion in the sense that we set out not to prescribe what
is allowed, but uihat should not be prohibircd.
By so doing, wd shall keep our options open for such
things as a European standard bortle which muss be
passed for use everywhere on the grounds that it can-
not, by dint of ir standard European nature, be prohi-
bited. That is a much better approach than to prescribe
what has to be done in every case. \fle are thereby giv-
ing the market 
- 
and technical research 
- 
much
more leeway, and refraining from inrcrfering in these
delicate processes.
Secondly, it is essential that we have recourse to the
standards institutes, and refrain from making Euro-
pean legislation so incredibly complicated. Let us leave
the standards institutes to formulate European stan-
dards, which means that we should either turn this
directive into a recommendation or call on the Com-
mission to present a full-scale directive.
Mr Collins (Sl, chairman of tbe Committee on the
Enaironrnent, Public Health and.Consumer Protection.
- 
Mr Presijent, I would like to'mke the floor at this
point because, as Miss Hooper has suggested, there
are some constitutional problems which I think Parlia-
ment has to consider very carefully this afternoon.
Before I come to that I would like to extend my
thanks to the rapporteurs who have been engaged in
the production of this report. I would also like to
extend my thanks to the very many people who have
contributed information and observations in the fairly
lengthy consultative process in which we have been
involved. Ve have investigated this matter fairly fully,
and we could not have done so without the help of all
these organizations.
I would like to thank the Commission also. During all
these discussions they have attended the committee
meetings very faithfully and have made available to us
a Ereat deal of the experience they have colleoed in
the last several years. I say'last several years', and I
think that is an important point to bear in mind. \flhen
this proposal came [o us, it was in its tenth draft. I
have made the point here before, and I will make it
again, that it is not a healthy thing that there should be
so many drafts before a final proposal comes to Parlia-
ment. It merely produces confusion in the minds of the
very many bodies that are involved.
Last month, in the consumer affairs debate, I com-
mented on rhe duplication of effon that goes into
much of the work of this Community. First of all,
there is consultation by the Commission with the very
many interested bodies involved. After many drafting
changes, Parliament sees the final proposal. Parliament
then consults and discusses with a great many bodies.
\7hen Parliament is finished with that, it then goes to
the Council and the Council goes through many of the
same processes. Now the theory of all shis is that Par-
liament exercises its duty to advise the Council of the
political priorities and the political consequences of
the decisions that might be made. In effect, that means
that the Council cannot make a decision until it has
Parliament's opinion. Indeed, it means that it must not
make a decision until it has Parliament's opinion,
because otherwise political control stops being the
kind of democratic phenomenon that we would like it
to be.
In rhis panicular case, we discover that not only is the
Council considering another set of proposals, but we
have actually seen these proposals. I have two copies
here wirh me dared I and 8 March, and the proposals
that I have in my hand are quite radically different
from the proposals that came before the committee
and are in front of Parliament here today. I believe
that this is unacceptable. I think that it is very bad
practice indeed. I believe that we need to consult fur-
ther with the Council and we need to consult further
with the Commission in order to ascertain the likely
shape of the proposals which the Council will finally
consider at whatever Environment Council this comes
to.
Mr President, unless someone provides me with very
good evidence rc the'contrary, I will invoke Rule 85
and ask Parliament's permission to take this back rc
the committee, so that we can consider whether or not
there is a radical departure and whether the procedure
being used is accepmble to Parliament. At the moment
I consider it rc be entirely unacceptable. I believe that
Parliament must retain political control over these
proposals, and I inrcnd to take whatever steps are
available to me to ensure that that political control
remains here.
(Applause)
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, everyone of us and every person
in the Communiry is acquainted with the subject we
are dealing with today. '!(ie are sinking in mountains
of rubbish, w'e are using raw materials and energy to
make packaging which is then well-nigh impossible to
get rid of. Our cities and local authorities can barely
meet the cost of refuse disposal.
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But the key issue is not just the taxpayers' money;
after all, the expensive business of disposing of rubbish
has a serious effect on the environment and often
entails irreparable damage from the human point of
view and for nature as a whole.
All those who are not actually making a profit our of
this senseless use of resources and this waste of energy
reahzed long ago that something would have to be
done. The Commission too began reladvely early to
ackle the problem. But all the attempts that have been
made so far amount to no more than a tragedy 
-unless, of course, you prefer to view the whole thing
as a farce. Little by little, elemenrc have been chipped
away from the original draft directive. First of all the
teeth in the original proposal were blunted and were
then, bit by bit, extracted altogether. Vhat we have
before us now is the Commission's tenth draft of the
directive, containing by no means all the things you
have been led to believe. In fact, what it contains is
very little indeed 
- 
not even a ban on the use of pack-
aging which, when converted into €D€rg/, releases
pollutants into the environment: a ban which my
group has expressly called for.
The members of my working party have themselves
experienced the long procession of all those who have
sv/orn to do battle with this directive. '!7'e can only too
well imagine the kind of pressure the Commission has
had rc face right along the line, from the firsr draft to
this tenth version. Small wonder, then, rhat this rcnth
draft does not reflect the aspirations of the people of
the Community 
- 
not only their aspirations, but their
rights. \Vhat we have here in fact is a watered-down
proposal, but for all its faults, it is at least a first stab at
getting something done. Like a baby's firsr steps, it is
hesitant and shaky, but it does at least give us some
cause for hope. !7e shall therefore be giving it our
support, while at the same time maintaining our
demand that a lot more be done to protecr our envi-
ronment. Ve are therefore absolutely opposed ro the
attempts being made by our otherwise highly esrcemed
rapporteur to get the proposal referred back to the
Commission.
\[hat would we be likely to achieve by doing rhat? An
eleventh, twelfth or even a thirteenth bite ar the
cherry? And each one more roothless, more watered-
down than the one before? Nor can we give any sup-
pon wharcoever to the proposal ro change the direc-
tive into a recommendation. The drinks container
issue can and must be dealr with at Community level,
and for that we need a directive, not a recommenda-
tion, which would, when all is said and done, simply
mean that the subjecr had been dropped. It is up to us
to get something done. \7e must not content ourselves
with just issuing resonant sratemenm on energy-saving
and environmental protection and making fine-sound-
ing speeches on the subject. It is time we made a srarr,
and for that reason we have decided to give the Com-
mission our support.
From the point of view of subject matter, ir is quite
possible that the Council may be working on a draft
directive. The point is, though, that it should be doing
so with the European Parliament, on the basis of the
same text that this House is also working on. '!7'e can
do without any secret documents in the Community.
'!fle are prepared to cooperate on a joinr rexr for a
directive as a first step towards tackling this subject.
Mr Ghergo (PPE). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the fact that the Comrnission's proposal on
containers of liquids for human consumption has been
redrafted nine times, each draft being discussed with a
wide range of organizations involved, is in itself indi-
cative of the complexity and variety of the angles from
which the subject can be viewed.
There are no arguments about the proposed objec-
tives: to reduce the impact on the environment of
waste in the form of used liquid containersl ro contain
the cost of disposing of them; and to encourage a
reduction in consumption of energy and raw materials
in this sector.
It is the measures through which these objectives are
to be achieved which have provoked differences of
opinion and made the Commission repeatedly change
the text of the proposal.
The initial approach involving a directive which would
explicitly encourage rhe use throughout rhe Com-
munity of 'returnable conrainers' which can be refilled
was followed by a move towards a broader framework
which would leave ir ro the Member Srates ro rake
specific action to encourage the use of conrainers
which, after use, can be used again in any of the three
following ways, all of them being equally encouraged:
they can be refilled, they can be recycled as raw
materials to produce new containers, or they can be
used as fuel to produce energy.
This approach is shared by rhe OECD among orhers.
Other organizations, which were also consulted by rhe
rapporteur, such as the European Environmental
Bureau and the European Bureau of Consumer
Unions, considered that a directive w'as necessary but
found the proposal unsarisfacrory.
On the other hand, many of the industrial and com-
mercial organizations who were consulrcd maintain
that a directive is not rhe most, appropriare form of
Community action in this secror and that a recommen-
dation would definitely be preferable. Finally, other
organizations declared themselves conrrary ro any
form of intervenrion.
The Commitree on the Environmenr has returned
again and again to the argumenrs which I have men-
tioned briefly and has discussed them at Brear lengrh,
with the result that ir has come to the conclusion that,
given the differences of opinion and inrerests 
- 
which
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are legitimate but difficult to reconcile 
- 
this is the
only proposal which could at present receive majority
agreernent. By requesting that the directive should be
abandoned in favour of a recommendation, it agrees
with the ob.iectives set out in the Commission propo-
sal, and believes that something should be done to
achieve these objectives on which everyone agrees.
The Committee approves of the fundamentals of the
proposal which, as I stated, does not favour any one
iyrt.-, leaving the Member States to adopt specific
measures in the light of the objectives we have men-
tioned and which are listed in paragraph 1 of the
motion.
'!7e are convinced that, given the present situation, the
recommendation would above all allow the Commis-
sion to acquire more information on which to base a
future solution which will take account of new experi-
ence and of new trends which are bound to emerge'
I therefore support Miss Hooper's report, on behalf of
.my group, and greatly appreciate her efform in carry-
ing out this difficult task so well.
Mr Johnson (ED).- I would be the first to point out,
Mr President 
- 
my colleagues do not need to remind
me 
- 
that I am not speaking in the name of the
grouP.
Mr President, this is the day for declaring an interest
and I have to declare an interest: I used to work for
the European Commission. I was even paid by the
European Commission. The Commissioner will know
that I have been very ready to criticize the Commis-
sion in the past, sometimes very severely. I do not
believe that this is the day to uiticize the Commission.
For years now we have been trying to develop in this
Community the first tentative measures to get recy-
cling programmes going, to have Community mea-
sures on the re-use and recovery of materials. At last
we have a proposal. It goes some way in the direction I
have indicated, it is a serious proposal, it is wonh con-
sidering seriously. But what has happened is that we
have actually seen, over these last two years, the classic
example of what I would refer to as the 'salami tech-
nique': you chop off a bit, chop off another bit, chop
off another bit, then in the end you say, there is so lit-
tle left here, let us just throw it away, it is not wonh
having.
\7e see today, as it were, the final chop going on in
rhe salami operation 
- 
the idea that this product
which we have should be convened into a recommen-
dation. I do not believe, Mr President, that that is the
right way to proceed with this document. The right
wiy is to see what we can make of it, to recognize that
it offers a solution which the Parliament has called for
on many occasions, which the Council has called for
on many occasions, which the Community as a whole
needs 
- 
a proposal for finding ways of recovering
material, re-using material, recycling material, recov-
ering energy and, of course, removing the environ-
mental and possibly even the public 
- 
health hazards
which so much of this business represents.
Now, what can we do in practical terms? In practical
terms I submit we should now vote through this pro-
posal. I have put down amendments which were
designed, when I put them down, to make it possible
for some groups around this room, including my own,
to see their way to approving the directive as a direc-
tive and, with the greatest. resPect to the rapporteur of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
his committee did not disapprove the idea of a direc-
tive. On the contrary, he said a certain kind of direc-
tive could very well be tolerated.
Veal, I put these amendments down. I rather doubt
now whether we shall find the kind of compromise
which I thought we might find, so I am tempted to
withdraw them.
One last point in the 15 seconds that are left to me. I
would have been more impressed by the constitutional
point raised by the chairman of our committee if we
had not had this proposal in the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
for two years. Look at rhe introduction: you will see it
was sent to us on 7 May 1981. It is time for us to give
our advice.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vice-President
Mrs Scrivener (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I believe that the Commission's objective in
this area deserves our praise, since it aims to coordi-
nate the different proposals of the Member States on
the question of. waste management,. and also [o Prom-
ote energy-savlng measures. But alas, as is too often
the case, the Commission's approach basically lacks
realism, and its proposal would have the opposite
effect to what it is attempting to achieve.
I would like to make four points. First of all, I do not
think we can accept 
- 
and I have the courage to say
this 
- 
to accept the 'dirigist' tone of this directive,
which does not foresee any inidal consultation with
the sectors concerned to reach agreement on what
objecdves are to be achieved.
Secondly, we do not approve of the fact that the Com-
mission favours reusable containers to those which are
non-reusable for, at the end of the day, this is com-
pletely against the rules of free competition. It is my
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opinion that both sysrems musr be retained, not only
because of the existing differences berween products
and conditions of disriburion but also 
- 
and this is
important'- in order ro satisfy the consumer who
must be allowed ro make a free choice.
Thirdly, in providing for standardizarion of these con-
tainers the Commission is forgetting that this measure
would involve price increases for the container indus-
tries, just as ir is forgetting rhe consumers who,
because of this measure, would no longer be able rc
choose between rhe different shapes and sizes of bot-
tles. Consumer choice is nevenheless of imponance.
Lastly, the Commission proposals would restrict the
promotion of new technology, because it might be
possible in future to find new conrainers which mer rhe
aims of the directive. It is,- rherefore, of utmosr impon-
ance to leave ir to the Member States ro decide on
appropriate measures without imposing constraints on
them. \7e shall support the rapponeur on this issue.
President. 
- 
This morning I mistakenly srared rhar
Mr Paisley was nor presenr during the explanations of
vote. I should like to make it quite clear rhat I was
labouring under a misapprehension.
Mr Eisma (NI). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, obviously we
all go along with the aims of this draft directive on
containers of liquids for human consumption and will
give it our wholeheaned suppon. However, rhere is
considerable dispute about how we should achieve this
aim. As we see ir, the Commission proposal of l98l is
an improvement over the eight earlier versions, since it
involves less compulsion and relies more on consul-
tation, while at rhe same time rhe Member States are
given greater freedom as regards the way in which
they should endeavour ro achieve rhe objectives ser our
in this directive. However, we do rhink ir is vial to
insen the amendmenr to Anicle 4 tabled by rhe
Economic and Monetary Committee to the effecr that
the measures should not give rise to any obstacles to
tade.
It is vitally imponanr, as we see it, rhat this amend-
ment should be included in the resolution bur, Mr
President, like Mr Collins, the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on the Environment, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection, I wonder which proposal we are
actually discussing here since in the meantime yer
another new proposal has been submitted to ihe
Council. I have not yet received as recenr a proposal as
Mr Collins 
- 
the one I have here is dared 28 January.
He mentioned a March proposal which is supposed ro
have been submitted to rhe Council, and 
^i-any ,atethe draft directive currenrly befo.e tire Council is not
the one on which Miss Hooper based her morion for a
resolution. Perhaps she would in facr have decided in
favour of the proposal taking.the form of a directive if
she had seen the most recent version. '!7e should be
grateful if the Commission and Council could clarify
the situation as regards the most recenr developments,
since there is not much point in Parliament discussing
an obsolete proposal. For the resr, I hope I will also
get some reaction from the Council. I cannot see any
represenrative of the Council in this chamber ar pres-
ent, bu[ one may yet turn up to give us an answ.er to
this question. .We see no advantage in Miss Hooper's
proposal [o turn the 1981 directive inro a recommen-
dation since we are afraid that this might only increase
the freedom of the Member States to inrroduce coven
protectionisr measures. The 22 European trade asso-
ciations who have raised numerous objections ro rhe
proposed directive draw atrention ro rhe existing vol-
untary agreemenrs and the steadfastness with which
they continue in their effons to achieve the objecdves
of the European Commission as regards energy- and
raw-materials saving. As we see it, this provides an
excellent basis for rranslaring rhe directive into
national legislation by means of sensible consultation
after one version or orher has been adopted by the
Council. Ve are confident that the governmenrs of the
Member States will provide as much scope as possible
for voluntary agreemenc, as explicidy mentioned in
Anicle 4.
Finally, milk was added at a late stage to the list of
drinks covered by the direcrive and this is a question
which has nor been sufficiently discussed with prod-
ucers and distributors. !7e should be grateful if the
Commission would give us further details as to how it
has weighed up rhe alternarives of cardboard contai-
ners or deposits and what conclusions it has come to.
Obviously, Mr President, this is my final point, we will
support. the European Commission in its attempr ro
translate these proposals into a directive and foi this
reason will vote against the Hooper report, although
everything still depends on rhe answer we ger from the
Commission and Council.
Mrs Grcdal (S). 
- 
(DA) This is a marter of some
lmportance to my counrry, in thar Denmark can boast
one of the world's best recycling sysrems for beer and
soft drink botrles. It covers 980/o of all bottles used,
which explains why we are obviously againsr a direc-
tive which would destroy rhe sysr.em. Apparently the
Commission is considering taking action againsr'Den-
mark on rhe grounds rhar the Danish syrie- consri-
tutes a barrier to trade within the Community. !7hile
stressing that we have, in principle, always been in
favour of gerring rid of technical barrieri ro rrade,
there are bound rc be limits to the free movemenr of
goods, and we have decided rhat those limits should be
where the health and safery of consumers and workers
are affected, and where the natural environment is at
risk. \7e also feel that we are jusdfied in taking these
steps from rhe environmental poinr of view. -If the
Commission really wants to introduce a directive on
this subject, it should perhaps have taken rhe Danish
returnable botrles system as more of a model or, to purit another way, it mighr perhaps have been betrcr ro
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harmonize upwards. That is something the Commis-
sion can certainly not be accused of on the strength of
this proposal. .We have abled cenain amendments to
the Commission's proposal and, if they are adopted,
we shall be prepared to accept the draft directive.
'!7e cannot, however, accept the Hooper report, in its
present form. Vhat it amounts to is further watering-
down of the Commission's proposal in that it takes the
view, for instance, that the Commission's submission
should produce a recommendation rather than a direc-
tive. .We shall therefore be voting against this report.
Mr de Ferranti (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I drn speaking
on behalf of the group and I am supporting the views
of the rapporteur, whom I wish to congratulate. I also
speak as someone who, as I think everybody will
recognize, is dedicated to removing trade barriers.
But, may I say a frank word to the Commissioner?
You are, I believe, Sir, on the verge of a breakthrough
in the internal market, which we have heard about ear-
lier this afternoon, as a result of the internal market
Council's effons. But you are desperately short-
staffed. Now, for 10 years I have been involved in the
denils of technical directives of this kind: in the
Economic and Social Committee and now in the Par-
liament. Having looked at the details of this directive,
it is clear to me that you are on a losdr. This one is
very difficult. It is not a can of beverages, if I may per-
mit myself the joke, it is a can of worms. If that does
not translate, Mr President, may I just point out [hat
that is lending more emphasis to the difficulry of the
problem. It is, technically, exceedingly difficult to do,
and in view of the position of DG III and its shonage
of staff at the moment, I would implore the Commis-
sioner to stop work on this directive. The view of the
Parliament will enable him to do so.
Conserve your resources and return to the attack on it
when you have a technical solution and when the mar-
ket has begun to sort itself out and make that technical
solution possible.
Mr Berkhouwer (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, a great
Englishman of the previous century, \Tilliam \Tilber-
force, once said that anything that is wonh doing is
wonh doing well, and unfortunately I cannot say the
same of this proposal, Mr President, since if people
really wanted to achieve this objective they would have
to make all sorts of binding regulations covering all
producers, manufacturers and the entire trade within
the Community. However, this is a directive which
leaves the Member States at libeny to introduce all
sorts of non-uriff barriers to trade by means of contai-
ners. This is the great risk which this undenaking will
entail. Obviously, everybody goes along with the gen-
eral aim 
- 
afrcr all, who would not be in favour of
measures designed to protect, the environment from all
the things we throw away, such as glass, tin ians, and
all the other rubbish with which we pollute our sur-
roundings. Thus, my grbup wholeheartedly agrees
with the conclusions drawn by Miss Hooper and
intends to vote against all the amendments tabled by
Mr Johnson, who is a former member of the Commis-
sion and should try and Bet anorher job there. As for
Mrs Gredal, she was trying to pull a fast one, or is she
perhaps unaware that Heineken and Amstel cannot
impon any beer in cans into Denmark while Tuborg
and Carlsberg are flooding the entire Community with
canned beer? This is the fantastic arrangement in Den-
mark that she was talking about.
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, I should like to begin by thanking the rap-
porteur for her interesting report and for all the work
she has put in on what is a difficult and complex sub-
ject. I should also like to express my thanks for the
motion fqr a resolution on the Commission's draft
directive on containers of liquids for human consump-
tion.
The debate has shown what a wide range of practical
interests the directive touches on. The Commission
welcomes this House's approval of environmental
policy in general 
- 
including those speakers who are
opposed to this particular directive 
- 
and in particular
your support for a policy of the improved udlization
of resources, as reflected in both the Commission's
environment programmes. I should also like to thank
the House for all its detailed suggestions.
The problem is one of major imponance. The propo-
sal is concerned with containers of liquids for human
consumption, representing roughly 100/o by weight of
the Community's total household refuse, equivalent to
roughly 10 million tonnes of refuse per year. \flhat the
Commission is proposing is that we should put this
refuse and our available resources to better use from
the point of view of the environment and at the same
time cut the cost of disposing of all this rubbish. In this
respect, I would refer you to the calculations set out in
the explanatory statement attached to the draft direc-
tive, which illustrate how many hundreds of millions
of units of account local authorities throughout
Europe have to spend each year on refuse disposal,
and what a drain this represents on their resources.
As I said before, the Commission is proposing that this
cast-off packaging and our available resources should
be utilized with the environment in mind, and we are
therefore calling on th€ Member States to reduce the
proportion of such containers in household refuse, so
that the materials concerned can be recycled. That
would mean that new containers or new products
could be made from the recycled material, or that the
containers could be refilled and reused. In this respect,
the Commission's proposal is absolutely neutral in
character.
This panicular project is expressly provided for in the
first and second action programmes. The Commission
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deplores the fact that its draft directive has given rise,
in'certain business circles, to a war of words which, in
the Commission's view, is endrely disproportionare to
the actual substance of the proposal. Indeed, we ger
the impression that. a number of complaints aimed at
the present version of the proposal still have in mind
the initial versions dating from several years ago, and
that our critics have not taken the trouble to keep in
touch with the changes made in the proposals and
consequently revised or retracted their criticism. The
situation is all the more surprising in view of the fact
that the Economic and Social Committee, which
includes just these business in[erests, came out almost
unanimously in favour of the proposal, adopting a gra-
tifyingly constructive and posidve arrirude.
Today's discussion in the committee has, as I said,
shown how complex the subject is. I get the impression
that, because of the very different situations in the var-
ious Member States 
- 
e.g. in Denmark and Italy, ro
take just two examples 
- 
criticism of our proposal is
being made from an excessively national angle without
regard to the fact that Communiry legislation must be
formulated in such a way as to make it applicable ro all
ten Member States and nor jusr tailor-made [o parri-
cular national situations. After all, the refuse industry
is pan and parcel of our highly developed and highly
variegated technical production process, and the way
in which we deal with the refuse issue is bound to have
substantial repercussions on the competiveness of
entire industries and hence on our economies as a
whole.
Even the basic elements of the free circulation of
goods in the Community may be adversely affected by
non-harmonized nadonal regulations on refuse dis-
posal. Allow me to draw your attention to rhe opinion
of the Committee on Economic and Monerary Affairs
on the Commission's proposal, and rhe change it pro-
poses to what I think is Anicle 4 
- 
a change which
the Commission can go along with enrirely.
There are a few points I should like ro make on var-
ious aspects of the repon and the elemenrs of criricism
contained therein. Firstly, as regards the economic
background, I should like rc point out that, before
drawing up irs proposal, the Commission had a large
amount of research done on rhe subject, and the
report rightly draws attention ro rhe main results of
that research. In the Commission's view, ir is not true
that the proposal is inadequately based. As far as we
are aware, none of the Member States has access to
more detailed scientific findings which, for one reason
or another, we may have overlooked or failed rc take
into account. \7e therefore cannor accepr rhar point of
criticism.
Secondly, the Commission does not feel that its pro-
posal is either unclear or badly drafted. \7e would not
dispute that it is always possible to improve any rexr,
and we are grateful for any suggesrions. It would be
wrong, though, to reject the present version of the
proposal as a mere lobbying document.
Thirdly, we believe there is no justification for, the
criticism that interested panies were inadequarely con-
sulted before the initial proposal was drafted. The fact
is that, before drafting the proposal and throughout its
work on the subject, the Commission was engaged in
extensive consultations, always aking them into con-
sideration and making a large number of changes to
reflect the criticism that was voiced. Moreover, the
report contains a long list of the organizations which
were consulted. It would, however, be wrong to con-
fuse consultation with having a say in the decision-
making process. Meeting each and every lobby's
wishes to the full is not the way ro conduct European
policy 
- 
quite the contrary, in fact. I am therefore
bound to reject any insinuations to the effecr rhat any-
thing which does not meet with a particular lobby's
100%o approval is not good European policy.
Nor doei the Commission think thar irs proposal is
likely to encourage the creation of non-tariff barriers
to trade, as is claimed in the morion for a resolution.
\7hat our proposal is concerned with is refuse mareri-
als and not the packaging itself. Should any Member
State decide to introduce an excessively specific form
of packaging and thus adversely affect rhe free circula-
tion of goods, the Commission musr in any case
reserve the right to apply different contracrual provi-
sions with a view to outlawing such barriers to trade.
The Commission welcomes the fact thar discussions on
the rerycling value of drinks containers in business and
scientific circles have resulted in rhe inroducrion of
technical innovations over a wide front. For insrance,
we now have containers made of plasdc and tin plate
which can be reused and refilled 
- 
something which
was certainly not a viable proposition jusr a few years
ago. And some of the innovative work now being done
by industry in this field will, I think, surprise us in the
future.
On this point, I think I must. say that some Members
- 
in panicular Mr Friedrich and Mrs Scrivener 
- 
do
not seem to realize that this directive is, from the point
of view of technical developments, absolutely neurral.
By no means are we ruling out any kind of future
technical developmenrs or Jtandardizarion process; we
are not setting out ro dictate cerrain shapes or any-
thing of the kind. As far as I can see, all this criticism
might legitimarcly have been made of earlier drafts,
but now no longer applies rc rhis present version.
Quite the conrrary, in fact.
It was precisely for rhat reason that the Commission
decided to draft its proposal for a directive as flexibly
as possible, leaving ir up to the Member States to
accept any voluntary agreemenrs. The Member States
are. certainly no[ rhe vicpims of inrerventionism and
centralized interference. As regards voluntary agree-
ments entered into by rhe industries concerned, we
have the absolute maximum degree of consulmtion.
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That rco is a point which was overlooked by Mrs
Scrivener. There are, however, differences of opinion
between the Commission and this House on the ques-
tion of how we should work towards this aim 
- 
in
other words, whether the Commission's submission
should be in the form of a directive,or a recommenda-
don. Allow me to quote you Article 189(3) of the EEC
Treaty on direbtives, which says: 'A directive shall be
binding, as to the result to be achieved, upon each
Member State to which it is addressed, but shall leave
to the national authorities the choice of form and
method's.
The impression I have gained is that most of the
speakers who have pleaded the virtues of flexibility are
aiming for exactly that, which is, according to Article
189(3), the very nature of a directive. On the other
hand, neither a recommendation nor an opinion is
binding and is, so to speak, a blunt instrument.
Neither recommendations nor opinions constitute an
adequate sanction to prevent internal barriers being set
up somewhere in the refuse management industry.
Nor can I share the rapporteur's interpre[adon of the
view taken by the House of Lords. The fact is that the
House of Lords did not rejecr a directive in principle,
but, if I understand irc recommendation rightly, rcok
the view that a flexible directive was perfectly feasible.
Consequently, you cannot cite the House of Lords as
being against the use of the directive as a legal instru-.
ment. I think that, if we were to issue no more than a
recommendation, we would in effect be condemning
ourselves to organizing a second-rate funeral for one
essential aspect of our policy on the environment,
something which runs counter to the Community's
environmental plans as accepted by this House.
I therefore think it would be a good thing if this
House were to consider once again before voting to
what extent the direcdve in its present state already
reflects the call for flexibiliry, and how much impact
would be lost if our proposal were to be downgraded
from a directive to a recommendation. The sheer flexi-
bility of the directive is, in our view, evident from the
fact that, of the 37 amendments which have been
tabled, the Commission can accept.Nos 1 to 18 and
Nos 20,,23, 25, 27, 30, 31, 32 and 33 in their entirety.
The only amendments we cannot accept are those
tabled by Mr Percrsen, which are too closely bound up
with the situation obtaining in Denmark, and two pro-
posals put forward by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling. Ve can
accept all the others. I would grearly appreciate it if we
could reach a consensus with the European Parliament
on an appropriate form of environment policy, includ-
ing the question of waste management. As far as I can
see, the Council and the Member States' governmenrs
are being more decisive in this respect than certain ele-
ments of the European Parliament. lt would not be a
good thing if, at the Council of Environment Minis-
ters in June, it transpired that the Council had
espoused a more constructive approach than has been
reflected in cenain speeches we have heard today.
President. 
- 
The
resolution will be
time.
debate is closed. The motion for a
put to the vote at the next voting
6. Labelling and presentation offoodstffi
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-1207/82), drawn up by Mrs Schleicher on behalf of
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-224/81 COM(81) 159 final) for a direc-
tive on the approximation of the laws of the Mem-
ber States relating to claims made in the labelling,
presentation and advertising of foodstuffs for sale
to the ultimate consumer.
Mrs Schleicher (PPE), rdPPorteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the principle that the State
should only introduce regulations for the sake of the
common weal 
- 
in this case the good of the consu-
mers 
- 
should also apply where European legislation
is concerned, since reglementation fcir its own sake
does not constitute any improvement.
In the case of the labelling directive currently before
us the Commission was faced with a very difficult ask
- 
indeed, as I see it, it was an almost impossible task
even after intensive study of the problem. I should like
to thank the Commission for the work it has done and
I hope it will understand the position of the rappor-
teur. For your benefit, ladies and gentlemen' I should
like briefly to outline the history of this proposal.
In 1979, the Council of Ministers adopted the direc-
tive on the approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to the labelling, presentation and adver-
tising of foodstuffs for sale to the ultimate consumer,
known as the 'labelling directive'. Article 2 of this
directive deals with advenising and since the Council
was unable to agree at that time as to what constituted
advenising and advertising claims on a label, they
looked for a way round this problem so that they
would be able to adopt the directive at all.
This solution is to be found in Article 2(1) which con-
tains a general clause which, after transladon of the
directive into national legislation, represented a legal
basis for all those countries of the European Com-
munity which did not yet have adequate advertising
legislation to protect the consumer against misleading
claims on the labels of foodstuffs.
The Council, unable to agree on [he formulation of
Anicle 2(2) then passed the matter back to the Com-
mission which proposed that, in accordance with the
procedure laid down in Anicle 100 of the Treaty, the
Council should draw up a non-exhaustive list of claims
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within the meaning of paragraph 1, the use of which
must at all events be prohibited or restricted. The spe-
cific form which this non-exhaustive lisr was to take
subsequently gave rise to a heated dispute. It was felt
in many quarters, including rhe Economic and Social
Committee, that this list should include words such as
'real','excellent','first-class','home-made','promotes
digestion' and'enriched' erc. The Commission, how-
ever, argued 
- 
and nobody involved in advenising
would disagree 
- 
that rhis would be impossible
because of the linguistic problems.
The Commission has now artempted to solve this
problem by coming up with a proposal containing
'small general clauses', which are supposed ro ourline
the nature of the problem and be based on a definition
of 'advertising claims'.
These clauses have met with reactions from persons
affected by this draft directive which range from
'superfluous','too idealistic','legally misdirected', or
'not sufficiently stringent' to the question of whether
at all action was called for on the pan of the Commis-
sion.
The Commission regards the wording of Anicle 2(2)
as constirur.ing an obligation ro acrion on its pan. The
definition of advenising claims leads to the problem of
the relationship between the proposal before us and
the proposal on misleading and unfair advenising
which is still before the Council. According to the
Council, after three years' discussion on this draft
directive, the Member Srates have still not even been
able to agree on a definition of rhe term 'advenising'
- 
or the term 'misleading' or 'unfair' either for that
matter. The Commission took the view that one direc-
tive should nor be made dependenr on the other.
In the Committee's view, however, you cannot introd-
uce regulations when there is no basis for them, i.e.
when we have not yet even decided whar the terms
'advertising' or 'advertising claim' mean. This would
mean in practice rhar, if we supporr rhis draft directive,
two Council bodies will in future be dealing simulta-
neously with the problem of what consrirures 'advenis-
ing'. One of these bodies has been trying to solve this
problem for some three years now and if Parliament
gives its supporr to the draft directive before us we will
keep another one busy for the nexr few years with the
question of what consritutes an 'advenising claim'. For
this reason, our fundamental request to the Council
and Commission is ro see to it that the draft directive
on misleading and unfair advenising is finally adopted.
Moreover, I think it is high rime we finally had some
definite arrangemenrs regarding the modern media 
-panicularly relevision 
- 
alrhough the Commission
takes the view even if the directive on misleading and
unfair advertising were adopted this would not rinder
the directive currenrly before us superfluous, since it is
wider in scope and covers specifically defined areas
which include bans in this sector of advertising.
I am not convinced by rhe examples of'Persipan' and
'Marzipan' or 'sausage' and ''!flurst' quoted to me in
this context by rhe Commission, which maintains that
there is a risk of products which are different in com-
position being sold under the same name, panicularly
as the Commission explained in its answ'er to a ques-
tion by Mr von Vogau that the Courr of Justice
admitted in a cenain case rhar the distribution of
imponed goods can be prohibited when the conditions
under which they are marketed consrirures an infr-
ingement of what is regarded in the country of impon
as legitimate trade practice. This would mean rhar rhe
existing legislation, panicularly after incorporarion of
the labelling direciwe wirh the general clause con-
tained in Anicle 2(1), would be adequate to deal with
cenain infringements in this field. The process of
incorporating this directive in national legislation is
currently underway in all rhe Member States and
should soon be completed.
The main reason rhe draft directive before us today
was proposed would appear ro us to lie in the threat of
distortions of comperition resulting from differences in
presentation and advertising claims on the labelling of
foodstuffs, and the risk that individual countries could
take advantage of these differences ro erecr hidden
barriers to trade. However, I should like to point out
that even after this directive had been adopted, the
Member States would still be able ro use rhe charge of
misleading advenising ro erecr trade barriers of this
kind. The whole thing is simply a problem of language
and wording which all rhe Member States can always
turn to their advantage. It is a quesrion of ingenuiry,
and imagination always works quicker than legislation
as far as this is concerned. There is also the basic ques-
don of u;'hether idealistic legislation should be inrod-
uced every time rhere is a mere rhreat of hidden bar-
riers to trade.
In practice, the draft directive before us with irs gen-
eral clauses will lead to a large number of legal dis-
putes, since vinually every single word would have to
be legally inrcrpreted. Quite apan from the fact that
this would lead to considerable uncenainty as ro rhe
law, we would not be doing anything for consumer
protection by bringing in even more bureaucracy and
over-idealistic laws. Ve as Members of Parliament
should be panicularly careful ro ensure a reasonable
balance is maintained between effon and usefulness.
This, as I see it, would constitute genuine consumer
Protection.
For this reason, and in view of the criricisms which
have been levelled ar this Commission proposal from
various quarters, including even consumer associations
and the comperenr Commission foodstuffs commitree,
the Committee on rhe Environmenr, Public Health
and Consumer Protection has decided with a clear
majority in favour of referring rhe proposal before us
back to rhe Commission, although the Socialist Group
and Communist and Allies Group took the view that
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even if this Commission proposal was less than perfect
it was nevenheless better than nothing.
(Applause)
Mrs Krouwel-Mam (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, this
Commission proposal for a directive is aimed at
improving consumer protection as regards misleading
claims in the labelling and presentation of foodstuffs
and the wish to prevent the consumer being deliber-
ately mislead is in itself reason enough for the Socialist
Group to support the proposal. In addidon, however,
this proposal is along precisely the same lines as
abeady set out by Parliament and the Council in the
first and second consumer action programmes.
The first Community action programme on consumer
protection and information, which dates from 1975, is
at the same time a chaner, as it. were, of European
consumers' rights and an action programme aimed at
imprciving consumer protection throughout the Com-
munity. A label should provide information 
- 
in other
words, it should inform the consumer about the real
and genuine properties of a product which is offered
for sale. Generally speaking, the information given on
the label is one-sided, selective and full of praise for
rhe product instead of neutral, complete and objective,
and for this reason something must be done to curb
misleading claims in the labelling and presentation of
products.
In view of this, therefore, the criticisms made in the
repon by Mrs Schleicher, which vre are currently dis-
cussing, are out of place. The accompanying motion
for a resolution proposes holding this proposal for a
directive in abeyance until the directive on labelling
has been implemented in the Member States and the
draft directive on misleading and unfair advenising
has been adopted by the Council. Taking this negative
attitude and biding our time as suggested will be of no
service to either the consumer or the Commission.
Obviously, criticisms can be made but they can also be
constructive, i.e. they could take the form of suggested
alternatives with a view to helping the Commission in
drawing up a text which could eliminate misunder-
standings regarding the definition of the word 'claims'
and leave nothing to be desired as regards the clarity
of the wording of the articles.
Mr President, the consumer is the Socialist Group's
prime concern when dealing with proposals of this
kind and we cannot, therefore, go along with Mrs
Schleicher's report. Ve intend to support the Commis-
sion proposals via the amendments tabled, since it is,
among other things, in accordance with the opinions
of the committees consulted. By simply biding our
time we would be doing nothing for a European con-
sumer policy. .s7e must devise activities and lay down
measures for the better protection and information of
the consumer in the ten Member States. This is the job
which Parliament has to do.
Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President and colleagues, I
rise to say that my group entirely supports Mrs
Schleicher's repon and will vote accordingly when
tomorrow w'e come to vote on it.
I must take the opponuniry to say that sometimes it
seems to me to be very futile the way we go on churn-
ing out 
- 
or, under the guidance of the Commission,
attempting to churn out 
- 
extra pieces of legislation
which seem to find little hope of implementation and
enforcement throughout all the Member States. I
would draw your attention to Directive 79/ll2/EEC
on labelling, which has not yet been implemented,
three years later, in all the Member States.
I would also like, by way of comment both on this and
on the previous topic of beverage containers, to say
that we in this House, since we were directly elected,
look upon ourselves 
- 
even Mrs Krouwel-Vlam has
said so 
- 
as the representatives of the people, of the
public, of the electorate. I do not think our Commis-
sioner has been that far and that long removed from
the processes of election himself to have forgotten the
lesson that we must submit ourselves for reelection,
and the time is coming closer. In fact, Mr President, it
is breathing down my neck.
Mr Eisma (NI).- (NL) Mr President, we appreciate
the attempts on the part of the European Commission
to implement Article 2(2) of the directive on labelling
but we agree with the rapporteur, Mrs Schleicher, that
the Commission has not been totally successful in this
respect, panicularly as regards Articles 2 and 3. The
Commission proposal is too vague and will lead to
numerous differences of interpretation which may well
have to be fought out before the Coun of Jusdce. \7e
feel, therefore, that this proposal for a directive be
referred back for revision.
Together with Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, therefore, we have
tabled our Amendment No 4 which calls for unambi-
guous wordings. !7e agree with the rapporteur when
she says that the proposal should be kept in abeyance
until the labelling directive has been introduced in all
the Member States. This will not necessarily m'ean
wasting more time since the Commission should
improve irc proposal anyway and provided that the
Commission sees to it that the Member States introd-
uce the labelling directive as soon as possible. I there-
fore urge you to support Amendment No I by Mr
Dury, Mrs Krouwel-Vlam and myself. There is no
reason wha$oever, Mr President, why this directive
should wait until the Council has adopted the direcdve
on advenising, and our Amendment No 2 proposes
deleting this element from the motion for a resolution.
It is, however, true to say that the present proposal
from the Commission will need to be adapted in the
light of the directive on advenising and the rapporteur
is in favour of this too. This is expressed in simple
terms in Amendment No 3.
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The Commission must. definircly also draw up labell-
ing directives for consumer goods other than pack-
aged foodstuffs and could well stan with non-pack-
aged foodstuffs. Obviously, in rhis case, we are rhink-
ing more in terms of 'presentation' or perhaps 'des-
cription' than of 'labelling'. This category includes, for
example, vegetables, fruit and unpackaged meat, erc.
Obviously, it is completely unnecessary to wair until
literally all the various articles have been dealt wirh, as
the rapponeur proposes, before introducing directives
of this kind.
Mr President, I should like to conclude Ly saying thar
I deplore the Council's repeated dilatoriness in its
decision making. The directive on advertizing is only
one of many examples. For this reason, we do not wish
to have any par- in any delaying ractics on rhe parr of
this Parliament with regard to Commission proposals
- 
which is what would happen if the recommenda-
tions of the Committee on the Environmenr, Public
Health and Consumer Protection were adopred una-
mended. \7e are against this passive resisrance because
v/e are in favour of progress in European legislation 
-and consumer policy should cenainly be no exception
in this respect. '!7e would suggest that the Commission
temporarily withdraw its proposal so rhar it can revise
it in the light of the suggestions made by various peo-
ple including ourselves and rhen retable ir as soon as
possible. In this way it would be avoiding its being
rejected by Parliament roday.
Mr Narjes, Menber of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should first of all
like to thank the rapporteur for her very interesting,
informative and objective repon and the comperent
committee for the considerable work it had rc do on
this subject, which is by no means a simple one.
I can understand the complicated situation in which
the rapponeur finds herself and I would be grateful if
she would show the same understanding for my situa-
tion. This is not an easy matter and I have the impres-
sion that some of the misunderstandings are of a
purely linguistic and terminological narure. The Eng-
lish word 'labelling' describes what we are talking
about here far betrer than the German expression
' lV'e r b e b e h aup t ung', whi ch literally mean s' advertizing
claim' and would appear rc imply that it is advertizing
legislation which is involved here. This, however, is
merely a side issue. 'What we are really concerned
about is the presentation and labelling of foodstuffs,
and all we have to take inro account is rhat this presen-
tation and labelling can be done well and hence make
the product attractive or badly in such a s/ay as ro pur
people off. Otherwise, quesrions of advenizing legisla-
tion do not come into ir. However, rhe use of the
word 'lVerbebehauptung'in the title as a rranslation of
'labelling' could indeed give rise ro a misunderstand-
ing of this kind.
The motion for a resolution currenrly before us con-
tains a proposal to rhe Commission rc hold the propo-
sal for a directive in abeyance until Directive No 79l
112 has been implemented in all Member States and
until the Council has adoprcd the other draft directive
on misleading and unfair advenizing which is cur-
rendy before it.
One of the reasons given for this suggestion is rhat the
submission of a proposal for a general directive would
render this present proposal superfluous. I would firsr
of all point out in this connecrion thar, in view of the
European elecrions, this would mean in pracrice thar
Parliament would not deal with this subject again
before 1985 or 1986, and if we then consider the addi-
tional time which it would take for the proposal to get
through the Council of Ministers followed by the dme
which would have to elapse before it entered into
force, this proposal to hold the proposal in abeyance
would in practice mean rhat no decision would be
reached on this subject before the end of the present
decade.
The Commission takes the following view. Firstly, it
does not regard the proposal for a directive as super-
fluous and, by vinue of Article 2(2) of rhe general
labelling directive of 1979, it has also been called on
by the majority of this House to draw up a non-
exhaustive list of advenizing claims. The Commission
has its dury to fulfill and therefore cannor refuse to acr
in accordance with this requesr by the European legis-
lators. There are also, as we see it, sound practical rea-
sons for a directive of this kind since the Community
needs arrangemenm along the lines indicated in the
proposals so as to establish standard rules for the
labelling and advenizing of foodstuffs within the
Community. Neither Directive 79/112 or the directive
on misleading and unfair advertizing 
- 
if adopted 
-could act as a substitute for the proposal currenrly
under discussion. However, there is the question of
whether the text of the current proposal should be
amended.
I should like to make a quite general remark in this
connection. The Commission takes the same view of
this matter as the Economic and Social Commirree
which, where questions of overlapping of several items
of legislation arise, righdy work from rhe principle
that it is the mosr recenrly adopted which should take
account of and be adapted ro earlier legislarion, except
in cases where orherwise specified. Thus, as we see i[,
there is no chance of any conflict between various
items of legislation although changes in the wording
should be considered since the general directive on
misleading and unfair advenizing does not mean rhar
the general concepr of misleading advenizing in
Directive No 79l112 does not need fleshing out.
To give a pracrical example, when the question of
whether or not labels should go inro the connection
between nutrition and health is concerned, rhere musr
be some very specific provisions and we cannot simply
work on the basis of a general concept, unless we are
prepared to accepr each Member Srate developing dif-
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ferent jurisprudence or administrative practice on this
question and hence erecting barriers to trade, since
unless the Member States are given clear guidelines to
work on in connection with this directive, we will soon
end up with different interpretations and hence obsta-
cles to the free movement of goods. Indeed, this also
applies in the case of relations with third countries. In
drawing up its proposal, the Commission adhered
closely to the recommendations contained in the
Codex Alimentarius drawn up by the organizations
under the !florld Food Organization and Sflorld
Health Organization, which operate on a world-wide
basis. For the rest, as regards the direcdve on mislead-
ing and unfair advenising, the Commission is making
effons to urge the Council to deal with it more swiftly
- 
and I might mention for the benefit of the rappor-
teur that success would appear likely. I cannot at Pres-
" ent share the fears which have been expressed that this
will inevitably take a few years yet. But however this
turns out, the need to act in accordance with provi-
sions of Anicle 2(2) of the general directive No 79l
ll2 and draw up a list of advertizing claims will not be
affected. I could also make several general remarks of
a legal nature concerning the relationship between
general clauses and situation descriptions in adveniz-
ing legislation, but time does not permit. I will say,
however, that if even the individual Member States in
the same linguistic area almost without excePtion
decide against drawing up specific rules on advertizing
which go into textual details and need instead to rely
on general clauses, this problem is even greater in the
case of an arrangement intended to cover a number of
different linguistic areas. From the purely linguistic
point of view 
- 
simply from the point of translation
- 
a glossary of prohibited expressions is just unthink-
able, since the difficulties involved would be insur-
mountable. One and the same expression can mean
different things in different languages under certain
circumstances and there would be no way of formulat-
ing it with adequate prospects of cenainty and reliabil-
ity from the legal point of view.
As regards the question of the implementation of
Directive No79/112, which has been mentioned by
many contributors to this debate, I should like to clar-
ify a few points. Three Member States have so far
defaulrcd in this respect and we have initiarcd the pro-
cedure provided for in Article 159 against two of
them, but so far not against the third, i.e. Greece, since
that country acceded at alater date and is still in-the
transitional period. Thus it is not true to say that the
implementation of Directive 79/112 is to be put off
indefinitely and we feel, furthermore, that we would
be making a big mistake from the legislative and politi-
cal points of view if we were to fail to come up with
follow-up directives on the grounds that the general
directive forming the basis for them had not yet been
implemented. This would be playing into the hands of
those who do not act on the principle of faithfulness to
the Treaties and, as we see it, this approach would in
the long term not benefit the Communicy but run
counter to its objectives. \7e should not condone the
dilatoriness of individual Member States.
As regards the reference to the practicability of our
proposal, I should like to remind the rapponeur of her
oral or written question regarding biological food-
stuffs in which she asks what steps are taken to guar-
antee that shops specializing in such products do
indeed provide the consumer with the high-quality
and uncontaminated products expected? It will be
much easier to :lnswer this pertinent question with the
aid of the regulation currently before us than if 'we
only have a general clause and s/ere to do without this
directive, since rhe use of the word 'biological' to des-
cribe foodstuffs constitutes an advenizing claim and
one of which the ,scope could perfectly well be
reduced, on the basis of truthfulness and other criteria,
in such a way as to rule out the possibility of the con-
sumer being mis;led.
I hope, in con,nection with your own question, that
you share my 'riew that arrangements are needed in
this area, but that it might be possible, on closer exam-
ination, for us to agree that the directive before us
provides the right answer to this question too, that the
procedure in the Council and the action taken ois-d-
ois the defaulting Member States are running more
smoothly than you perhaps assume and that all in all
we should prevent everything which is likely to lead to
blocking of legislation in this area since, as you are all
well aware, the European Parliament is going to the
polls next year and then it would be too late to make
up for backlogs in legislation.
President. 
- 
l'he debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
7. Protection oflrish bogs
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-1188/82), drawn up by Mr Mertens on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the protection of Irish bogs.
Mr Mertens (PPE), rapPorteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, this item on the agenda
brings to you the report by the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
on the protection of the Irish bogs. This repofl follows
on from a mc,tion for a resolution by Mr Muntingh
which dealt with the same subject and the same con-
cern, namely that this type of landscape is slowly but
surely disappe'aring as the bogs in Ireland vanish. I
should not be at all surprised if some Member or other
did not ask vhether this was really a matter for the
European Parliament or whether it was simply a mat-
ter for the Irish. I trust that everyone who is going to
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speak on this subject will manage to convince every-
one that this really is a matter for European concern,
because it must be the desire of Europe to conserve
these areas in the general interest.
Let me say a few words abour the variety of these bog
areas and about their development, which is really
what we are concerned about in dealing with this sub-
ject. As a resulr of cultivation similar areas have prac-
tically disappeared on the continent. There are a few
traces in southern Scandinavia and in England. Apan
from a few areas in Scotland, in Europe we really only
have these bogs in lreland. And in Ireland the variety
is so great that it is quite amazing rhar rhey have been
conserved. You can perhaps still find bogs in Nonh
America but there is not such a wide variety as you
find in Ireland.
There you find raised bogs and various types of blan-
ket bog: highland bog, mounrain bog and lowland
bog. Then [here are the fens which are a kind of pre-
cursor of the bogs and which occur in climate zones
from west ro east, from an ocean climare with greater
humidity. There is a variery of flora and various eco-
systems have developed. You could say that it is a mar-
velous world, a garden of Eden. And of course ir is for
this reason too thar it is a magnet for scientists, ecolo-
gists, botanists, biologists and so on. After this descrip-
tion let me say somerhing about the problem that has
arisen in Ireland. These bogs with their peat are Ire-
land's sole inherent source of energy. Ir is obvious
then that Ireland is keen to exploit this energy source
and also to consider its expon porenrial. Much of the
peat has aheady been cut. It would of course be
unreasonable to tell the Irish not to cur any more, for
the sake of conserving a beautiful and varied land-
scape, if we were not ready somehow to accomodate
them over this common marrer. It is also quite clear
that we have to acknowledge the fact thar berween five
and six thousand jobs are linked ro this matter. It is
precisely here that Ireland's pooresr people live and
they have always had to cur pear for their own needs
and for orhers, in order ro combat their meagre stan-
dard of living.
It is for this reason thar various bodies, including some
in Ireland, have been concerned abour this matter. Ler
me mention first of all the Ministry of Fisheries and
Forestry. A peat-extraction company by the name of
Bord na M6nahas existed for some time. Irs job at first
was to supervise and encourage ex[raction but in
recent years ir has been realised that ir is very impor-
t.ant to conserve some major bog areas. Let me give
you a few figures by way of illustrating the exrent of
the problem. Bogs cover abott l7o/o of the land area
of the Irish Republic and about l-20/o of ghe raised
bogs, are still in their narural starc and are generilly
wofih conserving. At least 570 of the blanketbogs are
still in this state and, if it is possible, rhey ought'to be
conserved as well.
Apan from the cutring of peat, there is also the funher
use of the land which is of interest. It is the view of the
Committee on rhe Environmenr, Public Health and
Consumer Protection that Ireland cannot solve this
problem alone, and consequenrly we should be willing
- 
and the Commission is called on to do so in the
motion for a resolution 
- 
ro consider how financial
aid could be made available. This is gone into in rhe
report. You will also find mentioned in the report all
the different types of plant which I have no ti-e ro
mention here.
There is one last thing I should like to say on behalf of
the committee. This developmenr should be accompa-
nied by scientific investigation and research so rhar rhe
very best is done. Lastly, let me say on behalf of the
committee that I hope the House will endorse rhis
report. Apart from recognizing the efforrs of the com-
mittee, this would above all be a symparheric gesture
towards Ireland on rhe pan of Parliament, rc rhis
country which is such a fine member of the European
Community and, I might add, such an imponant
member of the Community.
(Applause)
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, there is an
Irish saying which goes 'You can ake the man from
the bog but you cannor rake the bog from the man' but
I am afraid that this may no'longer apply in the future.
Until a few decades ago lO0/o of Ireland was covered
with bogs, raised bogs accounring for 7o/0. However,
studies have been carried out in recenr years and have
yielded genuinely disturbing resulm. Only a few per-
cent, no more, of rhe rotal raised bog is still in im
natural state and these few percent are split over
twenty or so areas, which are lisrcd in Mr Menens'
excellent reporr. All the remaining bog systems have
been hopelessly damaged and can be regarded as lost.
Obviously, the main reason for this is peat exrracrion,
but drainage and planting wirh dreadful fir plantations
for timber and over-grazing are also taking their toll.
As regards raised bogs, rhere are only six of this kind
left and [hese are the lasr in Europe 
- 
I repeat, these
are the last in Europe. Of the blanket bogs too there
are only a few remaining in their natural state. The
seriousness of the siruation can be seen from Carbury
bog in counry Kildare.
The Menens resolution calls for immediate prorecrion
of this panicularly imponant bog. Towards ihe middle
of last year. a third of rhis bog wis purchased by a pri-
vate pear development company from Dublin ,.rd in
spite of the objecdons on rhe pan of the National
Peatlands Preservation Commirtee, this section has
since been drained in preparation for exrraction of the
peat, which means rhar rhe whole bog will be des-
troyed.
Mr President, more rhan 500/o of the remaining twenry
or thiny living raised bogs thar remain are thieatenei
with a similar fate within the next two years. Either
they are in the hands of peat or afforestaiion compan-
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ies, or they will be purchased in the very near future.
The remaining bogs run the risk of falling prey to
exffaction of the peat by private owners with the aid of
subsidies from the Irish Government and newly devel-
oped machinery.
I realize, Mr President, that as a Dutchman I have not
much right to speak on this subject here since we in
the Netherlands have completely used up our bogs 
-there is hardly anything left of them and as a Durch-
man it is difficult to sand up and tell the people of Ire-
land to take care of their own bogs. However, I am
not here as a Dutchman, but as a European and if we
look around and see that nature is going to the dogs
all over Europe, I think the European Community in
the form of the Commission must provide aid to pres-
erve areas of great natural importance in Europe. I
also think that the Irish Government imelf should do
something in this respect.'S7hen I see that Irish legisla-
tion on nature conservation is inadequate and that
anyone is free to use the recently developed machines
to blithely exploit the few remaining areas of bog I say
that something should be done about it.'!7hen I see
that the staffing of the Ministry of the Environment or
at least of the Forestry and \Tildlife Service is such
that the required services cannot, be kept up and when
I see that Ireland's budget for nature conservation is
only l-20/o of the relevant Ministry's budgeq I say
here as a European that we must help. However, Ire-
land itself must realize that these vitally important bog
areas must be preserved for the future, including that
of the Irish people.
Mr President, we must all, I think, endeavour to save
the areas lisrcd at the end of Mr Menens' report by
means of a joint effon as soon as possible, and I call
on both the European Community and the Irish
Government to Ber down to this task jointly.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I want to
thank Mr Muntingh for bringing up this subject, and
Mr Menens for his very detailed and excellent repon
on the whole rcpic. Mr Muntingh said he did not have
the right to speak. Indeed, he has a right to speak, and
every European has the right to speak on the subject. I
welcome his interest in the subject and, most cenainly,
there is nothing he has said that I could disagree with.
In Irelaird, long ago, someone who came from the
moors or the bogs would often be regarded as some-
body from a backward place, and many a countryman
blushed scarlet at the idea of being referred to as a
bogman. If he were in this Parliamint rcday to h"r.
Mr Mertens and Mr Muntingh in educated and intelli-
gent terms speak about the beauty of Irish moors, such
countrymen would have their pride restored to them. I
must say that I was proud of the manner in which this
subject was dealt with.
I have had experience, of course, of walking over
these bogs and moors and of playing in them. I did not
know the names of the herbs and plants that Mr Mer-
rens so ably described, but I knew bog cotton and
heather, and various other plants we knew by sight.
Mr Muntingh and Mr Menens have produced a docu-
ment which can be studied by people who are inter-
ested. I believe that those of us who knew the bogs,
who worked in them and who reclaimed them to grass
thought that we were doing something very important,
which indeed we were.
This brings me to the next point. I believe that we
should conserve as much of this imponant area as pos-
sible, but we must not ask the smallholders who own
this ground, in common with other smallholders, to
suffer financial loss. \7e must, if this Community is
interested in preserving something for the future, all of
us rogether bear the cost of doing this. \[hen we speak
about acquiring land which belong to farmers who
need extra acres to give them the sort of income that
the farmers of Holland have provided for themselves
by the reclamation of their bad land, bogs and moors,
we must assist those people to surrender this land and
compensate them for their loss to the same extent, as
they would have 'gained had they developed or
exploited it either for energy or agricultural purposes.
The last thing I want to say is that I cannot accept that
we should deduct money earmarked for drainage or
development purposes. Ve should add money for the
purpose of conservation. I believe that this is the man-
ner in which we should approach the subject. I do not
think we can or will have any disagreement about that.
I have put forward a few amendments which I think
have added to the value of the repon, and I would be
grateful if the Houqe could suppon them.
Mr Maher (L). Mr President, I was quite
impressed by Mr Mertens' report. I am not sure
whether there are any bogs left in his country, but he
spoke as somebody who already had a great deal of
knowledge; and I compliment him on the work he has
done. Like Mr McCanin, could I also say to Mr Mun-
tingh that I am quite delighted he has raised this sub-
ject. I have no objection whatever to these matters
being talked about. I think we should all be conscious
of the need for conservation of man-made objects or
those which are left to us by nature.
However, Mr President, I must say that what I think
we want to do is to try to find a happy medium
between the commercial needs of the people who live
in these areas and the need for conservation. I think
that is what is imponant.
Could I make the point in passing that we have in Ire-
land a very low level of afforestation, for instance. !7e
already have these bogs that have been cut away and
the peat extracted. If we had a better developed for-
estry policy in the European Community 
- 
which
would be helpful to Ireland 
- 
we could plant many of
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these areas with trees which would provide future
employment in these areas, and also greatly improve
the landscape.
Mr President, there is a need to focus more attention
on this question, because people who live in these
areas vant to try and reap benefits. They want ro con-
tinue to live there, and there is little good in saying to
them: 'Look, do not touch rhis area'. They want to
continue living there. If we say to them: 'Look, you
cannot touch these areas for your own commercial
use', we have to find a different way. It might be a
very good idea to organize a conference in Ireland,
with the panicipation of the Commission, with people
like Mr Muntingh, Mr Menens and all those who are
interested in conservation, together with government
representatives and organizations that represent the
people who own, this land, to see whether we could
come to a good solution for the future. I think people
are prepared, if the need for conservation is explained
to them, to cooperate willingly, but there is a need for
us to come together and fashion a policy which will
ensure conservation for the future and also meet the
commercial needs of these people.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, first of all, in line
with the decision taken this morning, I want to declare
an interest. I am a bogman.
I have to confess that, unlike my colleagues, I have felt
rather saddened to read this resolution and to note the
extent of what it asks. It asks Parliament ro approve of
the immediate transfer by the State itself, on the one
hand, and a nationalized State body on the orher, of
extremely valuable virgin bogland 
- 
both raised bog
and blanket bog 
- 
to a private organization or com-
mittee known, apparently, as the Narional Peatlands
Preservation Committee,
'!fle gather from the explanatory sraremenr that this
committee is now one year old, having been founded
at the beginning of tltz. I have made enquiries this
week and have learned the composition of this com-
mittee, and I have to confess that they are all, as far as
I can ascenain, very eminent and responsible people
and all very highly qualified, educationally and borani-
cally, for the funcrion they have assigned rhemselves.
Nonetheless I ask, Mr President, would it be proper
for this Parliament rc decide that lO0/o of rhe total
appropriations earmarked for indusrial and agricul-
tural development projects should be set aside for
nature conservation and be handed over ro this self-
appoinrcd committee?
The resolution also proposes rhar, as has been said,
Carburymore bog, righdy described as the best and
most intact example of raised bog in my consriruency,
and the Raheenmore bog in Country Offaly, which is
already protected by the Irish Government as a nature
reserve, be handed over to this one-year-old private
committee set up by a Dutchman. I am surprised that
you, Mr Collins, the chairman of the Environmenral
Committee and a declared Socialist, should advocare
this transfer from State to private hands.
I fully agree that conservation 
- 
and, indeed, redevel-
opment 
- 
of our cur-away bog is very badly needed.
The explanatory statement gives due credit to our pear
development company, Bord na M6na, for its provi-
sion of the 5 000-5 000 most urgenrly-needed jobs
and the saving of 100 million Irish pounds per year
which would otherwise have to be spent on oil
imponed into the Community. \7hile we legitimately
worry about the wildlife habitat and im preservar.ion,
let us not forget human life or overlook the facr that
when our Turf Board launched our pear-harvesring
scheme over 30 years ago, tv/o out of every five chil-
dren born in Ireland were born to emigrate!
I must stress that the Board has done a wonderful job
in the meantime and has contribured to stopping emi-
gration, provided massive employment by our narional
standards and assisted us appreciably in combating our
energ'y problems in recent years. That is not to say that
I do not expect our Irish Government and its institu-
tions to accep[ fully, as I do, rhe merit of ensuring that
the peatland sites outlined by Mr Menens in Annex II
are earmarked for preservation. I fully suppon that
exhortation, I would remind the House, however, rhat
the Commission has recently sent a draft resolution to
the Council urging, on rhe one hand, special funding
to encourage non-pollurive industries and, on the
other hand, calling for the urgent provision of funds
for the acquisition of land for nature conservarion.
This I fully recommend. If you people in Europe,
Mr Muntingh, wanr somerhing preserved in Ireland
which you desroyed for economic reasons, why
should we not be offered some compensation if our
people now have to forego the benefits? Mr Mertens
said that he should have made provision in his resolu-
tion for the making of compensation, but he did not.
Finally, Mr Presidenr, I was recenrly at a meering in
the flooded Shannon Valley alongside these bogs and
alongside my constiruenry, and a concerned farmer
present there who has to eke out an exisrence told me
to tell my European ecological friends to try living on
his snipegrass instead of shooting over it, before lec-
turing him on human and animal lifestyles.
Mr Pattison (S). 
- 
Mr President, in general I wel-
come this reporr, for it has many positive aspects. It
proves to us, if we needed proof in Ireland, that we
have a very valuable asset which is the envy of our
neighbours in Europe and elsewhere. \7e welcome this
report and, indeed, any atrempr to help us ro ger over
the dilemma of, on rhe one hand, reacdng ro sugges-
tions as [o rhe conservation of this asset and, on the
other, solving the problems outlined here by previous
speakers from Ireland, and those are the economic and
commercial problems that might result from a full
implemenmtion of the proposals contained in this
rePort.
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Land in Ireland is in short supply; there is not much of
it. Apart from Luxembourg, I suppose we have less
land than any other country in the EEC. Therefore,
we must be forgiven if we are a little tightfisted about
paning with any of it. The land of Ireland does prod-
uce a good and a fair livelihood for many of our peo-
ple. Indeed, many of our people look forward to the
day when they can get the use of some of this bog-
lands, as it is known, to make good agricultural prod-
uce from it. All this presents us with a dilemma, and
we look rc the EEC institutions to help us out of that
dilemma.
Furthermore, the bogs of Ireland produce around
l5o/o of our energ'y resources, and we are one of the
largest imponers of energy in Europe, if not the larg-
est. Hence c/e have to be extremely cautious about any
measure that might apper to limit or reduce our own
native energy resources.
These, then, are the problems that have to be over-
come, and I'hope there will be funher consultations
with those directly concerned in this matter.'!7e have
a very successful semi-state body, Bord na M6na,
which has successfully exploircd the resources of our
bogs over the years. In doing so, it has contributed
enormously to the economy of Ireland and to the
number of jobs which we provide in our country.
'!7ith those few reservations, I wholeheanedly wel-
come the interest taken in this aspect of Irish life.
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President, in
any attempt to protect the natural environment,
whether dealing with the bogs of Ireland, the islands
of Scotland 
- 
which were referred to yesterday 
- 
or
the islands of the Aegean, which we will perhaps be
discussing some other day, the first step must be the
protection of the people who live in this environment.
A natural environment without people is worthless.
However, these people wish to live, and they wish to
live in conditions similar to those in which we our-
selves wish to live. Therefore, economic development
must go hand in hand with protection of the environ-
ment. I therefore disagree with the suggestion in the
motion that appropriations for industry and agricul-
tural development should be cut back in favour of pro-
tection of the environment. I would prefer spending
on agricultural and industrial development to be
increased, so that these sectors can cope with the
increased expenditure required for development in
harmony with the environment. Then, we can keep the
people and traditions in their place, and this would be
a proper policy for protecdon of the environment.
(Applause)
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(DE) On
behalf of the Commission let me thank the rapporteur
and the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection for an excellent and
thorough report which in every respect was outstand-
ing. The repofl reflects the concern over the need to
conserve specific Irish bogs of international and scien-
tific significance, and this idea is expressed in the
motion for a resolution.
In the framework of the Community's policy on the
environment the Commission is striving to 'identify
important biotopes and to develop suimble measures
for their conservation. \ilith the passage of the 1983
action programme on the environment the Council of
Ministers decided that measures to conserve endan-
gered areas of imponance to the Community should
be accorded priority among the tasks covered by the
action Progranime.
The recommendations contained in the motion for a
resolution are of course mainly directed at the Irish
authorities, but the Commission on the whole agrees
with them, especially those which concern the conser-
vation of rypical bog rypes. .W'e also go along with
Amendments Nos 1, 2 and 5, which are directed spe-
cifically at the Commission.
As for paragraph 5 (a) of the motion for a resolution,
which concerns the availabiliry of financing from the
Environmental Fund, I can only say that the Commis-
sion has akeady included under Item 5611 of the
Budget the financing of a survey for the creation and
administration of a nature reserve a[ Clonmacnoise in
County Offaly. This area includes Mongan Bog, a
raised bog with practically undisturbed vegetation
which has been handed over to An Taisce, the National
Trust of Ireland. The abiliry of the Commissicin to go
on supponing the conservation of typical bog types
depends to a very large extent on whether its proposal
for a regulation 
- 
Document COM(82) 849 
- 
on a
Community environmental programme is soon
adopted and whether sufficient resources can be made
available ro provide financial support for the conserva-
don of endangered areas of Community importance.
The first discussions about this matter in this Assembly
are encouraging. You will remember, however, that
the funds available for this in the 1983 budget were
unfonunately cut from the 1982 level, when this first
appeared in the budget.
As for paragraph 5 (b) of the motion for a resolution,
the Commission will be happy to consider proposals
which can be co-financed as pan of the environmental
research programme. An invitation to submit proposals
was published in the Official Journal on 1 March this
year and such proposals will be accepted until 31 May.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
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8. Indicator substance in milk (continuation)
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the condnuation of the
debate on the repon (Doc. l-1175/82)by Mr Diana.l
Mr Buttafuoco (NI). 
- 
(17) Ladies and gentlemen,
our attitude towards the Diana Repon has already
been summed up in Mr Petronio's statemenr concern-
ing Mr Delarre's repon on prices.
'!7'e are therefore in full agreement with Mr Diana's
report 
- 
which, moreover, is extremely detailed 
-examining fraud in cheese production and supporring
the need for an indicator substance in milk powder for
animal feed which has received EAGGF subsidies and
which is used in the mosr obvious type of fraud.
Each year, 200/o of Community milk production is
processed to skimmed-milk powder and usually used
to make cheese. Since the casein content of milk pow-
der is not consrant, the cheese manufacturer adds ca-
seinates direcrly and indiscriminarely, encouraged by
the lack of Community directives providing compre-
hensive instructions, valid for all the Member Srares,
on the method to be used in manufacturing dairy
products.
As Mr Diana emphasizes, we are today faced with a
situation which urgently requires Community inter-
vention, in the form of a regulation making it forbid-
den to use subsances which are no[ milk products,
such as casein and caseina[es, in the manufacture of
cheese, and making it obligatory to indicate on rhe
packaging of produce for human consumprion
whether raw materials orher than liquid milk have
been used, and the quantiry used.
'!fle are also in agreemenr on milk powder for animal
feed. In order to avoid double fraud 
- 
to the detri-
ment of the consumer and the Community budget 
-the rapporteur's suggesrion that a harmless product be
used which can be easily recognized in analysis is
desirable.
'S7e therefore 
.hope 
thar the Diana report will be
approved as drafted by the rapponeur.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pur ro the vorc ar the next voting
tlme.
9. Recy c ling pe tro do llars
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe joinr debate on the
report (Doc. l-1197/82), drawn up by Mr Purvis on
behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, on the recycling of petrodollars, and on rhe
oral question with debate (Doc. l-1376/82) by Mr von
Bismarck and others to the Commission:
Subject: Vorld monetary position
l. How critical is the indebtedness position of
cenain developing counrries, state trading
countries and 
-majo. 
multinational corpora-
tions and banks to the stability of the world
monetary system, and to Community econo-
mic prospects in panicular?
2. 'S/hat acrions have been taken by the Com-
munity and its member states to meet these
risks, have they been adequately effective and
what further measures might be conrem-
plated ?
3. Has the role and activiry of the supra-national
financial institutions (IMF, IBRD, IDA, etc.)
been sufficient and is there a discernible Com-
munity position regarding rheir policy and
management?
4. Is there a need for a better monitoring of the
Euro-currency markets and the credir worthi-
ness of panicipants, and is any Community
action envisaged in this regard?
5. \flhat pan could the EIB, rhe ECU and other
Communiry insrruments be expecred rc play
in meeting the current world monetary situa-
tion and also to assist. the world economv out
of recession?
6. Is a new Internarional Monetary System
desirable, how could this be constructed and
what is the artitude of the likely participants?
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, ir is with some
regret that I have to ask whetherwe can defer this
repon and the oral quesrion to the April parr-session.
After discussion with all the groups and wirh the Com-
missioner concerned, I feel that the very fluid nature
of the world oil and monetary situation ar rhe moment
makes a cenain updadng advisable and that we should
bring back this marter during the April part-session,
preferably on a day when the Council is presenr, as rhe
oral question is addressed to [he Council of Ministers
as well as ro the Commission.
I therefore move rhar the House approve deferring this
item to the April pan-session and that the deadline for
amendments be fixed for midday on Friday, 8 April. I
ask this under Rule 87.
President. 
- 
I must ask if anyone wants to speak
against this.
Mr Vedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I
deferral. I know that the world
am againsr
oil situation
any
has
t See debates of previous day.
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changed. It may be that oil prices will be even lower in
April, but they could be a bit higher. But the basic
pioblem, as I see it, is not going io change. Ve can of
course say that we ought to wait until 1984 before dis-
cussing the repon on the recycling of petrodollars,
because something is bound to have changed by then. I
would agree to such a move. But I do not agree with
just postponing the report for a month.
Sir Fred 'V'arner (ED). 
- 
Mr President, where are
the authors of the oral question with debate? \flhere is
Mr von Bismarck and the other backers of this? Ve
are in a bit of a vacuum here, aren't we?
President. 
- 
I am afraid I cannot check who is in the
Chamber at the moment.
(Parliament agreed to the request by Mr Purttis)
(Tlte sitting utas suspended dt 7.40 P.n. and resumed at 9
P.tn.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Wce-President
lO. EnergY Poliqt
President. 
- 
The next, item is the repon (Doc.
l-l2OO/82), drawn up by Mr Percheron on behalf of
the Comrnittee on Energy and Research, on the Pre-
conditions for an effective energ'y policy in the Com-
munity.
Mr Percheron (S), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr President,
this own-initiative report 
- 
entrusted to our colleague
Mr Edgar Pisani some time ago 
- 
was drawn up over
a period of dme when a barrel of oil cost 35 dollars,
OPEC was apparently in control and the European
Community was faltering over meeting its own energy
targets and had definitively abandoned the idea of a
common energy policy, following two oil crises. This
report is now being submitted to Parliament at a time
when the price of oil is once again news headlines.
The misgivings 
- 
I would even say the anxiety 
- 
of
the industrialized nadons faced with a drop in oil
prices shows the extent rc which it is desirable for
Europe never to abandon 
- 
even when there is no
energy crisis 
- 
attempts to gradually mke control of
its own energ'y supplies, which is a major problem.
Unlike in 1979, for example, we are no longer facing
an energy crisis. But we have to acknowledge our
obvious vulnerability. Safeguarding continued supplies
remains a crucial item on the agenda. \[e still have to
contend with OPEC 
- 
whether weak or strong 
-
and with the strategic size of the Strait of Hormuz. If
the hoped 
- 
for return to economic growth occurs 
-
and lasts 
- 
the Community will soon be reminded
that it is going to be the prime importer of oil for a
long dme yet.
After the crisis and despite its obvious vulnerabiliry,
the European Economic Community was either
unwilling or unable to devise a common energy policy.
But rcday it is able rc define a Community suategy
which will enable the ten Member States to attain
jointly the targets already fixed. This srategy should
lend a new coherence rc national policies and effons
and boost the Community on to the greater will
needed for any real achievements to be made. This
Community srrategy would be a true political force, if
it were above all forged in a spirit of solidarity which
would not fail even in a major crisis. It could help rc
promote the European ideal by fostering an awareness
among the people in our various countries of their
common interest in rising together to meet the chal-
lenge of energ'y requirements. \Vhy not organize an
exceptional information exercise, consisting of a bal-
ance sheet of the energy resources in the Community
which would be examined regularly by the European
Parliament and presented [o the national parliamenr?
It is obvious, however, that this Community strategy
will not come to anything unless energy assumes prior-
ity among Community policies. \flhen you ulk about
priorities you have rc talk about financial resources.
An increase in own resources 
- 
possibly linked with
an energ'y strategy 
- 
an increased share of the
budget, the creation of an energy section for the EIB,
the placing of a levy on hydrocarbons 
- 
a levy which
could be collected panly by the Community and partly
by the Member States 
- 
are all possibilities which
would enable the Communiry to mobilize all its instru-
men6 from the ECSC rc the ERDF, from Euratom to
the EDF, to attain its common objectives. Either we
admit that enerry is a vital problem for the Com-
munity and devote appropriate financial resources to
it, or we decide that this is no longer true and give up
the idea of any Community strategy.
It was not the purpose of this repon to go into great
detail over one or another aspect of energy problems. I
nevenheless feel that coal and nuclear energy deserve
more attention, particularly from the European point
of view. Coal is the number one energy source indi-
genous to the Community 
- 
which has become the
prime exporter of the world for this mineral. The
ECSC has existed for more than thiny years. The
great industrial regions of Europe were built on coal'
Can Europe possibly be credible in the energy sphere
without a coal policyl
In the same way, we have Euratom. The European
Council has pointed out the need to develop- nuclear
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energy. Does not the Community have the ideal struc-
ture for informing the public about nuclear power sra-
tions and quelling its fears, by giving these power sta-
tions just the right amounr of emphasis in a Com-
munity strategy, by taking up again, for example, the
idea of 'conracrs for convergence' conrained in this
report.
Immediately following the first oil crisis, Europe's first
reaction was the correct one: common objectives,
close coordination between Member States, expansion
of Community energy production, and a research and
development campaign. This was all ovenaken by
events, however, and then came 1979 with a deepen-
ing of the crisis. It seems rhdr we have been granted a
respite now. Ler us use ir to give Europe the means of
progressing towards self-sufficiency in energy, which
is one of the precondirions for prosperity and freedom.
Mr Linkohr (S). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, v/e are talking today about rhe precondi-
tions for an effective energ'y policy, which is norhing
more than a polite way of asking why we need a com-
mon energy poliry in the first place. Anyone who is
prepared to give the matter a little thoughr will come
across three good reasons. Firstly, there is the purely
formal one which is thar we have contractual obliga-
tions. Secondly, there is what I would refer ro as a
kind of humane argumenr: for reasons of solidariry.
Thirdly and finally, there is rhe really basic argument
which is that it is in our political interests.
If we take a look at the history of European energy
policy after the war, we will see rhar progress has
always been made at rimes when we have been under
threat from ou6ide. That was the case after the
Second Vorld \Var, when the European Coal and
Steel Communiry was founded in the early 1950s, and
the same situation applied in 1957 when we concluded
the Treaties of Rome. Then nothing happened for a
long time until, in 1974, the first oil price shock
induced us to set up [he Inrernational Energy Agenry
as a kind of third institutional pillar.
It seems rc me rhar we should have learned bv now
that, even at a time of relative lack of tension L.r the
energ'y market, we should persevere with the aims we
ourselves have formulated. It is precisely now, a[ a
time when energ'y has once again become a little
cheaper, that there is a risk of our losing sight of the
fact that we musr pursue an independent energy poliry
as a cornersrone of our work in the 1980s and 1990s.
The second poinr I should like to make, very briefly, is
that it is not only threars from ouside, but increas-
ingly those from within, which are pushing us in the
direction of a common energ'y poliry 
- 
such things as
environmenral considerations, rhe threat to our forests
- 
and nor only our forests 
- 
from acid rain, and the
safery problems relating to nuclear reacrors. All these
are problems arising wirhin rhe Community itself, and
which can only be solved by our making common
cause.
Allow me to say in conclusion rhat this House should
not now take a short-sighted view and say rhar, now
that we have cheap oil again, we can forget the whole
common energy poliry. On the contrary, it is up to us
to pursue a poliry directed rowards making Europe
invulnerable, as Mr Percheron said in his introductory
speech. Those are the points I wished to make and I
very much hope that the Commission, Parliament and
the Council will take the point and not let up in their
efforts.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mr Linkohr, that your name
was spelled wrongly on the television'screen. I hope it
was corrected while you were speaking, and I rusr ir
will not happen again.
Mrs Valz (PPE), cbairrnan of the Committee on
Energy and Researcb. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like to begin by thanking Mr
Percheron for his excellent report, which meets with
the approval of the Group of the European People's
Party. He has set out ro consolidate what has already
been achieved, to strengthen solidarity wirhin the
Communiry, to encourage the investment we so
urgently need and ro map our new paths in the field of
alternative energy sources. His repon comes at a time
which may see rh-e ourbreak of an oil price war.. Iran is
aheady selling off im oil at 26 dollars a barrel, and the
Russians have oil on offer at 27 .5 dollars. At the same
time, there is increasing unresr on the commodiry,
futures and financial markets. Too many oil-exponing
countries now find themselves in a desperate predica-
ment, and only rwo of them could boast a balance of
trade surplus in 1982.
The decline in energy consumprion is forcing the oil
companies ro cut back their programme of invesrment,
especially in the field of alternative energy sources.
Tar sands, oil shale, coal gasification and coal lique-
faction are all affected by the cuts.
The behaviour of the gas oil sector in 1982 was rypi-
cal, investment being cur back by a thousand miliion
dollars, and the investment programme for the next
five years by some 25010.
A new study produced by the New york Chase Man-
hattan Bank warns of the wide-ranging repercussions
of 
.a collapse in the price of oil. According to their cal-
culations, a fall in the price of oil from 3i ro 26 dollars
would result in the oil industry curring back its level of
investmenr by at leasr 3OO OOO million dollars or 2Oo/0.
The knock-on effect on rhe supplying indusrries and
gle jobi dependent thereon *ouia'b. quite incalcula-
ble. The background conditions foi an effective
energy policy are clearly that petroleum and its deri-
vates should conrinue to play an all-importanr role,
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despite the increased utilization of coal and nuclear
energy.
Consequently, the recent fall in the price of oil 
- 
and
no-one can say as yet how long the fall will last,
although normal prices 
- 
something like 31 dollars a
barrel 
- 
are expected to return towards the end of the
1980s 
- 
will have repercussions on a major scale.
Some people anticipate a major crisis in the world
monet;ry iystetn, while others"- the Director of the
IEA, Mr Lanske, among them 
- 
exPect the banks to
be able to deal with the crisis. A study produced by the
Ministry of Finance in Bonn believes that the fall in
the price of oil will provide us with more benefits than
riski, which is true so long as the price does not go
through the floor. If, however, the fall turned out to
be too drastic, our successes in the field of energ'y-sav-
ing would be placed in jeopardy, and no funher pro-
griss would be made in the essential investment in
alternative energy sources.
\7e must also work on the assumPtion that the OPEC
countries and other oil-suppliers with a high level of
imports will be harder hit by the reduction in their
puichasing power than countries with a lower level of
i.pons. Mexico and Nigeria would thereby slide even
closer towards bankruptcy, and Community exporters
who have tapped new markets in the oil-producing
countries would feel the pinch.
Ve cannot as yet assess the repercussions on the
economic situation in the Community, but we must
probably assume that our exPorts would fall. I should
iik. to 
"orn.ent 
very briefly on the subject of biomass.
An OECD study of October 1982 estimates that, by
1990, something between I and 30/o of the OECD
counffies' total energy requirements could come from
biomass. That should enable us to keep our surpluses
of foodstuffs down, but at the same we should find it
impossible to keep up the same level of food paid
*hi"h, given an unchanged rate ol grourth in the
populadon of the developing countries, would have to
be increased rather than cut back.
The FAO study endtled 'Agriculture towards 2 000'
therefore 
"ontrittt 
a warning against the adoption of a
poliry along those lines, a decision which will soon
-h"u.-to 
be iaken by those countries with a surplus of
cereals. At any rate, secure energy supplies presuPPose
predicnble long-term price trends as the only means
of calculating trends in energy sources other than oil.
Mr Purvis (ED). 
- 
Mr President, here we have a
small drop in oil prices, we have OPEC in disarray
and one cin almost feel the complacency arising from
the petrol-stations of Europe. Surely we 
.must learn
ou, l.ssont from history. So, as Mr Percheron says,
the breathing-space that we have should be seen as an
opportunity rather [han as the end of the problem.
If I understand properly the purpose of this repon, it
is to bring up sharply those who dismiss the need for a
Community energy policy.'Sfe therefore find that the
preamble to this motion for a resolution encapsulates
ih. .rr.n". of the question. It lists those factors which
must make any reasonable person or any reasonable
country conclude that such a policy should be actively
pursued rather [han just accepted on sufferance.
How do you assure your indusry of guaranteed
energy supplies at reasonable prices.? How do you
-r*irrir. the effectiveness of energy investment -+- by
each of rcn countries going off separately or by ten
countries going together? How do we properly exploit
our indigenous energy resources? How do we best
deal with external suppliers of energy 
- 
separately or
together?
How do we avoid unfair and pointless leapfrogging of
competition through enerS'y pricing excePt by com-
monrules, common standards and uansparency? How
do we ensure that investment decisions are taken in
good time and not constantly undermined excePt by
agreeing on a common purpose? And how 
-do we
avoid the catastrophic world political effects of unbri-
dled competition for scarce, narrowly-held and critical
.r* 
-"t.ii"lt but by mutual solidarity in the event of
emergency and by ensuring free trade and availability
through our combined political strength and purpose?
\fhen we realize fully that the interests of each and
every one of our Member States are common interests,
no matter how much oil or gas or coal or nuclear
power any one of us may have, then we have some
i,op. of teveloping a worthwhile, meaningful and
beneficial Community energ'y poliry. Or is the only
thing that will bring us to our senses another over-
whelming crisis, another OPEC blockade, another
war, invasion or cortp d'ilatin the wrong place?
Mr Damette (COM)' 
- 
(FR)Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the text before us 
- 
submitted by the
Committee on Energy and Research 
- 
sqn1xi15 4
number of interesting points which meet with thp
approval of the French Communists.
The explanatory statement emphasises the need to
promote coal production within the Community,
including in inaccessible coalfields. '!7'e are entirely in
agreement. The report ProPoses an ambitious Euro-
pian plan for coal production which supports Member
St"t.i. Thir is clearly aligned with the desire of the
French Government to push national production up to
30 million tonne in 1990. \7e are wholeheanedly in
favour of this resolution.
On the other hand, I have to exPress serious reserva-
tions about other aspecrc of the document. '!trhen the
text suggests that we should give preference to impons
from countries which are on principle close to the
Community, this clearly means cutting rade with the
Third \7orld in order to benefit the great capitalist
po\rers through multi-nationals, the dollar and the
protection of canels.
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Replacing oil impons by coal imports is nor reducing
our dependence, it is merely changing the form of thai
dependence and in a sense which rnay be negarive. I
ask you: does replacing Algerian oil with American
coal constitute progress? Does substituting South Afri-
can coal for Nigerian oil constirute progress? Unfor-
tunately rhis is what is happening and,we can see rhe
eJfects. Calling for a general mobilization againsr
OPEC is also a way of declaring economic war on rhe
Third Vorld.
I feel obliged ro say rhar the modon for a resolution
leads on to a highly unconvincing proposal. Can we
really envisage a European tax on oil consumption?
Ve do not believe so. A European tax could only take
the form of a deduction from narional taxes, which
would be of little value and would bring in no addi-
tional resources.
However, rhere are orher ways of achieving this and
which are easier ro apply. The ECSC Treaty imelf con-
tains clauses which have not yer been used. For exam-
ple, Article 72 provides for the fixing of customs duties
on coal imported from third countries. The ECSC has
allowed this Anicle ro fall into disuse with the resulr
that coal imponed from oumide the Community enters
freely, to the-detrimenr of European producrion. lVhy
not suggesr fixing a ceiling duty 
- 
at a modest but
nevertheless realisdc level, of course 
- 
say, at abour 5
ECU per tonne. That would provide rhe Member
States concerned with addirional resources for
relaunching the coal industry, while ar the same rime
favouring the coke trade within the Community.
I must express surprise ar rhe fact that the problems of
oil supplies have been raised in terms of i confronta-
tion with producing counrries, while the role of canels
and especially of the dollar is totally forgotten. For
why should F,urope 
- 
which is the world,s biggest
imponer of oil 
- 
be obliged to submir rc the yoki of
the dollar for its trade? Isn't it about time ih"t 
-.
should be asking ourselves whether or nor the ECU
should be introduced as an internarional currency and
primarily for the oil trade? There is no doubr rhat this
would be a mosr positive innovation in the general
lnterest.
On the whole, we consider that this repon by the
Committee for Economic and Monetary Affairs is
both contradictory and full of shoncomings. The way
we vore, rherefore, will depend on the fate whicir
meers our amendmenrs, panicularly that concerning
South Africa. For we feel that it would be hypocritical
of this Assembly to talk abour the internaiional coal
trade while at rhe same time pretending ro ignore the
growing role played by rhis counr.ry of raiism and
apanheid and which is bolsrcred by European capiral.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I was listening carefully to Mr Damette
and could hardly believe my ears since ir 56srnsd 
- 
gs
my utter astonishment 
- 
that a consensus on energ.y
was being achieved in rhis House, involving both t[L
left and the right. \7hat a surprise!
Ve will be voting for your reporr, Mr percheron, but
not like Mr Dametre. I am not going to stan by saying
that I suppon your reporr and then shoot it jo*r, ii
flames over a cenain number of key points. \7e will be
supponing it without reservarions. To begin with, I
should like to say that in the European con;xr, energ.y
has rwo faces, just as icebergs have rwo parts. Fo, tf,L
Commission and the Parliament, energy represenrs
hope and a solution, while for the Couniil, energy is
an excuse for hypocrisy, lack of political will, and I
would go so far as to say irresponsibiliry and even
rncomPetence.
Having been rapponeur for the energy budget in l9g1
and 1983, I am in a posirion ro say rhar thi Council,
by reducing year after year rhe appropriations for
energy and research, is thwaning ambitious, effective
and economically sound activities which would benefit
the entire Community.
That is why we have to ask ourselves wherher our
*9Ik 
- 
however good the quality 
- 
is likely ro meer
with success, and this includes Mr percheron's repon.
In any case, it is better ro rry r.o forget the sysremaric
and collective artempm at destruction on rhe part of
our national governments who do not want Europe to
be built,. and.to carry on building and proposing, with-
out getting discouraged.
Ve approve of practically all the major points in Mr
Percheron's repon and are happy ro see rlat nearly all
of our amendmenrs have been- adopted by the Com-
mittee on.Energy; This, to our mind, iubstantially
improves the repon. I should just like to make a fe*
rernarks about 
-rhis point. Vith regard rc paragraph 12of the motion for a resolutiorr, *i do noi believe that
common nuclear safety standards can be implemented
so long as the Member States of the Community are
not parries to a volunrary electro-nuclear poliry. It
must be clear, beyond the shadow of a doubi, thai the
anri-nuclear lobby cannot be allowed to hold up rhe
programmes of those who wanr rc devise an electro_
nuclear policy and who have given ample proof of
their sense of responsibiliry and their perfeci masrery
of the technologies involved.
\7e back up rhe poinr made in paragraph 13, regarding
what we Liberals have called *. CEp, i.e. a cimmon
energ'y policy, which necessitates financial resources
which go beyond rhose currently available. !7e feel
that it is a serious misnke, however, to want to create
a Community energy mx and one of our amendments
seeks to cut it our. But I do reassure you, Mr per-
cheron, that this is our only reservation anj our only
amendment.
Paragraph 20 points our.rhar some problems raised by
the common agricultural poliry can be resolved by a
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Communiry energy policy. The implementation of a
special European gasohol programme is vital 
- 
in our
opinion 
- 
as it can help to solve at least three prob-
lems. The first is that crops currently in surplus can be
replaced with those intended for the production of
energy. Secondly, the Community can be rendered less
dependent on oil impons which will in turn improve
our external trade balance. Thirdly, such a programme
can help create jobs.
In line with paragraph22, we feel that it is vital and
urgent to set up European research centres in, which-
ever Member States hold a clear lead. This echoes the
convictions of the chairman of the Committee who
told us how he felt in a meeting. But we must be clear
about this. I hope I am correct, but I would be grateful
if he would confirm it, because I am not altogether
sure whether or not we have a slight divergence of
conception here from that of Mr Davignon, the Com-
missioner responsible for-energy and of whom we have
great hopes and with whom we would like to agree
entirely on this subject. Maybe we will be able to con-
vince him of our point of view. Research centres of
this rype would enable us to make better use of our
researchers, to draw greater profit from our invest-
ments and to avoid the same work being carried out in
several different countries of the Community at once.
They have to be set up quickly 
- 
q/e cannot cease
saying this 
- 
because otherwise, if we let several
Member States put massive investment into the same
fields in order to carry out the same research projects,
it will be too late and the point of non-return-will have
been reached.
Finally 
- 
last but not least 
- 
cooperation on energy
wirh developing countries is both a duty and a necess-
ity. '!7e must continue in the direction of the appro-
priations approved under the 1983 budget by Parlia-
ment for Anicle 947and cooperation on energy with
developing countries. Here again I want to make
myself clear.'S7e will be asking the Commission during
Question Time before this summer rc give us a report.
of the steps taken to apply these funds provided for
under Anicle 947.
Those are some of the key poinm of the repon, in
favour of which we Liberals will be vgting unani-
mously. Let us hope that it will be adopted by a very
clear majority which will succeed in opening the eyes
of the Council because I am sure, ladies and gentle-
men, that this Europe of ours could be much more
successful if only our governments would lend an ear
to us occasionally.
Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the original report for which Mr Pisani was
appointed as rappofieur, was in fact drawn up on the
basis of a strong OPEC and the accompanying high
oil prices and this was obviously why the question of
diversification of energy supply came up. I have lis-
tened carefully to various speakers, including the
chairman of our Committee on Energy and Research
who, among other things, called 
- 
and quite rightly
- 
for rational use of energy. However, where I do
not quite see eye to eye with my otherwise charming
chairman is on the question of alternative energy in so
far as she claims that the reduction in oil prices means
that alternative energy can no longer compete.
Obviously, oil prices are dropping at the moment, but
this will only be a passing phase.
However, I would like to point out 
- 
and this is the
main reason for my speaking, Mr President 
- 
that 11
of the 26 paragraphs mention the possibilities of
exploiting coal resources. Thus the Percheron report
righdy calls for larger-scale exploimtion of existing
coal resources and the Committee on Energy and
Research regards this as an imponant conribution
towards a more appropriate Community energ'y
poliry. It is also to Mr Davignon's credit that he
pressed very firmly for a coal policy during the budg-
etary procedure and I can only join him in regretting
the fact that the Council has failed to follow his
recommendations. However, [he rapporteur on the
other hand also calls in paragraph 17 for the Member
States to give a vigorous boost to their nuclear pro-
grammes and I would like to say that this approach,
which suggests that coal and nuclear energy are auto-
matically complementary to each other certainly does
not apply in the case of the Member States which have
abeady for some time been investing almost exclu-
sively in the nuclear sector 
- 
I am thinking here in
particular of Belgium. Indeed, the previous speaker,
Mr Galland pointed out that we should think in terms
of diversification on as broad a scale as possible.
My country, for instance, is planning rc have a hand in
the French nuclear facility at Chooz in exchange for
French participation in the nuclear plant at Doel. If
this protocol agreement becomes a reality, my country
will suddenly have 16 nuclear plants within a radius of
150 km of Brussels. However, Belgium already has an
enormous energy over capacity of 350/o 
- 
according
to Belgian Governmen[ figures 
- 
and this will rise to
490/o by 1985. On top of this, my country sdll has
enormous coal resources 
- 
I am thinking here of one
of our provinces, i.e. Limburg, which has one of the
highest rates of unemployment in the whole of Bel-
gium and has in fact been designated a development
area by the European Commission. If a 600 Mw coal-
fired power station vere to be built, this would not
only provide scope for more employment but would
also put Flanders in a position to get out of this vicious
circle of one-sided nuclear investment.
Thus, in my country coal and nuclear energ'y are any-
thing but complementary 
- 
indeed they are at odds
with each other, since the nuclear overcapacity has
resulted in a major drop in the utilization rate which in
turn means that the construction of coal-fired power
stations is regarded as uncompetitive from the econo-
mic point of view. Thus I find the Percheron report
lacking in thit it fails to make'the basic point that di-
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versification on as broad a scale as possible of the avail-
able energy sources should be our basic starting point
and that a monolithic option should bb rejeoed in
those Member States where a variety of energy
sources is available. I wished, therefore, ro stress rhis
point and I entirely share Mr Davignon's views in this
respect, I think. I should like to congratulate him once
more on his intention to finally inject some new life
into coal policy. However, [his will also mean thar [he
Member States in question must be prepared for diver-
sificadon.
Mr Protopapadakis (PPE). 
- 
(GR) Mr President,
energy is the primary need for man if he is to have
food, clothing and housing. It is only by means of
abundant energ'y that we can achieve our main objec-
tives: the fight against povert/, pe^ce, a comfortable
life with a variety of creative activities. If public opi-
nion had been aware of this, we would have built a
European 
- 
or even a world 
- 
energ'y community
before building the economic community.
In order to achieve these resul6, we must get energy
into our blood, so as to arouse us from the lethargy of
self-satisfaction which plagues Europe. Only then will
the opinions expressed in the Percheron report and by
the previous speakers assume any value. Energy prod-
uction is an extension of our vitality. It increases our
power and broadens our lives. However, it cannot
replace our life or take its place. The spark needed to
switch on th'e source of energy must originate from the
human organism. The people of Europe must there-
fore realize that they cannot expect everFthing from
technology.
Mr Veronesi (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr President, the Itali-
ani Communists and Allies Group will suppon the
Percheron motion.
Ve have not presented any amendments, but will vote
in favour of some of those tabled by other Members
and which improve its content. Our arritude shows
that we share the spirit underlying the motivation
behind this motion.
The origins of this own-initiative reporr go back a
long way. The idea of such a reporr was first con-
ceived within the Committee on Energy and Research
in 1980, at a time when there was much legitimate
concern over the shon, medium and long-term energ'y
situation in the Communiry.
Basically, the Committee realized that the prospecrs
for energy supplies in Member States were poor,
extremely poor. Have these prospects changed in rhe
last three years? Ve believe that, in spite of develop-
ments, there has been no change. The uncenain politi-
cal situation in the areas from which oil comes, the
unstable prices, and the general difficulries in using
coal and nuclear power 
- 
for many reasons, which
have often been debated in this House 
- 
mean that
this problem is sdll highly rcpical. Moreover, it should
not be forgotten that, for the long rerm, the assess-
ments reached in the past in the many and long
debates which have taken place in this House remain
valid.
It is therefore correct to assess the basic guidelines for
a clear, credible and feasible Community poliry. The
basic approach has rc some extent been recognized by
the Coinmission, and I believe that the Commission
and, in panicular, its recent dynamism on this marter
tese*e credit for this. However, the implemenrarion
does not seem to be progressing consistently enough
or dynamically enough. The Super Sara episode, for
example, was a very serious symptom of uncenainty.
Ve therefore believe that rhis morion 
- 
the Per-
cheron report 
- 
is a further stimulus for practical
measures to implement programmes which have
already been prepared, and that it brings into focus rhe
prospects for the future. \7e do not hide the facr rhar
we feel a certain amount of frustration at past experi-
ence, but would take this opponuniry of reaffirming
our wish to play a part in ensuring that the Com-
munity energ'y poliry is vigorously promoted.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(FR) How cosy it is here tonight, Mr President! I
should like to thank Mr Percheron for hii repon and.
tell him that as far as I am concerned I have only one
regret, namel/, as Mr Veronesi has just pointed out,
that no reference has been made in [he document ro a
number of events which have occurred. I think that it
is a pity that there was no menrion of rhe fact that Par-
liament had decided 
- 
almost unanimously 
- 
on a
number of objectives which can be found 
- 
and in
much greater detail 
- 
in the documenrc on a Com-
munity strategy proposed by the Commission.
I am not mendoning this because I wish to dole out
praises to some and blame ro orhers. The fact that we
are all so keen on this repon is because it is a political
exercise aimed at putting an end ro rhe Community's
frustrations over an energ'y poliry.
Indeed, we are all rather dred of moaning about what
we don't. do. !/hat we really wanr is, once and for all,
to fix precise rargerc, to acknowledge whar 'we are
doing and what we cannor do and to draw the inevira-
ble conclusions. That is how I feel and why I have said
what I have said.
Secondly, I think is wonh while saying something
about the situation as it really is. In the rcxt before me,
I have nor been able to find what Mr Damette found,
namely an appeal against the OPEC countries or oil
producing countries. I have not read anphing of the
kind and should like to say that I am convinced of the
opposite, namely that if the drop in oil is a good thing
- 
since the increase in the price of oil was excessive in
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relation to demand 
- 
should the price of oil fall dra-
matically this would be a very bad thing for producers
and consumers whether in developing or indusrialized
countries. The Community 
- 
I say Community and
not the Commission and the Parliament 
- 
is therefore
at a crossroads and must clearly state its position.
Of course, a slight drop in the price of oil is a good
thing for industrialized nations. It will make inflation
drop by one point and will increase by a quarter to
growth of GDP. This would be a fine opponunity
since we are trying to devise a strategy to revive our
economies. In this way, rwo thousand million dollars
could be saved for our balance of payments. On the
other hand, if the moderate drop in the price of oil
leads to a fall in interest rates 
- 
which would be quite
nor'mal and would also be the outcome of our econo-
mic objectives 
- 
this would paradoxically only bring a
slight fall in prices to a number of countries which
produce oil and which are heavily in debt. It is quite
feasible to calculate sums involved for the various
countries. Any dramatic drop in prices, however,
would lead to financial tension, sizeable problems in
the monetary and banking systems and would finally
lead to a rise in interest rates because, since there are
no countries with surplus resources, the beneficial
effects would disappear. So it would not be a good
thing for this to happen.
It is vital for the Community to take up a stance on
this topic in the coming days so that we can see what
we have to do by strengthening international coopera-
don. Vhy do we need to strengthen international
cooperation? Because, while the Community is not
without influence 
- 
as so rightly pointed our in the
motion for a resolution 
- 
it cannot all alone take
measures which no-one would take. By i*elf ft cotid
not decide to buy oil at price x when everyone else
would be buying it at x-5. It is imponant, therefore, as
part of their cooperation with industrialised countries,
for developing countries also to draw some benefits
from this situation and for a drop in the price of oil to
not just enable them to pay back their debr more eas-
ily. These countries must also have a pan in growth, in
conjunction with producing countries if they so desire,
and in conditions which will have to be determined.
On !(ednesday, the Commission laid stress on a very
imponant point, namely that if 
- 
despite all our
efforts 
- 
it were not possible to prevent a dramatic
drop in the price, we would need to set up 
- 
for any
future medium-term policy 
- 
what we have at the
present time called a saf.ety net, because at this stage it
would be premature to be too precise. \fith the aid of
this 'safety net', we would be in a position to control
operations, which would be highly necessary since our
economic systems cannot tolerare and absorb dramatic
shocks, whether in one form or another.
To sum up 
- 
so far I have only talked about econom-
ics, and have hardly mentioned energy 
- 
it is quite
obvious that if we allow this change in the oil situation
to take place without doing anything and give up any
attempt to ease the stranglehold of oil on us, then 
- 
I
say to you, with all the conviction I can muster 
- 
that
today will herald a new rycle leading to the third oil
crisis. It is as clear as day that if we sit back and take
no more action, when the economy is revived and con-
sumption goes up, the only people who will have the
necessary flexibility to face this increase in demand
will be the OPEC countries, which, quite naturally,
will see to it that prices go up in a dramatic way, just
as they did in the first and second oil crises. Frankly, I
do not see how our economies could survive a third oil
crisis. It is therefore in the interests of all of us that this
does not happen and that, consequently, all the mea-
sures which feature in the motion for a resolution are
indispensable if we do not wish to be coerced by
others and want to achieve independence in oil by
multiplying our ov/n resources and methods of obuin-
lng enerS'y.
I have a further two points to make, Mr President.
The first concerns our available resources and the
coordination needed for Community activities. Mr
Veronesi said 
- 
and I do not deny the truth of his
remarks 
- 
that if we want to have a Community stra-
tegy,it must be a global one. 'We cannot afford to neg-
Iect research into energy saving by whatever means,
such as better use of manure in agriculture and better
use of energy resources in industry. 'S7e need a general
policy on which Community.instruments can rely. I
believe that we are working towards one.'!7'e will get
there by showing clearly, in the field of research, that
all energy problems are linked, and by showing how
things are done, whether as part of Euratom loans, or
through boosting investment, or by using or paying
interest which we want to direct towards diversifica-
tion. !/hat I am trying to say 
- 
and this is a leitmotiv
in Mr Percheron's report 
- 
is that if the Community
devises an eleventh policy alongside the ten policies of
the Member States, we will only end up with eleven
policies. \7e will never manage to have one common
policy which would enable us to fix targets, monitor
our progress towards them and to guarantee 
- 
by
coordinating more efficiently the various efform made
- 
the overall synthesis needed if the resources which
we need are to be used properly.
Mr Galland has given us a clear account of these
resources. He has examined the matter closely in his
capacity as rapporteur for the Committee on Energy
and Research. I am aware 
- 
I think we can speak
frankly among ourselves 
- 
of some doubts on the
part of Parliament. Parliament is in favour of an
energy poliry and is helping the Commission to
develop energy sources. Occasionaly, however, at the
time of budgetary consultations, Parliament's coher-
ence is not really any better than that of the different
Commission departments. I hope you do not mind my
poking fun in this way. Mr Veronesi spoke about the
Super Sara. If Parliament had approved the appropria-
tions for Super Sara in the 1983 budget, we could have
achieved far more than we did. I am telling you this
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now because I did not have an opponuniry ro say this
at the last session of Parliament.
Iet us turn to the problem of funds. Something highly
significant happened in the supplementary budget in
1983. \7e now have at our disposal 610 million ECU
on the budgetary lines of the Communiry energy
policy.'!7hat are we going to do with these 610 million
ECU in the 1984 budget?'Sfle must.tackle this question
as soon as we can because 
- 
as we have said in our
speeches outlining the Commission's programme 
- 
it
would be absurd to devote 610 million ECU of the
supplementary budget which are supposed to be for
energ'y policies and then not use them because political
circumstances had changed in 1984.
As a matter of fact 
- 
I should like to reassure
Mr Galland 
- 
Mr Thorn shares the opinion of the
Commissioner responsible for energy or 
- 
perhaps I
should say more politely 
- 
the Commissioner respon-
sible for energy shares the opinion of his President . . .
(Laughter)
Mr President, I shall conclude by taking up the rap-
poneur's suggestion to hold a debate on energy and
then to draw up a balance sheet on our progress allow-
ing us to assess what is going well and what is nor. Mr
President, the Commission is in favour of shis idea, but
I think that the Committee on Energy should take a
look at how we can mount such an operation. The
question w'e must ask ourselves is as follows: what
kind of a debate do we wish to have? !7ith whom? On
what and in order to achieve what? Those are the
decisions we have to make now in order to apply the
motion for a resolution, which 
- 
I hope 
- 
will be
adopted by a large majority tomorrow. For what we
need is to fix our priorities for our activities in 1984,
which is a true political prioriry in rhat it is dictated by
a number of objectives. In this way we will be able rc
measure what has been done and see whether the coal
poliry that we wish ro promote will be able to over-
come the difficulties it has run up against so far.
That is why, Mr Damette, a rax on imponed coal
would thwan the Community's coal poliry, because
those countries which do not produce coal are purely
and simply not prepared rc subsidize countries which
do. It would be demanding too much of rhe spirit of
solidariry not to realize this. Vhar is more, it says in
the motion for a resolution thar every counrry 
- 
and
this is one of rhe aims of any Community policy 
-ought to derive more advanrages from Communiry
policy than they would otherwise have. Solidariry by
all means, but not just solidarity. By all means coal,
but not just coal.
I hereby conclude, Mr President, and I apologize for
the length of my remarks. Bur, as I said at rhe begin-
ning, we are an intimate group meeting at an agree-
able hour. This gives committed people, such as myself
and those who are here rcnight, the opponunity.of
saying that without an energ'y strategy rhe Communiry
is thwaning its own ambitions. It would be a good
thing if, as from mday, it could regain confidence in
its abiliry to take action.
Mr Damette (COM). 
- 
(FR) Mr Davignon, you
have just alluded rc the problem of Article 2 of rhe
ECSC Treaty, to which I referred a little while ago.
To my knowledge, ECSC customs duties are narional
custom duties and are therefore pan of national
revenue. Consequently, there is no question of subsi-
dizing the production of others. The proposal to make
use of Anicle 72 of the ECSC Treaty would therefore
no[ cause any distonions 
- 
in my opinion 
- 
among
Member States and, on the contrary, would give those
States who so desire the financial resources they need
to implement a coal poliry.
Mr Davignon, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr Damette is quite correct. ECSC Treary cus-
toms duties come under national revenue and not
Communiry revenue. In the proposals we will be'mak-
ing on own resources, we will be asking for this incon-
sistency to be rectified. There is no reason why one
customs duty should differ so much from all the other
duties.
But really, that is just a detail. To go to the heart of
[he matter, the problem is that it is extremely hard to
ask one State with no coal production ro accepr a cus-
toms dury which it does not need, when its industry
relies on working wirh the cheapest possible coal. I do
not feel therefore thar this solution is appropriate and
that is why it has not yer been used.
An appropriate solution would be to have a package of
measures on coal enabling all Community Member
States rc have a Community coal production which
gives them the necessary securiry. The market for coal
must be developed. If we build up the coal rnarker, you
will find it easier to strike a balance berween national
producers and imponer
It is only by expanding this problem that it can be
resolved. If we restrict it to a single issue, we will con-
tinue to find ourselves in the impasse which the Com-
munity has been experiencing for 15 years wirh regard
to a coal policy. In Copenhagen, in December, there
was a glimmer of hope, in the sense that rhe Member
States seemed ready to reopen in a positive and gen-
eral sense the debate on coal and to discuss it in terms
of progress made. \7e will just have to wait and see
whether this bears any fruit . . . .
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pur to the vote ar the next voting
[rme.
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ll. Innopation and technology transfer
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-1313/82), drawn up by Mrs Theobald-Paoli on
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, on
the
proposal from the Commission rc the Council
(Doc. l-502/82 
- 
COM(82) 251 final) for a
decision concerning a plan for the trans-national
development of the supporting infrastructure for
innovation and technology Eansfer.
Mr Bombard (Sl, deputy rdpporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, first of all I should
like to thank the Chairman of the Committee on
Energy, Mrs Valz, for very kindly agreeing to let me
present this repon on behalf of Mrs Theobald-Paoli,
who is unable to be present because of her new local
government commitment.
Vhy is such a plan needed? Although its title is, to say
the least, esoteric, the Commission's plan deals with
two well defined objectives which it is essential to
achieve as soon as possible. Firstly, innovative abiliry in
the Community must be strengthened and, secondly,
all the regions of the Communiry must benefit from
new technologies. If these two objectives are achieved,
it will be a Breat deal easier to set up a common indus-
trial policy,.which is essential if we are to meet the
challenge of the third industrial revolution which is
under way oumide the Communiry, not only in the
United States and Japan but also in the newly indus-
rialized countries. Indeed, the higher cost of raw
materials and energy, in which Europe is sadly lack-
ing, and higher wages, which enable our Community
to remain a large area of. relative prosperity but put us
at a disadvantage as regards international competition,
mean that we have no alternative but to win the battle
of the industrial revolution by our creative ability and
our know-how, in both of which we are far from lack-
ing but which must be encouraged and put rc better
use.
Europe is not putting in enough effort here at the
moment. To quote a single example, for every patent
applied for in France, two are applied for in Britain
and three in Germany. But the Member States which
are rhe most successful in this respect should not think
that they are home and dry since their number of
patent applications compares with six in America and
sixteen in Japan. In fact we have become the Com-
muniry of little counries and run the risk of becoming
the Community of mediocrity. It is only the Com-
munity dimension, the breaking down of divisions and
the resulting dynamic boost which will permit a suc-
cessful upswing.
For this reason we can only welcome the decision by
the European Council meeting in Copenhagen to
include innovation among the priority policies for the
coming months, and welcome the fact that the Com-
mission has put forward this plan. If the plan before
you is put into practice effectively and without delay,
it will perhaps enable the Europe of the Ten to correct
its course, which at present is heading towards decline.
Before the priorities which should be adopted in the
Commission's plan are laid down, a brief diagnosis is
called for. Various obstacles, which are particularly
difficult in Europe owing to linguistic or administra-
tive barriers, get in the way of indusrial application
and the circulation of new technologies. There are
individual obstacles, particularly the fear of change,
social obstacles associated with them and, above all,
financial obstacles. These are obstacles which I would
describe as 'passive' or 'positive'. But there is also
another type of obstacle preventing new technologies
from penetrating the entire production range of the
Communiry: it is the reluctanoe of companies (includ-
ing the major concerns) to make techniques available
since they are atraid of being weakened through the
widespread availability of processes in which they are
expert or which they simply conrol.
Aid for innovation and rcchnology transfer in the
Community will panicularly consist in an effon to
cope with our industrial difficulties by bringing the
producers and the users of technologies closer
rcgerher. Innovation and technology transfer are the
final phase in the process which leads from research to
production. An effon must therefore be made by the
producers of rcchnology, especially by the research
workers and laboratories of large concerns. They must
try to get through to those users who are most remote
from new technologies, i.e. small and medium-sized
undenakings and especially local authorities, which
are, as it were, irrigation channels of economic activity
in the Member States. This is the way we can get the
most out of research.
Once the priorities had been fixed, our Committee on
Energy and Research levelled very broad criticism at
the Commission's plan 
- 
not so much for its subst-
ance as for the way it proposes that action should be
taken. As for the substance of the plan, it is extremely
difficult to know in which area of the economy or of
society priority action should be takin to assist inno-
vation and rcchnology transfer, nor even how action
should be taken. No channel should be abandonned.
Our Committee would not have wanted to make a
choice any more than the Commission. But the Com-
mission has proposed an impressive range of projects:
thirty in all, which is out of all proponion to the furids
available to carry them out, i.e. 15 million ECU over
three years, which is miserably low in relation to the
ambitious nature of the plan.
\fhen the funds available are limited, it is no use scat-
tering small credits over a large number of sectors to
finance small-scale measures. Clear priorities must
therefore be laid down solely in the interest of effi-
cienry. This is what the European Commission has not
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done. Our Committee on Energy and Research has
had to do it instead, by putting forward a number of
specific suggestions listed in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the
motion for a resolution: to make wide use of data pro-
cessing, which is the only technique able to provide a
satisfactory inventory of new rechnologies in Europe
and to ensure their application and dissemination; to
stimulate all innovative services, panicularly aid
granted to venture finance; to assisr local authorities,
since they are also important factors; lastly, to increase
links between industry, research, universities, etc.
As for supervision of the measures, problems unfor-
tunately remain owing to the vagueness of the pro-
posed text. The least I could do was suggest a different
title for the Commission's plan, and the following was
accepted by my colleagues: 'Towards a European area
for scientific, technical and social innovation and tech-
nology transfer', together with the more snappy subti-
tle EURINNOV. If the guarantees requested by our
committee are obtained, this House should give a clear
vote in favour of the Commission's proposals so that
Europe can make a proper contribution rc the third
industrial revolution.
Mrs S7'alz (PPE), cbairman of the Committee on
Energy and Research. 
- 
(DE) Mr President, I do not
intend to join in this verbal mararhon, since we only
have two minutes at our disposal as against a quarter
of an hour for the Commissioners. I should like to
thank Mrs Theobald-Paoli for her excqllent repon and
Mr Bombard for the remarks he has just made,
although I felt a little sorry for him having to rush
through his speech so quickly.
Ve find the Commission's ideas good in rhemselves,
although the whole thing should be somewhar more
condensed. However, this is, after all, a first try and as
such we regard it as a good thing. Ve will perhaps
amend Mrs Theobald-Paoli's text a little but we thank
both her and Mr Bombard for the excellent summing
uP.
,President. 
- 
\firh reference ro rhe amount of speak-
ing time allowed to Commissioners and to Members,
you know that under the Rules of Procedure I have no
right rc inrcrvene with regard to Commissioners'
speaking time.
Mr Seligman (ED).- Vith its vasr resources of well-
educated and trained scienrisrs, the EEC should be in
the vanguard of technical innovation and invention,
but we are not, and there are several reasons for this.
First, the market is too fragmented, and no single
national market is large enough to justify the expense
of developing a major technological innovation. That
is one reason why we are no good.
Secondly, technical transfer is hindered by national
frontiers. That is why my group is so keen ro have
freer collaboration across these frontiers, and the
function of the Commission must be the cross-fertili-
Lation of ideas across frontiers and language barriers.
Brussels, therefore, Mr Commissioner, should be rhe
honey-bee which carries the pollen from one fruit-tree
m the next.
.!7'e 
must, however, achieve the advantage of scale in
the Community. Iri principle, we supporr the imme-
diate priorities for the first three-year proposal, that is,
assistance to local authorities in technology and aid in
developing venture-capital associations, because [he
clearing banks are absolutely no good at sharing the
risk with small companies who are trying to develop
technology. That, I think, is a yery good area for
development.
But there are problems. First, we do not wanr rhis pro-ject to be dominated by advisory committees with
special interests. The Commission does nor need all
these advisory commirtees. Ve cenainly do not want
one on this subject: that is why we have vorcd to elimi-
nate Annex 2 and we have put in Amendment No 2 to
Article 5. There should be only occasional consul-
tation 
- 
no advisory committee.
Secondly, we are concerned that the Commission may
get involved in a tangle of comperirive interests. All
invention is highly comperirive, and secrecy is a factor
in information exchange. I would like the Commis-
sioner to answer this question: how does he overcome
the competition problem, which was highlighted in the
Linkohr report on research, when talking about con-
fining ourselves to pre-commercial acrivity? So the
competition problem is a real one.
The main object of the EURINNOV project is ro
make the life and work of an inventor much more
effective and productive. The mainspring of an inven-
tion is to see the need in the marker-place, whether it
is a computer game ro keep children and fathers out of
mischief or whether it is a momr-car rhar talks to you
in a seductive female voice. These are new inventions,
and that is whar we are talking about.
I hope, before I conclude, that the Commission will
accept our supporr for this project. I am, however, a
little worried abour the lack of clarity, and I hope that
some one in the Commission knows really what they
want to do in detail.
Mr Veronesi (COM). 
- 
(17) Mr Presidenr, we
appreciare the desire of the Commission proposal to
provide information, and can only suppon it.
Ve believe that some of the reservations expressed in
the repon submitted ro us are relevant, and the Com-
mission should rake them into due consideration.
I agree with many of the observations made by Mrs
Theobald-Paoli. Her analysis as rapponeur expresses
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concepts and assessments which coincide with the
ideas which I have personally nurtured for some time
and which have also been recently officially expressed
by my pany.
I therefore warmly congratulate Mrs Theobald-Paoli
on her intelligent commitment and for the clear way in
which she has grasped the basic nature of the problem
under examination. It will facilitate my task of prepar-
ing a repon on basic research into car technology.
I therefore conclude by reconfirming our suppoft for
the motion.
Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DE) |
should first of all like to thank the rapponeur in her
absence as well as her deputy for the report and the
introduction to this debate. I should also like to thank
the committees involved for the intensive work they
have done on our proposal. '!7e have received numer-
ous good suggestions, many of which we will adopt.
Unfonunately, I do not have enough time to comment.
on everything since I have no wish to extend the
speaking time allocated to the Commissioners still fur-
rher. I must restrict myself to a few points.
First of all, I should like to prevent a general misun-
derstanding, i.e. that of regarding this proposal in iso-
lation. It forms pan of a general, more comprehensive
policy and only a few days ago 
- 
on 8 February to be
precise 
- 
the President of the Commission, Mr
Thorn, announced three further specific activities,
which I would ask you to consider in conjunction with
our proposal. On the one hand, there is a proposal on
the financing of innovation in small 
- 
and medium-
sezed undenakings 
- 
a proposal which is in line with
Mr Seligman's wishes and we hope to be able to sub-
mit a proposal of this kind m the Council before this
month is out. Tax relief on investment in connection
with innovation is also being considered. This is a very
delicate question, but we have got our teeth into it to a
certain extent and hope to be able to produce some
results. Finally, measures aimed at introducing the
Community information-market poliry are envisaged.
This would also be breaking new ground, but we are
ambitious and basically it is only our well-known shor-
tage of staff which is preventing us submitting propo-
sals on this matter at an even earlier date. In shon, as
we see it, innovation cannot take place to order, but it
can be stimulated by means of alarge number of indi-
vidual measures which remove the barriers and obsta-
cles standing in the way of the full exploitation of
European potendal and provide scope for the develop-
ment of the creative forces in European industry, sci-
ence and research rather than hampering them. How-
ever, all the groups have raised the objection 
- 
and
rightly so to a certain extent: I can quite understand
them because we have asked these questions ourselves
- 
that ,we could be spreading ourselves too thinly
with this proposal, i.e. that it does not set enough
priorities.
\7e had to make a choice. The starting point differs
subsmntially from one Member State to another and
even within the individual Member States, let alone
between them, existing information transfer or access
systems vary substantially. Thus, we will have to link
up with very different situations if we wanr to get any-
thing at all of a [ransnational, cross-border system
underway as regards innovation flow.
Obviously, there is also the question of secrery'and
our working hypothesis is that it is up to us to bring
interested firms and persons together and then to leave
it to them rc decide what confidential and less confi-
dendal information they wish to pass on in their con-
tacts, so that we will be relieved of any duties involv-
ing censorship or, if you wish, protection of data. It
will not rest at that, but this is our point of departure.
However, we also know from past experience, for
example in the field of chemistry, that if necessary we
must very effectively ensure secrecy and are capable of
doing so.
I might remind you that we have charge of a few thou-
sand chemical formulas from the field of environmen-
tal protection and that so far there have been no leaks,
i.e. none of the information has found its way into the
hands of unauthorized persons.
Your Committee is quite right in thinking that the title
of our communication is not panicularly appealing
and a little fussy, and we will take heed of paragraph
5, although this paragraph has the disadvantage that
the proposed dtle sounds really dreadful in German. I
would therefore like to find something which sounds
vaguely attractive in all the languages such as: mea-
sures for promoting innovation and technology Eans-
fer in the European Community.
The Commission shares the view reflected in para-
graph 6 that the plan proposed by the Commission
should only represent an initial experiment. This is a
somewhat pragmatic and very ambitious trial-and-
error approach to a completely unfamiliar subject and
we fully realize that it is a somewhat bold venture on
our part. However, I think that the small rcam which
will deal with this subject will be able to produce some
results 
- 
at least enough to know in future what
approach we should finally uke. For the rest, experi-
ments along similar lines are being carried out in vir-
tually all the Member States and we in the Community
will also be able to learn something from them. This
brings me to a proposed amendment to the Commis-
sion proposal. The Commission can see no basic
objections to adopting the priorities indicated in
Amendments Nos 3 and 4.
Ve will also be glad to adopt Amendment No I con-
cerning the mentioning of the Community budget,
since this is in keeping with the institutional interplay
of the Communiry. I should like to comment briefly
on Amendmenr Nos 2 and 5, which deal with the same
subject matter, so as to avoid any misunderstandings.
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It was not our intention to blur the institutional boun-
daries within the Community by, for example, rans-
ferring executive functions to a joint Council/Com-
mission body which was accountable to no one and
did not basically belong in the institurional and consti-
tutional structure of the Community.
All we wanrcd was to set up a body which we could
periodically consult with since, in view of the experi-
mental nature of our operation and the various trial-
and-error operations ir the Member States, it is vital
that we maintain very close contacts with those res-
ponsible in order m find out periodically what works
and what does not, where there is a demand for infor-
mation, where a porcntial source of information is
lying idle, and what forms of conracm are rhe besr.
In view of this, we have no problem in accepring
Amendments Nos 2 and 5. Thus, the Commission feels
it must attempt to establish the necessary dialogue in
an appropriate form with those responsible regarding,
among other things, the coordination wirh the Mem-
ber Smtes required in accordance with Chapter 3 of
our infrastructure plan. Thus, we are nor looking for a
supervisory body, but a suitable dialogue parrner, an
information partner and in this respec we intend to be
as pragmatic as possible and as circumspecr as neces-
sary so as to avoid even rhe slighrest suggesrion of
institutional irregularity.
Mr Seligman (ED). 
- 
As he did nor make it quite
clear, can I ask the Commissioner if he has accepted
Amendment No 2 or refused it?
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Yes, I have
accepted it.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put ro rhe vore ar rhe next voring
time.
12. Natural gas prices
President. 
- 
The nexr ir,em is the repon (Doc.
1-1317/82), drawn up by Mr Moreland on behalf of
the Commirtee on Energy and Research, on rhe
proposal from the Commission to rhe Council(Doc. 1-758/82 
- 
COM(82) 603 final) for a
draft recommendarion on rhe merhods of serting
natural gas prices and tariffs in the Community.
Mr Moreland (EDI, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the
intention of the Commission's proposal is rc establish
common principles in the setting of tariffs for natural
gas. This proposal will have widespread porenrial
implications for the prices of gas to all domestic and
industrial users and implications for industgial compe-
tition. Members may ask why, if this is so imponanr, a
debate on gas prices comes at 10.30 on a Thursday
evening and agricultural prices at prime dme. Vhy,
indeed? All I can say is that I hope the resolution on
gas prices will nor be in as many wasre paper baskets as
I suspect the resolution of this morning will be.
It is important to sress what the proposal from the
Commission is not about. It is not about harmonizing
gas prices, i.e., establishing the same natural-gas prices
across the Community. Apan from any orher consid-
eration, the differing cosff of distribution throughout
the Community make such an idea quite impracticable.
There has, however, been concern that differences in
gas tariffs throughout the Community, panicularly for
specific indusries, are nor just a function of differing
costs or of a different demand or market position.
They vary because gas undenakings eirher adopt dif-
ferent principles when setring tariffs or even ser rhem
on an ad Doc basis for different industries. This may
give undue advantages to industries in one Member
State ois-i-ois the same industry in another Member
State. The whole issue of the Dutch horticultural affair
is perhaps the best-known example of this.
The Commission has produced a ser of common prin-
ciples, and in particular seeks to pur an end to anifi-
cially low prices and achieve grearer transparenry in
pricing. The Energy Committee welcomes the Com-
mission's proposal, although it has one or two minor
reservations.
First, as regards the Commission's advocacy of the
t\ro-part tariffs, it musr be emphasized that such tariffs
are designed to cover large fixed cosrs. For larger
users, where rhe fixed elemenr of costs is a small pan
of rctal costs, rhe rwo-parr tariff is obviously unneces-
sary. Secondly, one of the main problem areas is rhat
' of contract sales, i.e., special conrracm for certain
users. The committee would amend rhe proposal to
ensure that conrracts are clearly included within rhe
proposal. I recognize that the Commission is not deli-
berately ignoring these points, but we believe the text
could be clearer.
The Commission proposal is not for a regulation or a
directive. It is for a Council recommendation. I am
never quite sure what a recommendation means pre-
cisely, but one assumes it would be strange if a Mem-
ber State agreed to this in rhe Council and then oper-
ated its tariff structure differently. In any evenr, rhe
Committee on Energy and Research believes that rhe
Commission must produce regular reports as to extent
to which the recommendation is being followed.
Mr President, I have stressed thar rhis proposal could
have an imponant effect on gas mriffs in the Com-
munity, panicularly in removing the accusations of
unfair competition due to special gas-price deals.
However, I must end with a warning. No one should
be under any illusion thar this proposal will reverse the
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inevitable rise in gas prices. The marginal cost of gas
supplies is rising. Indeed, France and Italy have prob-
lems arising from their agreemenm to purchase gas
from Algeria at prices well above the current market
price of gas. This situation underlines the need for a
common approach in negotiations with third countries
for gas and for a tariff structure that encourges the
rational use of gas. In view of these considerations, I
hope that Parliament will support the Committee on
Energy's report.
Mr Beumer (PPE), drafisman of an opinion for the
Committee on Econonic and Monetary A,fairs. 
-(NL) Mr President, I should like to make a few com-
ments on behalf of the Economic and Monetary Com-
mittee. Obviously, in view of the impact of energy
prices on economic and industrial developmenrc, it is
vital that we devote attention to this question and it is
a good thing that the Council has stressed the desira-
bility of a common policy in this area. The basic prin-
ciples have been outlined, i.e. realistic prices, unity of
the Community market and transparency. These are
imponant starting points. It is also important, if we
want realistic prices, to see to it that the costs are in
fact borne by the consumer and are no longer anifi-
cially manipulared as they have been in the past. How-
ever, we see that in a fair number of Member States,
enetw prices are used for other purposes, such as
social objectives, anti-inflation policy and even, in
some cases, energy objectives. Nevertheless, the
Economic and Monetary Committee takes the view
that it would be in the interests of a unified Com-
munity market if there were no anificial price-manipu-
lation and if Anicle 92 of the EEC Treaty were
observed. '!7e also agree, [herefore, that the principle
of two-pan tariffs should be applied in the case of
homogeneous consumer categories, provided this does
not result in degression as consumption increases.
For the rest, Mr President, the Economic and Mone-
tary Committee would point out that top priority
should be given to three points, i.e. rational energy
consumption, fair competition 
- 
I have already men-
tioned Article 92 
- 
and hence the importance of the
Community domestic market. \fle feel therefore that
this Commission directive may be a modest but never-
theless important initial step. !7hat we would like to
see, however, is an analysis showing what effecm this
directive might have on the market as it stands, since it
varies a great deal from one Member State to another.
Another important point is that when the Member
States fix their tariffs they should give notification of
this fact in good time with a view to avoiding invest-
ments being made in the various Member States with-
out reference to Article 92 of rhe EEC Treaty, which
can have unfonunate repercussions for some people,
as has been the case in the Netherlands, for instance.
Finally, a few words about ransparelcy, which is
obviously of panicular significance in the case of
major industrial conracts. Ve have noticed that this
recommendation concerning natural gas speaks of
prices and tariffs and we can perfectly well understand
this, particularly in view of the nature of these con-
tracts. However, the same is not lrue in the case of
electricity and we feel that it should be. The best thing,
as we see it, would be to develop a system of notifica-
don of avera3e prices to more or less homogeneous
categories of major industrial consumers so that a cer-
tain amount of monitoring would at any rate be possi-
ble. Ve would like to make these recommendations to
the Commission.
Thus, all in all we regard this is a step in the right
direction but feel that funher study is required with a
view to ascertaining whether or not certain improve-
ments could be made.
IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vice-President
Mr Herman (PPE). 
- 
(FR) Mr Presideni, during the
three minutes at my disposal I am going to present
three ideas.
The firsr relares to paragraph 3 which is, in my opi-
nion, the most important passage and the one which it
will be most difficult to have accepted by the Member
States. This is where it says that prices which are anifi-
cially low in comparison with the market situation
should be not applied. Now, as you know very well,
the Member States do not apply this method, and they
are anxious to be able to continue to practise discrimi-
nation because they have other objectives which, they
believe, fit in well with the policy of reducing depend-
ence on oil.
Obviously, this is a fine excuse, but it also makes it
possible for investment to be divened and for particu-
larly harmful distonion of competition to exist. That is
why I believe that a simple recommendation, i.e. with-
out legal effect, will only be wasted effort.
The second idea which I wish to develop is how best
to use, and exploit these gas resources. The price of
natural Bas must. make it possible both rc cover costs
and to be in line with the price of alternative energy.
Following ill-dmed contracts, which were drawn up
separately and in isolation, and negotiated separately
by three or four Member States, prices are today
increasingly distant from the prices of alternative
spurces of energy, to the extent that natural gas is
today only being used in more and more specialized
cases and is replaced by heavy fuel oil for all industrial
heating. This seems strange to me, since total natural
gas reserves are three or four times greater and the
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reseryes to consumprion rario is rhree or four times
higher than for petrol. \fle are therefore far from hav-
ing a price which ensures optimum utilization of these
gas resources.
The third idea which I should like to present before
my speaking time is up is the idea of transparency.
Here it would seem that not much is being made of
this requirement, since it is admissable for contracts
not to be integrated in the sariffs. Major industrialists
are told that gas prices must cover costs, but this
allows all sons of scheming, since there are many vays
of calculating costs. The call for transparency should
therefore be defined somewhat more precisely.
Mr Purvis (ED).- First of all, Mr President, I con-
gratulate Mr Moreland on his report. It has struck me
all the way through committee and up to this point
that he has shown almost the wisdom of Solomon in
trying to bring together all the various conflicting
interests. I think he has every reason to hope for unan-
imous support tbmorrow.
Competitiveness for our industry in world markets is
something we are striving for, but in order to achieve
that we must certainly be competitive at home. Ve
must compete amongst ourselves on fair and equal
terms. The relative cosm of energy such as natural gas
are a vital element in rhis. It isn't just the gas itself. It
also concerns the relative cost of gas as against elec-
triciry and other fuels. In some pans of the Com-
munity, firms and individuals are switching from elec-
tricity to gas because of anificially contrived differ-
ences in cost, actively swirching to finite, high-quality
gas to heat their firesides. So two steps must be taken.
Firstly, we really do need a comprehensive Europe-
wide gas grid drawing flexibly from the cheapest and
most reliable source. This will help equate prices and
give an assured diversity of sources. Secondly, as this
report and proposal suggest, there must be a uniform
structure of tariffs for all gas to all consumers, indus-
trial and domestic alike.
However, a third and equally vital step is needed to
obviate distortions of competitiveness. To procure a
sound energy policy, a stable monetary poliry is essen-
tial. Our ultimate objective must be a common Euro-
pean currency. It will help to solve this problem as
much as it will help to solve many of our other prob-
lems such as MCAs and competition in indusry in
general. Vithout this, all such attempm, to achieve fair
competition will be little better than pious hopes. That
would be a gra've disservice to Mr Moreland's effons,
to Europe, to its industry and to its people.
Mr Veronesi (COM). 
- 
U7) Mr President, I have no
significant comments to make on this document. I only
wish to acknowledge the validity of this initiative and
to encourage the Commission to pursue this line of
action, eliminating the problem gradually as new situa-
tions and experiences present themselves.
I should also like to congratulate Mr Moreland on his
concise, admirable and significant report and for the
motion, which we shall vote for in its entirety.
Mr Davignon, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, I can be very brief since the report
presented by Mr Moreland suppons the Commission
proposals and he proposes amendments that I accept
and which we will therefore submit during the Council
discussions.
I will limit myself to two remarks.
Firsdy: why should there be a recommendation, and
not a document binding on the Member States? Sim-
ply because I am convinced that, in such a delicate
matter, it is better to proceed step by srcp so as [o
highlight the different problems and identify cases
where there is abuse and distortions.
The document which we are submitting provoked
many reactions from industry, which thought that the
Commission was trying to fii a single price in the
European Community. As you so aptly put it, Mr
Moreland, nothing could be further from our objec-
tive.
Secondly, for the reasons mentioned by Mr Beumer,
we mus[ bear in mind a number of factors. \7e are pre-
pared to follow up the economic consequences as they
are implemented.
Thirdly, I agree with Mr Herman. If one is in favour
of deceit in this rype of sector, the possibilities are
quite considerable. A balance should be found. Mr
Herman is well aware that getting lost in a foresr of
detail means that the technical discussions will prevent
us completing the first stage.
If there is no first stage, there is no result. However, a
first stage which is roo precise would lead specialists to
say that the terms were not good enough to allow risks
to be taken. On the other hand, there is a danger of
too little being done, with Parliamenr keeping a close
eye on our work. If the Council arrives ar an unsatis-
factory result, we would have ro accounr for that
before Parliamenr. I believe rhat the {ialogue berween
our institutions will allow us to find the ideal course,
to increase progress in all significant fields, so as ro
build the structure which we have such difficulry in
arriving at.
I would like to thank Parliament for its'support.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting-time.
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President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
1-1179/82) by Mr Hopper, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monerary Affairs, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-177/82 
- 
COM(82) 153 final) for a
decision authorizing the French Republic to apply
in its overseas depanments and in metropolitan
France, in derogation from Article 95 of the
Treaty, a reduced rate of the revenue duty
imposed on the consumption of 'traditional' rum
produced in those depanments.
Mr Hopper (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, in
metropolitan France excise tax is charged on rum from
certain French overseas depanments at a much lower
rate than on other spirits. Let me give some figures:
per hectolire of alcohol, rum is charged at FF 405;
cognac is charged atFF 701.5 and whisky, gin and
vodka are all charged ar FF 765.5. In other words,
cereal-based spirits are charged at a rate 500/o above
This massive fiscal discrimination is in conflict with the
Treary of Rome. Anicle 95 is quite specific:
No Member State shall impose directly or indi-
rectly on the products of other Member States any
internal taxation of any kind in excess of that
imposed direcdy or indirectly on similar domestic
products. Furthermore, no Member State shall
impose on the products of other Member States
any internal taxation of such a nature as to afford
indirect protection to other products.
In order rc legalize these arrangements, the Commis-
sion has proposed that the Council of Ministers should
issue a decision incorporating a derogation in favour
of the French Republic. The justification which we
have been given is that this form of discrimination ass-
ists the economic and social development of the
French overseas depanments in question. \fle are told
that their level of prosperity depends upon their export
of rum and, by implication, that their expons would
be damaged by the removal of this positive discrimina-
tion.
The question before the House is whether we should
approve this proposal. I believe the answer is no, and I
shall give three reasons
First of all, we have been given no information about
the economies of the French overseas depanments in
question. It may well be that these economies are
entirely dependent on rum, but I do not think that this
Parliament should be asked to take the question
entirely on trust.
Secondly, France has practised this illegal form of dis-
crimination for 22 years. This is bad enough. But the
French Republic has also totally disregarded a judg-
ment handed down by the European Coun of Justice
in February 1980 which condemned other forms of fis-
cal' discrimination practised by the French Republic
with regard to the sale of spirits. I have always
believed, Mr President, that vinue should be
rewarded. I see no reason whatsoever why vice should
be rewarded.
Thirdly, and-most imponantly, if you discriminate for,
you also discriminate against. The discrimination in
favour of rum from certain French overseas depan-
ments is also a discrimination against rum from cenain
ACP countries. It is also discrimination against the
producers of whisky, brandy and gin within the Euro-
pean Community. \7e are exporting unemployment
from Martinique ro Trinidad, and from Guadeloupe
to the Hebridian island of Islay, where there is high
unemployment and where a number of whisky distil-
leries have just closed.
A number of amendments have been moved to my
report. I should like to refer to Numbers 6 and 3.
Considering that one is Socialist and the other is
Gaullist, they have a remarkable similarity. Indeed,
they are vinually identical.
(Interruption)
One suspects that a powerful lobby lies behind both.
The essence of these amendments is that consideration
of this subject should be postponed until there has
been general agreement on the harmonization of
alcohol taxation within the European Community.
It so happens that I am the Parliament's rapporteur
also on this more general subjecr
(Interruption. Tbe President urged the speaher to con-
clude)
It may be that my report will be so lucid, eloquent and
constructive that it will achieve the greater goal in a
short period of time, but I am less sanguine. Mr Presi-
dent, if we wait until there is agreement on rhis wider
topic, I fear we shall wait for ever.
Ve talk a great deal in this Parliament about removing
fiscal barriers. It is often said that it is just talk; indeed,
that we are just a talking-shop. Let us strike a blow for
the common market; let us give an adverse report on
the Commission's proposal !
Mrs Desouches (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I will not
reply to Mr Hopper on questions of vice and virtue,
although I consider his remarks rather exaggerated.
However, I would like to make a certain number of
observations on the motion. First of all, the departure
from Article 95 of the Treaty does not pose any legal
problem. I believe that this point is explained quire
clearly in the justification of the proposal for a Coun-
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cil decision. And although it is true that the Coun of
Justice decided in the Hansen case 
- 
I am only
repeating what is in the text 
- 
that after two years rhe
Treaty applied fully rc the DOMs, the Coun also
decided that 'In view of the geographical, economic
and social situation peculiar to these depanments, the
Council would have the right to decide on measures
which suited to the specific needs of rhese areas of
French territory'.
\7ith regard to the situation in the DOMs, the Com-
mission perhaps thought that the European Members
of Parliament, who know many things, were
acquainted with the situation in the DOMs. If ir is
really necessary to provide a few explanations, I will
do so with pleasure. I will simply remind you thar, in
the DOMs 
- 
and in panicular those in quesrion 
-18% of the active population is employed in agricul-
ture. Some 40 000 people live from rum in both
Guadeloupe and Martinique. Rum takes second place
in Maninique's exports, and third place in Guade-
loupe's exports. As for the economic and social situa-
tion, as you are well aware, it bears no comparison
with that of other regions of the Community. I will
only quote one figure: the GDP per inhabitant is, FF
15 500 in Guadeloupe, and FF 22600 in Maninique,
as against an average of FF 45 000 for the Community.
The panicular tax system requested is not at all exor-
bitant. All it does is maintain the status quo. Funher-
more, contrary rc what is indicarcd in the repon, there
are tax systems which favour cenain alcohol producm
in various countries of the Community, and the legiti-
macy of these practices is recognized by rhe Coun of
Justice. Moreover, the proposed tax system is limited
to a quota corresponding to the average consumption
during the last 10 years in metropoliran France. It will
therefore not affect the balance of markets in favour
of this product. I might add that this panicular rax sys-
tem is the only measure suited to dealing with the
problem of rum production in the DOMs. There is no
question of applying to these peoples a direct aid sys-
tem, which would seem like social welfare.
a
For my part, Mr President, I agree with the proposal
for a Council Decision, but disagree with rhe reporr.
Mr 'tVedekind (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I must confess that I find the report
much better than what the.Commission proposes and
in that respect it is my unhappy lor to conrradict some-
what the honourable lady on the left.
'!7hat are we really talking about here? Are we talking
about rum and are we talking about good or bad rum?
Here you have a couple of. dtpartemenrs which are sup-
posed to be pan of Europe and which apparently
produce a brand of rum which can be.sold only when
it is taxed at a low level. So is it good rum or bad rum?
That is the question here. If the rum is really good it
ought to be marketable and there would be no need ro
tax it at a low level. If on the other hand the rum is
bad we should slap double the tax on it, because I
really think it is out of the question that bad rum
should be taxed at a more favourable rate even though
better rum could be produced. It may be thar these
islands are in a position whereby they cannot produce
good rum on account of their structural conditions.
'\7hat we should do then is to provide strucrural aid so
that they can produce good rum which is marketable. I
go along with that idea but I do not go along with the
idea of giving special treatment to a brand of rum if it
is worse than others. 'We are dealing here with a fun-
damental problem as far as alcohol is concerned in this
Community of ours. Should bad alcohol be more len-
iendy taxed than good alcohol? If you ask me, raxa-
tion should be lower on good alcoholic spirirc and
higher on bad, in order to encourage better qualiry.
This is not tackled at all. There is no mention at all of
what the real problem of these islands is, of the prob-
lem regarding this panicular export. There is no
rhought of the problem of what happens if you mx the
products of these islands in exactly the same way as
other products. There is no consideration given to any
of this. The fact of the matter is that here we have a
breach of Community law by France, and we are sup-
posed to accept it and it is even suggesred that we pur
up with it for another rwo years. This might be possi-
ble for tv/o years but then, please, can we have some
real facts? !7e do nor ger any facts eirher from rhe
Commission or in this report. .!7e ger criticism in this
report, and I rhink it is justified.
Mrs Le Roux (COM).- (FR) Mr President, we have
just had a debare this very day on the financial inter-
ests of Members. On reading Mr Hopper's report, one
question immediately comes ro mind: what financial
interests is he protecting to provoke this arrack on rum
production in the DOMs? Since the virtuous Mr Hop-
per, and Mr Vedekind, seem unaware of the eco-
nomic and social situarion in the DOM's I believe ir
would be appropriare to add my commenrs to shose of
Mrs Desouches in order to enlighten them.
The production of rum from sugar-cane plays a vital
role in the economy of these depanments. You have
already heard that rum takes second place in Marti-
nique's exports, and third place in Guadeloupe's
exports. 40 000 people live directly from rum in these
two depanments. This proposal would 
- 
and I am
sure that Mr Hopper is well aware of rhis 
- 
cause a
rapid decline in rhis production, would benefir the
alcohol lobbies which dominare rhe world market, and
would increase the considerable number of unem-
ployed in these departmenrs.
Does Mr Hopper, using raxation as a cover, wish to
export to the DOMs the unemployment which is rag-
ing in his own country? He is offended by the deroga-
tion from Anicle 95. However, the British Conserva-
tives ,know somerhing abour derogations. Before
meddling in rhe affairs of the DOMs, pur your oa/n
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house in order. Special taxation system for rum from
the DOMs is in perfect accordance with Article 227 of
the Treaty. There are, moreover, very similar systems
for other alcoholic products, to mention only the
90 million ECU levied by Britain on its whisky.
This campaign against the DOM rum is not an iso-
lated atack. The ACP-EEC Joint Committee has
already experienced such attacks, since som'e wish rc
consider rum as an industrial product which any
Member State could manufacture from molasses
bought cheaply on the world market. It. was to counter
this attack that I, together with Mr Maffre-Baug6
tabled an, amendment which was approved by the
Committee on Agriculture and which simply calls for
the present tax system to be maintained and extended.
And I am cenain that there will be some 
- 
perhaps
not you Mr Hooper 
- 
who will adopt the amendment
in the interests of the peoples of the DOMs.
Mr Hopper (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, could
I point out to the last speaker that I am the rapporteur
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
This is not my private report, and the committee
passed the repon unanimously. Secondly, my name is
Hopper and not Hooper.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Just a technical point, Mr Hopper. There
'was one abstention.
Mr Deleau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I will not congratulate the rapponeur on
his presentation. I note that he has gone beyond the
terms of the report and beyond the opinions of the
majority of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs.
I would like to say rc Mr STedekind that he has proba-
bly never appreciated what is called real rum 
- 
well,
if you like rum, this didn't show in your speech 
- 
but
I propose to have you taste some, and you will then
change your mind. However, it should surprise no one
in this House that another French representative
should take the floor after Mrs Desouches and Mrs Le
Roux.
Mr Hopper stated that he had not received any infor-
mation on the economic situation of the French over-
seas departments in question. It would have been a
simple matter to consult the relevant statistics, since
these overseas deparrments belong to the Community.
For the benefit of the House, I shall repeat the figures.
In these departments, 180/o of the active population is
employed in agriculture, as against 8Vo in Metropoli-
tan Francel 40 000 people live from rum production in
both Guadeloupe and Maninique, and these two
depanments have 47 000 people looking for work.
These figures 
- 
which indicate, ladies and gentlemen,
that the economic situation in these departmr:nts is
aheady precarious be easily verified.
I would also remind you that France, through its over-
seas departments, is the sole Community rum prod-
ucer, and that the risks to this production camt: from
several sources, notably the increasing yearly qu,ttas of
rum from the opening of the common market in rum
to the ACP countries, the possibility of selling rum
spirits manufactured with 95% spirim distilled from
apples and 50lo rum 
- 
I hope, for your sake,
Mr \Tedekind, that this is not the rum that you Jike 
-and finally, the possibiliry of distilling m,rlasses
imponed from third countries.
These issues have been dealt with in depth and very
competently by Mr Victor Sabl6, an elected repr1s56.-
ative of our overseas departments, as well as by
Mr Jean-Jos6 Cl6ment, a farmer Member of this
House. Victor Sabl6 did not omit to ask for ,r legal
definition of rum which would allow this orrerseas
product to meet the competition from other spirits in
the Community, and rc state that the description 'rum'
should be used only for spirits manufacturecl from
sugar cane at the places of production. It i9 imPortant
for the Community to retain this definition. \0e can-
not let rum be considered as an industrial product. It is
and remains an agricultural product which warrants
special tax arranBements 
- 
which are in fact nc,t at all
exorbitant, but merely maintain the present sitration,
as Mrs Desouches said. Moreover, there are arrange-
ments which favour certain spirits in various lvlember
States, and the legidmacy of these practices he.s been
recognized by the Court of Justice.
I would refer Mr Hopper to a judgment from the
Court of Justice on 'whisky 
- 
cognac' which provides
this explanation and confirms my statement . . .
Mr Vedekind (PPE). 
- 
(FR) ... 'Rum anc rum',
not 'whisky and cognac'! There is a dif lerence
between rum and rum.
Mr Deleau (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Vell, I get the impression
that you have never been aware of this difference, and
that you are a poor judge of rum 
- 
if you drink it at
all, as you stated earlier.
\7e have tabled four amendments to imprc,ve the
report presented by Mr Hopper on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. \7e would
agree to a provision for a review of the tax arrange-
ments after a period of five years as established by the
Commission. However, it would be desirable not to
lay down a fixed period for these arrangements, until
there is an acceptable alternative solution. The econo-
mic balance of our overseas depanments and the
maintenance of employment in agriculture is at stake.
These are considerations, ladies and gentlemen, which
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should not be ignored during the vote on these
amendments and the final repon.
Finally, I would inform Mr Vedekind that I intend to
bring him some real rum from sugar cane, and not a
substitute molasses product, in the very near future.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am exrremely
disappointed that so far nobody has talked about rum
from a real development viewpoint, which means no[just talking about Marrinique and Guadeloupe, but
about the whole of the Caribbean. For rhe Caribbean,
even though it may account for 100/o of their foreign
currency earnings, it is extremely imponant. There-
fore, I for one am concerned about the entry of rum
from the whole of the Caribbean into France, where it
has considerable difficulties ar rhe moment.
I can well understand the atritude of rhe French
Government. There are pans of our country which
have difficulties; in \flest Yorlsshire we have consider-
able difficulties with regard ro rcxriles. But I sdll feel
that in terms of developmen[ we cannot. exclude coun-
tries like Guyana in panicular, who cannor ger rheir
rum into the European Community. I cenainly will
pledge to do all I can ro srop rhe quora sysrem as
regards the Unircd Kingdom, and I hope that my
French colleagues, in whom I have a grear deal of con-
fidence, will join with me in a crusade of that kind.
Guyana at the moment is having immense difficulties
because of the world price of bauxite, the world price
of rice, the world price of cane sugar as opposed to
beet sugar.
'S7e have here a considerable responsibility as a Euro-
pean Community. I therefore appeal to all Members in
this House rc think abour rum in a panicular way 
-that is to say, from the viewpoint of developmenr 
-and to bear in mind that they are able to produce very
good rum. I say ro Mr'lTedekind that rhe rum from
Guyana, the rum from Trinidad, the rum from
Jamaica is extremely good. He and some of his fellow
Germans do in'fact drink it, and Germany has the
lowest tax on rum in the Communiry, which is found
to be extremely helpful. The United Kingdom places
the fewest barriers on rhe impon of rum, and I do
think that we should ger [ogerher, work our a sensible
definition of rum, which is nor an industrial product
- 
I agree with Madam Le Roux on [har 
- 
and see
how we can help the African, Caribbean and Pacific
countries in this respecr.
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, it is very rare in
the proceedings of this House that I am able to record
the fact rhat I agree with Mr Enright. On this parti-
cular occasion, I do, I think he is right to raise the
development aspecr. Thank you for your rolerance.
Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of tbe Comnission. 
-(FR) Mr President, the French overseas depanments
and metropolitan France are the main consumers of
so-called traditional rum. It has been pointed our rhat
this rum is of agriculrural origin, and I believe that
there are no doubr as ro irs quality. It is usually prod-
uced at reladvely high cosr by disdlleries associated
with sugar cane production.
The Commission is faced wirh this parricular problem
under discussion today, nor after rhiny years of diffi-
culties bur as of from 22October 1978, which was rhe
date of the Hanssen reporr., before which it was con-
sidered by the Council and the Commission that, in
the absence of the Council decision, a provision in the
treaty could not be implicity extended ro rhe overseas
departments. The Commission was of rhe opinion rhar
the markets for rhe overseas depanmenm' products
would be seriously compromised if France was nor
authorized to remporarily maintain rhe existing tax
advantages. These tax advantages are of vital impon-
ance for the economic and social development of the
French overseas depanments covered by Article 227 of
the Treaty.
Nevertheless, given thar the application of different
excise duties is not comparible with Anicle 95 of the
Treaty, France is asking for a special derogation from
this Anicle, so rha[ it can no longer be considered to
be infringing the Treaty, as stated in rhe judgment of
the Court of Jusrice of the European Communities.
Given the presenr siruation of the Community's spirirs
market, the Commission has proposed thar the dero-
gation be limited, borh in time and in quantity.
In his reporr, Mr Hopper admits thar it is necessary ro
maintain exisring tax advantages for rhe time being. Ar
least, these are the conclusions of the resolution which
I read. He recommends that the Commission proposal
be adopted for a limited period, with rhe restricrions
which it lays down with regard ro quanriry and scope.
The Commission will examine whether the derogation
from Article 95 to be granted ro France should be for a
shoner rime if possible 
- 
and I promise you rhar ir
will do this with all due speed. The Commission will
submit a reporr and, if possible, proposals before the
end of the year.
Mr Enright (S).- I would like to ask when I shall be
gewing 
- 
as Mr Pisani promised I should in Kingston,
Jamaica 
- 
a ruling about the definition of rum, or ac
least the firsr thoughts of the Commission on a defini-
tion of rum, because this is extremely imponanr, borh
for the depanments and for rhe ACP countries.
President. 
- 
This is in reply ro a quesrion the Member
put to Mr Pisani in Jamaica.
Mr Enright (S). 
- 
Yes, Mr President, bur ir is also a
general quesrion that I raised in my speech. I well
understand if the Commissioner is nor briefed on it but
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will give me an answer later. I should be quite happy
about that.
Mr Ortoli, Vce-President of the Commission.- (FR) I
completely understand your question, but you will
appriciate that I am not Mr Pisani and that I was not
in'Kingston. I am therefore not completely informed
of this conversation.
Having said this, the debate which has just taken place
has shown that this is indeed a complicated matter'
There are a cenain number of problems, in particular
the one you have mentioned. If there are problems
related ,o d.finirion, let us examine them and make
proposals. It is in our interesm, when discussing this
iypi of issue, to have figures at our disposal. I do not
b.li.rr. that the protocol on ACP rum has been viol-
ated in any way whatsoever.
Mr Enright (S).- Mr President, I thank the Com-
missionei very much for that answer and I look for-
ward in due course to a considered answer, which I
would far rather have than a slick answer now.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed' The vote will be
taken at the next voting-time.
14. Transfrontier transport poliry
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc'
1-1205/82) by Mrs von Alemann, on behalf of the
Committee on Transport, on transfrontier transport
poliry in frontier regions, particularly in Community
inter.r"l frontier regiong such as the Rhein-Maas-Nord
region and EUREGIO.
Mr Seefeld (Sl, deputy rdp?orteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the rapponeur, Mrs von
Alemann, has trnfortunately had to leave and, as
Chairman of the Committee, I have taken over [he
task of presenting her repon. The regions on either
side of the internal frontiers of the Community occupy
a key position as regards European intergration. They
form, as it were, tlie seams where in the past things
started to come apan, while nowadays they could
demonstrate the capacity and willingness of the Com-
munity for integration. They should be integration
zones but, I askyou, arctheY in fact?
Things which are often mere European theory for per-
ront Iit it g in more central areas ate everyday experi-
ences for-the inhabitants of the frontier regions' He
has to suffer from the consequences of the border'and
therefore wants to see the source of his problems eli-
minated. However, the readiness of the citizens and
local authorities to seek transfrontier solutions on a
joint basis does not imply that they wish to elirninate
'bo.ders 
or abolish the sovereignty of the nittional
states. The intention is simply to erase the scars of his-
tory and permit closer contacts and improved c'|Joper-
ation beryeen the populations on either side of the
borders. Transfrontier regions provide a model ior the
future organizaLion of EuroPe.
They harbour ideals and principles which must be
preslrued and funher developed as our comm-(>n his-
iorical heritage and as basic elements for the frrrther-
ance of huma., coexistence and the forging of close
links between the peoples of Europe.
However, the border regions continue to be e'ncum-
bered by red tape, lack of imagination, inflexibility
and misplanning, although it is not the populations in
the borier ..giont who insist, for examPle, that a
motorway should finish in the middle of a fielct at the
border. Ii is the lack of political will to turn fine words
into practical European policy, and unfonunately even
in 1983, planning unfonunately continues to stop at
the borders of the Member States and the tr'rnsPort
infrastructure policy, which the Committee on Trans-
port are still repeatedly calling for, is lacking.
In this repon we have attempted to show, on the basis
of two border regions within the Community, how
badly the seams I have spoken about hang together'
The'two regions in question are on the one h'lnd the
Rhein-Maas-Nord region, which should not l)e con-
fused with Euregio Maas-Rhein. Obviously, both the
latter and , nr-bet of other border regions might well
have also been mentioned, but this would have
resulted in the repon being overloaded.
The othet region in question is Euregio, which is dis-
cussed from the point of view of transpon problems'
At any rate, the problems of road transport, railways
and inland waterways have been studied. Our rappor-
teur visited both of the organizations mentioned who
provided some welcome assistance and imponant hints
for drawing up the rePort, for which I am very grate-
ful.
The excellent studies of the transport systems in these
rwo border regions of the Community have shown
that the tranJrontier routes are still in need of
development and improvement, and the same is true of
the infrastructure. As we see it, the Conrmission
should make an initial srcp in this direction by drawing
up a survey of the main transPort routes which are
most in need of improvement in all the rep;ions on
either side of internal borders and the Council of Min-
isters must finally get round to adopting the regulation
on transport infrasiructure. Ve take the view that road
.onrt.r"tion planning must be based on the principle
that the large-scale transport links in border regions
should nqt be inferior to those more centrally placed
in a particular Member State. Ve are in favour of
development of an integrated public passenger trans-
po.t tyst.rn in border regions and think that drawing
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up joint time-tables could be an inirial step in this
direction. 'We are also in favour of opening tiansfron-
tier cycle- and footpaths.
It.is rhe people living at the borders of our Community
who are particularly aware of whether 
"ny prog..rr itbeing made, whether anyrhing is happening and how it
is happening, or wherher people just male speeches
and declararions of intent. !7'e wished, with our
report, to indicate the right approach to rake and I
urge you, on behalf of the rapporreur, Mrs von Ale-
mann, ro adopt this reporr.
Mr Albers (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my Group has
always taken a very special interest in cooperation in
b_order regions. It was an erstwhile 
-ernte. of my
Group, Mr Gerlach, who produced a very imponant
report 
- 
one which received the full supporr of this
House 
- 
on rhe need to ser up a legal framework for
these regions.
Now, many years on, s/e are bound to say rhar there
are still plenty of shoncomings in rhe infrasrucrure of
the regions in question. There are important roadlinks
which have nor come into being, and there are gaps in
our system of canals and inland warcrways. There are
railway nerworks which are not connecred up, and
there are shortcomings in the inter-city rail nerwork.
For all these reasons, we shall be giving our whole-
heanqd supporr ro rhe reporr and the attached morion
for a resolurion. \7e take the view rhat, if we are really
concerned about fosrcring integration within the
European Communiry, it is of the utmost imponance
that the people living in rhe border regions should be
able to say after a period of time thit changes had
come about thanks to the European Communiiy, alle-
viating the problems of life in such regions. I am'think-
ing here of course of the job markeq health care, fire
services, and all the other rhings of relevance to border
regions. Mr President, the rapporteur asks in para-
graph 6 of her morion for a resolution whethei the
Community too would be ratifying a Council of
Europe convenrion, and whether it was legally possi-
ble. I hope thar the Commission will givJus-a clear
answer on this point, because an amendmenr has been
tabled seeking rc delete paragraph 6 from the morion
for a resolution. Before we decide how to vore, I rhink
it is exrremely imponant to know what the Commis-
sion feels on this poinr. Ve are a:ware of the problems
involved in the ratificarion procedure, affecting rhird
countries too, which is the case here. Ve should also
gready appreciare an ansver ro [he quesrion which
was put in rhe Gerlach Repon roo, referring to rhe
creation of a legal framework covering rhese regions.
Mr Notenboom (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, on
b:half.9l the Group of the European people,s party,l
should like rc thank the rapponeur and rhe Chairman
of the Commirtee on Transpon, Mr Seefeld, for rhis
report, which we very much welcome. For one thing,
it takes into account the motion for a resolution tabled
by Mr van Aerssen, who has unfortunately been ill for
several monrhs. For another, it places the European
ideal in the forefront, and highlights our aspiraiions
with regard ro what I might rerm 'Europa Minor,, that
aspect of Europe where people are closesr m all the
obstacles, much closer than in our major cides. I
should like to express my appreciarion to the Com-
mitree on Transpon for this reporr on behalf 
- 
inter
alia 
- 
of Mr van Aerssen who, as I said just now, is
ill. He it was who tabled the original morion for a
resoiution, and he 
- 
like me 
- 
is a resident of the
Rhine-Maas region. I am also, of course, speaking on
behalf of the people who live there. I do noi have very
much to add to what Mr Seefeld said so experrly.
The Member Srares have a tendency to regard fron-
tiers as termini, whereas the European Parliament has
a dury to regard rhose areas as central, as backward
qca1, a1d in rhis respect I am merely reiterating what
Mr Seefeld has already said. I am best qualified ro passjudgement on the Rhine-Maas border region, which is
where my home is. The three demands spelr out are
wise, caurious and very realisdc. The people of that
region are indeed at a disadvantage. It is unfonunate,
but only roo undersrandable, that the Rhine-Maas
Euregio 
- 
rhe land thar knows no bounds, rhe area
covering Maastricht, Aachen and Hasselt 
- 
has never
before been discussed in this House. This omission has
nothing m do with a deliberate exclusion: it is simply a
matrer of coincidence. \7e hope rhar the Commiriee
on Transport will find an opponuniry to take anorher
close look ar [hese and the rransporr restrictions. This
is a firsr step towards taking a genuinely European
look at road, rail and water transporr restiictions, and
as such deserves our praise and thanks. I know for
sure that the authorities and people in my home area
are very pleased that rhe European parliament has
drawn up a reporr. on [his issue, ind my Group and I
are pleased that we now have a chance to discuss the
matter.
I should like rc conclude on a point mentioned by
Mr Albers 
_concerning the amendment tabled byMrs Boot. Her amendment, tabled on behalf of our
Group, seeks to prevenr this repon, which is mainly
concerned with transport matrers, from prejudicing a
report. ro be drawn up by rhe Committee on Regioial
Policy and Regional Planning which is due to iake a
detailed look at the whole legal position of border
regions and submit proposals thereon. I am confidenr
that Mr Seefeld will be able ro ensure romorrow rhar a
sensible decision is taken on rhis marrer.
Mr Gendebien (CDI). 
- 
(FR) Mr president, I also
believe that Mrs von Alemann;, ,.pon is imponant.
'!7hy? Because, insread of mlking abort rhe theo.y of
regional E.rI9p9 ir, discusses the practice of regional
Europe, which is the true Europe. I should rheiefore
like rc congratulate the Commiitee on Transpon for
this report.
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The problem of border regions are indeed panicularly
illustrative. The se regions are at the forefront of
intra-Community competition. They suffer from
duplications of investment and above all lack of coor-
dination in development, variations in the rate of
exchange, lack of harmonization of national legisla-
tions and regional planning and infrastructure policies.
Is it common knowledge that the frontier regions of
Europe cover approximately 3 000 kilometers of fron-
tiers out of 200 000 square kilometers and comprise
almost 40 million inhabitants? Frequently they are
heavily dependent on industry and particularly on sec-
tors in decline such as coal and sreel.
That is why we must take a particular interest in the
regions and approve Mrs von Alemann's report in
particular. I do fee[, however, that the geographical
size of Euregio should be made more precise. Surely
no one will be surprised if I say that it ought to stretch
[o [he south and to include 
- 
quite obviously 
- 
the
Maastricht-Liige-Aix-la-Chapelle triangle. I particu-
larly want to stress the desire on the part of Liige and
its hinterland to be associated with a true Euregio. Just
recently the 'Grand Liige' representative association
made a formal application to this effect and pressed
the regional government of \Tallonia to speed up the
procedures in order to make this membership possible.
Personally, I approve wholeheartedly this will to coop-
erate and to be open.
May I conclude, ladies and gentlemen, with the hope
that the Commission will deal direcdy with frontier
Euregios and that it will conclude programme con-
tracts with them, programme contracts which vrould
keep Community finance to a rational low for certain
transport infrasructure projects or other projects to
develop transfrontier regions. It is evident that that
would be an effective method for allowing the neces-
sary interpenetration of our countries to take place.
Finally, and this is my last word, these programme
contracts should fit in with a European regional
development plan because without this 
- 
I am sure
you agree 
- 
there can be no true common policy for
transport nor any true common policy to benefit fron-
tier regions.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of tbe Cornrnission. 
-(GR) Mr President, I really believe that Mrs Von Ale-
mann's excellent report, is worthy of congratulation,
since it analyses in detail the communications prob-
lems which are arising in important areas of the Com-
munity, and panicularly at the very heart of Europe. I
am in total agreemen[ with Mr Seefeld's views on the
need to abolish the restrictions and difficulties asso-
ciated with transfrontier communications and that, in
order to achieve this, apart from our European aware-
ness that at some time or other these restrictions must
be lifted, there is a need to plan the necessary works.
Mrs Von Alemann has, very discretely, included in the
motion several conclusions from the explanatory
memorandum on this topic. Of course, we all know
that budgetary resources are not limitless and that
there is a series of priorities. I believe that facilitating
the abolition of the restrictions by constructing appro-
priate communication structures has a certain priority
amongst the works of Community interest. Further-
more, this was the direction in which the Commission
was moving in the medium-term infrastructure pro-
gramme which it presented last December to the
Council of Ministers and Parliament.
I can inform you, Mr Seefeld, that the Commission
will shortly be starting a special study intended to
answer the main concerns expressed in Mrs Von Ale-
mann's report. This will involve examining the import-
ance of certain imponant plans relating to regions
with which the report is concerned and, in particular,
their effects on these regions. I reckon that the report
will be completed during rhe first quarter of 1984 and,
naturally, the appropriate depanments and authorities
in the frontier regions will be contacted, as Mr Noten-
boom proposed. In this report the Commission aims to
include other regions with similar problems.
As concerns the point in paragraph 5 referred rc by
Mr Albers, I would like to say that great caution is
needed in creating an organization or organizations
empowered to make transfrontier decisions, since this
could raise constitutional problems in some Member
States. The Commission recognizes the need to ratify
the agreement of the Council of Europe relating to
this issue as soon as possible. If the Member States
ratify this agreement, nearly all the problems will be
solved, and it would certainly be a step in the right
direcdon.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The vote will be
taken at the next voting time.
75. Common transport poliry @or*)
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-844/82), drawn up by Mr Carossino on behalf of
the Committee on Transport, on the role of ports in
the common transport policy.
The oral question with debate (Doc. l-1279/82) by
Miss Hooper and others to the Commission is
included in the debate:
Subject: The special needs of ports iri decline in
relation to a Common Ports Policy
Bearing in mind the importance of the role of
ports in the Common Transpon Policy, the Com-
mission is asked:
f. if it has completed any survey of port changes
throughout the Community taking into
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account which pons receive subsidies for con-
servancy costs;
2. to what extent the effect on ports of changing
trade patterns resulting from EEC member-
ship have been taken into account in the
co-ordination of European Community poli-
cies;
3. if it agrees that, in the case of a port such as
the pon of Liverpool which provid6s the basis
of the economy of a large area, the people
affected by the decline of that port industry
should be assisted in the same way as those
affected by the decline of the textile, the steel
or the shipbuilding industries?
Mr Carossino (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(17) Mr Presi-
dent, this own-initiative repon switches the attention
of the European Parliament and the Community insti-
tutions back to the subject of policy.
The first observation to be made is that, several years
after the resolution adopted by the European Parlia-
ment on 17 April 1972, no serious or tangible progress
has been made.
It is true that, in the meanwhile, some very interesting
investigations and studies have been completed by the
Commission, but there has never been any practical
follow-up to these. Instead, attempts have been made
to jusdfy this inertia by maintaining that seven years of
surveys and close collaboration with the main Com-
munity pons showed that there was no need for a spe-
cific Community poliry on ports.
The European Parliament Committee on Transport
does not agree with these conclusions and, although it
is perfecdy aware of the complexity and difficulties
involved in developing a common pons policy, ir
nevenheless believes it is necessary to overcome this
inertia as soon as possible, and this repon gives prac-
tical and useful suggestions for achieving positive
results.
Since concern has been expressed in various quafters
that intervention by the Communiry could compro-
mise the autonomy enjoyed by some important Euro-
pean ports, I should like to once more make it clear
that these proposals are not directed againsr pons but
have been submitted with the objective of creating the
best conditions for the development of their auronomy
and their initiative.
Taking as a starting point rhe fact that porrs are an
essential link in the transpon chain 
- 
which is
increasingly becoming one single organic unit 
- 
an
attempt was made to define the role of rhe pons in the
common transport policy.
In the written repon submitted to Parliamenr, various
aspects of the question were dealt with. The first con-
cerns an assessment of the effects on competition
between pons of the measures which will be adopted
under the common transport policy and the need to
make allowances for the interests and requirements of
the ports.
Other points relate to the a Community infrastructure
programme, placing special emphasis on the need to
improve links with the Mediterranean ports, since
these have a strategic role to play in the Community
transport system and have the most serious capacity
problems with land and pon infrastructure.
Finally, other aspects relate to shipping and all the spe-
cific problems involved in the organization of port
facilities, work, safety and distonion of comperition
which could arise through various factors.
Ladies and gentlemen, that was a brief summary of the
observations to which I wished to draw your arrenrion,
together with the conclusions reached by the Com-
mittee on Transport. I hope that the Parliament will
support these proposals as they represenr an important
- 
or even decisive 
- 
chapter in the Common Trans-
port Policy, which is a policy which must assure a
rapid, economic and sophisticated system of move-
ment 
- 
of goods and people 
- 
so as to render the
European economy more comperitive in world trade
and which may, at the same time, be of considerable
assistance in the fight against unemployment which
constitutes the most serious problem with which rhe
Community is faced today.
Mr Albers (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the report we
are debating today is rightly entitled 'rhe role of pons
in the common ffanspon policy'. If we were to delve
into the question of why so little has happened regard-
ing pons policy since the repon tabled by my col-
league Mr Seefeld in 1972, we would be bound to
conclude that the common transport policy has simply
failed to get off the ground. As a result, Parliament has
taken its case to rhe European Coun of Justice to
highlight exactly wherb rhe fault lies and to publicize
the fact that the Council has failed to rake a decision
on the proposals made with a view to making a com-
mon transport poliry possible. It therefore seems to me
that the working pany on seapons, which was set up
as a result of the reporr in 1972, was right to some
extent.
'!7hat the porrs aurhorities have in fact said 
- 
admit-
rcdly adopting different approaches 
- 
is that alright,
the European Parliament is calling for a common pons
poliry, but let us first of all comply wirh the anicles
which are clearly set out in the Treaty, and which are
supposed to give us a common rransporr policy. Ve
have gone along with this, and have read various
reports on meetings held between the ports author-
ities, weighing up the pros and cons of a common
policy. Cenain conclusions have emerged from all rhis.
Some authorities have come ou[ in favour of the for-
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mulation of cenain rules of conduct on the subject,
referring to non-discrimination, free competition,
profitability, adequate storaBe capacity and healthy
working conditions. Other authorities, on the other
hand, have resolutely set their faces against any form
of interference, and were very wary of a dirigiste
approach from Brussels.
After all this, the committee then came along with a
repon saying that there was no need for a specific
ports policy within the European Community, which
of course turned the whole thing upside down. The
view my Group takes is that, because we have no com-
mon transport policy, the pons authorities were per-
haps right in saying that we should first of all have a
transport policy and then discuss the specific question
of ports. The Commission too could have come to the
same conclusion and should in any case have put far
more pressure on the Council to Bet it to take a deci-
sion 
- 
even to the point of threatening to resign.
After all, the fact is that, if a Commission is there to
develop a cenain policy on the part of the European
Community, you cannot simply ditch the whole thing
if the relevant anicles of the Treaty 
- 
which are crys-
tal clear on the subject of transport policy 
- 
are sim-
ply ignored by the Council.
So what is the upshot of all this? Changes have been
qade in the directorate-general responsible for trans-
pon policy, and officials who were working on the
subject were told not to bother about pons any longer.
And yet the fact is that there is still over-investment
going on in the European Community. Enormous
sums of money are still being spent on port insmlla-
tions which, strictly speaking, are surplus to require-
ments. Funds are also fonhcoming from the European
Regional Fund and from the European Investment
Bank, and for that reason it is a good thing that the
Carossino Report put the case for a planned approach.
The Carossino Repon came into being as a result of
motions for resolutions requesting attention for parti-
cular ports, but we must make sure that, if something
is done in a panicular direction, it is done in a prop-
erly planned manner. '!/e must also bear in mind that
changes will always be taking place in the transpon
field, rhat rhere is an increasing volume of container
vaffic and more roll-on, roll-off business, which is
why we want the directorate-general in question to
have officials working once again specifically on these
matters, as the motion for a resolution clearly says.
Mr President, it is virtually impossible to discuss such
an imponant matter in so shon a time, but I hope I
have spelt out the really essential issues.
Mr O'Donnell (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I wish first of
all to congratulate Mr Carossino on his excellent
report on the r6le of pons in the common transPort
policy. There is not doubt whatsoever that ports play a
vital pan in Communiry ffansport, and we in Ireland
arc yery conscious of this fact. Our island peripheral
location and the lack of rail and road links with other
Member States high-light the imponance of the ports.
They are the nerve-ends of the internal road and rail
systems, the basic infrastructure for sea transport and
the transfer points between land and sea transport sys-
tems.
The formulation of a specific port policy must be an
integral pan of a common transport policy. The atti-
tude of those who say that the formulation of a spe-
cific pon poliry is not urgent is very difficult to under-
stand. Pons provide the connecting link between land
and sea transport,, and without a specific port policy it
is futile to pursue the objective of a coherent transport'
policy. It is dmely to remind those who hold this view
- 
and there albo might be no harm in reminding the
Commission and the Council 
- 
that the European
Parliament has recently unanimously stressed the need
for a global Community transport policy.
It is a matter of grave disappointment [hat despite the
Parliament's resolution of April 1972, there has been
no progress with a common seaport policy. I believe
the time has now come for the Commission to pay far
treater attention to ports than hitherto, and I sincerely
hope that the excellent report by Mr Carossino will
spur the Commission into the necessary action.
Mr Pearce (ED).- Mr President, I wish to speak in
connection with an oral question which was submimed
by Miss Hooper and myself and one or two other peo-
ple and which has been connected with this particular
debate. Like the debarc iwelf, it relates to various port
policies.
Mr President, I begin by harking back to the discus-
sion we had a few moments ago under your chairman-
ship on the question of rum. This is very confusing,
what with rum and with port, and I am trying to sim-
plify it. The point was made in the discussion on rum
rhat there was a part. of the Communiry 
- 
the French
Overseas Departments 
- 
which are at a disadvantage
when compared with the rest of the Community. That
is what we were being told, and that something should
be done about it. Quite a few people subscribed to that
line.
It seems to be the case that here with port 
- 
I am
changing my beverage at this point 
- 
here with pons,
the United Kingdom ports are at a particular disad-
vantage when compared with ports in nearly all the
other Member States 
- 
not all but nearly all 
- 
in
that, as regards the costs of dredging, of buoys and
lights and of conservancy in general, the charges aris-
ing in United Kingdom ports are included in the costs
borne by shipowners who bring their ships to those
pons. In most countries, and particularly in the
Netherlands, which is the most successful port, country
in the Community, those charges are borne by the
State in one form or another. I know, Mr President, if
I say it is a subsidy it will be denied; a subsidy is some-
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thing that the other fellow does, not what one does
oneself. Nevenheless, the Netherlands, Germany and
some other Community countries offer a measure of
public suppon rc their ports, year in year out, that is
not made in the United Kingdom. That puts our porrs
at a disadvantage. If we had a common ports policy 
-and I hope we shall have one very soon 
- 
this dis-
crepancy would be reduced and United Kingdom
pons would be able to compete on equal terms.
Mr President, the panicular points we have tried to
elicit with this question are three in number. One is
whether the Commission has completed a survey of
pon charges 
- 
and I would like to srress that it
should be 'charges' and not'changes', because there
was a typing mistake in the text 
- 
throughout rhe
Community to see who is getting subsidies for conser-
vancy costs and who is not. I hope we can have a
answer on that.
Secondly, ro see what is the effect of the changing par.-
terns of rade within the Community arising from
membership of the European Community. Here I am
thinking of west-coast ports in the United Kingdom
which have suffered a decline in trade due to British
trade with Community countries being greater now
than it was in 1973 when Britain joined the Com-
munity.
My third and final question, Mr President, is whether
it is not now time, through a common ports policy, to
recognize that areas affected by declining ports are
just as deserving of Community help as areas suffering
from declining shipbuilding, coalmining, textiles or
what have you. Now is the time to recognize the social
and economic problems caused by declining pons and
do something about it through an effective common
pons policy.
Mr Eisma (NI).- (NL) Ve very much welcome the
fact that attention is now being paid to European sea-
pons policy as an imponant part of a common trans-
pon policy, although I already drew attention ro rhe
imponance of this matter at a hearing held in Decem-
ber 1973 
- 
in orher words, many years ago, as a fol-
low-up to the resolution we adopted on 17 April 1972.
More than 10 years have now passed, and sdll nothing
has been done as regards a Community seapons
policy. That is something we all very much regrer.
An overall poliry in the transpon secror musr incor-
porare a coordinated, effective and efficienr ports
poliry. In our view, it is imponant and desirable from
the point of view of the Communiry rhat proposals for
large-scale inves[ment in our major sea ports in
Europe should be submitted to the European Parlia-
ment, and I should like to hear the Commission's reac-
tion to this idea.
Mr President, my Group can fully associate itself with
the view that a common rransporr policy must be of a
general nature, covering all forms of transport. Pons,
though, represent a very imponant element, and I
should like to point out that more rhan 250/o of all jobs
are dependent on a sensible policy on ports and trans-
Port.
My Group would very much welcome voluntary coop-
eration at European level giving rise to the kind of ini-
tiatives which would make enforced regulations less
necessary. But it does not look as though we are going
to have any luck there in view of rhe failure of the
appeal we made 12 years ago, and for that reason I
should like to ask the Commission to respond at long
last to all the proposals which Parliamenr has pur ro
the Commission in the meantime.
Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Comruission. 
-(GR) Mr Presidenr, I too should like to rhank
Mr Carossino for his excellent report, which stresses
Parliament's longterm interest in a ports policy. This
repon follows the previous reports by Mr Karteyn,
Mr Siefritz and Mr Seefeld, and I am confident that it
will greatly influence all those responsible for issues
relating to por[s within the Community.
I would point out that the Commission is in full agree-
ment with paragraphes 1, 3 and 6 of rhe motion and
that the actions in the relative secrors come within the
general framework of the transpon policy.
'We also agree with paragraph 2, and it should be
noted that actions in this sector come within the Com-
munity regional poliry. Under this policy, each Mem-
ber State submits a regional development programme
to the Commission. The investment plans to be
financed 
- 
I am referring to plans relaring ro porrs 
-are carefully examined by the appropriate depanment
and, if they come under rhe programme for regional
development, they are approved.
The Commission also agrees fully with the opinion of
Parliament, as expressed in paragraph 4, which refers
to the need for competition between seapons, and
neither intends nor wishes ro restrict rhis comperition.
Paragraph 5 refers rc the disparities in the adminisrra-
tive sructures of pons. The 1977 report of rhe \7ork-
ing Pany on ports, which was distriburcd to Parlia-
ment, included a complere list of these disparities. This
report was updated in 1980, and will naturally be fur-
ther updated as rhe need arises in the future.
It would appear from the comments in para-
graphs 80-82 of the explanatory sratemenr of the com-
mittee that Parliamenr welcomes the initiarives taken
by the Commission in the shipping sector.
As regards paragraph 8, rhe Commission hopes to sub-
mit a documenr on an overall sea [ransporr policy to
the Parliament before rhe end of this year. This inren-
tion was expressed in the last Commission proposal rc
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the Council on the need for a common transPort
policy, and it mentioned it again to the Committee on
Transpon two weeks ago in Brussels. The Commission
departments concerned with transpon and the envi-
ronment are working closely together with this objec-
tive in mind.
I should now like to refer to paragraph 9, which has
been extensively alluded to by Mr Albers, and to
inform you that I agree that there is a need for special
officials to deal with pons. I will examine the possibili-
ties and will suggest that special provision be made in
the draft budget for 1984, because I believe that the
port policy is a new activity which needs staff.
As regards the oral question tabled by a group of
Members and presented by Mr Pearce, I should like to
say the following. The first part of the question asks
whether the Communiry has studied the tonnages han-
dled by Community ports. The repon of the Vorking
Party on Ports submitt ed in 1977 , lism the ports which
benefited from subsidies for the deepening and mark-
ing of entry channels.
As regards the second part of the question, I should
like to say that there are no studies relating to any reo-
rientation of trade to a degree which would effect
ports, but the appropriate depanments for regional
policy and transport policy are working together and
tonsulting with each other on the priority granting of
funds to pons in development areas.
As for the third pan of Mr Pearce's question, which
refers to the port of Liverpool and the economic
development of this region, I wish to say that 
- 
and I
myself paid a visit to Liverpool a few months ago 
-
we are aware of the importance which the port has for
the economy of the region.
I would point out that the region surrounding the port
of Liverpool is one of the regions which obtain aid
from both the quota and non-quota sections of the
Regional Fund.
That is what I wanted to say, Mr President, and thank
you.
President. 
- 
The debate is adjourned until rhe next
sitting.l
(Tbe sitting was closed at 12.05 a.m.)
I Agenda for the next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX
Votes
The Aanex to- the Report of Proceedings contains the rapporteur's opinion on the
various amendments and the explanations of vote. For a ditailed ac.o,rot of the vot-
ing, see Minutes.
NORD REPORT (Doc. t-1097 /E2 'Rule 8 of the rules of procedure,): ADOPTED
The rapporteur w'as:
- 
Against all the amendments.
Explanations ofvote
Mr chambeiron (coM). 
- 
(FR) The communist and Allies Group will be voting in
favour of the report presented by Mr Nord.
By accepdng some of the amendments, panicularly the one supporred by my colleague
and friend, Mr D'Angelosanre, ir was possible for a large ..i*.. of 
"g.ee.e.rt to"beobtained among rhe committee members, about which *. ... very pleased.
At present, this balanced and reasonable report can only meet with our approval. I should,
however, like to add that, since we in this Parliament are elected by the people and the
forces of progress in our various countries, we feel that it is ou. drtyio d.f.nj rhe collec-
tive interesm of rhe social forces who have put their trust in us.
I should like to add that there are in our group no representarives of private inrerests con-
nected with any lobby whatsoever. Both in this Assembly, and in ou. ,rarious counrries,
our activities are carried out openly, and we are conrinuously making effons to 
-ak. ouipublic actions as clear as possible ro everyone.
(Laughter)
'Sflith a clear conscience, therefore, we give our supporr to the morion for a resolution
mbled by the Committee on rhe Rulesof Procedure.
One day you will be laughing on the orher side of your face, genrlemen.
(Appkusefrom the Communist and Allies Group)
Mr Moreland (ED).- I shall suppon the Nord reporr, but I have a reservarion, which is
that I regret that Members'.signing_o{_the.registei is mandatory rather than 1rolurrtrry.
Yesterday, Mr Rogers said thar the UK and German regisrers aie voluntary. In fact, Nir
Rogers is, stricrly speaking, incorrect. The UK regisrer wis intended to be mandatory, bu,it degenerated into what is in effect a voluntary syste., because cerrain Members refus.d
to declare their interest 
- 
one Member quirc openly. Norhing was, or could be, done
about ir, because the UK register has no sancrions-on l\4embe.r ,iho do not sign.
The Nord repon has no sancrions on Members who do nor sign. consequently, I suggest
that, although in appearance mandato-ry- ir would probably in effect Le 
"oirrr"rf.'s"while I suppon Mr Nord's report and fully. appreciati, as I am sure we all do, the Jay in
which he has gone about his task, I would hive preferred it ro be admitrcdiy ,otuni".y
and not osrensibly mandatory, but in practice voluntary.
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MOUCHEL REPORT (Doc. r-1325/82 'Agricultural prices')
The rapponeur was:
- 
infavourof AmendmentsNos4,5,6,7,8,9,73,16,20,23/rev.,37,39,4A,41,44,
63 and 88;
- 
againstAmendments Nos 3,10,11, 12/rev.,14,15,17,18,19,21,22,24,26,27,29,
31,32,33,34,35,36,38, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 57,52,53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,77,72,73,74,77,78,80,81, 82,83,84, 86, 87,89,90,
gl,92,93,94,99, lOO,1O1, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, ll0, lll, 772,
173, 174, 117, 718, 1 19, l2O, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128 and 129 -
Explanations ofoote
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
I have a financial interest in not wanting my constituents to have to
pay for rr.pirt food that need never be produced. I am taking the opportunity to say this
,.iUrtty afier rhe amendmenrs in case some Members of this House are listening, so that
they can see whar an irresponsible repon this is, even after the amendmenrs. It is a report
which favours greedy farmers at the expense of everybody else. In doing that, it is acting
in a way,which my own farmers 
- 
and I have plenty of them 
- 
do not put to me.
The idea rhat farmers must always go on having more and more and more at the expense
of everybody else will ruin this Community. It will have the opposite effect of what Mrs
Scrivener was talking about. This is the cornerstone of the Community. It will break us
aparr. Sfhile adrocating more for everybody in Continental countries, it does nothing for
the one problem rhat really hits British farmers at the present time, and that is the crisis in
the pig indusrry. Nothing is done about that. And as regards the injustice of British food
manufacturers and British consumers who suffer taxes by way of expensive sugar, by levies
on imported wheat and such like . . .
President. 
- 
Your speaking time is over, Mr Pearce.
Mr Hord (ED).- It is perhaps rarher an interesting coincidence that rcday wC voted on
this year's farmprice review and we also approved the proposal to have a register of Mem-
bers' interests.
In future, we may be able ro conremplate that those with vested interests do not partici-
pare in rhose vores and that there will be a proper representation of the 880/o of the non-
indusuial electorate of Europe.
The heavily biased agriculrural vote has called for a pernicious treatment of New Zealand
which is likely to do more harm to the Community as we have a trade balance in our
favour. The same biased agricultural vote has adopted a price proposal of a minimum of
7o/o 
- 
way above the Commission's proposals 
- 
which, I submit, is totally irresponsible
in view of ihe huge surpluses rhat continue to abound. It is also unrealistic in terms of the
fight against inflation. I submit it is also totally counter-productive in terms of securing a
budget that is relevant to the needs of Europe as a whole.
For rhese reasons, Mr President, I shall vote against the Mouchel rePort.
Mr Alavanos (COM). 
- 
(GR) I will be brief. \(ze have fundamental and basic reserva-
rions concerning the Mouchel motion. Firstly, we believe the proposals to be panicularly
inadequate for Greek agriculture; secondly, amendments which were of particular interest
to Greek farmers have been rejected, and thirdly, we believe that the future of the Greek
agricultural economy lies not in the common agricultural policy, but rather in Greece's
Ieaving the EEC and in the application of a national agricultural poliry.
In spite of this, since rhe debate so far has amounted to a confrontation between those
who suppon the Commission's rigourous proposals and those who support the proposals
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from the Committee on Agriculture, we shall vote in favour, since we mean this vote to be
a condemnation of the Commission's proposals.
Lord Harmar-Nicholls (ED).- I wanted to say rhat once we had rejected Amendment
No 83, this Parliament had voted in flat contradiction to almost all of its pas[ declarations
that it wanted to narrow the gap between agricultural and other spending and that there-
fore alI the subsequent amendments on detail, in my view, amounred ro a charade to make
apPear respecrable something that was not respectable. I could nor supporr rhat. I believe
it will damage our image and the future development of this group from being an Assem-
bly to a responsible Parliamenr.
That is why I absented myself from all of the amendmenr vores. I am sorry rhar more
Members did not do likewise, because, although we have lost the battle today, we could
have set a base to win the war of the future and prevent Members using European funds in
order to help their votes at home, rather than in rhe best interesrs of the whole of this
Community's future. That is why I shall vote against the resolution.
Mr Arndt (S). 
- 
(DE) I am really sorry that a decision is about ro be taken here and
now which is plainly designed to sink the Community. The people who vore for this know
that in doing so rhey are going to sink the Community and its financing.
The repon in im present form rests on a gross untruth. Recital C srates that the cosm of
the agricultural policy may not rise by more than the increase in Community revenue, and
everyone knows on account of the Commission's binding srarements rhar this does not
happen..In other w-ords, what is being proposed here is going to push things beyond the
limit and the 700/o level is going ro be breached again.
Now all this could be defended if it involved a sensible policy bur the agriculrural policy
we have had so far has led to the loss of jobs and you have carried on with this policy here
today. The people who vote for this motion are causing more jobs ro be lost in ihe agricul-
tural sector.
The agricultural policy we have had so far has led to increasing surpluses. People who
vote for this motion are voting for even more surplus producion. The policy we have had
so far has led to a cur in rhe incomes of small and medium-sized holdingi, and yet you
want to vote in favour of this again ! I am against this motion because I am-in faoour of'the
Community.
Mr PranchCre (COM). 
- 
(FR) Thanks to the concerted effons of electors, farmers and
the French Government, we managed in 1982 to halt rhe drop in agricultural incomes
which we have been experiencing for eight years in France. \fle do no[;anr to go back on
the progress made. The income of family farmers musr conrinue ro go up.
'S7'e regret that Parliament has not approved an 8.50lo price increase, which would also
have permitted the dismantling of the positive compensar.ory amounts which penalize our
agriculture. Nevertheless, we take note of the Assembly's wish ro increase piicesby 7o/0,
which could amount to a 720/o increase in France. A number of our p.oposals have also
been retained: the extension of co-responsibility has been rejecred, theie ii grearer respecr
for Community principles, the institution of a true poliry on fars, a halt ro iiports of N.*
Zealand butter, and improved guarantees in a number of sectors of produciion. This all
spells defeat to those who want to pursue the construcrion of Europe ar [he expense of
farmers, and is at the same time a warning to the Unired Stares, which has launched an
offensive to influence our-decisions-on prices. Despite some reservations, we will be voting
in favour of Mr Mouchel's report, because it can help rowards giving agriculrural incomi
its rightful place again in 1983, which is essenrial, as well as helping io i--p.orr. our prod-
uction and recaprure the internal market.
Mr Price (ED). Politics is about determining priorities. Today Parliament has vored to
give priority to the funding of surplus agricultural production. Since the Community's
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own resources are limited, this means that it has voted against priority for measures to
combat unemployment, such as the Regional and Social Funds. Similarly it has decided
not to give priority to making longterm improvements of the European economy, by, for
example, expanding cooperative research and action in the fields of energy and industry.
I do not believe that Parliament intended to deny priority to these other policies, but it
should face reality.If it votes for increased resources in one field, it inevitablywithholds
them in others.
Today Parliament has spoken in the evasive language of double-talk. \flhen interpreted
inro any other language, rhis means that its opinion today is wonhless. I cannot support
either the conrenr of the resolution or the approach which lies behind it. Therefore, Mr
President, I shall vorc against.
Mr Gautier (S).- (DE) I am speaking here in a personal capacity. Vhen I came here I
thought I was going to be in a parliament and not in a self-service store. If you ask me,
this Parliament has shown today that it is not \rorthy of the name of parliament, since it is
nothing more than a self-service store for the farm lobby.
There are two points I want to make by way of explanation. Personally, I was shocked
that the Christian Democrats voted to do away with import quotas for New Zealand but-
ter. \fhat is happening as far as this is concerned is scandalous, if you ask me.
A lot of Christian Democrats have also blamed the Commission for not coming up with
any proposals for reform. At the same time they have shown by the way they have voted
today that they reject every single proposal for a reform of agricultural production and
cannot accept any proposal at all.
This policy and this report is beyond me. Consequently, I shall vote against every supple-
menrary budget and 
- 
for the benefit of those who are interested 
- 
in future I shall also
be voting against any increase of non-compulsory expenditure, because it is just not on
that you vote through 2 000 million ECU for compulsory expenditure and then vote
through the same amounr in the belief that everything else can be financed in this way.
Dame Shelagh Roberts (ED). 
- 
I shall vote against this resolution because I consider
that in times when so many of our cidzens are suffering extreme economic stringency, it is
quite wrong to be fattening the already plump farmers of the Communiry. I believe it
shows a deplorable lack of a proper order of priorities and I deprecate the statement
which the President-in-Office of the Council made earlier this week, when he blandly
stated thar rhe Council and the Parliament would, as they usually did, increase the Com-
mission's proposals. In my view that constitutes an open invitation to the Commission in
subsequent years to propose something less than realistic, in the confident expectation that
the Parliamenr and the Council, whatever its merits, will insist upon increasing the Com-
mission's proposals.
I think that Parliament should take a great deal more seriously the warning given by Mr
Tugendhat on Tuesday, that in proceeding along this course, the Commission was head-
ing for bankruptcy. I regret that it should be doing so in such an undeserving cause.
Mr Treacy (S).- The Irish Labour Party Members of the Socialist Group are supponing
the Mouchel report, with the exception of the Commission's proposals for an average
price increase of 5.50/0. Here we shall vote for the Committee on Agriculture's recom-
mendation of an average price increase of 7o/0.
( Laughter from tbe rigbt)
The reasons for this position are briefly as follows. The average price increases put for-
ward by rhe eommission are substantially below the rate of inflation in Ireland and there-
fore cannot compensate Irish farmers for the real increase in the cost of their inputs. The
resulrwill beyeta further drop in their real incomes, with consequent inflationary effects
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on the rest of the economy. Further, the price increase for milk will only amount to 2.30/o
on the basis of the Commission's proposals, but milk accounts for 300/o of Ireland's agri-
cultural output. Therefore the Commission's price proposals will have a disproponion-
ately adverse effect on farm incomes in Ireland.
Mr Mouchel (DEP), rapportear. 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I feel a cenain satisfaction 
-subject to a favourable final vote 
- 
after all these votes point by point. Indeed, this mini-
mum price rise of 70/0, proposed by the Committee on Agriculture, seems a totally positive
move to me. I am also glad that the House has decided to vote in favour of the total aboli-
tion of negative monetary compensatory amounts and in favour of a swift and subsranrial
decrease in positive compensatory amounts. Moreover, Parliament followed the recom-
mendations of the Committee on Agriculture by refusipg to countenance the application
of the co-responsibility levy to other products. I am also pleased [o nore, in rhe case of
milk, that we have been followed in our refusal to increase this co-responsibility levy. I do
have regre6, however, concerning small producers, since we have not succeeded in.
obtaining exemption for them for their first 50 000 kg of milk. I am nevenheless glad that
we have rejected the Commission's proposal to lower the intervention price in relation to
the guide price, and I also find satisfaction in the fact that we have voted against aligning
the price of Community cereals with those applied by our main competitors.
On the whole, then, Parliament has followed my recommendations regarding the majority
of products. It has also supponed the proposal to extend the common agriculrural policy
to all those products which are at present not yet governed by a market organizarion. Fin-
ally, I would emphasize the imponance of Community supervision of rhe application of
agricultural regulations.
All the same, Mr President, I should like to express some regrer ar Parliament's arrirude
towards vegetable oils and fam. I absolutely fail to comprehend this. How on eafth can rhe
very people who criticize the huge amounr spent on the common agriculrural policy
reject the increases in receipts which we are proposing elsewhere? I should be very grate-
ful, Mr President, if those who take this attitude could shed some light on their behiviour
for the rest of us some day.
(Applause)
Mrs Desouches (S), in utiting. 
- 
(FR) Some of the amendments and rcxts rhar have jusr
been approved are obviously a grear disappointmenr to the French Socialists. I would even
go so far as to say that the results are sometimes incomprehensible.
How can we tolerate Parliament's refusal to demand from the Commission a more
aggressive attitude to a lely by the United States on Community agriculture?
How_are we to explain that those who are moaning about the existence of surpluses are
also the very people who refuse ro exporr products to the Soviet Union?
How are we to understand rhe rejection of a levy on imponed oils and fars, when some
oPPonents of the CAP are always moaning about CAP Expenditure, which they consider
excessive ?
Above all, how are we to explain the refusal by Parliament m disdnguish berween aids and
to waive the co-responsibiliry levy for the first 60 0oo kilos of milk produced by farms?
Can it be that Parliament is scared of developing an original policy on agriculture, when
only a policy of this kind would be capable of guaranteeing some justice in this sphere and
of ste-mming the increase in unemploymenr among farmworkers and the drop in the num-
ber of farms operaring?
On the other hand, we are satisfied to note Parliament's approval of the 7olo global
increase in the European unit of account, the request for the abolirion of the monetary
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compensarory amounrs, and the refusal to align the prices of Community cereals with
those of rhe world as a whole. \7e also appreciate the fact that Parliament has taken
accounr, of the amendments we have tabled concerning the interests of developing coun-
rries, as well as those which refer to eggs and poultry and which necessitate the adjustment
of refunds in order to safeguard this sector which is threatened by unfair competition
from various third countries.
For all these reasons, and despite cenain regrets, we shall be voting for the rePort Pre-
sented by the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Gatto (Sl (in utriting). 
- 
(17) This debate is characterized not so much by the ten-
sion of previous years as by general confusion. This alone goes to show that these Com-
mission proposals, as well as the document prepared by the parliamentary committee, are
not suired to deal with the particularly severe crisis being experienced in this sector.
I shall therefore be voting against the motion, not so much because of the specific formu-
lation of the proposals submitted rcday but because of the general framework in which
they are situared. The extreme inadequacy of this instrument or 
- 
I would even go as far
as to say 
- 
of this price ritual in tackling this immense crisis is blatantly obvious.
It is therefore necessary to solve the problems of the real agro-economic situations in indi-
vidual regions, of rhe varying efficienry and extent of investment as regards prices and
structures, of the contradiction berween squandering of resources and the resultant ben-
efits, to consumers and farmers, and of production surpluses and shonfalls, both of which
have to be paid for. Ve therefore insist on a thoroughgoing review of the CAP as sooil as
possible, before it can become a major cause of disunity in our Community, which there is
instead every reason to extend and reinforce.
Mr Marshall (ED) (in utriting). 
- 
I shall vote against the Mouchel report because I
believe that the House, by rejecting the Commission's proposals and by rejecting Mrs
Castle's amendment, has behaved quite irresponsibly.
The House is seeking to raise expectations amongst farmers even though most MEP's
know thar these expectations cannot be fulfilled.
The House's proposals will precipitate a financial crisis. The Community cannot afford
averege price increase s of 7o/0. The cost of these proposals will prevent the development of
other policies. They will prevent the Community making meaningful rebates to the Unircd
Kingdom. There may well be a major financial crisis in the Community next year.
The House's proposals are seen as unfair: unfair as between producer and consumerl
unfair as between thetaxpayer and the producer; unfair as between various countries.
The House has not distinguished itself today. It has voted for high price increases to curry
favour with secrional interests. \7e a//know these increases will not happen. By voting for
them, Members will put political expedienry before their consciences. or common sense.
Sir Fred !flarner (ED), in ariting. 
- 
I am afraid that the annual farm price review regu-
larly puts our Parliament in the worst possible light. Every year, the more cynical and
irresponsible Members lead a clamour for unrestricted production and expenditure, which
purs enormous pressure on those serious and conscientious Members who try to rePresent
the inrerests of rheir farming constituents in a more effective way. The rynicism of these
people is shown by the fact that they are the very ones who a few weeks ago were shout-
ing for budgetary resffaint and reform; their irresponsibiliry is shown by the fact that it is
the money of other Member States than their own which most of them are voting to
spend.
I do not believe that it is in any way in the interests of British farmers to antagonize the
rax-payer and the consumer and to enter into a trade war with the Americans, as the
aurhors of the Parliament's resolution propose. Nor would I vote for the resolution pro-
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posed by the British Socialists, who are publicly committed to the dismantling of Bridsh
agriculture. I greatly regre[ that Parliament did not see fir ro adopr rhe Commission's pro-
posals.
Mr Velsh (ED), in utiting. 
- 
It is regretable that Members of Parliamenr who only last
month vorcd for a thorough reform of Parliament's finances should this monrh approve a
resolution which seeks to remove every singb resr.raint on agricultural spending.
Such a want of consistency can only raise questions about rhe Parliament's claim to be
uken seriously as a panicipant in the development of the common agriculrural policy. In
particular, the proposal to raise the prices of cereals which are in chronic strucrural sur-
plus can only compound the problems of pig and poultry producers in Lancashire, who
find themselves in serious difficulties as a result of the inflated cost of rheir inputs.
A prudent price policy and suppon for rhe Commission's guidelines was never more
essential, and therefore I shall vote against the Mouchel resolution.
*
CROUX MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-t3BO/82 'Maltese nationalist
part/): ADOPTED
VON HASSEL MOTION FOR A
/r
RESOLUTION (Doc. l-l372/82 'Baha'is in Iran'):
ADOPTED
rr
ROGALLA MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-1340/E2'Commonmarket,):
ADOPTED
*
SEIBEL-EMMERLING MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION(Doc. t-1367/t2
'Pollution'): ADOPTED
,i
,b*
SCHLEICHER MorIoN FoR A REsoLUTIoN (Doc. t-trLt/a2'pollution'):
ADOPTED
,b
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FANTI MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t'13t4/82/rev.'American
agricultural products') : ADOPTED
t
lr !'
SASSANO MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc' t-tr7t/82'Cablelink'):
ADOPTED
*lr
EPHREMIDIS MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-13E2/82 'Snowstorms',):
ADOPTED
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IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Wce-President
(Tbe sitting opened at 9 a.m.)
l. Approoal of tbe Minutes
President. 
- 
The Minutes of Proceedings of yesrer-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I see
from the Minutes 
- 
and this was general knowledge
yesterday anryay 
- 
that President Danken was nor
prepared ro declare the adoption of Doc. l-li/83,
even though it had received more than the number of
signatures required for its adopdon. This seems ro me
to__be.a legally contestable point, although one could
talk about ir.
\7hat is, however, inadmissible is that, as I have just
Iearnt from officials, insrructions have been given,
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contrary to Rule a9$) of the Rules of Procedure, not
to announce the number of signatures appended to the
various motions in the Register at the end of this sit-
ting.
I therefore ask you, Mr President, to ensure that the
procedure laid down quite clearly in the Rules of Pro-
cedure is adhered to and that we receive an assurance
that this information will be announced at the end of
this plenary sitting.
Mr Nord (L). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in reply to the
observation made by Mr Habsburg, I wish to say that
in my view the President of the Parliament has acted
very properly. As I see it 
- 
and Mr Habsburg has
admitted that it is a disputable point 
- 
the resolution
conflicts with the recent decision of the Court of Jus-
tice. I think, therefore, that the procedure the Presi-
dent has chosen to adopt is entirely correct and that
Mr Habsburg's criticism of the consequences of the
President's decision is unfounded insofar as these con-
sequences flow directly from the position very prop-
erly adopted by the President.
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, this dme I
have to disagree with Mr Nord, who, I fear, has not
carefully read the consequences of the President's
decision and, in panicular, the reasons which
prompted that statement.
I simply wish to make the following observation,
Mr President. I feel that Mr Dankert's decision yester-
day is in direct contradiction to the Rules of Proce-
dure for the following reasons.
Our Rules of Procedure are in no way concerned with
the Coun of Justice. Our Rules. . .
Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) Thx has nothing to do with
the Minutes!
Mr Galland (L). 
- 
(FR) Mr Arndt, if you wish to
speak, I shall be silent and resume my speech later!
Our Rules of Procedure lay down the conditions
under which we are entitled to enter a motion for a
resolution in the Register. This is, in fact, a rule that
has been modified by the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions. It comprises five paragraphs.
I shall give you an example of the mode of application.
This House has never refused an urgent motion for a
resolution. Thus, Mr Berkhouwer collected the signa-
tures.. .
(Interruption by Mr Arndt)
. . . Ah yes, Mr Arndt, it is necessary to recall the
mode of application of the Rules of Procedure, and I
would ask you to refrain from interrupting me, if you
please 
- 
ol zso Members of this House in 24 hours
for a motion for a resolution on the tunnel under the
Channel.
Very well. Now, the President of Parliament, for the
first time, is refusing to abide by the mode of applica-
don of Rule 49, on the pretext that a particular motion
for a resoludon has nor been distributed in the proper
circumstances.
This is unprecedented. I have no particular reason to
get worked up about this motion for a resdlution,
since I am not one of those who signed it. Vhat I am
prorcsting against are the new mode of application of
Rule 49 now introduced by the President, and I ask
you, Mr President, in view of the precedents which I
have just mentioned to refer the matter to the Bureau
of Parliament.
President. 
- 
A large number of Members have asked
to raise points of order, but this is not the place for
dealing with a matter which has to be studied by the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions.
Pursuant to Rule 49 of the Rules of Procedure, Presi-
dent Danken informed the House that Mr van Has-
sel's motion for a resolution had been signed by more
than half of the Members of the House. The President
then pointed out that the motion for a resolution was
not in the Register and that at least those Members
who had not signed it had therefore had no opportun-
ity to acquaint themselves with it and to table amend-
ments in the form of an alternative motion for a reso-
lution. He stated that he would refer the matter to the
Committee on rhe Rules of Procedure and Pdtitions.
The statements which have been made here will be
mken into account in this context. The motion for a
resolution was announced in the Chamber. Parliament
will return to the matter as soon as the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions has decided on
an interpretation. In my view, page 1 of the Minutes
correctly reports what the President said. I recom-
mend whoever wants rc take up the Rules of Proce-
dure in detail rc read once again, in Rule 111, what
these Rules have to say about their interpretation.
Mr Pannella (CDI). 
- 
(FR) Since you dec,ided to
interrupt a debate which should have not begun in the
first place, my point of order falls.
Mr C. Jackson (ED). 
- 
Mr President, I w4nted to
raise another point with respect to yesrcrday's Min-
utes. The Minutes show when an electronic vote was
taken, but do not show the numerical result except
when a roll call was asked for. Rule 78(2) of the Rules
of Procedure states:
'I7'here 
an electronic vote is taken, only the numerical
result of that vote shall be recorded.
I gave notice to the presidency yesterday th4t I was
going to raise this point, and I want to request, in
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accordance with Rule 78(2), that the numerical result
of electronic vorcs be always recorded in the Minutes.
The reason for this request, Mr President, is simply
stated: the numerical result of a vote in this Parliamenr
can be of considerable political interest and impon-
ance. Vhen we are giving an opinion to the Commis-
sion, the constitutional position is that they may be
persuaded to agree with us by the force of our argu-
ment, or by the weight of our opinion, refleced by a
significant majority in this House and coupled, of
course, with the other powers which we have in
reserve reladng to the Commission as stated in our
Rules.
To follow that one stage funher, Mr President, as we
develop our parliamentary procedures, there is a
strong argument for the presidenry taking the final
vote on all resolutions electronically, so that the
numerical result is recorded. I hope you will agree that
the presidenry should consider that request as well as
the first one that I made in accordance with
Rule 78(2).
President. 
- 
Ve shall go into the matter. I will give
your request my backing, but I do not know whether
we shall have any success.
Mr Johnson (ED). 
- 
This is a factual point,
Mr President. On page 56 of the Minutes it was Mr
de Ferranti that spoke for the group and not me.
President. 
- 
That will be corrected.
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
Mr President, if you refer to
page 50 of the Minutes, you will see thar in the recoid
of the vote on Mr Vurtz's motion, which the House
in its wisdom saw fit to adopt, it says quire clearly that
the second pan of paragraph 5 was rejected. If you
look at the prinrcd rcxt of the resolution, you will find
that the second half of paragraph 5 is still rhere. Mr
President, could you make sure that thar error is put
right, because I do not think we wanr to declare war
on the Unircd States jusr yer?
President. 
- 
\7e will go into the matter and make any
corrections that are necessary.
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, on a point of
order. On behalf of my colleague, Mr Xavier Deniau,
I wish, under Rule 87 of the Rules of Procedure, to
postpone his repon on emergency aid to Vietnam until
13 April, the Vednesday of the nexr pan-session. This
request, Mr President, which has been approved by all
the groups and by the Commission, is based on [wo
considerations, to allow the Political Affairs Com-
mittee . . .
President. 
- 
Please put your request later. I shall call
you at the appropriate time.l
(Parliament approoed the Minutes)
2. Votel
Hooper report (Doc. 1-1187/82: Containers)
Afier rejection of the amendments to the drafi directioe
President. 
- 
I remind the House that the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection has decided against the proposal for a
directive and calls on rhe Commission ro replace it
with a proposal for a recommendation. It reserves the
right to recommend Parliament rc apply Rule 35(3) of
the Rules of Procedure, under which Parliamenr can
decide not to take a vote on the motion for a resolu-
tion but to refer the marter to the committee responsi-.
ble after hearing the Commission's opinion.
Miss Hooper (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I
may not understand the procedure correctly, bur I
understood that we were going to have the opponun-
ity to vote on the Commission proposal as a whole in
order that we can indicate clearly the Parliament's
view. Are we going rc do that before invoking
Rule 35?
President. 
- 
That we are going to do now, Miss
Hooper. All the amendments have been rejected, so
that we can now vore on the directive as a whole.
( Parliament rej ected tbe Commis sion proposal)
Miss Hooper (ED), rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President,
before asking you to invoke Rule 35, I would like m
explain that the reason why I wish to delay a vore on
the motion for a resolution is that I would like the
committee to have the opponuniry to reconsider our
position, panly because, in spite of the very'clear deci-
sion of this Parliamenr, the Commission refuses to
withdraw its proposal, and panly because during the
debate references were made ro the fact that the
Council is already working on a documenr which is
substantially different from the text befori us and
therefore makes nonsense of our work.
Funher, the Commission also suggested that the
Council was coming to the view that a directive might
be possible in this marter, but I have a clear under-
standing that cenain members of the Council are cate-
I For the item reladng to rhe procedure without repon, see
the Minutes of Proceedings of this sitting.2 See Alnex.
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gorically atainst it. I therefore think it important that
the committee should have the opportunity to reconsi-
der its position and to be further informed.
President. 
- 
Yesterday I understood the Commis-
sioner to say that he does not intend to withdraw the
Commission's proposal. Mr Ortoli will now confirm
this for me.
Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) The proposal has not been withdrawn.
Mr Berkhouwer (L). (FR) Mr President,
Mr Onoli rclls me that the proposal has not been with-
drawn. But will it be withdrawn later?
Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of the Cotnmission. 
- 
(FR) I
admire our friend's command of semantics. I am tell-
ing you that the proposal has not been withdrawn and
I have not said that it will be withdrawn. I am sorry.
Mr von der Vring (S). 
- 
(DE) On a point of order,
Mr President, would you please repeat what
Mr Narjes said yesterday on this matter? In fact he not
merely stated that he would naturally maintain the
proposal but also asked the Parliament as a matter of
urgency to make a gteater effon to resist lobbying.
(Applause frorn tbe Lefi)
President. 
- 
That was not a point of order, Mr von
der Vring.
141 Qsllins (S), chairman of the Committee on the
Enoironment, Public Heahb and Consumer Protection.
- 
Mr President, perhaps we could clarify this. There
is no doubt at all that Parliament's vote this morning
firmly indicates that it wants to reject the existing
Commission proposal. There is equally no doubt from
listening to the Commission that it has no inrcntion
whatsoever of withdrawing that proposal. But the
third element in this matter is the document that came
into our hands yesterday and the day before indicating
fairly clearly again that discussions are going on in the
Council and that the Commission has been aware of
these discussions.
Because of that and because of the possibiliry of a
rather silly conflict, I think it would be advisable to
allow this to go back to committee so that we can have
a funher discussion and see whether or not any Pro-
gress can be made. It seems to me ihat we have got
into the position where many people are saying that a
directive may be desirable, but not this directive. That
being ,the case, I think it very important indeed that
the committee should have a say and should be able to
advise this Parliament accordingly.
President. 
- 
I now ask you once more whether we are
to postpone the vote, as Miss Hooper has requesrcd,
or refer the resolution to committee.
Mr Collins (S), chairman of tbe Committee on the
Enoironment, Public Heahh and Consumer Protection.
- 
Mr President, Rule 35(3) makes it fairly clear . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Collins, you rnay take it for granted
that the Chair is also acquainted with Rule 35. \7e will
first ask the rapponeur. Did you make your request
under Rule 35?
Miss Hooper (EDI, rapportettr. 
- 
Mr President, I
would have thought that Rule 35 was not applicable,
because it says: ''!7here the Commission proposal as a
whole is approved.. .' In this case the Commission
proposal as a whole was not approved. Therefore, in
my view it is Rule 35(3) which should apply.
Mrs Schleicher (PPE). (DE) Parliament has
rejected the directive. If that is so, on what legal basis
is the committee tq discuss the matter? In my view, the
matter can only be taken up again when the Commis-
sion submits new proposals.
Mr Collins (S), chairman of tbe Committee on the
Enoironment, Pilblic Health and Consurner P/otection.
- 
My view is that Rule 35(3) is the appropriate one in
the circumstances.
(Parliament approoed the request for reference to corn-
mittee)
Schleicher report (Doc. 1-1207/82: Labelling of food-
stuffs)
Afier rejection of tbe proposal for a directioe
President. 
- 
Does the Commission withdraw the
directive?
Mi Ortoli, Vce-President of the Commistion. 
-(FR) The proposal has not been withdrawn. I believe
this was confirmed by my colleague, Mr Narjes.
Mrs Krouwel-Mam (S). 
- 
(NL) In that case, Mr
President, I wish to request that we apply Rule 35(3)
as we did in the previous instance. In other words, I
am requesting that vre refer the matrcr to committee,
since there are new facts to be considered.
Mrs Schleicher (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) There is
no difference of opinion between the Commission and
Parliament on this matter; .we are aking a firm stand
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against the Council for failing rc adopt a basic direc-
tive. The Commission is forced to submir a proposal,
whereas we find ourselves in disagreement with the
Council. 'S7'e must now vote on the motion for a reso-
lution, and I am opposed rc a reference to committee.
( Parliament rej ected Mrs Krouutel-Vlam\ request)
Mertens report (Doc. 1-1188/82: Irish bogs)
Afier the explanation of ootel
Mr Flanagan (DEP). 
- 
Could I make a proposal that
we postpone the vote until another occasion? I am sure
there is general agreemenr: ir is just that we cannot
agree on the demils. My proposal is that we posrpone
the vote to another occasion.
Mr Mertens (PPE), rdpporteur. 
- 
(DE) I don't think
a postponement would help very much. I move thar we
vote now.
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, what Mr
McCanin said bears no relation to rhe facts. I can see
no reason why we should not vorc on the report.
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
I want ro second rhe motion
by Mr Flanagan that the vote be postponed. I would
dearly love to supporr the idea. I regret rhat Mr Mun-
tingh accused me of nor speaking the truth. He gave
no reason whatever to supporr his allegadons rhar I
v/as not speaking truly when I said that this Parlia-
ment. . .
President. 
- 
I g2nns1 allow Members now ro s[ar[ a
debate on your rema.(s under the pretext of raising
poinm of order.
Mr Prout (ED).- Mr President, may I just speak up
in support of Mr McCanin? I rhink where a Member
makes an allegation about the trurhfulness or other-
wise of the statement of another Member, that other
Member ought to be entided to reply.
President. 
- 
If this requesr had been made by the rap-
porteur or [he committee chairman, I should have pur
it to the vote. It is now open to any Member [o requesr
that the matter be referred to committee, bur no one
has as yet done so.
Mr Muntingh (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I can say in
one sentence why I think Mr McCanin is wrong.
I See Annex.
President. 
- 
No, Mr Muntingh. You do nor have rhe
floor.
Mr Clinton (PPE). 
- 
Mr Presidenr, surely it is not in
order for a Member of this House ro tell the House
that another Member is telling lies and nor be required
to withdraw that allegation.
( Pro te s * fron M r Muntingh ).
President. 
- 
Mr Clinton, you do nor have rhe floor.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. Could I ask your guidance on Rule 82(2b)? h
does seem [o me that this is a procedural motion and
that then you musr hear one speaker in favour and one
against, as well as the chairman or rapporteur of each
committee concerned.
President. 
- 
I have just poinrcd out rhar no one has
asked for a reference to committee
Mr Maher (L). 
- 
Mr President, can I propose rhar
we send it back ro commitree, because if the Parlia-
ment decides on this today, they will put back conser-
vation in Ireland insread of helping it.
President. 
- 
Does anyone wish to speak for or
against?
Mr McCartin (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, I wanr to
speak in favour of referring the matter to committee,
because I do nor believe that rhere is a big gap to be
bridged. Paiagraph 5 says:
Requests the Commission ro ascertain whether, if
other resources prove rc be inadequate, financing
can be made available from the Environmental
Fund for rhe purchase, inspection and supervision
ofbogs...
If we accept that completely, paragraph 6 seems to be
in contradiction. It says:
Requests the Commission to ascenain whether, if
necessary, 100/o of the appropriations earmarked
for industrial and agriculrural developmenr pro-
jects could in future be ser aside for nature conser-
vation . . .
That is suggesring rhar part of the grants already allo-
cated from the EAGGF to small Irish farmers in poor
regions can be reduced.
I think thar those rqro paragraphs are in contradiction.
If paragraph 6 were nor there, we could accepr para-
graph 5, and I believe thar with a small amendmenr we
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could accept paragraph 5. I think the committee will
be able'to resolve this problem, and we should not
become over-emotional about it. But if we incur the
enmity of the farmers concerned, it is beyond ability to
preserve those moors and bogs.
Mr Muntingh (S).- (NL) Mr President, during the
last budgeary procedure, Parliament adopted an
amendmentrxpressing its opinion that when Nature is
inrcrfered with by means of agricultural funds, a sum
- 
if possible, 100/o 
- 
of these same funds must be
appropriated to counteract the negative effecm of such
intervention. That amendment was adopted by an
overwhelming majority of this Parliament and has now
been incorporated by Mr Menens in this resoludon as
a direct result of the guidelines this Parliament has
itself laid down. Now I maintain 
- 
and this is all that
I said 
- 
that Mr McCartin has failed to understand
rhis and that it is quite untrue that anyone in this Par-
liament wants to take a penny from the poor farmers
to whom he and his colleagues are trying to give
money.
That was the opinion of this Parliament, expressed
here during the last budgetary procedure; and that
means, Mr President, that everything is quite clear, we
have expressed our views on [he matter and there is
therefore not the slightest need to refer the matter to
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, since we were all in agree-
ment.
Mr Mertens (PPE), rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mr Presi-
dent, it does, of course, much credit to our Irish col-
leagues that they should defend in this way the cause
of small-scale farmers in Ireland; but as far as this
report is concerned, I really believe that our much-res-
pected colleague Mr McCanin is the victim of a mis-
understanding. No one in this Parliament is of the
opinion that here anything should be held back or
mken away from the Irish farmers or that they should
be obliged to pay anything.
I/hat we are considering here 
- 
and it is put very
carefully 
- 
is the need for the Commission rc ascer-
tain from what sources and for what purposes finan-
cial appropriations can be made. My attempts to con-
vince Mr McCartin have failed, and that is probably
due to linguistic difficuldes. I hope he can now accept
what I am saying and also agrees to our voting on the
matter rcday, for nothing *ould be gained by refer-
ring this report once more to committee.
(Parliament rejected the request for reference to com-
mittee)
Hopper report (Doc. 1-1 179/82: Rum)
Mrs Le Roux (COM). 
- 
(FR) I request that it be
established whether there is a quorum for the vote on
this repon.
Mrs Le Roux's request a)as not supported by 10 Men-
bers)
Von Alemann report (Doc. 1-1205/82: Transfrontier
transport)
Paragraph 5: Amendment No I
Mr Seefeld (S), deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(DE) Mrs
Boot's amendment calls for deletion. A numben of dis-
cussions have taken place between Mrs Boot and Mrs
von Alemann, during which it was pointed out that the
first pan of paragraph 6, calling for the creation of a
legal framework for cooperation between internal
frontier regions, is of great importance to this repon.
Mrs von Alemann has now stated that she would be
prepared to delete the last pan of paragraph 5, follow-
ing the words 'drawn up by the Council of Europe'.
Mrs Boot has given me to understand that if we delete
this last passage, she will withdraw her amendment.
3. Fisheries
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debarc on 4
reports drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Agri-
culture:
- 
by Mr d'Ormesson (Doc. l-1320/82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1195/82'COM(82) 888 final) for a regu-
lation laying down certain measures for the con-
servation and management of fishery resources
applicable to vessels flying the flag of cenain
non-member countries in the 2OO-nautical-mile
zone off the coast of the French Department of
Guyana;
- 
by Mrs Pauwelyn (Doc. l-1334/82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.1-1236/82-COM(83) 28 final) for a regula-
tion on the conclusion of the Agreement between
the European Economic Community, Norway
and Sweden on the regulation of fisheries in the
Skagerrak and the Kattegat in 1983;
- 
by Mr Blaney (Doc.l-1332/82), on
the proposal from the Commission to thJ Council
(Doc.l-1223/82-COM(79) 60 final) for a regula-
tion concerning the conclusion of an Agreement
on fisheries between the European Economic
Community and the Government of Finland;
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- 
and by Mrs Le Roux (Doc. l-1333 /82), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-1301/82-COM(83) 1l final) for a regula-
tion on the conclusion of the Agreement between
the European Economic Communiry and the
Government of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau,
amending the Agreement on fishing off the coast
of Guinea-Bissau signed on 27 February 1980.
Mr Tolman (PPE), deputy rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, I can make it very short. The report was
unanimously approved in committee, and I ask the
Parliament to do the same.
Ms Quin (S).- Mr President, the Socialist Group is
in favour of all four of these reports, which are not
really very controversial. Indeed, I shall only refer to
two of them in the course of this brief intervention.
Firsdy, I would like to refer to the d'Ormesson report
on French Guyana. I am glad that it lays great sffess
on the need to develop the shrimp-processing industry
in Guyana. The Commission is asked to draw up a
report on the progress achieved since 1977. I under-
stand that shrimps account for 440/o of all exports
from French Guyana. If this is true, the EEC should
give all possible help to promote the indigenous fishing
and fish-processing industry. I hope that the Commis-
sion will report. to us on what it sees as the best way of
bringing this about.
Secondly, I would like to refer to Mrs Pauwelyn's
report on the agreement between Norway, Sweden
and the EEC on fishing in the Skagerrak and Katregat.
I am glad that the agreement that has been reached is a
little more conservation-minded than has been the case
in previous years, and I am glad too that Mrs Pauwe-
lyn's repon seeks to push the Commission even further
in that direction.
The report expresses what I think are valid worries
about the excessively high levels of catches of both
sprat and herring. It refers to these in panicular in par-
agraph 2 and says that even stricter measures may
prove necessary in the future.
Mr President, one of the reasons for agreemenrs
between countries and also behind a European fishing
policy is that catches of fish taken in one country may
very much affecr the availability of catches for fishei-
men in other countries and in other fishing zones. Par-
agraph 6 of rhe Pauwelyn report refers to this by not-
ing the link between fishing in the Skagerrak and
Kattegat and the amount of fish available in Zone IV
(b) of the ICES divisions 
- 
in other words, off the
Nonh-East English coast.
Since reading the Pauwelyn reporr, I have become
aware of new scientific evidence which suggesrs rhar
the link between the two stocks is so srrong that fish-
ing in the Skagerrak and Kattegat has prevenred
. . . predominantly, if not entirely, potential recruits to
the Nonh Sea spawning stocks in divisions IV (a) and
rv o)
Indeed, the IC's evidence goes on to say tha[ a ban on
herring and sprat landings in division III (a) (Skager-
rak and Kattegat) is therefore a logical extension of
the present closure of herring fisheries in the nonh
and central North Sea.
I would very much like the Commission to commenr
on this evidence today. It is not a purely academic
matter; it is of desperate concern to fishermen off rhe
Nonh-East English coast who have not been able to
fish for herring for several years and whose sprat
stocks have also disappeared. So, when rhis agreemenr
is next considered, I hope that the Commission will
take fully into account this new scientific evidence,
and I would like the Commission to give an assurance
to rhar effect today.
Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- 
Mr President, to the rwo
reports relating to Guyana and Guinea-Bissau, two of
our Lom6 countries, I, on behalf of my group, give
unreserved support. I think there can be few headings
of expenditure that the EEC authorizes which produce
such magnificent resulm in terms of trying to reduce
world hunger.
Ve are only at the very beginning. It is as if we were
climbing a very high mountain and have only just
taken a few steps. Many more such agreements have to
be negotiated. I know the Commission is working very
hard on this, and I know it is not easy. At the recent
Lom6 Assembly in Jamaica, when I was happy that the
report I was concerned with was unanimously sup-
poned, we had many opportunities to chat with all rhe
Lom6 countries. They are desperate for more money
to be spent on fishing, and I would again urge that a
proper ACP-EEC committee on fishing is needed.
There can be nothing as vital in combating hunger as
this.
My colleague, Ms Quin, has already pur my fears and
reservations about the Pauwelyn repon and about the
link between the stocks, as well as my fears and wor-
ries on behalf of the fishermen in my area, some of
whom, like Ms Quin's, have not been able ro fish for
herring in areas where they are totally dependent on
fishing, with no hinrcrland at all, bog or orherwise,
that can be cultivared.
I notice that paragraph 3 says that the total allowable
catch will not be fixed unril May, and I wonder
whether the Commission could assure us that before ir
is fixed, they will consult us on this.
Finally, with regard to Finland 
- 
and I am supponing
all the proposals on behalf of my group 
- 
I would jusr
say that I know that this is really nothing more than a
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piece of paper, because we are not going to give any-
thing to Finland until the herring quota is fixed at
1OO OOO tonnes. As this day has not yet arrived, the
Agreement is nothing more than an act of piety. But I
would again say one word of caution. I know we get
certain things from Finnish waters 
- 
salmon rights 
-but it does worry me that we may be thinking of giv-
ing the Finns very much here, because there is nothing
left in the Nonh Sea to give them.
Mr Battersby (ED). 
-'$7e have before us today fourexcellent fishing reports which were passed unani-
mously by the Committee on Agriculture, and which
illustrate by their geographical scope the extent of our
responsibilities under the new common fisheries
policy. They deal with the Baltic, the North Sea,
Community waters in South America and Community
fishing off \flest Africa.
I believe the Blaney report on the fisheries agreement
with Finland to be of considerable political impon-
ance. This agreement has been on ice since early 1979
and concludes a series of agreements with our nonh-
ern fishing neighbours, 
- 
the Faroes, Norway,
Sweden and Finland. By this agreement, we are
strengthening our links with Finland and at the same
time accelerating progress towards the Community
becoming a full member of the Baltic Convention, of
which Denmark and Germany have already been full
members for many years. I need hardly emphasize the
international imponance of the Baltic Convention, to
which all the Baltic States, including the Soviet Union,
Poland and Eastern Germany, as well as the Com-
munity, Sweden and Finland, subscribe. I believe we
must give the Commission our full suppon in its
effons to achieve Community membership of this
Convention.
A further point is that this agreement is. the- first inst-
ance, in my experience, where an initial framework
agreement has been presented to Parliament by the
Council for its opinion before, rather than after, the
conclusion of that agreement. I hope this will create a
precedent and become the standard procedure for the
future in all sectors of fisheries legislation as the three
Comm'unity institutions work together to develop the
new common fisheries policy.
Mrs Pauwelyn has drawn attention to the resource
conservation problems in the Skagerrak and Kattegat,
to the dangerously low level of sprat stocks and to the
measures at last being taken to protect the herring' It is
about timel \7e have all been insisting in this Parlia-
ment for some years that there is a link between inten-
sive sprat and herring fishing in the Skagerrak and
Kattegat and the catastrophic decline in herring fish-
ing in the middle of the North Sea. Scientific evidence
is now providing confirmation that our concern is well
founded. Conservation measures in the Skagerrak and
Katregat are vital if we are to re-establish the mid-
Nonh Sea herring stocks, and we can only applaud
the steps now being taken.
Mr d'Ormesson has drawn attention to the need to
develop the shrimp-processing and catching industry
in Guyana as a local indusry. !7e have been drawing
attention to this for four years now, and we know
there are very complex local problems; but I urge the
Commission, whatever the local difficulties, to prepare
their report and present it as quickly as possible.
Finally, Mrs Le Roux has provided in her short report
sound guidelines for our approach to the fisheries
problem in the ACP countries. Her common-sense
approach is eminently practical with its emphasis on
small-scale fisheries, training centres, research into
marketing, processing arrd local stocks, and also
research into conservation. I hope that the Bureau will
approve the preparation of a fuller report on this sub-
ject when we make the formal request..
Finally, Mr President, my group will vote for all these
reports, and I strongly recommend that the House also
votes unanimously for them.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(FR) Mr President, I should like to thank the rappor-
teurs for the quality of their work and to say to those
who took part in the debate that I share most of the
concerns they expressed.
In the case of Guyana the Commission has no diffi-
culty in agreeing to draw up the report requested, and
I hope that it will be able rc submit it quickly to Parlia-
ment. This is the report on the shrimp industry.
On the Pauwelyn report, the Commission fully shares
the views of those who spoke on the importance of an
arrangement for 1983, not only 
- 
as you said 
- 
on
the zones concerned but also on the whole question of
fishing in the Nonh Sea. Ve share this concern and
this is one of the reasons why we attach great import-
ance to the result obtained. I would point out that
there was in fact a gap in 1981 and in 1982. The
arrangements carried out seek to establish a balance
between the needs of fishing and those of conserva-
don. This mo-fold consideration will remain part of
our subsequent activities.
I shall bring to the Commission's notice the remarks
made concerning TAC and the value of providing
information on any agreements adopted.
As to the use of the evidence or the scientific data
which could be obtained, I can assure you that we
regard this as an essential element in all the proposals
emanating from us.
Mrs Le Roux (COM), rapporteur. 
- 
(FR) Mr Presi-
dent, I apologize for not speaking until now, but con-
ditions on a Friday morning are sometimes difficult.
This report, too, was submitted under difficult condi-
tions, since, because of the request for urgent treat-
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ment, it was necessary ro work very quickly. I should
like, following Mr Battersby, to put forward some
comments and suggestions on behalf of our com-
mittee.
The agreement in quesrion contains a number of
extremely positive elemenrs, panicularly the payment
of greater compensation ro Guinea-Bissau for the fish-
ing-rights granted to rhe Community; secondly, the
financing of a scientific research programme in Gui-
nea-Bissau's territorial vaters, which, moreover, meets
the demands put forward by the developing countries
at the recent meeting in Jamaica; and finally, the
financing of study granr for those raining in the
Community.
Nonetheless, there are a number of shoncomings
which must be corrected in the programmes and in the
later agreements, panicularly the lack of coordination
with the financing from the Development Fund 
-which is still inadequate where fishing is concerned 
-the fact that small-scale fishing has nor yet received
sufficient attention and also the lack of facilities for
training African fishermen in rheir own counrries.
Our commitree has put forward a number of sugges-
tions, some of which reflect the views put forward by
the fisheries rapponeur at the Kingston meering. Ir is
necessary, I repeat, to improve coordination with the
EDF, increase the appropriations from this fund and
devote them primarily to small-scale fishing. It is also
necessary to promote the -regional organization of
fisheries in order to ensure the managemenr and con-
servation of fish-stocks. It is furrher necessary 
- 
and
this too has also been expressly requested 
- 
ro exam-
ine the state of stocks in these regions and ro give
greater weight in fisheries agreemenrs to problems of
employment, to rhe local marketing of products and to
storage and processing installations while conrinuing
to give priority to raditional fishing. Again, it is neces-
sary to help finance training-cenrres in rhe African
countries and to strengthen cooperation poliry among
the African Sates with a view both m improving rhe
management of resources and enabling a proper con-
trol of carches in rhe fishing-zones.
The ACP countries are requesting changes in the legal
provisions currenrly in force, panicularly with regard
to the difficult rule about place of origin, and are bas-
ing their requesr on rhe recenr Conference on rhe La.w
of the Sea.
Finally, there are many agreements with African coun-
tries. I suppon rhe Commission's proposal to draw up
a complete report on fisheries relations between the
Community and the developing countries. This is
something extremely imponant for rhese countries as
well as for the fishermen of our own regions who fish
in these walers.
President. 
- 
The debate,is closed.r
IN THE CFIAIR: MR ESTGEN
Vce-President
4. Role of ports in the common trdnsport poliq (contd)t
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is a continuation of the
debate on the repon by Mr Carossino on the role of
pons in the common rransporr policy (Doc. l-844/
82).
Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S). 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
wish to convey rhe Socialist Group's grarificarion ar
this 'own-initiative' reporr,, which was more than
necessary. As long ago as 1975, the Commission sub-
mitted to the Council a proposal for a regulation on
the granting of aid to projecrs of Community impon-
ance in the sphere of transport infrastructure, and this
has still not been dealt with by the Council. The need
for such projecrs, however, is making itself increas-
ingly felr. Our pon infrastructures musr be aided and
developed, primarily in order to keep pace wirh the
growing volume of raffic and of goods transported. If
I may just give an example from my own pan of rhe
world, Antwerp, this pon has seen an increase in the
volume of rraffic of 5% during rhe past year. The vol-
ume of solid fuels arriving from overseas is constantly
increasing, and rose from 1.4 million ronnes in 1956
to 4. 1 million ronnes in l979.Dving the same period,
the amount shipped overseas also increased from
100 000 tonnes in 1966 to 700 000 tonnes in 1979.
Difficulties have, however, arisen with rhe [ransport of
crude oil: arrivals amounted in 1966 to l5million
tonnes, bur by 1979 had fallen to 3.3 million ronnes.
Naturally, those concerned began to look round for
other sources of energy and staned importing gas,
which rose from 30 000 tonnes in 1966 to 99 000
tonnes in 1977.Plans are in progress for the exrcnsion
of an LNG terminal.
Mr Presidenr, rhere is already some evidence of a
dynamic European pon poliry. Ir is of the greatest
imponance to take accounr of the particular nature of
the hinterland. It is absolutely necessary to improve
the accessibility of the 'S7'esrcrschelde and alio m
install a series of radar starions along im shores. Better
connections with the inland waterways sysrem are
needed. Equally necessary is a modernization of the
railway infrastructure, more panicularly the link
between Antwerp and Monchen Gladbach, known as
the 'Iron Rhine', which has still not been completely
electrified.
Secondly, I wish to srress rhe imponance of the rela-
tion between the pon and its surroundings and also
1 For rhe vote, see Annex. I See previous day's debare,
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the population, and here the most imponant question
is rhat of safety. Hence the need to arrive at a harmon-
ization of legislation concerning pilots. The safety
problem is also important with regard to the transpon
of dangerous materials and products and the protec-
tion of srcrage dumps, including LNG terminals.
The question of employment raises a number of prob-
lems peculiar to port areas, where labour-intensive
undenakings have to be encouraged and good rela-
tions promoted with the hinrcrland in order to keep
employment up to the mark.
Finally, there is the difficult problem of workers's
safety. There are still too many accidents at work in
and around the ports.
Mr President, if no Community poliry is achieved in
this field, there will be no transparency possible in the
administration of port infrastructures, and these will
then be ineviably subject to a spread of private owner-
ship. If the ports have no more public facilities to
offer, we shall have no more Community facilides, and
then there will no longer be any free, autonomous,
open ports, which, after all, is one of the aims of a
European port policy.
Mr Cottrell (ED).- Mr President, first of all I pay
tribute to the rapporteur, who has, I think, produced a
very precise and clear document in response to a
motion for a resolution submitted by myself calling for
the creation of a Severn estuary port zone.
I shall not v/eary the House too extensively with my
own constituency difficulties, save to say that Mr
Carossino has taken up and amplified the point which
I submitted in my original draft.
This deals with the extraordinary situation which has
arisen on the Bristol Channel, and which is reflected in
other parts of the Community, namely, that EEC pon
investments, divened through the instrument of the
Regional Fund, can actually create a disadvantage. It
is a grotesque and unfair distortion of competition that
my pon in Bristol is the only one of a whole string of
ports on the Bristol Channel which has no access to
EEC funds. This amounts rc discrimination against a
port which has heavily invested in its own future with-
out the help of a penny of taxpayers' money.
Vhen the House comes to vote on this repon, and
panicularly the amendments submitted by Mr Lalor, I
hope they will consider the original proposition that
Mr Carossino was asked to work on-namely, that if an
EEC port investment poliry is to be fair, then if a situ-
ation arises of competing ports on the same estuary
not receiving equal access to Community investment,
it is time to change the rules.
I have asked for the creation of a Severn estuary port
zone, and if the House approves this report, as I
believe it will, it will represent a powerful battery of
ammunition for people like myself to argue with our
own government and with the Commission in Brussels
for a change in the way the rules operate at the
moment. I think this is fair and I think it is reasonable
to make this point.
I suggest to Members of this House that this is yet
another example of the way in which an ill-thought-
out and ill-conceived regional poliry can actually
create a situation in the transport industry which is
neither fair nor equitable.
Mr Bangemam (L). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, the Com-
munity's ports policy is a good example of how such a
policy may encounter opposition of various kinds 
-rhar is'to say, not only opposition in the Council of
Ministers, which we all deplore and are trying to break
in a variety of ways, but also from those directly con-
cerned.
One has to say that this seapon poliry has not been
encouraged by the ports themselves 
- 
at any rate, not
by those ports that have so far found the present unre-
gulated situation profitable with regard to improving
their chances of competition. I am aware that the
Commission has for some years been trying to carry
out a preliminary study of the problems in a joint com-
mission ,including seaport representatives. 'When one
talks to such of these representatives as would be
interested in a European transport policy, one sees
that in this commission the seaports have been putting
up skilful opposition. Effons were made to give the
commission something to do, and the commission duly
complied by employing a large number of persons in
the preparation of statistics; but the fact of the matter
is that none of the pons thus represented and
employed is interested in a common European seaport
poliry.
'We could, of course, consider abandoning the task
and ask ourselves why we should bother ourselves
about it when those concerned are not interested, but
that would be a wrong conclusion to draw. First of all,
there are not only seaports whose chances of competi-
tion stand to gain from the present situation but also
those that suffer disadvantages. These are mostly
situated in regions which in any case are disadvan-
aged by vinue of their economic situation and not
just that of transport. That is rc say that, here too, we
have a rich man's club and a poor man's club.
'lfhen discussing seapons policy, we must not limit
ourselves to considering Rotterdam, to take an exam-
ple from Holland: Rotterdam is an excellent port
where, naturally, people say, what do you want a sea-
pon policy for? 
- 
everFhing is alright as it is.
If you talk m other porti which have also profited
from the present situation and from their own activi-
ties, you find the same view expressed; but go to Tri-
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- 
to mention a port which, although excellendy
equipped and anxious to make every possible effort, is
less favourably situated and has no hinterland but,
nevenheless, is capable of playing an extremely impor-
tant role not only in its own region but in European
transport as a whole 
- 
and then you will find such
pons have good reason for complaining of the lack of
a seapons policy.
There are, however, problems for some pons with a
betser record. I have in mind, for example, the disrcr-
tions of competition that arise from differing r6gimes
of taxation or State subsidies. Here rhere is much to be
done if w'e are to introduce a common transport policy
in this sphere. It has abeady been said that the Com-
muniry could exercise a positive influence on cenain
transport arrangemenr that are there to ensure the
safety of sea transport.
\flhac I want to say, therefore, is that the Commission
should abandon its cautious attitude. Perhaps its initial
conception has, indeed, been a little too ambitious; it
wanted rc elaborate a big plan covering everphing,
and that naturally requires a great deal of information
and time. But, as always happens in such cases, small,
practical steps have more effect and are the beginnings
of a poliry that has yet to be worked out.
I would point out that this is not just a matrer of trans-
port, sea transport, alone: there are many other things
connected with it. A pon is not just a transporr insral-
lation but is always a nucleus for industrial develop-
ment. It. serves a wide variety of purposes. It offers an
opportunity for the development of ancillary trades
which are important 
- 
for example, the possibility of
developing a base for fisheries or for passenger cruises.
Ferry traffic can be improved with a sensible seapons
policy, and a number of other things besides.
On behalf of my group and, above all, Mrs von Ale-
mann, who regrets that she could not make this speech
herself, I congratulate the rapporteur on his attempr to
make funher progress, and I urge the Commission to
be less ambirious and all-embracing but more emphatic
and attentive to detail in opening up a new chapter in
the history of European transport policy.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, in his
excellent report Mr Carossino, in paragraph 85.of the
explanatory statement, points out that on the Atlantic
coasrc of the EEC in particular we have not developed
any port strategy at all, and reference has already been
made to the fact that the accession of Spain and Por-
tugal will, so far as our ports are concerned, add a
very big new dimension. Here it must be admitted that
so far the Community has done nothing at all.
In this connection, I wish to draw attention to Spain's
development of her pon policy and, in particular, to
the remarkable potential of the pon of Bilbao, which,
according to plans now laid before the Spanish
Government, is to be very considerably extended.
Consequently, and precisely because of the possibiliry
- 
indeed, we hope, the certainty 
- 
of Spain's acces-
sion, we should immediately get in touch with the
Spanish authorities with a view to developing a gen-
uine overall port strategy for the European Communi-
ties and so ensuring that this development of the pon
of Bilbao, which will exercise a powerful effect upon
whole areas of S7estern Europe, can take its proper
place in the Community's plans as a whole. There is
already a danger here of planning errors due to a lack
of informarion on either side, and it would be much
more sensible to hold preparatory talks without delay.
I say this panicularly as I know from the authorities
responsible for planning in Bilbao'that they would be
very prepared to consider matters of European con-
cern and only too happy to share the work of planning
in this field with other European authorities.
That is the point I wanted to stress. Ve must devote
all our energies to ensuring an all-embracing approach
to the planning of our pons, and in conclusion I wish
to thank Mr Carossino expressly for the clear and
decisive manner in which he has tackled rhis question.
Dame Shelagh Roberts (ED). 
- 
Mr President, if
there are any Members present this morning who were
Members of the former nominared Parliament 
- 
I
was not myself, but I have done some research into
ports policies 
- 
I think they will feel, as possibly the
chairman of the Committee on Transpon, Mr Seefeld,
must be feeling, that this report and discussion have a
familiar ring. It is now over len years ago since Mr
Seefeld produced a reporr on porrs poliry. It was
adopted by Parliament and welcomed by the Commis-
sion, and all that has happened since is that a com-
mittee was set up 
- 
the classic way of doing norhing
and burying a subject. I hope very much that that is
not going to be the ourcome of this very valuable
report produced by Mr Carossino.
It does seem to me imperative thar Parliament and the
Commission should recognize that rhe pons of rhe
Community are Community assets, not just assets of
the country in which they are locared. Indeed, in many
instances, they are a greater asset to some of the coun-
tries who trade with that country than to the country
itself. If I may draw on my own experience as a former
member of the board of the Port of London Authority,
I have seen there how a valuable narional and interna-
tional asset has been run down by lack of adequate
investmenr in infrastruoure and by lack of adaptabiliry
to technological change. These are aspects which are
brought out in Mr Carossino's report, and I hope very
much that on this occasion the Commission will take
the repon seriously and that we shall see some action
in the field of transpon, which is in parliamentary
terms a generally neglected area.
(Applause)
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Mr Janssen van Raay (PPE). 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, I have especial pleasure in say-
ing a few words about the Carossino rePon, which we
Christian-Democrats fully support. My main reason,
however, for asking for the floor, Mr President, is that
I want to reply to a few remarks just made by Mr Ban-
Eemann.
If one asks oneself what a European seaport policy in
the true sense of the word must be, one finds that it
can only be a European poliry relating to the loading
and unloading of ships in seaports. That it is not, and I
doubt whether such a policy can be achieved. On this
point I agree with Mr Bangemann, inasmuch as he
pointed out the reluctance of some of the big Ports to
see a Community policy realized.
The ports situation is, ladies and gentlemen, of course
a Euiopean one. Mr Bangemann mentions specifically
the pon of Rotterdam, and I come from Rotterdam.
Let us be honest: Rotterdam is a German pon, and
that signifies the European scale of the situadon. The
Federal Republic did not decide for narrow chauvinis-
tic reasons that goods coming into Germany must Pass
through pons on German territory. No, the geograph-
ical siiuadon was taken into account and Rotterdam
has become a German port. There is therefore a
natural disribudon of pons 
- 
I have taken Rotter-
dam as an example, but we could, of course, take the
Irish pons or those round the shores of the Mediterra-
nean. This geographical situation must be taken ser-
iously, and a realistic policy with this as its basis natur-
ally has our support.
Fonunately, Mr Carossino has understood port policy
to mean something much wider, just as I do, and in
this he has our full approval. He has taken the word
'port' as a key word standing for a safery policy 
- 
the
safety of vessels 
- 
a policy of employment within
pons, a social poliry for ship's crews, etc., and, he
adds, for a fiscal poliry. In other words, his report
deserves universal support, because he has taken the
word 'port' as a key to the many different connections
that this word suggests. I repeat, a European pons
policy in the sense that some European authority is
Lrrer created rc decide autonomously how the flow of
goods from and into Europe should be distributed, a
planned situation 
- 
that I cannot see happening.,The
determining factor has to be competition based on
natural considerations. All the other aspects presented
here, however, have our willing supPort.
Mr Seefeld (Sl, chairman of the Transport Committee.
- 
(DE) ladies and gentlemen, at the end of this
debate I wish to thank all those who, last night and
this morning, have contributed to the discussion. The
large number of speakers and also the fact that some
of ihem are not directly or regularly concerned with
the Transpon Committee demonstrate the imponance
of the subject and the interest aken in it.
As regards the history of the European seapons policy
- 
by now I can call it that 
- 
I would point out once
more that as long ago as 196l our Dutch colleague Mr
Kapteyn made a thorough presentation, for the first
time, of fundamental questions of European poliry, on
which occasion,he named seaports policy as an impor-
tant element and urged that it be incorporated in the
European transport poliry.
Since then, this subject has cropped up repeatedly in
the work of the Parliam ent.ln 1967 , it was taken up in
a funher repon by a German colleague, Mr Seifriz,
from Bremen. Finally, Dame Shelagh Robens and, last
night, Mr Albers were kind enough to refer to a rePort
debated in this House fully 10 years ago.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is sometimes a good thing to
re-read old documents. Allow me to quote a couple of
points from that repon. This House came in 1972 to
the following unanimous conclusions :
So far it has not proved possible to introduce a
truly coherent common transport policy as agreed
upon in Article 74 of the EEC Treaty. This fact,
15 years after the Treaty of Rome entered into
force, must be regarded as a serious failure on the
Community's pan.
Now, ten years later, I need only alter the figure from
'15' to'25'to make the statement applicable to today.
\fhen it was written, we found that one of the main
difficulties in this field was to be seen in the fact that
almost every detail of a common transPort policy in
the railway, road and inland waterway sectors affects,
directly or indirectly, competition among the Euro-
Pean seaports.
That, too, is still true today, and will remain so even if
a number of seapon representatiyes take the view that
we should do as little as possible. There are people
who believe that Brussels wants to regiment every-
thing: that is not uue, and I refuse to accePt it.
Any and every proposal relating to the common ffans-
port poliry has some bearing on the affairs of our sea-
pons. !flhether it is a matter of deciding on new
traffic-routes, breaking down transport costs by mode
of transport, discussing access [o enter the market,
regulating prices or settling questions of taxation,
social or technical harmonization, always, believe me,
a problem connected with the ports crops up some-
where.
You may be quite sure that we are not looking for
work. It is high time we recognized the need to think
of transpon at the Community level, and this, quite
definitely, includes a ports policy. On behalf of all of
us, I thank Mr Carossino once more very heartily, I
urge you to adopt his report and hope that it will
prove more successful than the one I submitted rc this
House ten years aBo.
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President. 
- 
The debate is closed.l
5. Transport organization
President. 
- 
The next ir.em is the repon by Mr Caros-
sino, on behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, on a more rational transport organ-
ization (Doc. 1-967 /82).
The debate also includes the oral quesrion by Mr von
Vogau and others, on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Party (Christian-Democradc
Group) to the Commission (Doc. 1-1284/82):
Subject: Taxation of passenger roadtranspon by
road within the Communiry
In creating a Common Market with conditions
equivalent [o those of an inrernal market, the abo-
lition of all obstacles at internal Communiry fron-
tiers is of vital imponance. One instance of this
concerns the point of collection of turnover taxes
on internal Community road passenger ffansporr
services. Passenger uansporr services should
therefore be taxed in the country of depanure for
that pan of the journey taking place within the
Community.
1. Does the Commission consider the transi-
tional provision laid down in Article 28 of rhe
Sixth VAT Directive, whereby individual
Member States may rax passenger road ffans-
port services from the point where they cross
' Community internal frontiers, or nor, as rhey
see fit, as conducive to integration and liable
to bring a single market closer?
2. Is rhe Commission av/are that as from
l Ocrober 1982 Denmark is following the
example of Belgium and rhe Federal Republic
of Germany in taxing passenger road rrans-
port services within rhe Community from the
inrernal fronrier?
3. Did the Commission'submir rhe reporr on rur-
nover-tax , harmonization pursuant to
Anicle 28(a) of the Sixth VAT Directive in
good dme ro rhe Council before 30 June
1982?
4. Has the Commission prepared a proposal for
the Council on final provisibns for the taxa-
rion 
.of passenger rransporr wirhin the Com-
munity pursuanr to Anicle 28(5) of the Sixth
VAT Directive, which sripulares that,passen-
ger transporr shall be taxed in the country of
depanure for that pan of the journey mking
place within the Communiry? If not, why norl
The rapporteur has told me rhar he has nothing to add
to his written report.
Mr Albers (S). (NL) Mr President, in its
communication ro rhe Council of 10 February 1983,
on progress towards a Communiry rransporr poliry,
the Commission observes that effons in this direction
has so far had little success.
That is rrue. In facr, we still have in this sector ten
national marke6, each with its own characteristics,
and in rhese narional markers, poliry is still, according
to the Commission, based on the model of the 1930s.
That, too, is true. It can be seen in the big differcnces
in taxes, levies and excise duties imposed on the differ-
ent forms of transport, resulting in distonions of com-
petidon. These duties are nor based on rhe relarive cosc
of transpon to the public 
- 
which should, of course,
be worked out properly and fairly 
- 
bur are a func-
tion of the need to balance the national budgets.
Differences among Member Stares are considerable
and lead ro obsracles and delays ar frontiers. They also
lead to a waste of energy, since the shipper's choice of
form of transporr is determined, nor by considerarions
of efficiency, bur rc a grear exrcnr by the cost, which is
worked our in very unsarisfacrory fashion and is fur-
ther obscured by the question whether infrasrructure
costs have or have no[ been fully included. As the
economic situation dereriorates, the manner of fixing
the level of these levies becomes more arbitrary. Even
roday, ve find that these anomalies and obstacles are
lncreaslng.
In his repon, Mr Carossino has gone through all this
once more, and he comes to the conclusion that the
decision-making bottleneck at Community level must
be eliminated. At various summit meering;, the Heads
of Government of the ren Member States have urged
the need for strengthening the internal market and
removing obsacles to rade among the Member States.
The present fall in the price of. oil presens an oppor-
tunity for correcring differences in the duties on
motor-fuel and so achieve a homogeneous transpon
market in the Communiry. In the Socialist Group's
view, this should provide a powerful stimulus ro
improve the employment situation in the various forms
of ran.spon, while more at[enrion can also be paid to
the technical and safery aspecrs. .
\7e shall voring for the Carossino resolurion, since we
are in favour of rationalizing the organization of
transporr on a Community basis.
Mr O'Donnell (PPE). 
- 
Mr President, ar rhe ouffer
may I sincerely congrarulate Mr Carossino on another
excellent reporr on a subjecr which is of vital impon-
ance. to the development and progress of this Com-
munrty.I For the vote, see Annex
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This repon by Mr Carossino relates to a motion for a
resolution tabled by Mr Hoffmann on behalf of this
group. The repon before us is, I think, a very valuable
addition to the long list of reports on various aspec$
of transpon poliry which have come before this Par-
liament down through the years. It is indeed reBretu-
ble and indefensible that so much real and solid work
in the field of ffanspon, should, over the years, have
produced so few tangible results. It is litde wonder
ihat the Committee on Transpon, through sheer frus-
ration, has taken the unprecedented step of bringing
the Council before the European Court ofJustice.
There is no doubt whatsoever that the degree of effi-
cienry in the transpon sector influences the level of
development of primary resources. It also determines
the naiure and level of a country's exPort potendal. In
this panicular report' Mr Carossino highlights the
need-for action in two areas of transport policy which
could contribute greatly to a rationalization of the
Community's transport organization. The rePort
emphasizes the need for energy-saving in the ffansPort
secior. It also raises the very important question of the
harmonization of taxes and duties on motor-fuels.
These two issues are of vital importance for the imple-
mentation of a coherent and rational Community
transpon poliry.
The need for action on energ'y-saving in the transPort
sector is one of extreme urgency, and this fact has
beeri emphasized again and again in various debates in
this Parliament. The Transpon Committee held a
public hearing on this subject in November 1980 in
Brussels which was attended by 15 representative
organizations. The conclusions of this hearing were
inJorporated in a repon drawn up by the Transpon
Committee and subsequently adoprcd by this Parlia-
ment. The Commission stated, at that time, that it was
prepared to give serious consideration to the recom-
mendations and that specific proposals could be
expected fairly soon. In respect of energy-saving in the
trrrrtpon sector, therefore, I look forward to hearing
from the Commission what progress has been made in
relation to the recommendations received from Parlia-
ment.
The harmonization of duties and taxes on mineral oils
is also, of course, a matter of very special significance.
It cannot be denied that there are enormous variations
and discrepancies in taxation on motor-fuels in the
various Member Starcs. The comparative analysis on
page 2l of the Carossino repon clearly illustrates the
vaiiations from one Member State to another.
My own country of Ireland is now, unfonunately, at
thi rcp of the league. '!7e have the highest petrol and
diesel prices in this Community, and we also have the
highest level of fuel taxation. This places our ffansPort
and o.rt expofl,ers at an enormous disadvantage ois-ri'
ois their counterparts in other member countries.
Added to this, in Ireland we have very high rates of
duty on imponed vehicles and spare parts. Commer-
cial transport costs in Ireland are reckoned to be over
200lo higher than in Northern Ireland and in the UK.
Of courie, we also suffer from the problem of remote-
ness from the heart of the European mainland. Ireland
and, indeed, other peripheral countries suffer from
enormous disadvantages in respect of the high cost of
fuel, the high level of taxation, excise duties, etc.
Clearly there is a need for Communiry action towards
harmonization of taxes and duties on fuel and vehi-
cles. I therefore fully supPort the Carossino repon and
hope that the Commission will take appropriate action
on the recommendations contained therein'
Mrs Le Roux (COMI. 
- 
6R) Mr President, I am
speaking on behalf of my colleague, Maurice Martin,
who has had to leave.
The debate on a more raiional organization of trans-
port systems is of the highest importance in vie'q/ of the
-har*ful 
distortions of trade caused by the differences
in transport policy among the Member States of the
Community and also because the amount of energy
used in transport is itself important. '\fle welcome the
fact that the large number of points raised in Mr
Carossino's report and the proposals it puts foiward
provide an occasion for putting our thoughm on the
matter more clearly. The French members of the Com-
munist and Allies Group share the rapponeur's pre-
occupation with achieving substantial energy-saving
through a more rational transport policy. \7e are
aware of the impact which a progressive harmoniza-
tion of the excise duties levied on mineral oils and of
such technical matters as the weight and dimension of
vehicles could have on reducing excessive disparities in
cost. Among the various means which are ideally
suited to energy-saving, we realize the potential role
which certain new infrastructures of Community
interest can play. Obstructions, delays and traffic-
related losses of earnings due to certain bottlenecks
should be a cause of constant concern in our effons to
organize transport more rationally. Nonetheless, we
ari convinced of the need to consider how the volume
of transpon is disributed among the different modes
of tranqport; as regards the total amount of energy
used for transport purPoses and in panicular the
amount of oil consumed, it is imponant to comPare
the amounts of energy used by different types of trans-
port. The citizens of Europe should be made aware of
the fact that of the total amount of energy used in
transport 
- 
which amounts ro 250/o of all the energy
consumed 
- 
more than 750/o is used by goods trans-
port on the roads and only 8'8% by the railways. The
proportion becomes even more smrding when we con-
iid.r p"rr.nger ffansport: 94'60/o of the energy is used
on the roads and only 5'40/o on the railways.
The significance of these figures is all the more serious
when'one remembers that, all forms of transpon taken
together, 960/o of the energy consumed by transport
comes from oil. This situation is at the very hean of
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the problem we are dealing with rcday. Any real cohe-
sion between our rransport. sysrems must be primarily
looked for in this distribution of loads among the var-
ious modes of transpon and, therefore, in the search
for possibilities of intermodal substitution between
road and rail.
Let me srare, ar this poinr, rhat I am both sceptical and
uneasy at [he v/ay we are being urged ro resorr to free
competition. Ar no time has evidence been offered to
prove rha[ grearer comperition in the uansport secror
will lead ro grearer energy-saving. On rhe conrrary, I
could provide ample proof of the opposite effecr
brought abour by the unbridled competition which
most of our countries have developed as though it
were a matter of self-evident economic truth. The
imbalance between rail and road transpon which I
referred to earlier is one of the most imponanr argu-
ments against the unbridled comperition pracised in
recent years. 'S7as nor the fact that our governmenrs
and the Community institutions for years deliberately
ignored the possibility of an increase in oil-prices the
result of blind or short-sighted comperirion? !flhether
because they were blinded by profits or because of
their political shonsightedness, our governments failed
to draw up an energy 
- 
hence also a transporr 
-strategy.to ake accounr of the easily fordseeable
lncrease tn Prlces.
For these reasons we welcome the framework law on
internal [ransporr. recenrly drawn up by the French
Governmenr, which for the first rime lays down rhe
principle of controlled comperirion and complemen-
tariry berween different forms of rransporr. The
French members of the Communist and Allies Group
regard this as the best means of achieving optimal
rationaliry in transport sysrems. Ve shall conrinue ro
work for the achievement of this goal.
Mr Rogalla (S). 
- 
(DE) This is rhe rhird dme this
week that we have ro concern ourselves with the inter-
-nal market, Eansport ma[ters and obstacles to frontier
traffic. Still, we were promised on Tuesday by rhe For-
eign Minister in person 
- 
the one who at the momenr
is President-in-Office of the Council 
- 
that he per-
sonally would speak to the Presidenr of rhe French
Republic about rhe impedimenr to frontier raffic, the
business of measuring rhe amount of diesel oil con-
tained in fuel-tanks and the forms rhar bus-drivers
have to fill out.
That is how far we have gor with the unification of
Europe! The stupid resrrictions, diesel checks and
other adminisrrarive thumbscrews are sdll there, and
we parliamenrarians, who so ofren get a reputation for
running our heads againsr the rubber walls of the
authorities, the expens, must protesr again and again,
and it is nor too much if we do so no* onc. .o... In
this field, which is parrly covered by rhe Carossino
report, the Commission, ap long ago as 9 August 1923
- 
that is to say, almosr ren years ago 
- 
submirted a
proposal for a directive on the harmonization of taxes
on consumption of mineral oils.
The economic argumenm, rhe costs that arise here, are
simply brushed aside by the experts. Mr Carossino,s
reporr, drawn up for the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, concentrates its attention on trans-
pon marters, and every experienced observer of the
Community knows rhat in this field only one principle
applies: abandon hope!
The Parliamenr has had to take the Council to coun in
order to get anphing done at all in this field. Now an
attempt is being made to shoulder the ordinary citizen
with the difficulties that result when expens, meering
behind closed doors, fail rc agree. The anachronism of
diesel checks still takes place ar all frontier crossing
posts, and that has ro srop. Mr O'Donnell has pointeJ
out how wide the range of tax-levels is for motor-
fuels: these levels may vary by as much as 500/o or
more between one rype of fuel and anorher.
At present I am occupied with- the question of tax har-
monizarion as rapporteur for the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, and I should like to
take this opponuniry of saying somerhing about this
difficult task. The Parliament will devorc all requisite
attenrion to rhis matter when it comes to calling on
both Commission and Council, in the sphere of ax
harmonizarion, to follow up various initiatives wirh
deeds that really mean somerhing.
'!7e parliamentarians refuse ro have any parr in rhis
penal campaign against rhe ordinary cirizen, in which
petty administrarive restrictions continue to opera[e.
Ve shall fight this wherever we can, even if it is almost
too late. \fle are glad ro find ordinary cirizens of the
Member States on our side: without the press and
public opinion, rhese problems will never be-solved in
the face of opposirion from the experrs.
Ve are wholeheanedly in favour of Mr Carossino,s
report, even if I personally find that, in view of the
seriousness of the situation and the provocations to
which the Community citizen is stili exposed, it is
much too mildly worded.
Mr Buttafuoco (NI). 
- 
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I can say straight away rhat our group fully
supporrs this documenr submitted by Mr Carosiino. i
should, however, like to say here that the massive par-
ticipation by the Transport Commirree in the p..uious
debate and in this one shows that it has bectme the
critical conscience of the European parliament and of
the other insritutions as regardi the lack of a common
transporr. policy. If such a poliry had been achieved,
we should have had neirher reason nor opponunity foi
discussing these problems, which shouid have teen
resolved long ago.
Hence the full jusdfication for our legal action against
the Council. The progress made by rhe Commluniry
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and its productivity depends, admittedly, on a number
of different sectors, but above all on its network of
communications and the possibility of achieving ade-
quate profit margins.
The ranspon sector is the vehicle of such a poliry,
and rightly so, since it accounts for a large part of the
energy consumed in the Community; but if, as main-
tained in the repon, we could rationalize such basic
sectors, we could midgate this very imponant factor,
which accounts for 450/o of the Community's total
energy consumption. Other promising remedies sug-
gested in the repon include measures to improve the
chances of competition and make them equal for all
ransport undenakings operating within our Com-
muniry. Another is the harmonization of VAT and of
taxes on fuels. Yet another advocated so many times in
the Transpon Committee, panicularly by the Italian
delegation, is the harmonization of regulations gov-
erning the weighm and dimensions of heavy vehicles
circulating in the Community, which would make pos-
sible a grealer ffansparency of the market and, as a
logical result, a certain market stability.
Having drawn attention to these considerations, I re-
iterate the full suppon of our group for the hard work
done by Mr Carossino.
Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(17) Mr
President, first of all I wish, on the Commission's
behalf, to join previous speakers in conveying our
appreciation and gratitude to Mr Carossino for his
report. I also wish to express my personal appreciation
of the contribution made by speakers in the debate to
the examination of this imponant question.
As regards paragraph 1 of the motion for a resolution,
the Commission is drawing up a report, accompanied
by an action programme, on the subject of energy sav-
ings and so complying with the European Parliament's
request contained in its resolution of Ocrober 1981.
This report will be submitted to the Council at the end
of this month.
'lfith regard to the difficulties besetting frontier traffic
within the Communiry, the Commission submitted to
the Council, in April 1982, a draft directive designed
to speed up the formalities for goods transponed from
one Member State to another. This proposal also con-
cerns an essential pan of the poliry for improving the
conditions of the internal market.
The Cotncil of Ministers was not able to complete its
examination of this dossier by the pan-session covering
l5 December last. Nevertheless, considerable progress
was made at the working-group level, and the Com-
mission hopes to put this draft directive in final order
during the first six months of this year.
\7ith regard to paragraph 9 of the resolution, concern-
ing the quantity of dury-free fuel contained in the
nnks of motor-vehicles, the Commission proposed in
D7a modifying Directive 68/297 so as to raise the
amount of dury-free fuel from 50 to 100 litres.
Notwithstanding numerous discussions within the
Council, the proposal has so far been rejected by one
delegation. More recently, a proposal for the admis-
sion of 100 litres of fuel duty-free has been submitted
to the Council as pan of a Council regulation on
Community-wide exemptions from customs dudes.
The Commission's proposal on weight and dimensions
of commercial vehicles was discussed by the Council
on 16 December 1982. The President-in-Office has
undenaken to intensify his own effons to get this pro-
posal approved. The Commission, of course, will do
what it can to help.
I now come, Mr President, to the oral question, and
here I shall refer specifically to the four points raised.
In the first place, the Commission is aware that the fis-
cal r6gime applicable rc the carriage of persons by
road within the Community is far from satisfactory.
Since those Member States that wish to do so may
continue to dispense with these transport, taxes, those
that do not cannot be required to adhere to a uniform
mode of mxation.
Secondly, the Commission is aware that at present
three Member States apply a tax to the distance cov-
ered on their territories. The principle of this is in con-
formity with the provisions of Article 9 (2) (b) of the
Sixth Directive.
Thirdly, owing to a shortage of snff in Division fVA,
the Commission vras unable to submit its report on the
application of the temporary provisions laid down in
Article 28 (a) of the'Sixth Directive by 30June 1982.
This repon was transmitted rc the Council on 17 Jan-
uary 1983.
Finally, the provisions of Anicle 28 (5) of the Sixth
Directive can only be applied when the principle of
taxing passenger transport between Member States of
the Communiiy has been accepted by all the Member
States. The principle of imposing the tax in the coun-
try of depanure presupposes a renunciation not only
of the exemptions at present practised but also of a
zero-rate tax. Until this happens, it would be prema-
ture for the Commission to submit a proposal on the
mode of application of a principle which can only
become fully applicable when the provisional arrange-
ments have ceased to apply.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.l
1 For the vote, see Annex.
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6. Emergenqt aid to Wetnam
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr Den-
iau, on behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, on the grantint of emergency aid m
Vietnam (Doc. 1-1270 / 82).
Mr Bord (DEP). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
tentlemen, as my friend Mr Deniau could not be here
chis morning, he instructed me, under Rule 87 of the
Rules of Procedure to request that his report on emer-
genry aid to Vietnam be held over until 13 April, the
Vednesday of this next part-session. It appears 
- 
I
use the word 'appears' advisedly 
- 
that all the polid-
cal groups and the Commission have approved this
request.
There are two reasons for the postponement. On the
one hand it would give the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, which has been asked for ir opinion, the
opponunity of considering the new text from the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, and on
the other it would enable Mr Pisani, who has had to
remain in Brussels today and who is very anxious to
take pan in this debate, to be present. Therefore, Mr
President, I ask all my colleagues ro support the
request for postponement which I am tabling on behalf
of the rapponeur.
President. 
- 
Mr Bord, you are required ro srare ar
which part-session you wish the report to be taken,
but, under Rules 55 and 56, you cannor request a spe-
cific day.
I call Mr Habsburg on a point of order.
Mr Cohen (S). 
- 
(FR) I asked to speak even before
Mr Bord. You had no right to call him before me.
President. 
- 
Mr Cohen, a procedural motion may be
tabled in two ways; orally or in writing. Mr Habsburg
requested in writing to speak on a point of order.
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) Mr President, unlike
my friend Mr Bord, I wish to move rhe reference of
this repon to committee. There are 21 amendments
tabled. In addition, there is an opinion from the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee which is in complete contradic-
tion to the repon and which has not been taken into
account. It is extremely unlikely that the Political
Affairs Committee will modify its artitude. I think the
entire report should be worked over again in com-
mittee and submitted to us in revised form.
Mr Cohen (S). 
- 
(FR) Mr President, I requesr you
rc esablish whether there is a quorum.
(Nine members rose to support Mr Cohen\ request)
Mr Habsburg (PPE). 
- 
(DE) I only want to ask
whether a verification of the quorum is possible in
connection with procedural motions.
President. 
- 
Mr Habsburg, I think a Member can ask
at any time for the quorum to be verified provided he
has the support of ten Members. I fail to see how that
can be prevented.
(Tbe quorum u)ds not establisbed)
Mr Bangemam (L). 
- 
(DE) Your interpretarion of
the Rules of Procedure is undoubtedly correct: when
verifying the quorum, there is no distinction between
procedural motions and substantive matters. May I
point out, however, that, having established th-at there
is no quorum, you are required by the Rules of Proce-
dure to put both motions to rhe House on the Monday
of the next part-session. Only then can we vote on Mr
Habsburg's procedural motion, which would make a
bigger change than the other proposal.
President. 
- 
I agree with you, Mr Bangemann, rhar
Mr Habsburg's motion goes funher than that of Mr
Bord's and will therefore h4ve to be pur ro rhe vote
first and that, since we have now esablished that we
have no quorum, that will have to be done on the first
day of the next pan-session.
Mr Fergusson (ED).- On a point of order, Mr Presi-
dent. Members are probably aware that Mr Deniau is
working with us here with the shadow of the tourni-
quet hanging over him rather like a guillotine or the
sword of Damocles. I wonder whether we could have
an assurance from his colleagues rhat if ir is referred to
committee, or deferred rc the April pan-session, Mr
Deniau will be with us right up to the momenr when
this repon is either killed or sees the light of day.
President. 
- 
That was a polirical point and not a point
of order. I therefore cannot take it into consideration.l
7. Adjoumment of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
(Tbe sitting closed at 12.20 p.n.)
I For items concerning membership of Parliamenr, verifica-
tion of credenrials, motions for resolutions entered in the
register under Rule 49, rime-limit for tabling amendmenm,
forwardrng of resolutions adopted during ihe sitting, and
dates tor rhe next pan-session, see Minutes.
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Votes
This Annex indicates rapporteurs' opinions on amendments and reproduces the text
of explanations of votes. For further details of the voting, the reader is referred to
the Minutes.
VERONESI REPORT (Doc. 1-1315/82 Crude oil savings): ADOPTED
{.
DIANA REPORT (Doc.l-1175/82: Indicator substance in milk): ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:
- 
for hmendment No 2; and
- 
against Amendment No 4.
*)i
HOOPER REPORT (Doc. l-llE7 / E2: Liquid containers) : REFERRED TO
COMMITTEE
The rapponeur spoke against all the amendments.
*
,+ ,l
SCHLEICHER REPORT (Doc.l-1207 / 82: Labelling of foodstuffs): ADOPTED
The rapponeur spoke against all the amendments.
Explanation ofoote
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), in writing. 
- 
(17) My vote in favour of this resolution is an
expression of great bitterness, for with this directive 
- 
fonunately deferred indefinitely
- 
the Commission has attempted to create a diversion with respect to the Council's fail-
ure to adopr rhe draft directive on misleading and unfair advertising, where interests have
been unleashed which do not correspond to those of European consumers.
The directive we have rejected is, in fact, a motley collection of specific cases which would
leave the door open for manufacturers to amuse [hemselves by finding other formulae that
are beyond the reach of the directive. In this way, the consumer would have no protec-
tion, panicularly as in this directive everything is prohibited and at the same time every-
thing is allowed.
Take, as an example, the ban on statements capable of evoking or exploiting a feeling of
fear or anxiety. Such statements would be banned, but not those capable of exciting plea-
sure, love, affection, a feeling of security, like those about smoking or about drinking
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alcohol or, again, about products possibly of excellent qualiry that have nothing to do
with feelings at alll As another example, I would cite the confusion rhat arises over the
'natural' character of a product which is the subject of many confused norions abour pro-
cessing methods, additives, whether natural or other, or mithods described as traditi'onal
which are not necessarily natural because of that.
'!7hat 
are we to say about recommendations and prizes? Claims ro supply a royal house-
hold are not a scientific proof of merit but only a mark of snobbery or fashion. Recom-
mendations and prizes should be awarded by bodies recognized as comperenr in this field
by the public authorities.
Again, what are we to say of the novelty of producm that are supposed to last 18 months?
In actual fact, too many markets are in a state of conrinual change: fashions, for example,
can change three times within 18 months.
Finally, there is the problem of guarantees, which would be based on norhing more than a
declaration by the manufacturer insrcad of being founded on objective and precise infor-
mation. In a word, this directive, which has fonunately been re.iected, is nothing but a
mass of contradictions. It would ill become us to impose it today on consumers who,
already menaced by inflation and a reduction in purchasing-power, are insisting on know-
ing where they stand with regard to everything on rhe market 
- 
food products and
everything else.
MERTENS REPORT (Doc. 1-1188/82: Irishbogs): ADOPTED
The rapponeur spoke:
- 
infaoourof Amendments Nos 3, 5,6 andT;and
- 
against Amendmenrs Nos 1, 2 and 4.
Explanations ofoote
Mr Pearce (ED). 
- 
I rise to support the preservation of the Irish bogs. For your conveni-
ence, Mr President, I shall be brief.
To every visitor to Ireland I say, go to the bogs, relieve rhe tensions of life there, shut out
the modern world, closet yourself in the special world of an Irish bog wirh birdsong and
the fragrance of blanket-bog vegetation all around, and warer gurgling beneath youifeet!
on my last visit to Ireland, afrcr a busy week, I made time to go ro rhe bogs. There, I
watched a man who had been cutting turf, flushed after his exerrions, evidently nursing
some deep private sadness. There in the words of one of the poerc 
- 
I forget wherher it
was'w. B. Yeats 
- 
rhere he sat broken-heaned in the bogs. It brought home to me all of
the greatness, the sadness, the beauty, the rimelessness of the bogs of Ireland 
- 
a moving
experience indeed. I hope this may be preserved for ever. I shall suppon the motion, Mi
President.
( Laugh ter and applause )
President. 
- 
I had an opponuniry yesterday of ti.".lng lyrical outpourings on this sub-ject, and I am glad to hear rhat such a thing is possible.
Mr McCartin (!ne)' 
- 
I thanked Mr Muntingh for his initiative and I congratulated the
raPPorteur on the fine work he had done. I said I had amendments which were .'rery
important. I spoke about bogs at that time and whar I thought of the imponance of their
preservation.
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foa"y I requested this Parliament to give its suppon to one amendment, which was that
Irish farmers should not be asked to surrender part of the money which they get in assist-
ance for narure conservation. That is to say, the smallest farmers in Ireland, those with the
lowest incomes and who farm bad or impossible land, are being asked to surrender part of
the money they are getting from this Community for the preservation of bogs for the
enjoyment of everybody. I must say I feel the Parliament has made a serious mistake and
because of paragraph 6 
- 
and only that paragraph 
- 
which says that we must reduce aid
to rhose with rhe lowest income, the weakest section of all in this Community, for the
enjoyment of the majority, it is with sincere regret, Mr President, that I must vote against
this motion for a resolution.
Mr Lalor (DEP). 
- 
I have already spoken on this issue, but I put my name down for an
explanation of vote because I was afraid the House might decide to refuse to provide
finance for carrying out the preservation that the House so dearly wants and to which I
fully subscribe. I would dearly love to see this huge, area preserved as Mr Muntingh wanm
it, but there are other things that the Irish people need to do with ft. (Laughter) I was
listening to Mr Pearce. He has this beautiful picture of all Irishmen sitting on the bog,
drowsing and browsing.
(Laughter)
If Parliament wants this conservation, it should in some way provide the assistance and the
means ro prepare for it; but Mr Pearce and his colleagues voted against the provision of
money for so doing, and, that being so, I cannot go along vith this measure. I regret it,
because many of these things 
- 
not all of them, like Mr McCartin 
- 
I would like to
support and I spoke on them yesterday. I am sorry the House could not accept the two
amendments from my group which covered the actual spending of money on it.
o*o
PERCHERON REPORT (Doc. 1-1200/E2: Energypolicy): ADOPTED
The rapponeur spoke:
- 
infaoourof Amendments Nos 7, 8,9 and 13; and
- 
against Amendments Nos 1, 2,3, 4, 5,6, 10, ll, 12 and 14.
Explanations ofoote
Mrs Viehoff (S).- (NL) Parr of my group will be voting against Mr Percheron's report.
Ve have serious reservations about the passage which says that Community production of
nuclear energy should be increased, and we have tried by means of an amendment to get
this passage deleted. In our view, not one nuclear power-station more should be built until
rhey can be considered safe and the problem of nuclear waste has been solved. Not only
that, however: we are also opposed for economic reasons. In view of the tremendous bur-
den of debts borne by Electricit6 de France (EDF), which has risen to 150 000 million
francs, the 290/o increase in electricity tariffs, and the fact that the French State grants an
annual inrerest-free loan of 2 500 million francs to the EDF, simply because of the latter's
nuclear energy programme, we find it irresponsible rc call for an increase in nuclear
energy ar a time when we have to invest in other undertakings in order to cope with the
Eemendous amount of unemployment in the Community.
Mr Damette (COM). 
- 
(FR) \fhen I spoke in the debate on this repon yesterday eye-
ning, I stated that the way the French Communists would vote would depend on the
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acceptance or rejection of their amendments, in particular Amendment No 7, which
sought to amend paragraph 15 in such a way that preference would be given to ACP
countries over South Africa where trade in coal is concerned. Although I was pleaied to
find that the rapponeur was in favour of the amendment, its rejection by the majority of
the House appears to me to be highly significant and is a clear indication of its general
atritude.
This appears to me to be all the more serious in view of the fact that recently, at its meer-
ing in Kingston, the Joint Committee repeated very firmly its condemnation of apartheid
and its determination to apply sanctions. Now a majority in this House has not only
turned its back on the Kingston resolutions but has gone much funher and taken the view
that it is preferable to trade with, South Africa than to cooperare with the ACP States. In
view of what has taken place, we shall abstain on the Percheron reporr.
+
**
THEOBALD-PAOLI REPORT (Doc. 1- I 3 1 J/82 : Technology transfer) : ADOPTED
Mr Bombard, deputizing for the rapporteur, spoke
infaztoar of Amendments Nos 5, 9 and, 12; and
againstAmendments Nos 7/rev., 8 and 10.
*tt
MORELAND REPORT (Doc. 1-1317182: Natural gas): ADOPTED
*
++
HOPPER REPORT (Doc. t-tt7e/82 : Rum) : ADOPTED
The rapponeur spoke
infaoour of Amendment No 9; and
against all other amendments.
Explanation of Vote
Mr Bombard (S).-.FR,) Rum, which has been produced in the French Ou.rr.", Depan-
ments for more than three centuries, is not just a potable spirit. A whole civilizarion which
is both fascinating and peculiar to these distant French territories has grown up around
'the cultivation of sugar-cane and the production of rum. By making it poisible foi French-
men to sell their rum we shall be defending a legitimate economic righr. Economics and
right are both on the side of the present r6gime. These regions 
".e 
econo.ically vulnera-
ble and have very few forms of production capable of meeting the needs of an unbalanced
labour market. The rate of unemployment in the overseas territories is among the highest
in the Community. It is therefore absolutely essential ro encourage the mainrenanie of
local productive activities and to help them to develop. This is whar France has been doing
for rum produced from sugar cane, which has been experiencing difficulties for somi
time, panicularly by setting a lower rate of excise for rum than for potable spirits. A dero-
gation, which is necessary, to the requirement to harmonize excise duries on alcohol
would not upset the traditional rade pattern of any Member State. On the other hand, if
the Council qrere to call into question the current French fiscal structure, it would strike a
fatal blow to the rum industry and would be completely conrrary to the provisions of
Anicle 227 of the Treaty, which calls on Community institutioni to e.rsuie that these
regions can develop economically and socially.
+
+*
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VON ALEMANN REPORT (Doc. l-1205/ 82: Transfrontier transport policy) :
ADOPTED
,i.
,t*
D'ORMESSON REPORT (Doc. l-1320/82: Fishing off Guyana coast): ADOPTED
'+
rT ,t
PALISIELYN REPORT (Doc.l-1334/82: Fishing in Skagerrak and Kattegat):
ADOPTED
Explanation ofoote
Mr Adam (S).- I nore in this repon that a smaller herring catch is allowed in 1983 in
the Skagerrak and the Kattegat than in 1982. This does not go as far as the advice given
by ICES rhat herring fishing in rhe Skagerrak and Kattegat is inconsistent with the ban on
herring-fishing in Zone tV(b) of the Nonh Sea. However, the resolution accepm the
inter-rilationship between the herring-stocks in these two zones, although I must say I
uras rarher disappointed that the Commissioner, in his reply to the debate, did not accept
specifically this point.
There are other features of the agreement, such as the control of by-catches of herring in
sprat-fishing, which are welcome, and I note that the sprat TAC has still m be agreed. The-
restoration of herring-fishing in Zone IY (b) of the North Sea must be a main object of
conservation poliry, and I hope that subsequent reports from the Commission will pay
particular arrcnrion to this poinr. Despite my reservations, I shall support, this agreement as
an interim measure.
*
BLANEY REPORT (Doc. t-1332/82: EEC 
- 
Finland fisheries egreement): ADOPTED
*lr
LE ROUX iepOnf (Doc. l-1333 /t2 : EEC 
- 
Guinea-Bissau fisheries agreement) :
ADOPTED
, CAROSSINO REPORT
The rapponeur spoke
infaoour of Amendment No 2; and
against Amendment No 1.
**
(Doc. 1-844/t2: Ports): ADOPTED
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Explanation ofoote
Mrs Th6obald-Paoli (Sl, in writing.- (FR)As rhe strongest trading power and leading
imponer-exporter in the world, the European communiry is widely dependent on its
ports and must provide aid for their development.
Vithout discussing in demil a report which raises many questions parricularly thar of
excessive Community conuol, I nonetheless wish again to draw Parliiment's artension ro
my ovrn city, Toulon, which, although it is still under-utilized, is one of the best situated
Ports on the'S7'estern Mediterranean and one of the great Community pons of the future.
$lart f1o- the request I have already put forward for a special communiry programmefor Toulon, which is currently being studied by rhe Europein Parliament, I wisir tJdefend
Toulon's place as one of the great Mediterranean ports of rhe Communiry. Since it is on
the same latitude as Cap Corse, it is very easily accessible; it has rhe finist roadstead in
Europe and modern pon installadons whlch are still largely available for passenger traffic(to Corsica, the islands of the Mediterranean and Nonh Africa and for cruises) as well as
for merchant shipping. Its vast highly-skilled shipyards provide facilities for fitting out
ships and carrying our any ordinary or precision repairs that may be necessary.
If we are to have a policy for Community pons, it should be primarily aimed at promor-
ing, both within in the community and abroad, the insullations which already exiir.
+
CAROSSINO REPORT (Doc. t-967 /82: Transport organization): ADOpTED
The rapponeur spoke
against Ametdmenm Nos 1, 2 and 3/rev.
Explanation ofaote
Mr Velsh (ED). 
- 
Ve have now made the Carossino reporr a little more realistic,
because we have not sought the harmonization of dury rates, which is quite clearly beyori
the compass of the Community at rhis point.
I would like to congratulate Parliament here this morning on having made a very good
repon into an even better one.
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